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SUMMARY 

This study reviewed and analyzed 11 5 surveys of the general population, 82 of national 
samples and 33 of local or regional samples, taken between 1973 and 1978. Also exam- 
ined were studies of special groups, such as  homeowners and oil company executives. 
Studies on most energy supply alternatives are included: energy conservation, solar en- 
ergy, fossil fuels, and nuclear energy. Findings presented in this summary are supported 
by evidence thoroughly documented in the  body of this report. Conclusions are based on 
the location of a pattern of findings across several surveys; therefore, conclusions pre- 
sented in this summary are those for which consistent evidence was found in several 
surveys of the general public. 

In understanding public opinion about energy in the United States, several points should 
be kept in mind. A survey is an attempt to  measure and aggregate the variegated and 
segmented opinions of the polity. Opinion is segmented by a variety of factors: group 
affiliations, geographical region, social class, occupation, and so on. Each individual is 
situated in a particular social milieu and thus experiences the environment differently. 
Experiences affecting an individual's opinion of whet her an energy crisis actually exists 
can include, for example, if one's own schools and factories are closed due to  fuel short- 
ages, if gasoline is available, if utility bills increase, and what information is available t o  
the individual. 

Further, individuals vary in their personal responses to  these experiential differences. 
Two individuals living in approximately the same life circumstances can respond in com- 
pletely different ways-one might view an energy crisis as an exciting challenge to  cre- 
ative ability and altruistic motives; another might perceive i t  to be a serious threat and 
seek to  deny its existence. 

Survey findings can be used more accurately when one is aware of these complexities. 
Maintaining common sense and avoiding truisms about Ifthe public'r also enhance an accu- 
ra te  perception of public sentiment about the nation's energy situation. 

Survey data have certain limitations, such as  problems of theory and measurement. 
These limitations are discussed in detail in the report. In spite of these limitations, atti- 
tudes are held to be causally related to action, although they do not fully explain behav- 
ior. The methodological quality of the surveys included in this review was judged to  be 
sufficient to warrant drawing conclusions from the body of data. 

The salience of public opinion for policy varies by the kind and level of policy decision 
making. For some energy alternatives, public opinion is more immediately and directly 
relevant than for others. The development and use of nuclear energy is a collective deci- 
sion, very different in character from an individual decision to  purchase solar heating or 
engage in energy conservation. Organizations such as utilities and industries decide 
about the use of nuclear energy or large solar energy facilities. As a result, the link 
between public opinion and individual purchase decisions is closer than the link between 
public opinion and using t h e  political process to influence energy policy. If energy con- 
servation and smallscale solar energy technologies are to have an impact on t h e  nation's 
energy supplies, decisions and action will be needed by millions of individual persons. 



Is There an Enerw Crisis? 

Does the public perceive an energy crisis in the United States? The survey data indicate 
that most people do not believe there is an energy crisis but perceive instead a serious 
national energy problem. About three-quarters have defined t h e  energy situation as  
serious for the past five years. About 40 percent have defined the situation as  'Very 
ser iousmT1 

Inflation, unemployment, and crime clearly emerge from the survey data as  matters of 
grave concern to the American public. Energy is not viewed as  a problem of most, nor of 
least, importance but falls somewhere between. A majority feels that the  nation faces 
energy shortages and rising energy costs in the foreseeable future, whether for political 
or natural reasons. About half of the public appears to think that  the nation's supply of 
oil and natural gas is beginning to dwindle, and smaller proportions perceive this trend on 
a worldwide scale. 

Early in the "energy crisisu (1973), a majority tended to view the situation a s  contrived 
by institutions and persons for their own benefit, but by 1977 the public was almost po- 
larized on this issue. Currently, a majority perceives energy shortages a s  real, but a 
large minority still believes the situation has been contrived by various institutions. 

Much of the public is willing to  admit that the nation engages in wasteful and unneces- 
sary energy consumption. Oil companies and the federal government are perceived by 
many as  the institutions most responsible for the nation's energy problems. Smaller pro- 
portions of the public blame the OPEC countries, industry and business, and environmen- 
talists for contributing to  energy problems. Other causative factors perceived by the 
public are growing populations and the finite nature of fossil fuel resources. 

Some studies examined the relationship between belief in an energy crisis and other ener- 
gy attitudes and behaviors, such as  willingness to  engage in energy conservation. No 
clear empirical support is located that establishes a relationship between belief in an 
energy crisis, or perception of i ts  seriousness and reality, and any other attitudes or be- 
haviors. Based on available evidence, belief in an energy crisis does not lead to conser- 
vation behavior or to the use of solar energy. 

The following are hypotheses about why people believe in an energy crisis that are sug- 
gested, but not conclusively demonstrated, by survey data. 

Those attributing energy shortages to political and economic contrivance are 
less likely to  believe in an energy crisis than those attributing shortages t o  
declining availability of fossil fuels. 

Those experiencing negative lifestyle consequences from energy-related prob- 
lems are more likely to  believe in an energy crisis than those who do not expe- 
rience such consequences. 

a Those more informed about energy facts and issues are more likely to  believe 
in an energy crisis than the uninformed. 

Those with greater environmental concern are more likely to  believe in an 
energy crisis than those with less concern. 



Differences in belief in an energy crisis were found by some demographic characteris- 
tics. Higher educational and occupational levels are found to correlate with perceived 
seriousness and reality of the energy situation. Higher income group5 generally express a 
greater belief in the energy crisis than do lower income groups. No difference in belief 
in the energy crisis is indicated by gender, race, political orientation, lifestyle character- 
ist ics, or urban/rural residence. 

Impacts of the energy problem, varying in severity from inconvenience to job losses, have 
been experienced by most of the public. Evidence indicates that  impacts are borne dis- 
proportionately by those in lower income groups. Older people report more adverse ef- 
fects  of the energy situation than do younger people. Nonwhites experience more nega- 
tive financial impacts due to energy shortages than do whites. 

Public P e r c e ~ t i a n s  of Fossil Fuels 

Not nearly as many survey data exist for oil, natural gas, and coal as  energy supplies as 
for  other energy alternatives. Several studies indicate that  a sizable minority of the 
public does not realize that the United States must import oil. None ask why the nation 
should strive to be energy independent, although several studies show that  opinion is 
divided about the feasibility of self-sufficiency. So few data exist on favorability toward 
reducing oil imports that conclusions about public opinion are  not possible. 

Price increases or incentives to oil companies are generally opposed; oil companies are 
widely perceived as  taking excess profits. Options such as a profit tax or controls on 
profits are favored, while government ownership is opposed by study majorities. Deregu- 
lation of natural gas prices as  an incentive to  increase supply is favored, except when 
resultant price increases were mentioned in one study whereupon a majority opposed 
deregulation. 

The public views coal, especially strip-mined coal, as a way to  expand energy supplies; 
however, potentially impacted local communities are somewhat less favorable. Coal is 
perceived as  an effective source owing to  domestic availability; a perceived benefit of 
coal use is decreased dependency on foreign oil. Data suggest some environmental con- 
cern about the production and use of coal, with those in the West being most concerned. 

Using fossil fuels as  a supply alternative is favored least in t h e  West, which contains 
offshore oil, strip-minable coal, and oil shale. Westerners are more concerned about air 
pollution and less enthusiastic than others about oil shale exploration. People in the 
Northeast and West are more pessimistic about coal as a long-term source than in the 
South and Midwest. Although national majorities favor strip mining, most Westerners 
,oppase it. 

Energy Conservation h u e s  

About 85 percent of the public reports that i t  has engaged in a t  least "a fair amountll of 
energy-conserving activity. Nevertheless, the data indicate that energy conservation has 
not been practiced assiduously; for example, the most frequently mentioned conservation 
action is turning off lights when not in use. Residential conservation is consistently pre- 
ferred over reduced driving. 



For transportation conservation, about 80 percent of the public is opposed to raising 
gasoline prices to reduce consumption. Most people believe that gasoline rationing would 
be effective in decreasing energy consumption; nevertheless, the public opposes gasoline 
rationing. However, rationing is preferred to gasoline price increases. A major reason 
for opposing rationing is that no real shortage is perceived to exist. Another reason for 
opposition is that rationing would create a "black market1' for gasoline. The currently 
propmed policy feature of the rationing scheme, a "white market," would help offset this 
particular objection to rationing.* 

Driving less through reducing the number of trips, carpooling, and using mass transit is 
perceived as infeasible and disadvantageous by most people. Most report that they are 
driving slower because of the 55-mph speed limit. 

Most people oppose special taxation of "gas guzzlern cars. Slight majorities favor re- 
laxing emission controls on automobiles to increase gas mileage, although the public is 
polarized on this issue. 

The survey data do not strongly support the following findings, but limited empirical 
evidence suggests that: 

As gasoline prices increase, more people would use less gasoline. However, 
price increases are perceived as unfair and hard on consumers. 

Willingness to drive more slowly and to buy smaller cars may be partially de- 
pendent on what others are doing. 

There is mueh public support for government regulation of automobile manu- 
facture to increase gas mileage of new cars. 

The practices most frequently used for residential conservation are those that are least 
inconvenient and least effective. As a conservation measure increases in inconvenience 
and/or cost, it is practiced by fewer people. Measures that are practiced most frequent- 
ly are turning off lights and appliances when not in use and lowering thermostats. Prac- 
ticed by about a third of the public are use of lower wattage bulbs, running full washer 
and dishwasher loads, shutting off rooms, and decreasing air conditioning. About one in 
10 people uses cold water laundry, uses a fireplace for heat, weatherizes, or insulates his 
horn e. 

Policy options preferred by most of the public are daylight savings time and tax credits 
or deductions for home insulation. Opposed by much of the public is peak-load pricing 
for utilities. 

Survey data do not strongly support the following findings, but limited evidence suggests 
that: 

. Levels of technical knowledge concerning how to conserve energy effectively 
are low in the general public. 

*Present rationing plans call for issuance of gasoline coupons on the basis of registered 
automobile ownership. Those not using all their coupons could sell them for top dollar to 
those wanting to buy more than their allotment. 
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0 Perceived decreases in utility bins may be a more important motivation for 
engaging in energy conservation than concern about an energy crisis. 

0 There may be greater willingness to engage in domestic energy conservation if 
others do so as well, 

Some differences on energy conservation policies are identified by demographic charac- 
teristics. On a number of policy options, older groups tend to support policies which hold 
costs down, while younger groups are less supportive particularly if rationing is proposed 
as a means of controlling costs. More highly educated groups appear to be less suppor- 
tive of gasoline price maintenance with rationing, but more supportive of policies of 
somewhat higher prices with some limitations on supply, than are less educated groups. 
The more highly educated are more in favor of transportation-related conservation, such 
as mass transit (although they are not more inclined than other groups to use it). Urban 
residents are more favorable than others toward mass transit. Lower income groups tend 
to favor policies that would keep consumer prices low. 

In addition, differences by demographic characteristics are found in conservation know- 
ledge, attitudes, and practices. Survey data indicate that women may be slightly more 
favorable toward energy conservation than men. Men and women who engage in conser- 
vation tend to do so in activities consonant with their sex roles. Younger groups tend to 
doubt more than older groups that government and industry are effectively conserving 
energy. The more highly educated report turning down thermostats more frequently than 
other groups. Lower income groups tend to report engaging in less conservation behavior 
than higher income groups; evidence suggests that this may be due to their already mini- 
mal  use of energy. 

Solar Energy As an Alternative 

Very few data concerning citizen attitudes, knowledge, and practices relative to solar 
energy exist on the national level. The data included in this report are derived largely 
from marketing studies of special, localized samples. 

Public attitudes toward solar energy can only be described as positive. Data on regional 
differences suggest that those in the West may be more favorable to solar energy than 
the rest of nation and that those in the South are less favorable. 

One relevant question is the extent of residential solar systems currently used in the 
nation. The most recent data (collected in January 1979) are from one survey item 
asking about ownership of solar-powered heating units for heat and/or hot water. The 
findings show that, nationally, fewer than 0.5 percent own such systems. There are, 
however, interesting demographic differences in solar ownership. Two percent of opinion 
leaders already own solar heating systems. One percent of the following demographic 
categories presently own solar systems: those aged 18-29 and 30-44; those earning $7,000 
to $15,00O/year; those in the Northeast and in the West; those in rural counties; those 
with at least some college education; execu tive-professional and blue collar workers; 
Republicans; political liberals; families with teen-age children; and employed females. 
Fewer than one percent of those in other categories own solar systems. 



The same survey asked whether people thought they might buy solar systems in the next 
two or three years. One-quarter of opinion leaders and of those earning over $25,000/ 
year indicated they are considering such a purchase, the highest proportions of all demo- 
graphic categories. 

In marketing studies, cmt and reliability of systems are frequently mentioned concerns 
of potential solar buyers, but about 40 percent in a few studies indicate they would con- 
sider solar energy even if it costs more per month in the long run than alternatives. 
Nonmonetary benefits attributed to solar energy in several studies are fuel resource 
savings and lack of environmental pollution. 

Findings show strong citizen support for tax incentives to promote solar energy use. In 
two studies, immediate tax credits are preferred over tax deductions over time or low- 
interest loans. In one study, about 40 percent prefer to have a solar loan as part of their 
mortgage while an equal proportion prefer a separate loan for solar equipment. Owning a 
solar system is widely preferred to leasing one. 

A few differences in attitudes toward solar energy are identified by demographic charac- 
teristics. Greater support for solar energy is found among younger age groups, higher 
income levels, prof essional/m anagerial workers, and whites. No differences are evi- 
denced by other demographic characteristics. 

The Nuclear Energy Alternative 

Majorities of national samples view nuclear energy as technically feasible and expect it 
to assume a major role in electric power generation in the future, although sizable 
minorities of the population (up to one-third) are unsure. The major problems perceived 
as associated with nuclear power development are safety and environmental damage 
from radioactivity and waste disposal. Increasingly large majorities consider these prob- 
lems serious. The public appears to be increasingly polarized over nuclear safety; the 
disposal of nuclear wastes has emerged as a major reason for opposing nuclear power. 
Yet, majorities consistently favor continued construction of nuclear power plants, though 
less consistently when nearby construction is proposed. Varying results from local Sam- 
ples make judgm ents about public response to nuclear siting risky without surveying each 
locality. The generally increased f avorabili ty of nuclear plant neighbors found in some 
studies is not necessarily an indicator of response to new proposals in other communities. 

Favorable opinion toward nuclear power showed no variation by region. Those in t h e  
West and the Northeast are more likely to oppose a plant in their area than those else- 
where. Easterners are more concerned about nuclear safety than others. 

Evidence indicates greater general f avorability toward nuclear energy among men than 
women, while women exhibit greater general opposition than men. Women are more 
concerned than men about nuclear safety. Younger persons are more likely to oppose 
nuclear power and to display concern about risk than are older ones. Displaying the least 
concern about nuclear safety are those in the middle age ranges. Income was found to be 
positively related to general favorability toward nuclear energy and to the desirability of 
having more nuclear power plants in one's vicinity. Higher levels of income are also 
associated with higher levels of perceived safety of nuclear power plants. Professional/ 
managerial workers are more likely to favor nuclear energy and less likely to perceive it 
as risky. Whites are more favorable than nonwhites. 



Preferred Energy Supply Sources 

It  is difficult t o  compare public assessments of energy supply options: each energy sup- 
ply technology is perceived a s  having both positive and negative aspects. For example, 
coal is perceived as plentiful but environm entally undesirable; nuclear energy as eff ec- 
tive but having undesired side effects  such as  waste disposal problems; solar energy a s  
environmentally and economically desirable over the long term but with high initial 
costs. No data exist on which of these factors a re  more important t o  the  public in evalu- 
at ing energy supply sources. 

The data show that  strip mining is favored least of all the options-offshore oil drilling 
and building more nuclear plants a re  favored by 60 t o  70 percent majorities and develop- 
ment of solar energy by 80 to  90 percent. One recent poll in New York Sta te  ranks ener- 
gy conservation and solar energy as the  best future sources of energy. The public seems 
to  place the most faith in solar energy, coal, and nuclear energy as  long-term future 
energy sources. 

Energy and the Environment 

Environmental degradation resulting from energy development is perceived to  be related 
to conventional supply sources-especially coal and nuclear energy. Few data  exist on 
how the public would choose in a tradeoff between energy and the environment. 

The existing data  appear to  indicate that  public opinion about energy-environment trade- 
offs is polarized, with sizable minorities favoring each side of the issue. Public concern 
seems to lean toward adequate energy supplies (rather than environment) when shortage- 
related events occur. 

Women are  found to  be more strongly in favor of environmental protection and conserva- 
tion than men. On virtually every item where concern for  environmental quality was 
gauged, younger people show more consistent support for the environment than older 
people. Support for the  environmental side of t he  energy-environment issue tends t o  
increase as educational level increases. The findings suggest a pattern of greater envi- 
ronmental support among lower than higher income groups, except where environmental 
quality is posed as entailing higher consumer costs a t  which point higher income groups 
are more likely to favor the environment. White collar workers a r e  found to  be more 
favorable to environmental protection than are  blue collar workers in cases where energy 
costs would increase. In general, rural groups a re  more likely than urban groups t o  favor 
adequate energy over environmental protection. 

Since education, occupation and income tend to  intercorrelate, these findings on their 
relationship to  environmental concern are somewhat curious. The explanation may lie in 
t he  positive association between higher social status and environmental concern when 
price is at issue. 

The existing data on regional differences show that  Westerners exhibit more environ- 
m ental concern over strip mining than those in t he  East. 



An Aware Public? 

Surprisingly few data exist on how knowledgeable the public is about energy in general. 
The limited data available indicate low public awareness of government efforts t o  solve 
the energy crisis. For example, one study shows that, by 1975, half of the people did not 
know there is a federal energy agency. In a few studies, majorities say they follow presi- 
dential speeches about energy and inflation. The limited data available suggest that a 
sizable minority (possibly about one-third) are unaware of fundamental energy facts,  such 
a s  the national importation of oil. For example, in May 1977 and April 1978 surveys, 
one-third incorrectly believed tha t  t he  United States  does not import oil from other 
countries. The majority, however, answered correctly. 

Part  of the reason for misinformation about energy fac ts  might lie in the inconsistency 
of information available to the public. This inconsistency, in terms of public s ta tements  
by authorities and published energy information, is documented in this report. In part, 
the public may also not have been attentive enough to energy information to  form an 
accurate assessment of the  nation's energy situation. 

Findings on awareness of gasoline mileage figures a re  too few to  permit drawing conclu- 
sions about t he  extent of this awareness in the  population. ' No data  exist on knowledge 
concerning the effects of driving more slowly or of the relaxation of au to  emissions con- 
trol in increasing gasoline mileage. 

Mast of the public has heard about using solar energy for heating and generating electri- 
city. A frequently mentioned explanation for not considering a solar system purchase is 
that  people have insufficient information about solar energy on which to base a decision. 

Evidence on nuclear energy suggests that  awareness of the location of nuclear plants is 
not widespread, but awareness is higher in areas where new plants a re  proposed. From 
local studies, i t  is found tha t  heightened knowledge leads to  increased community polari- 
zation over the nuclear issue. 

The hypothesis that  the more informed an individual is about energy issues, the more 
likely that  person is to  believe in an energy crisis received support in two analyses. This 
evidence is insufficient to  permit more than a tentative conclusion, pending further re- 
search. 

Men are  found to  be exposed to  more information sources about energy than women and 
are  somewhat more knowledgeable. Higher educational levels a re  found to  be positively 
associated with higher levels of knowledge on a variety of energy items. Clear patterns 
of difference by income and occupational level a re  revealed with regard to  knowledge 
about energy issues, a difference probably confounded by educational level. There is a 
consistent pattern in t he  data of greater  reported knowledge among whites than among 
nonwhites on energy-related issues. Rural and urban people have accurate information 
on different specific issues, but a re  about equally knowledgeable. 

Mass media appear t o  be the major source of information about energy. Insufficient data 
and mixed findings on credibility of information sources prevent drawing conclusions 
about the public's trust in information received. Credibility of energy information 
sources (government, consumer groups, industry) is explored in a few studies, with each 
source enjoying some credibility; however, no pattern of findings is located. The few 
findings tha t  exist a re  mixed and probably noncom parable. For nuclear energy, evidence 
suggests that scientists, federal agencies, and environmentalists a re  perceived as  cred- 
ible sources of information. 



The survey data on awareness and information sources suggest two conchsions. One is 
that so little is known about public awareness concerning energy that more research is 
required to define knowledge levels and information requirements. The second is that 
government programs to extend public awareness of energy facts and issues and technical 
knowledge, particularly in energy conservation and solar energy, require much greater 
emphasis . 





CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary purpose of any li terature review is to  draw together a fragmented body of 
knowledge and interpret i t  in such a way tha t  i t  will be  more useful and meaningful than 
if it remained dispersed. For t he  Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI), a li terature 
review on citizen att i tudes about energy issues served two goals. The first was to  
provide a comprehensive body of information to  undergird and inform policy analyses 
performed a t  SERI and at the U.S. Department of Energy (as well a s  elsewhere), and the 
second was to  provide a platform for future research on the  sociopolitical aspects of t he  
domestic energy situation in general and of solar energy in particular.* 

The approach used in this review organized survey findings in an analytical framework t o  
determine whether enough data exist to  draw conclusions about the state of knowledge 
on citizen attitudes, knowledge, and practices relevant t o  energy issues and 
alternatives. Using this approach, gaps in empirical research findings also can be 
identified. The methods and analytical framework employed are  described in Chapter 2. 

The universe of surveys included in this review must be viewed as preliminary because a 
vast number of public opinion studies of one kind or another have focused on energy 
issues. This review focuses on surveys of the public-at-large rather than on qualitative 
studies or surveys of special interest groups. The survey data are  organized and analyzed 
according t o  a set of categories described in Chapter 2. These categories a re  elements 
of a preliminary model of what influences citizen favorability toward and, where 
relevant, adoption of different energy alternatives. 

A comprehensive review of existing survey data  on citizen att i tudes toward energy 
follows in this report. 

DBSCRLPTIVE FINDINGS 

Descriptive findings from the surveys are presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. The 
public's definition of the  energy situation is the  focus of Chapter 3. Reported survey 
findings concern issues such as the public% belief in the existence of an energy crisis, 
whether they perceive the crisis to  be real or contrived, t o  whom or what they at t r ibute  
responsibility for the energy situation, what importance they at tach t o  the energy 
problem, what impacts of the energy problem they have experienced, what solutions they 
perceive, and their expectations about the nation's future energy situation. 

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are concerned with the  two overall alternatives facing the  United 
States in its at tempt  to  achieve greater energy self-sufficiency: reducing the demand 
for energy and increasing energy supplies. Chapter 4 describes public opinion concerning 
energy conservation pertaining to  transportation and domestic energy use--whether i t  is 
efficacious, how knowledgeable people a re  about conservation, whether they favor it, and 

*Sociopolitical aspects include, but a re  not limited to, citizen att i tude studies. They 
include, as well, social impact assessment, analyses of stakeholder group preferences, 
social cost/benefit analyses, exploration of institutional roles, and investigations of 
community dynamics. 



whether they engage in it. Findings on the  solar energy alternative a re  described in 
Chapter 5. Public opinion concerning more conventional sources of energy-oil and 
natural gas, coal, and nuclear energy-are discussed in Chapter 6." Where.data have 
been located that compare public preferences for different energy supply sources, these 
data are  discussed in'a section of Chapter 6 on comparative findings. 

ANALYTICAL FINDINGS 

Analytical findings from the surveys are presented in Chapters 7 and 8. In Chapter 7, a 
summary of analytical findings by 10 major sociodemographic characteristics is 
presented. Used as independent variables in analyses, these characteristics are  gender, 
age, education, income, occupation, race, political orientation, religious affiliation, life- 
style characteristics (including marital status, housing characteristics and stage in the 
farn ily life cycle, hom e ownership, and transportation characteristics), and urban/rural 
place of residence. Detailed sections on each of these variables are presented in 
Appendix B. Chapter 8 describes analytical findings using various social-psychological 
variables. Used as explanatory variables in survey analyses, these variables include 
perceived causes of the energy crisis, belief in the energy crisis, knowledgeability, 
perceived impact of the energy crisis, belief in the efficacy of energy conservation, 
concern about risk, evaluation of nuclear energy, environmentalism, and other 
variables. Chapter 9 briefly summarizes the report's survey findings. 

For the reader interested in a discussion intended for the layperson on the problems of 
theary and measurement in surveys and how survey data are useful to the policymaker, 
the baIance of this chapter will be pertinent. The study's methods are described in 
Chapter 2, including a discussion of the categories used to organize data and a list of the 
surveys included Other readers, less interested in theory and method, may wish to begin 
their reading with Chapter 3 on the publicfs perception of the energy problem. 

THE LITERATURE REVIEW: A PERSPECTIVE 

In the remainder of this chapter, the context for understanding the usefulness of the 
review will be set by discussing the nature of survey data. The concept "attitudeM is 
defined and its relationship to action described. Public opinion is distinguished from 
private opinion, and the importance of this distinction is discussed. Individual and 
collective action is distinguished, and the relevance of survey data to  each is discussed. 
Finally, what policymakers would (or possibly should) like to know from public opinion 
surveys, why they would (should) like to know it, and what they are likely to get will be 
described. 

In short, surveys of public opinion tell us only part of what we need to  know about people 
and energy. That part  is significant when it is the  product of sound methods, but i t  does 
not yield the complete story about the human dimensions of energy. 

Survey research has shortcomings and limitations, but i t  also has strengths. As 
Deutscher (1973) has observed, "We do not discard reports because of biases or flaws of 
one sort or another. If we did, there would be no historyn (p. 5). 

*Hydropower as an energy supply source is not discussed owing to lack of data in the 
surveys included in this review. 



SURVEYS 

A survey is a snapshot. It momentarily "stops the action" of the ongoing life of thought 
and sentiment. 

The quality of the information contained in a survey, as in a photograph-its focus, 
accuracy, clarity, and lucidity-depends in part on the  skill of t he  survey researcher (or 
photographer) and in part on his methods and tools (cameras, film, instruments). 

The survey snapshot gives us a description of public opinion at one point in time. Even 
longitudinal data (collected at specific t ime intervals) provide only a succession of 
snapshots, not enough to  make a moving picture. 

When carefully collected, survey data can be descriptive of an entire population, 
providing systematic and comparable empirical data  that  can be quantified and 
analyzed. But what is the nature of the empirical data  that can be collected through a 
survey? Generally, surveys of public opinion purport to measure attitudes, beliefs, 
knowledge and information sources, behavioral intention, and, sometimes, behavior. 

ATIITUDES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ACTION 

An atti tude is a predisposition to action. It has cognitive, affective, and behavioral 
elements. Cognitive implies some descriptive and analytical knowledge about t he  object 
(person, place, thing, behavior, idea, process) with respect to  which the att i tude is held. 
Affective refers to  the feeling content of the attitude, how intense (or salient) the 
att i tude is and whether the emotion is positive or antipathetic. Behavioral elements a re  
t he  verbal expressions of the  att i tude, and, sometimes, the  motive link between at t i tude 
and action. 

Attitudes have been described as  beliefs, sentiments, sets, evaluations, and intentions. 
Linn (1965) argued tha t  

One of the most diversely defined concepts in social psychology is 
attitude. Not only a re  there vast differences concerning what properly 
constitutes an attitude, but there has been developing a large li terature 
debating how atti tudes should be measured (p. 353). 

Instead of engaging in the controversy on the definition of attitude, the definition used a t  
the outset-an at t i tude is a predisposition to  action-is used. A verbal response t o  a 
questionnaire or interview item is behavior (verbal behavior) which is thought t o  be an 
observable index of attitude. 

A controversy has been raging in sociology, psychology, and political science for at least 
40 years about the  relationship between what people say and what they do. Public 
opinion surveys and techniques of att i tude scaling which use statistics and computing 
capabilities were developed, and this in turn permitted speedy processing of vastly 
greater amounts of data than previously possible (Babbie, 1973; Guttman, 1944; 
Lazarsf eld, 1948; Likert, 1932; Osgood, 1969; Thurstone and Chave, 19%). An extensive 



l i terature emerged on known problems in att i tude measurement and scaling* particularly 
related to  the issue of predicting behavior from these measurements. In fact,  Deutscher 
(1973) stated flatly, "Responses to  formal interviews inform us about behavior in a 
formal interviewing.situation and l i t t le  elsen (p. 149). 

The second source of concern was that  much of the  l i terature attempting to  relate  
att i tudes to  behavior dealt with the relationship between racial prejudice and overt 
discrimination (e-g., LaPiere, 1935; DeFleur and Westie, 1958; Linn, 1965; Merton, 
1940). Clearly, the problem of racial discrimination was perceived as a problem of the 
att i tudes and behavior of individuals rather than as a social problem. The discrepancy 
observed between atti tude and behavior in race relations was termed "hyprocrisy." 

The social scientist has no obligation to  at tempt  t o  shape the  social world in accordance 
with personal feelings about how that  world should be. In fact,  t o  describe the social 
world accurately (as a physical scientist seeks to describe the  physical world and a 
biologist the biological world), a social researcher is well advised to  minimize personal 
impact on the  natural processes being observed. The relationship between atti tude and 
action is an empirically observable phenomenon. Society needs to  know more about what 
is before i t  can intelligently assess how t o  go about changing itself. 

The evidence suggests tha t  a correlation between atti tude and action is defensible on the 
basis of social science findings, but tha t  correlation most definitely is not 1.0; many 
factors other than atti tudes influence what people ultimately do. Some of the reasons 
for  differences between atti tudes and action a re  described below. These explanations of 
the observed discrepancy fall into two related categories: (1) problems in theoretical 
constructs and (2) problems in t h e  measurement of att i tudes and behavior. 

Theoretical C011~tructs 

Attitude and action have different characteristics, such that  measuring and comparing 
them contain elem ents of the  classic apples/oranges problem. 

Action has been differentiated into verbal responses and overt actions. Deutscher (1966) 
stressed the nonverbal aspects of behavior when attempting to  compare words with 
deeds. However, a very large proportion of significant social behavior is symbolic, and 
this verbal behavior represents a gray area in the  at t i tudebehavior  dichotomy. As Jones 
and Harris (1967) have noted, "When a person verbalizes an opinion he may or may not 
hold an underlying atti tude tha t  korresponds7 to  that  opinion" (p. 1). Jones and Harris 
demonstrated in a laboratory experiment tha t  people perceived someone as  expressing a 
W u e U  underlying atti tude when they saw tha t  t he  social situation was not coercing any 
particular point of view.** Schuman and Johnson (1976) distinguished llelicited verbal 
attitudesn from %pontaneous verbal attitudes.ll Elicited att i tudes are responses t o  
questionnaires, interviews, or other direct measurement methods. Spontaneous att i tudes 
a re  expressions of opinion tha t  emerge in everyday conversations with friends and 
others. Schuman and Johnson considered spontaneous att i tudes as a form of behavior. 
rrAttitudetf as discussed in the  l i terature and as used in this report refers t o  elicited 
attitudes. 

*See, for example, Babbie, 1973; Merton, 1940. 

**This lack of constraint in the  social sett ing in which an opinion is being expressed is the  
hallmark of the survey interview, 



Problems in Measurement 

Deutscher (1973) reviewed three studies on the attitude-behavior relationship conducted 
at three points in t ime over a 30-year period.* He argued that  the three studies, all of 
which had been methodologically criticized, demonstrated the lack of correlation 
between atti tude and action. Rebutting this position, Ajzen et al. (1970) argued tha t  
none of the three studies actually measured the attitude-behavior relationship. Ajzen e t  
al. showed tha t  the three studies compared atti tude toward an object with behavioral 
intention and behavioral intention with behavior, but none compared atti tude toward an 
object with behavior toward that  object. 

Several other reasons for the apparent discrepancy between atti tude and action in the 
empirical literature have been offered. These include: (1) lkutting cornersv by 
interviewers and coders (Roth, 1965); (2) %ocial desirability," which is the observed 
inclination of respondents to  strive for the "right answer11 (Taylor, 1961); (3) 
llacquiescence response sets," which is the tendency exhibited by some respondents to  go 
along with anything presented (Taylor, 1961); and (4) the  existence of different kinds of 
atti tudes and acts (noted earlier). Further, Deutscher (1973) argued that  the very notion 
of simple linear cause-and-eff e c t  relationships has "by and large been discarded in the 
philosophy of science" (p. 9 1). 

Liska (1974) also pointed out several reasons for the discrepant findings. When the social 
object of the atti tude is unfamiliar, att i tudes may be poorly formed, thus reducing their 
impact on behavior. Another problem is that, when atti tudes a re  measured at the same 
level of generality as behavior, they are  more predictive of behavior but this "generality 
equivalence" is difficult to achieve. Liska also cited as a methodological difficulty the 
"play-like atmospherev of atti tude measurement situations. He concluded that  the issue 
of the att i t  ude-behavior relationship remained unresolved. 

Public and Private Opinions 

One of the more important distinctions in helping t o  understand the mixed empirical 
evidence was tha t  drawn by Deutscher (1973) between public and private opinions. This 
distinction can readily be observed in everyday life in the difference between private 
opinions shared among intimates and opinions stated openly and publicly. The survey 
interview or questionnaire situation was succinctly summarized in the following passage: 

The respondent is urged t o  reveal his most private opinions on an object 
without relating it to any other objects, or placing i t  in any context, with 
the assurance that  the  interviewer doesn't care what he says and no one 
else will ever know he said i t  ( ~ e u t s c h e r ,  1973, p. 149). 

Private opinions become public when people can express themselves collectively with 
anonymity, as in purchasing decisions and voting. In most of social life, utterances a re  
treated as public and consequences follow from them. Feelings a re  frequently masked 

*The studies reviewed were LaPiere (1935), DeFleur and Westie (1958), and Linn (1965). 
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for purposes of reputation, politics, economic gain, prestige, and maintenance of norms. 
All manner of common impulses to action are suppressed and even repressed." Clearly, 
the survey, with its promises of confidentiality and anonymity, is designed to elicit 
private opinion.** The question is, what relationship do these private opinions have to  
public opinion and to action? 

A marked congruence has been noted in the social science literature between atti tude (as 
measured in surveys) and specific behaviors such a s  voting, buying habits, and leisure 
time activities, which are the collective actions of individuals, not the organized action 
of groups or communities. To quote Deutscher (1966): 

It  would be a serious selective distortion of the existing evidence to suggest 
that  all of i t  indicates an incongruence between what people say and what 
they do. Consumers sometimes do change their buying habits in ways they 
say they will, people frequently vote a s  they tell pollsters they will, urban 
relocation populations may accurately predict to interviewers the type of 
housing they will obtain, local party politicians do in fac t  employ the 
campaign tactics which they believe to  be most effective, and youngsters 
will provide survey researchers with reports of their own contact or lack of 
contact with the police which are borne out by police records (p. 247). 

Even so, there still exists much of significance in social life that  is constrained by 
factors other than attitudinal, and i t  is to be expected that public opinion survey data 
would be less useful in increasing understanding in these areas. One critical variable is 
social support, described below. 

CONSISTENCY 

A major theoretical school of thought in social psychology has centered on the 
relationship between actions and attitudes. Three explanatory schemes, though not 
identical, have the same fundamental notion in common. These are the theory of 
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, l957), balance theory ( ~ o s e n b e r g  et al., l96O), and the 
congruity model (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957). The fundamental notion is that 
action inconsistent with atti tudes is a force for atti tude change. Action that  is 
consistent with attitudes is held to produce a s ta te  of psychic equilibrium. Action that is 
inconsistent with attitudes is held to produce a s ta te  of disequilibrium, imbalance, or 
cognitive dissonance. Dissonance is "a s ta te  of psychological discomfort or tension which 
motivates efforts to achieve consonanceft (Brown, 1965, p. 584). The cognitive elements 
affected are knowledge, opinion, and belief about the social environment, oneself, or 
one's behavior. The state  of tension or strain resulting from cognitive dissonance is 
thought to result in cognitive shifts to bring attitudes into consonance with behavior. A 
relatively low tolerance for ambiguity is implied. It follows that  if people change their 
behavior, their attitudes will eventually "fall into line." This notion has been empirically 
supported (see, for example, King and Janis, 1956). 

*Much psychotherapy is conducted with the direct 
with their own feelings. 

**The problem of purposeful lying does not appear to 
occur. 

purpose of putting people "in touchtr 

be widespread, although i t  is known to 



SOCLAL SUPPORT 

As sophistication in analysis increased, multivariate techniques permitted the statistical 
manipulation of more than one attitudinal variable, with weighting techniques 
employed. When multivariate analyses a re  used, the question arises as to  whether 
attitudes and other effects  on behavior, such as social support, a r e  merely additive or 
interactive. Social support variables affecting behavior which have been established in 
the literature a re  as follows: group size, cohesiveness, status, frequency of interaction, 
group power, duration of group membership, group identification, visibility of behavior, 
and legitimacy of group norms (Liska, 1974). 

One approach to the social support variable is to t reat  it as an intervening variable in a 
consistency model. If social support is congruent with attitudes, i t  should reinforce the 
effects of attitudes on behavior in a given situation. If i t  is not congruent, i t  will 
counterbalance attitudes and decrease attitude-behavior consistency (Liska, 1974). 

A second approach is to t reat  attitudes and social support as equivalent variables in 
accounting for the  behavioral outcome (Liska, 1974). Empirical evidence has suggested 
that  attitudes are more important than social support in accounting for behavior in 
competitive situations, and social support is the more important variable in cooperative 
situations (Liska, 1974). 

A third approach, the interaction model, has received less empirical support than the 
additive model. This model assumes tha t  neither atti tude nor social support has an 
independent effect  on behavior, but that  the effect  of one depends on the level of the 
other. 

While the attitude-behavior controversy is far from settled, an interaction model used 
with multiple atti tude measures points to  a direction for future investigation that  takes 
full advantage of survey methodology and multivariate techniques to increase the power 
of analyses. 

Schuman and Johnson (1976) concluded from a recent extensive review of the attitude- 
behavior controversy literature and empirical studies: 

Our review has shown that most attitude-behavior studies yield positive 
results. The correlations that  do occur a re  large enough to  indicate tha t  
important causal forces a re  involved . . . . They are  rarely large enough to 
suggest that  attitudinal responses can serve as mechanical substitutes for 
behavioral measures. .  . . This is not to  deny that there a re  important 
areas where attitudinal measures a re  largely unrelated to  behavior, but 
these should be seen as interesting cases that reveal something special 
about social lif e-e.g., tha t  the behavior in question is performed with l i t t le  
awareness or informed anticipation or that social constraints on behavior 
are  of exceptional power. Such findings do not mean tha t  att i tude and 
behavior a re  unrelated (p. 199). 

The authors fel t  that, while social support can help clarify the attitude-behavior 
relati onship, perhaps greater insight would result from %onstructing variations in the  
situation of actionft and asking for "personal definitions of the situation." They noted 
tha t  the  "current emphasis on attribution theory in social psychology (Jones et al., 1972) 
can be seen as an experimental reorientation in the direction of studying personal 
perspectivesfT (p. 202). 



INDIVIDUAL VS. COLLECTIVE ACTION 

An important dichotomy relevant to what survey data can and cannot tell us relates to 
different levels of action in society. Although each person's opinion may carry equal 
weight in a public opinion poll, that person assuredly does not carry such weight in 
influencing policy, implem enting decisions, or other ways. For decisions and actions 
within the purview of the individual actor, such as what home to buy, what college to 
attend, or what candidate to support, the results of opinion surveys are directly relevant 
to the action in question. However, for decisions of national policy, allocation of tax 
monies, location of major projects, and the like, survey data are only partially relevant 
because these decisions are made at the systemic rather than at the individual level. 

Data other than surveys must be collected to gain a more comprehensive understanding 
of social processes relevant to energy issues. Employing different measurements of and 
independent sources of information on the same phenomenon (Webb et al., 1966) improves 
the accuracy of knowledge and the degree of confidence in it. 

WHAT SURVEYS CAN TELL US 

Assuming sound methodology (see Chapter 2), survey data can provide accurate 
descriptions for the sampled population within the sociopolitical context at a given 
moment on the following kinds of variables: 

attitudes toward the idea of an object in the abstract (person, place, thing, 
idea, practice, and the like), favorable or unfavorable; 

beliefs about what is real, true, moral, factual; perceptions of reality; 

levels of knowledge, subjectively assessed and objectively tested; 

sources of information and frequency of contact; 

preferences and wishes; 

fears and concerns; 

behavioral intentions, plans; 

evaluation of a specific object (favorability or opposition, yes or no, for or 
against); and 

certain sociodemographic information (e.g., gender). 

With somewhat less accuracy, survey data can also tell us: 

salience of an object; importance, priorities; 

other (more sensitive) sociodemographic information (e.g., income); 

actual behavior (already taken); 



needs; and 

reasons for opinions; rationales. 

These lat ter  variables are  more subject to  measurement problems and 
respondent/interviewer difficulties, such as forgetting, lying, selective inattention, 
desire to please, desire to  impress, inability to  distinguish needs from desires or to  
articulate needs clearly, and difficulty in knowing why one feels as one does. 

Survey data are  accurate and valid to  a greater or lesser degree by the sensitivity of the 
topic of the survey. Surveys have been conducted on a vast array of topics, but i t  is t o  
be expected that the findings from surveys on political att i tudes and behavior a re  more 
accurate in describing the population than surveys on, for example, sexual atti tudes and 
behavior. Attitudes on sensitive topics, being very emotionally laden, are much more 
difficult for the  respondent to  articulate. 

Properly analyzed, survey data can be used to describe relationships among variables and 
the  strength of these relationships, to  test  hypothesized relationships, and to  generate 
multivariate analyses with which to draw causal inferences concerning predictor and 
dependent variables. They can describe populations. They permit limited prediction of 
certain classes of behavior (buying decisions, voting, religious observation, leisure time 
activity) for the  population as a whole or for any particular individual within it. Certain 
classes of individuals may be predicted to be more likely t o  behave in specified ways than 
other classes of individuals. The survey provides sound empirical data descriptive of 
population segments. On the basis of survey data, we are  permitted to say that  people 
are more likely to do X rather than Y if we know their attitudes with respect t o  X and Y, 
but we cannot say this with a probability value. 

WHAT SURVEYS CANNOT TELL US 

Survey data cannot be used to  tell us what the important questions are. 

They cannot tell us what a given individual will do in many situations. 

They do not permit us to  predict with any degree of confidence how attitudes 
will change at some future time. 

They do not allow us to foretell what future fears, concerns, beliefs, and 
atti tudes will emerge over time. 

They cannot inform us as  to  the effectiveness of or public response to  any 
particular project or policy decision, since these a re  subject t o  political forces 
beyond publi c opinion. 

They cannot be used to  describe or reveal processes at the social system level. 

They cannot project future policy issues or decisions. 

They cannot predict what the totality of individual actions will be in certain 
classes of behavior, especially in fad or fashion and in nonroutine situations. 



Further cautions a re  required in understanding the value of this review. The results from 
any one item in any given survey should be viewed very tentatively. Enough technical 
problems of measurement exist that only when items have been replicated can a pattern 
of response be said to  exist. Further, several i tems used to  measure the same atti tude or 
opinion with comparable results is a much stronger treatment than the  use of a single 
i tem (Scott, 1968). 

Item results can be affected by whether i tems are open-ended or forced choice, by item 
wording, and by the  placement of the  i tem in the context of other i tems in the  
instrument. Findings can also be affected by sampling problems and interviewer effects. 

In the  s t r ic test  sense, the  aggregation of survey items tha t  do not replicate each other, a 
method employed in this report, is not considered scientifically valid. Hypotheses cannot 
legitimately be tested in this way. Nevertheless, in organizing a body of empirical 
knowledge, it is extremely useful to  search out patterns of findings, which provide us 
with a partial test  of convergent validity. When a major purpose of t he  exercise is t o  
provide social science information of interest t o  the policymaker, as is the case in this 
report, such aggregation is essential and necessary. The approach provides relevant 
information to  the social researcher by aiding the formulation of hypotheses and 
providing item wording t o  assist replication of previous work and, thus, the  cumulation of 
knowledge. 

Research and polling customs have developed in such a way that  anyone embarking on a 
study of any topic is f r ee  to  devise his or her own items (within the  bounds of sound 
technique). While this approach results in findings not comparable in the strictest  sense 
and, thus, not directly assisting systematic accumulation of empirical evidence, i t  does 
offer certain advantages. A policy of total  replication (given the expense of survey data 
collection and analysis) would obliterate much of the  freshness and variety provided by 
numerous researchers exploring problems. The existing diversity in studies is a strength 
on the  national scale reflected in this report. 

Caution is necessary in settling on a finding when only one item or survey produces the 
result. Just  because no findings contradictory to  that  item exist, it is still tentative. 
When contradictory findings do exist, unless interpretation is possible to  account for the 
contradiction, no conclusion is possible. When findings a re  not contradictory, but reveal 
a pattern of findings supported in several surveys, it is concluded that  the  empirical 
evidence has revealed a social fact.  

In this review, conclusions a re  based on patterns of findings. If i tems are  identical, three 
to  four similar findings a re  evidence of a trend or pattern; if not identical, five or more 
items are  evidence of a trend. For many findings only one item exists. These a re  
reported but no conclusions are  drawn. Mixed or contradictory findings a re  also 
discussed. Where no conclusions a re  possible research gaps are  identified. 

POLICY RELEVANCE 

In their review of the l i terature on atti tudes toward nuclear energy, Melber e t  al. (1977) 
s tated tha t  lr. . . public poll data carefully gathered, compared, and evaluated, can 
perform an important function in providing public input t o  the [energy policy] decision 
processu (p. 305). However, they warn: 



As far  as we know, no one has ye t  argued that  public policy decisions a r e  
primarily determined by public opinions. In fact,  this seems particularly 
unlikely in the  case of energy policy decisions because there appear t o  be 
so many real constraints on the course that energy decisions can take 
(p. 303). 

The salience of public opinion, and thus of survey findings, for policy varies by the kind 
and level of policy decision making. The development and adoption of nuclear energy is a 
collective adoption decision. Such decisions a re  very different in character from an 
individual decision to  purchase solar heating or engage in conservation activities. As a 
result, data on public opinion are  more directly relevant to  policies pertaining t o  
individual decisions such as energy conservation and domestic use of solar energy. 
Organizations such as utilities and industries decide about the use of nuclear energy or 
industrial process heat. Table 1-1 summarizes the structural location of adoption 
decision making for each energy source. It should be kept in mind, however, tha t  
national policy (e.g., t ax  incentives) can a f fec t  individual decision making. 

Because public opinion is more directly relevant t o  some policy decisions than others, it 
is useful to  distinguish two types of policy decision making: those decisions involving (1) 
public policy, and (2) research policy. Public policy decisions pertain t o  the creation and 
allocation of public monies for the  administration of t he  government, social control and 
sanctions, defense, and public welfare. Research policy decisions, which a re  usually 
thought to be a subset of public policy, entail the  allocation and expenditure of public 
funds to support basic and applied scientific investigations into general and specific 
topics of concern. The choice of research topics and the  emphasis given t o  each in t he  
distribution of resources constitute a major policy decision process occurring at the 
national level. For example, t he  huge federal investment in research on nuclear energy 
constituted a series of major national policy decisions. 

The allocation of governmental support t o  research in solar energy is a research policy 
decision (not an adoption decision); the creation of tax  incentives and information 
programs is a public policy decision. Survey research is ordinarily more oriented t o  
questions of public policy than research policy. Survey findings reveal public preferences 
for policy alternatives such as price increases, rationing of energy supplies, and tax  
incentives. Public opinion polls on nuclear energy tend to  be addressed t o  the general 
problem of whether the  public will tolerate nuclear plants and how the public feels about 
the idea of nuclear energy in general, but not t o  specific plans or behavioral options. 

This is not to say tha t  survey research is irrelevant t o  policymakers concerned about 
research policy and collective alternatives. Melber et al. (1977) listed the following 
benefits to  policymakers from survey findings: (1) broader perspective than tha t  put 
forward by special interest groups, (2) forewarning of implementation problems, (3) need 
for improved information distribution, (4) need for more productive mechanisms for  
resolving disputes, and (5) stimulus for new and more socially acceptable solutions to  
problems that  have arisen. The authors indicated tha t  "goodw energy decisions a re  guided 
by social values. Therefore, the utility of survey data for policy decisions on collective 
alternatives concerns social values more and individual behavior less. There is a 
relationship between public opinion and collective adoption ( ~ a r h a r  et al., 1978) but that  
relationship is indirect, finding expression tha t  affects  policy outcomes only through 
actions of citizen activists and other collectivity channels. It is precisely here that  
"private opiniont' becomes relevant, because the  anonymous, permissive expression of 
opinion encouraged by the interview setting, t o  the degree that the setting is successful 



TABLE 1-1 

LEVEL OF ADOPTION DECISION M A K I E  
BY TYPE OF ENERGY SOURCE 

Type of Energy Source 

Nuclear 
Fusion 
Natural gas 
Coal 
Oil 
Solar energy, 
decentralized 

Solar energy, 
centralized 

Conservation 

Individual Organizational Collective* 

*Includes~community, nation. Adoption decisions are affected by 
regulatory procedures. 

**Natural gas and oil may be viewed as within the purview of individual 
homeowner decisionmaking. Pragmatically, however, in both new and 
used housing stock, decisions about heating systems are ordinarily 
made by the companies originally producing homes. Exceptions to this 
would be the custom housing and new furnace markets. 

***Adoption of decentralized solar technologies can also occur by 
builders/developers, architectural firms, etc. 



in eliciting an expression of honest attitude, without the  constraint of social variables 
prohibiting such expression, permits description of what ultimately will a f fec t  
outcomes. Constrained emotion does not disappear, but seeks an outlet for i ts  
expression. Thus, the information revealed in surveys describes the emotional milieu in 
which a given policy thrives or withers. 

Survey data on the use of solar energy and energy conservation is more closely linked to  
action than for other energy sources, since the  kinds of behaviors involved in adopting 
each are amenable to individual action. Survey data  are less directly linked t o  
organizational adoption decisions, such as utility adoption of solar energy as a 
centralized energy source, although they can indicate the popularity of an organizational 
action. They are  useful in describing the social acceptability of policies t o  encourage or 
discourage solar energy and energy conservation. With any innovative topic such as solar 
energy, however, t he  usefulness of survey data on policy preferences is limited by low 
levels of knowledge on the part  of the population at large, many of whom are  unaware of 
the  implications of various policy a1 ternatives, and unfamiliar with the  social and 
economic implications of new technologies. They can say whether i t  %ounds like a good 
idea,'? but they cannot say how they will feel  about i t  when they know more or have 
experienced it. 

Another important contribution to policy from survey data is the description of the 
perceived world as a social fact .  In t he  physical world, an explorer may discover oil in 
Texas, but not in Minnesota. A policymaker may be pleased tha t  Texas's energy supply 
problems are  solved for  the  moment, and he is likely to  view the Minnesota energy supply 
situation as a problem to  be solved. He accepts the  limitations of the physical world 
without question. It  is difficult to  argue with Mother Nature. But if he  learns tha t  
running large power lines diagonally across the s ta te  of Minnesota is not socially 
acceptable, he may become very angry at the  existence of a social limitation. 

Whether the policymaker believes that  the public is right or wrong, a fount of wisdom or 
misguided and short sighted, ultimately what people want will a f fec t  the outcome, and 
coercive measures go only a certain distance in gaining compliance with or tolerance of 
undesired policies. A great  deal of public money has been spent on what ultimately 
proved to be socially unacceptable policies. What is perceived to  be most desirable or 
least harmful should be of great  interest to  any policymaker, in his or her own self- 
interest, and certainly from a professional point of view. 

I t  is important to  understand tha t  att i tudes about energy and energy policy options can 
be affected by a variety of related (but indirect) factors, such as who is promoting the  
policy. If President Carter is recommending a certain line of action on energy, and an  
individual dislikes President Carter,  that  person will tend to  be disinclined to  support the 
policy. Emanating from some other, more acceptable, source, the policy might be 
acceptable. Theref ore, public opinion on policy alternatives are  inseparable from the 
organizations and persons who stand for them. Further, as Phillips (1978) pointed out, 
att i tudes toward other topics can a f fec t  att i tudes toward energy policy. For example, 
pollsters had been reporting %om ewhat improvingf1 public att i tudes toward major 
corporations during 1977 and 1978. This improvement in att i tude probably affected how 
the  public viewed major oil and energy companies and their role in the nation's energy 
problems. Phillips argued that  President Carter's rebukes of oil companies did l i t t le  t o  
enhance the  political chances of his energy package at tha t  time. 

A variety of factors beyond public att i tudes can a f fec t  the social acceptability of a 
policy or a technology. Scott  and Shore (1974) distinguished lrtractable" and lfintractable" 



variables.* Policy decisions can affect  tractable variables; intractable variables a re  
those which cannot be directly affected by policy decisions and their implementation. 
The distinction is not based on qualities inherent in variables themselves, but in their 
relationship to  the research topic. For example, in their research on the negative income 
tax, 'kense of internal f a t e  controltt was well established in t he  l i terature as relevant t o  
poverty, but Scott  and Shore considered i t  intractable through policy measures. The 
relationship of age and poverty presented a variable, age, that  could be taken into 
account in program policy. 

Attitudes toward energy issues a re  intractable variables not directly amenable t o  change 
through policy decisions. Public opinion changes over time, but for purposes of any given 
policy decision opinion should be viewed more a s  a parameter for than as  a target of 
policy. 

Lopreato and Meriwether (1976) suggested that  knowledge of regional differences in 
energy matters,  given recent pressure for regionalization, would be helpful t o  
policyrnakers. These differences include energy sources, consumption behavior, prices 
and attitudes. Perlman and Warren (1977) conducted a comparative study of families 
responding to  the energy crisis in Oregon, Connecticut, and Alabama. They indicated 
tha t  policy alternatives a re  supported or opposed by various groups in American society 
depending largely on how they perceive their interests t o  be affected by the interests of 
t he  main regions of the nation and by the  interests of particular industries, especially t he  
automobile industry. Perlman and Warren found that  economic production is of 
paramount importance to energy decision makers, environmental concerns were of less 
importance, and equity was an even less powerful constraint on policy. Equity was 
defined a s  "the at tempt  to distribute costs and benefits of public policy in appropriately 
fair  increments across various socioeconomic segments of the populationn (p. 17 2). 
Survey data permitted the researchers to  discover tha t  a disproportionate negative 
impact of energy shortages had been suffered by those in lowest income groups, 
minorities, and the aged. An increase in energy prices particularly disadvantages those 
with annual incomes below $15,000. If social equity is a social value, then this 
information should be important to  the energy policymaker in choosing among policy 
options. 

Phillips (1 97 8) analyzed President Carter's energy program in light of available public 
opinion data, and concluded: 

The public did not react  enthusiastically. . . because major elements of 
that  program were a t  odds with majority viewpoints -on matters  so  
fundamental to  American politics as  growth versus energy conservation, 
production incentives versus income redistribution, and on the relative role 
of federal regulation (m 

Deutscher (1966) asserted that  the policymaker "as a man of action . . . is interested in 
overt behavior," and especially in behavioral changes (p. 235); 

We cannot blandly suggest to the policymaker that  if he changes behavior, 
a change in att i tude will follow. Nor can we lead him t o  assume tha t  if he 
can alter attitudes, he need only wait patiently for the appropriate 
behavior to  develop (p. 252). 

*Tractable variables have also been termed variables ttmanipulablert through policy action. 



Public policy is a stimulus designed to  evoke a behavioral response.* Since behavior is 
correlated to  attitudes, public policies tha t  fly in the face of public att i tudes a re  unlikely 
to  evoke the desired behavioral response unless coercion mandates compliance. Thus, 
survey data  on citizen attitudes, beliefs, definitions of the situation, knowledge, fears 
and concerns, and preferences provides a fundamental framework against which policy 
options should be assessed. 

Policymakers can also discover whether a policy idea is popular. A survey can be used to  
discern whether policies, such as gasoline rationing or tax incentives, are  accepted by the  
public. Policymakers can discover through surveys whether a policy "workedt1 through 
self-reports of behavioral response. They can learn the public's behavioral intentions a t  a 
given point in time, their definition of the relative importance' of things, and their 
preferences for various options, all of which a re  directly relevant t o  assessing the  social 
desirability of any given policy option. 

*It has already been argued that  att i tudes are not directly amenable to change by public 
policy. 





CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

INTRODUCTION 

This review of public surveys on energy alternatives was begun with literature searches. 
It soon became apparent that a wealth of data existed. The same kinds of issues were 
being explored across surveys, but some organizing framework was needed to locate 
patterns of findings. The following steps were taken to organize and present the data: 

Studies of the general public were singled out from special group samples as 
more easily comparable. They were assigned arbitrary identification numbers 
which were used in coding and which serve as the reference numbers in this 
report. 

A set of categories was developed by which to sort findings similar in content 
but not necessarily identical in wording. These categories, taken together, 
reflect a preliminary theoretical approach to public preference and action 
concerning energy. 

Tabular findings of each survey of the general public (115 studies) were 
photocopied and physically sorted by categories. Analytical findings were 
sorted by independent variable. 

Within each category, findings from several studies were reviewed and 
reported. 

Where patterns of findings were discerned, these were identified and 
described. 

When categories contained no data or isolated findings, research gaps were 
noted. 

Described in this chapter are the literature search procedures employed, the surveys 
included in this preliminary review, survey funding sources, general quality of survey 
data, an assessment of the quality of surveys included, the multivariate categories used 
to organize the data, and the coding procedures employed. 

SEARCH PROCEDURES 

The litetature search emphasized, but was not limited to, studies of the general public 
rather than specific groups such as homeowners or the elderly. Surveys of special 
populations were acquired as they were encountered, but there was no attempt at a 
comprehensive collection of these studies. 

Most surveys of public attitudes toward energy alternatives are not formally published or 
easily retrievable. Four computerized literature files were searched first in January 
1978 for studies conducted after 1973. These were: 

The New Y ork Times Information Bank; 

Lockheed Dialog Retrieval Service, NTIS, File 6; 



Lockheed Dialog Retrieval Service, ENERGYLINE, Energy Index, File 69; 

DOE/RECON, Technical Information Center. 

Major studies and periodical articles listed in these files provided bibliographic 
references to  further studies. Fifty s t a t e  energy offices were asked about ongoing or 
already completed att i tude studies. Finally, a lengthy list of authors, institutions, and 
interested parties provided the basis for personal contacts within the research 
community who provided bibliographies and articles for the  effort. The search resulted 
in a preliminary collection of 11 5 original surveys of the general public and many other 
specialized surveys and analytic pieces. Information on work sponsored by utilities and 
private companies continues to arrive and this bibliography will be expanded in the 
future. The collection of 115 original surveys permits the broadest review of t he  
att i tude li terature on energy alternatives conducted to  date. 

SURVEYS INCLUDED IN THIS REVIEW 

A survey is a systematic collection of data  from a specified population using a structured 
data collection instrument (interview schedule or questionnaire) at a specific period of 
time. Thus, surveys are  identified on the basis of data  collection effort, not on the basis 
of reports. Each new data collection period represents a new survey of the  population. 
The 115 surveys mentioned above comprise the preliminary universe of surveys included 
in our systematic analysis of t he  existing att i tude data. The criterion for inclusion of a 
survey in the review was a sampling technique designed to  provide results representative 
of the entire population studied, rather than of a specific group. Qualitative studies, 
purposive samples, and samples of special populations were omitted from the systematic 
analysis, although results from them are noted throughout the  report where they enrich 
the discussion and complete the presentation of findings. The surveys included contained 
items relevant to  energy, but may not have been limited to  energy topics. 

A map depicting the locations of surveys included (general population surveys) is 
presented in Figure 2-A. National surveys numbered 82, comprising 71 percent of t he  
surveys included; 33 s t a t e  and local surveys make up the balance. Several surveys were 
conducted in the  East and far West, with l i t t le survey activity in t h e  Northwest, t he  
Plains, the Midwest, and the South. 

Each survey was assigned an arbitrary l7study number" as part  of a coding process. A list 
of the surveys by study number, along with author, area sampled, sample size, and da te  
of data collection, is presented in Table 2-3 a t  the end of this Chapter. Since the 
citation system in this report is based on the  study numbers, the  reader should refer t o  
this table, and subsequently t o  the bibliography, t o  locate references. 

All surveys included in the universe reviewed in this report were conducted between June 
1973 and April 1978 (see Figure 2-B). A large number of surveys were conducted around 
the nation in 1974, 1975, and 1977, with considerably less survey activity during 1976.* 
As will be  seen in the discussion on descriptive survey findings, where a survey was 
conducted sometimes affected i t s  results. Thus, the  survey findings a re  presented in the  
context of their "time and spaceu for interpretive purposes. 

*The reason for the apparent slowdown in survey activity during the Bicentennial year is 
unclear. Some ongoing surveys may not have included energy-relevant items. 







SURVEY FUNDING SOURCES 

Public opinion surveys a re  expensive to  conduct. Knowing who paid for surveys of public 
att i tudes toward energy is useful in assessing whether a particular bias may have entered 
the body of knowledge through hidden or not-so-hidden agendas of sponsoring 
organizations. Such bias may sometimes be detected in the  kinds of questions asked and 
omitted, the response categories employed in forced-choice items, the arrangement of 
i tems in the  instrum ent, item wording itself, and so on. Ordinarily, bias is not introduced 
purposefully by researchers who strive to  collect data  in such a way that  the range of 
possible responses is accurately measured. Rather, bias can creep in through more 
institutionalized routes: certain important questions may never be explored because no 
one is interested in paying to have them explored, or certain questions may be explored 
for a more narrow purpose than a broad understanding of public opinion (which this study 
seeks to  achieve). 

The funding sources for the surveys included in this review are summarized in Table 2- 
1. The majority (53 percent) of the  surveys included were conducted by the  Roper, 
Harris, and Gallup organizations. These organizations are  maintained through user 
subscription and special contracts to  conduct surveys by governm ent and private 
industry. They are, therefore, somewhat more influenced by what government and 
industry want t o  know than by what researchers need or what the  general public would 
like to  know about itself. About a third of the surveys were financed by federal 
agencies, including energy, resource, and scientific agencies. No research included here 
was funded by environmental agencies. State and local agencies and universities paid for 
10 percent of t he  surveys, and private sources (e.g., utilities) for six percent. Funding 
sources were not reported in seven surveys. A list of the funding sources appears in 
Appendix A. 

This distribution of funding sources suggests that  the majority of those paying for the 
public opinion surveys in energy represented here have been interested in national rather 
than local descriptions. This national bias may easily be the result of the search 
procedures used and the  difficulty of locating or t he  paucity of local studies. 

Description, rather than analysis, was the purpose of almost all of the surveys included. 
Some of the major national polls systematically run cross-tabulations on each 
questionnaire item by major sociodemographic characteristics (e-g., gender, political 
orientation, religious affiliation and income). However, statistical tests are  most of ten 
not applied; therefore, significant differences in opinion among elements of the 
population are not statistically identified. Moreover, virtually no scaling or factor 
analyses* have been used. Researchers are largely absent from the ranks of thos,e 
conducting surveys addressing energy topics, which helps explain the  dearth of analytical 
information on survey findings. In general, one receives the impression tha t  
interpretations of survey findings a re  written for media rather than scholarly 
consumption. Much of the relevance of the survey findings for policy has thus been 
neglected. 

*Using several i tems rather than one to  measure a specific attitudinal factor, such as 
belief in the  energy crisis. 



TABLE 2-1 

FUNDING SOURCES FOR PUBLIC OPINION POLLS ON ENERGY TOPICS 

Funding Organization* Tercentage Number 
of Surveys of Surveys 

Major p o l l s t e r s  (Roper, H a r r i s ,  Gallup) 53% ' ( 61) 

Federa l  agencies  (FEA, ERDA, NSF, NRC, 25 
NIMH,  DOI) 

S t a t e  and l o c a l  agencies  and u n i v e r s i t i e s  9 
(Ill., S.C. ,  N.H.,  Ky.,  Mich., Nebr., Colo.) 

P r i v a t e  sources  ( u t i l i t i e s ,  manufacturers ,  5 
consul t ing  f i rms)  

Combination of f e d e r a l  agencies  and p r i v a t e  2 
sources  

Not repor ted  6 

To ta l  100 

*See Appendix A f o r  l i s t  of funding sources .  

NOTE: These surveys contained i t e m s  r e l evan t  t o  energy, bu t  may not  
have been l i m i t e d  t o  energy t o p i c s .  



GENERAL QUALITY OF SURVEY DATA 

Public opinion assessment depends upon valid and reliable measurement. Validity refers 
to the accurate measurement of what is purported to be measured. In questions about 
public policy preferences, for example, a re  actual preferences in f ac t  measured, or a re  
preferences only within a list of f orced-choice responses measured? Do respondents 
articulate their thoughts and feelings about a given topic accurately and completely 
(including their confusion)? Do they respond only t o  the  stimulus of a se t  of questions 
that  elicits partial response or subtly guides their response? Sound field work and 
pretesting of instruments aid in increasing the validity of survey instruments. For most 
of the surveys reported here, field work and pretesting were not conducted; some 
assumptions must theref ore be made about their validity. These assumptions include tha t  
the instruments asked the right questions (in the sense of validity measuring the 
respondentst feelings about the topics at hand) and that  they asked questions to elicit a 
complete response about that  topic. 

Reliability refers t o  the capability of the instrument to  elicit the same response from the 
same respondent over t ime (unless the respondent has changed his or her mind). More 
generally, reliability refers to  the capability of an instrument t o  measure the same 
atti tude in different times and places. As Deutscher (1973) defines it, ". . . reliability 
. . . focuses on the degree of consistency in observations obtained from the devices we 
employ . . . (p. 106). Reliability and validity a re  separate constructs: measurement can 
be consistently in error as well as consistently correct, but when reliability is low, 
validity must be low. 

Validity in measurement of atti tudes does not imply that  actual behavior will follow 
expressed sentiment. Validity in surveys refers to  the accurate measurement of 
attitudes, beliefs, opinions, awareness, and intention. Certain items may at tempt t o  
m easure action, as subjectively reported; these have special problems in validity based on 
difficulties in recall, desire t o  impress the researchers, selective inattention, and so on. 
The important point here is tha t  surveys may be valid and not predictive of either future 
sentiment or behavior. 

QUALITY OF SURVEYS INCLUDED 

The general methodological quality of the surveys included for the systematic review was 
assessed. If the  body of empirical findings on public atti tudes toward energy alternatives 
was compiled using sound methods of sampling, data  collection and analysis, findings can 
be reported with more confidence. On the  other hand, serious questions have been raised 
recently about the quality of survey research in the United States (Bailar and Lanphier, 
1978). Assessing the overall quality of the surveys provides a parameter for reporting 
and assimilating survey findings. 

No data on the training or background of those who conducted the surveys included in 
this study were available. Their quality was assessed on the  basis of a number of 
parameters described below. These parameters a re  among those mentioned by Bailer and 
Lanphier a s  indicators of high quality survey methodology, but they do not include all 
pas ib l e  indicators of methodological quality. Rather, they represent a moderate but 
adequate level of competence and quality in descriptive survey work. 

Most of the surveys included in this review did not employ sophisticated statistical 
treatment in their analyses. Cross-tabulation, usually without statistical tests of 



significance, was the most frequently used analytical technique. The surveys were t bus 
not ranked on the appropriateness of statistical tests used. Clear, concise, and complete 
presentations of both the methodology employed in the surveys and of the findings were 
relatively rare. Survey reports and articles were thus not rated on the adequacy of their 
presentations. Surveys were ranked on the following variables, assigning scores as noted: 

Sample type: 

4 = probability sample/cluster sample (enumerated) 
3 = random/stratified sample 
2 = random sample 
1 = ad hoc, man-on-street, snowball 
0 = self-selection 

Purposive or random samples of special populations (e.g., homebuyers) were 
omitted from the universe of surveys, as previously noted. 

Sample size (to be considered in conjunction with sample type): 

2 = size apparently adequate to represent population studied (return rate > - 70 
percent)" 

1 = sample size adequate for some statistical manipulations (N - > 50; return 
rate 30 to 70 percent) 

0 = all other sample sizes. 

Data collection technique: 

3 = face-to-face interviews 
2 = telephone interviews 
1 = mail questionnaire 

Obvious item bias:** 

3 = nonbias of items or good distribution of "biased" items 
2 = relative nonbias of i tems, distribution unclear 
1 = some bias detectable 
0 = obvious distortions affecting findings. 

The range of possible total scores was 0 to 12. 

*The return or response rates presented by authors and used in the quality rating may not 
be strictly comparable. The response rate is the number of respondents in the study 
divided by the number of potential respondents in the sample. Studies reported 
insufficient data to calculate comparable response rates among them. 

**"Loadedt1 items of a Likert type were not considered biased; these items are purposely 
"loadedTf to lead the respondent to reveal his "loadedt1 feelings, rather than to respond 
with cliches (Deutscher 1973, p. 153). The following are some examples of biased items: 
"Would you prefer nuclear energy to having not enough electri~ity?'~ and '!How serious is 
not having enough fuel oil?" 



The quality rating did not involve the  subjective judgment of coders, with the exception 
of the fourth parameter. Item bias was detected in a few of the surveys for a few items, 
but by and large it did not appear t o  be widespread enough to  a f fec t  findings seriously. 

Table 2-2 provides a summary of findings fur the quality rating exercise performed on 
the universe of surveys included in th i s  review (N = 115). On the  quality scale ranging 
from 0 t o  12 pwsible points, the mean score of the distribution was 9.72, with a standard 
deviation of 1.78. The results of the quality rating were overwhelmed by the  high 
number of surveys conducted by Harris, Gallup, Roper, and Opinion Research Corporation 
which received relatively high values. The modal score was 11. W e  concluded tha t  t he  
surveys were moderately competent, but not outstandingly so, since our scale was 
designed to measure moderate but adequate quality. Thus, the  summary of findings to  be 
presented in this report should be viewed by the reader with a degree of caution. Some 
unquantifiable margin of error exists in the  body of data assembled. What should be 
given the most weight is the consistency of findings in survey af ter  survey in sample 
proportions expressing various sentiments, and in patterns of analytical results. 

MULT'IVARIATE CATEGORIES 

A set of categories was employed t o  organize the vast array of diverse survey findings. 
These categories a re  multivariate in the sense tha t  items similar in content, but not 
necessarily identical in wording, a re  clustered together under the categorical rubric. 
Such a coding process enabled locating and describing patterns of findings across many 
different surveys employing various item wording. Actual item replication is necessary 
for  statistical analyses of cross-sectional and longitudinal data. The procedure employed 
here allowed grouping of otherwise disparate data  t o  draw together a somewhat 
fragmented body of knowledge. The methodological rationale for  the  procedure has been 
outlined by Lucas (1974), although the quantitative coding procedure he described has not 
been employed in this preliminary review. The categories employed a re  the  following: 

Perceived effectiveness of the alternative 

0 Perceived relative advantage of the alternative 

Concern about risk 

Knowledgeability 

Information sources 

Behavioral intention and action 

0 Evaluation (favor abili t y or opposition) 

Perceived and preferred decision making (including policy preference) 

The general theoretical notions underlying the multivariate categories a re  as follows. An 
incentive to action may come into being through environmental change (such as an 
energy crisis) or from other sources. Once a problem is perceived t o  exist, alternative 
solutions will be preferred or adopted (or not), depending on the  following kinds of 
variables. 



TABLE 2- 2 

QUALITY RATING OF PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS 

Score 
Percentage Number 
of Surveys* of Surveys 

T o t a l  99.5 (1 15) 

Range of score: 0 t o  1 2  

*Percentages do not  add t o  100 due t o  rounding. 



Perceived ETfectiveness of the Alternative 

Will it actually work? Will i t  produce the effect i t  is purportedly capable of producing? 
For example, will conservation measures be effective in reducing demand for energy? 
Can solar energy actually heat water and homes? 

Perceived Relative Advantage of the Alternative 

If the alternative has already been employed, a s  is the case with nuclear energy, what 
are the experiential advantages and disadvantages of its use? If i t  has not been 
employed, what are the public's expectations about its advantages or disadvantages? Put 
another way, what benefits will accrue from the use of that  alternative, and what harm 
might result if i t  were used? What benefits and harm could be anticipated if i t  were not 
used? 

Benefit and harm could result for both the individual member of the society (egoistic 
view) and for the community, region, or society a s  a whole (altruistic view). Further, 
perceived benefits and costs extend beyond economic ones to  include environmental, 
health and safety, and sociopolitical impacts. The idea of relative advantage implies (1) 
identification of perceived benefits and costs, (2) weighing of these, (3) comparison of 
this alternative to other options, and (4) a decision a s  to  the advantage of choosing this 
alternative relative to  other options. 

The matrix of perceived advantages and disadvantages of alternative solutions presented 
in Figure 2-C illustrates the complexity of this variable. 

The same matrix can be used to  organize perceived effects of solutions already in use. 

Opinions may change over time as  to the perceived relative advantage of any given 
solution. This is particularly the case with technological innovation af ter  adoption 
occurs. Experience with the actual effects of an innovation, once adopted, may result in 
a later discontinuance decision if the experience is not salutory. A major unanticipated 
impact is social polarization over the issue, as  has occurred, for example, in nuclear 
energy and in weather modification. Thus, in this category, both anticipated benefits and 
costs (affecting the adoption decision), and actual benefits and costs (affecting the 
continuance decision) are considered. 

Cancem about Risk 

Since CarsonTs The Silent Spring (1962), our society has become increasingly concerned 
with the unintended and unanticipated consequences of action, particularly action 
affecting "the commonsr1 (e.g., Hardin, 1968) for which no particular institution is 
responsible. As a result, a number of statutes and adminstrative procedures have come 
into being (notably NEPA-The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969) requiring 
consideration of unintended secondary and tertiary effects of proposed actions. The 
environmental impact statement, technology assessment, and social impact assessment 
are incipient formal methods for dealing with the problem of forecasting future 
consequences of decisions. 

Public opinion about an energy alternative may be affected by perceived harmful 
secondary and tertiary impacts (or "side effectst1); data on these opinions are categorized 
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here. The basic idea is that  where side effects  defined as harmful or "risky" a re  
perceived, the alternative will be viewed less favorably. 

Know 164geabili t y 

One common notion in diffusion theory is that the more people know about an innovative 
practice, the more willing they are to  adopt it. Yet little evidence exists tha t  
knowledge, per se, can account for either favorability or adoption decisions. Knowledge 
about an innovation is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for i ts  adoption. In fact ,  
some studies have shown that  knowledgeability may correlate negatively with 
favorability toward an innovation (e.g., Farhar and Mewes, 1976). People may come t o  
know more about an alternative and like i t  less. 

Knowledgeability about alternative solutions is measured in two ways, subjectively and 
objectively. Subjective measurements usually rely on items such as, Wow well informed 
would you say you are  about nuclear energy? Very well informed, somewhat informed, or 
not at all informed?" Objective measurements depend on items designed t o  test 
respondent ability to  answer factual  items correctly; e.g., "What percentage of t he  oil we 
use in the United States is imported?" Usually, a fairly good correlation exists between 
subjective assessment of knowledge levels and response to objective items on tha t  
alternative. 

Information Sources 

One of the most consistent findings from the diffusion li terature is that  communications 
about innovations must come f rorn credible sources (Rogers and Shoemaker, 197 1). 
Policymakers a re  interested in sources of energy information that a re  effective in 
reaching the general public and specific groups. Use of effective information channels 
insures that  people a re  at least aware of energy alternatives. The theoretical notion is 
that  communication of information through credible channels will increase 
knowledgeability and favorability, and eventually heighten the chances of acceptance or 
adoption. 

A common sense idea of how communication works is the "hypodermic needleT1 concept. 
The mass media are viewed as vinjectingTT information directly into the minds of a 
relatively passive polity whose opinions a re  then thought to  be influenced. Empirical 
evidence has not borne out this model of communication; instead, complex social 
processes at the community and reference group levels, involving opinion leadership and 
status similarity, a re  found to  a f fec t  information flows (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). 

Information about a topic is communicated most effectively through interpersonal 
networks when atti tude and opinion formation about the  topic a re  the  issue. That is, 
media a re  effective in communicating some information, but interpersonal networks are 
effective in both communicating information and in shaping opinion about information 
received. 

Information about energy is more likely to  be believed when it comes from credible 
sources. Included in the findings about information sources, then, a re  data on the  
perceived credibility of various communicators about energy problems and policies. 



Behavioral Intention and Action 

Action or plans for action express attitudes. If one conserves energy a t  home, this 
implies favorability toward conservation as an action alternative. Actual behavior a s  
subjectively reported through survey data is particularly susceptible to problems of lying, 
recall, and the  social pressure of an interview. On the  other hand, the respondent is 
expert on his behavior, if he reports this information accurately. Certain actions, such 
as  the decision to adopt solar energy, are not easily forgotten or lied about; i t  is easy for 
the interviewer to observe the system. Other actions, such a s  lowering the temperature 
of thermostats, are less readily observable. 

Reports of intended action are even more probable to result in erroneous interpretation 
if they are viewed as  data on what people are  likely to do. The subjective intent may be 
accurately reported a t  the time of the interview but other factors can intervene before 
action is implemented. 

Action may be viewed as contributing to the formation and maintenance of attitudes 
consonant with actual behavior. Thus, the category of behavioral intention and action is 
partially a dependent variable (to the  extent we are attempting to explain behavior) and 
partially an independent variable (in accounting for attitudes). Findings on what people 
say they have done and on what they report they intend to do about energy are reported 
in this general category. 

Evaluation 

This variable refers to whether people are favorable or opposed overall to a given energy 
alternative. Evaluation is the  dependent variable t o  be explained-whether people are 
for or against nuclear energy, solar energy, conservation, or specific policy options. It is 
the dependent variable in attitude studies, and an independent variable when we seek to  
explain actual behavior. Findings reflecting general attitudes toward t h e  idea of a 
particular energy a1 ternative, and favorability or opposition to its actual implementation, 
are included here. 

Perceived and Preferred Decision Makinrr 

Perceived decision making refers to the public's perception of who is deciding and what is 
being decided. Preferred decision making refers to the public's preferences about who 
should be deciding, about the content of the policy decision; Lea, about what should be 
done, and about the process by which decisions are made. The willingness to accept or 
reject a particular policy option can be affected as much by normative and political 
values as by the variables described previously. For example, some have argued that 
solar policy making should not reside within the Department of Energy because i t  is seen 
as pro-nuclear ( see Farhar e t  al., 1979). Others, who are content with existing decision 
mechanisms, may be disturbed about policy content: certain policies, such as  gasoline 

- rationing, may be almost totally unacceptable. It  is in this category that findings on 
various policy options and opinions about who should be making policy choices are 
presented. 



In summary, favorable response to energy alternatives (e.g., favorable evaluation; 
behavioral intention to adopt or support; actual support or adoption) is likely to be 
f as hi oned by: 

General attitudes toward the idea. 

a Belief in its effectiveness. 

Perceived anticipated relative advantage. 

Perceived actual relative advantage (when experience or trial runs have 
occurred). 

Lack of concern about side effects (risk). 

0 Exposure to credible sources of positive information. 

Knowledge. 

Existence of preferred institutional mechanisms and policies. 

CODING PROCEDURES 

Most survey results were presented item by item with an interpretive text describing the 
method and findings of the study. Coders filled out a form for each survey specifying 
location, population sampled, sample size, sampling procedure, dates of data collection, 
data collection technique, funding source, and whether the survey was cross-sectional or 
longitudinal. 

By and large, interpretive texts were ignored unless they contained study data not 
available in tabular form. Coders photocopied all pages of tabular survey data and sorted 
them using a coding framework based on the multivariate categories to be used in the 
analysis. This sorting process was a way of organizing and categorizing the data. 
Coders* were trained in the use of the coding framework. Each coding decision was 
made by one coder and checked by another coder who had final judgment. Many, but not 
all, of the coding decisions were checked by two other coders as well. 

The end result of this coding process, which took several months, was the body of 
empirical survey data sorted into multivariate categories and ready for analysis. 

Coding was carried out using a system based on whether the data table was (1) 
descriptive (frequency distributions), or (2) analytical (cross-tabulations and results of 
other data manipulations). Descriptive data were organized into two major categories: 
(1) those pertaining to the energy situation in general, and (2) those pertaining to 
alternative responses (energy sources), including conservation, solar energy, nuclear 
energy, coal, and oil and gas. Within each of these general categories, data were further 
sorted into multivariate categories. 

*Coders were doctoral candidates in the Department of Sociology, University of Colorado, 
Boulder. 



For example, if a survey item pertained to solar energy, it was fit into one of the 
following categories: 

belief in the technological effectiveness of solar energy (reliability, 
performance, obsolescence, etc.); 

concern- about the effects of solar energy (environmental, safety, economic, 
international, equity, etc.); 

knowledge about solar energy (subjective and objective); 

perceived and preferred decision making about solar energy; 

anticipated harm or benefit from using solar energy (including advantages and 
disadvantages); 

behavioral intention regarding solar energy; 

actual action taken with reference to solar energy; 

f avorabili ty or opposition to solar energy; and 

assessment of other's attitudes toward solar energy. 

Analytical findings were classified as to whether they pertained to sociodemographic or 
social-psychological variables. All data on sociodemographics were then sorted by 
independent variable, resulting in data files for each major demographic variable. These 
were as follows: gender, age, education, income, occupation, race, political orientation, 
religious affiliation, lifestyle characteristics (including marital status, housing 
character istics and stage in the family life cycle, home ownership, and transportation 
characteristics), and urban/rural place of residence. 

Social-psychological findings were those relating one variable to another; for example, 
relating belief in the energy crisis to energy conservation behavior. These were sorted 
by the independent (explanatory) variable involved in the analysis. 

The following four chapters present descriptive survey findings on the energy problem as 
perceived by the public and public perspectives on energy conservation, solar energy, and 
conventional energy sources. In the subsequent two chapters, analytical findings 
(soci odemographic and social-psychological) are described. 



Table  2-3 

PRELIMINARY UNIVERSE OF PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS ON ENERGY 

Date 
Study of Data Sample 
Number Author Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S i z e  

104 C i t y  of Colorado Colorado Sp r ings ,  1976 400 
Spr ings  Colo. SMSA 

105* C i t y  of Colorado Colorado Sp r ings ,  1974 2,500 
Spr ings  Colo. SMSA 

106 Morrison 

108 Cheskin 

Lansing,  Mich. 1974 216 
1976 264 

Chicago, Peo r i a ,  Marion 1977** 60 2 
& Benton, Ill. 

109 Abt Assoc i a t e s  C a l i f .  vs .  rest of 1976 796 
s t a t e s ,  n a t i o n a l  

115 Davis Lansing, Mich. 1977*** 133 

116 G o t t l i e b  Houston & Amari l lo ;  1974 782 
p o r t i o n s  of Colorado 
& Deaf Smith Cos., 
Te x. 

117 ~ i l l e n b o r ~  S .\Carolina. 11 3rb.an 1977 605 
areas 

119 Thompson Grand Rapids ,  Mich. 1976 515 

120 Nat iona l  Denver, Colo, 
Demographics 

121 H i t l i n  Washington, D.C. 1974 1,115 

122 Rut t enberg  Ohio 1975 2,300 

*Convenience samp le. 

**Date of d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  no t  r epo r t ed  by au tho r s ;  d a t e  supp l i ed  is  
p u b l i c a t i o n  da te .  

***Date of d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  n o t  r epo r t ed  by au tho r s ;  d a t e  supp l i ed  i s  
e s t i m a t e  of a c t u a l  survey per iod.  



Table  2- 3 ( con t i nued )  

Study 
 urn be r Author -- 

123 Tech Analys i s  
& Communications, 
Inc.  

124 V o l l i n t i n e  

125 Welch 

127 G i l l  

128 Opinion Re s e a r c h  
Corp, 

1975h 

129 Opinion Research 
Corp, 

1975i 

130 Opinion Re s ea r ch  
Corp. 

1976b 

131 Opinion Research 
Co rp. 

1975b 

132 Opinion Research 
Corp, 

1974e 

133 Opinion R e  s ea r ch  
Corp. 

1975c 

134 Opinion Research 
Corp. 

1975d 

135 Opinion Research 
Corp* 

1975g 

Date 
of Data  Sample 

Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S i z e  

C a l i f , ,  N.Y., Mich. 1977 1,060 

Lake County, C a l i f .  

Nebr, 

Chicago Metro 

Na t i ona l ,  Vol. 1 3  

Na t i ona l ,  Vol. 1 5  

Na t i ona l ,  Vol. 23 

Na t i ona l ,  Vol. 7 

Nat iona l ,  Vol. 5 

Na t i ona l ,  Vol. 8 

Na t i ona l ,  Vol, 9 

Na t i ona l ,  Vol, 12  

Dec. 1974/ 1,206 
Jan. 1975 

Oct. 1974 

Jan. 1975 1,211 

Feb. & Mar. 1,209 
1975 

May 1975 905 

* In format ion  not provided i n  r e p o r t .  



Table 2- 3 (cont inued)  

Date. 
Study of Data Sample 
Number Author Area Sampled Co l l ec t ion  S i z e  

136 OpinionResearch Westchester,  J e f f e r -  Nov. 1974 100 
Corp. son City & Skymeadow, 

1974b N.Y. 

137 Opinion Research Nat iona l ,  Vol. 1 Aug. & Sep. 1,213 
Corp. 1974 

1974a 

139 Opinion Research National ,  Vol. 2 Sep. & Oct. 1,210 
Corp. 1974 

1974c 

141 Har r i s  and Nat iona l  
Assoc ia tes ,  Inc, 

142  Murray Nat iona l  1973-1974 7,954 

Opinion Research 
Corp. 

1976c 

Roper 
1978a 

Roper 
1977i 

Roper 
1977h 

Roper 
1977g 

Roper 
1977f 

Roper 
1977e 

Roper 
1977d 

Hartsville & Trousdale 1975 350 
C O O ,  Tenn. 

Nat iona l ,  Vol. 2 1  

Nat iona l  

Nat iona l  

National 

Nat iona l  

Nat iona l  

Nat iona l  

Nat iona l  

Nov. & Dec. 1,207 
1975 

Jan. 1978 2,000 

Dec. 1977 2,000 

Nov. 1977 2,000 

Sep. 1977 2,000 

Aug. 1977 2,000 

J u l y  1977 2,000 

June 1977 2,000 



T a b l e  2-3 ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Study 
Number 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

168 

169 

Author  

Roper 
1 9 7 7 ~  

Roper 
1977b 

Roper 
1977a 

Roper 
1976f 

Roper 
1976e 

Roper 
1976d 

Roper 
1976c 

Roper 
1976b 

Roper 
1974f 

Roper 
1974e 

Roper 
1974b 

Roper 
1977 j 

Roper 
1976a 

Roper 
1977k 

Roper 
1975b 

Area Sampled 

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

N a t i o n a l  

Date  
of Da ta  

C o l l e c t i o n  

Mar, 1977 

Feb. 1977 

Jan .  1977 

Dec, 1976 

Nov. 1976 

Aug, 1976 

J u l y  1976 

J u n e  1976 

Dec, 1974 

Aug, 1974 

Feb. 1974 

May 1977 

Mar. 1976 

May 1977 

Mar. 1975 

Sample 
S i z e  



Table  2- 3 (cont inued)  

Date 
Study of Data Sample 
Number Author Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S ize-  

- -- - - - - -- - -- 

Nat iona l  Jan ,  1975 Roper 
1975a 

Roper 
1974d 

Na t iona l  June 1974 

Roper 
1974c 

Na t iona l  May 1974 

Roper 
1974a 

Na t iona l  Jan. 1974 

Gallup Na t iona l  Nov. 1977 

Roper 
l978b 

Na t iona l  Mar. 1978 

Cunningham & 
Lopreato 

Aus t i n  & E l  Paso, Tex,; Oct. 1975 
F l a g s t a f f  & P r e s c o t t  , 
Ariz .  

O'Brien 

Blake l y  

A r  i z  , Apr. 1976 

Sacramento, Capay Sep, 1975 
Val ley  & Winters ,  
C a l i f .  

Faulkner  Yellowstone R ive r  May 1975 
Basin 

B a r t e l l  Los Angeles Co, , Cal i f .  ~ e b .  / ~ a r .  
1974 

Gladhar t 

Campbell 

Lansing, Mich. May 1976 

NewYorkCi ty ;  South- Sep.  1977* 
w e s t  Minn.; Santa  
C la r a  Co,, Ca l i f . ;  
Washington, D,C,  

2 10 Hummell, e t  a l .  Ft .  C o l l i n s ,  Colo. 1973 

* 
Date of d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  not  r epo r t ed  by au thors5  date supp l i ed  is publica- 
t i o n  date. 



Table  2- 3 (cont inued)  

Date 
Study of Data Sample 
Number Author Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S i z e  

211 Gallup 
1973 

Na t iona l  June 1973 1,500 

212 Gallup 
1974a 

Na t iona l  Nov. 301 1,500 
Dec. 1,  
1973 

213 Gal lup 
1974b 

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  

Jan ,  10-15, 1,500 
1975 

214 Gal lup 
1975 

217 Gallup 
1977b 

Apr. 291 1,500 
May 2 ,  1977 

218 Gallup 
1977c 

2  20 Gallup 
1977b 

Apr. /Aug. 1,500 
1977 

221 Burdge Kentucky A U ~ . / O C ~ .  3,428 
1975 
Feb. I h g .  3 08 
1975 

222 Pu rdy Plymouth, Mass.; 
Waterf ord,  Conn. 

226 H a r r i s  
1973b 

Na t iona l  Nov. 12-15, 1,459 
1973 

227 H a r r i s  
1974b 

Oct. 19731 1,496 
Feb. 1974 

Na t iona l  

228 H a r r i s  
1977c 

Na t iona l  Aug. 1, 1,540 
1977* 

230 Harris 
1976a 

Oct. 23-26, 1 , 7 2 8  
1976 

Nat iona l  

231 Harris 
1975i 

Na t iona l  Nov. 1975* 1,519 

* 
Date of d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  n o t  r epo r t ed  by au tho r s ;  date suppl ied  i s  
p u b l i c a t i o n  da t e .  



Table  2- 3 (cont inued)  

Date 
of Data Sample 

Author Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S i z e  
Study 

, -. Number 

H a r r i s  
1975c 

Na t iona l  Mar, 3, 1 , 5 4 3  
1975* 

Harris 
1977d 

Na t iona l  Apr. 29- 1 ,540 
May 6 ,  1977 

H a r r i s  
1973a 

Na t iona l  J u l y  1973* 1 ,537 

H a r r i s  
197 5d 

Na t iona l  Mar. 13,  1 , 5 1 3  
197 5* 

H a r r i s  
1975h 

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  Jan ,  18-22, 1 ,594  
1974 

Harris 
1974c 

Na t iona l  Aug. 10-13, 1 , 4 9 1  
1977 

H a r r i s  
1977f 

Na t iona l  Sep.  2, 1 ,447  
1974* 

H a r r i s  
1974e 

J u l y  1975 1,497 H a r r i s  
1975f 

Na t iona l  

Na t iona l  Mid-Apr . 1 ,568  
1975 

H a r r i s  
1975e 

Na t iona l  Dec. 2 & 3,  1 ,200 
1977 

H a r r i s  
1977g 

Na t iona l  Dec. 19,  1 , 5 2 5  
1974* 

H a r r i s  
1974f 

Na t iona l  Feb. 1977* 1 ,459 H a r r i s  
1977b 

Na t iona l  J u l y  23-30, 1 ,515  
1977 

H a r r i s  
1977e 

* 
Date of d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  n o t  r epo r t ed  by au tho r s ;  d a t e  suppl ied  i s  
p u b l i c a t i o n  d a t e .  



Table 2-3 (continued) 

Date 
of Data 
Collection 

Sample 
Size 

Study 
Number 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

255 

256 

258 

260 

261 

262 

30 2 

Author Area Sam~led 

National Oct. 7-11, 1976 Harris 
1976b 

Harris 
1975a 

National Jan. 16-20, 1975 

National Nov. 18, 1976* Harris 
1976c 

Mar. 1974 Harris 
1974d 

National 

San Diego Co., 
Calif. 

New Hampshire 

Aug. 1976 San Diego Gas & 
Electric 

Apr. 30- 
May 2, 1976 

National, Vol. 11 Apr . / ~ a y  
1975 

Opinion Research 
Corp. 
1975f 

National, Vol. 10 Mar. 10-21, 1979 
Mar. 24/Apr. 6 
1975 

Opinion Research 
Corp. 
1975e 

Sept. 9/0ct. 8, 
19 75 
Oct, 14-22, 1975 

Opinion Research 
Corp . 
1976a 

National, Vol. 19 

Detroit, Mich. 

National 

Warren 

Apr. 14-17, 1978 Gallup 
1978b 

National (no volume 
given) 

Aug. 4, 1975 Opinion Research 
Corp. 
1975b 

Phoenix, Kansas City 
& Minneapolis 

Feb, 1974 TRW 

*Date of data collection not reported by authors; date supplied is publication 
date. 



Table  2-3 ( con t i nued )  

Date 
Study of Data Sample 
Numbe r Author Area Sampled C o l l e c t i o n  S i z e  -- ---- 

303 Survey Research Mason, Oceana, Newaygo Sp r ing  & 1,431 
Labora to ry  Cos., Mich. ; Natrona,  Summer, 

Converse, Carbon, A l -  1976 
bany, P l a t t e ,  Goshen, 
Laramie Cos., Wyo. ; 
C l a l l a n ,  J e f f e r s o n ,  
Grays Harbor,  Mason, 
P a c i f i c  Cos., Wash.; 
B r i s t o l ,  Newport Cos., 
R. I. ; McHenry , Lake, 
Kane, DuPage, Cook, 
W i l l  Cos., 111. 

304 Doering I n d  i.am Apr. 1974 670 

307 V o l l i n t i n e  Cobb Val ley ,  Lake Co., J u l y  1975 142 
C a l i f ,  

308 Opinion Research Nat iona l ,  Vol. 6 Nov, 11/ 1,207 
Corp. Dec. 8 ,  

1975a 1974 

309 Gal lup 
1978a 

310 Gal lup 
1977d 

Na t i ona l  

Na t i ona l  

311 Becker Research N a t i o n a l  
Corp. 

Aug. 5-8, 1 ,  500 
1977 

Nov. 18-21, 1 ,500 
1977 





CHAPTER 3 

THE ENERGY PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

For five years, the American public has confronted Itthe energy crisis." After 
experiencing unconstrained growth in the 1960s, t he  United States  in 1973 suddenly 
faced increased gas and oil prices, long lines at gas stations, decreased speed limits, and 
demands for energy conservation. These events, compounded by severe winters causing 
job losses and other social disruptions and by droughts decreasing the supply of 
hydropower, made Americans more aware of their dependence on energy. 

Much contradictory information has been made available to the public concerning the 
nation's energy situation. The first section of this chapter briefly reviews such 
information as a context for understanding the environment in which public opinion about 
energy has formed. 

Given the history of energy development in the nation, during which the public was 
encouraged to  consume cheap and plentiful supplies of gasoline and electricity, i t  seems 
that energy supply has not traditionally been viewed as a problem. Subsequent sections 
of this chapter present survey information on how the  public is coming to  view the  
energy situation: Do they believe there is a genuine energy crisis? To what or whom do 
they attribute the problem? How important do they perceive the problem t o  be? What 
impacts of the energy situation have they experienced? What a re  their expectations 
concerning the future energy situation? What solutions do they perceive? 

CONTEXT: THE ENERGY DEBATE 

Americans have been exposed to  a confusion of information and opinions on the energy 
crisis and its causes. Citizen atti tudes concerning energy have developed in the  context 
of a spectrum of contradictory ideas. A brief overview of the debate surrounding the 
energy crisis illustrates the contrasting viewpoints received by the public which could 
directly affect  their opinions about the energy crisis, i ts severity, and its causes. 

Since 1973, each President has commented on the  seriousness of the  energy problem, 
emphasizing a need for immediate action: 

NIXON: Unless we act swiftly and effectively, we could face a genuine energy 
crisis in the foreseeable future. (1974 Edition-World ~ l m a n a c  and ~ o o k  
of Facts, p. 1002) 

FORD: This nation, and, in fact,  the world must face the prospect of energy 
difficulties between now and 1985 . . . . (New York Times; Jan. 16, 1975; 
p. 24) 

Two weeks af ter  taking office, President Carter delivered an appeal for energy 
conservation by the American public. 

CARTER: The energy crisis has not yet overwhelmed us, but i t  will if we do not a c t  
quickly . . . t he  alternative may be a national catastrophe . . . this 
difficult effort will be  the flmoral equivalent of war." @Jew York Times; 
April 19, 1977; p. 24) 

53 



Midway through his second speech on energy Mr. Carter commented: 

I know some of you may doubt that we face real energy shortages. (New 
York Times; April 19, 1977; p. 24) 

What information does the public have to shape its opinion on this question? 

In early 1973, a t  the onset of the energy shortage, the news media reported such 
comments as: 

There is no physical shortage of energy resources in either the United 
States  or the world for the foreseeable future and ye t  Americans may 
spend the rest of this decade coping with brownouts and blackouts and 
perhaps even rationing of gasoline, heating oil, and natural gas. (New York 
Times- April 17, 1973; p. 1) 

-9 

The United States  has basic energy materials to  meet our needs for at least 
200 years at the present levels of consumption. -John G. McLean, 
Chairman, Continental Oil Co. (New York Times; April 17, 1973; p. 17) 

The world energy crisis or energy shortage is a fiction. . . . But belief in 
this fiction is a fact. It makes people accept higher oil prices as imposed 
by nature, when they are really fixed by collusion. -Dr. Maury Adelman, 
Professor, M.I.T. (New York Times; April 17, 1973; p. 24) 

Bluntly, there is no need for us to  do anything to  mitigate the long-run 
energy problem in this recession year of 1975. Most of what could be done 
now would endanger the solutions of both our recession problem and our 
inflation problem. Why rock the boat? -Paul A. Samuelson, Professor, 
M.I.T. (Newsweek; March 24, 1975; p. 76) 

which 

Faced 

were then contradicted: 

In talking about energy, we are talking about the survival of the United 
States. -Governor Vanderhoof, Colorado (Newsweek; August 26, 1974; p. 68) 

The most difficult problem facing the nation today, either internationally 
or domestically, is the energy crisis. -Senator Henry M. Jackson (New York 
Times; April 17, 1973; p. 17) 

If Americans think that we've already seen the worst of the energy 
shortages, they're in for a shock. If we are  not able t o  break our reliance 
on high-priced foreign oil our whole economic way of life will be in 
jeopardy. -Rogers C. B. Morton, Energy Czar (~ewsweek ;  November 4, 
1974; p. 76) 

continually with such contradictory infor mation from reputable figures, i t  is easy 
to understand public skepticism that  a crisis exists. 

- 

Not only has the public been confronted with inconsistent reports as to  the validity or 
severity of the energy crisis, but controversy has also engendered accusations of who is 
to  blame. 



While three U.S. Presidents stressed the importance of energy conservation by the  public, 
none directly blamed the crisis on American consumers. Mr. Carter noted that 50 
percent of the  energy used for home heating could be conserved through stringent 
measures by homeowners. The New York Times presented a more accusing portrayal of 
individual consumer use. I t  suggested editorially tha t  proposed legislation should: 

force the American people to examine searchingly some of their values. 
(April 19, 1977; p. 24) 

and depicted the "average American" as: 

a profligate user of natural resources. He floods his home with light, even 
when no one is in it; he heats rooms until they are  hot a s  ovens. He drives 
a gas-devouring car for a pack of cigarettes rather than walk a block. 
There a re  electric toothbrushes, combs, t ie  racks, and hair dryers. 
(Emphasis added) (April 17, 1973; p. 26) 

In January 1974, U.S. oil companies reported a substantial increase in earnings during the  
fourth quarter of 1973. Profit increased 59 percent a t  Exxon, 68 percent a t  Mobil, 50 
percent at Texaco, and 52 percent at Ashland Oil.* Several well-known public figures 
made 

In his 
off in 

the following judgments. 

The energy crisis is a device the industry is using to get higher prices. 
-Martin Lobel, Washington, D.C., Lawyer and Energy Advisor to  Sen. 
George McGovern (New York Times; April 17, 1973; p. 24) 

Industry must become more concerned about its responsibilities t o  the 
American public. There is a difference between self -interest and national 
interest. J o h n  C .  Sawhill, FEA Chief (Newsweek; August 26, 1974; p. 68) 

There is not an energy supply crisis (but rather) an energy monopoly crisis. 
-Ralph Nader (New York Times; April 18, 1977; p. 15) 

energy speech of October 1977, Carter accused the oil industry of "the biggest rip- 
history" and "potential war profiteering." He corn mented: 

the oil companies apparently want i t  all. That difference will not encourage 
increased production of oil, but that  difference will come out of the 
pockets of the American consumers and go into the pockets of the oil 
companies themselves. (New York Times; October 14, 1977; p. 1) 

In support of their profit earnings, Thornton F. Bradshaw, president of the Atlantic 
Richfield Company, stated: 

profits are  well within the average for United States  industry at a time 
when the costs of finding new oil and gas are  higher than ever. (New York 
Times; October 14, 1977; p. 17) 

The oil companies then leveled their own accusations. Environmentalists especially were 
singled out: 

*See a later section on public perception of who is t o  blame for the energy crisis (1974 - 
Edition-The World Almanac and Book of Facts, p. 921). 



Environmentalists a re  unreasonably delaying the delivery of oil from the 
north slope (in Alaska) and blocking refinery drilling and nuclear plant 
construction. -"Oil industry officialr1 (New York Times; April 17, 1973; 
p. 17) 

Environmental straitjackets will make inevitable electric energy blackouts- 
-not brownouts-with an accompanying economic collaps& -frUtility 
officialw (Newsweek; August 26, 1974; p. 65) 

Oil companies heaped blame for energy problems upon government. John E. Swearingen, 
Chairman of Standard Oil of Indiana, called officials of the U.S. Department of Energy 
"naivert and %uggested they were incompetent as well" (New York Times; November 16, 
1977; p. 1). 

The o l  companies were not alone in blaming government. Louise Dunlap of the 
Environmental Policy Center responded to  President Nixon's proposals to  ease pollution 
standards (to save energy) by claiming that they: 

reflected the chaos and incompetence of t he  Nixon Administrationrs over- 
all energy policy . . . . The Administration and the energy industry partly 
created this crisis. (New York Times; November 9, 1973; p. 27) 

The American public also was exposed to government and elected officials blaming each 
other: 

In my opiniun, i t  is apparent that  either of two things happened. Either the 
federal officials responsible for oil policy in this country displayed an 
unbelievable level of incompetency, or the petroleum industry itself 
misrepresents the facts. I personally believe that  a combination of both 
factors was a t  work. -Senator Thomas J. McIntyre (Do-N.H.) (New York 
Times; April 17, 1973; p. 17) 

This Administration has had a bias against conservation. The bias is 
strengthening. -9J.S. energy officialtt (Newsweek; November 4, 1974; p. 77) 

The Congress has not passed one piece of energy legislation this year that 
is of any substance. -Frank Zarb, FEA Chief (Science, Vol. 189; August 15, 
1975; p. 533) 

The U.S. energy problem is a national disgrace. The major beneficiary of 
inflation is government. History will judge the people who have been 
leading this country as pygmies. -William E. Simon, Secretary of ,the 
Treasury (The Saturday Evening Post, Vol. 25 1, No. 7; October 1976; p. 37) 

Former President Nixon commented that "the problem of shortages results less from 
inadequate resources than from ill-conceived regulationr1 (New York Times; April 19, 
1977; p. 53). 

The American public has probably learned by now to take this sort  of finger-pointing and 
buck-passing among i ts  political, business, and scientific leaders more or less in stride. 
They must be forgiven if they tend to view public pronouncements on energy with a grain 
of salt. A degree of skepticism and caution about energy-related matters on the  public's 
part seems not only understandable, but reasonable. 



PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS OF THE ENERGY SITUATION 

Over a quarter (30 studies) of the 115 surveys in our review included items on respondent 
assessment of t he  seriousness of t he  energy situation. Implicit in this issue of how 
seriously the public perceives the situation is the notion that  if the nation's energy supply 
is defined as being problematic, the public will be more willing to  take action on i t s  own 
and/or t o  support actions by government (and possibly business) t o  solve the problem. 

Of the  30 studies which examined public perception of the  seriousness of the  "energy 
crisis,TT a large proportion employed virtually the same question. A difference in bias 
exists between the  two ways the  question was asked most frequently: 

Although 

From what you have seen and heard, how serious would you say the energy 
shortage is-would you say i t  is very serious, somewhat serious, or not serious 
a t  all? (emphasis added) 

How serious would you say the energy situation in the United States  is-very 
serious, fairly serious, or not serious a t  a m p h a s i s  added) 

the i tems are  not strictly comparable, their phraseology was close enough t o  
warrant aggregating the  survey data from them. The aggregation shows no notable 
differences in response that  could be attributed to differences in item wording. 

Results from the  data aggregation from surveys taken between 1973 and 1978 are  
summarized in Table 3-1, and change in opinion over t ime is graphically depicted in 
Figure 3-A. Table 3-1 shows tha t  t he  item on seriousness was asked most frequently 
during 1974 and 1977. Up until about the end of 1975, about a third of the public defined 
the energy situation as  "very serious," with considerable variability in the data.* 
Subsequently, the proportion with that  definition has risen to  about 40 percent, has 
displayed less variability, and has remained at tha t  level t o  the present.** 

Through 1975, a plurality of respondents indicated that  they viewed the energy situation 
as % ~ r n e w h a t ~ ~  or "fairly serious," with proportions ranging from 30 to  48 percent. The 
modal proportion was 45 percent. After 1975, the proportion in this category dropped 
somewhat, ranging from 39 t o  43 percent of t he  samples. Almost an equal proportion of 
respondents from 1976 and on defined the situation as fairly or somewhat serious and 
very serious. Throughout the  entire period, the proportion defining the situation a s  llnot 
serious t allr1 remained a minority ranging from a low of 12 percent to  a high of 31 
per cent. 8 
The majority of the public, about 75 to  80 percent, have consistently viewed the energy 
situation as  a t  least somewhat serious since 1973. As shown in Figure 3-A, af ter  an 

*Results ranged from a low 

**After 1975, results ranged 

 h he high occurred in June 

of 20 percent t o  a high of 47 percent. 

from a low of 38 percent to  a high of 44 percent. 

1974, and the low occurred in the spring of 1977. 
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TABLE 3-1 

PERCEIVED SEKIOUSNESS OF ENERGY SITUATION I N  THE U N I T E D  STATESa 

Year and 
s t  udyb 

1973 
Apr. [141, 2341 
Sep. El411 
Nov. [141, 2401 

1974 
Jan. [141, 2401 
Feb. [141, 2401 
Feb.-Mar. [2071d 
Mar. [132, 1341 
Mar. [141, 2401 
Apr. [141, 2401 
Apr. -June [260]e  
June 11411 
J u l y  o r  Aug. 

[141, 240, 249lf  
Aug.-Sep. [137] 
ac t*  [I321 

1975 
Dec.-Jan. [131] 
Jan. [249] 
Jan. -Feb. 11331 

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
somewhat/ Not A t  ~ o n ' t  

Very F a i r l y  A l l  K ~ O W / N O  

Se r i ous  Se r iousC  S e r i o u s  Ser iol ls  Opinion -- 

a P r o t o t y p i c a l  i t em phras ing :  "From what you have heard o r  read, how 
s e r i o u s  would you s ay  t h e  energy sho r t age  is--would you say  i t  is 
v e r y  s e r i o u s ,  somewhat s e r i o u s ,  o r  no t  s e r i o u s  a t  all?" and "How 
s e r i o u s  would you s ay  t h e  energy s i t u a t i o n  is--very s e r i o u s ,  f a i r l y  
s e r i o u s  o r  no t  s e r i o u s  a t  all?" 

bsample n a t i o n a l  u n l e s s  o therwise  noted. 
CUsually sum of "very s e r i o u s "  and "somewhat s e r i o u s "  responses .  
d ~ o s  Angeles County, C a l i f o r n i a  sample. 
eDet ro i  t ,  Michigan sample. 
f ~ a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  d a t e  r epo r t ed  as July i n  ill41 and W249, and August 

i n  iI240. 



TABLE 3-1 ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Year and 
s t u d y b  

Feb.-Mar. [ I343 
Apr. [141]8  
Apr. [242] 

J u l y  [ I411 

1977 
Before  Feb. 12451 
Apr, [218,  220,  3101 
Apr.-May [218,  3101 
J u n e  [220,  3101 
Aug, [220,  3101 
Sep.-Oct. I3101 
Nov, [175,  3101 

1978 
Apr, [2611 

P r o p o r t i o n  I n d i c a t i n g  
somewhat/ Not A t  ~on't 

Very Fairly A11 ~ n o w / N o  
S e r i o u s  Ser iousC S e r i o u s  S e r i o u s  Opin ion  

37 (79)  42 18 3 
38 ( 7 8 )  40 18 4  
24 ( 7 2 )  48 25 3 

b ~ a r n p l e  n a t i o n a l  u n l e s s  o t h e r w i s e  noted.  
CUsua l ly  sum of "very  s e r i o u s "  and "somewhat s e r i o u s "  r e sponses .  
gThese data are  r e p o r t e d  by Harris f o r  t h e  same data c o l l e c t i o n  

p e r i o d ,  A p r i l  1975. They are n o t a b l y  d i f f e r e n t ,  b u t  w e  have no way of 
knowing which are t h e  a c c u r a t e  f i g u r e s ,  

h ~ a t a  r e p o r t e d  sum t o  101 p e r c e n t .  





initial peak of concern in late 1973, public concern dropped during 1974* and began a 
slow increase in 1975. The small peak recorded in May 1977 followed President Carter's 
address. ** 
Other data bearing on the perception of the seriousness of the energy situation were also 
collected between 1973 and 1977 using items addressing the issue in various ways. Most 
of these items dealt with whether the public believed there was an energy shortage. 
Findings on these i tems reflect a rather different picture than that  suggested by 
definitions of the seriousness of the situation. 

Four national surveys reported data on public perception of energy shortages. In 1974, 
two Roper surveys asked respondents to look a t  a list of products and Tkall off the ones 
you have heard are or might soon be  in short supply1' [1601. During August, 81 percent 
identified oil as in short supply, and 68 percent identified electricity. These proportions 
increased in December to  93 and 82 percent, respectively. These were the highest 
proportions reported fy perceived shortages of any survey in our review. A Harris poll 
in the spring of 1975 reported perceived %hortages todayv: oil, 39 percent; solar 
energy, 37 percent; nuclear energy, 32 percent; electricity, 32 percent; and coal, 16 
percent [1411. However, Hai~is reported in November 1975 tha t  65 percent thought oil 
was then in short supply, and 55 percent thought the same about natural gas [23 11. 

More localized samples reported somewhat fewer respondents believing tha t  shortages 
existed. In parts of Texas during 1974, 28 percent of survey respondents thought there 
was "definitelyrT an energy crisis, 43 percent said "there seems to  be one," and 2 1  percent 
thought there was not [116]. There seemed to be polarization or confusion among 
public, a t  least in Texas, about whether or not there actually was an energy shortage. §P 
In Michigan, 63 percent of a 1976 sample said the nation had "an energy-related 
problem," compared to  28 percent who thought not [1191. But in  Ohio one year earlier, 
when respondents were asked whether there was a shortage of electricity a t  tha t  time, 
13 percent said yes and 77 percent said no [121. These findings could be reflective of 
local conditions such as  gasoline prices and utility rates  at the t ime the surveys were 
taken. However, no notable differences by region were found on level of concern or 
judgment of the seriousness of the energy crisis [154, 175, 2 181. 

During 1973, a Harris survey found 35 percent agreeing tha t  "the federal government will 
know what's going on and will not allow an energy crisis to take place,lT with 43 percent 
in disagreement and 22 percent unsure [234. This finding suggests a majority lack of 
certainty that  the government is capable of preventing an energy crisis. Furthermore, a 
survey in parts of Illinois during 1977 found 7 1 percent thought 'most people did not have 
"a realistic view of our energy situationTf [1O8]. 

On a related item, "How serious would you say the  need is to  save energy?", a national 

*This was probably related to  the availability of gasoline which followed the scarcity of 
1973. 

**The data  points for January and April 1975 recorded in Figure 3-A display inconsistent 
findings. There may have been an error in data  or reporting (see footnotes e and f for  
Table 3-1 ). 

' ~ o n t h  of data  collection not reported. 

 o his point is further discussed la te r  in this chapter. 
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survey reported in 1976 that  almost half thought i t  "very serious1' and 39 percent 
tlsomewhat ser ioustr [I301 . 
In summary, af ter  considerable fluctuation in public opinion between 1973 and 1975, 
during the  first months following the  oil embargo, about 80 percent of the public has 
come to define the energy situation in the United States  a s  serious, with about two-fifths 
defining i t  as  very serious. However, some skepticism about the energy problem remains, 
as will be described in the next section. 

ENERGY CRISIS: "REALrr OR "CONTRIVEDn? 

At the same time that  various credible sources were asserting the reality of the energy 
crisis, various others were asserting the opposite with equal authority. Some believed 
the energy problem was a situation contrived by segments of "the establishment" for 
political or economic gain. 

From 1974 through 1978 several survey researchers included items in their studies to 
assess public opinion on whether the energy crisis was perceived as "real1' or 
tkontrived." Data from these surveys and the actual i tems used to assess opinion are  
summarized in Table 3-2. Items were not strictly comparable, but results were relatively 
consistent, enabling a summary of the data. 

The public's tendency early on in the energy situation (if 1973 is marked as the beginning) 
was to view the problem as  contrived. The proportion of those who thought the energy 
shortage was contrived decreased from about 75 percent early in 1974 to  about 
40 percent la te  in 1 977 (based on surveys from national samples). The pattern of findings 
from local samples scattered around the country does not display a similar trend, but 
shows sizable minorities (in the range of two-fifths) indicating a contrived energy 
problem . 
Conversely, national sample respondents defining the energy shortage as  rtrealm increased 
over t ime from 18 percent in early 1974 t o  56 percent in late 1977. As t ime passed and 
events relevant to energy occurred, more of the public began to  define the energy crisis 
as a problem, not t o  be laid a t  the  doorstep of institutional conspiracy. Nevertheless, a 
sizable proportion still believed that  institutions created the problem. 

Roper collected longitudinal data  on an item concerning perception of the gasoline and 
oil shortage (1471. These data a re  presented in Table 3-3 and Figure 3-B. The item used 
resulted in a different response than the  one reported in the preceding section concerning 
shortages of products. Using a forced-choice item directly concerning the shortage, and 
presenting options as  t o  whether a shortage actually existed, Roper found about a third 
of the respondents in 1974 thought the oil shortage was lfreal,ll and this increased to  over 
half by May 1977. The most recent finding on this i tem is tha t  almost half (49 percent) 
still believe the oil shortage is real. The proportion believing an oil shortage never 
actually existed has decreased from over half in 1974 to  about a third in 1977. 

These findings suggest some discrepancies in public opinion between whether they view 
the energy situation as serious and whether they believe it is real. Denial that  a serious 
problem exists is often an initial response by an individual t o  a sudden shock. The 
response may protect him for  a time until he recovers from the shock and can begin to  
address possible alternative solutions. Short-term denial may be functional, but if 
prolonged, denial can be a counterproductive defense mechanism. A certain amount of 
denial could have been operating in American society af ter  the initial shock of the Arab 
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TABLE 3-2 

PERCEPTION OF REALITY OF THE ENERGY CRISIS 

I n  your opinion,  i s  t h e  c u r r e n t  energy sho r t age  r e a l  o r  con t r i ved?  
(Paraphrased a s  a  gene r i c  i tem.)* 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Shortage Shor tage  Other /  

Nat iona l  Samples 

Feb, 1974 11621 
A p r i l  1974 1132) 
May 1974 (1471 
Nov. 1974 [132]  
Nov. 1974 [ I 4 7 1  
June 1975 [ I 4 7 1  
Nov. 1976 [147]  
May 1977 11471 
Nov. 1977 [ I471  

Local  Samples 

Real  Cont r ived  Unsure 

Texas,  1974 [116]  
D e t r o i t ,  1974 [260]  
Phoenix, Kansas C i t y ,  Minneapol is ,  1974 

[3021 
Michigan, 1974 [ I061  
Colorado Sp r ings ,  1974 I1051 
Wyoming, 1975 [205]  
Texas,  1975 [181j  
Arizona, 1976 [201] 
Michigan, 1976 [ l o 6 1  
Colorado Sp r ings ,  1976 [ l o 4 1  
Chicago, 1977 [ I 2 7 1  

*Actual i t em wording of each s tudy ,  where provided,  was: 
162: "Some people  say t h e r e  i s  a  real  sho r t age  of g a s o l i n e  and f u e l  

oi l .  because demand has  ou t run  t h e  supply,  Others say  t h e r e  
r e a l l y  i s n ' t  a sho r t age  of ga so l i ne  and f u e l  o i l  and b i g  
companies a r e  ho ld ing  i t  back f o r  t h e i r  own advantage. What do 
you think--that t h e r e  i s  o r  is  no t  a r e a l  sho r t age  of g a s o l i n e  
and o i l ? "  



TABLE 3-2 ( con t i nued )  

" In  your op in ion ,  i s  t h e  c u r r e n t  energy s h o r t a g e  r e a l ,  o r  do 
you t h i n k  i t  i s  con t r i ved?"  
"Here is  a l i s t  of s t a t emen t s  about  t h e  g a s o l i n e  and o i l  
sho r t age  ( c a r d  shown respondent) .  Which - one of t hose  
s t a t emen t s  comes c l o s e s t  t o  exp re s s ing  your opinion? One 
s ta tement  of f o u r  was: "There never  was any r e a l  o i l  
shor tage- - i t  was con t r i ved  f o r  economic and p o l i t i c a l  reasons." 

(See Table  3-3 f o r  o t h e r  s t a t emen t s . )  
Agree o r  d i s ag ree :  "Shortage i s  p a r t  of a  p o l i t i c a l  scheme." 
Item had t o  do w i th  whether t h e  energy c r i s i s  was "mostly" o r  
" a l l  phony," o r  " e n t i r e l y  r e a l . "  
I t em had t o  do w i th  whether t h e  energy c r i s i s  was " r e a l ,  
p a r t i a l l y  c o n t r i v e d  by energy companies o r  government, o r  
complete ly  con t r ived ."  
(1974) I t em summary: "Do you t h i n k  t h e r e  i s  a n  energy problem 
i n  t h i s  country?"  
Do you b e l i e v e  t h e  energy c r i s i s  i s :  "Fake, w e  have p l en ty  of 
energy; Real ,  but  won't d i r e c t l y  a f f e c t  me; Se r i ous ,  we have t o  
f i n d  new energy sou rce s?"  
"Do you t h i n k  t h a t  t h e  Uni ted  S t a t e s  is  i n  a n  energy c r i s i s ? "  
Agree o r  d i s ag ree :  "The Uni ted S t a t e s  has a n  energy problem." 
Agree o r  d i s ag ree :  "There i s  a genuine energy c r i s i s ;  i t  is  
n o t  con t r ived .  " 
(1976) Agree o r  d i s ag ree :  "The 'energy c r i s i s '  was a ' pu t  on' 
t o  r a i s e  prices of f u e l s , "  
Agree o r  disagree: "The g a s o l i n e  energy c r i s i s  i s  a phony 
i s sue .  There i s  r e a l l y  p l e n t y  of g a s o l i n e  ava i l ab l e . "  



TABLE 3-3 

PERCEPTION O F  O I L  SHORTAGE OVEK TIME 

Here i s  a l i s t  of s t a t emen t s  about  t h e  g a s o l i n e  and o i l  sho r t age  ( ca rd  
shown respondent ) .  Which - one of t h e s e  s t a t emen t s  comes c l o s e s t  t o  
exp re s s ing  your  op in ion?  

Response 

There i s  a very r e a l  o i l  s h o r t -  
age  and t h e  problem w i l l  g e t  
worse du r ing  t h e  nex t  5 t o  10 
yea r s .  

There i s  a r e a l  o i l  s h o r t a g e  
bu t  i t  w i l l  be so lved  i n  t h e  
nex t  y e a r  o r  two. 

There was a shor t - t e rm problem, 
bu t  i t  ha s  been l a r g e l y  so lved  
and t h e r e  i s  no r e a l  problem 
any longer .  

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
1975 1976 1 9 7 7  1974 . - . -  _- 1978* 

Ky Nov. June Nov. May Nov, May ----  

There never was any rea l  o i l  
shor tage- - i t  was c o n t r i v e d  f o r  
economic and p o l i t i c a l  reasons.  53 54 47 46 33 39 

None 2 1 2 2 1 1 

Dont t Know 4 6 7 8 5 4 

*Roper (1978): Roper Repo r t s ,  78-5, June  1978, The Roper Org, , NoY* 





oil embargo and its effects during 1973, and this could be reflected in the survey 
findings. People seemed willing to say the energy situation was serious, but were having 
a more difficult time saying it was real. 

ATTRIBUTION OF CAUSE AND RIBPONSJBILIPTY 

Before potential solutions to  problems can be assessed, causes must be analyzed and 
responsibility assigned. If causes of the energy problem are perceived as the 
responsibility of institutions in the society rather than of individual actors, there is li t t le 
an individual may believe he can do directly to change the situation in the desired 
direction. To the extent that  individuals attribute responsibility to  themselves, they may 
believe they can take action to ameliorate the situation. 

The data from several surveys asking the  American public what institutions and persons 
they blamed for the energy situation are summarized in Table 3-4. Since item wording 
significantly affected the proportion attributing blame to  any particular group, these 
data are  grouped by the type of item used to measure response. Items in general were 
forced choice rather than open-ended. 

When an item was designed to elicit a response on who was most to  blame for the energy 
problem, a smaller proportion indicated each potential group than when the item 
permitted designating a level of responsibility to  each group in a list of response 
categories, or permitted a Likert-type response to  statements attributing blame or 
responsibility. Findings were further affected by differences in the lists of response 
categories themselves; for example, some lists included the  President or the utilities, 
while others excluded these response possibilities. Given this variety of item wording, a 
considerable degree of caution is necessary to  interpret properly what these survey da ta  
reveal about the public's attribution of blame for the energy situation. 

Data on the question of blame or responsibility, summarized in Table 3-4, a r e  organized 
by these three types of item wording. When wording was used necessitating a forced 
choice of rrmost responsiblelr from a list of possibilities, oil companies received the most 
public blame. Pluralities of a third or more held oil companies most responsible, 
followed by Congress specifically or Itthe governmentlr generally. A few blamed the  
Administration or the President, OPEC countries, the American public, "big business," 
and environmentalists. 

When the item was worded to allow attribution of greater or lesser degrees of 
\ 

responsibility to  various groups, oil companies still received a major share of the blame, 
with sample proportions ranging from 57 percent to  83 percent indicating this response. 

Close behind the oil companies in attributed responsibility were Congress and the federal 
government. Some survey data from 1973 and 1974 showed majorities of from 63 t o  75 
percent indicating this response. The data a re  inconsistent however, since Roper, using 
longitudinal techniques, found proportions ranging around 25 percent of samples blaming 
Congress in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977. For those surveys permitting respondents t o  
indicate whether the responsible group had "major blameu or just "minor blamerf in the 
situation, nearly everyone held oil companies and the government at least somewhat 
responsible. One study in 1975 asking an open-ended question on blame found a plurality 
(25 percent) blaming oil companies. The government (23 percent) and the administration 
(19 percent) were close behind [2131. 
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TABLE 3-4 

WHO THE PUBLIC BLAMED FOR THE ENERGY SITUATION 
p- -- 

D e s i g n a t t o n  of  g roups  h e l d  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  energy  s h o r t a g e ,  c r i s i s ,  o r  problem, 

F 'opor t ion  I n d i c a t i n g  
p r e s i d e n t /  

O i  1 Congress /  Adrntnis- American Big Envirnn- 
~ u r v e y a  Companies Covernmeent t r a t f o n  OPEC C i t i z e n s  U t i l i t i e s  R u s t n e s s  m e n t a l t s t s  o t h e r b  

Type A Response: 
1974 [2071 30% 

[ 304 1 34 - - 
[ 1 4 2 ] *  4 3 

Type B Response: 
1973 [ 2 3 7 ] *  

"Major blame" 7 4  
"Minor blame" 16 

1974  [ 1 4 2 ] *  78 
(1511"  

"Major blame" 56 
[2371* 

"Major blame" 8 3  
"Minor blame" 1 I 

1975 [ 1 5 1 ] *  
"Major blame" 57 

a ~ n c l u d e s  s u r v e y  number and year .  
r e n d e r  r e s u l t s  more comparahle. 
blame; Type  B p r o v i d e n  a l i s t  

Tahle f s  o r g a n i z e d  i n t o  t h e  t h r e e  t y p e s  o f  i t e m  wording  most commonly u s e d  t o  
Type A i t ems  provided  l i s t s  and asked  r e s p o n d e n t s  t o  i n d i c a t e  who was most t o  
f o r  which r e s p o n d e n t s  c o u l d  s p e c i f y  t h o s e  h e l d  r e s p o n s i b l e  o r  a l e v e l  o f  

r e s p o n s i b i i i t y .  Type C a  s t a t e m e n t  w i t h  which r e s p o n d e n t s  a g r e e d  o r  d i s a g r e e d .  
b ~ n c l u d e s :  au tomakers ,  t r u c k e r s ,  R u s s i a n s ,  I s r a e l i s ,  " l e a d e r s  p l a y i n g  p o l i t i c s  ." 
C ~ e s p o n s e  c a t e g o r y  was a combina t ion  of o i l  companies and t h e  government. 
' ~ e s ~ o n s c  c a t e g o r y  Inc luded  Congress  and Congress  w i t h  industry. 

*Indicates national samples. 



TABLE 3-4 (cont inued)  

. . -- - - 
Pro ortion I n d i c a t i n g  

President? 

1975 [ 1 5 1 ] *  
"Major blame" 

1977 [ 1 5 1 ] *  
"Major blame" 
"Some blame" 

Tvpe  C Response: 
1974  11161 

O i l  Congress/  Admini e- American Rig Envfron- 
Cnmpanles Government t r a t i o n  OPEC C i t i z e n s  U t i l i t t e s  Business rnetltal ists  o t h e r b  
--- --- -- --__I_ - 

Data reported both ways. 
AuLornakets. 

8 Natural  gas companies. 
* Ind ira te s  n a t i o n a l  samples 



Other groups held responsible by minorities of various samples included the list 
mentioned earlier, but the findings are so diverse by proportion of sample attributing 
blame to  each group that no overall conclusions can be reached. For example, 
proportions blaming American citizens (using the same type of questions) varied from 10 
to 54 percent (see Table 3-4). A survey using the second type of response found that  
attribution of blame to oil companies rose from 74 percent in 1973 to 83 percent irj 1974 
[2371. 

The extent of blame attributed to groups is too disparate among the surveys to  discern a 
trend. A 1975 survey, using the first type of item (i.e., respondents indicated who was 
most to blame from a list), reported that attribution of blame to oil companies dropped 
13 percentage points from the previous year (from 27 to  14 percent). Roper collected 
data on this question in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977. The findings did not indicate a 
significant change in the number of people blaming the  oil companies during this period 
(see Figure 3-C) I15 11. However, another study, using the second type of item, found the 
proportion blaming Congress and the government had risen over 10 percentage points 
(from 63 to 75 percent) between 1973 and 1974 [237]. 

Dissatisfaction with the American public's efforts to conserve energy increased from 19 
percent in March 1974 to 44 percent in February 1975 [1331. The one study which 
included utilities in the list of those who could be held responsible (type B question), 
found an increasing proportion choosing utilities over time. The proportion was 15 
percent in 1974, 26 percent in 1975, 29 percent in 1976, and 31 percent in 1977 [151]. 
These results were collected from a national sample using item replication over four 
years. The data from this study are portrayed graphically in Figure 3-C. 

Some survey data were collected about why the public blamed these various institutions 
and persons. Generally, when responsibility was attributed to  a certain group, the  main 
problems identified involved morality (greed, dishonesty), incompetence, or both. 
Normative violations were involved in either case: institutions or persons were perceived 
a s  not per forming to the standards of integrity and excellence expected of them by the 
American public. Nor did the public exonerate itself, accepting some of its own 
responsibility for wasteful use of energy. 

As noted, o l  companies received the greatest share of blame for the energy crisis, 
part icularly-with regard to gasoline shortages. One national survey found a plurality of 
20 percent who felt  "the large 02 companies are conspiring to raise prices through 
scaring the public" [234. Another reported 55 percent giving as  a "very important 
reasonn for the energy crisis the withholding of oil and natural gas from the market by oil 
companies [233]. Respondents in a Texas survey overwhelmingly agreed that  oil 
companies were trying to make greater profits [116]. A sample of Texas and Arizona 
residents blamed the energy problem on oil companies (blamed by 49 percent), natural 
gas companies (by 39 percent), and utilities (by 31 percent) charging unnecessarily high 
prices for energy [l8l]. 

Researchers sampling in Colorado during 1977 used an attitude item favorable to the oil 
companies: 'The oil companies are doing all they can to  help solve the energy problem 
and should not be criticized so much." Nineteen percent of the sample agreed; 65 
percent disagreed [120]. About 40 percent of a Michigan sample said the oil companies 
wanted to raise prices for gasoline, and six percent blamed them for poor management, 
control, and distribution of gasoline [119]. The same survey reported 20 percent gave 
reasons for perceived future energy shortages related to oil industry monopoly, greed, 
pro fit-taking, and the holdingback of supplies. Virtually everyone in another Michigan 





sample blamed "manipulation by oil companies11 for the energy problem [1061. 
Researchers in Los Angeles County reported: '!In general, Los Angeles residents believed 
the  oil  companies were holding back oil in order to  increase profits" [201. 

A national survey asked respondents how they would "rate the job being done by the oil 
companies in handling the  fuel shortagen [14% About half the sample rated i t  as l'poorv 
or V e r y  poor," and 13 percent as "pretty goodv or "very good." Of those indicating oil 
companies were doing a poor job, most fe l t  the companies were holding back supplies t o  
create  shortages, Additionally, respondents blamed them for making "windfall profits,TT 
not investing enough in finding new sources of oil, and not distributing supplies in a fair 
way. 

In Los Angeles, respondents blaming President Nixon for the energy crisis linked his 
responsibility to his political indebtedness t o  oil companies [20fi. They blamed Nixon for 
incompetence, lack of control, "political payoff ," and possible fraud. Researchers cited 
such comments as: "The oil companies donated so much money to  his re-election that  he 
has no control over them," "He had a price to  pay the oil companies as they gave him 
millions of dollars for his campaign,It and "He has money now because the oil companies 
have paid him off." 

Muchinsky (1976) reported that  a sample of Iowa college students surveyed in the spring 
of 1974 held oil companies primarily responsible for the energy crisis by withholding 
petroleum supplies to increase profits and reduce competition. Muchinsky's sample of 
petroleum company executives in Connecticut (part of the same study) blamed the 
federal government as  primarily responsible for the crisis by IThandcuffing" the petroleum 
industry with taxation, price regulation, and import controls. 

In a qualitative study of public att i tudes toward the energy crisis, Angel1 and Associates 
(1975) found results similar to  those of the national and local surveys. They offered this 
summary of their findings: 

While the perception of the energy situation as  serious was not uncommon, 
i t  was assumed to be due primarily to  reasons relating to  i ts monetary 
impact and to the public's sense of being exploited by powers that  a re  
unscrupulously insensitive to  i ts needs. The majority of the respondents 
were aware that  energy, as it is known today, is likely to  'run out 
eventually,' and tha t  legitimate energy shortages exist. However, very few 
of the respondents fe l t  that either the immediate or the eventual energy 
shortages a re  critical. 

The public appears to have interpreted the relationship between higher 
prices and the availability of more energy as proof tha t  t he  shortages a re  a 
result of a ploy perpetrated on the American public by the Middle Eastern 
countries and the  oil companies as  a means of increasing their revenues. 
The higher earnings reported by the oil companies during the same period 
only served to  reinforce this belief. In other words, while the reported 
shortages may be legitimate, the relationship of price to availability 
renders t he  entire situation suspect (pp. 21-22). 

ORC (1974d) reported a majority of 67 percent indicating a s  an important reason for the 
energy shortages tha t  "oil companies did not anticipate the growth in demand for energy 
and did not prepare for supplying it." Half of another national sample agreed that  "the 
oil companies didn't prepare" 11373. Majorities of a national sample fel t  t he  following 



were "very importanttt reasons for the energy crisis: (1) "Oil companies withholding oil 
and natural gas from the market," and (2) "A reluctance on the part of the oil companies 
to drill for more gas and oil unless prices are raised" [233]. 

Oil companies are held by the public a s  especially responsible for a stable and plentiful 
supply of gasoline a t  reasonable prices. When this supply comes into question, oil 
company competence is then called into question. Because the energy problem initially 
manifested itself in a shortage of gasoline supplies across the nation, with some power 
failures linked to oil-powered electricity generating plants, oil companies emerged as the 
primary targets of public blame. 

The federal government, and Congress specifically, also received a share of blame. 
Researchers in Los Angeles County found that those blaming the federal government 
gave as their reasons: (1) the government should have anticipated the shortage, (2) i t  
should have controlled the oil companies, and (3) i t  should have prevented or ameliorated 
the energy crisis [207]. A national sample expressed similar reasons in explaining ttpoorlt 
or "very poorv ratings on the job being done by the federal government in lthandling the 
fuel shortageu [1421. Reasons given were that the government (1) is letting the fuel 
companies raise prices too high, (2) is not doing anything to solve the shortage, (3) is 
lying-there is no shortage, (4) knew beforehand that we would soon be having a shortage 
but did nothing, and (5) is in conspiracy with oil companies. 

Over half of another national sample blamed the energy shortage on the lack of a 
thational energy policy by governmenttt [13fl. This finding was similar to that  from a 
different national sample reporting a majority indicating "the federal government did not 
take the energy shortage seriously and did not establish a national energy policyt' [139]. 
A small percentage of a Michigan sample attributed the nation's energy problems to 
"scare by government," but the meaning of this response category is unclear [119]. A few 
identified the problem as  ttpolitical,~ with the tlgovernment holding backtt-presumably 
holding back oil supplies for some reason. The same sample also identified waste of 
energy by the government, foreign problems, and lack of government planning, programs 
and information. Almost half of another national sample thought the federal government 
was doing a poor job in "meeting i t s  responsibility to conserve our supplies of natural 
resources" [139]. Another sample in Texas identified the following a s  possible causes of 
the energy crisis; "the United States has exported too many fuel suppliesft (74 percent), 
and "price regulation1' (70 percent). The same study reported that a majority, 51 percent, 
agreed that the energy "shortage is part of a political scheme," while 49 percent 
disagreed. However, the majority (59 percent) disagreed that the  "shortage is actually a 
political move by g ~ v e r n r n e n t , ~ ~  and 4 1 percent agreed [1161. As noted earlier, a sample 
of oil company executives blamed the federal government a s  responsible by virtue of 
taxation of the oil industry, price regulation, and import legislation (Muchinsky, 1976). 

These findings on perceived governmental responsibility in the energy situation suggest a 
preferred role for government in preventing monopolistic control of energy sources and 
in assuring adequacy of energy supplies a t  reasonable prices. 

The American public was perceived to be partially responsible for the energy situation 
through its wasteful use of energy, a s  reported in several surveys 1106, 119, 122, 133, 
134, 137, 139, 205, 233, 234, 2461. Waste was seen as occurring through the use of too 
many cars and large cars, a lifestyle with excessive conveniences and appliances, "too 
many inefficient consumer goods," lack of conservation practices, and apathy and 
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selfishness.* About 80 percent of a Michigan sample disagreed with the  statement, "The 
citizens of the United States are entitled to use as  much energy as they can affordn 
[1061. Similarly, 64 percent of a national sample agreed that  lTconsumers do not have the 
right to  use as much energy as they want and can pay forrr [133]. 

A survey in Ohio found the largest portion of respondents (38 percent) agreeing tha t  
electricity was being wasted only in nonresidential use. About a third fel t  i t  was not 
being wasted a t  all, and 11 percent fel t  both residential and nonresidential users were 
wasteful. Nine percent fel t  that  electricity was being wasted in residential use only 
112P. This finding appears to  be consistent with a survey in Lansing, Michigan, where 46 
percent agreed with the statement: '!The amount of energy all American families could 
save is unimportant compared to the amount of energy tha t  government and industry 
could saven 11 061. Business, industry, and government were also implicated in 
inefficiency and waste in energy use in a few other studies 11 37, 139, 1991. 

The findings suggest that  energy consumption in the United States  is seen as excessive by 
the majority of the public. Widespread sentiment seems to be that the American public 
and its institutions can and should cut  back on energy use. This does not mean that they 
will do so, for other factors are  involved beyond this sentiment. - 
The o l  exporting countries of the world (OPEC) were also seen as responsible for the 
nation's energy problems, as reported in several studies. About half of a national sample 
thought "the high prices charged by the OPEC countriesTT was a very important reason for 
the energy crisis 12331. A small minority in a Michigan survey mentioned the decrease in 
Arab imports and the o l  embargo [119].** About 75 percent in a Texas survey mentioned 
the Arab oil embargo [1l6]. Angell and Associates (1975) reported from their qualitative 
study that while the Middle Eastern countries were blamed for exercising their power 
with the oil embargo in 1973, they were also seen a s  having the right to  do so, although 
the prices they charged were considered rToutrageous.n Over half of a national sample 
surveyed in early 1974 felt  that lifting of the Arab oil embargo would have a short-term 
positive effect on the energy shortage, while a fifth thought i t  would llgo a long way 
toward solving itr1 [142]. In general, some resentment toward OPEC countries was 
expressed through the surveys, but national institutions came in for a much larger share 
of the overall blame for the energy crisis. 

Big business in the United States  also came in for a small share of the blame. American 
automakers were held possibly responsible by 61 percent of a Texas sample in 1974 
l1161. Automakers are  thought by many to be responsible for energy shortages because 
they enthusiastically produce rTgas-guzzlerll cars, and resist producing smaller cars. In 
fact ,  51 percent of a national sample thought "the production of too many gas guzzling 
automobilesrr was a very important cause of the energy problem [233]. Some observers 
fe l t  that interlocking corporate directorships among the large petroleum companies and 
automobile manufacturers led to defense of the status quo and resistance to changes 
resulting in reduced gasoline consumption. About a third of the same sample thought 
American truckers were blameworthy. The Michigan sample generated a few responses 

*Also mentioned by sample minorities were the following: buildings, stadiums lighted 
when not in use; too many lights; stores, shopping malls open longer hours, extra days; 
buildings too hot or too cold; advertising signs; excessive lighting of streets,  highways, 
parking lots; excessive use of residential lighting and appliances. 

**This was an open-ended item. 



(1 1 percent) that  industry was stockpiling and otherwise contributing to  energy shortages 
11 191. The business community was seen as doing a poor job of conserving energy by 40 
percent of a national sample, and an t'averagert job by 42 percent [1391. A bare majority 
of national samples surveyed during 1974 agreed that tlindustry has developed too many 
consumer products that do not use energy efficientlyt1 [139]. 

Environmentalists were blamed in two samples for attempting to control pollution. 
About 60 percent of a Texas sample blamed t'efforts of environmentalists to  prevent 
pollutionrt [1161. Almost half of a national sample during 1974 agreed that a very 
important reason for the energy shortage was as follows: "The demands for a cleaner 
environment have resulted in such things as pollution control devices on cars that use 
more gas and regulations that have made it difficult to  build refineries and drill for oil 
off our coastlinesv [139]. 

However, not all respondents blamed institutions or persons. Some saw the energy 
problem as  the result of factors having complex interactions among many segments of 
the society. Responsibility for these factors was not laid at the doorstep of any one 
group, but was viewed as society-wide. These factors fall under the general rubric of 
what is to blame for the nation's energy situation. 

Some blamed the situation on an increasing scarcity of fossil fuels. In one study "finite 
resources7' was mentioned more often as a cause of the problem than the action of 
institutions [104]. The scarcity of fossil fuels was mentioned by about 80 percent of two 
Michigan samples [106], and by 54 percent of a national sample [233]. This factor was 
also mentioned in a 1973 national survey by 15 percent (Itour natural resources a re  
running lown) [234] and by 47 percent of a 1977 national survey pointing to  a decline in 
domestic production of oil and natural gas [233]. 

Two national surveys conducted a t  about the same time used a forced-choice item to 
assess public perception of whose responsibility depletion of natural resources should be 
1137, 1391. About 45 percent of each sample, the plurality, thought it was the public's 
responsibility; 20 percent in one sample and 31 percent in the other thought the  federal 
government was most responsible; six percent of each sample attributed responsibility to  
the business community; about 18 percent thought all three should be responsible. 

Population growth and overpopulation were also blamed for the energy problem in three 
surveys [ORC, 1974; 106; 1373. The dependence on energy of t he  American lifestyle was 
also criticized: over half of a national sample identified a s  a very important cause "the 
high standards of living in this countryt1 [233], and half said a cause was "the fact  that,  
with only six percent of the world's population, the United States  consumes 32 percent of 
the world's energy" [233]. 

Other miscellaneous factors, believed by usually small sample minorities in various 
studies to play a causative role, were: 

lack of knowledge, lack of adequate technology 1106, 1191; 

expansion of industry [ IN]  ; 

dependence on foreign energy sources [106, 213, 2331 ; 

0 "bad planning" [ 1 061 ; 

a dishonesty [ l  1 91 ; 



Israel movement [I191 ; 

various pollution controls [137]; and 

leaders "playing politics" [2 1 31. 

The tendency to place "major blame" on certain groups varied somewhat by region 
according to the one study performing this analysis. People in the West and Midwest 
were much more likely to  blame consumers than were people in the South and East. The 
West was less likely than the  South to  blame the  Administration and Congress. Of the 
four regions, the West was more likely to  blame environmentalists and the Northeast the 
oil companies. Blaming electric power companies and the  Arab countries did not vary by 
region [15ll. 

In summary, oil companies and the federal government were the institutions bearing the 
brunt of public blame for the  energy problems in t he  United States from 1973 through 
1977. Many fe l t  the Arabs, oil companies, and even government were involved in a 
conspiracy to  increase oil prices. The majority held the public themselves responsible for 
careless use of energy. Other important factors defined by the public as causative are  
the finiteness of fossil fuel resources and population pressures. 

Attribution of the primary responsibility for the energy problem, then, is to  institutions 
in the society rather than t o  individual actors or individuals taken en masse. Although 
much of the public blames itself for squandering energy, there is some evidence tha t  
a t tempts  to reduce energy consumption have not met  with desired consequences of 
easing shortages and reducing costs, again because of utility action in increasing the 
cost-per-unit of energy consumed, over which the individual has no control. For 
example, Angell and Associates (1975) reported that active energy conservers were 
discouraged owing to  increased utility bills in spite of conservation efforts and lack of 
feedback that  individual conservation was helping the nation's energy situation. As one 
respondent put it: 

Doesn't i t  strike you kind of funny that  they come out and say that  you are  
using too much electricity and you have to  cut  back. But now they charge 
me more for units because I am using less, so they have to double the 
price. (p. 29) 

Further more, responsibility for such pervasive factors as population growth was not 
assigned to  any particular social institution; institutions a s  well a s  individuals may be 
perceived as unable to control these causative factors. 

Growing from these findings and interpretations, then, is the notion tha t  energy 
conservation, when perceived as behavior within individual control (e.g., turning down the 
thermostat), is unlikely to  be defined as efficacious in solving the energy problem. To 
the extent that the cause of the energy problem is attributed to political rather than 
natural factors, political action would be chosen a s  the individual response t o  the  
problem, assuming relative lack of alienation (e.g., a belief that such action can make a 
difference). 

SALIENCE 

The perceived salience, or importance, of the energy problem as compared to  other 
national (and personal) problems, has been investigated in a few of the surveys in this 



review. In attempting t o  define how seriously the  public takes the  energy crisis, t he  
proportions indicating the situation is "serious" a re  compared with the proportions who 
feel  energy is serious relative to  other issues. A higher-proportion of the public can be 
expected to respond that the energy problem is serious when the question focuses only on 
energy than when the question places energy in t he  context of other pressing national 
problems. Indeed, the survey data  display this expected outcome. 

It is difficult to  compare the data dealing with salience. Responses t o  i tems in this 
category are particularly susceptible to how the question was asked. To measure 
salience accurately, t he  questioner has to  get  the context right, which is extremely 
difficult. I t  may be that the only appropriate way to  measure salience is through open- 
ended items, such as, "What do you think are  the three most important issues or problems 
facing the nation today?" Researchers used a variety of questioning techniques to get  at 
the salience issue (none of them open-ended), and the overall outcome is a marked 
variation in the findings. 

National surveys conducted by Opinion Research Corporation (ORC) [128, 13 1, 134 
examined the salience of t h e  energy question through use of a forced-choice item 
contrasting the "energy shortagen with ttinflation't and "rising ~nemployrnen t .~~  Data from 
these surveys a re  presented in Table 3-5. Unemployment was defined as the  most 
important national problem by the majority of the samples (ranging from 50 t o  61 
percent), while energy was perceived a s  most important by a small minority, ranging 
from seven to 15 percent. No indication of an increase in perceived importance of 
energy shortages during 1975 is evident in the data. 

The findings from the ORC data  are undoubtedly influenced by the relatively limited 
scope of identified problems in the item and by the response mode which specified tha t  
only one of the problems could be identified a s  'lmost important .I1 The item also does not 
take into account whether the respondent believed there t o  be an actual energy 
shortage. With this type of question, the energy shortage was not perceived to  have high 
salience. 

Two other national surveys explored the salience issue using forced-choice items, but 
with different response possibilities. Harris asked respondents t o  rank the seriousness of 
the "energy shortage" along with four other national problems (inflation, unemployment, 
water pollution, and air  pollution) [232]. Data from two periods a r e  presented in Table 3- 
6. Using this questioning technique, the energy shortage (specified by Harris a s  well as 
ORC) ranked markedly higher in t he  Harris data .collected at the  same time a s  t he  ORC 
data. The difference is, thus, probably due to  differential i tem structure or context. In 
1973, about a quarter of the  Harris sample rated the  energy shortage a s  very important, 
and in 1975, when ORC reported ranges of seven to  15 percent ranking the energy 
shortage as  most important, Harris reported tha t  44 percent defined the  energy shortage 
as "very serious.'' The relative ranking of national issues also differs between the two 
surveys. ORC reported unemployment a s  t he  problem perceived a s  most important by a 
majority of samples, while Harris reported majorities rating as Ifvery seriousTt inflation 
(83 percent) and unemployment (74 percent). From 25 t o  31 percent of t he  ORC samples 
thought inflation was most important. While Harris did not specify ranking by 
respondents, the difference in relative position still represents an inconsistency in 
findings. 

Table 3-7 presents trend data from Roper surveys [I54 on salience. Roper also used a 
f orced-choice item, but permitted respondents t o  indicate which two or three choices 
''you personally a re  most concerned about today.tT This i tem did not stress the national 
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TABLE 3-5 

PERCEIVED SALIENCE OF THE ENERGY PROBLEM 

O f  t h r e e  major n a t i o n a l  problems--unemployment, i n f l a t i o n ,  and t h e  
energy shortage--which do you t h i n k  i s  most impor tan t?  ( ~ a r a p h r a s e ) ~  

Study 

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
Energy 

Unemployment I n f l a t  i on  Shor tage  

a I tem phraseology,  where provided by r e s e a r c h e r s ,  i s  p r e sen t ed  i n  
f o o t n o t e s  below. S t u d i e s  inc luded  used n a t i o n a l  samples. 

b ~ t e m  phraseology n o t  provided;  t e x t  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  the p u b l i c  g ives  
energy low p r i o r i t y  i n  comparison w i th  o t h e r  n a t i o n a l  problems. 
Respondents were asked a  forced-choice  q u e s t i o n  t o  i n d i c a t e  "most 
impor tan t"  and " l e a s t  important"  n a t i o n a l  problem, The "energy 
sho r t age"  was seen a s  " l e a s t  impor tan t"  by 45 pe r cen t  of t h e  sample. 

CItem phraseology no t  provided;  d a t a  were t i t l e d  "most important  problem 
f a c i n g  t h e  country ,"  

d ~ t e r n  phrased:  " A t  t h e  p r e s e n t  t ime,  t he  count ry  i s  f aced  w i t h  t h r e e  
major problems-- inf la t ion,  a n  energy sho r t age ,  and r i s i n g  unemployment. 
Which of t h e s e  t h r e e  problems would you say  i s  most impor tan t?"  



TABLE 3-6 

NATIONAL PROBLEMS PERCEIVED AS VERY SERIOUS 

- 
How s e r i o u s  do you f ee l  (read l i s t )  i s  i n  t h i s  country--very s e r i o u s ,  
somewhat s e r i o u s ,  o r  not  s e r i o u s  a t  

Response 

I n f l a t i o n  
Unemp loyrnent 
Water p o l l u t i o n  
A i r  p o l l u t i o n  
Energy shortage 

a l l ?  [ 232 ]  

Propor t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  "Very Ser ious"  
1973 1975 



TABLE 3-7 

Here  i s  a l i s t  of th ings  p e o p l e  have t o l d  u s  t h e y  a r e  c o n c e r n e d  a b o u t  
t o d a y  ( ca rd  shown r e s p o n d e n t ) .  Would you read o v e r  t h a t  l i s t  and t h e n  
t e l l  me which two o r  three  t h i n g s  you  p e r s o n a l l y  a r e  m u s t  concerned --.- - -~- --- 4 -.- 

a b o u t  today?  

Proport i o n  R e s p o n d  i ? g  -- - -.-.------- 

Jan. Jan. J u l y  .Jan. .Jan. 
Response Ca tegory  

I n f l a t i o n  a n d  high p r i c e s  56% 58 
Crime and lawlessness 30 34 
The f u e l  a n d  ene rgy  crisis 46 2 7 
Money enough t o  l i v e  r i g h t  and  pay b i l l s  2 5 3 0 
The way t h e  c o u r t s  a r e  run  2 0  22 
Wrongdoing by e l e c t e d  government o f f  ic ials  40 26 
Drug a b u s e  2 3 2 0 
A r e c e s s i o n  and r i s i n g  unemployment 1 5  33 
The way young peop le  t h i n k  and a c t  10 14 
P o l l u t i o n  of a i r  and w a t e r  12 11 
Our r e l a t i o n s  w i th  foreign c o u n t r i e s  18 I 0 
G e t t i n g  i n t o  another war 7 1 1  
Alcohol ism 7 6 
None o r  don ' t  know 1 1 



nature of issues, but the  response possibilities communicated tha t  idea (e.g., "crime and 
lawlessness,~ "a recession and rising unemployment"). The Roper approach is more 
similar t o  that  of Harris than t o  tha t  of ORC, but even so, marked differences in the 
patterns of findings occur. 

The Roper data show that by the beginning of 1977, about a third of respondents 
mentioned "the fuel and energy crisis" as one of the problems concerning them most. 
This was down 15 percentage points from the proportion exactly three years earlier. 
While the  Harris data  showed 44 percent rating the energy shortage a s  %cry seriousft in 
1975, Roper reported 27 percent for the same time period. (ORC's data  showed a much 
lower percentage, as noted.) Similarly, Roper reported tha t  44 percent defined "inflation 
and high prices" as a very important problem for the same time period that  Harris 
reported 83 percent. Those concerned about air and water pollution in t he  Harris sample 
(46 and 51 percent, respectively) were a much higher fraction than the 12 percent 
reported by Roper (combined item). These a re  very large discrepancies for survey data. 
The Roper i tem presented 13 possible problems for respondents to  choose among, while 
Harris's presented five. This difference in approach may have diluted the significance of 
any one possibility in the Roper list (and heightened it in the Harris list) with the result 
that  a smaller proportion of respondents identified i t  as a problem of most concern. This 
difference is partially compensated for by the f ac t  that  response is given t o  - each item in 
the  Harris list, but only t o  the most important two or three in the  Roper list. However, 
the differences reported cannot be assumed to  be a reflection only of differential 
measurement technique. Substantive meaning is involved. The Roper distribution shows 
that  given the context of more options, the energy problem comes out much lower a s  a 
personal concern. Apparently t he  public was concerned about many national issues, and 
energy is ranked as a highly significant problem by a large proportion only when choices 
of response are quite limited. This suggests that  energy was not perceived a s  a highly 
salient issue by a large majority of the American public. 

The Harris and Roper data  differ on the  relative ranking of significant problem areas. 
Both reflect the highest proportion mentioning inflation in 1975 (Roper, 44 percent; 
Harris 83 percent), but the  Roper data  show the energy crisis as relatively more 
important than unemployment (27 percent compared to  22 percent), while the Harris data  
show unemployment (74 percent) defined as very serious more often than the energy 
shortage (44 percent). The relative significance of the inflation problem found by Harris 
and Roper is not borne out by the  ORC data  presented earlier. Thus, for three national 
samples taken during the same time period but using different measurement techniques, 
no agreement is found as to what t he  public defined as the nation's most urgent 
problem. Together, they show only that  i t  was not the energy situation. 

Other studies also attempted to  measure the  salience of the  energy issue using still other 
items. A survey taken in Lansing, Michigan, during 1976 asked respondents whether they 
thought the energy problem was "as serious or more serioustf than a list of "social 
problems." The list included inflation, crime, unemployment , and "environmental 
concerns" [1061. These data demonstrate how energy is perceived relative t o  each of 
four other problem areas, not how energy and the other four a re  related to  each other. 
Thus, the researchers reported tha t  47 percent thought energy was at least as serious as 
crime, 60 percent as  unemployment, 61 percent as inflation, and 69 percent s 
environmental concerns. Put another way, 53 percent saw crime as  a more i.rnportant 
problem than energy, 40 percent thought unemployment more important, 39 percent said 
inflation was more important, and 31 percent said environmental concerns were more 
important than the energy problem. 



A 1977 survey in Denver, Colorado, [120] asked respondents t o  rank from one to  12 (one 
being top priority) what they thought the national priority should be for each problem 
listed. Included in the list were slowing down inflation, reducing taxes, "making sure 
there's enough energy to go around," reducing corruption, reducing "air pollution and 
environmental damage," providing jobs for the unemployed, caring for the elderly, 
providing adequate health care, reducing crime, providing education, reducing drug 
abuse, and reducing social and religious prejudice. The relative positions of the  national 
priorities in  terms of response were as listed above, with inflation first, reducing taxes 
second, and energy third. Sixty percent ranked inflation among the  top three priority 
problems, 40 percent did so for reducing taxes, and 38 percent for the energy problem. 

Another study asked a salience-related item in terms of personal life [258]. During 1975, 
ORC used the following item: 

I am going to read a list of eight things that  might matter to you in your 
life. I want you to  tell me how much each thing matters  to  you. Please use -- 
a scale of one to  five, with one being something that  matters very li t t le to 
you and five being something tha t  matters  a great  deal. First, I will read all 
eight things. ~ h & ,  I will go back and repeat each one separately so that  
you can r a t e  i t  one, two, three, four, or five. 

The response list, the order of which was systematically rotated during interviews, 
included: job security, family happiness, saving energy, preventing crime, fighting 
inflation, U.S. national security, preventing pollution, and helping others. Family 
happiness mattered a great  deal to  89 percent of the sample, followed by preventing 
crime (76 percent), helping others (64 percent), and fighting inflation (63 percent). 
Ranking lowest on the list, but still considered as counting a great  deal by a sample 
majority (56 percent), were saving energy, U.S. national security, and preventing 
pollution. 

Roper also collected data  on respondent definition of the most important tlproblems 
facing our nation todaym [151]. With the  item phrased in terms of what the government 
should be spending the most effort  on, from a list of 10 options, energy emerged a s  the 
number-one problem during 1977. The data a re  presented in Table 3-8. Following energy 
clasely were inflation and crime, problems which received relatively high rankings in 
other question contexts and surveys. 

What seems to  be significant about these Roper data  is that  when the question is posed a s  
t o  the most important problem specifically facing the  federal government (as opposed to  
the nation or the respondent personally), energy emerges as very important, along with 
inflation and crime.* The finding suggests that  energy as a national problem is viewed as 
primarily within the federal government's domain of responsibility. 

This interpretation finds further support in data developed by Roper concerning 
outstanding problems to which the public would like their Senators and Congressmen to 
give major attention (Roper, 1978, 78-75). In an item listing '%he development of a 
national energy policyn with five other major national issues, energy emerged by a 
sizable majority (78 percent), and more than any other issue, a s  an issue to  which major 
congressional attention should be paid. The data are summarized in Table 3-9. 

*It should be noted that the Roper data  did not include unemployment among the response 
categories. 
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TABLE 3-8 

PERCEIVED RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY AS A GOVERNMENT CONCERN , 

There a r e  many problems f a c i n g  our  n a t i o n  today. But a t  c e r t a i n  t imes 
some th ings  a r e  more important  t han  o t h e r s ,  and need more a t t e n t i o n  from 
ou r  f e d e r a l  government than  o t h e r s  ( ca rd  shown respondent) .  I ' d  l i k e  t o  
know f o r  each of t h e  t h ings  on t h i s  l i s t  whether you t h i n k  i t  is 
something t h e  government 
something t h e  government 
something no t  needing any 

Response Category 

should be making a  major e f f o r t  on now, o r  
should be making some e f f o r t  on now. o r  

p a r t i c u l a r  government 
- 

e f f o r t  now. 

Trying t o  develop new energy sou rce s  and find 
b e t t e r  ways t o  conserve f u e l  

Trying t o  slow down i n f l a t i o n  i n  our  economy 

Trying t o  s o l v e  t h e  problem of crime and drugs 

Trying t o  seek agreements w i th  o t h e r  n a t i o n s  t o  
l i m i t  nuc l ea r  weapons 

Trying t o  s o l v e  t h e  problems caused by g h e t t o s ,  
r a ce ,  and poverty  

Trying t o  e s t a b l i s h  more c o n t r o l s  t o  p r o t e c t  
consumers on t h e  produc ts  and s e r v i c e s  they 
buy 

Seeking ways t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  pr ivacy  of ind iv id-  
u a l s  i n  our  s o c i e t y  

Trying t o  improve r e l a t i o n s  between t h e  United 
S t a t e s  and Russ ia  

Trying t o  e s t a b l i s h  more c o n t r o l s  on the way 
produc ts  and s e r v i c e s  can be a d v e r t i s e d  

Trying t o  he lp  n e g o t i a t e  a peace s e t t l emen t  
between I s r a e l  and t h e  Arab n a t i o n s  

*Not asked. 

Propor t ion  I n d i c a t i n g  
"Ma i o r  E f f o r t "  

June June June June 
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TABLE 3-3 

PERCEIVED RELATIVE IMPORTANCE O F  ENERGY POLICY FOR CONGRESS 

Here a r e  some t h i n g s  people  have s a i d  Congress should be working on 
( c a r d  shown respondent ) .  Obviously,  one Congressman o r  one Sena tor  can 
g i v e  major a t t e n t i o n  t o  only a l i m i t e d  number of problems. I ' d  l i k e  you 
t o  t - e l l  ne f o r  each of t hose  t h i n g s  whether i t  i s  something you'd l i k e  
t o  s e e  your Congressman o r  Sena to r  g i v e  major a t t e n t i o n  t o ,  o r  whether 
YOU would r a t h e r  have him devote  h i s  a t t e n t i o n  t o  more important  t h ings?  
First,  t h e  development of a n a t i o n a l  energy po l icy .  ( ~ o k r ,  1978, 78'5) 

Propo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
Give Major A t t e n t i o n  

Response Category 

The development of a n a t i o n a l  energy po l i cy  

Tax reform 

S t r i c t e r  r e g u l a t i o n s  on the  way dangerous 
chemicals  can be t r a n s p o r t e d  from one p l ace  
i n  t h e  count ry  t o  ano the r  

A program t o  p rov ide  n a t i o n a l  h e a l t h  i n su rance  
f o r  everyone 

A program t o  h i r e  t h e  unemployed i n  government 
jobs  

S t r i c t e r  l a b e l i n g  r e g u l a t i o n s  f o r  food 
produc ts  

March March. 
1976 --- 1978 



In ye t  another a t tempt  to  measure salience, Murray e t  al. (1974) queried several waves of 
respondents (used as a national sample*) between November 1973 and May 1974 a s  to  how 
important a problem the energy shortage is to  this country 11421. The researchers 
reported that  the proportion of those rating the energy shortage as "very important" fell 
from about 57 percent in November 1973 to  about 50 percent in May 1974. The 
proportion indicating the energy shortage was the most important problem facing the 
country dropped about 20 percentage points, from approximately 30 percent t o  less than 
10 percent in the same time period. To speculate, these findings could be correlated to  
the availability of gasoline during the summer of 1974, as compared t o  its relative 
scarcity during 1973. 

A South Carolina sample was quizzed during 1977 about how serious they thought i t  
would be not to have enough fuel oil, natural gas, electricity, and gasoline [ l l f l .  Data 
are  summarized in Table 3-10. Not having enough of these different kinds of energy was 
rated as %cry serious" by just under half of the sample for fuel oil and natural gas, and 
by about a third for electricity and gasoline. Almost a third said it was not serious to  
have shortages of electricity and gasoline, but the pattern of response (we already have 

enough or even a surplus of electricity and gasoline) suggests that  the intended meaning 
of the  i tem (the hypothetical situation in which we do not have enough) was missed by 
respondents. 

In 1976, Harris asked two items about the quality of l ife [2481: 

As far as you personally a re  concerned, do you feel  (blank) is very 
important in making the quality of life better in this country, only 
somewhat important or hardly important at all? 

Which two or three (of the things mentioned) a re  most important to you 
personally? 

ffConserving energyn was rated as V e r y  importantff by 78 percent of the sample, and was 
third on the list following ffachieving quality education for children" (89 percent) and 
'kurbing water pollutionw (79 percent). Thirty percent desimated lfconserving energyn as 
one of the most important things to  them personally. Energy conservation followed 
"curbing air pollutionu (4 1 percent), "achieving quality education for childrenn (36 
percent), and "curbing water pollutionT1 (32 percent). 

Roper found that about 45 percent of samples from 1974 t o  1978 fe l t  "depletion of 
natural resourceslT was a serious threat  to  our society [180]. This response category 
received the highest proportion of responses; i t  was followed by crime and decline in 
quality of education with about a third concerned about each. Furthermore, ffdepletion 
of natural resourcesT1 was thought likely to  happen by almost 60 percent of respondents 
during the  same period. Natural resources depletion was seen as likely to  occur by more 
respondents than any other potential threat. 

In summary, the complexity and noncomparabili t y  of the survey findings on salience 
make drawing conclusions about them difficult. A few tentative findings seem t o  emerge 
from the overall picture. Although the energy situation is defined as serious by the 
majority of t he  American public, i t  is not clearly defined as a highly salient problem. 
Energy seems to  be perceived more as a problem facing the government, although some 

*The Murray sampling technique is not straightforward. The sample sizes, ranging from 
610 to 700 to represent the nation, a r e  approximately half of the sizes used by the  major 
national pollsters. 
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TABLE 3-10 

PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS OF ENERGY SHORTAGES 

How serious i s  no t  having enough . . . ? [ 1 1 7 ]  

Response 

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  -- 
Natural Power 

Fue l  G a s f o r  for 
O i  1 Heating Electricity Gasol ine  

Very serious 49% 47 33  
Somewhat serious 29 28 36 
Not s e r i o u s  19  21  30 
Don't know 3 4 1 



people also appear to feel  tha t  i t  is important for them to  help out through practicing 
energy conservation. Inflation, unemployment, and crime are  clearly matters of grave 
concern to the  public. Another s e t  of issues including increasing population, 
overcrowding, and depletion of natural resources, along with the energy situation, has 
also been the  subject of concern for at least the last four years. Energy is not defined as 
of paramount importance, nor as a minor matter. I t  falls somewhere between. 

PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF THE ENERGY PROBLEM 

Most people perceive negative impacts on the nation and on individuals a s  a result of 
energy problems. Inflation, economic decline, dependence on foreign sources, and 
deprivation of other countries and future generations are national and global impacts 
perceived by the public, as empirically established in surveys. Price increase in 
"everything," gasoline, and electricity, shortages, closure of schools and businesses, and 
general inconvenience are impacts individuals have recounted in response to  survey 
questions. 

In a 1975 national survey, the majority of respondents said energy problems contributed 
to  inflation [241]. In another 1975 national survey, eight out of ten fe l t  increases in the 
price of oil and gas had a t  least a fair amount of impact on the inflation rate and 60 
percent fel t  i t  had a great  deal of impact [262l. During 1973 and 1974, national 
respondents who believed the economy would probably decline in the coming year tended 
to  think this would be at least partly due to  the  energy shortage [1421. 

In addition to  economic concerns, about half of the people sampled nationally in 1973 fe l t  
the energy problem was serious because Ifwe will have to  depend a lot on foreign sources 
in the near futuref1 [234]. In another study, respondents were offered two global 
consequences of high energy use for comment. Nearly half fe l t  continuing present high 
levels of energy consumption in the United States would deprive poorer parts of the 
world of basic necessities. Two-thirds fe l t  tha t  such consumption would deprive future 
generations [106]. 

Most questions focused on individual impacts (e.g., "How much have you personally been 
affected by the  energy shortage?"). In one national surey, nearly one-fourth said "a great  
dealt1 and another one-third said % ~ r n e . ~ ~  Less than one-fifth said they had not been 
affected at all (ORC, 1974). In Indiana, 36 percent indicated that  the energy crisis "had a 
real  effect" on the way they lived [30% The majority in a Detroit study said that  
shortages related to  the  energy situation "botheredn them "a great  dealtt; one-f ourth said 
they were "not bothered at allT1 12601. In Los Angeles, nearly 60 percent of respondents 
said the  energy crisis was affecting them in some way. Life was reported by six percent 
as "much more difficult" due to  the crisis [20fl. 

Attempts have been made to discover if the energy crisis affected some groups more 
than others. The question has been approached in several ways. One way was to  ask 
people if they believed they suffered more from the energy crisis than other people. In 
1974 between January and April, 20 to  30 percent of a national sample fe l t  they were 
suffering more than people of other income levels [142l. 

Another way is through estimation using known price increases and group 
characteristics. One such study by King (1976) concluded that  energy price increases 
from 1973 to  1974 imposed a greater burden on low income households. Evidence of 



greater  impacts on low-income persons was also reported by Unseld (1978) and Perlman 
and Warren (1977).* 

Regional differences in impacts might also occur. According to  one study, people in New 
England reported having the  most trouble and the  longest wait in getting gasoline during 
the embargo. The Central Northwest region had the least trouble getting gasoline [1421. 

Most of the specific impacts reported were due to  price increases of oil and gasoline 
associated with the energy crisis. In 1976 a large majority in a national survey fe l t  that  
the price of gasoline and electricity had gone up more than that  of most other 
commodities [141]. In Los Angeles, transportation problems were the most frequently 
mentioned impact in 1974 [201]. 

In 1974, 93 percent of respondents living in an all-electric community reported that  their 
electric company had increased i ts  ra tes  in the past year. Most people attributed this 
increase to  the energy problem [136]. At about the same time, in August 1974, people 
were asked what other commodities besides gasoline and heating oil had gone up in price 
because of the energy shortage. A plurality (37 percent) marked "everything.?' One-fifth 
indicated Tvelectricityv and 15 percent said "nothing elsev had gone up in price because of 
the energy crisis [1373. By December, 59 percent answered "everythingTT and 27 percent 
"elec tricityl'; the proportion indicating "nothing else" had gone up in price because of the 
shortage dropped from 15 to  two percent [308]. 

In Lansing, Michigan, in 1974 and 1976, people were asked, using a forced choice item, 
"How has the energy problem affected your family?" Sixty-three percent listed 
increased price of heating fuel, 59 percent indicated increased electricity prices and 58 
percent mentioned increased gasoline prices [106]. In 1975, the majority of a national 
sample mentioned electricity as the energy source which increased most in price [128]. 
When asked how much electric rates  had gone up, one-third of Ohio respondents could not 
say [1221. No one thought they had gone down and two percent thought there had been no 
change. Estimates of the increase ranged from more-than-double to  less-than-one- 
fourth. 

A study by Cunningham and Lopreato in parts of Texas and Arizona found one-fifth 
saying the  rise in their electric bills had had no effect  on their family. A plurality (45 
percent) said they had to make a few adjustments but that  their lifestyle was not 
affected. Nearly 30 percent said that  their life was made less comfortable and 
convenient, and seven percent called the changes in daily habits %erious." Fewer people 
reported being affected by increases in the price of natural gas [l8l]. The study of all- 
electric communities reported 58 percent answering yes to the question, "Have you or 
your family had to give up anything in order to  pay for higher electricity bills?" Nearly 
one-third fe l t  there might be a time when they would have to , move out because of the 
cost of electricity [136]. 

- 
Another consequence of the energy problem has been shortages which caused some public 
inconvenience. In 1974, a national survey asked if respondents had problems getting all 
the electricity they wanted between May 1973 and May 1974; two percent reported that  
they had [142]. In the absence of baseline data  i t  is impossible to  judge this result; 
perhaps two percent of the population had such problems before the energy crisis. A 
Roper study in August 1974 reported that  78 percent said electricity was one of the 
energy sources which would cause them the most inconvenience if i t  were in short 
supply. Oil was listed by 60 percent [l6l]. 

*See Appendix B section on Income. 



The most visible inconvenience, long gas lines, disappeared af ter  the  initial 1973 
boycott. In April 1974, nearly 30 percent of a national sample said they had some 
difficulty buying gasoline (nine percent reported a great  deal of difficulty) [130. 

In April and June of 1974, seven out of 10 people in another national sample said they had 
not been able to buy gasoline in the amount they wanted or from their usual supplier 
12601. By February 1975 two percent nationally reported some difficulty and less than 
one percent were having a great  deal of difficulty getting gasoline [130. 

In May 1974, af ter  the gasoline shortage had eased, one-third of national respondents fe l t  
Americans could return to their former driving habits. About 60 percent fel t  people 
must continue to use less gasoline to avoid a shortage in the summer [172]. 

In a national survey in 1974, 19 to 33 percent of respondents reported increased 
participation in games or hobbies a t  home because of the energy crisis [132]. Another 
study in 1974 found 80 percent responding that  if they had to give up some amount of 
driving they would cut  down on pleasure driving rather than nonpleasure driving (e.g., 
work, school, and shopping) [308]. Trips to  work and school were mentioned least often. 
Similar results were reported from surveys in Los Angeles and Detroit in 1974 [207, 
2601. Sixty-three percent of respondents in Texas in the same year reported they were 
driving less to work and 91 percent reported reduced recreational driving [lid. In 
Lansing, Los Angeles, and Detroit, 23 to 39 percent of respondents changed vacation 
travel af ter  the energy crisis began [115, 207, 2601. 

Shortages also resulted in closure of schools and businesses. Although there a re  no 
national survey data on reported closures, several local studies asked about this. Half of 
an April 1974 sample in Indiana said they had heard of a business or industry within their 
area that had problems as a result of the energy crisis [304]. At the same time, in 
Detroit, about one out of four household interviews resulted in a report of work layoffs 
or reduced hours during the period of the energy crisis [260]. In February 1974 and again 
in July, 11 percent of respondents in Washington, D.C., answered yes to the question, 
llBecause of the energy crisis, have you or anyone in your family been laid off, had 
overtime cut down, or had your regular work week cut down?" [12 11. In February 1977 a 
national sample was asked, llWhich of these things, if any, has happened to  you because of 
the cold weather or because of the fuel shortage?ll Ten percent said their place of work 
had been closed for at least one day because of lack of heat. Schools closing because of 
lack of heat was mentioned by 21 percent [153]. 

Although there is evidence of impacts due to the energy shortage, the data from these 
studies do little to assess the magnitude of the effects. There a re  few doubts that  most, 
but not all, were affected by energy problems. It is likely that a disproportionate share 
of negative impacts have been borne by low income groups. 

PERCEIVED FUTURE ENERGY SITUATION 

Related to questions of seriousness and impacts of the energy situation in the United 
States, i ts  salience and its reality, a re  the expectations Americans have about the 
nation's future energy picture. A number of surveys have asked the public their 
estimates about the duration of the energy problem, some with items relating duration t o  
seriousness. The future energy supply is related to three distinct but interrelated 
factors: (1) political situations internal to  the United States, (2) political situations 
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between countries having and not having fossil fuels, and (3) the physical supply of fossil 
fuels in the nation and the world. 

Table 3-1 1 summarizes data  from seven data  collection efforts between 1975 and 1977 on 
how serious the public estimated the energy shortage would be five and 10 years in t he  
future. A majority of these samples expected the energy situation to be serious (either 
very or somewhat serious) at these future times. Based on the survey data,  the trend in 
public perception is for an increasing majority (up to  79 percent) t o  estimate a serious 
energy shortage in 10 years. 

This trend in public opinion is borne out  by other surveys. ORC reported that  the energy 
shortage was expected to be "of long durationrr by 29 percent in March 1974 and 51 
percent in September 1974 [13fl. ORC reported trend data on public estimates of the 
length of the  energy shortage, summarized in Table 3-12. 

Roper queried the public about how likely "the chances are that  in the next year this 
country wiU have another severe energy shortage like the one two years ago?" A 
majority at all t ime periods (summer of 1975, 1976, and 1977) projected another energy 
shortage (70, 59, and 71 percent, respectively) [1501. RUPI, hc. (1977) reported that  the 
majority (around 80 percent) of both their new and existing homeowner samples strongly 
agreed tha t  %erious fuel shortages a re  bound to  occur in the next few years." A survey 
conducted in Grand Rapids, Michigan, during 1976 found that while 66 percent agreed 
"there will be an energy-related problem in the future in the United States,lr 62 percent 
felt that "the problem will be solved in the futurer1 [119]. This finding suggests that  
definition of energy a s  a future problem does not necessarily imply pessimism on the 
public's part about the nation's ability to solve that problem. A national sample polled in 
January, February, and March 1974 gave mean estimates of the  number of years "until 
we have as much energy as we needrf of 6, 7, and 7.3 years, respectively [1421. This 
finding again expresses optimism about the nation's ability to deal with i ts energy 
problems. 

On the other hand, Roper reported that  68 percent of a December 1976 sample fel t  
%hortage of energy suppliesn will be a serious problem in the year 2000. This was up six 
percentage points from two years earlier, and followed severe air pollution (73 percent) 
and severe water pollution (72 percent) as the  most frequently mentioned serious future 
problem. Almost a quarter of the respondents fe l t  that  energy would not be a serious 
problem by the year 2000. 

Although energy is defined by sample majorities a s  a serious and somewhat long-range 
problem, extending at least t o  the  turn of t he  century, the public appeared t o  be neither 
overly pessimistic nor optimistic about the nationts ability t o  deal with the problem. The 
balance of the  survey data  dealing with the question of future shortages employed items 
that  asked about specific energy supplies, which a re  discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

Electricity 

During 1974, Roper reported that  majorities of two samples (one in August and the other 
in December) thought electricity was or might soon be in short supply [1611. The 
proportions indicating this were 68 and 82 percent, respectively, making this a strong 
response, especially in the context of the item, which listed such other commodities as 
grains, copper, plastics, and steel. National samples drawn during late 1973 and early 
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TABLE 3-11 

PERCEIVED FUTURE ENERGY SITUATION 

How s e r i o u s  do you f e e l  t h e  ene rgy  s h o r t a g e  h e r e  i n  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  
will be ( 5 )  (10)  y e a r s  f rom now--very s e r i o u s ,  on ly  somewhat s e r i o u s ,  o r  
no t  s e r i o u s  a t  a l l ?  

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding 
I n  5 Years  

Study 
Very Somewhat Not 

S e r i o u s  S e r i o u s *  S e r i o u s  S e r i o u s  Don' t Knot -- ---- - 

I n  10 Years  

1975 [ I411 
1976 El411 
1976 [245,246]  
1977 [246]  

March 
A p r i l  
May 
J u l y  

*Usual ly  sum of "very s e r i o u s "  and "somewhat s e r i o u s "  r e s p o n s e s .  

- - 
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TABLE 3-12 

ESTIMATED LENGTH OF ENERGY SHORTAGE 

How long do you th ink  the  energy sho r t age  w i l l  last--would you s a y  a few 
months, a year o r  two, o r  do you e x p e c t  i t  t o  l a s t  a long t ime? [ 1 3 1 ,  
1321 

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding 
"-- 

March Nov. Jan. 
Re  sponse 

A few months 
A y e a r  o r  two 
A long time 
It depends 
Don't know 



1974 were asked whether they expected problems in obtaining electricity in the next 
year. At  the beginning of the sampling period almost a fifth thought they would, but this 
had dropped to five percent by the spring of 1974 [141. 

Early in 1975, almost half of a national sample expected the largest energy price 
increases in the  coming year t o  be in electricity (24 percent indicated natural gas; eight 
percent, oil) [131]. This finding was supported by another 1975 survey producing similar 
results (electricity, 46 percent; piped gas, 27 percent; and oil, 12 percent) [1281. During 
the same year an Ohio sample was asked whether there "will be  a shortage of electricity 
in the future," with results polarized between 40 percent yes and 40 percent no. Almost 
a fifth were unsure. The same sample was almost equally polarized over the question of 
whether "electric companies a re  saying there is a shortage so people won't oppose higher 
rates1' (40 percent said yes; 47 percent, no) [12a . 
In 1976 about two-thirds of a Michigan sample thought we "will not have an electricity 
shortagetr in the future [119]. Among those who thought there would be a shortage (24 
percent), most estimated that  it would occur five t o  10 years in t he  future. The 
Michigan sample was also asked about the cost of gas and electricity in the years ahead. 
Data, summarized in Table 3-13, indicate that  people were expecting their energy costs 
t o  rise, but that they were unsure a s  to  how much, with greatest  uncertainty about 
projecting costs 10 years. In five years, 30 percent of t he  sample were expecting to  pay 
$20 to $3O/month more f o ~ t h e s e  utilities, and five percent thought they might be paying 
from $50 to  $100/month more. The plurality (41 percent) could not estimate costs 10 
years in the future. 

That same year, half of a national sample said there would be no shortage of electric 
power 10 years from now, but a third thought there would be, and 17 percent were not 
sure 114 11. This i tem was asked as part of a survey on nuclear energy. 

The same survey included some specialized samples of political leaders, business leaders, 
"regulators," and environmentalists. Their opinions on the item differed markedly from 
those of the total  public. Over half of the political leaders, business people, and 
regulators sampled thought there would be a shortage of electricity 10 years from then, 
and 38 percent of the environmentalists thought so. These findings a r e  interesting 
because such subsamples may reflect the, sentiment of community 'topinion leadersn who 
are  the harbingers of future public sentiment on the issue (Rogers and Shoemaker, 197 1). 

In 1977, a national sample majority indicated that  it was very likely (21 percent) or fairly 
likely (31 percent) that  "there could be a major power failure like the one in New York 
City area in your area" [1491. Virtually no one in a Michigan sample during 1977 
expected the supply of electricity to  be  stopped during the winter of 1977-78 11 151. 

These discrepancies in survey findings, with proportions indicating a belief in future 
shortages of electricity ranging from 24 t o  82 percent, can be partially attributed t o  
differences in item wording and in geographical areas  sampled. National surveys seemed 
to  result in the highest proportions of the public indicating future shortages in 
electricity; local samples were less pessimistic. The considerable disparity in the data  
prohibits drawing conclusions about public estimates of future shortages of electricity. 



TABLE 3-13 

ANTICIPATED COSTS OF GAS AND ELECTRICITY 
(Michigan Sample) 

How much 
( i n  f i v e  

Response 

do you t h ink  your  g a s  and e l e c t r i c i t y  b i l l s  w i l l  be (next y e a r )  
years)  ( i n  t en  years)  compared t o  t h i s  y e a r ?  El193 

Next year 
In  f i v e  y e a r s  
I n  t e n  y e a r s  

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
~ e s s / S a m e  A s  Now $20 t o  $100/mo. More Don ' t  Know - 



Oil and Gasoline* 

In August 1974, Roper found tha t  81 percent of a national sample thought oil was then or 
would soon b e  in short supply; this proportion had risen t o  93 percent by December of 
tha t  year 11 611. A Harris survey reported that  53 percent of a national sample polled in 
1976 thought there would be an oil shortage 10 years in the  future [141]. The special 
subsamples included in this survey were even more inclined to  think so: 62 percent of 
environmentalists, 7 9 percent of political leaders, 70 percent of business leaders, and 8 1 
percent of regulators thought there would be  such a shortage. 

In l a t e  1974 and early 1975, ORC polled two national samples concerning the  likelihood 
of the nation running out of oil in the next 10 years and in the next 50 years [131, 1371. 
Results a re  summarized in  Table 3-14. These data a re  internally inconsistent, with t h e  
majority of one sample responding that  it is not likely the nation will run out of oil in 50 
years (58 percent) and a plurality of t he  second sample (38 percent) expressing the  same 
opinion. Since these samples were surveyed within five months of each other, 
differences in findings are unlikely to  be attributable to change in opinion over time. 
The items were replicated; therefore, i tem wording is not the problem. The discrepancy 
could be caused by a sampling problem: the  numbers involved in each national sample 
a re  much smaller than those used by other major pollsters. These difficulties throw the 
survey results into some question. 

In 1975 a national sample was asked how likely they thought it was that  the OPEC 
countries llwill again cut off oil t o  t he  United States sometime within the next 12 
months." About a quarter of the sample thought i t  very likely, and almost a third said it 
was fairly likely 11291 .** At the  same time, 60 percent of the  sample thought i t  was 
likely that  there would be long gasoline lines again within the next year. This item 
probably pertains more to  t he  political climate than to  t he  actual condition of fossil fuel 
reserves in  the nation and around the world, although it does have a bearing on whether 
there would be  national energy shortages. Public belief tha t  politically caused shortages 
are likely to exist can contribute to support for government policies designed to  ensure 
energy self-sufficiency probably quite as much as belief tha t  t he  supply of fossil fuel is 
dwindling. 

Samples in Texas and Arizona were polled in 1975 concerning their agreement or 
disagreement with the  following statement: "The United States  is running out of oilTT 
[1811. Si y percent agreed (with 18 percent in strong agreement) and about a third 
disagreedy The following year, about a third of a Michigan sample indicated tha t  they 
thought the U.S. supplies of oil would, a t  some time in the future, be  "used up," while a 
majority (54 percent) thought t he  supplies would never be completely depleted D191. Of 
those who thought supplies would be depleted, two-thirds thought this would occur some 

*Some of the general public may not be aware that  gasoline is produced from oil. No 
survey items directly addressed knowledge on this point, but certain survey results, taken 
toget her, suggest this misunderstanding exists. Thus, responses on shortages of oil and 
gasoline may be affected in a subtle way by limited knowledge on the  part  of some 
respondents. Gasoline may be a commodity more directly relevant in everyday l i fe  than 
oil, which could also affect  response. 

**It is interesting that  although a majority thought it was a t  least somewhat likely that the 
OPEC countries would embargo oil t o  t he  United States during 1976, this event did not 
actually occur. 

S Differences by state were not reported; this would be of interest since Texas is "oil 
coun try.lf 95 



TABLE 3-14 

PERCEIVED FUTURE O I L  SUPPLY 

How l i k e l y  is  i t  t h a t  t h e  Uni ted  S t a t e s  w i l l  r u n  o u t  of o i l  i n  t h e  next 
50 y e a r s  o r  s o ?  How abou t  w i t h i n  a  s h o r t e r  t ime p e r i o d ,  say w i t h i n  t h e  
n e x t  10 y e a r s ?  [Asked on ly  of t h o s e  who s a i d  i t  is very/somewhat l i k e l y  
t h a t  the United S t a t e s  will r u n  o u t  of o i l  w i t h i n  t h e  n e x t  50 y e a r s  o r  
so.  I *  

Response 

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding 
I n  10 Years ----- --- I n  50 Years 
Study 137 Study 137 Study 131 

Very  l i k e l y  9% 
Somewhat l i k e l y  11 
Not v e r y  l i k e l y  1 0  
Don't  know 1  

*Sample N s  r e p o r t e d  were 608 f o r  Study 137 and 6'04 f o r  Study 131, l e s s  
t h a n  ha l f  t h e  s i z e  used by Harr is  and G a l l u p ,  and less t h a n  a t h i r d  t h e  
s i z e  used by Roper. 



time within the next 100 years. These respondents, however, represented about a fifth of 
the total  sample. 

The same sample was asked its assessment of the worldls future supply of oil: "Do you 
think the world supplies of oil will ever be completely used up?" Most thought this would 
not happen (70 percent), and about a fifth thought i t  would. Of the latter, about a third 
could not estimate when i t  might occur, about 40 percent thought it would happen within 
the next 100 years, and about a quarter thought i t  would take longer. 

The Michigan sample was also asked whether there would be another gasoline shortage. 
Almost half indicated they thought there would be, and most of them estimated i t  would 
occur within the next 10 years, although a sizable proportion could not estimate when i t  
would happen. 

Using a similar item, Roper polled a national sample in 1977 on their estimates of how 
long the world's supply of oil is likely to last [l53]. The plurality (35 percent) did not 
know. Others thought 25 years (20 percent), 50 years (15 percent), and 100 years (10 
percent). The balance of response was scattered between five years and longer than 200 
years. 

Between late  1973 and the spring of 1974, the proportion of householders who anticipated 
problems obtaining gasoline in the next year decreased from about 65 percent t o  about 20 
percent [142]. Virtually everyone in a 1976 Michigan sample expected the price of 
gasoline to rise in the future [1191. 

When asked about the role of of a s  a fuel to  generate electricity in the future, the 
majority in two studies saw its contribution declining. In 1974 respondents in a national 
sample perceived a median percentage of contribution by oil to  the nation's energy supply 
dropping from 35 percent contributed in 1974 t o  21 percent by 1984 [1421. They saw 
natural gas falling from a 30 percent to  17 percent contribution by 1984. In 1976 people 
perceived the contribution dropping from 28 percent in 1976 to  six percent in 10 years 
and two percent in 25 years [I411 .* The same study found a third or fewer of respondents 
agreeing with these statements about the  effectiveness of oil as an energy source: will 
not run out of supply any time soon; is a reliable form of energy for the United States  to  
depend on in the  long run; can be  produced in almost unlimited quantities. 

In summary, with a set of nonidentical but related items, the data from these surveys 
show that  about half of the public expects shortages of oil in 10 and 50 years, about 60 
percent think the United States  is running out of oil, and small minorities think tha t  at 
some future time the nation and the world will actually run out of oil. 

Natural Gas 

A national survey conducted in the fall of 1975 asked respondents how likely they thought 
a shortage of natural gas would be in their area during the coming winter [258]. About 45 
percent thought i t  was fairly or very likely that such a shortage would occur, while 42 
percent thought i t  was not. Several possible explanations might account for this 

*This question was not asked about natural gas. 
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polarization. The response may reflect actual local conditions of shortage or abundance 
in various regions of the nation, i t  may be  reflective of a public confused about the facts, 
or the public could be ideologically divided. Reasons cited for the  responses were 
interesting, particularly since so few survey items delve into respondent rationale for 
responses given. Those who indicated a shortage was likely said they thought so on the  
basis of what they had read or heard. A few said there was no real shortage and that  it 
would continue to  be contrived t o  raise prices. Some said the  shortage would happen 
because people had not been conserving energy. A few indicated that  a great deal of 
natural gas was used in their area, and new sources of supply had not been found. Those 
who thought a shortage was unlikely gave the following reasons for their response: they 
had not heard anything about an impending shortage; there was no real shortage-it was 
contrived; they thought there were sufficient supplies for their area; they estimated that 
their area did not consume very much natural gas. 

Another national survey in 1975 found similar results to  an identically worded item, with 
52 percent indicating there would likely be a shortage of natural gas in their area and 40 
percent who thought there would not be [129]. 

A Lansing, Michigan, sample surveyed in 1977 did not expect their supply of natural gas 
to  be stopped during the winter [1151. These results may have occurred owing to  local 
conditions. 

ORCts results on perceived future supplies of natural gas were as discrepant as their 
results on oil. Data are  summarized in Table 3-15. The samples were reportedly 
national, but two of the reported samples were half the size of a third sample. For two 
surveys, the data were collected using identical wording a t  almost the same time, and a 
third survey was completed within four months; yet the proportions indicating likelihood 
of running out of natural gas in the next 10 and 50 years were notably different. About 
45 percent in one sample thought it likely that the nation would run out of natural gas in 
10 years, compared t o  25 percent of another sample taken at the same t ime [137, 1391. 
Two of the surveys reported about 45 percent response that there was a likelihood the 
nation would run out of natural gas in 50 years; the third survey found 64 percent in this 
response category. These data appear to be of questionable validity. Allowing for the 
inconsistencies in response, the data suggest that  more of the public thinks the nation 
will run out of natural gas by about the year 2025 than think i t  will not. 

A 1975 survey of samples in Texas and Arizona asked respondents t o  indicate agreement 
or disagreement with: "The United States  is running out of natural gas.lT About 60 
percent of the sample agreed and almost a third disagreed [180]. About a third of a 
Michigan sample said the nationls supply of natural gas would some day be entirely used 
up, and, of those who thought this, most thought it would occur within 100 years [119]. 

In summary, the data concerning public perception of the natural gas supply focused on 
more immediate expected shortages and on long-term supplies. During 1975 and 1976, 
around half of national samples expected shortages in natural gas during the winter; such 
shortages actually did occur in some parts of the country during these extreme winters. 
The longer term perspective on natural gas supplies varies between 45 t o  60 percent of 
the public indicating the nation will run out of natural gas in 50 or more years. These a re  
proportions similar to  those who think the same about the future supply of 03. 

Other 

A few of the surveys included in this review queried respondents concerning the future of 
other energy supply sources. One 1976 national survey reported tha t  27 percent thought 



TABLE 3-15 

PERCEIVED FUTURE SUPPLY OF NATURAL GAS 

How l i k e l y  i s  i t  t h a t  t h e  United S t a t e s  w i l l  run ou t  of n a t u r a l  gas  i n  
t h e  next  50 yea r s  o r  s o ?  Wow about  a s h o r t e r  t ime per iod ,  say  wit$in 
t h e  next  10 y e a r s ?  How l i k e l y  i s  i t  t h a t  we w i l l  run  ou t  of n a t u r a l  
gas--very l i k e l y ,  somewhat l i k e l y ,  o r  n o t  very l i k e l y ?  [Asked only of 
t h o s e .  who say  i t  is  very/somewhat l i k e l y  t ha t  t h e  United States  w i l l  
run  o u t  of n a t u r a l  gas i n  t h e  nex t  50 y e a r s  o r  so.] 

Propor t ion  Responding 

Response 

Very l i k e l y  
Somewhat l i k e l y  
Not very l i k e l y  
r on ' t know 

In 10 Years I n  50 Years 
Study Study Study Study Study 
130a 137b 139 - - - 137 131C - - 

a A l l  t h r e e  were r epo r t ed ly  n a t i o n a l  samples. Data c o l l e c t i o n  pe r iod  
"ended September 29,  1974"; N = 1212. 

b ~ a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  pe r iod  "ended September 16, 1974"; N = 609. 
' ~ a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  pe r iod  r epo r t ed  as December 1974 through January 

1975; N = 604. 



there would be a shortage of coal in 10 years [141]. This survey, which included special 
subsamples, found that a smaller proportion of political, business, legal, and 
environmental opinion leaders thought coal would be in future short supply than the  
public as a whole. A 1975 survey in the Southwest found about a fifth of their sample in 
agreement with the  statement tha t  the  United States was running out of coal, and there 
were about 70 percent in disagreement [18 11. ORC reported less discrepant data  on coal 
than on oil and natural gas. For the  three survey periods and samples reported earlier, 32 
to 42 percent thought it was likely that the nation would run out of coal in 50 years, 
while 40 to 52 percent thought it was unlikely this would happen [131, 137, 1391. These 
data  taken together suggest that the public views coal as a longer lasting fossil fuel than 
either oil or natural gas. 

The 1976 Harris survey also collected data on perceived shortages in nuclear power and 
solar energy [1411. In both of these cases, opinion leaders were markedly different in 
response from the public as a whole. For nuclear power, 17 percent of the total  sample 
thought there would be a shortage in nuclear energy "10 years from now." In contrast, 
more of the political (38 percent), business (44 percent), regulatory (67 percent), and 
environmental (46 percent) leaders foresaw such a shortage. Similarly for solar energy, 
19 percent of the total public predicted a shortage 10 years in the future, while opinion 
leaders were much less sanguine. Estimating future shortages in solar energy were 64 
percent of political leaders, 48 percent of business leaders, 47 percent of regulators, and 
25 percent of environmentalists. 

Perceptions about future energy supplies varied by region. While one study found people 
in the West to  be more i n c h e d  than those in the  Northeast to'think the shortage was 
real, would get worse, and would require continued efforts to  use less gas [17a,  two 
other studies found the West to  be most optimistic that  the  United States  could be 
energy self-sufficient and would not run out of fuel in the next 50 years [137, 3081. 

In summary, these data suggest that  the public perception of future energy supply 
sources is markedly more hopeful for coal, nuclear power, and solar energy than for oil 
and natural gas. The latter,  however, are  still perceived by a significant proportion of 
the public as viable sources for some t ime to  come. 

PERCEIVED SOLUTIONS TO THE ENERGY PROBLEM 

Survey data included information on the public's level of awareness about what was being 
done to solve the energy problem, information sources about the problem and their 
credibility, public evaluation of the adequacy of efforts to solve the energy problem, and 
solutions preferred by the public. Data on these questions a re  discussed in this section. 

Levels of Awareness 

Somewhat surprisingly, there has been very little effort  to  deter mine the public's 
knowledge about efforts t o  resolve the energy problem.* In March and April 1975, 
national samples were asked if the federal government had established some agency 
responsible for energy policy and practices; 45 percent said they did not know [2561. The 

*In later chapters what l i t t le  data exist on knowledgeability about specific energy sources 
and conservation are  discussed. 
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portion answering yes was less than one-fourth in April. The Federal Energy 
Administration (FEA) was formed in March 1974. 

In November 1976 another national study asked if the federal government had "a plan to  
conserve present energy sources and develop new energy sources so we will not be 
dependent on foreign countries for energy.'' Over half (55 percent) answered correctly 
that the government was working on a plan, but as  many thought the government was 
doing nothing (16 percent) a s  thought there already was a plan (15 percent). More people 
were willing to say they knew about this issue in 1976 than would answer about a 
government agency in 1974 [1561. 

Respondents in three studies indicated they were following what the President said about 
energy. In late  1974 and early 1975, eight out of ten respondents said they had heard or 
read President Ford's speeches on energy and inflation [133]. In November 1977, 45 
percent said they were closely following President Carter's legislation to deal with the 
energy problem. Another 42 percent said they were following the legislation casualIy 
11 47l. 

Information Sources 

Where people get information and whom they consider credible sources on energy have 
been investigated in several surveys. Table 3-16 summarizes responses from three local 
surveys addressing this isspe.* In these three studies, more respondents said they 
obtained their energy information from the media than from any other source. More 
people in Lansing mentioned television than newspapers while more respondents in the 
Southwest seemed to rely on newspapers. Table 3-16 also shows that radio was not 
widely mentioned as a source. It is difficult to learn much more from these data since 
respondents were not asked to volunteer sources. 

Some attention has been paid in the national surveys to the credibility of sources. Table 
3-17 compares findings in one national survey and two local studies which inquired about 
the accuracy and reliability of the information provided. The responses vary widely 
probably because different response possibilities were provided in these forced choice 
items. In the national study conducted in 1975 and 1976, more people thought the 
network news did a good job of reporting on energy matters than fel t  this way about 
newspapers or news magazines [14 11. Respondents in the Southwest [l 1 61 trusted 
television reports more than newspaper accounts, while those in Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
were more likely to choose ''no one" than any media or other sources in a forced choice 
item [I 191. If other samples had been given the '!no one" option, this finding could be 
better evaluated. 

Respondents in a national survey were asked which groups-the federal government, the 
news media, or consumer groups-they would personally rely on for information on the 
energy shortage [133, 1391. Table 3-18 displays the results from 'these 1974 and 1975 
surveys. About a third chose the news media, and about a quarter each chose the federal 

*There were no national data on information sources. 
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TABLE 3-16 

MOST USED INFORMATION SOURCES (LOCAL SURVEYS) 

Source 

News broadcasts  
TV s p e c i a l s  
TV i n  genera l  

Newspaper 
~ooks/magazines 
News magazines 

Commercials 
Government l i t e r a t u r e  
U t i l i t y  companies 

Radio 

Word of mouth 

Other/combinat ion 

Propor t ion  I n d i c a t i n g  
Study 106a Study 105b Study 181C 

aPercentage r epor t ing  t h a t  they g e t  a "grea t  dea l "  of information from 
these  sources  (Lansing, Michigan; fami . l ies ) .  

b ~ o u r c e s  of any information (Colorado Spr ings ,  Colorado; convenience 
sample). 

C"~here do you g e t  most of your information about energy matters?" 
Percentage r epor t ing  f i r s t  choice (Texas and Arizona).  



TABLE 3-17 

MOST TRUSTED INFORMATION SOURCES 

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
Study 141a Study 116b Study l l g C  Source 

Network TV news 
TV i n  gene ra l  

Dai ly  newspapers 
Nat iona l  newspapers 

News magazines 
Magazines i n  gene ra l  

Radio 

Government l i t e r a t u r e  

O i l  company l i t e r a t u r e  
Na tu ra l  gas  company l i t e r a t u r e  

E l e c t r i c  company l i t e r a t u r e  

P o l i t i c i a n  n a t i o n a l  
P o l i t i c i a n  l o c a l  
No one 
Word of mouth 
Independent r e sea rch  
School 
Other 
Don't know 

a g e s t  job of r e p o r t i n g  i n  f u l l  on energy sho r t ages  (media on ly ,  
n a t i o n a l  sample). 

b ~ e r c e n t a ~ e  ag ree ing  t h a t  in format ion  sources  regard ing  the  energy 
s i t u a t i o n  a r e  a c c u r a t e  and hones t  most of t h e  t ime (Colorado and 
Texas). 

CWWhom do you t r u s t  most as a source  of r e l i a b l e  in format ion  on energy 
problems?" (Grand Rapids ,  Michigan). 



TABLE 3-18 

CREDIBILITY OF INFOriMATION SOURCES ON THE ENERGY CRISIS 

Group 

Fede ra l  government 

Consumer groups 

News media 

Propor t i on  I n d i c a t i n  
August 1974a October 1974a J t n u a r y  1 9 7 5 ~  

aWhich of t h e s e  groups would you pe r sona l l y  r e l y  on f o r  in format ion  
about t h e  s e r i ousnes s  of the  energy c r i s i s ?  I1391 

h h i c h  of t h e s e  g r o u p s  is  t h e  most r e l i a b l e  source  of in format ion  
about how serious t he  energy c r i s i s  i s ?  [133]  



government and consumer groups. In another national survey, researchers offered a list 
of those who speak out on what needs to  be done to  solve the energy shortage. They 
asked respondents to choose which group they expect t o  find most believable on the  
subject. In this study, about a third chose government leaders. Responses did not change 
notably between 1973 and 1974. Results a re  presented in Table 3-19. 

In 1975, a national survey asked whom respondents would be most inclined to believe if a 
statement were issued explaining why gasoline and oil prices had risen in the past year. 
Nearly one-third said they would believe Ralph Nader's office. The Federal Trade 
Commission and the  Department of Commerce were selected by 15 and 13 percent, 
respectively. Other choices included major oil companies, the oil workers union, the 
American Petroleum Institute, and the  National Association of Manufacturers, and each 
was selected by less than 10 percent of the respondents. Fewer people than in other 
studies (nine percent) listed "none." This item also asked whose explanations of price 
increases they were least inclined to believe. Over half (55 percent) indicated major oil 
compmies. No other group was indicated by greater than eight percent [170]. 

A 1976 Arizona study asked respondents to agree or disagree with the statement, "1 
believe the  utility companies when they talk about energy problems." A plurality of 41 
percent agreed, 35 percent disagreed and 23 percent said they were not sure. Opinion 
was also divided over whether ecology groups present a biased picture of environmental 
problems related to  energy [20 U .  

In one study, there were no difference of opinion among regions over whom to believe 
when price increases were explained except when Ralph Nader and oil companies were 
mentioned. The West and Northeast were more likely than the South and Midwest to  
trust Ralph Nader. People in the West trusted oil companies less than did people 
anywhere else [170]. 

Although the limited data available indicate low public awareness of government efforts 
to  solve the energy crisis, people have indicated tha t  they are  interested and that  they 
follow presidential speeches and legislation. Mass media appear to  be the major source 
of information about energy. Insufficient data  and mixed findings on credibility of 
infor mation sources prevent drawing conclusions about the public's trust in information 
received. 

Evaluation of Efforts to Solve the Problem 

Surveys included items asking respondents to evaluate the effectiveness of actions taken 
to address the energy problem by various groups in society. Most i tems centered around 
government action, but a few focused on action taken to ameliorate the problem by the 
public itself and by industry. Data on the perceived effectiveness of the response of 
these three-government, the public, and industry-are discussed below. 

The Government, Most items about actions to help the energy crisis concern the  federal 
government in general or Congress and the President in particular. Studies by Opinion 
Research Corporation traced public opinion in 1974 and 1975 on the question, "How 
satisfied are you with the steps taken so far to  help relieve the energy shortage-are you 
very satisifed, fairly satisfied or not very satisfied?" In April 1974 people were asked 
about Congress and the President. About half responded that  they were "not very 



TABLE 3-19 

CREDIBILITY OF INFORMATION SOURCES ON THE ENERGY SHORTAGE 

Now here is a list of various types of people who speak out from time to 
time on subjects affecting our country. We'd like to know how 
believable you would find what those types of people have to say when 
speaking out on various subjects. First, which of those people would 
you expect to find believable on the subject of what needs to be done to 
solve the energy shortage? [I601 

Type of People 

Government leaders 
Don't know 
TV commentators 
Business executives 
Leaders in education 
Newspaper reporters 
None of them 
Labor leaders 
Religious leaders 

Proportion Indicating 
1973 1974 



satisfied with steps taken by President Nixon." Slightly fewer (41 percent) said they 
were not very satisfied with the steps Congress had taken [134. Another study with 
continuous interviewing between January and April 1974 showed 45 to  55 percent of t he  
respondents rating the job done by the "government in Washingtonw as poor. There was 
an increase to  60 percent in the  last week of January, possibly due to extremely cold 
weather and increased awareness of the problem [14fl. A Harris poll in January 1974 
found three of four Americans giving a negatve rating to the  job the  President had been 
doing in 'handling the energy shortagev [237]. In the same month a Roper survey asked 
people about t he  sufficiency of steps taken so fa r  by the  government to deal with the  
fuel and energy crisis. Over half (54 percent) thought more drastic steps were needed. 
Thirty-six percent thought steps so fa r  had been sufficient [ l 70 .  In May 1974 another 
Roper study asked people why they thought the gasoline shortage had eased. About 10 
percent gave credit to  actions of the  federal government; many more people saw oil 
companiesf or the public's actions as the reason [172]. 

When President Ford came to  office, about one-fourth of a national sample said they 
were not satisfied with his steps, and one-third said they had no opinion [134. In January 
1975, 42 percent fe l t  President Ford's recommendations had had some impact on fighting 
energy problems, as compared to  34 percent who fe l t  there had been no impact [133]. In 
late 1974 and early 1975 national samples were asked, "How good a job do you think the 
federal government is doing in meeting its responsibility t o  conserve our supplies of 
natural resources--good, average or poor?ll More than 40 percent rated the  job as poor in 
both samples, although over one-third rated the job as average [2561. By April 1975, 52 
percent indicated dissatisfaction with President Ford and 58 percent with Congress [131, 
132j. By the end of President Ford's term, in 1977, nearly three of four respondents in a 
national survey were dissatisfied with the way Congress was handling the energy crisis. 
Most (66 percent) also gave the Ford Administration a negative rating on this issue [2451. 

President Carter's administration began in February with a higher ra te  of approval than 
did the Ford Administration (61 percent as compared to 42 percent) [134, 2201. Yet by 
September of Mr. Carter's first year, approval of his handling of the energy situation had 
decreased from 48 to  38 percent in one national survey. As Table 3-20 shows, the public 
became more divided over how President Carter  was handling the energy situation. The 
latest  finding in these studies is for September 1977, but the pattern of increasing 
disenchantment with the performance of presidents on this question seems clear.* 

One national survey asked about the energy plan that  the Carter  Administration has put 
forward. In April 1977 over half said their overall reaction to  the  plan was favorable; 
less than one-third said i t  was unfavorable [218]. In August of the same year, the 
majority of another national survey fe l t  the energy program tha t  had been passed by the 
House of Representatives would be "only somewhat effectiveTf in getting the country to  
conserve energy, in providing greater  supply of energy, or in decreasing energy use by 10 
percent in 1985 [23W. Along the same line, using different items, two national surveys 
asked respondents if the energy plan goes fa r  enough to  help the  problem. Table 3-21 
displays the results during 1977 from the two questions. About a third indicated the plan 
was about right or adequate, about a quarter thought i t  was too stringent, and about 
another quarter thought i t  was too lax. 

These data indicate that  people were slightly more likely late in the year to  think 
stronger measures were needed (a change of five points in one study and three points in 

*This may well be following the pattern of general disenchantment with presidents as  their 
terms progress. 



TABLE 3-20 

PRESIDENT CARTER'S HANDLING OF THE ENERGY SITUATION 

Response 

Approve 
Disapprove 
No opinion 

Proportion Responding 
Feb: Mar. July Aug. Sep. 
1977a 1977b 1977a 1977a 1977b - - -  

a " ~ o  you approve or disapprove of the way Carter is handling the energy 
situation?" [220]  
 DO you generally approve or generally disapprove of President 
Carter's position on handling the energy crisis?" [ 1 4 8 ]  



TABLE 3-21 

ADEQUACY OF MEASURES I N  CARTER'S PLAN 

Response 

Too much 
About r i g h t  
Not enough 
Don't know/no op in ion  

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Too Dras t i c ? a  Too Manv ~ a c r i f  i c e s ? b  

May Nov. Apr. Aug. 
1977 1977 - - 1977 1977 

a " ~ r o m  what you've read,  s e e n , o r  heard  about  the plan, do you t h i n k  t h e  
s t e p s  called f o r  a r e  more d r a s t i c  t han  necessa ry ,  o r  about  i n  l i n e  w i t h  
what must be done, o r  t h a t  they  don ' t  go f a r  enough?" [147] 

 DO you t h i n k  t h e  P r e s i d e n t ' s  energy program c a l l s  f o r  t o o  many s a c r i -  
f i c e s  on t h e  p a r t  of t h e  p u b l i c  o r  no t  enough?" [220] 



the other), and slightly less likely to think the plan asked too much (a change of four 
points in one study and six points in the other). 

In December 1977, 83 percent of a national survey agreed that "while President Carter's 
energy program is not a final answer, i t  is a real beginning a t  giving this country an 
energy policy." A majority also agreed that the Carter White House did not do an 
effective job of selling the President's original energy program [243]. Conversely, a 
Harris poll in August 1977 found the public more positive than negative (49 to 36 percent) 
about how Carter was handling Congress to get his energy plan through. At the same 
time, people were evenly divided (40 to 41 percent) over whether the House of 
Representatives had done a good job in getting the energy program passed [2381. Another 
survey by Harris four months later found t h e  majority (58 to 61 percent) rating as  only 
fair or poor the job done by the House and the Senate on getting a bill on energy passed 
[243J 

Although President Nixon received the most negative rating on handling the energy 
crisis, Presidents Ford and Carter eventually got negative ratings from about half of the 
public. Positive ratings averaged around one-third or fewer of the public. The Congress, 
too, did not please the majority of the public, especially in 1977. An energy plan, 
possibly more demanding than those presented, seems to be favored by the public. Since 
the Nixon Administration, the government has been attempting to deal with the energy 
crisis but has gained lit t le public satisfaction with its efforts. 

The Public. One study showed the public judging its own performance as  better than that 
of other groups; however, satisfaction with this performance has lessened over time. 
Over one-third of respondents in a May 1974 national survey attributed the easing of the 
gasoline shortage to actions by the consuming public 11721. Between March 1974 and 
March 1975 the percentage of respondents saying they were "not very satisfied" with the 
public's efforts to relieve the energy shortage increased from 19 to 41 percent. But in 
1975, 52 percent still fel t  satisfied with the public's efforts to ease the shortage, a much 
higher rating than either government or industry received. 

Ind~stry~ In a 1974 national survey, about half of respondents rated efforts by oil 
companies to  relieve the energy shortage as "not very satisfactory.lf Nearly seven out of 
10 respondents thought the shortage was eased because oil companies (due to higher 
prices) were supplying gas stations with all the fuel they wanted [17a .  Although 
respondents were not satisfied with the job oil companies were doing to ease the crisis, 
they attributed to them the ability to affect  the shortage. 

The data available on public perception of their own efforts to respond to the energy 
situation, and those of oil companies, are too sparse to  draw conclusions from them. 

Preferred Solutions 

Some attention has been paid in surveys to two major issues surrounding what should be 
done. First, should the action be predominantly public or private? Second, should action 
be taken to reduce demand or increase supply? 



Public or Private Action? In February 1977 Roper queried: 

Do you think the federal government should set up a program to insure 
some of those ways of developing energy and to enforce some of those ways 
of conserving energy, or do you think i t  should be left  to the  private 
companies to explore new energy sources and to the public to  voluntarily 
cut  down on the use of energy? 

Half of the sample favored a government program, while 41 percent fel t  things should be 
lef t  to private companies and the public [1531. There was a different response, however, 
when conservation was separated from increasing supply. In 1974 about 45 percent of a 
national sample fel t  that the public had the most responsibility for seeing to i t  that 
natural resources are not used up. About 30 percent fel t  the federal government had the 
most responsibility 1137, 1391. Three of four respondents in the same year felt  the 
government should closely regulate companies that supply fuel, and the same percentage 
felt  the government should not limit the amount of heating fuel that can be used per 
household 11 421 . 
In June 1974 Roper asked a national sample whom they thought would ultimately solve 
our energy problems. University research groups (38 percent) and private research 
centers/consultants (36 percent) topped the list. The federal government (33 percent), 
manufacturers of nuclear power generating equipment (30 percent), electric light and 
power companies (27 percent), oil companies (26 percent), and manufacturers of electric 
power generating equipment (22 percent) were also mentioned. As many people expected 
solutions from private institutions as from public institutions. The federal government 
and oil companies were singled out as  "not working as  hard as they should be on solutionsrt 
[171]. 

While these data are sketchy, they appear to indicate that, while government action is 
expected, private solutions might also be expected and helpful. 

Reduce Demand or Increase Supply? The general approach to energy policy a t  the 
federal level has been to promote conservation as well a s  support development of new 
energy sources. Since 1975, 77 to 87 percent of respondents in three national surveys 
have consistently favored government development of new energy sources and indicated 
that finding ways to conserve fuel deserves major governmental effort 1131, 151, 2451. 

There is some evidence in the surveys that people may be more favorable toward supply 
increases than toward demand reduction. An ORC study in January 1975 asked people 
about regulating energy production. Fifty-five percent favored such regulation while 36 
percent opposed it. The response to regulation of energy - use was somewhat more 
polarized; 48 percent favored regulation while 45 percent opposed i t  [1311. In a Harris 
survey conducted in May 1977, 66 percent of the public agreed that a key aspect of a 
national energy program would be one that  '!will conserve fuels that  are most scarce and 
use those that are plentiful." In another item, 64 percent approved of a program that 
would "lead to  the development of new, innovative sources of energyr1 [2331. 

A Harris survey in February 1977 asked, "Which is more likely to improve the country's 
energy situation over the next 10 years-a tough program to conserve fuel or a 
technological breakthrough that would provide new sources of energy?" Over half (53 
percent) thought a technological breakthrough was most likely to help. One-fifth thought 
conservation would be more helpful and another one-fifth volunteered that both were 



likely to improve the situation [245]. Some optimism was expressed in a 1973 national 
survey that technical know-how would solve our energy problems without too much 
trouble 1234. 

Responses to items on "energy self-sufficiency" revealed some public sentiment about 
the supply/demand distinction. Eight of 10 respondents in 1975 and 1976 national surveys 
said they would like to see the United States self-sufficient in energy and less dependent 
on foreign sources. Fewer than 20 percent thought this was not a good idea [141]. 
Arizona citizens agreed overwhelmingly (85 percent) that "the United States should 
develop i ts  own energy sources so i t  is not dependent on other countries to  fill its energy 
needs" [20 11. Just over half of sampled residents in the Y ellowstone River Basin fel t  that 
self-sufficiency is an important goal even if some sacrifice is required to  accomplish i t  
12051. It is not clear whether people thought these sacrifices would be due to  demand 
reduction, supply increases, or both. Since no item offered respondents a choice between 
increasing supply or reducing demand, i t  is not clear that a policy of one without the 
other would be favored. 

Data suggest that although people in the East were more likely to  indicate correctly that 
the federal government had set up an energy agency and people in the South were less 
knowledgeable about the need to import foreign oil, there were no significant differences 
in opinions about the sufficiency of steps taken so far to  help the crisis, favorability 
to ward President Carter's energy proposal, and in responses to many other questions 
judging what has been done about the crisis [137, 147, 174, 2181. 

No regional differences were found regarding who has the major responsibility to  see to  
i t  that we do not use up scarce resources or regarding the level of effort the government 
should spend to develop new energy sources and ways to eonserve [137, 1511. People in 
the West were more likely than people in other regions to  think their Congressman should 
give major attention to developing a national energy policy. 

SUMMARY: IS THERE AN ENERGY CRISIS? 

Perceptions about the energy situation in the nation (and extending beyond to  the world) 
are relevant to consideration of public opinion concerning energy alternatives. Public 
receptivity to and support for government action and public engagement in its own 
autonomous action depend upon perception that  a problem exists. Definition of a 
problem is requisite to  a search for and evaluation of responses and solutions. 

In understanding public opinion about energy in the United States, several points should 
be kept in mind. The survey is an at tempt to measure and aggregate the variegated and 
segmented opinions of the polity. Opinion is known to  be segmented by a variety of 
factors: reference group affiliation, geographical region, social class, occupation, and so 
on. What these differences mean is that  each individual is located in a particular social 
structural milieu and thus experiences the environment differentially. Experiences 
relevant to defining whether or not an energy crisis actually exists can include, for 
example, whether one's own schools and factories have been closed due to fuel shortages, 
whether gasoline was available, whether utility bills increased, and what information was 
personally available. 

Given these experiential differences, individuals further vary in their responses to  
experience. Thus, two individuals living in approximately the same life circumstances 
can respond in completely different ways to those circumstances. One might view an 
energy crisis as  an exciting challenge to his creative ability and altruistic motives; 
another might perceive i t  to be a serious threat and seek to  deny its existence. 



The reader should keep these complexities firmly in mind when attempting to use results 
of surveys. Common sense and avoidance of assumptions and truisms about "the public1' 
also aid in enhancing accurate perception of public sentiment about the energy crisis. 

Is there, then, in the public% mind, an energy crisis in the United States? The answer 
appears to be: tentatively, no, there is not an energy crisis; yes, there is an energy 
problem. About three-quarters of the public have consistently defined the energy 
situation as serious for the past five years. A plurality hovering around 40 percent 
defined i t  a s  very serious. With the beginning in 1973, more people tended to view the 
situation as very serious; this dropped off during 1974 and then rose slightly during 1975 
to the present 40-percent level, where i t  has remained ever since. 

Early in the energy "crisisf1 t h e  majority tended to view the  situation as contrived, 
although by late 1977 the public was near to being polarized on this issue. A majority 
came to perceive energy shortages a s  real, but a large minority currently believe the 
situation has been contrived by various institutions in American society. 

Oil companies and the federal government were perceived by many as  the institutions 
most responsible for the energy problem in the nation from 1973 through 1977. Much of 
the public was willing to admit that  the nation engages in wasteful and unnecessary 
energy consumption. In addition, smaller proportions of the public blamed the OPEC 
countries, industry and business, and environmentalists for contributing to energy 
problems. Other causative factors defined by the public were growing populations and 
the finiteness of fossil fuel resources. 

The government was perceived as responsible for taking action to improve the energy 
situation, but many also fel t  that the public and private industry shared the 
responsibility. 

Impacts of the energy problem, varying in degree of severity from inconvenience to job 
losses, were experienced by most of the public. Some evidence indicates that impacts 
were borne disproportionately by those in lower income groups. 

Survey data on the salience of the energy problem are difficult to summarize, Inflation, 
unemployment, and crime have clearly emerged from the body of data a s  grave matters 
of concern to the American public. Energy has not been viewed as  of most nor of least 
importance, but has fallen somewhere between. For some, energy appears to be related 
to  a set  of issues including population growth and depletion of natural resources. 

Survey sample majorities tended to feel that the nation faces energy shortages and rising 
energy costs in the foreseeable future, whether for political or natural reasons. About 
half of the public appears to be of the opinion that the nation's supply of oil and natural 
gas is beginning to dwindle, and smaller proportions perceive this trend on a worldwide 
scale. The public seems to place most faith in solar energy, coal, and nuclear energy as  
long-term future energy sources. 





CHAPTER 4 

ENERGY DEMAND REDUCTION: CONSERVATION 

Conservation is a complex political phenomenon. The public has been urged by politi- 
cians to practice altruistic conservation because Americans have been world energy 
gluttons. They have also been asked to reduce consumption out of patriotic duty in a 
"moral equivalent of war." Programs of incentives and regulation (e.g., rationing) a r e  
viewed as alternatives if exhortation for voluntarism fails. 

Conservation is not monolithic. It consists of hundreds of separate actions involving 
many decisions by many people. Some survey items measured atti tudes toward the idea 
of conservation in general. These are  an important backdrop t o  detailed proposals. 
Reactions to  specific conservation activities (e.g., turning down the thermostat) a re  also 
important because they reflect opinions of ten developed through action and experience. 
Public atti tudes toward each conservation action addressed in the surveys are  presented 
in this Chapter under the multivariate categories described in Chapter 2. Conservation 
actions are alternatives to doing nothing and, therefore, perhaps requiring increases in 
supply 

For the policymaker to  assess the effectiveness of governmental exhortation, it is impor- 
tant to  know which personal actions people report they a re  taking and how they feel  a 

about conservation. Favora bility toward any given policy option does not necessarily 
follow from support for voluntary conservation, though this may be a necessary compo- 
nent. In this chapter, survey findings on energy conservation are presented in three 
sections: (1) perspectives on energy conservation in general, (2) transportation conserva- 
tion, and (3) residential conservation. 

PERSPECTIVES ON ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Perceived Effect ivemess 

Few items in the studies reviewed dealt directly with perceptions of the effectiveness of 
conservation in helping solve the  national energy problem. One item allowed Likert-type 
responses to the question, "How much impact do you think personal conservation efforts 
have on total  consumption of energy?" In 1974 and again in 1976 the findings were simi- 
lar: nearly three-fourths of the respondents fel t  personal efforts have at least a "fair 
amountv of impact on total consumption [ORC, 1974; 2581. Another national survey in 
1974 found that six or seven of 10 respondents fel t  the gasoline shortage could be solved 
if individual consumers cut down on gasoline consumption. The rest of the sample, a 
substantial minority, did not think this would eliminate the shortage [14& In contrast, 
Melber et al. (1977, p. 252) reported results of a national survey by Cambridge Reports 
not included in this review. In 1976 one-half of respondents agreed with the statement: 
Vonservation is a good alternative, but frankly there's not much I personally can do 
about it." I t  is not clear whether respondents viewed conservation as an effective solu- 
tion to national or personal energy problems, or both. No items specifically addressed 
this issue. I t  is hypothesized as important to  an understanding of conservation behavior 
to  know whether people view saving energy as effective in solving perceived problems at 
the personal level, national level, or both. Lack of data  on belief in the effectiveness of 
energy conservation as an alternative solution t o  energy problems is identified as a 
research gap. 



Relative Advantage 

Little direct information exists on the perceived advantages and disadvantages of con- 
servation in general. Support for national self-sufficiency and decreased dependence on 
foreign sources could be construed as a general benefit from reduced energy consump- 
tion, a s  could reduction of any of the disadvantages of increasing domestic supplies. One 
possible perceived disadvantage could be a decreased standard of living. The statement, 
?'Conservation is not a realistic solution to the energy crisis unless we are all  prepared t o  
accept a much lower standard of living," drew disagreement from 57 percent of respon- 
dents in a Denver, Colorado, survey. A large minority (38 percent) agreed and six per- 
cent said ''don't knowu [120]. This finding indicates that  most people in Denver did not 
think a conservation solution to the energy crisis would require a lower standard of living 
for everyone. There are no national data gn this question. 

One of the major reasons cited for conserving energy is cost. In 1974, between 50 and 60 
percent of respondents in a national survey said they used less energy because of price 
C13 1, 132, 1421. More recent data on this question do not exist. 

K n o w l e e  and Inf armation Sources 

Knowledge is relevant to  conservation in that the accuracy of an individual% understand- 
ing of how to conserve may determine the effectiveness of his or her efforts. This type 
of knowledge was tested in some surveys. Knowledge of specific conservation alterna- 
tives will be discussed in the sections to  follow. Although empirical data are  extremely 
limited, the existing evidence suggests that objective knowledge about how to  conserve 
energy is not widespread. 

In a Lansing survey, a majority agreed with the statement: "Government officials a re  not 
providing any clear directions to  help families make decisions about energy usew [1061. 
No survey item asked people directly if they wanted such information. 

No one source of information on energy conservation emerged a s  clearly more credible 
than other sources. In two national surveys, 83 to  89 percent of the samples favored the 
federal government, the oil industry, or newspaper and TV as  sources of information on 
how to conserve energy [131, 2451. Sixty-three percent believed newspaper and TV 
campaigns or presidential urgings were effective ways to cut consumption. Twenty-nine 
to 33 percent fel t  these would not be effective [2451. 

A Denver study asked respondents who they thought could most credibly request personal 
sacrifice regarding energy consumption. Scientists and engineers were favored by 19 
percent; President Carter, by 17 percent. The third most popular source was ltno onetf (13 
percent). Local political figures were chosen by three to nine percent. The local utility* 
and a "group of economistsu each received three percent. Two percent saw the  Energy 
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) a s  credibly requesting sacrifice [120]. 

*Public Service Company of Colorado. 



Behavioral Intention and Action 

The amount and type of effort people make to save energy was the most popular topic of 
the studies reviewed here. Eighty-five t o  95 percent of survey respondents indicated 
that  they have tried to conserve at least a "fair amountv [106; 131; 132; 134; 258; 308; 
ORC, 1974dJ. In Lansing 82 percent said they had talked t o  others about it, with 25 
percent indicating that they had tried to  persuade neighbors t o  conserve [106]. One study 
found people skeptical about their neighborsT willingness to  conserve. In July 1973, 
immediately following the first gasoline shortages, half of the respondents in a national 
sample disagreed with the statement: "If the public is using up too much of our energy 
resources, most people will be willing to  use less air  conditioning, less heating, and drive 
their cars lessmTr A minority (39 percent) agreed and 12 percent were unsure [234.  More 
current data on individual perception of othersT willingness to  conserve energy do not 
exist. 

Residential conservation measures have been consistently ranked ahead of reduced 
driving, both as preferred and actual actions and as those actions perceived as most 
effective [115, 116, 119, 120, 133, 207, 212, 240, 260, 304. 

Policy Preferences 

The issue of voluntary versus government-controlled conservation action is affected by 
the question of price. Belief in the energy crisis has been discussed as a potential moti- 
vator for conservation.* Price has also been mentioned by respondents as a reason for 
using less energy. In January 1974 a national poll found tha t  "a sizable majority feels 
that  consumption of gasoline is now being regulated by allowing the price t o  riserr [237]. 
Data reported in Chapter 3 indicate that  many perceived rising prices as reflecting 
excessive profit-taking by industry. 

Government manipulation of price through taxes may be an alternative for conserving 
energy. Three-fourths of a national sample believed it was 'lwrong" t o  control consump- 
tion by raising energy prices. They gave two reasons. First, they fel t  it is inequitable, 
favoring the rich and discriminating against middle and lower income families. Second, 
they fe l t  that af ter  a long period of inflation i t  is especially hard on consumers t o  pay 
more for such a key commodity [23fi. 

Through government action or inaction, conservation might be encouraged by the in- 
creased cost of gasoline. Since November 1973, 76 t o  88 percent of respondents have 
opposed the idea of raising gasoline prices to  reduce consumption [131, 137, 138, 153, 
226, 245, 304. The most recent finding in the  surveys (February 1977) showed 76 percent 
opposing this method of promoting conservation [153J. 

Regulation of energy use may be opposed by the  public, even though i t  may be viewed as 
an effective means of reducing consumption. Perceived effectiveness and favorability 
vary with the action involved. In two local studies, about half of the samples fel t  tha t  
pas ing  laws to force conservation would be effective in reducing consumption. How- 
ever, two percent favored this action when voluntary effort  was the alternative 1106, 
2601.** In December 1973, a national survey found about half of the respondents saying 

*See Chapter 7. 

**Similar findings are discussed by Brown (1977) from the results of a March 1977 Gallup 
survey not included in our sample. 



that  controls on consumption of energy were then about right. A large minority (39 
percent) thought they should be stricter [2 121. No other data were located on govern- 
ment regulation of energy use in general, 

The effectiveness of price increases in encouraging conservation depends, according to  
the data from three surveys, on the amount of increase. In February 1977, one-half of 
respondents believed a $0.10 per gallon increase would be effective in reducing consump- 
tion, 70 percent thought a $0.25 per gallon increase would be effective, and 74 percent 
saw a $0.50 increase a s  effective [2451. The proportion of respondents who said they 
would use their cars a lot less often because of price increased with the amount of the  
price increase. In 1975, 54 percent said they would drive a s  much even if the price rose 
$0.10 per gallon, and 22 percent said they would drive the same amount even if the price 
rose $0.50 per gallon [Z4 11. Another study in 1975 recorded 29 percent saying they would 
not drive less even with a $0.70 per gallon price increase [ l34 .  

These data provide some limited evidence that increasing prices would reduce consump- 
tion. However, a s  reported, public opinion opposes price increases for gasoline. One 
study found that,  compared to  the price of other things they bought, 50 percent thought 
the price of gasoline was unreasonable (December 1974) [308]. In Lansing, Michigan, an  
added federal tax on gasoline was acceptable to a minority of 11 percent [1061. Propos- 
als to adjust gas taxes and income taxes so that  'people who drove a lot would pay more 
total  taxes, and people who didn't drive a lot would pay less total taxestr were 46 t o  58 
percent opposing, 27 t o  41 percent favoring, and 10 to  17 percent with "no opiniontt [131, 
132, 1331. 

The survey data reviewed here on general conservation do not permit any conclusions to  
be drawn about perceived effectiveness, relative advantage, or knowledge and informa- 
tion sources. The public reports i t  is engaging in conservation. In seven national surveys, 
85 to  95 percent of the public reported conserving a t  least a "fair amount.Tt There are  no 
data on behavioral intention. 

In seven surveys between 1973 and 1977, the majority (76-88 percent) opposed the idea of 
raising gasoline prices to  reduce consumption. However, three surveys found that  in- 
creasing proportions of the population indicated they would drive less as gasoline prices 
increased, suggesting that increasing prices might be somewhat effective in reducing 
consumption. The general findings on government regulation of consumption are too 
sparse to  permit conclusions to  be drawn. 

The survey data reviewed in the next two sections address the details of two general 
categories of conservation: reduction of fuel consumption for transportation and reduc- 
tion of domestic energy consumption. The different issues involved in these two types of 
conservation will be described. Within each of these general areas of conservation, 
specific private actions and government policies are addressed. 



TRANSPORTATION CONSERVATION 

Two general ways of conserving transportation energy are driving less and increasing 
gasoline mileage. Survey data on each conservation mode a re  presented below. 

Some alternatives to driving are carpooling, use of mass transit, plannng trips more 
carefully, and walking or bicycling instead of driving. Data on these alternatives a re  
presented below. 

Effectivemes and Relative Adpantage. In the absence of recent findings, the perceived 
effectiveness of gasoline conservation in helping to solve the national problem must be 
gleaned from t h e  following discussions of specific actions to conserve. In one national 
survey in October 1977, a majority (65 percent) fel t  i t  important to  reduce their driving 
by one-fourth; 31 percent felt  i t  was not a t  all important [3101. In this same national 
survey, 35 percent said that i t  would be very difficult for them to  reduce their driving by 
one-fourth, and 30 percent said it  would be fairly difficult. One-third said i t  would not 
be a t  aIl difficult to reduce driving that  much. Another study in Denver asked about 
driving less: 42 percent said it  would be TTalmost impossiblelt t o  reduce driving and 39 
percent said it  would be inconvenient [120]. In Lansing, Michigan, about 30 percent said 
they would have "great difficulty" reducing their driving, and less than 20 percent saia 
they could drive less with no difficulty [106]. In a national poll in 1977, nine percent said 
there is no way to  get people to drive less; the rest of respondents were more optimistic 
E2 171. 

One way to reduce driving is to  combine trips with other people, or carpool. This is a 
voluntary effort by private drivers which can be facilitated by government action, such 
as the provision of special freeway lanes, reduced tolls, or computerized ride location 
services. It can also be somewhat coerced by reducing parking lot sizes. 

None of the surveys reviewed asked if respondents thought the use of carpools was an 
effective way to reduce gasoline consumption. When a survey in South Carolina asked 
people why they would not carpool, 24 percent listed schedule conflicts, 19 percent said 
they needed their car for business, and 14 percent said it was too inconvenient. Other 
reasons listed were: live close to work, no one goes my way, car too small, like bus or 
other means, and don't believe in shortage [ll7]. There is no information in these studies 
on the perceived benefits of the use of carpools. 

The use of public transportation such a s  buses and trains is another way to  reduce driv- 
ing. In two national surveys, a majority (80 to 86 percent) responded affirmatively to  the 
question: "Do you think that  increased use of mass transit will help save gasoline?It 1129, 
2451. In one survey, over half thought that the United States a s  a whole would benefit 
from increased and improved mass transit, while 31 percent believed that  only those who 
use i t  would benefit [129]. In this same survey, respondents were asked about transporta- 
tion costs; 61 percent believed that driving their own car to work cost more than using 
public transportation, and 28 percent fel t  public transportation!) cost more than driving 
[129]. It  is not surprising, then, that when a national sample waS asked about drawbacks 
to  using public transportation, cost was not a major factor. The main problems involved 
schedule or route incompatibility, longer or irregular travel times, and overcrowding 
[2551. 



The pattern of findings with respect to  the feasibility and relative advantage of driving 
less through reduction in trips, carpooling, or using mass transit was that  these alterna- 
tives were viewed as infeasible and disadvantageous by majorities of survey samples. 

Kmw1- and Information Sources. In Lansing, Michigan, 24 percent of respondents 
correctly identified transportation as requiring the  most energy for families [106]. None 
of the national studies contained items on this question. 

There are no data on objective knowledge about driving less; instead, surveys record 
respondents' perceptions of good ways to  reduce driving. 

The planning of shopping and errand trips was thought to  save gas by 94 percent of re- 
spondents in a 1975 national sample 1144 ; indeed, cutting out a shopping trip was pre- 
ferred by 23 percent as a method to drive 10 fewer miles a week. The cutting of recre- 
ational trips was chosen by 22 percent; forming of carpools, 21 percent; public transpor- 
tation, nine percent; and walking, 19 percent [256]. These 1975 data  do not differ dras- 
tically from the data of a 1977 survey in which respondents chose the following l1bestI1 
ways to get  people to reduce the amount of gasoline usage by their cars: reduce shopping 
trips/unnecessary driving, 17 percent; carpools, 18 percent; improve/provide public 
transportation, 14 percent; and promote walking/bike riding, five percent [3 101 .* 
There are also no data in these surveys on knowledge and information sources on ways to  
drive less, such as carpooling or using mass transit. 

Behavioral Intention and Action. Between November 1973 and May 1974, at the peak of 
the embargo, one continuous national study found 52 to  78 percent of respondents report- 
ing that they had cut  down on driving [14& The peak of reported reduced driving (78 
percent) was in late February 1974, with about 62 percent reporting this in late May 
1974. 

When asked what kind of driving was being reduced during this period, respondents most 
frequently reported social/recreational/shopping trips [149]. Table 4- 1 displays data  
collected- on reported conservation over four by Roper Reports. These adjustments 
involved both driving less (e-g., walking on short trips, doing more errands on one trip) 
and increasing gasoline mileage (e.g., driving at slower speeds, buying a smaller car). 

The data on behavioral intention concerned whet her respondents would drive less and 
why. In March and A p r l  1975, 62 percent in a national survey responded that  they were 
willing to drive 10 miles less each week in order to  reduce oil imports; 30 percent said 
they were "not too willingn [2561. In a survey of licensed drivers in Kentucky, 88 percent 
were willing to drive less [22 11. When faced with the alternative of driving 10 miles less 
each week or facing gas rationing or price increases, 68 t o  70 percent of respondents in a 
national survey preferred driving 10 miles less each week 12561. Roper asked car owners 
who said they were conserving why they were saving on gas. Table 4-2 shows that  over 
half mentioned cost as at least a partial reason while 29 t o  32 percent mentioned concern 
for the energy crisis [149]. 

*Other alternatives included in this i tem will be discussed later. 



TABLE 4-1 

REPORTED TRANSPORTATION CONSERVATION MEASURES TAKEN 

Are you doing anything at the present time to save on t h e  amount of 
g a s o l i n e  you use? (If yes) Which of these things, if any, are you 
doing to c u t  down on g a s ?  (card shown respondent) [ I 4 9 1  

Yes. saving 
IIriving at lower speeds 
Doing more errands on one trip instead 

of  going o u t  several tlmes 
Having the car tuned and checked more 

of ten 
Driving more carefully--starting up more 
slowly, stopping more gradually 

Walking on short distance trips instead 
of driving 

Bought a smaller car 
Riding a bicycle some instead of driving 
Going to work in a carpool instead of 
driving alone 

Cancelled plans recently for a trip by 
car 

Using public transportation more and the 
car less for getting to and from work 

Using public transportation more and the 
car less for getting around on errands 
and shopping 

None of these 
Don't know 

No, not saving 

Don't know 

1974 1975 
August August August 

70 - 
SO 

48 

37 

34 

27 
25 
12 

11 

9 

5 

5 
1 
1 

28 - 
2 

1977 
August 

74 - 
55 

54 

41 

39 

3 1 
28 
12 

11 

9 

6 

5 
1 - 

24 - 
2 - 

100 



TABLE 4-2 

REASONS GIVEN FOR SAVING GASOLINE 

A r e  you doing these things to save gas more because you are concerned 
about the gasoline shortage, or more because you want to save on the 
cost of gasoline? 11491 

1974 1975 1976 1977 
August August August August 

More because of concern over gas 
shortage 

More to save on cost of gasoline 
Both equally (volunteered) 
Don't know 
Not asked--answered no, don't know to 

"saving on gas" 



According to six national surveys, five t o  14 percent of the  driving population belonged 
t o  carpools [106, 115, 117, 138, 212, 2201. In one annual national survey, 11 t o  12 percent 
of those sampled said they were carpooling to  work to save energy. This figure was 
fairly constant from 1974 to  1977 [149]. A Los Angeles survey taken in March 1974 
recorded the  lowest participation-three percent [207]. In that  year 13 percent reported 
participation in Indiana [304 ; 21 percent in Detroit [2601. The reasons for these local 
variations are not clear, but could bear investigation if the  use of carpools is to  be en- 
couraged. 

Willingness to  carpool was investigated in two studies. In Kentucky 82 percent said they 
were willing, while in South Carolina 52 percent said they would consider i t  [22 1, 1 171. 

Public atti tudes toward the use of carpools are  not clear from these studies. A small 
proportion of the population appears t o  participate in carpools. 

In 1975, 22 percent of respondents in a national survey reported that public transporta- 
tion was available to  them [26% Of those people who reported having i t  available, 20 
percent said they used it; this was four percent of the total  sample 12621. In the Chicago 
metropolitan area in 1 977, where public transit is available, the  majority (76 percent) 
reported that they took no trips on it, and about one-fourth said they used i t  fairly often 
11271. Probably somewhere between four t o  23 percent of those who have mass transit 
available use it [127; 144; 262; 304; ORC, 19744. The data from these surveys indicate 
that the vast majority did not perceive it a s  available to  them. 

In 1975 a national sample was asked "How great is the need for mass transit?" in the 50- 
mile area where they lived and worked. Most saw at least a l i t t le need, but about one- 
fourth saw no need at all [129]. In a national sample taken in 1975, nearly half of chief 
wage earners not served by mass transit said they probably would use i t  to  go t o  work if 
i t  were available, while the other half said they probably would not. Similar results were 
found regarding use for shopping [255]. In Kentucky a majority said they were willing to  
use public transportation [2211; in Indiana 38 percent of those car owners not served by 
mass transit said they would use i t  if it were available [304. 

These data indicate that,  if mass transit were made available, 38 to  48 percent might be. 
willing to use it ,  but about half might not even try it. To speculate, the  data  suggest 
that about 20 to  25 percent who had i t  available would actually use it. 

Although many people in one study considered reduced driving as an important conserva- 
tion measure and said they practiced it, a large minority (30 to  40 percent) were skepti- 
cal of i ts  value and/or said they could not reduce their driving [237]. 

Polky Preferences. People have been asked about several possible government actions 
t o  encourage carpooling. Reduced charges for bridges, toll roads, and parking spaces 
were preferred nationally by 55 percent over special lanes on freeways (13 percent) or 
limiting available parking to people who carpool (11 percent) [13!& In Los Angeles 
(March 1974), 70 percent favored special carpool lanes a s  one way to  encourage conser- 
vation [207]. Compensation for the inconvenience of carpopling (here in the  form of cost 
or travel-time reduction) may be a preferred fdrm of government intervention. 

In a national survey taken in August 1974, 62 percent of respondents thought reduced 
parking was a good way to limit car use and favored such action; 16 percent said that  
decreased parking areas would encourage them t o  carpool at least some of the time, and 



nearly half said it  would not, while 38 percent did not know [137]. A study in November 
1973 found 42 percent of respondents preferred parking limitations to  higher prices a s  a 
means of encouraging the use of carpools, 32 percent preferred price increases, while 26 
percent did not answer [132]. In February 1977 respondents were divided over the effec- 
tiveness, a s  a mean$ of reducing consumption, of reducing parking spaces and increasing 
parking fees in metropolitan areas; 49 percent felt  this would be effective, 42 percent 
did not [2451. 

Other factors besides availability could affect  willingness to  use public transit. Agree- 
ment was divided in a national survey taken in 1977 over the statement: "If there is a 
continuing problem with gasoline supplies, I would depend more on public transportationv 
[127]. In the same study, respondents were slightly more likely to  expect "a lot of 
peopleu to  switch to  public transportation due to  gasoline shortages. 

Specific changes in the system met with equally divided responses. About 40 percent of 
car owners said they would be very likely to use a park-and-ride system, and about 40 
percent said they would not be too likely to  use i t  [308]. Shorter trips due to  special bus 
lanes elicited 37 percent likely or very likely to use the system and 52 percent not too 
likely or not likely a t  all t o  use the system. These responses were from households in 
which a chief wage earner worked away from home and did not use mass transit 12551. A 
series of questions, directed a t  a national sample of chief wage earners who had public 
transit available but did not use it, illustrates the relative importance of various system 
changes. A 15-minute reduction in trip time or a decrease of the fare by one-half elic- 
ited a majority agreeing to the use of buses, but 42 percent remained unwilling. Running 
buses more frequently coaxed 40 percent to say they would use them [129]. 

While the evidence indicates that a majority would not use mass transit even if it were 
available, two national surveys found 60 t o  78 percent of all respondents favored using 
federal money to improve mass transit in 1975 113 1, 240. A third study by ORC found 40 
percent favoring government support (city, county, state,  or federal) for mass transit. It  
was fel t  by 27 percent that users of mass transit should pay for i t  [255]. The findings 
were mixed when a choice was required between money budgeted for transit and money 
budgeted for highways. Two surveys taken in April and August 1975 showed pluralities 
favoring mass transit over highways. These findings exhibited some evidence of support 
for government spending on mass transit 1255, 1291. 

Another government action which might be taken to  promote mass transit is the  provi- 
sion of special freeway lanes. While a majority (81 percent) of national respondents in a 
1975 survey thought special treatment for mass transit was a "fair or goodu idea, the  
majority also felt  that all travelers should be treated alike on highways, tunnels, and 
bridges during rush hour [255]. 

More information is needed on the conditions under which people who perceive mass 
transit a s  available to them would use it. The data suggest that  up to  half of those 
people who have mass transit available and recognize its disadvantages may be willing to  
use i t  if improvements are made. 

IncPeaSing Gasoline Mileage  

Improving the efficiency with which gasoline is consumed is a form of conservation that 
can stretch energy supplies. Driving a t  slower speeds, driving gas-e f ficient cars, and 
eliminating emission control standards are  three methods to increase mileage. 



EffectivenessmdRelative Advm-e. In 1974 and 1975 car owners were asked: "How 
concerned are you with the mileage your car($ gets?" Twenty to 25 percent said they 
were not too concerned, over half were very concerned (49 to 57 percent), and 22 to 25 
percent were fairly concerned 11343. This the extent of surveyhformation available 
on the perceived effectiveness and advantages of increasing gas mileage. No data exist 
on the perceived effectiveness of relaxing emission control standards or the 55-mph - 
speed limit in conserving gasoline. 

Too few data exist on the perceived effectiveness and relative advantage of increasing 
gasoline mileage to draw conclusions. This is identified as a research gap. 

Know1e9ge and Information Sources. Some surveys have attempted to deter mine the 
effectiveness of information programs about gas mileage. The survey data contained 
more references to information sources and knowledge on this subject than on many 
other subjects. In December 1974, 63 percent of national repondents had heard or seen 
advertisements or read articles about gas mileage for new cars [308]. In December 1975, 
56 percent of a national sample had heard of the EPA/FEA mileage figures for cars while 
41 percent had not; most of those who had heard of the EPA/FEA figures had seen them 
on TV; others saw them in newspapers or in magazines [144. 

Among car buyers in one study there was a. widespread awareness of gas mileage infor- 
mation. By 1976, 82 percent of the new car buyers sampled reported seeing advertise- 
ments or information on new car mileage, 72 percent were aware of gas mileage labels 
on cars, and over half (53 percent) had seen a label on the car they bought [109]. A little 
less than half of the car buyers reported reading reports comparing gas mileage on 1976 
vehicles. They reported seeing these reports in magazines (53 percent), newspapers (34 
percent), consumer reports (21 percent), other sources (18 percent), and the EPA mileage 
guide for new car buyers (two percent) [log]. 

With respect to credibility, two national surveys of car owners in late 1974 and late 1975 
found one-fourth of respondents listing auto companies as the most reliable source of 
information on gas mileage. About half felt that government agencies provided the most 
reliable information [308, 1331. While half of those (car buyers or not) who had heard of 
or seen EPA/FEA mileage figures found them at least somewhat believable [144,  fewer 
of the car buyers who were aware of EPA new car mileage labels found them believable 
[log]. 

Of all those who had heard of the EPA/FEA mileage figures, half said they would be very 
important when making the decision on which new car they were going to buy 1144. Of 
those new car buyers aware of the EPA mileage guide pamphlet (approximately two 
percent of total buyers sampled), about one-third felt their purchase had been influenced 
by the guide 11091. 

Suspending auto emission controls is a possible gasoline-conserving measure. In 1974 and 
1975 surveys, consurn er groups were listed by one-third of respondents as reliable sources 
of information on the need for this action. The federal government was mentioned by 
another one-f ourth as a reliable source [13 31. 

The findings on awareness of gasoline mileage figures are too skimpy to permit drawing 
conclusions about the extent of this awareness in the population. Credibility of informa- 
tion sources-government, consumer groups, and industry-was explored by four studies, 



with each source enjoying some credibility in these survey samples. However, no pattern 
of findings was located. 

Further, no data existed on knowledge or information sources concerning the effects of 
the  55-mph speed limit (driving slower) or of relaxation of auto emissions control in 
increasing gasoline mileage. 

B e b a v i d  Intention end Act ioa  Buying a smaller, more gas-efficient car is increasingly 
mentioned as a conservation measure people are using. Since 1974, national samples 
have recorded a steady increase of people (from 15 percent in 1974 to  28 percent in 1977) 
who mentioned buying a smaller car as a conservation action [149]. A national survey in 
1976 found that 36 percent of respondents who traded an old car for a new one said the 
new car was smaller, 49 percent kept the same size, and 15 percent got a larger car  
[1091. Another national poll in 1977 recorded seven percent saying they had bought a 
gas-saving car  [220]. In Lansing, Michigan, in 1977, those who had bought cars since 
March 1974 were asked, "Was one of the primary reasons for purchasing your new car 
greater fuel economy?" A third said yes, 35 percent said no, and 32 percent did not 
respond 151. Two of the three national studies indicate that about a third were buying 
smaller, more gas-efficient cars than they had before, while the other study found seven 
percent who reported doing so. 

In 1977, although about one-half of car owners sampled owned fullsized cars, about one- 
fourth of them planned to buy a full-size car next. Twenty-four percent owned interme- 
diate cars, and 23 percent said they would buy an intermediate car next; 13 percent 
owned compacts, and 20 percent said they would buy a compact; 13 percent owned sub- 
compacts, and 17 percent said they would buy a subcompact [150]. These data reflect 
TntentionsH to buy smaller cars. 

In 1975 the majority (67 to 70 percent) said they were very willing to drive a small car if 
most other people did, and 15 to 16 percent were not too willing [258]. In the same study 
respondentsT assessments of the willingness of others was different. They were asked 
what percentage of the public would be likely to  drive small cars. The average of re- 
sponses was: 35 percent would be very likely to  drive small economy cars, 43 percent 
would be somewhat likely, and, again, 13 to 15 percent would not be too likely [2581. 

Willingness to pay for fuel economy was checked in Denver, Colorado. In 1977, 74 per- 
cent said they were willing to pay $200 more on their next auto purchase to get  a device 
which would increase gas mileage; 19 percent were not willing [1201. 

Keeping cars in good running condition was recognized by 96 percent of respondents in 
Lansing, Michigan, as a conservation measure; 38 percent of these people reported that 
they maintained their cars more in 1976 than they did in 1974 [106]. Waving a car  tuned 
more oftenw was mentioned by 41 percent of respondents as an action to cut  down on 
gasoline consumption. Among the alternatives listed, only driving at lower speeds (55 
percent) and doing more errands on one trip (54 percent) were chosen more often. 

These data indicate that more people said they consider fuel economy, plan to  buy 
smaller cars, or are willing to drive smaller cars than have reported actually making such 
changes (at least by 1977). 

In December 1973, after the 55-mph speed limit  had been proposed, 62 percent of a 
national sample said they were driving more slowly 121 21. This percentage increased t o  



between 67 and 68 percent in 1974 [217, 2401 and decreased t o  63 percent in 1977 [21% 
In one study since 1974, 50 to  58 percent of national respondents said they drive more 
sbwly to conserve energy [149]. How slowly they say they are  willing t o  drive has been 
investigated. In 1975 hall said they would be willing to drive 55 mph on major highways 
to save gasoline, provided everyone else had to drive at the same speed. Another 40 
percent said they would drive even more slowly, while 11 percent said they would drive 
60 rnph or more [258]. Reported actual driving speeds differed from what people said 
they were willing to  drive. In 1975 about half said they were driving a t  55 mph, in agree- 
ment with reported willingness. About 26 t o  30 percent, however, reported driving under 
55 mph, and 15 to 24 percent reported driving over 55 rnph [258, 144. A t  the time 
people expressed willingness to drive a t  55 mph (1 974), a majority (55 t o  75 percent) fel t  
that most people were observing the speed limit [141. In the three studies mentioning it, 
from seven t o  36 percent of respondents said they had switched to  a smaller car. Only 
one item each examined plans to buy smaller cars, willingness to do so if others did and 
perceived willingness of others to drive smaller cars, thus permitting no conclusions 
about these variables. A pattern of reported slower driving (55 mph) is supported by the 
survey data, with four studies finding majority compliance. Behavioral intention and 
action regarding efficiency in gasoline use, other than driving slower, is a research gap 
that remains to be explored. 

P o w  Preferences. The majority of respondents (75 percent) in a Denver study favored 
government regulation of gas mileage on new cars. This finding coincides with a national 
survey where 8j  to 81 percent of respondents supported this type of regulation [139]. In 
1977, one-fourth of a national survey felt  banning the  production of larger cars which 
have poor gas mileage was one of the two or three things they were most willing to see 
done to conserve supplies of energy [15a. These data are sparse, but they suggest fairly 
widespread support for government regulation of automobile manufacture on gasoline 
mileage; more data are  needed to  indicate how far  such regulation should go in the  
public's view. 

One government action affecting availability of gas-saving cars is auto emission regula- 
tions. As noted, there are no data on the public's perceptions of the  effectiveness of this 
alternative, their knowledge, information sources, or assessment of the costs and bene- 
fits. 

There is a wealth of data on favorability to changing government policy on auto emis- 
si ons. 

The initial public response to relaxing pollution controls to save fuel was positive. In 
November 1973, 68 percent favored this action, while 2 1 percent opposed i t  [226]. In one 
study 22 to 39 percent agreed that "We should slow down the clean up of air  and water 
pollutiont' [141]. Another study showed that  65 percent believed we can stop pollution 
and solve the energy crisis [232]. Since 1974, 42 to 48 percent of respondents in four 
studies favored removal of emission controls, while 39 t o  45 percent opposed such action 
D31, 132, 138, 1591. The latest result in these studies, from a national survey, was a 
majority agreement that  removal of emission controls from cars is an important step t o  
increasing supply over the next 10 years; 31 percent disagreed 12451. A sample of re- 
spondents in Indiana favored removal of controls 67 t o  30 percent 1304. 

Delay of the stricter controls which were proposed in 1975 received even more support. 
In two studies, 54 t o  62 percent approved that  action, while 29 t o  37 percent opposed i t  



[134, 1331. Although the public was somewhat polarized on the issue of removing emis- 
sion standards to increase gas mileage, sample majorities favor removing emission con- 
trol standards and delaying stricter standards as an acceptable alternative. This is a 
pattern with strong empirical support in the survey data. 

The most widely recognized form of conservation involving automobiles enforced by the 
government is reduced driving speeds. Nine out of 10 respondents in Lansing reported 
driving within speed limits a s  a possible conservation measure; 65 percent said they 
practiced i t  more in 1976 than they did in 1974 [1061. 

No items in the surveys reviewed asked people how effective they saw the 55-mph speed 
limit in conserving gasoline, how knowledgeable they were about its effects, or where 
they got information on the subject. Reported action and policy preferences were the  
main topics surveys addressed. 

Government action to require lower speed limits has been favored since 1973. In June 
1973, before the oil embargo, 51 percent of those who believed there was an energy crisis 
favored reducing the speed limit by 10 mph [211]. By November 1973, before President 
Nixon's announcement of the  55-mph speed limit, 77 percent of a national sample favored 
lowering the speed limit to 50 mph [226, 2121. There was some support for an even lower 
speed limit. In March 1977, 25 percent listed posting a 50-mph speed limit on highways 
as one of the two or three things they would be most willing to see done 115% 
Favorability toward the  55-mph limit has remained strong since 1973, never falling below 
72 percent 1207, 217, 131, 1371. In February 1977, 76 percent favored keeping the 55- 
mph limit [21fl. This is one form of government control for conservation, and possibly 
safety, which is widely supported. The empirical support for this conclusion is strong. 

The government can encourage increased gas mileage by raising the cost of using less 
efficient cars through taxing policy. The main example presented to  the public in sur- 
veys was a tax on "gas guzzlers," or large cars which get  fewer miles per gallon of gaso- 
line. A majority (63 percent) responded in February 1977 that a tax on gas guzzlers 
would be an effective way to cut consumption [245]. Sample majorities opposed this 
alternative in 1974, 1975, and 1976 [106, 131, 137, 147, 153, 159, 238, 2 4 1 .  In 1977, 
however, opposition fell from 62 percent in February t o  35 percent in November [153, 
147, 2381, when 50 percent favored a tax on inefficient cars 11471. Faced with the choice 
of a tax on inefficient cars versus on gasoline itself, the  majority favored the car tax in 
late  1974 [308]. A tax on gas-consuming luxury features a t  the time of purchase got 
equal percentages of favorable and unfavorable responses [13 1, 1381. Making owners of 
gas guzzlers pay more for gas was opposed by 79 percent [131]. 

Although about 70 percent of survey respondents believed gas rationing would be an 
effective way to cut consumption, sample minorities of 21 to 35 percent favored this 
alternative when presented by itself 1131, 137, 153, 245, 246, 3101. In one study, re- 
spondents preferred voluntary rationing (66 versus 21 percent), but 49 percent (versus 34 
percent) did not believe voluntary conservation could work to  avoid rationing in January 
1974 12371. In November 1973, 71 percent in one survey favored creating a standby 
rationing system 12261. In another, slightly more respondents thought rationing was not 
necessary (45 percent) than thought i t  was necessary (39 percent) at that t ime [1421. By 
May 1974 a minority of 12 percent in one survey thought it was necessary t o  ration 
gasoline [14a. 

Of those favoring gasoline rationing, 67 percent said i t  was the fairest way to sell scarce 
gasoline, 37 percent because it would force people to conserve, 15 percent said it would 



keep the price of gasoline low, and nine percent said i t  would eliminate panic buying and 
long lines 11421. Those people who opposed gas rationing listed the following reasons: 
there is no real shortage (64 percent), people can cut back voluntarily if necessary (2 1 
percent), it will not be necessary when gas prices increase (15 percent), rationing would 
only create a "black marketv1 (14 percent), I want to  be able to buy all I need (12 percent), 
against government regulation (nine percent), and rationing creates too much red tape/ 
bureaucracy (nine percent) 11421. 

When people were given a choice between gas rationing and price increases, a ' larger  
proportion preferred rationing by four t o  38 percentage points* [119, 129, 132, 133, 134, 
246, 2611. The latest finding, in April 1978, showed rationing favored over price 
increases 55 to 19 percent [2611. 

Summarv 

The following patterns of findings were located in the survey data. These patterns have 
sufficient empirical evidence to support a s  conclusions: 

About 85 percent of the public report that they are conserving at least ITa fair 
amountv of energy. 
The public prefers and reports engaging in more domestic energy conservation 
than in transportation conservation. 
Most of the public (about 80 percent) are opposed to raising prices of gasoline to  
reduce consumption. 
Driving less through reduction in trips, carpooling, and using mass transit is 
viewed as infeasible and disadvantageous by most of the public. 

Most of the public report that they are driving slower because of the 55-mph 
speed limit. 

Most of the public favor the 55-mph speed limit. 

Most of the public believe that gasoline rationing would be effective in de- 
creasing energy consumption. Nevertheless, the public opposes gasoline ration- 
ing. 
Gasoline rationing, however, is preferred to price increases. 

Most of the public oppose special taxation for Itgas guzzleP cars. 

Although the public is polarized on this issue, slight majorities favor relaxing 
emission controls on automobiles to  increase gas mileage. 

The following findings received very limited, weak support in the data. No conclusions 
are possible from the survey data available, but these findings a re  suggestive for possible 
future research. 

*The exceptions are an ORC study [I311 in January 1975 which 
favored 46 t o  45 percent and a Harris study in the same month 
rationing favored 60 to 25 percent. 

found price increases 
and year which found 



a The data suggest that, as gasoline prices increase, more people indicate they would 
use less gasoline. However, price increases are perceived as unfair and hard on 
consumers. 
The data suggest that willingness to drive more slowly and to buy smaller cars might 
be partially dependent on what others are doing. 
The data suggest that much of the public might support government regulation of 
the manufacture of automobiles to  increase gas mileage of new cars. 

a The data suggest that gas rationing is perceived by a few as a more equitable way to 
distribute scarce gasoline resources than price increases; however, others feel 
rationing would result in a "black marketTT for gasoline, thus undercutting its equity 
advantages. 

The following were identified as research gaps: 

a There are no national data on the question of whether energy conservation is thought 
to  result in a reduced standard of living. 

a No data exist on public belief in the effectiveness of energy conservation as  an 
alternative solution to energy problems. 

a No conclusims are possible concerning perceived relative advantage of conservation 
behavior. 

a No conclusions can be drawn concerning the extent of knowledge on energy 
conservation. 

a A research gap exists on the perceived effectiveness and relative advantage of 
alternatives to  increase gasoline mileage (driving slower, relaxing auto em ission 
controls, and buying smaller cars). 

a No conclusions can be &awn concerning behavioral intention and action in increasing 
gasoline mileage, other than findings concerning compliance with the  55-mph speed 
limit. 

RIBIDENTIAI, CONSEERVATION 

Residential conservation efforts consist of activities to reduce energy used in heating 
and cooling of buildings and to reduce fuel used by appliances (including lights, hot water 
heaters, dishwashers, toasters, etc). Conservation activities include capital investments, 
such as weatherization or purchase of energy-efficient appliances, and lifestyle changes, 
such a s  the lowering of room temperature or changing of daily schedules. 

Effectiveness 

Assessment of the perceived effectiveness of residential conservation in solving the 
nation's energy problems or personal energy problems has not been conducted; this is a 
research gap. 



Relative AdvantaCre 

Consumption of electricity and heating fuels is an indication of space heating, lighting, 
and appliance use in the home. I t  is also a subject pursued in several attitude studies. A 
survey of New Hampshire residents found a majority (65 percent) very concerned about 
how much electricity they used, 20 percent were somewhat concerned, and 14 percent 
said they were not too concerned [258]. A Denver study found that a fourth of respon- 
dents believed from zero to five percent of personal utility costs could be saved by 
practicing conservation and installing energy-efficient products. About one-fifth felt  a s  
much as 21 t o  30 percent could be saved. A plurality of 45 percent felt  five t o  20 per- 
cent could be saved while about 10 percent felt  that more than a third of utility bills 
could be saved [120]. These data exhibit a wide variation in perceptions of the personal 
dollar benefits of conserving in the home. They suggest that cost savings may not be 
perceived as a significant benefit of adopting energy conservation, a t  least in Denver. 

The public was asked if they were using less electricity because of its cost. They in- 
creasingly responded yes, from 41 percent in April 1974 t o  64 percent in March 1975 
[131, 132, 134. A national survey taken in November 1976 found 90 percent saying they 
were doing something to save electricity. Twenty-nine percent of those who said they 
conserved volunteered that they did so equally to  save on the cost of electricity and 
because of concern over the energy shortage. Forty-nine percent (up four points from 
1974) said they conserved more to save on the cost of electricity, and seven percent 
(down three points from 1974) said they acted more because of concern over the energy 
shortage f1561. 

Of those in an Ohio survey who said they were conserving, 40 percent said they did i t  
both t o  ease the energy shortage and to  save money. Another one-fourth said they 
conserved primarily to save money; 11 percent said they conserved to ease the energy 
shortage. In Ohio, 51 percent fel t  other people conserved primarily to save money [122l. 

The only item in the surveys reviewed on the relative advantage of using appliances less 
was directed at the use of fewer lights. In this study, a majority seemed to see this a s  a 
useful and low-cost method of conserving. In October 1974, the national survey asked, 
"Do you think i t  is really worth the effort to use fewer lights to save energy, or would 
you rather save in other ways?'! Sixty-eight percent thought i t  was worth the effort, six 
percent did not know, and 26 percent said they would rather save energy in other ways 
[1391. The same study asked about disadvantages associated with this activity. It  was 
found-that many people (49 percent) felt  comfortable with one or two lights on when they 
were home alone. To others (45 percent) it made no difference. Four percent liked to  
have "lots of lights on" when they were home alone. 

No survey items directly asked about the value of effort expended or of discomfort 
tolerated in home heating conservation. About 40 percent of those who had turned down 
their thermostats in Indiana said they fel t  cold or uncomfortable f304. No information 
existed about the relative importance of these aspects in individual decisions to  con- 
serve. A study in Denver found that most people who had installed storm windows, 
weatherstripping, insulation, or fluorescent bulbs reported being "very sat isfiedw with the  
results [1201. Why they were satisfied was not investigated. 

In summary, three studies indicated that the reasons given for taking conservation action 
were to save on utility bills and out of concern for the energy shortage. One of these 
suggests that saving money is the more important of the two reasons. However, another 
study suggests the belief that not a large proportion of utility bills can be saved through 



conservation. One study suggests that a sizable minority are uncomfortable if they turn 
down their ho m e  ther mcstats. The empirical evidence on perceived relative advantage 
of domestic energy conservation is sketchy; no perception of strong advantage is re- 
vealed in the limited data available. 

Knowledge and Information Sources 

Even if people want to conserve, misinformation could cause them to achieve the oppo- 
site effect. There are few data on public knowledge regarding domestic energy conser- 
vation. Knowledge of the relative amount of energy saved by various conservation 
activities was tested in a national sample in early 1975. A t  that  time, 54 percent incor- 
rectly believed it was better t o  leave a light on than to  turn it on and off several times in 
an hour, 50 percent incorrectly believed showers require more hot water than baths, 32 
percent did not know that the hot water heater, over the year, uses more electricity than 
any other appliance, and so on 11311. In another study, a large proportion (41 percent) 
incorrectly believed that turning off a color TV for an hour or a black and white TV for 
two hours saved more energy than turning off five 100-watt light bulbs for an hour 
11421. In October 1974, a third of respondents did not know what wattage of light bulb 
they usually bought, and 16 percent reported buying bulbs of 100 watts or more [139]. 
Most people did not know the efficiency of their gas water heaters or gas stoves [139]. 
Replication of these and other questions regarding knowledge of the  efficacy of specific 
conservation actions is badly needed for policy design. 

Knowledge levels regarding home heating energy conservation have been explored very 
little. Information dissemination programs are being tried around the country, and a few 
items from special population studies addressed reaction to  them. In urban areas of 
South Carolina, interest in ltauditsv of home energy efficiency was investigated. Half of 
respondents were interested in audits, whether done by the  state energy office or them- 
selves [llfl-;  half said they were not interested. A study by Willenborg (1977) found about 
50 t o  60 percent of those who had attended an energy workshop saying they planned t o  
weatherstrip, caulk windows and doors, and insulate their at t ics  "as a result of the work- 
shop." About half reported that  before attending the workshop they did not fully know 
what t o  do regarding these measures. Of course these selfselected respondents probably 
attended the workshop because they were already interested. About six percent said 
they planned to do nothing. More data are needed on the types of conservation informa- 
tion people have and want. The effectiveness of programs already operating should be 
studied to guide future efforts to disseminate energy conservation information. 

Few data exist on energy conservation information sources. One national survey found 
41 percent listing consumer groups as  the most reliable source of advice on how to  save 
energy in the home. Less favored were the  news media (25 percent) and the  federal 
government (19 percent) [l33,137]. 

A survey of New Hampshire electric utility customers found that 91 percent said they 
had an electric meter and 50 percent knew how t o  read it. Fifty-eight percent said they 



usually noticed how much electricity they used and how much money they owed,* and 66 
percent said they read the pamphlets included with electric bills at least occasionally 
12531. A study of Ohio residents found the  electric company listed by 22 percent (the 
plurality) as the most reliable source of information about why utility rates have gone up 
r l  nnl 

The subject of schools as an information source was addressed in three surveys. In May 
1975, 52 percent of the respondents with school-age children said that  the  school their 
children attended emphasized energy conservation a t  least a fair amount. About a tenth 
said their children were involved in a special energy conservation program in school 
[2551. In 1976, 48 percent said that as a result of things their children had learned in 
school, the children had made special efforts to conserve a t  home [130]. Utility compa- 
nies were thought to be appropriate sponsors of special classes or programs devoted to 
energy saving in the public schools by 77 percent, and the  government was thought ap- 
propriate by 66 percent [130]. 

Knowledge levels and information sources on conservation using appliances have not been 
studied. 

In summary, almost no data exist concerning knowledge, infor mation sources, and per- 
ceived credibility of these sources for residential energy conservation. The few findings 
that did exist on credibility were mixed and possibly noncomparable (e.g., 66 percent of 
one sample and 19 percent of another identifying the  government as a credible inforrna- 
tion source). A slight amount of empirical evidence suggests that the public is not know- 
ledgeable concerning basic energy conservation facts-technical knowledge that  would 
make efforts to  conserve more effective. 

Behavioral Intention and Action 

As  noted, a national survey taken in November 1976 found 90 percent saying they were 
doing something to save electricity [156]. A national survey in 1973 found 62 percent 
saying they were using less electricity in their homes [21% Large majorities of respon- 
dents have said they engage in residential conservation 1115, 116, 119, 120, 133, 207, 212, 
240, 260, 304. In 1975, and again in 19'16, a national survey found a plurality of about 40 
percent saying they used '!about the same amount" of electricity they used five years 
ago. About one-fourth said they used %ome, but not a lot more." About a fifth said they 
used less 114 11. 

Most of the surveys which addressed conservation through appliance use presented a list 
and asked about each appliance. Table 4-3 shows the findings for appliances listed in six 
national surveys since 1974. Turning out lights and turning off appliances not being used 
were the activities most often reported. Actions requiring slight changes of habit or 
planning or ad just ment of schedules, such as running only full loads in dishwashers, were 
practiced less. 

More people repcxted an effort to turn out lights when they were not needed than re- 
ported any other single conservation activity; in a list of possible actions, it was always 

*This figure seems high considering that most electric bills are fairly difficult to 
interpret. Perhaps the high absolute level of payment or effective bill design could 
account for this. 



TABLE 4 - 3  

REPORTED HOUSEHOLD ENERGY CONSERVATION: APPLIANCES* 

Prototypical item wording: Which of these things, if any, have you done 
so far to cut  down on the use of electricity and heating 'fuel in your 
home? [ 1 4 5 ]  

Activity 

Turn off lights when not being used 
Been more careful about turning off 

lights 
Turn off TV when no one is watching 
Turn off radio when no one is Listening 
Waiting to run dishwasher or washing 

machine until there is a full load 
Xeplace light b u l b s  with lower wattage 

more than used to 
Use major appliances less 
Use cold water  to do laundry 
Use fireplace more 

Proportion Responding 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1 9 7 8  
_ _ L - -  

*Compiled from studies 1 3 4 ,  142, 145,  147 ,  156,  170. 



practiced most (by about 80 percent) 1106, 115, 116, 133, 134, 142, 145, 170, 181, 207, 
240, 2601. In January 1978, 71 percent reported engaging in this activity [145]. One 
national study showed that the percentage of people reporting increased efforts to  turn 
out lights had risen from 81 percent in November 1975 to  85 percent in November 1977 
[l47]. 

Replacing bulbs with those of lower wattage was reported as practiced by about a third 
of respondents [134, 145, 147, 181, 20fl. In one study, although a majority recognized 
that low-wattage bulbs use less energy, a minority of about a fourth indicated willingness 
to use lower wattage to conserve energy 11451. 

The hot water heater is the largest household consumer of energy, although evidence 
suggests most people do not know this. Responses were divided evenly among those who 
had their hot water heaters set on "hot,ll those whose heaters were set on and 
those who did not know [2581. A majority (6 1 percent) in this study said they were very 
willing to tum their hot water heater down to "warmTf to  save energy. One-fourth were 
somewhat willing, and 14 percent said they were not too willing. These same respondents 
felt  other people would be less willing than they were to  make this adjustment. 

The same study investigated willingness to  change the timing of household activities t o  
conserve energy. Half of the respondents said they were very willing to do laundry or 
dishes after  9:00 p.m., when the demand for energy is lower. Those not willing to  do this 
constituted about one-fifth of the sample. Most of these respondents felt  others would 
be l e s  willing than they to make these changes [2581. 

As Table 4-4 shows, the majority of respondents in four studies reported that they were 
keeping their houses at a lower temperature. In addition, in an October 1975 survey, a 
fifth of respondents reported keeping a thermostat setting of under 6 8 O ~ ,  while nearly 30 
percent said they would be willing to keep their thermostats that  low to  save energy 
provided everyone else did. Half of respondents reported having their thermostats set 
above 6g°F, and 39 percent said they would choose this setting to  save fuel. A third said 
they would set thermostats a t  68OF to save heating fuel [258]. Two-thirds of these re- 
spondents thought other people would be "very likelyff or b m e w h a t  likelyfT t o  keep their 
thermostats set a t  6 8 ' ~  during the day and 60°F at night. From January 1974 to  
February 1977, the percentage of respondents who reported keeping their house a t  
daytime temperatures below 68OF rose 20 points (from 22 percent to 42 percent) 11531. 
By February 1978, however, this percentage decreased t o  25 percent [145]. Proportions 
reporting that they decreased their house temperature declined slightly from 1973 to  
1977 (73 to  61 percent), then rose in 1978 t o  67 percent 1134, 145, 147, 164. 

A national survey in 1975 recorded 62 percent saying that "keeping homes heated at no 
more than 68OF in the winter" is "something w e  should do" to conserve energy supplies 
[159]. In March 1977, 35 percent favored keeping homes at 6 5 O ~  or less in the winter 
[15a. Keeping office buildings and factories a t  6 5 ' ~  or below was favored by 34 
percent. 

In four studies, shutting off some rooms and using the air conditioner less have been 
practiced by about a third of samples as seen in Table 4-4. When asked whether using 
home air conditioning units only in extremely hot weather in the summer is something we 
should do to  conserve supplies of energy, 79 percent said yes in 1974, 1975, and 1976. 
This is a considerably larger proportion than those who reported actually conserving on 
air conditioning 11591. 



TABLE 4-4 

REPORTED HOUSEHOLD ENERGY CONSERVATON: HEATING AND COOLING* 

P r o t o t y p i c a l  i t e m  wording: Which of these things, if any, have you done 
so far to cut down on t h e  use of electricity and heating fuel in your 
home? [ 1 4 5 ]  

Activity - 1973 

Lower house temperature 73% 
Shut off some rooms -- 
Use air conditioner less in h o t  

weather -- 
Put in weatherstripping -- 
Insulation in roof o r  walls -- 
Installed storm windows or doors -- 

Proportion Responding 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 ----- 

*Compiled from n a t i o n a l  studies 134, 145, 147, 164.  



Weatherization activities, such a s  installing insulation, storm doors, or weather stripping, 
not only require some effort but cost money as well. Fewer respondents (10 t o  20 per- 
cent) reported these conservation adaptations than the ones described above. There is a 
minimal amount of evidence that they have become increasingly popular since 1974 (see 
Table 4-4). This type of conservation activity is done a s  retrofit to existing buildings and 
a s  an extra item in new home construction. Such activity cannot be practiced by every- 
one. A recent study of senior citizens in New York (Unseld, 1978) asked if they could 
weatherize their homes if given the money or material. Nearly half said they could. 
About 16 percent said i t  was not necessary. Of the  32 percent who sa id  no, most said 
they lacked the knowledge, skill, or physical ability, but many said no because they did 
not need it. About three percent listed "not permitted by landlordfr a s  a reason. 

Most surveys have asked questions about weatherization only of homeowners. A study by 
RUPI, Inc. (1977) found that over half of the new homebuyers sampled in major U.S. 
cities said they were planning to pay extra for energy-conserving features, such as addi- 
tional insulation. A study of householders in South Carolina found a third saying they 
planned to install storm windows, storm doors, and insulation [I 1 1. When asked about 
purchase intentions "within the next three months," even people who said their home 
needed such weatherization did not say i t  was very likely that they would buy [133]. 
When asked how long they would be willing to wait to  get  their money back in fuel sav- 
ings due to insulation, 45 percent of a sample in South Carolina did not know. Of those 
who answered, over 70 percent said two years or less [ll7]. 

in summary, the data exhibit a pattern of majorities indicating they are practicing resi- 
dential energy conservation. Most frequently taken conservation actions include turning 
off lights and appliances when not in use and lowering the thermostat. Used moderately 
are lower watt light bulbs, shutting off rooms, using air conditioning less, and running full 
washer and dishwasher loads (by about a third of samples). Less frequent 
practices employed by approximately 10 percent are cold water laundry, 
places, weatherization, and insulation. 

conservation 
use of fire- 

Policy Preferences 

Several types of policy options to promote residential conservation have been presented 
in surveys for public reaction. These include peak-load pricing, tax incentives, appliance 
labeling, building codes, and daylight savings time. 

Incentives. Peak-load or "time of dayTT pricing proposals are  designed to encourage use of 
appliances at times when energy is more plentiful. This has not been a popular propos- 
al. In three national samples, peak-load pricing was opposed by 73 percent in 1974 [I371 
and by 63 percent in 1975 [13U.* In 1976, 74 percent opposed a proposal to "put a time 
clock on home electric meters so that electricity used during peak daytime hours costs 
substantially more" [l59]. In New Hampshire people were asked how likely they would be 
to change the timing of activities to  off-peak hours and take advantage of lower electri- 
city costs [2531. About half of respondents in this study said they would be likely t o  
change laundry habits, but most said they would probably not change other habits. A 
national survey found 72 percent of respondents reporting willingness to schedule energy 

*Melber et al. d i scus  the effect of question wording on response. Questions have been 
phrased in terms of peak power costing more, rather than off-peak power costing less. 



consuming activities during off-peak hours. Over half fel t  that  others would also be 
willing to reschedule activities 12581. 

Positive monetary incentives appear to be the most popular policy option to promote 
conservation. In an Illinois study in 1977, the majority judged tax incentives for energy 
savers and the publication of energy-saving tips a s  the most effective government mea- 
sures. About half felt that regulation would be effective, and less than one-fourth said 
that higher prices would be effective in getting people to  conserve energy [108]. A study 
of California, New York, and Michigan residents found a tax rebate plan preferred t o  
mandatory action and utility rate  schemes to urge energy conservation [123]. About 80 
percent of respondents in one local and two national surveys favored a tax credit or 
deduction of up to $400 on home insulation 1106, 238, 2431. A national survey in 1976 
asked if, given an income tax credit (unspecified amount), respondents would install 
weatherization features in the next year or two. About 11 percent said they would 
[ l64 .  In 1975 those people who said they did not have at t ic  insulation were asked how 
likely they would be to buy some within the next three months if the federal government 
gave back one-half of the cost. A third said they would be "very likelytt; a fifth, %ome- 
what likely"; and half, Ifnot too likelyv [I333 . When asked the same question about storm 
windows, one-half said they would not be too likely to buy [133]. 

Regulation. Regulation to promote conservation through appliance use has been pro- 
posed. The majority (83 percent) of a national sample favored requiring appliance manu- 
facturers to inform consumers how much electricity a product uses [13& In Denver, 81 
percent favored labeling appliances concerning energy use and half favored setting 
standards by law far how much energy home appliances could use [106]. 

Regulation to  promote home energy conservation was the topic of several survey ques- 
tions. A South Carolina study found a sample majority favoring standards of energy 
efficiency for buildings. Codes for new buildings were most favored (9 1 percent), with 
new houses (87 percent) and existing buildings (64 percent) following. A large minority 
(35 percent) opposed such standards for houses a t  the time they are sold [Ha. A study in 
Denver also found a large minority (42 percent) opposed to a law prohibiting houses from 
being sold unless they had proper levels of insulation [l 201. A law specifying a maximum 
home thermostat setting of 65'F was opposed in Denver by about 80 percent of respon- 
dents [1201. About 13 percent in a national survey in March 1977 supported banning the 
use of air conditioning unless the temperature went above 90° F [154. 

A form of government action which affects both timing of appliance use and heating 
requirements is year-round daylight saving time. On February 1, 1974, this proposal went 
into effect. This controversial action was addressed in several surveys. The data suggest 
that energy saving has lit t le to do with whether people favor or oppose year-round day- 
light saving time. A national sample majority (73 percent) in May 1974 said they favored 
year-round daylight saving time even if i t  did not save energy [142]. In fact, 14 percent 
of this sample believed that more energy was used during daylight saving time. In 
another study, a majority reported that they were not doing anything differently in the 
evening because of daylight saving time [256]. Although the level of support varied 
greatly over even one month's time, sample majorities favored daylight saving time [106, 
131, 137, 142, 212, 226, 2561. The latest data, from March 1977, showed about one- 
fourth approving year-round daylight saving time as one of the three things they would be 
most willing to see done to conserve supplies of energy [15% 



Schedule changes involving work or school were favored by less than 20 percent of re- 
spondents in one national and one Kentucky sample [152, 22 11. In 1973, a national survey 
found that half supported closing schools in the winter t o  save fuel [226]. 

In summary, most of the existing data on preferred government policy t o  encourage or 
require energy conservation consists of one or two items; conclusions cannot be drawn 
from these data. One pattern located was majority opposition to  peak-load pricing. 
Another was majority favorability toward tax credits on deductions for installing insula- 
tion. Considerable data revealed a pattern of majority favorability toward daylight 
saving time, but virtually no evidence exists that this favorability is related to its ener- 
gy-conserving effects. 

Summary. The following conclusions concerning residential conservation are  supported 
by patterns identified in the survey data. 

Most people report they are prac ticing some form of residential energy conserva- 
tion. 

The practices mcrst frequently engaged in are those which are least inconvenient 
and least effective. As the conservation measure increases in inconvenience 
and/or cost, it is practiced by fewer people. Practiced most frequently (by 70 to  
75 percent) are turning off lights and appliances when not in use and lowering 
thermostats. Practiced by about a third are use of lower watt bulbs, running full 
washer and dishwasher loads, shutting off rooms, and decreasing air conditioner 
use. About one in 10 use cold water for laundry, use fireplaces for heat, weath- 
erize, and insulate their homes. 

0 Policy options preferred by most of the public were daylight saving time and tax 
credits or deductions for home insulation. Opposed by much of the public was 
pea k-load pricing. 

Although the following findings are not conclusions, a slight amount of empirical evi- 
dence suggests that they may be fruitful areas for further research. 

The data suggest that, among the general public, levels of technical knowledge 
concerning how to conserve energy effectively are low. 

The data suggest that perceived decreases in utility bills may be a more impor- 
tant motivation for engaging in energy conservation than concern about an 
energy crisis. 
The data suggest greater willingness to engage in domestic energy conservation 
if others do so as well. 

The following were identified as  research gaps. 

No data exist on the perceived effectiveness of residential energy conservation 
practices in helping individual or national problems. 

Very little data exist on information sources for residential energy conservation 
information or on the perceived credibility of conservation information sources. 

Differences in conservation-related attitudes by geographic region of the country are 
summarized below. 



No notable regional differences were found in attitudes toward conservation policy. In 
one study, mandatory plans were equally opposed in all regions [123]. In another, the 
importance of reduced driving and perceived best ways to  do this did not vary by region 
[3 101. Support for the 55-mph speed limit did not vary nor did opposition to gas ration- 
ing. No regional. differences were found in willingness t o  perform most home 
conservation tasks in response to tax credits. One study found that people in the 
Midwest were much more likely to say they would weatherstrip. 

Reported home conservation efforts illustrate a difference attributable to  climate. In 
two studies, respondents from the South were much kss likely to say they had turned 
down their thermostat than people in other regions [212, 2201. There have been no such 
differences noted for reported reductions in electricity use 12 11 .  

Belief that fuel economy is the most important feature of a car was least likely t o  be a 
response in the East and most likely in the West [log]. One study found that  people in 
the East were less likely to say they had reduced driving speed to conserve while those in 
the West were more likely to  say they had done so [21fi. Another study, however, re- 
ported no significant differences among regions on driving speed, reduced car use, or use 
of carpools [2 14. 



CHAPTER 5 

SOLAR ENERGY 

Solar energy has received lit t le attention in surveys of the American public. Several 
questions on solar energy have been asked in 14 national surveys contained in this 
review. Solar energy is often included in lists of energy sources for people to approve. 
Most of the information discussed in this section, however, comes from 12  detailed 
studies of local samples and subgroups of the population. The subgroups were usually 
defined by researchers as representing the  "potential market" for solar energy devices. 
The samples were homeowners, homeseekers, or people who said they would buy a home 
within a few years. These samples often were not randomly drawn and the percentages 
reported in findings cannot be interpreted a s  representing the general public. What these 
studies can reveal is the opinion of potential customers located through special 
sampling. They can also shed light on the major concerns of respondents about solar 
energy. 

Very few survey items asked about judgment of solar energy's technical effectiveness and 
feasibility. A Harris study in 1975, and again in 1976, asked a national sample whether or 
not they thought the United States  had a t  that t ime the technical know-how to build 
enough solar energy plants to meet our electric power needs. In both years about equal 
portions of the public felt  the know-how existed or did not exist. The general public 
differed markedly on this question from political leaders, business leaders, and 
regulators, most of whom said the technology was not yet developed. Most environmen- 
talists also thought the technology was not yet developed, although by 1976 nearly one- 
third fel t  the United States  had the know-how. The majority thought it  would take 10 
years or more to  build enough solar power plants to  meet a major part of our electric 
power needs. Most political leaders, business leaders, and regulators expected i t  to take 
more than 25 years [141]. 

A study in Arizvna found about half the sample agreeing that solar energy is practical 
today, and one-fourth said they were not sure. When asked if solar energy was predict- 
able enough to be dependable for widespread use, 40 percent were not sure, while about 
40 percent said it was sufficiently predictable [201]. A survey of homeowners by RUPI, 
Inc. (1977), found a large majority agreeing with the statement, '?The most promising 
energy source of the future is the sun," with one-fourth indicating it was then likely tha t  
they could get residential systems which made economic sense. A study of San Diego 
homeowners found just over half saying that  solar equipment for homes was available a t  
the time of the study. About one-third thought i t  would be five years or more before it 
was available [252]. 

One item addressed solar space cooling. In 1974 a little over half of a national sample 
thought i t  sounded reasonable, and 45 percent said it sounded 'pret ty far-fetchedv [141. 
Climate was seen by some as a drawback to  solar energy's feasibility in several areas.* 
In San Diego over half of homeowners sampled agreed with the statement, "Solar may not 

*Kg., Phoenix; Kansas City; Minneapolis; New York; Washington, D.C.; and San Diego. 



work in your area because of too many clouds or fogaTt Three out of four thought solar 
power might not work because of cold temperatures [25P. Climate problems were 
mentioned by respondents as a major disadvantage of solar power (see Table 5-2). Cli- 
mate was also mentioned a s  a disadvantage of solar applications in three other studies 
E209; 302; Scott, 19761. 

Other concerns about the feasibility and- effectiveness of solar energy mentioned by 
repondents in seven studies included: (1) solar energy is still experimental [117; 209; 252; 
Scott, 19761; (2) it would not produce enough heat [104, 209, 2521 ; and (3) storage prob- 
lems [252, 3021. 

In summary, about half of two national samples and one local sample thought solar ener- 
gy was technically ready now to produce electrical power or other energy needs. Anoth- 
er local study found half perceiving solar energy as a future but not necessarily a present 
option. Special samples of political, business, regulatory, and environmental leaders 
thought solar energy was not currently feasible as reported in one study. Climate, stor- 
age, and need for back-up were perceived by sample minorities as problems associated 
with solar feasibility. The suggestion from these findings is that solar energy was per- 
ceived by many as  not currently capable of producing much of the  nation's energy supply, 
due to construction needs and its experimental status. 

RELATIVE ADVANTAGE 

Some data addressed the advantages and disadvantages of solar energy for the nation as a 
whole and for individuals. Advantages of solar energy have received more attention in 
surveys than disadvantages. 

Table 5-1 displays factors that might enter into a solar purchase decision a s  they were 
ranked by a large sample of homeseekers using a forced choice4tem. Perceptions of the 
advantages and disadvantages of solar energy on each of these issues have been explored 
in other studies a s  well. The discussion below presents findings on each of these factors. 

Initial Price 

The cost of a solar system was mentioned in studies most often as a disadvantage. Cost 
can be broken down into several components; when items permitted, respondents often 
made these distinctions. Initial price has several aspects, such as increased down pay- 
ment, increased mortgage payments, problems getting loans, etc. A study of Denver and 
Philadelphia homeseekers found people more concerned about increases in first cost and 
mortgage payments than increases in down payment and problems getting loans [Scott, 
19761. The proportion mentioning cost as a disadvantage in this study was 28.2 percent. 
These same homeseekers said that  monthly payments or increases in initial cost were the 
most important factors to them in comparing solar to  conventional homes. Respondents 
in Colorado Springs, Colo. listed initial cost as the most important financial concern (and 
second most important overall concern), followed by operating costs, maintenance costs, 
and insurance rates E l  051. 

Tables 5-2 and 5-3 show that cost ranked first as a volunteered disadvantage of solar 
energy and as a reason given for negative solar purchase intentions among homeowners, 
homebuyers, and small local samples of the general public. The proportion mentioning 
cost varied from 3 1  t o  59 percent in the different samples, and among those who chose 



TABLE 5-1  

PURCHASE DECISION FACTORS 

Assume t h a t  you a re  c o n s i d e r i n g  a s o l a r  h o t  w a t e r  sys tem f o r  your  new 
home. L i s t e d  below are a number of  f a c t o r s  t h a t  might e n t e r  i n t o  your  
d e c i s i o n  on whether  o r  n o t  t o  p u r c h a s e  t h e  system. P l e a s e  i n d i c a t e  t he  
FOUR c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  t h a t  would be most impor t an t  t o  you i n  making your - 
d e c i s i o n  by p l a c i n g  a "1" n e x t  t o  t h e  most i m p o r t a n t ,  a "2" nex t  t o  t h e  
second most impor t an t  . . . . (RUPI, Inc . ,  1977)  

Dec i s ion  F a c t o r  
P ropo r t  i o n  Ranking 

1 s t  o r  2nd 

I n i t i a l  pr ice  of sys tem 
Reduc t ion  of u t i l i t y  b i l l s  
Reduced dependence upon u t i l i t y  companies 
Repair  and upkeep c o s t  of t h e  s y s t e m  
C i v i c  du ty  t o  h e l p  conse rve  energy 
Number of y e a r s  sys tem will l a s t  
D e s i r e  f o r  a cleaner environment  
Amount of (hea t )  h o t  w a t e r  provided  
I n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  r e s a l e  value of t h e  house 
N a n u f a c t u r e r ' s  r e p u t a t i o n  
A v a i l a b i l i t y  of  f i n a n c i n g  f o r  the sys t em 
S o l a r  c o l l e c t o r ' s  appearance  o n  t h e  o u t s i d e  of t h e  house 



TABLE 5-2 

VOLUNTEERED DISADVANTAGES OF SOLAR ENERGY 

S t u d y  3 0 2 ~  
( N  = 270) Rank* - 
Cost ,  I n i t i a l  1 
cost (21%) 

Climate prob- 
lems/~ torage ,  
e t c *  ( 1 4 % )  3 

S o l a r  u n i t s  
might be u g l y  
( 6 % )  4 

S c o t t ,  1 9 7 6 ~  
(N = 599) 

Cost  
(28.2%) 

Ma in t enance 
(10.9%) 

S t  ill experi- 
m e n t a l  (6.2%) 

Q u e s t i o n  re- 
liability (5.7%) 

Obsolescence 
( 2 . 2 % )  

Lack of 
confidence (1 %) 

~ l i m a t e / p o s i t o n  
r e s t r i c t ions  
( 4 % )  

Appearance 
( 9 * 3 % )  

Rank - 

1 

3 

5 

6 

9 

10  

8 

4  

S t u d y  252' S t u d y  1 0 4 ~  
( N  = 388) Kank ( N  = 400)  Rank - 
Cost (59%) 1 H i g h i n i t i a l c o s t  2 

Needs more Design problems 3 
testing ( 4 % )  5 

Weather, stor- 2 Needs back u p  1 
age (41%) 

Wouldn' t pro- 
d u c e  enough 
heat  ( 3 % )  6 

Takes, up  t o o  
m u c h r o o i n ( 1 8 % )  3 

Could be dan- 
g e r o u s  ( 2 2 )  7 



TARLE 5-2 ( c o n t i n u e d )  

S t u d y  3 0 2 ~  
(N = 270) 

S c o t t ,  1 9 7 6 ~  
Rank (N = 5 9 9 )  

Saw no t h i n g  
u n a t t r a c t i v e  
(1 3%) 

Talked t o  owner 
(0.3%) 

Resa l e  market 
v a l u e  (4.2%) 

Other (28%) 

Study 252= Study 1 0 4 ~  
Rank (N = 388) - Rank (N = 400)  - 

Needs t o  be 
c o n t r o l l e d  s o  
i t  doesn'  t g e t  
t o o  h o t  ( 2 % )  

2 Don't  know, 
n o t h i n g  d i s -  
l i k e d  (10%) 

a ,, What is  l e a s t  a t t r a c t i v e  abou t  solar h e a t i n g  and coo l ing?"  
b " ~ h a t  a re  the  t h r e e  most impor t an t  r ea sons  why you would n o t  c o n s i d e r  buying a  s o l a r  home?" 
' " ~ n d  what,  i f  any,  a r e  t h e  t h i n g s  you t h i n k  you would d i s l i k e  about  using s o l a r  energy systems 

f o r  a home? What a r e  the  d i s advan t ages?"  
d " ~ i s t  d i s advan t ages  of home s o l a r  heat  ." No pe rcen t ages  provided. 

*Rank i s  t h e  o r d i n a l  ranking  of t h e  number of responses  coded into each  c a t e g o r y  from an 
open ended q u e s t i o n ,  1 = most r e s p o n s e s , - e t c .  

Rank 



TABLE 5-3 

VOLUNTEERED EXPLANATIONS OF NEGATIVE SOLAR PUKCHASE DECISIONS 
n 

,@, 
Q& 

Study 252a Study 1 1 7 ~  Study 120' Study 20gd 
(N = 201) Rank* (N = 4 4 5 )  - Rank ( N  = 365) Rank ( N = 2 1 0 )  Rank 

Cost  t oo  h i g h  Too expensive Too expensive 1 Costs (30%) 1 
( 7 7 % )  1 ( 3 7 % )  1 (82%) 

H a s n ' t  been 
t e s t e d  enough 
(8%) 

Too new ( 7 % )  4 

Hasn' t been 
tested in area 
(2%) 7 

No need f o r  i t  
(1 1%) 

Don't know i f  
w i l l  s t a y  i n  
house long  
enough ( 1 0 % )  

Need more i n -  
f o rma t ion  ( 4 % )  

P r o p e r  s e r v i c e  
and repairs  n o t  
y e t  available 
(1%)  

S i t u a t i o n  n o t  Unnecessary 
2 c r i t i c a l  (5%)  6 (3%) 3 

Not feas ib le ,  House t o o  o l d  
house cons truc- (3%) 4 
t i o n  ( 1 2 % )  3 

3 

Poor house 
l o c a t i o n  (1%)  8 

Not enough i n f o r -  Don' t know wlla t 
6 mat ion  (24%)  2 it i s  o r  what 

it involves ( 6 % )  2 

Undependable, im-  
p r ac t i ca l  (6%)  5 

Other (18%) 2 

Performance 
problems,  main- 
t enance , war- 
r a n t i e s  ( 1  3%) 

Too new ( 9 % )  

Like the house 
I have now (5%)  5 

Don' t  know 
enough, need 
a d v i c e  be fo re  
buying (13%) 3 

I ' m  t oo  o l d  t o  
buy a new home 
(4%) 6 



TABLE 5-3 ( c o n t i n u e d )  

S t  udy 2 5Za Study 1 1 7 ~  Study 120' Study 20gd 
( N  = 201) Rank* ( N  445) Rank ( N  = 365) Rank ( N  - 210) - Rank 

Bills a r e  Poor r e t u r n  on 
cheaper now inves tment  (1%) 9 
( 4 % )  5 

Unsafe (3%) 

Cl imate ,  weather  
(3%)  

Backup heat 
source needed 
(1%)  

'"why do you say t h a t ? "  (Asked of s i n g l e  fami ly  homeowners who i n d i c a t e d  they would probably 
o r  d e f i n i t e l y  no t  buy solar systems f o r  r e t r o f i t  a t  t h e i r  e s t i m a t e d  p r i c e . )  

b ~ i s t  r ea sons  f o r  n o t  c o n s i d e r i n g  use of s o l a r  energy.  (Asked of  the g e n e r a l  p u b l i c  who s a i d  
they had no t  cons ide red  u s i n g  s o l a r  energy.)  

= ~ e a s o n s  why solar h o t  water h e a t e r  would be d i f f i c u l t  t o  adopt .  (Asked of s i n g l e  f a m i l y  home- 
owners who s a i d  they  had not  i n s t a l l e d  a solar wate r  h e a t e r - - e n t i r e  sample). 

d " ~ i s t  r ea sons  a g a i n s t  buying a solar home." (Asked of t h o s e  sampled home owners and 
homebuyers who said they p r e f e r r e d  a conven t iona l  t o  a s o l a r  home.) 

*Rank i s  the  o r d i n a l  r ank ing  of t h e  number of r e sponses  coded i n t o  each  ca t ego ry  from a n  open 
ended q u e s t i o n ,  1 most r e sponses ,  e t c ,  



not to purchase solar energy, from 30 to 82 percent of the subsamples. Cost was, in all 
cases, mentioned more frequently than other perceived disadvantages. 

A study by RUPI, Inc. (1977) asked homeowners and homebuyers in eight U.S. cities about 
perceptions of solar heating and hot water systems. Respondents felt  (by about two to 
one) that the price of a solar water heating system would be too high. No clear findings 
on expectations about increases in mortgage payments or down payments were found. 
More of this sample tended t o  agree than disagree that i t  would be easy to  obtain finan- 
cing. These findings indicate that first cost of a solar system is a major disadvantage 
perceived by homeowners. Since surveys have not asked people about the relative impor- 
tance of the several aspects of this cost (down payment, mortgage payments, and loan 
requirements) i t  is impossible to determine which are perceived as  most important. 

Reduction of Umtv BiUs 

Perceived advantages of residential solar energy are summarized in Table 5-4. Scott 
(1976) found homeseekers (39.4 percent) to be very concerned about the  amount of fuel 
savings they could expect from a solar-heated and cooled house. They ranked this factor 
second only to increases in initial home cost as important in judging alternative solar and 
conventional homes. Data summarized in Table 5-4 indicate that 76 percent of another 
sample [25a mentioned cheaper utility bills a s  a perceived advantage of solar energy 
(compared to  59 percent mentioning cost a s  a disadvantage). 

Studies which asked about utility bills found most people expected. the use of solar energy 
to lower these bills for the homeowner. Over half of the San Diego County homeowners 
sampled believed strongly that with solar energy their utility bills would be lower [254. 
RUPI, Inc. (1977) found more than half of their sample agreeing with the statement; "A 
solar system would lower my utility bills s~bs tan t i a l ly .~~  The most often volunteered 
advantages in Table 5-4 are saving resources, saving energy, and cost savings. These 
were mentioned by 17 t o  31 percent of samples. In addition, low cost was mentioned by 
16 percent in me of these samples. These advantages may have been tied to expected 
reduced utility bills. Reduction of utility bills was perceived by homeowners and home- 
buyers in five studies as an important advantage. There are no data on how the general 
public views this factor [209; 252; 302; Scott, 1976; RUPI, Inc., 19773. 

R a h c d  Depemdence on Utility Companies 

Reduced dependence, when offered as a choice to respondents in the RUPI study, was 
chosen by many people a s  an important factor in their purchase decision. This advantage 
of solar energy systems was also volunteered in two of the five studies represented in 
Table 5-4.* Most respondents in the  RUPI study agreed that a solar water heating sys- 
tem would protect them from future energy shortages. Such protection and reduced 
dependence were seen as  advantages of solar energy systems. 

System Maintenmnce 

Scott (1976) found maintenance (especially costs) to  be of greatest concern to people in 
deciding to  purchase a solar home. Three studies in Tables 5-2 and 5-3 mention system 

*This item could have fallen into the tlotherv category of the remaining three. 
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maintenance as  a specified disadvantage of solar systems. Scott found this to  be the 
second most often mentioned disadvantage, noted by 10.9 percent. Responses like I1ques- 
tion reliability, l1 l1 too new," %asnft been tested enough," %till e ~ p e r i r n e n t a l , ~ ~  and %ostI1 
could express concerns about maintenance, performance, and effectiveness. Mainte- 
nance specifically and the uncertainty of experimental systems generally seem to  be 
common concerns. Yet, respondents in the San Diego Gas and Electric study (1976) 
seemed to have confidence in solar systems. Over half agreed strongly with statements 
that solar heating is reliable, rarely breaks down, and that maintenance is simple and 
relatively inexpensive. The RUPI study found opinion divided on whether repair and 
upkeep costs for a solar system would be low. A plurality of respondents did not know 
how to answer. Another item in this study asked people how likely they thought i t  was 
that they could currently obtain reliable and dependable residential solar water heating 
systems. Again, response was equally divided between those who thought i t  was likely 
and those who thought i t  was not. A large number did not know. 

One of the explanations given by San Diego respondents who would not buy solar systems 
was that proper service and repairs were not yet available [2521. About one-third of 
respondents in the RUPI study agreed with the statement, IIManufacturers of solar 
systems would be lit t le companies that would be here today and gone t o m o r r ~ w . ~ ~  About 
half disagreed with this statement. This concern may also have been represented in some 
of the responses about maintenance, reliability, and newness of solar systems. 

On the other hand, two of the five studies in Table 5-4 show Iflow maintenanceI1 as a 
volunteered advantage of solar energy systems. This notion could also be included in 
other general statements respondents made about advantages of low cost and high 
efficiency in solar systems. 

Some respondents identified maintenance as a disadvantage of solar energy systems, 
while others identified easy maintenance as an advantage. The studies do not permit a 
conclusion about what portions of the general population or of homebuyers hold these 
different views. 

Civic Duty to Help Corrserve 

Although this item, when presented to respondents in the RUPI study, was selected as  an 
important factor, i t  was not volunteered as  an advantage in the studies listed in Table 5- 
4. Probably such general responses as "saves resources,?I "fuel savings," and llsaves 
energyv could include civic a s  well a s  economic concerns. 

Number of Yeam System Wi l l  Last 

Although RUPI found concern for system lifetime mentioned less often than other cost 
considerations, Scott found homebuyers more concerned about the expected life of a 
system than its cost and effects on their payments. Short system life was not a volun- 
teered disadvantage, nor was long system life volunteered as an advantage, as seen in 
Tables 5-2 and 5-4. Such concerns, again, could be included in responses listing the 
untested and experimental nature of solar power a s  a disadvantage. Most San Diego 
homeowners agreed that systems would last a long time [2521, and most respondents in 
the  RUPI study felt  solar systems would last a s  long as  any other system. 

Although system life is a concern to people when making a purchase decision, i t  is not 
clear from the  existing data whether solar energy is perceived to have the advantage or 
not. 



VOLUNTEE-RED ADVANTAGES OF SOLAR 

Scott, 1 9 7 6 ~  
(N = 533) 

Study 1 0 4 ~  
Rank (NS400) Rank 

S t u d y  3 0 2 ~  
(N = 270) 

Study 252' 
(N = 392)  Rank* Ra nlc 

Saves resources 
(17%) 

Fuel savings 
(39.4%) 

Saves e-nergy 
(31%) 

No pollution 
(12%) 

Ecology (30%) Clean, no pol- 
lution, good 
for enviroment 
(46%) 

Environmentally 
sound 

Clean  heat (3 .9%)  

w 
Cn Low cost (16%) 
0 

Cheaper 
utility b i l l s  
(76%) 

Economical Efficient, 
practical (3.4%) 

Always a v a i l -  
able (22%) 

Sunlight avail- 
4 a b l e  

Depend less on 
utilities ( 8 X )  

Low maintenance 
cost (8%) 

Safer, no ra- 
diation or gas 
fumes (10%) 

Nothing good 
about it at all 
(3.3%) 5 

Comfort (0.9%) 



TARLE 5-4 (continued) 

S t u d y  30za S c o t t ,  1 9 7 6 ~  
( N  = 270) Rank (N = 5 3 3 )  - Rank - 

S t u d y  252' S t u d y  1 0 4 ~  
( N  = 392) Rank ( N  = 400)  Ra nk - 
Safer  5 

O t h e r  ( 7 X )  4 Other ( 2 2 . 3 % )  3 

anwhat is most a t t r a c t i v e  a b o u t  s o l a r  enexgy use?" ( g e n e r a l  p u b l i c )  

b r ' ~ h a t  a r e  the t h r e e  most i m p o r t a n t  r e a s o n s  why you would c o n s i d e r  buying a s o l a r  home?" (home- 
owners)  

C"What, i f  any ,  are t h e  t h i n g s  you t h i n k  you would like about s o l a r  e n e r g y  sys tems  f o r  a home? 
T h a t  is, what  would you say i ts  a d v a n t a g e s  a r e ? "  ( s i n g l e  f a m i l y  homeowners) 

d ~ i s t  a d v a n t a g e s  f o r  home s o l a r  h e a t  ( r e s i d e n t s  of Colo rado  S p r i n g s ,  C o l o r a d o ) .  No p e r c e n t a g e s  
g iven .  

*Rank is t h e  o r d i n a l  r a n k i n g  o f  t h e  number of r e s p o n s e s  coded i n t o  each  c a t e g o r y  from a n  open 
ended q u e s t i o n ,  1 = m o s t  r e s p o n s e s ,  etc. 



Desire for a Cleaner Environment 

This concern was not offered to respondents in the Scott study for comment about its 
importance in a purchase decision, but respondents did list i t  second only to  fuel savings 
a s  a majur advantage of solar energy. Four of the five studies in Table 5-4 found people 
volunteering "no pollution," "clean heat," or ffenvironmentally soundtT as  an important 
advantage of solar heat. Nearly every respondent in the San Diego study agreed strongly 
that solar energy is a clean and nonpolluting source of energy [251. A national study in 
1977 found a majority believing solar energy to be a clean and nonpolluting source of 
energy (77 percent) 12283. Threequarters  of the respondents in another study felt  tha t  
solar heat would contribute to a cleaner environment [Scott, 19761. 

It is not clear what effect this advantage has on purchase decisions, but the "clean" 
aspect of solar energy was an advantage mentioned by four to 46 percent of samples, and 
was ranked as the top advantage in one study [ log .  

Amount of Heat and Hot W a t e r  Provided 

This factor is related to fuel savings and performance concerns. San Diego respondents 
(three percent) were the only ones who mentioned this specific disadvantage of solar 
energy 125 21 . Worries about required back-up systems, storage, and climatic problems 
could be related to this perceived problem. RUPI drew disagreement from half their 
sample with a statement that a solar hot water heating system would not provide enough 
heat to  be worthwhile. A sizable minority did not know how to respond. 

Performance was identified as  important to the purchase decision and low output was 
seen a s  a disadvantage of solar systems by a few respondents. 

Increase in t h e  Resale Value of the  House 

Scott found concern about the effect of a solar heating system on the resale value of 
homes (mentioned by about four percent of the sample). Poor return on investment was 
mentioned in one study by one percent 11171 (see Table 5-3). 

Other studies indicate that most people believed solar systems would increase the value 
of their home. Higher home resale value was an advantage volunteered by a few respon- 
dents in one of the five studies in Table 5-4. Scott (1976) found more than half agreeing 
that installing a solar system would increase the resale value of their homes. About 
three-fourths of those sampled in Colorado Springs and San Diego felt  that  having solar 
energy would increase the value of their house [252, 104. Owners of solar hot water 
heaters in San Diego told Marylander Marketing (1976) that they believed the value of 
their homes was increased by the systems. 

These studies present mixed results as  to how important resale value changes are to 
purchase decisions, with the weight of the evidence somewhat on the side of perceived 
relative advantage in resale value. For some, a t  least, increased resale value is an 
expected advantage of solar energy. 



Solar Collectorts Amearance on Outside of House 

Six percent of respondents in a study by TRW in Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis 
volunteered appearance as  a major disadvantage of solar systems [302]. Althollgh other 
studies have not found this disadvantage suggested, R UP1 found that people disagreed 
two to one with a statement that solar collectors would be an attractive addition to their 
homes. Scott found that people were more concerned about the appearance of a system 
on the home (9.3 percent of the sample) than they were about problems with getting a 
loan to buy it. Most self-selected visitors to a Colorado Springs solar home said they 
liked everything about its appearance that was questioned (City of Colorado Springs, 
1974). A national study in 1974 found that over 60 percent felt a solar energy unit made 
no difference in the overall appearance of a building, while about a third said the s o h r  
unit was unattractive [14% A study of Nebraska farmers who viewed a photovoltaic 
im igation demonstration found rdspondents unwilling to agree or disagree that the system 
was visually unattractive [Lilien, 19771. This response was the same before and after  
viewing the display. These farmers thought combustion-powered and electric systems 
were less unattractive, but there was no indication of how important farmers fel t  this 
feature to be. 

The appearance of solar collectors and other solar devices was not considered pleasing by 
minorities in two studies, and a majority in one. Solar systems were considered attrac- 
tive by majorities in two studies. These findings are too inconsistent to permit conclu- 
sions, except that for some, aesthetic features of solar systems may be considered 
advantageous, while for others they may be disadvantageous. 

Other Factors 

One advantage of solar energy volunteered in the Campbell study was that it was inno- 
vative [209, Table 5-41. Indeed, Marylander Marketing (1977) found that many owners of 
solar systems liked being thought of as  pioneers by their neighbors and friends. This may 
be an important advantage of solar systems to those who actually make purchase 
decisions. The other studies considered here represent the opinions of homeowners and 
homebuyers, not actual adopters of solar systems. Some effort was made to  determine 
how people would feel about the reactions of others to their purchase of a solar system. 
Scott found people saying they would have very little concern over the opinions of friends 
and neighbors in deciding to buy a solar system. RUPI did not ask about the importance 
of others1 opinions; instead, statements were presented and respondents asked if a friend 
noticing their new solar collector would be likely to make such a statement. Most 
respondents expected neighbors to comment that solar systems would increase their 
property value, save them money, and show they were environmentally responsible. Most 
people expected friends to say things like, "It looks like a good idea, but only time will 
tell,tt and "In a few years I'll be able to get a better system at a lower price.t1 People 
were equally divided over whether a friend would say, "Boy, is that ugly.'l These 
respondents probably tended to expect friends to respond the way they actually did to  
solar energy. 

Comfort was an advantage of solar energy mentioned by one percent in the Scott (1976) 
study. This issue was not mentioned in the other studies. For people who stated that  
they would not consider a solar system, the feeling that i t  was unnecessary was expressed 



by three to 11 percent (see Table 5-3).* Unsuitability of present home and unwillingness 
to  make a change were also mentioned. 

In summary, while the perceived cost of solar energy was mentioned most frequently as a 
disadvantage of solar systems (by up t o  82 percent of samples), savings in fuel and costs 
were mentioned most frequently a s  an advantage (by up to  76 percent of samples). Other 
perceived advantages of solar energy identified in these studies were: (1) environmen- 
tally desirable, (2) aesthetically pleasing, (3) plentiful, (4) decreased dependence on 
utilities, (5) saving resources, (6) safe, and (7) higher resale value of homes. Other per- 
ceived disadvantages were: (1) maintenance cost and reliability, performance, (2) cli- 
mate problems, (3) storage, (4) aesthetically displeasing, (5) lower resale value of homes, 
and (6) dangerous. 

KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SOURCIS 

A frequently mentioned explanation given by people who said they would not consider 
buying a solar system was that they did not know enough about it  or needed more infor- 
mation, mentioned by four t o  24 percent of samples [117, 120, 209, 254. On the other 
hand, a few (0.3 percent) said they would not consider a solar system because they had 
talked to an owner of such a system (Scott, 1976). Information could affect  purchase 
decisions positively or negatively. The evidence from these studies suggests that persons 
needed more information about solar energy before they could make a decision about it. 

A national study in May 1974 found nine percent of respondents had seen, in person, a 
"unit that transformed heat from the sun into energy." About 42 percent said they had 
never seen such a unit [142]. RUPI, Inc. (1977) found that two-thirds of their sample of 
homeowners and homebuyers had never seen a house with solar collectors on the roof or 
in the yard. About the same number, however, said they had read articles about it. The 
Scott study (1976) also found about two-thirds of their homeseeker respondents saying 
they had read some art  i d e s  and/or other material about solar energy. 

In a national sample, 83 percent said they had heard something about plans to use solar 
energy to heat buildings; fewer had heard of using solar energy to cool buildings [142l. A 
study of attitudes toward wind energy conducted in five parts of the country found three- 
quarters of the sample had heard something about using solar energy to  generate electri- 
city and a little over half had heard of using wind energy this way [303]. 

Majorities in two special studies and one national survey had heard something about using 
solar energy for space heating and for generating electricity. Other uses appear to be 
less widely known. Even among the group considered the most likely to use solar 
energy,** awareness of other uses was lower than for space heating. In one study, these 
people were asked to list other ways solar energy can be used. About half listed water 
heating, slightly fewer mentioned cooling and pool heating. About one-fourth mentioned 
running electric appliances [252]. 

Most respondents in two studies tended to underestimate the actual cost of solar 
heating. A national study in 1974 found over half of respondents guessing a cost of less 
than $3,500 to equip an average home for hot water and space heating. A third answered 

*This response would agree with findings in Chapter 3 about belief in the energy crisis. 

**Homeseekem, hom eowners, and potential homebuy ers. 



correctly that  t he  cost would be between $3,500 and $10,000. Another 15 percent 
thought i t  would cost over $10,000 [14fl. A survey of San Diego homeowners showed 
about five percent correctly guessed the cost of installing solar hot water and space 
heating in their homes. Most people guessed low 12521. 

The proportion of respondents who knew about other aspects of solar energy was also low 
compared to those who said they will consider buying it. In Denver, 92 percent of citi- 
zens sampled could define "solar energy" but less than 16 percent knew about life-cycle 
costing, degree days, retrofitting, energy cost of ownership, or sunshine rights of way 
11 201 . 
Only one study asked people to define what information they would like to have before 
making a decision to buy a solar-heated and cooled home. In the  Scott  study (1976) most 
answers to  this question were categorized as l1otherU (35 percent). This makes interpre- 
tation of the  listed responses difficult. Table 5-5 lists these responses in rank order. 
These are similar to the purchase decision factors mentioned in Table 5-1. Information 
about cost and reliability was frequently mentioned in this study. 

In the San Diego study, homeowners were asked from whom they would seek information 
on solar energy. More than half said they would go to  federal energy agencies first. The 
local utility* was chosen as the second place to go. Local heating and air conditioning 
contractors were chosen next, followed by plumbing contractors. Of the people who 
listed T'otheru places (just under half), less than 10 percent said they would go to  "a 
company tha t  'specializesr in solar energy," indicating a fairly low level of preference 
(possibly because of low awareness) for such companies, as compared to  public entities 
and local heating and plumbing contractors [25a. 

CONCERN ABOUT RISK 

This issue was addressed in three studies. Most homeowners sampled in San Diego be- 
lieved solar energy to be a safe and unlimited source [%a .  Two studies in Table 5-2 
found minorities mentioning "unsafeTT or %auld be dangerous" as a disadvantage. Some 
people were explicit: they said solar heating "needs t o  be controlled so i t  doesn't ge t  too 
hot." Some respondents in this same study listed %afern as an advantage, most likely an 
implicit comparison to  conventional systems. These data  do not indicate whether the  
safety of solar energy is perceived as an advantage or a disadvantage. 

Other aspects of concern about risk were discussed in preceding sections on the  relative 
advantage of solar energy. Questions of reliability and maintenance express concern 
about the individual risks Involved in adopting a system. Conviction that  solar energy use 
is clean and non-polluting is the inverse of such concern from an environmental perspec- 
tive. Each of these were mentioned in response to open-ended items in several of the  
studies reviewed. 

BEHAVIORAL INTENTION AND ACTION 

Three surveys in this review asked people if they used solar energy in their homes [209, 
Roper, 19791. These surveys showed that,  nationwide, few people had actually installed 
solar heating. Roper (1979) used the item: 

*San Diego Gas and Electric Company. 



TABLE 5-5 

HOMESEEKERS' DESIRED INFORt4ATION ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY 

What i n fo rma t ion  would you l i k e  t o  have before making a decision t o  buy 
a s o l a r  h e a t e d  and coo l ed  home? ( S c o t t ,  1976) 

In fo rma t ion  Needed % Rank* -- 
Other** 
I n i t i a l  c o s t  
Maintenance 
Longevi ty  
Re l i a b i l i t y  
F u e l  c o s t  savings 
Performance 
Warranty 
See a solar home 
A l t e r n a t i v e s  
Cord o r t  

*Rank i s  t h e  o r d i n a l  ranking  of t h e  number of r e sponses  coded i n t o  each 
c a t e g o r y  from a n  open ended q u e s t i o n ,  1 = most r e sponses ,  e t c .  

**"Otherm responses n o t  defined. 



Here are some fairly new things that not too many people have. [Card 
shown respondent, listing: (a) microwave oven; (b) video-tape recorder; (c) 
solar-powered heating unit (to provide either heat or hot water); (d) 
refrigerator that keeps making ice automatically without your having to fill 
the trays; (e) electric food processor (slices, chops vegetables, etc.]. 

Which of these things, if any, do you happen to own?" Fewer than 0.5 percent of the 
sample responded that they owned a solar heating system in January 1979, with no 
measurable change since January 1978 when earlier data on this item were collected. In 
examining the cross-tabulations on this item, however, the following patterns of solar 
owners hip emerged *: 

One percent of the sample aged 18-29 and one percent of those 30-44 owned 
systems. Thus, approximately one percent of the younger adult age categories 
(18-44) already own solar systems. 

About one percent of those in the Northeast and one percent in the West owned 
solar systems, compared to less than 0.5 percent in the Midwest and South. 

One percent of those in the most rural counties (minor markets with populations 
under 35,000) reported owning systems, with less than 0.5 percent of those in 
more populated geographic areas (including major markets) reporting solar 
ownership. 

Of the four income categories, none showed more than 0.5 percent solar owner- 
ship except those earning $7,000 to $15,000 a year, one percent of whom 
reported owning a solar system. 

One percent of those with any college education were solar owners compared to 
less than 0.5 percent of all other educational categories. 

For occupational categories, one percent of executive/professional workers 
reported solar ownership as did one percent of blue collar workers. Less than 0.5 
percent of white collar workers reported ownership. 

Republicans reported one percent solar ownership; Democrats and Independents 
reported less than 0.5 percent. 

One percent of political liberals reported solar ownership compared to less than 
0.5 percent of conservatives and moderates. 

Political and social activists ( ~ o p e r  characterizes these respondents as "thought 
leadersn) reported two percent solar ownership. 

*Demographic categories were as follows: (a) Age: 18-29, 30-44, 45-59, 60+; (b) Income: 
$7K, $7-15K, $l5-25K,l $25K; (c) Geographic area: NE, MW, SO, WST; (d) Education: any 
college, high school graduate, nonhigh-school graduate; (e)  Occupation: 
executive/professional, white collar, blue collar; (f) Religion: Protestant, Catholic; (g) 
Political affiliation: Democratic, Republican, Independent; (h) Political philosophy: 
conservative, moderate, liberal; (i) Market size: Major (all counties comprising the 25 
largest metropolitan areas); Medium (all countries having a population of 35,000+ and all 
counties that either have a population of 150,000 or more but are not part of major 
markets or form part of a metropolitan area having an aggregate population of 150,000 or 
more); ~ h o r  (all remaining counties in the country). 



a Families with children 13-18 years of age reported one percent ownership, with 
less than 0.5 percent ownership by families with children under 13 years of age. 

One percent of the  employed females category (including both full t ime and part- 
t ime workers) reported solar ownership. 

No difference in solar ownership was found by the  following characteristics: 
gender, race, religion, union membership, and one to two-person families. All 
these categories reported less than 0.5 percent ownership. 

Although interpretation of these results, which were based on cross-tabulations, must 
remain speculative, they seem to show that  there a re  currently more than two types of 
solar users in the country. This is due to  the fac t  that demographic characteristics 
correlated in known ways, and the patterns of solar ownership partially violate these 
known correlations. For example, one percent of both Republicans and political liberals 
reported system ownership, yet  these categories a re  t o  an extent mutually exclusive. 
Similarly, executives and blue collar workers are  mutually exclusive occupational cate- 
gories. 

What the data might mean is that present solar owners come from several walks of life. 
One group could be the upper middle class executive or professional family, perhaps 
Republican in party affiliation; another could be a liberal, young, middle-income group; 
yet another might be rural in residence and perhaps blue collar in occupation. Solar 
ownership by opinion leaders (as measured by political and social activism) is probably 
distributed among these kinds of solar users. 

Study 209 estimated that 0.01 percent of current homes have solar systems. The Domes- 
t ic  Policy Review Committee estimated tha t  there a re  40,000 solar homes in the United 
States.* Statistical Abstracts of the United States (1977) reports 80 million housing 
units. If this figure is used as a base, there a re  about 0.05 percent solar homes, or 
about one solar home for every 2,000 homes. 

A Gallup poll [2191 queried respondents about their interest in using a solar energy sys- 
tem for heating their homes. About one-fourth said they were definitely interested. 
Nearly half said they probably or definitely were not interested. Only one national 
survey addressed action regarding solar energy so  i t  is difficult t o  assess actual numbers 
of solar users. 

Four studies asked about behavioral intention concerning solar energy. Roper (1979) 
asked about solar buying plans as well as solar ownership. Immediately following the  
question quoted earlier, the following was also asked: "Of course, all of those things a re  
fairly expensive, but which of them, if any, do you think you might buy in the next two or 
three years?" Six percent of the sample indicated possible buying plans for the solar 
heating unit, compared to  five percent one year earlier, in January 1978. The 
demographic characteristics of those who might buy solar systems are  summarized in 
Table 5-6. 

In an Arizona citizen survey, nearly 45 percent strongly agreed with the statement "1 
would live in a solar home." Another 35 percent agreed and less than 10 percent dis- 
agreed [201]. A Denver study of homeowners, however, found less than one-fifth saying 

*Status Report on Solar Energy Domestic Policy Review Department of Energy, > 



TABLE 5-6 

PLANS TO INVEST IN SOLAR SYSTEMS IN THE NEXT TWO TO THREE YEARS 
BY DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

-. - 

Here are some fairly new things that not too many people have. [ Card shown respondent, 
listing: (a) microwave oven; (b) video tape recorder (for taping things off Tv); (c) solar 
powered heating unit (to provide either heat or hot water); ( d )  refrigerator that keeps 
making ice automatically without your having to fill the trays; (e) electric food processor 
(slices, chops vegetables, etc- 1. Of course, all of these things are fairly expensive, but 
which of them, 

Demographic 
Characteristic 

Gender 

Income 

Race 

Geographic 

Market size 

Education 

Occupation 

Religion 

Political 
affiliation 

Political 
philosophy 

Families 

Opinion 
leaders 

Union 
members 

Employed 
f enales 

if any,do you think you might buy in the next two or three years? (Roper, 1979). 

Proportion Iadicatinq They Might Buy 

Male, 7% 

18-19, 19 

<$7K, 5 

White, 17 

NE, 11 

Major, 1 

Any college, 20 

Exec/Prof., 21 

Prot., 21 

Dem., 14 

Cons., 17 

Children (13, 19 

MW, 17 

Medium, 17, 18 

H.S. grad., 18 

Whte coll., 23 

Rep- , 19 

Modr., 13 

Children, 13-18, 17 

Female, 5 

45-59, 16 60+, 5 

15-25K, 20 >25K, 25 

Black, 5 

SO, 15 WST, 21 

Minor, 10 

< H . S .  grad., 8 

Blue coll., 16 

Cath., 14 

Ind., 17 

Libl. , 17 
1-2 person, 12 



they would consider installing a solar hot water heater [120], and the RUPI homeowner 
sample contained less than two percent who said they had decided to install solar e q u i p  
ment. 

Many San Diego homeowners expressed intentions of buying solar systems for new homes 
(59 percent) and as  retrofit to existing homes (21 percent); however, these people said 
they would probably buy a t  their estimated price. Evidence described earlier suggests 
that  many underestimate the actual cost of solar systems, and that  cost is a major pur- 
chase decision factor. It is possible that, knowing the actual price of solar systems, 
fewer people might say they were willing to  buy. 

Marylander Marketing (1 976) asked people who had bought solar water heaters why they 
had done so. The most frequently mentioned reason was to  save on fuel, although most 
people had not perf or m ed sophisticated financial analyses before purchase. They be- 
lieved there would be a savings and the first cost "seemed reasonable" so they made a 
purchase. 

People's intended actions, given various cost scenarios, were investigated in three stu- 
dies. Majorities indicated they would consider solar energy if the price were equal t o  
that of other systems 302, 3061. 

In Table 5-7, data are presented on response to solar systems if cost were the same as  for 
other units. Homeseekers in these samples appeared to  be more willing to  consider the 
idea of solar systems than the general public in the local surveys reported above. Over a 
third indicated they would lkonsider seriouslyT1 and 34 percent "would consider" a solar 
system if t h e  cost were the same [30a ; 53 percent would consider i t  in another study 
D 0 4 ;  83 percent in another (Scott, 1976). 

Five studies examined consumer sensitivity to price increases and decreases. When solar 
energy was 'said to cost an unspecified amount more than other energy, the number of 
people saying they would consider and seriously consider solar systems dropped 24 
percentage points from favorability a t  equal cost [3Oa. The Campbell e t  al. (1977) study 
of citizens in several parts of the country also found the  percentage willing to consider 
solar heating dropped 24 points when units were said to  cost $20 more per month rather 
than the same as other systems [209]. In both studies around 40 percent said they would 
consider solar systems even a t  the higher price. Gottlieb (1974), in a study of the resi- 
dents of parts of Texas and Colorado, found that nearly half of respondents (47 percent) 
agreed or agreed strongly with t h e  statement: "1 would pay for more costly solar energy 
to decrease demand for new sources of p e t r o l e ~ m ~ ~  [106]. These data seem to indicate a 
substantial minority who say they would consider solar energy even a t  somewhat higher 
prices than the alternatives, perhaps because of perceived nonmonetary advantages of 
saving resources and reducing pollution. 

The Campbell study showed less citizen sensitivity to  decreases in the cost of solar 
energy. When solar energy was said to cost $20 dollars less per month, those saying they 
would consider i t  rose 11 percent. To speculate, this may be due to the fact  that those 
who said they would not consider solar energy at equal cost were very concerned about 
the disadvantages and did not consider life-cycle costs as  likely true costs. As noted, 
performance, maintenance, and climate problems may contribute to  the perceived %ski- 
nessn of investing in solar systems. In the Campbell study, homeowners were asked if 
they fe l t  solar heating was currently too new and experimental t o  risk buying it. Over 
half thought i t  was and about 40 percent thought i t  was not. Of those who thought i t  was 
too risky, half said they would purchase solar systems if life cycle costs were equal. To 



TABLE 5-7 

REACTION TO SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS IF THE COST IS THE SAME 

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding 
C i t i z e n s  Homeseekers 

Reac t i on  Study 3 0 2 ~  Study 1 0 4 ~  S c o t t  (1976)' 

Would c o n s i d e r  
s e r i o u s l y  35% -- 18 

Would c o n s i d e r  34 53 65 

Would n o t  c o n s i d e r  I 1  35 6 

Don't  know 2 0  1 2  11 

a ~ f  a s o l a r  w a t e r  h e a t e r  c o s t  the same a s  o t h e r  u n i t s  would you 
c o n s i d e r  buying one? (Citizens of Kansas C i t y ,  Phoenix,  Minneapol is)  

b ~ s s u m i n g  the  c o s t  is equal ,  would you choose the way y o u r  home is 
p r e s e n t l y  hea ted ,  o r  would you choose s o l a r ?  (Citizens of 
Colorado Springs) 

'How s t r o n g l y  would you consider buying a s o l a r  heated and cooled home 
f o r  your  n e x t  home i f  f u e l  s a v i n g s  e x a c t l y  matched the  i n c r e a s e d  
mortgage c o s t s  a t  today ' s  f u e l  p r i c e ?  ( ~ o m e s e e k e r s  of Denver and 
P h i l a d e l p h i a )  

d ~ o t a l  of "would cons ide r "  and "would c o n s i d e r  seriously." 



speculate, a certain amount of personal discounting of life cycle cost figures may be 
operating in responses regarding purchase decisions, given certain costs, just a s  perceived 
nonmonetary benefits of solar energy may be operating in stated purchase intentions. 

The Scott study asked in detail about fuel savings and mortgage payments in connection 
with solar systems. The results seem to  be contradictory. Respondents were asked how 
much in average monthly fuel bills a system would have to save, given an increased 
monthly mortgage payment, for them to  consider choosing it. One-fourth said they 
would have to save a s  much on fuel a s  the increase in the mortgage payment. Over one- 
third said they would have to  save more than the increased mortgage payment to  consi- 
der a solar system. When asked if they would spend an extra $1,000 on reducing their 
mortgage payments or on reducing fuel bills, three out of four said they would invest in 
fuel savings and one out of four chose reducing mortgage payments. To speculate, this 
could mean that  people value reducing fuel bills more than reducing their current mort- 
gage level but find increased mortgage payments more of a disadvantage than fuel sav- 
ings are an advantage per dollar. 

People's willingness to make other than monetary sacrifices to have solar energy has 
been investigated in two studies. Over half the sampled residents of Lansing, Michigan, 
said they would give up living space to install a solar heating and cooling system in their 
houses [106]. The Scott study, however, found smaller rooms to  be the  least acceptable 
requirement of a solar heating and cooling system. Schedule changes required by solar 
hot water heaters were acceptable to  about half of the residents sampled in Minneapolis 
and Phoenix [302]. 

EVALUATION 

Public atti tudes toward the idea of solar energy can only be described as  positive. Solar 
energy was a preferred source for production of electricity for over 90 percent in local 
studies [3031. Homeowners in San Diego rated solar energy a s  an excellent idea [251. 
Homeseekers in Denver and Philadelphia found solar systems appealing overall, even 
considering first costs, performance, fuel savings, appearance, etc. (RUPI, Inc., 1977). 
Renters in several cities favored solar heating of homes (85 percent) [209]. Although 
only one study addressed atti tudes toward windmills, a majority fe l t  i t  was a "good" idea 
to use them to  generate electricity [303]. 

This positive attitude is expressed when people are asked about expanding efforts in solar 
technology. In June 1978, 94 percent of a sample indicated they would like to  see  "work 
on solar energy expandedv (Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., 1978). In February 1977 the 
most popular step toward developing new sources was: "Set up a government program t o  
develop solar energyn 11531 . Another national study a t  the same time asked people about 
the importance of various steps to increase energy supply. Again, "expanding work on 
solar energyv was considered very important by more people than any other step (69 
percent) [245]. In 1974 a large majority (86 percent) thought that  equipping public build- 
ings with units that "transform the heat from the sun into energy for heating and cooling1f 
was a good idea [142]. Arizona citizens in 1976 favored putting more money into 
development of solar energy 80 to six percent [201]. In four local studies and three 
national studies, majority favorability to solar energy was expressed. 



Policy Preferences 

Most citizens 
tax incentives 
of citizens in 
financial pro- 

Government incentives f or solar energy were favored in several samples. 
surveyed in a study by TRW said they supported or probably would support 
to  encourage the use of solar heating and cooling [302]. Another study 
several cities found three out of four people saying they favored federal 
grams to help install solar units [209]. About half of the Arizona citizen sample favored 
tax incentives for  solar energy development and use [201].* A Roper poll in November 
1977 found that tax  deductions for homeowners and businesses who add insulation, better 
heating systems or solar power was favored by more people (73 percent) than any of the 
other listed steps to conserve 11473. In December of the same year, favorability toward a 
specific proposal for a tax credit of up to  $2,150 for money spent on installing solar 
energy equipment alone was favored by 69 percent 12431. Three out of four homeseekers 
interviewed by Scott  (1976) agreed that  the federal government should change the tax  
laws and/or provide some form of incentive to the homebuyer to  encourage the purchase 
of solar homes. In all, six studies indicated strong citizen support for tax incentives to  
promote solar energy use. 

Probable response to such incentives was examined in a few studies, which included items 
asking people if they would invest in solar systems at varying levels of incentive. They 
also asked which types of incentives were preferred. These findings a re  discussed below, 
organized around three types of incentives: tax credits, low interest loans, and leasing 
schemes. 

Tax Credit. One national survey asked respondents which of a list of changes they would 
make to their homes if there were an income tax credit. Five percent said they would be 
likely to install solar heating equipment [164. 

Both the  Scott and RUPI surveys of homeseekers found an immediate tax credit t o  be the 
preferred incentive when dollar amounts were equal. Tax deductions stretching over 
time were less favored, but slightly more popular than low-interest loans. 

In the RUPI study, respondents were asked if they would like to do the paperwork for the 
federal government and receive the tax credit themselves or have the builder or installer 
of the equipment submit the papers and credit the rebate to  the purchase price. Over 
two-thirds preferred the  "self-received rebate." 

Low Interest Lcrurs. Respondents in the RUPI study answered two to one that  they would 
be more likely to use a low-interest loan if i t  were available through a bank than if i t  
were available through a government agency; to  one-third of the people i t  made no 
difference. An equal number of people said they preferred to  include the solar loan in 
their mortgage as said they preferred to have a separate loan on solar equipment. About 
one f i f th  had no preference for  either plan. 

*Over one-third of that sample were not sure of how to  respond. This could be due to the 
question wording which required disagreement to  show favorability toward tax credits 
120 11. 
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Leasing. Leasing was an option discussed in the RUPI study; i t  was the least appealing t o  
respondents of four general approaches mentioned. RUPI asked respondents if they 
would prefer to lease an entire system from a utility company with the possibility of 
buying i t  in the future, or to purchase and own the system themselves. More people had 
a preference than in other questions, and owning a system was preferred two to one over 
leasing one. 

REGIONAL DIPFERENCES 

Solar energy is a supply option favored by national majorities. Two national surveys 
included questions about solar energy and performed regional tabulations. They showed 
that the West was more inclined to view solar energy as a long-term source and the South 
was less inclined [152l. People in the South were also much less likely than t h e  rest of 
the nation to see development of solar energy as  an important step to solve the energy 
crisis [1411. Information from the few studies which sampled more than one region and 
from compar ison of local findings supports this result. 

Roper (1979) reported solar ownership by one percent of Western and one percent of 
Northeastern respondents, with less than 0.5 percent solar ownership in t h e  rest of the 
nation. Californians (Santa Clara County) were much more likely to  say they were 
willing to buy a solar-heated home (80 percent) than those in Washington, D.C., New 
York City, or Nobles County, Minnesota (60 t o  64 percent). Californians also were more 
inclined to say that installing solar heat in their present home would demand too much of 
their time and effort (91 percent compared to  57 percent for other areas) [209]. 

The effect of experience with solar energy on attitudes toward i t  was measured in a 
study by TRW [3021. Two cities with demonstration projects (Phoenix and Minneapolis) 
were compared to one without such a project (Kansas City). In Kansas City people 
expected i t  to  be longer before solar energy was used by the city and were less inclined 
to say they would consider i t  seriously even if the cost were the same. 

The local studies reviewed in this chapter are not comparable even along major issues for 
purposes of regional analysis. There appears to be an equally high awareness of the 
existence of solar energy in all areas. A relatively lower proportion in South Carolina 
said they would consider solar systems (26 percent) compared to samples in Arizona (79 
percent), Michigan (47 percent said they would pay more), or samples of various cities 
across the country [104, 106, 117, 201, 2521 ; this may be a further illustration of lower 
favorability toward solar energy in the South. 

These differences on general favorability toward solar energy do not seem to be related 
to concerns about climate. The level of concern about climate in various regions has not 
been explored. The Scott study (1976) compared concerns about appearance and found 
those in the West to be less worried about this aspect of solar energy than those in other 
regions. 

There are many other variables in the purchase decision regarding solar energy which 
have been identified in isolated local studies but have never been applied to the nation as  
a whole. As i t  stands, the data on regional variations identify the West as most positive 
toward solar energy and the South as  least positive, and there is some limited evidence 
that the existence of demonstration projects in an area may increase favorability. 



Summary 

The ability of current solar technology to meet electric power needs and to provide space 
heating was questioned by nearly half the respondents in the studies reviewed. Perform- 
ance, design, and maintenance problems constituted a disadvantage of solar heating 
mentioned by citizens. Not surprisingly, getting information about maintenance, longev- 
ity, reliability, and performance is of high priority in making solar purchase decisions. 
There is evidence that the perceived risk of purchasing solar systems probably affects  
purchase decisions. 

A small amount of evidence suggests that most respondents underestimated the initial 
dollar cost of installing solar heating systems. Questions about adopting solar systems 
which did not specify initial costs may have elicited responses based on unrealistic per- 
ceived cost mentioned in these studies. Concern expressed over initial cost (a major 
concern) might have been even greater if the cost had been specified in the quest ion. 

Although cost and reliability were frequently mentioned concerns, about 40 percent of 
respondents in a few studies said they would consider solar energy even if i t  cost more 
per month in the long run than alternatives. Nonmonetary benefits attributed to  solar 
energy in several studies were that it  saves resources and does not cause pollution. To 
speculate, these aspects of solar energy may have been an important reason to  adopt 
solar energy for the large minority who said they were willing to consider solar systems 
even a t  greater cost. Attitudes toward the idea of solar energy appear to  be very posi- 
tive, although a very small proportion of the total public has actually purchased solar 
heating. Majorities in several studies supported federal efforts to develop solar energy 
and incentive programs to  encourage its use. 

Data on regional differences suggest that those in the western part of the country may 
be more favorable to  solar energy than the rest of the nation, and those in the southern 
part less favor able. 





CHAPTER 6 

CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SUPPLY SOURCES 

Expanding conventional energy supply sources is a national or regional problem; relevant 
decisions are made a t  the organizational and collectivity (community) levels. In this 
sense, decisions about conventional energy supply are different from decisions to engage 
in energy conservation and to  adopt solar energy, which are ultimately made by individ- 
uals. As noted in Chapter I, public opinion thus has a somewhat different meaning for 
conventional energy supply decisions than for energy conservation and solar energy. To 
affect  conventional energy supply decisions, public opinion must find avenues of expres- 
sion that are essentially political. If nothing is done, decisions are made a t  the institu- 
tional level and the public lives with the consequences of these decisions, for better or 
worse. Action to affect  these decisions may take t h e  form of let ter  writing (to media 
and legislators), testifying, joining organizations, lobbying, public demonstrations, and so 
on, but the use of these energy sources is not within t h e  control of any one individual. 
With respect to these energy technologies, public opinion surveys seek to  measure public 
satisfaction with decisions to site nuclear power plants, engage in strip mining for coal, 
and similar activities. 

Using the  multivariate categories, survey data are examined regarding oil, coal, and 
nuclear energy.* This chapter also presents findings on energy/environment trade-offs 
and regional differences in public opinion about conventional energy supply sources. 
Results from surveys which asked respondents to indicate their preferences for various 
energy supply sources in a comparative fashion are presented in a section on comparative 
findings a t  the end of the chapter. 

OIL 

Effectiveness 

Perceived availability of supply is becoming an important indicator of the effectiveness 
and feasibility of oil a s  an energy supply source. As discussed in Chapter 3, public 
concern exists about the future of oil supplies in the nation and globally. 

Oil supplies can be increased through a variety of means; e.g., enhanced oil recovery 
through sophisticated technological developments, importing more oil, increasing the 
search for undiscovered oil supplies, oil shale development, and offshore oil drilling. In 
the studies included in this review, few data existed on these various alternatives. 

In a February 1977 national survey, just over half of respondents fel t  that  importing more 
oil would be an important s tep to increase supply in the next 10 years. One-third fel t  
this would not be an important step for supply [245]. The issue of self-sufficiency is 
important to perceptions about domestic supply. In 1974 about 60 percent of a national 

*Very few survey items directly addressed opinion about natural gas as an energy supply 
source. These items were described in Chapter 3. As mentioned in Chapter 1, virtually 
no data on hydropower were located in the literature search. 



sample thought the United States could be energy self-sufficient; more current data on 
this question m e  not available [131]. A national study in 1975 found three-fourths 
agreeing that  we should import less oil [2141. Although a national study in 1977 found a 
majority believing that  importing more oil would be an important s tep t o  increase supply 
in the next 10 years, in that same year about half opposed importing more oil. A large 
minority (43 percent) favored increasing imports [131]. More data are needed on this 
question t o  know if any trends have developed. Taxing foreign oil t o  discourage imports 
was opposed by majorities in the surveys addressing the issue (133, 134, 23 1, 2491. 

In another study, of those people who did not list oil as a preferred energy source (about 
two-thirds of the sample), the majority listed limited supplies as  the major disadvan- 
tage. Nearly half of those who favored oil, however, listed large supplies as a reason 
[3031. 

A national survey in February 1977 reported that 83 percent thought offshore oil drilling 
was an important step t o  increase supply in the next 10 years [2451. As will be discussed 
in the section on comparative findings, drilling for offshore oil was not rated a s  the most 
preferred energy source, nor the  least preferred one. 

Although domestically produced oil may be seen as  an important element in national 
energy supply, the survey data here and in Chapter 3 suggest that, because of dwindling 
supplies, there may be serious doubts about its long-term contribution. 

Relative Advantage 

The reported costs and benefits perceived from use of oil as  an energy source are  related 
to  the key issues of dependency on foreign sources and cost of production. No items 
directly addressed the advantages of using domestic supplies over foreign. Using foreign 
oil, especially a t  high prices, received less support in two studies than lTdeveloping our 
own suppliesfT or "cutting back on consumptionv [133, 2011. In Arizona, 85 percent agreed 
or strongly agreed with the statement, "The United States should develop its own energy 
sources so it is not dependent on other countries to  fill its energy needsn [2011. To 
speculate, increased use of oil (with source unspecified) may be seen as increased 
dependency, a disadvantage which was not specifically addressed in surveys. 

Oil was seen by respondents in one study as a high-priced energy alternative. Of those 
who favored use of oil for generating electricity, six percent specified low cost as a 
reason, compared t o  44 percent specifying large supplies [3031. Of those who opposed the 
use of oil, one-fifth mentioned high cost as  a reason. 

In summary, very few survey data exist on public opinion about the relative advantage of 
using oil, domestic or imported, in meeting the nation's energy supply needs. On one 
hand, i t  might appear obvious that oil is needed, particularly for transportation. How- 
ever, public opinion on the perceived costs and benefits of using the variety of possible 

This is identified as a re- techniques for enhancing oil supply has not been explored. 
search gap. 

Concern about Risk 

Concerns about environmental risks involved with using oil 
studies. Between 71 and 80 percent of national respondents 

were investigated in four 
thought that power plants 



and oil refineries cause air pollution 1131, 3091. Fewer respondents indicated pollution as 
a disadvantage for oil than for coal and nuclear energy in another study [303]. More 
people listed "a clean sourceu or "nonpolluting sourcev' as an advantage of oil than for 
coal but less often than for nuclear 1141, 3031. No items addressed concern about oil 
spills directly. Opinion was polarized (48 percent in favor, 40 percent opposed) on 
removal of restrictions from off shore drilling [13 11. In a 197 5 national survey, concern 
for environmental impacts of oil production and consumption was indicated, through 
preference of two to  one, to  have new refineries and power plants built in areas already 
polluted rather than in areas currently not polluted 13081. 

In summary, so few data exist on concern about risks of using oil as  an energy supply 
source that no conclusions are possible. Perceived risk would likely affect the perceived 
relative advantage of using oil. This is identified as  a research gap. 

Knowledee and Information Sources 

Knowledge of oil importation was addressed in two studies. Over one-third of respondents 
in 1976 thought oil for electric power could be obtained almost entirely within the United 
States. The same number felt  using this oil would make us less dependent on foreign 
sources [ 14 11. 

One-third of national respondents in May 1977 and again in April 1978 believed incor- 
rectly that the United States does not have to import oil from other countries. Over half 
answered correctly and 15 percent did not know [218]. No items addressed knowledge 
and inf or rnation sources on environmental questions for oil supply increases. No items 
tested knowledge about the consequences of foreign dependency. 

What li t t le data exist suggest a sizable minority who are not well informed about funda- 
mental facts concerning energy in the nation. The question of public knowledge levels 
remains inadequately explored, however, for convincing and accurate conclusions t o  be 
drawn. 

Action 

No items addressed actions relevant to  oil a s  an energy supply source. 

Evaluation and Policy Preferences 

Most of the items contained in these surveys addressed preferences for action either t o  
increase oil supplies or t o  control oil companies. 

Similar items on opinion about offshore oil drilling have been asked in several studies 
[131, 137, 141, 159, 207, 2421. Figure 6-A shows that  favorkbility ranged from 77 percent 
in 1973 to  80 percent in 1974 t o  62 percent in 1976. Opposition has remained fairly 
constant a t  about 20 percent, with a slight decrease in late  1974. 

Increasing efforts to  produce oil shale in western states was supported by 67 percent of a 
national sample in 1975 [141]. Using United States oil reserves on government property 
for consumption was favored by a small margin in 1973, 1974, and 1975 1141, 2261. From 
1973 t o  1975, large majorities of two samples felt  the  Alaska pipeline was needed and 
favored speeding up development 1141, 20 11. 





The use of foreign oil, especially Arab oil, has brought issues of international policy into 
the energy picture. Two studies investigated public sympathies in the Middle East 
conflict. Expressed sympathy for Israel rose 13 percentage points from November 1972 
to January 1975 (from 39 to 52 percent) [2491. Agreement with the .statement, lfIf we 
yield to  Arab restrictions over oil now, we will soon find the Arabs dictating much of 
U.S. foreign policy," rose from 58 percent in October 1973 t o  76 percent in January 1975 
[227, 2491. The same studies found an increasing majority opposing the  idea of reduced 
support for Israel in order to ge t  along better with the oil-producing Arab countries (from 
50 percent in 1973 to  68 percent in 1975). 

Another issue addressed was the proper level of government involvement in oil produc- 
tion. The majority (61 percent) of a national sample fe l t  the oil industry is "absolutely 
essentiall1 to the United States in July 1976 and another 33 percent said i t  is l1very 
important." This ranking was second only to the electric power industry 11581. 

In another national survey, respondents were asked if there was too l i t t le  competition in 
various industries. Oil companies rated third behind telephone companies and utilities. 
Between November 1973 and November 1976, the percentage feeling that  there was too 
little competition in the  oil industry rose from 33 to  41 percent [l56]. In March 1975, 73 
percent of national respondents fe l t  that "oil companies as a whole a re  making too much 
profit" 1134. In the  same study, 72 percent agreed with the statement,  "Federal 
government should limit oil company profits during an energy shortage." Another study 
in November 1975 found 56 percent saying there should be a profits tax on oil companies 
[23 11. 

Deregulation of prices was also favored by a fairly large margin in 1975. The items 
usually specified deregulation as a way to increase supply without mentioning accom- 
panying price increases [230, 231, 241, 2421. In 1977, however, one item concerning 
deregulation mentioned the associated price increases. A majority of a national sample 
in December 1977 opposed deregulation when a 40 percent price increase was specified 
12431. An earlier study in February 1977 found a plurality (47 percent) feeling there was 
not enough regulation of the price of oil and natural gas. 

There were items addressing tax policy to encourage increases in supply. Question 
wording probably played an important role in how people viewed these options. In 1974 
and 1977 about t h r e e f  ourths of respondents in one national and one local survey opposed 
allowing oil companies to "raise their prices and profits so that they will have more 
money to invest in new wells and refineries1' [153, 2073. In 1975 and 1976, about half of 
the national sample opposed giving oil companies "tax incentives for development of new 
sourcesn [ l3  1, 2011. In la te  1975, however, another study found a li t t le over half favoring 
"allowing oil companies to pay lower taxes on profits if they plow the profits back into 
exploration for oil and natural gasn [23 11. 

Although a majority (66 percent) of a national sample favored government exploration 
for oil [13 11, more drastic government involvement in the form of ownership was favored 
by one-fourth or fewer of respondents in four studies [141, 162, 207, 2421. The most 
recent finding on government ownership was 69 percent opposed and 19 percent in favor 
of this action [14& Requiring a federal charter for oil cpmpanies received a l i t t le  more 
support in a national survey but was opposed by over half [1621. 



The perceived effectiveness of oil as  an energy source is probably determined by p e r c e p  
tions of the avai l~bi l i ty  of this resource. Perceived relative advantage of using oil is 
likely influenced by its cost, the political implications of importing it, and concern about 
the environmental impacts of producing and using it. The paucity of data  on all these 
questions reveals a research gap. 

A few studies showed that sizable minorities do not realize that  the United States must 
import o i l  None have asked why the nation should strive to  be energy independent, 
although several studies show that opinion was divided about the feasibility of self- 
sufficiency. A few studies indicate support for resisting Arab demands and continued 
support for Israel. So few data exist on favorability toward reducing oil imports that  
conclusions are not possible. 

Technical methods of increasing domestic oil supply received majority support in a few 
studies. Price increases or incentives to  oil companies were generally opposed. The da ta  
suggest that oil companies were perceived as taking excess profits. Options such as a 
profits tax or controls on profits were favored while government ownership was opposed 
by study majorities. Deregulation of prices was favored, except when resultant price 
increases were mentioned in one item, whereupon a majority was opposed. When 
ttderegulationtt was discussed as an incentive to increase supply, about half of the 
responses were favorable. 

COAL 

As was the case with oil, questions about the effectiveness of coal as an energy source 
for the  United States have centered on perceptions of quantity of reserves and their 
location within the United States. Two items dealt with the perceived need to  develop 
coal. In February 1977, a national survey found 66 percent agreeing that  expanding strip 
mining is an important s tep  to increase energy supply over the next 10 years [2451. In an 
Arizona sample about 15 percent agreed tha t  developing high sulfur coal was necessary 
to meet our energy needs, while 47 percent disagreed; 38 percent were unsure if this was 
necessary [2011. A study in the Yellowstone River Basin found one-third agreeing that  
coal was needed to pull the nation out of a recession, while 41 percent disagreed [2051. 
In one national survey, supplies of coal were seen as larger and more reliable than those 
of oil, but not as great as supplies of nuclear energy [141]. In another study large 
supplies were indicated a s  advantages for coal more frequently than for any other source, 
including solar and nuclear energy [303]. Limited supplies were indicated a s  a disadvan- 
tage almost as seldom for coal as for nuclear energy [3O3]. 

The contribution of coal to  the nation's energy usage was perceived in 1974 as dropping 
10 percentage points in the next 10 years [142]. By 1976, people saw the use of coal by 
local electric power companies dropping five percentage points in 10 years, and another 
10 points a f te r  25 years [141]. Perceptions about the  usefulness of coal seem to have 
changed. In 1975, 22 percent of those who thought foreign oil could be replaced fe l t  coal 
was a realistic substitute. In March 1977, 61 percent of a national sample saw coal as a 
realistic substitute. Solar energy followed at 52 percent and oil from offshore wells at 
42 percent 11 521. 



Coal was seen by two sample majorities in 1975 and 1976 a s  coming almost entirely from 
within the United States and as  making the nation less dependent on foreign sources. 
This advantage and the one of availability for using coal to generate electricity were 
mentioned much less often for 02 and slightly more often for nuclear energy [141]. 

Relative Advanwe 

More research has been done on perceptions of the harm from coal development than on 
perceptions of the benefits. Decreased dependency on foreign sources was assumed by 
researchers to be a benefit in and of itself and this is reflected in question wording. 
Majorities of respondents in two studies defined coal a s  a domestically available source 
which will reduce dependency [141, 3031. Low cost is also a potential advantage of coal 
a s  an energy source. One study found that people who preferred coal a s  a source of 
electricity mentioned low cost less often than large supplies a s  an advantage. Low cost 
was mentioned more often as an advantage of strip-mined coal than of oil, natural gas, or 
nuclear energy. Fewer people saw deep-shaft-mined coal a s  a low-cost alternative [303]. 

In a recent national survey (1977), 70 percent were a t  least somewhat worried that  the 
cost of converting to coal would be great and drive up prices [228]. Communities 
bordering coal development areas may experience most directly the costs and benefits 
from coal projects. Among the benefits discussed in a Yellowstone River Basin survey, 
majorities expected more tax money for better schools, more jobs so young people would 
not have to move away, and higher incomes for local people. Less than a third expected 
improved community services [205]. 

In summary, few studies explored the perceived relative advantage of using coal a s  an 
energy supply source. The limited data available suggest that  coal is perceived to  be 
domestically available and, thus, would decrease the nation's dependence on imported 
oil. Perception of the economic costs of using coal remains a largely unexplored re- 
search question. 

Concern about Risk 

Attention has been given in surveys to the perceived damage caused by t he  extraction of 
coal, mainly strip mining. A national survey in July 1977 found about one-fifth of 
respondents "very worriedn that the land will be ruined where strip mining takes place. 
About a third were "only somewhat worriedfT and 36 percent were "not worried a t  alltr 
12281. Another national survey in 1975 found opinion polarized over whether "it is more 
important now to have strip mining regulations to protect the environment or to  keep the  
price of electricity lowerw [1281. A study in the Yellowstone River Basin where the 
decision to begin la rgesca le  coal development was pending in 1975 provides detailed 
information on the perceived advantages and disadvantages of such development. Nearly 
80 percent of the respondents believed, "We can have more coal development and still 
have a quality environment." More than half of this sample said new industry and jobs 
were not a s  important as a clean environment and beautiful scenery; between 20 and 30 
percent dkagreed. Opinion was mixed on whether groundwater supplies would be serious- 
ly disrupted by strip mining, but the majority did not think that adequate reclamation of 
strip-mined land would be impossible. Over half thought there would be pollution which 
would affect  crops and grazing [205]. 

A large majority of national respondents were worried that increased air pollution and 
reduction in environmental standards would result from greater use of coal [228]. In 



1977, 75 percent of a national sample identified coal as  a T1dirtym energy source 12281. Of 
the 64 percent who said they did not want a coal-fired electric plant near them, 88 
percent listed pollution as a reason. Other reasons given, such as  %ad for our healthn or 
"bad for our envir~nrnent, '~ can also be attributed to  expected pollution (1421. 

A question asking about protecting the environment versus getting more coal through 
strip mining found opinion divided on which was more important in 1975 [1311. The study 
in the Yellowstone River Basin found considerably greater support for environmental 
protection. A majority of 88 percent agreed with the statement, "The strip mines should 
be developed only when we have good standards and enforcement procedures t o  assure 
that the land will be reclaimedv [2051. 

Although air pollution was the effect of coal development about which the most people 
expressed concern, 54 percent in Indiana in 1974 felt i t  makes sense to  switch t o  coal 
even if i t  makes the air dirtier [3041. In a May 1977 survey, a s  many respondents favored 
relaxing air pollution standards to  allow coal as  those who favored maintaining current 
standards (43 percent), Six percent volunteered that standards should be made stricter 
[218]. 

The evidence suggests that there may be regional variation in how people perceive the 
environmental effects of coal production, with those from the West more likely t o  favor 
environmental protection than those from the Midwest. The data suggest that persons in 
energy-impacted communities might be somewhat aware of the social impacts of coal 
development. In general, the evidence suggests majority concern about the environ- 
mental effects of coal as  an energy supply source. 

In July 1977, over half of respondents in a national survey were a t  least somewhat 
worried about putting even more power in the hands of a few big companies and giving 
them windfall profits. Concern was evenly split over a statement that using more coal 
would reduce incentives for oil companies t o  explore for more oil and that one part of 
the country would have an unfair advantage over the other [2281. In the Yellowstone 
River Basin, half felt  that a large increase in population with proper planning (due t o  coal 
development) would not hurt the area, and 40 percent disagreed. Over half expected an 
increase in crime. Opinion was split on whether newcomers would cause people to  be less 
united and friendly and on whether local people would lose control over important 
decisions that affect community life. Less than a third expected a depression in the area 
due to  closure of mines in the future 12051. 

KnowL&e and Information Sources 

Only one item addressed information about coal use. In the Yellowstone River Basin 
study, 70 percent responded that they were not satisfied with the amount of public 
information available concerning the plans of the power and mining industries [205]. This 
area is identified as a research gap. 

Behavioral Intention and Action 

Possible actions regarding coal are probably confined t o  support for or protest against 
government and industry actions. In the Yellowstone River Basin, 94 percent of respon- 
dents said they did not belong t o  organizations which had taken a stand for or against 
coal development. Another item stating, "People who object t o  coal development in this 



area can move somewhere else," drew disagreement from 64 percent [205]. These were 
the only items in the surveys that touched the question of personal action. No conclu- 
sions are possible on the  basis of these data. 

Evaluation and Policy Preferences 

In July 1977, respondents were asked if they favored a 66 percent increase in the use of 
coal. Three out of four said lyyesT1 [2881. The surveys focused on strip mining as a way t o  
get this coal. Figure 6-B shows that,  while a plurality favored allowing more strip 
mining, opposition stayed at about 35 percent until 1977 when i t  decreased to  about 20 
percent. Increased strip mining, while still protecting the environment, was favored by 
80 t o  90 percent of respondents and opposed by less than 10 percent [221, 228, 2381. 
Removing the restrictions on strip mining was opposed by 45 t o  48 percent of respondents 
and favored by less than a third in surveys in 1974 and 1975 [13 1, 137, 1381. 

Summary 

Although many people have viewed coal, especially strip-mined coal, as a possible way to 
expand energy supplies, there is some evidence in local surveys tha t  i t  may not be seen as 
necessary. The evidence suggests that coal is perceived as an effective energy supply 
source through domestic availability. One perceived benefit of coal use is a decrease in 
dependence on foreign oil. Support for strip mining was found to increase in three 
studies. Public awareness and information sources concerning coal a s  an energy supply 
source are  identified as a research gap. The data  suggest some degree of environmental 
concern about the production and use of coal as an energy source, with some regional 
variations. Those in the West appeared to be more concerned than those in the 
Midwest. Large majorities of three samples supported using coal if no environmental 
damage would result. 

NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Eff ectivenesg 

Nuclear power plants currently produce a lower proport ion of total  electric power than 
oil and coal power plants. When asked in 1975 and 1976 "whether the  United States  now 
has the technical know-how to build enough nuclear plants to  meet our electric power 
needs," nearly 70 percent nationally fel t  the technical know-how exists. About one-f if t h  
fe l t  the technology was not yet developed, and the rest were unsure [141]. In 1974, 14 
percent of a national sample fel t  the main reason why there were not more nuclear 
power plants being built was that  "There are many technical problems in building such 
electric plants" [142]. 

When people were asked to name the two or three main disadvantages of nuclear power 

E lants, about seven percent of the total  public sampled indicated Tack of technical 
now ledge, uncertainty of ~onsequences .~~  This was selected much less frequently than 

other disadvantages, which will be  discussed later  [1411. This same national sample was 





asked how long they thought i t  would take t o  build enough nuclear plants t o  meet a major 
part of our electric power needs. The median number of years given by those who 
answered was 13; one-fourth were not sure. 

In 1976, a national sample thought that three percent of current electric supply was 
provided by nuclear energy [1411. About a third of this sample estimated that  nuclear 
energy would provide the largest share of any source of electricity in 10 years. This 
response represented an eight-point increase over the proportion indicating nuclear 
energy one year previously [1411. About a third were unsure of the current and future 
sources of electricity. 

A 1974 study found people (33 percent) expecting nuclear energy to  be the greatest 
contributor to  electric power by 1984 [1421. A Harris study in February 1977 found 80 
percent agreeing that building more nuclear plants was an important s tep to  the expan- 
sion of supply over the next 10 years 12451. 

These data on the perceived effectiveness and feasibility of nuclear energy are too 
sparse to  permit conclusions to  be drawn. More information on public perspectives on 
nuclear energy's potential and desired contribution t o  energy supply is presented in the 
section on comparative findings. 

Relative Advantage 

The benefits associated with nuclear power development defined in surveys were: 
individual benefits from reduced utility bills, economic benefits t o  the immediate 
community, and societal benefits from a clean domestic fuel supply. 

Reduced cost of electricity to  the individual was a benefit identified in two studies. Just 
over half of respondents in 1974 agreed with the statement, "In places where nuclear 
power is being used to  produce electricity, people's electric bills are lowerTt [1421. A 
national survey conducted in '1975 and again in 1976 found that  half of respondents 
thought nuclear energy will be a cheaper form of energy in the future than a t  present, 
and a majority (60 percent) thought that nuclear plants would make electric power a 
bet ter  buy for the money 114 11. Other items in this study asking about advantages of 
nuclear power resulted in over 70 percent saying cheaper power was a major advantage. 

Table 6-1 shows the two or three major advantages of nuclear power listed by respon- 
dents in the same 1976 national survey. Mentioned most frequently (by 32 percent) was 
inexpensive electricity, followed by lack of pollution (24 percent) [ l4  11 . 
The same national survey presented a list of community benefits which could result from 
development of a nuclear power plant for respondent reaction. A majority responded 
that  if a nuclear power plant were built in their community, i t  would be more likely that  
new business would create increased employment opportunities in the com munity. A 
majority considered this a "major advantageTr rather than a "minor advantageoff This did 
not necessarily make the community a better place to  live; a little over one-third 
thought this was more likely, while about one-fif t h  thought i t  was less likely. A plural- 
ity (42 percent) were not sure or said there would be no real change. When asked t o  list 
the two or three main advantages of nuclear power plants, three percent volunteered 
Ttwould create jobsv [ 14 11. 



TABLE 6-1 

VOLUNTEEEEC ADVAYTAGES OF NUCLEAR PO'rJER 

Two o r  three main advantages  of nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s ,  Answers volun- 
t e e r ed ,  n a t i o n a l  sample. [ I 4 1 1  

Propor t i on  
I n d i c a t i n g  

Cost 
Cheap; produced more cheaply ,  l e s s  expensive t o  use  
Cheaper i n  t h e  long  run  

Nat iona l  
Clean energy,  l e s s  p o l l u t i o n  than  gas  and o i l  
Unl imited supply ,  abundant source ,  r eusab l e  
More powerful,  e f f i c i e n t ;  h i g h  ou tpu t  of energy 
We need energy; good source  of energy 
Make United S t a t e s  independent of f o r e i g n  o i l  
A l t e r n a t i v e  t o  o i l ,  ga s ,  and c o a l  
Helps save  n a t u r a l  r e sou rce s  
I t ' s  a v a i l a b l e  immediately 
Progress ;  modern, advanced technology 

Community Bene f i t s  
Would c r e a t e  jobs 
More r e l i a b l e ,  dependable 
I t ' s  s a f e r ;  no t  dangerous 
Compact, s e l f  con ta ined ;  less s t o r a g e  space necessary  



Respondents in Tennessee were asked about community benefits in much greater detail. 
Table 6-2 shows some results of a 1975 survey in Hartsville and Trousdale County [143]. 
This area had been proposed for nuclear-power plant construction. It is interesting t o  
note that  "cheap e l e ~ t r i c i t y , ~ ~  although one of the most desirable perceived effects of 
plant construction, was determined least likely t o  occur of any of the proposed effects. 
This result differs from that  of a national sample which showed cheap energy as an 
expected advantage of nuclear plants. Very desirable outcomes such as increased 
business, more jobs, and better paying jobs were thought t o  be fairly likely t o  happen 
[1421. 

Another 1975 local study of two communities which had nuclear power plants found the 
majority (60 percent) responding that  the construction or operation of the  nuclear power 
plant in their area had not affected their lives in any way. The 40 percent who said they 
had been affected were asked about effects experienced. A majority of samples from 
both communities said their taxes were lower and listed other economic benefits. 
Between 10 and 15 percent said the plant had positively affected their feelings about the  
community. Most people said there had been no effect  on their feelings or did not 
answer. The majority of respondents said they would permit construction again with the  
primary reason the increase in the tax base and resulting stabilization of tax ra te  [222]. 

In May 1974, three out of four respondents who felt  nuclear power should be used t o  
generate electricity listed !'enables the United States  to  conserve i ts  natural resourcesv 
as a benefit of nuclear energy. This reason was selected more frequently than others. 
Providing a source in places where other fuels a re  not available (64 percent), provides 
cheap electricity (50 percent), provides opportunity to  develop atomic energy for peace- 
ful purposes (42 percent), and represents an increase in scientific and technological 
know-how (36 percent) were other reasons mentioned [141]. Avoiding a shortage in the  
future was seen by over 70 percent as a major advantage of building more nuclear power 
plants. About the same number saw nuclear power as a domestically supplied source of 
energy and as decreasing dependence on foreign sources. Similar responses were found in 
1975 and 1976. Advantages related t o  energy supply and energy independence were listed 
most frequently when people were asked to  list two or three main advantages of nuclear 
power (see Table 6-1). 

Another advantage of nuclear power mentioned frequently was decreased pollution of air 
and water. This issue was approached several ways in the Harris polls of 197 5 and 1976. 
llClean energy, less pollution than gas, oil, and coalT7 was volunteered by one out of four 
respondents as  one of the two or three main advantages of nuclear power plants. Sixty 
percent answered "think soT1 t o  the statement, "Nuclear power is a clean source of energy 
and doesnTt pollute the air so much.ll About 46 percent thought nuclear power does not 
pollute water [1411. More respondents expected less air pollution than expected less 
water pollution from nuclear power production (52 versus 42 percent). About one-fifth 
did not expect reduced air and water pollution if nuclear plants were built, between 13 
and 14 percent expected no change, and another one-fifth were not sure. When asked if 
the possibility that  "nuclear power plants created no pollution of the air and water, such 
as that created by electric power plants using oil or coalf1 was a major advantage of 
nuclear power, a majority thought i t  was a major advantage (62 percent), some thought i t  
was a minor advantage (16 percent), and nine percent thought it was no advantage at all 
[1411. 

The data reported in this section came from one local and two national surveys [141, 142, 
1431. These data suggest tha t  perceived benefits of nuclear energy are economic advan- 
tages for local communities through more favorable tax rates and employment 



TABLE 6-2 

LIKELIHOOD AND DESIRABILITY OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS 
OF A NUCLEAR PLANT: DESIRABLE EFFECTS* 

Mean Rat ines  of P o t e n t i a l  E f f e c t s  

E f f e c t s  

Meet new people 
Pub l i c  r ecogn i t i on  of town 
Increased bus iness  
Increased land va lue  
More jobs 
B e t t e r  paying jobs 
More s tores/shopping 
I n d u s t r i a l  development 
More r e c r e a t i o n  a r e a s  
More pub l i c  en ter ta inment  
More b i l l b o a r d s  
Town/tourist  a t t r a c t i o n  
B e t t e r  schools  
Cheap e l e c t r i c i t y  

s 

Scale  RankC 

*Study 143. Actwl ques t ion  wording not  provided. 
al = c e r t a i n  t o  happen, 7 = almost impossible 
bl = extremely undes i rab le ,  7 = extremely d e s i r a b l e  
:ordinal ranking of scale values: l i k e l y  t o  not  likely 

Scale ~ a n k ~  

a ~ r d i n a l  ranking of s c a l e  values:  more d e s i r a b l e  t o  l e s s  d e s i r a b l e  



opportunities. Nuclear energy was also defined by sample majorities as  environmentally 
desirable. Majorities indicated that they thought nuclear power would become less 
expensive over time. These data are too limited to permit definitive conclusions. 

Concern about Risk 

The major disadvantages or costs associated with nuclear power as an energy alternative 
are perceived threats to  personal safety and anticipated environmental damage. 
Table 6-3 shows the disadvantages volunteered by a national sample and by those 
respondents in another national sample who said they were unfavorable to  a nuclear 
power plant. Health and safety concerns were mentioned by both groups more often than 
environmental or other disadvantages. 

In 1974, people who opposed using nuclear power to generate electricity listed W s  
dangerous to health and environmentft most often (70 percent) [142]. These health 
concerns seem to be related to radioactivity and the waste disposal problem. The Harris 
study in 1976 found 67 percent of respondents labeling Ifthe disposal of radioactive waste 
materials which remain radioactive for many centuries to comeff as  a major problem. 
Escape of radioactivity was judged a "majorn problem by 57 percent. A majority fel t  the 
chance of an explosion in case of accident was a problem. Warrn-water thermal pollution 
was a major problem to  half of the respondents, with threat of sabotage, danger of melt- 
down, and potential for air pollution considered major problems by fewer than half of the 
sample. About 40 percent worried about plutonium being stolen by radicals [14l]. 

In 1974 respondents in a national survey were asked why they thought there were not 
more electric plants fueled by nuclear energy being built. Over half chose the following 
reason: "The public has many concerns about the possible dangers to health and safety 
such plants may bringff 114% 

Table 6-4 illustrates some of the concerns a t  the local level in Tennessee where a nuclear 
plant has been proposed; although radiation hazards were one of the least desirable 
effects (but not quite a s  undesirable as  increased crime and drugs in schools), it was also 
considered one of the least likely [1431. 

Figure 6-C illustrates findings from survey items on the perceived safety of nuclear 
power plants. Results from the national surveys were not consistent 1141, 148, 31 11. One 
study found from 40 to 45 percent indicating that nuclear power would present danger, 
between 1973 and 1977. About 35 to 40 percent indicated that nuclear power was safe 
across the same time period [1481. Another study in 1975 and 1976 found about 20 
percent perceiving danger and 65 percent indicating that nuclear power was safe [141]. 
However, the item used in the former study elicited opinion on a nearby nuclear facility, 
while the item in the latter study asked about safety of nuclear power plants in the  
abstract. This difference in item meaning might account for the difference in response. 
A third study, which asked about nuclear safety in the  abstract, folind about 35 percent 
in 1974 indicating that nuclear power was safe. These data suggest that nuclear plants 
are perceived to be safer if they are not nearby. Melber et al. (19771, in examining 
several other studies, found similar variations in the data. Results from a Roper survey 
over five years, taken in the same month each year with item replication, showed a 
plurality feeling that a nearby atomic energy plant would present dangers [148]. The 
proportion feeling there were dangers rose slightly from 41 percent in 1973 t o  47 percent 



TABLE 6-3 

VOLUNTEERED DISADVANTAGES OF NUCLEAR POWER--NATIONAL SAMPLES 

Two o r  t h r e e  main d i sadvantages  of 
nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s  (Answers 
vo lun teered ,  t o t a l  p u b l i c  ) [141] . 

Propor t i on  
I n d i c a t i n g  

Hea l th  Concerns - 
Unsafe, dangerous,  h e a l t h  

hazard 
Danger of r ad i a t i , on  

contaminat ion 
Danger of a c c i d e n t s ,  

exp los ions ,  ea r thquakes  
Need s t r i n g e n t  c o n t r o l s ,  

sa feguards  

Danger of sabotage 
Danger t o  workers in  nuc l ea r  

p l a n t s  

Environmental Concerns 
Problems wi th  r a d i o a c t i v e  

waste  d i s p o s a l  
P o l l u t i o n ,  damage t o  

environment, w i l d l i f e  

Thermal p o l l u t i o n ,  k i l l s  
marine l i f e  

Other  Concerns 
I n i t i a l  expense h igh ,  

f i n a n c i n g  
Expensive, h igh  c o s t  

Lack of t e c h n i c a l  
knowledge 

Why a r e  you unfavorab le  toward 
having an e l e c t r i c  p l a n t  f u e l e d  by 
n u c l e a r  energy l o c a t e d  he re?  
(Answers volunteered ,  asked of 
t hose  who s a i d  they were unfavor- 
able--33 pe rcen t  of sample) [ 1421 . 

Propor t i on  
I n d i c a t i n g  

Bad f o r  our  h e a l t h  26% 

Danger of r a d i a t i o n  40 

Dangerous 2 7 

A f r a i d  11  
People  would/could no t  l i v e  
nearby 9 

Bad f o r  our environment 

Causes p o l l u t i o n  
Causes a i r  p o l l u t i o n  
Causes wate r / thermal  

p o l l u t i o n  
Uns igh t ly  
Noisy 

Other  

Not economical, t o o  
expens ive  



TABLE 6-3 (continued) 

Proportion 
Indicating 

Other Concerns (Continued) 
Public anxiety over  

safety, objections of 
environmental groups 4% 

Shortage, lack of 
plutonium 2 

Sites not available 1 
Inefficient, breaks down 1 
Puts people out of work 1 

Proportion 
Zndicat inn 

Lowers property values 



TABLE ,6-4 

LIKELIHOOD AND DESIRABILITY OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS 
OF A NUCLEAR PLANT: UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS--LOCAL SAMPLE* 

E f f e c t s  

Mean Rat ings  of P o t e n t i a l  E f f e c t s  
~ i k e l y ~  ~ e s i r a b l e ~  

Sca le  ~ a n k ~  Sca le  RankU ---- 
T r a f f i c  congest ion 
Housing shor tages  
Crowding i n  schools  
Increased no i se  
More taverns  and bars  
Drugs i n  schools  
Increased crime 
Increased t axes  
P o l l u t i o n  of l ake  
A i r  p o l l u t i o n  
Foggy days 
Radiat ion hazard 
Sabotage of plant 

*Study 143. Actual  ques t ion  wording not  provided. 
al = c e r t a i n  t o  happen, 7 = almost impossible  
bl = extremely undes i rab le ,  7 = extremely d e s i r a b l e  
'ordinal  ranking of s c a l e  values: l i k e l y  t o  less l i k e l y  
d ~ r d i n a l  ranking of s c a l e  values:  most undes i rab le  t o  least 
undes i rab le  



Legend: 

Safe 
X Would Present Danger 

1974 T-* 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 
Year and Month of Survey 

Source: Studies 141,  148, 311.  

Figure 64. PERCEIVED SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

NOTES TO FIGURE 6-C 

a"~ow do you f ee l - - t ha t  i t  would b e  s a f e  t o  have an atomic energy p l a n t  some 
p l a c e  nea r ,  o r  t h a t  i t  would p r e s e n t  dangers?" [ 1 4 8 ]  

b t l ~ u c l e a r  p l a n t s  a r e  s a f e .  There i s  no danger of explosion."  Agree, b u t  
no t  s t r o n g l y ;  d i s ag ree ,  b u t  n o t  s t r o n g l y ;  and s t r o n g l y  d i s a g r e e  [311] .  

C ' f ~ o w  s a f e  a r e  nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s ? "  Very s a f e ,  somewhat s a f e ,  n o t  s o  s a f e "  
[ l 4 l ] .  

The vo lun teered  response "dangerous" w a s a l s o  inc luded  i n  t h e  coding. I n  t h i s  
f i g u r e ,  t hose  responding "not s o  s a f e "  o r  "dangerous" were coded as "would 
p r e sen t  danger." 



in 1977. The Harris surveys in 1975 and 1976 showed more people believing nuclear 
plants were very or somewhat sa fe  (63 percent), with a slight rise from 18 to  23 percent 
saying they were not so safe  or dangerous. 

Although majorities in three samples have listed health and safety concerns as disadvan- 
tages to  nuclear power, the public appears polarized on the  issues of nuclear plant 
safety. National survey data, however, may not ref lect  local sentiment on nuclear power 
plant siting. A recent Harris poll in New York s t a t e  found a plurality opposing construc- 
tion of more nuclear power plants (46 to  35 percent in favor), with a plurality indicating 
tha t  nuclear plants are safe  (44 to  35 percent) (Harris, 1978). 

In 1974, Becker found that 38 percent of a national sample agreed or strongly agreed 
with the statement,  "Nuclear plants should not be built because of the  possibility tha t  a 
serious accident could result in the death or injury to thousands of people within a 
hundred miles of heremtl Forty-four percent disagreed or strongly disagreed with this 
statement [311]. Similar polarization was found in Arizona in 1976, with nearly one-third 
indicating they were not sure [201]. In June 1976 Gallup asked a national sample, "Do 
you feel  that nuclear power plants operating today are safe  enough with the present 
safety regulations, or do you fee l  tha t  their operations should be cu t  back until more 
s t r ic t  regulations can be put into practice?" A plurality (40 percent) said operations 
should be cut back. About one-third thought plants were safe  enough and over one-fourth 
had "no opinionv1 (Gallup, 1976). 

These findings indicate that about 40 percent of respondents in one local and two 
national surveys in 1974 and 1976 were concerned enough about nuclear plant safety to  
favor curtailing construction or operation until the danger could be reduced. A Harris 
poll found tha t  fewer respondents in 1976 than in 1975 said i t  was worth the risk t o  build 
nuclear power plants. These respondents were asked about plants which met tough 
government standards for nuclear waste disposal: having the  government certify they 
will not pollute air and water, having the government regularly inspect for radioactive 
leakage, having proper security against thef t  of plutonium or sabotage, prohibitions of 
dumping. warm water into streams, and inspections against accidental explosion. The 
percentage of people saying it was worth the  risk even with each type of control de- 
creased (by seven to  10 percentage points), those saying i t  was not worth the risk 
increased (by five to eight percentage points), and the number who were not sure 
increased (by one to  four percentage points). However, a majority of between 67 and 72 
percent fe l t  tha t  building plants was worth the risk in both years [1411. 

The 1974 national study, which found 38 percent agreeing that  nuclear plants should not 
be built because of the danger, found 67 percent agreeing (34 percent strongly) tha t  "On 
the whole, the electric companies have done an excellent job of building and operating 
nuclear power plants and protecting the safety of the  public.I1 About 10 percent dis- 
agreed, and nearly one out of four had "no opinion" [311]. In 1975 and 1976 majorities 
opposed government ownership of utilities (61 and 64 percent respectively), and over one- 
fifth said they favored this action [141]. To speculate from these data, public safety 
concerns may not stem from perceived negligence on the  part  of utilities. 

While respondents in two national samples showed greater concern between 1975 and 
1976 for problems connected with nuclear power plants, such as threats  of sabotage, 
accident, and disposal of wastes, slightly fewer nuclear plant neighbors thought these 
were I1majorrf problems in 1976 than thought so in 1975. When asked, Wow safe a r e  
nuclear power plants?" 42 percent of plant neighbors fe l t  they were V e r y  safe," 
compared t o  25 percent of others. Fewer neighbors thought plants were not sa fe  



(1 6 percent, compared t o  23 percent of others) and fewer neighbors had no opinion (eight 
compared t o  14 percent) [1411. 

In summary, seven surveys examined public response to  perceived risk of nuclear power 
plants. The pattern of findings revealed in these somewhat inconsistent data  appears t o  
be a public divided on the question of nuclear safety. Some samples result in majorities 
perceiving such risks, and others in sizable minorities. The data suggest that  those living 
near nuclear plants may be  less concerned about risk than others, but they are too sparse 
for firm conclusions. Concerns about risk relevant t o  nuclear energy identified by the 
public included: radioactivity leakage, waste disposal, thermal pollution of water, 
sabotage and theft ,  and explosion or accident. Negative indirect effects of a nearby 
nuclear plant that  were identified included increased traffic congestion, housing short- 
ages, crowding in schools, noise, crime and drugs in schools, all energy-related boom 
town community impacts. 

It can be hypothesized that  increased public concern about the risk of nuclear power 
plants will tend t o  result in increased opposition to  them, and possibly to  protest against 
them. 

K n o w l e e  and Information Sources 

Awareness or knowledge of the existence of nuclear plants nearby was not high in one 
local and two national studies. In 1973 and 1974 people were asked, "As far as you know, 
is there a nuclear power-generating plant now operating within 100 miles of where you 
live?" The percentage answering correctly rose from six t o  13 percent. Those answering 
incorrectly remained constant a t  about 12 percent, and the majority said they did not 
know [311l. In May 1975, of those who lived in states where there a re  nuclear power 
plants, about half were aware of the fac t  12551. About half of a Tennessee sample, in an 
area proposed for a nuclear plant, correctly answered questions about acreage required, 
size, number of workers, and t ime required to build. Less than a third knew the correct 
cost and about one-fourth knew the plant would last less than 50 years [143]. 

An Arizona study found nearly three out of four people disagreeing with the statement,  
yfI don't need to  know more about nuclear power before i ts  use is widespreadff [20 11. 
Gallup (1976) reported that  77 percent of a national sample were following discussions 
regarding nuclear energy development in June 1976. This was around the time of the 
California nuclear referendum. In the far West, Gallup reported 90 percent were 
following these discussions. Another national survey about this found that  two out of 
three Americans had not heard of the California referendum to  change the s t a t e  regula- 
tion of the nuclear industry [I4 11. 

The sources of information on nuclear energy used most frequently were television and 
newspapers [1411. The Tennessee study also found a majority saying they got information 
about the proposed plant from newspapers and 40 percent saying they used television t o  
get  information C1431. 

One item in a national survey addressed the evenness 'of media coverage related t o  
safety. The item stated, "The news media, including radio, TV, and newspapers, always 
gives front page coverage to  every little problem that occurs at a nuclear plant and 



never gives any mention to them when they are running as  usualmtT One-third of 
respondents strongly agreed with this statement. Another 29 percent said they Ifagree 
but not stronglym and 17 percent disagreed (six percent strongly). About one-fifth said 
they had no opinion [3 111. 

Credibility of information sources about, nuclear energy was examined in one national 
survey [141]. Table 6-5 displays the  percentages of respondents who said they placed "a 
great dealff of confidence in various sources of information (rather than "a little" or 
'honew). Scientists were mentioned most frequently (by 58 percent). Federal agencies, 
environmentalists, and t h e  president were chosen more frequently than most other groups 
(by about a third of the sample). 

A national study in 1975 .asked respondents about the effect on their opinions of people 
and groups who favored and opposed nuclear power. Between half and threequarters  of 
respondents said none of the people or groups mentioned made much difference in how 
they fel t  about nuclear power plants. About a third said the Atomic Energy Commission 
made them more favorable to nuclear power, and 22 percent said Gerald Ford influenced 
them favorably. Of nuclear opponents, environmental groups made 27 percent of respon- 
dents more opposed, and Ralph Nader influenced 20 percent in this manner. Other 
response categories were individual senators, the Vice President, and the Sierra Club, 
each of whom influenced fewer than 15 percent of respondents [1411. 

The data suggest that knowledge about location of existing nuclear plants is not wide- 
spread, but in areas where new plants are proposed, knowledge and awareness are 
higher. Melber e t  al. (1 977) found in local studies that increased knowledge leads t o  
community polarization. So few findings existed on information sources and their 
credibility that conclusions are unwarranted. The evidence suggests that scientists, 
federal agencies, and environmentalists were perceived as credible sources of infor- 
mation on nuclear energy. 

Behavioral Intention and Action 

Action being taken by citizens with regard to nuclear power has increased lately. 
Opposition or favorability can be expressed through voting, campaigning, lobbying, and 
even more visibly through demonstrations and protest. In the  national studies reviewed, 
one item asked about voting on nuclear energy. Respondents were asked how they would 
have voted in the California referendum on nuclear regulation. The results were polar- 
ized, with 38 percent indicating they would have voted against it, and 31 percent 
indicating they would have voted for it. Nearly a third (31 percent) said they were not 
sure [141]. 

No studies in the review included items about intended or actual actions of campaigning, 
lobbying, or demonstrating. Attitudes toward this kind of activity were explored in a 
national study in 1974 [311]. The items and responses are presented in Table 6-6. 
Opinion on electric companies, the AEC, and protest groups was polarized, with sizable 
minorities (about 20 percent) unsure of how they felt. 

Evaluation and Policy Preferenas 

Unlike the surveys directed a t  other energy alternatives, studies of feelings toward 
nuclear power have asked about general favorability toward the concept. The question 
has been presented in two major ways. First, questions asked for opinions about nuclear 



TABLE 6-5 

CONFIDENCE IN INFORMATION SOURCES 

How much confidence do you have in what various people or groups say on 
matters concerning nuclear energy development? (national sample) [ 1 4 1 ] *  

People or Groups 

Proportion 
Responding 

"A Great Deal" 

Scientists 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (formerly Atomic Energy 
Commission) 

Energy Research and Development Administration 
Leading environmentalists 
The President of the United States 
News commentators on television 
Ralph Nader and his consume,rist organization 
Foundation reports 
Heads of electric power companies 
News commentators in newspapers 
Companies which produce equipment for nuclear power plants . 
State governors 
U.S. Congressmen 
Ads in newspapers by those who support nuclear power 
U.S. Senators 
Ads in newspapers by those who oppose nuclear power 
Candidates for President of the United States 
Labor union leaders 

*Response choices were "a great deal," "a little," or "none." 



TABLE 6-6 

ATTITUDES TOWARD PROTEST GROUPS* 

You cannot depend 
upon t h e  e l e c t r i c  
companies and t h e  
AEC t o  b u i l d  and 
run nuc l ea r  p l a n t s  
the s a f e s t  p o s s i b l e  
way, un le s s  we have 
nuc l ea r  p r o t e s t  groups 
t o  f o r c e  them t o  do 
t h i s .  

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Agree Disagree  Don' t 

S t rong ly  Agree Disagree Strongly Know 

The n u c l e a r  p r o t e s t  15 23 
groups a r e  i r r e s p o n s i b l e  
a l a r m i s t s  who i n  the (3 8) 
energy c r i s i s  should 
s t e p  a s i d e  and s t o p  
o b s t r u c t i n g  the  b u i l d i n g  
of nuc l ea r  p l an t s .  



power in general or for the  nation a s  a whole. Second, questions focused on favorability 
or opposition toward a nuclear plant in local areas. Table 6-7 shows the results of 10 
national surveys. These findings indicate majority favorability toward the  idea of 
nuclear power in general. Opinion on nuclear power in local communities is polarized. 
Although the  percentages varied slightly, probably due to  differences in question 
wording, within each study and taking the studies together, the pattern holds. 

Other data provide additional evidence on majority favorability toward national devel- 
opment of nuclear power. In 1974, 80 percent of respondents nationally agreed with the 
statement,  llNuclear power should be used to produce electricitylT [ M a .  In 1974 and 
1976, 70 percent said they would like to  see continued advances and developments in 
nuclear power for peaceful purposes in the  future. About 20 percent thought develop- 
ment had gone far enough or too far [157]. 

These findings notwithstanding, Roper found a decline in favorabili ty  toward increased 
government spending on nuclear power from 57 percent in June 1974 to  53 percent in 
1975 and 47 percent in  June 1976 [159]. In Indiana in 1974, 67 percent favored increased 
spending on nuclear power 1304. 

Figure 6-D displays findings from seven national surveys over five years regarding 
favorability toward increased development of nuclear technology, building more nuclear 
plants, and speeding up construction of nuclear plants. Less than one-third of respon- 
dents opposed expansion of nuclear energy and sample majorities favored it. Since 
question wording varies, i t  is impossible to evaluate a trend apparent in Figure 6-D 
toward decreased favorability and increased opposition. Results from local studies 
varied. In 1974, 57 percent of Los Angeles respondents favored increased development of 
nuclear energy [2071 . In 1975 Kentucky respondents favored increased development 85 t o  
15 percent 122 11. 

A Harris survey conducted in 1974, and again in 1975, asked people "whether i t  would be 
worthwhile to have a nuclear power plant in their own cornmunity,ll depending on how 
different electric power rates  would be from those generated by other fuels [141]. 
Figure 6-E displays the  results for  tlworthwhilell and "not worthwhilet1 responses in t he  
two years. In 1976 consistently fewer people than in 1975 fe l t  a nuclear plant would be 
worthwhile in their community at all power rates; correspondingly, more people fel t  a 
plant would not be  worthwhile in 1976. These data  suggest tha t  people are incorporating 
other features of nuclear power besides utility rates  into their judgments about worth- 
whileness, if the assumption is made that  perceptions of utility rates  did not change in 
t he  intervening year. 

The data  in Figure 6-D also show that  at no difference in cost, the 1975 and 1976 samples 
were increasingly polarized on the  desirability of nuclear power. In 1975, about 35 
percent thought nuclear power was not worthwhile a t  no change in cost, and about 53 
percent thought it was worthwhile. In 1976, about 42 percent thought it was not worth- 
while a t  no cost difference, and about 47 percent thought it was worthwhile. 

It  might be expected tha t  the att i tudes of people living near nuclear plants would differ 
somehow from the general public. Their first-hand experience with i ts characteristics 
makes their responses more %form ed." Indeed, t he  findings show a fairly consistent 
direction of difference although the magnitude does vary. Those living near nuclear 
plants were more optimistic about the  technical effectiveness and future contribution of 
nuclear energy to  our elec t r  ici ty-genera ting capacity. They tended to  be less concerned 
about health and safety problems and more convinced tha t  nuclear power is a clean 



TABLE 6-7 

FAVORABILITY TOWARD NUCLEAR POWER FOR THE NATION AND COMMUNITY 

Date 

Propor t ion  Responding 
P l a n t s  i n  General P l a n t s  i n  Area 

Very/ ~ a i r l y /  Very/ F a i r l y /  
F a i r l y  Very Un- Don't F a i r l y  Very Un- 

Study Favorable favorable  Know Favorable favorable  

[311]a,b 
[142IC 
[ 2 5 5 1 ~ , ~  
[311]asb 
[1341dpe 
[255]:re 
El411 
(Gallup, 
1976); 
[I411 

Don' t 
Know 

a 9, What i s  your gene ra l  opinion of nuc lea r  power? Would you say t h a t  i t  
i s  s t rong ly  favorable ,  somewhat favorable ,  somewhat unfavorable ,  o r  
s t r o n g l y  unfavorable? " 

b " ~ u p p o s e  your e l e c t r i c  company announced t h a t  i t  planned t o  bu i ld  a 
nuc lea r  power genera t ing  p l a n t  i n  t h i s  gene ra l  a r e a  producing e l e c t r i c  
power by means of atomic energy. Would bu i ld ing  t h i s  kind of p l an t  be 
a l l  right with  you o r  would you oppose i t ? "  

'"what (is/would be) your r e a c t i o n  t o  having a n  e l e c t r i c  p l a n t  fue l ed  by 
nuc lea r  energy loca t ed  he re  i n  your (city/town/county)--that is,  here  
i n  (name of ci ty/ town/county)? (Are y o u / ~ o u l d  you be) f avo rab le  o r  
unfavorable  toward having such a p l a n t  l oca t ed  here?" 

d " ~ a k i n g  i n t o  account a l l  you have heard o r  read, how do you f e e l  toward 
nuc lear  power p l a n t s  i n  general--are you very favorable ,  f a i r l y  
favorable ,  fairly unfavorable,  o r  very unfavorable?" 

e " ~ o w  would you f e e l  about having a nuc lear  power p l a n t  w i th in  20 mi l e s  
of where you live--would you be very favorable ,  f a i r l y  favorable ,  
f a i r l y  unfavorable ,  o r  very unfavorable?" 

f " ~ o  you personal ly  favor/oppose having nuc lear  power a s  t h e  main source 
of energy f o r  e l e c t r i c  power i n  your community?" 

g " ~ s  of today, how do you f e e l  about t h e  cons t ruc t ion  of a nuc lear  power 
p l a n t  i n  t h i s  area--that i s  wi th in  f i v e  mi les  of here? Would you be 
a g a f n s t  t h e  cons t ruc t ion  of such a p l a n t  i n  t h i s  a r e a  o r  not?"  





NOTES TO FIGURE 6-D 

a " ~ o  you f a v o r  o r  oppose t h e s e  s t e p s  t o  s o l v e  t h e  energy cr is is?--Speed up t h e  
b u i l d i n g  of new nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s "  ( n o t  s u r e ,  17  pe r cen t ) .  [.141] 

b " ~ t e p s  t o  h e l p  s o l v e  t h e  energy cr is is- -Speed up t h e  development of more 
nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s  from 10  y e a r s  t o  s i x  yea r s "  ( no t  s u r e ,  16 pe r cen t ) .  
t2261 

  ore nuc l ea r  power p l a n t s  should  be b u i l t "  (no op in ion ,  1 1  p e r c e n t ) .  [I311 

d  l* . . . t e l l  m e  whether i t  i s  something you t h i n k  should  o r  should no t  be 
done?-40  i n t o  a  g r e a t e r  i nc r ea sed  program t o  develop n u c l e a r  energy" (don ' t  
know, 16 pe r cen t ) ,  [I531 

e  -1 We'd l i k e  t o  a sk  you about  t h e  s p e c i f i c  s t e p s  C a r t e r  ha s  proposed. Here a r e  
t h e  major s t e p s  he  ha s  proposed. Would you t e l l  m e  f o r  each one whether you 
t h i n k  i t  i s  .something t h a t  should be done, o r  something t h a t  should no t  be 
done?--Streamline the l i c e n s i n g  and review procedures  s o  t h a t  a  nuc l ea r  power 
p l a n t  can  be approved and b u i l t  i n  t h r e e  t o  f o u r  y e a r s  i n s t e a d  of 10 t o  12 
yea r s "  ( don ' t  know, 12  pe r cen t ) .  [ I471 

"Recent ly ,  t h e  House of Rep re sen t a t i ve s  passed most of what P r e s i d e n t  C a r t e r  
reques ted  i n  h i s  energy program. Le t  me a s k  you i f  you f a v o r  o r  oppose each 
of t h e  p a r t s  of t h a t  energy program passed by t h e  House of Representat ives--  
Speeding up t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  of conven t i ona l  n u c l e a r  power p l a n t s "  ( no t  s u r e ,  
17 pe r cen t ) ,  [238] 

g " ~ e t  me a s k  you about  some p rov i s i ons  of t h e  new energy b i l l  t h a t  is  l i k e l y  
t o  be passed by Congress, For each,  t e l l  me i f  you f a v o r  o r  oppose t h a t  
provision--Speeding up c o n s t r u c t i o n  of n u c l e a r  power p l a n t s  ( n o t  s u r e ,  12  
pe r cen t ) .  [243] 





source of energy. They were, however, more skeptical about proposed benefits t o  their 
community than was the general public. New business, better jobs, and a better buy for 
electric power were thought likely by less than half (42 to  47 percent), compared to  
majorities of the  general public (55 to  64 percent). Nuclear plant neighbors expected less 
damage in aspects of community life than did the general public. 

General favorabili t y  toward nuclear plants was higher among nuclear plant neighbors 
than among the general public. From 1975 to  1976 favorability increased slightly among 
neighbors but declined slightly among t h e  general public. In 1976 more nuclear plant 
neighbors thought i t  would be worthwhile to have a nuclear power plant in their com- 
munity than the public at all variations of increased and decreased utility bills [141]. 

Over half (55 percent, compared to  38 percent of the public) of plant neighbors said they 
would have voted against the California referendum on nuclear regulation. Although 
almost as  many neighbors would have voted for the measure as those in the general 
public (28 to 31 percent), many fewer said they were not sure (17 to  31 percent). 

These findings suggest that  a smaller proportion of people 
concerned about the disadvantages of nuclear power, and 
mistic about the advantages, than of the general public. 

Summary 

Majorities of national samples viewed nuclear energy 

living near nuclear plants a re  
a larger percentage are opti- 

as technically feasible and 
expected i t  to assume a major role in electric power generation in the future, although a 
sizable minority (up to one-third a t  times) were unsure. In one study, half of those 
sampled thought nuclear-generated electricity would be cheaper than other types of 
power, but fewer of those living near nuclear plants thought this would be a likely 
result. A majority in this study expected the benefit and cost of general economic 
growth to  result from nuclear power development in their community. Reduced depen- 
dency on foreign oil and conservation of nonrenewable resources as well as  reduced air 
and water pollution are advantages of nuclear power perceived by the majority of 
respondents. 

The major problems perceived as associated with nuclear power development are safety 
and environmental damage from radioactivity and waste disposal. These problems have 
been considered serious by large majorities and the number of people saying they are 
concerned has increased. Yet the findings are mixed when people must judge how %afen 
nuclear power is. In spite of concerns, majorities have consistently favored continued 
construction of nuclear power plants. However, the data suggest that opinion on nuclear 
power may be becoming increasingly polarized. When construction in one's own com- 
munity was specified, findings were mixed, with small majorities to  pluralities favoring 
construction. This finding, combined with the varying results of local samples, makes 
judgments about attitudes of local populations toward nuclear plants in their areas very 
risky without surveying each locality. The generally increased favorability of nuclear 
plant neighbors toward nuclear power 'T not necessarily an indicator of response to new 
proposals in other communities. 

There is majority concern about risks of using nuclear power which is increasing, and 
there is majority general favorability to increased development, with much variation in 
results at the local level. 



REGIONAL DIFFERENCES 

In one study, increasing energy supply was seen by majorities in all regions as causing at 
least a fair  amount of environmental damage 13081. All regions responded equally tha t  
power plants and refineries cause air  pollution [131, 3081. When asked which 
environmental problems would result from energy independence there were no 
differences in  responses except that  the East and the West were more likely t o  recognize 
air  pollution as a major problem [3081. Although people in the West were more likely t o  
think that environmental standards had gone too far  [1481, they were less favorable than 
other regions toward relaxing air quality standards to  allow coal t o  be used and were less 
favorable to  slowing the cleanup of air  and waste pollution 1141, 2181. When energy 
needs were pitted against environmental concerns, t he  South was more likely than other 
regions t o  prefer energy [1481. 

Fossil fuels a s  a supply alternative were favored least in the West. As noted before, the 
West was more concerned about air  pollution, and the  West also contains offshore oil, 
strip-minable coal, and oil shale. The West was less likely to  see offshore oil a s  a long- 
term source and to  approve of its expanded development 1141, 154.  Westerners were 
also less enthusiastic about oil shale exploration [1411. The Northeast and the West were 
more reluctant about coal as a long-term source than the  South and the  Midwest [152]. 
But the largest regional difference found in this review occurred over the strip mining of 
coal to solve the energy crisis. The national finding was reversed with a plurality in the  
West oppcsing this solution while majorities in  other regions favored it [141]. 

Nuclear power is a supply alternative which elicited regional differences in responses. 
The general, favorable opinion of nuclear power and its importance as  an energy source 
showed no variation by region [Gallup, 1976; 308; 3111. The West was more inclined t o  
see i t  as  the best long-term source, perhaps because it would replace coal and oil [1521. 
Many more people in the  West reported tha t  they were following discussions on nuclear 
power (Gallup, 1976). This could have been the result of referenda which raised aware- 
ness. Indeed, those in the West and Northeast were much more likely t o  state correctly 
whether there was a nuclear plant in their area [3111. Three out of four studies showed 
they were also more likely t o  say they opposed a plant in their a rea  1141; Gallup, 1976; 
308; 31 11. The East was less favorable to  building nuclear plants for the nation's energy 
supply, but in t he  same study there was not a significant difference among regions on 
building nuclear plants to  solve the energy crisis [141]. 

Although the West and the  East appear to  be aware, concerned, and less supportive of 
nuclear development, two studies indicate that  the West is more inclined to  see nuclear 
power a s  safe  and less inclined to  see additional safety standards as necessary [148; 
Gallup, 19761. Three studies indicate that  Easterners are most concerned among the 
regions about safety and safety standards [141, 148; Gallup, 19761. In keeping with these 
results, people in the Northeast were significantly more likely to  think the voting public 
should decide about disposal of atomi'c wastes and location of nuclear plants [141, 1521. 

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT TRADE-OFFS 

Environmental degradation is one of the concerns mentioned in connection with the 
conventional energy supply sources discussed in this chapter. In this section, survey 
findings from items which addressed trade-offs between energy production and use and 
their environmental impacts a re  described. 



In a November 1974 national survey over half of respondents fel t  there would be a t  least  
a fair  amount of damage done to the environment if the United States  were to  produce 
more energy for  its own use [308]. Table 6-8 shows which environmental problems people 
expected to  be most serious if the United States  tried to  be self-sufficient. Air pollution 
and strip mining were chosen most frequently, by 20 and 18 percent respectively. 

Although no national survey asked people if they opposed creating such problems, local 
studies in Arizona and Lansing, Michigan, showed divergent opinions on this question. 
Nine out of 10 Lansing respondents agreed with the statement,  "The natural environment 
should be preserved even if I must change my way of livingT1 [106]. In Arizona, however, 
30 percent were unsure of how to  respond to  the statement,  "Our energy needs are more 
important than environmental considerationsr1 [201]. The plurality disagreed, but another 
30 percent agreed that  energy was more important. 

Table 6-9 and Figure 6-F display the  data collected over five years on this question. 
Opinion is polarized on the energy/environment issue. Between October 1976 and 
September 1977 the proportion of respondents who fel t  adequate energy was most 
important increased by 10 percentage points, and the proportion urging environmental 
protection decreased by nine percentage points. 

The existing data  appear to  indicate tha t  public opinion about energy/environment trade- 
offs  is polarized. with sizable minorities f a v o r i ~ g  each side of the  issue. Public concern 
seems to  lean toward adequate energy supplies (over the environment) when shortage- 
related even'ts occur. 

COMPARATIVE FINDINGS ON SUPPLY SOURCES 

The survey data reported on each energy alternative do not permit a composite judgment 
like "The public prefers X energy source to Y energy source." Even items which asked 
people to  choose among sources usually focused on one aspect of the decision about i t ,  
such as, lTShould we expand work on it?" or lfWhich is in greatest  supply?" From the 
preceding sections the separate opinions about each technology can be compared and 
results discussed in light of the few items which asked respondents to choose one energy 
source over others. 

Effectiveness 

A national survey in February 1977 found 83 percent agreeing tha t  offshore oil drilling is 
an important s tep to  increase supply in t he  next 10 years [245]. When asked which energy 
sources "are realistically possible to  use for replacing foreign oil during the next five 
years," those choosing rloil from offshore United States oil wellsl1 rose from about 
one-fifth in 1975 to  42 percent in  1977 [15a. Coal and solar energy were chosen more 
often. Nuclear energy followed. When asked about a long-term source of energy on 
which we should spend the greatest  effort, those choosing oil from offshore U.S. wells 
fell from 18 percent in 1975 to  12 percent in 1977; i t  was below solar energy, nuclear 
energy, and coal on the list [151. Oil extracted from shale was seen a s  a near-term 
source by 16 percent and a s  a long-term source by three percent [151. 

A 1975 national study asked what energy supply source could be a realistic substitute for 
foreign oil [15% About a fifth thought coal was a realistic substitute. When the item 
was repeated in 1977, 61 percent chose coal, 52 percent chose solar energy, and 42 
percent chose oil from offshore oil wells. 



TABLE 6-8 

SERIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS I F  THE 
UNITED STATES I S  TO BE ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENT 

Which one of these environmental problems do you think would be most 
serious if the United States tries to be self-sufficient? [308]  

Percentage Indicating 
-- 

Type of Problem Most Serious 

Air pollution 
Strip mining 
Water pollution 
Oil spills 
Nuclear wastes 
Radioactivity 



TABLE 6-9 

PREFERENCES FOR ADEQUATE ENERGY 
VERSUS THE ENVIRONMENT 

There is continuing talk about an energy crisis and the idea that there 
won't be enough electricity and other forms of energy to meet consumer 
demand in the coming years, 

Some people say that the progress of this nation depends on an adequate 
supply of energy and we have to have it even though it means taking some 
risks with the environment, Others say the important thing is the 
environment, and that it is better to risk not having enough energy than 
to risk spoiling our environment, Are you more on the side of adequate 
energy or more on the side of protecting the environment? [ 1 4 8 ]  

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
Oct, Oct, May Jan, Oct, Oct. Jan. Sep.  - - -  

Adequate energy 37% 41 37 47 40 33 39 43 
Protect environment 37 39 42 34 39 44 39 35 
Neither--no conflict 

(volunteered) 12 12 14 13  13 13 14 14  
Don't know 1 4  . 8  8 8 9 11 8 8 
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Source: Study 148. 
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Another national study in 1975 and 1977 asked people which sources they thought could 
realistically be used for replacing foreign oil in the next five years. In 1975, of those 
respondents who thought foreign oil could be replaced, more people listed nuclear energy 
than any other replacement (24 percent). Coal was a close second, and solar energy 
third. By 1977 nuclear energy had fallen to fourth place in number of mentions I1521. 

The conventional supply sources are considered to be technically effective ways to 
generate electricity or heat homes. Questions of availability relate to the perceived 
effectiveness of fossil fuels as energy alternatives, while questions of technical effec- 
tiveness pertain to nuclear and solar energy. More people defined nuclear power plants as 
technically feasible than see solar power plants this way. The data suggest public 
expectations that it would require more than 10 years to build enough of either to meet 
our power needs. 

For size and reliability of supply, nuclear energy was seen as the most realistic replace- 
ment for foreign oil. In one study, nuclear energy was also thought to be the largest 
contributor to electric power generation in the future followed closely by solar energy. 
Coal was seen in abundant domestic supply but perceived as a nonrenewable resource. Its 
contribution was expected to fall in the future, although not as rapidly as that of oil. 
Solar energy was viewed in one study as abundant in supply although its projected 
contribution in the future to generate electricity was below nuclear energy and coal until 
25 years into the future. 

Relative Advantage 

There are several issues common to these sources which can be used as a basis for 
comparison. The advantages and disadvantages peculiar to each source were discussed 
earlier and will not be repeated here. 

Dependency on foreign sources of energy is assumed to be a disbenefit in the surveys 
although, as mentioned earlier, explicit questions about the impact of dependency were 
not asked. Relying on oil was seen as increasing energy dependency. Nuclear energy, 
coal, and solar energy were viewed as good solutions to the dependency problem since 
they are available domestically. 

Solar energy and hydroelectricity were seen to have cost advantages by more people than 
any other technology [3031. The disadvantage of high cost was mentioned less often for 
coal than for the other sources 13031. As a cheaper form of energy in the future, coal 
ranked ahead of oil but behind nuclear energy in numbers mentioning this advantage 
[141]. 

Low cost is an advantage mentioned more for strip-mined coal than for any other energy 
source. Some see nuclear power as providing a cheaper energy source in the future, and 
many people see the main advantage of today's nuclear energy as low cost. Oil is seen as 
an increasingly expensive source of energy. Expense seems to be a greater concern for 
oil than for nuclear energy or coal. There are few data on the perceived costs of solar 
energy as a producer of energy for the nation. High concern for the cost of currently 
available domestic systems and low expectations about price reductions in the future 
indicate that solar energy may be perceived as the most costly alternative currently. 

Table 6-10 presents data from a sample in several local areas [3031 and a national survey 
on perceived relative advantage and concerns about risk for oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear 



TABLE 6-10 

PERCEIVED RELATIVE ADVANTAGE AND RISK OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES FOR 
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION* 

Advantage 

Large s u p p l i e s  
Study #141** 
Study #303*** 

Low c o s t  
Study 11141 
Study #303 I n  Future  

Nonpol lut ing 
Study a141 
Study #303 ( A i r )  
Study 11303 (Water) 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Na tu ra l  Nuclear S o l a r  

O i l  Gas Coal Energy - Energy 

Safe 

Fewer h e a l t h  hazards and 
46 -- 40 34 -- danger i n  use  

* Actua l  ques t i on  wording was no t  provided. 
~c;k A n a t i o n a l  sample i n  1975 and 1976. Response was " th ink  so"  t o  
s t a t emen t s  about  t h e s e  i s s u e s  [141].  
*** A sample of s e v e r a l  l a r g e  c i t i e s .  These a r e  responses  given 

p r e f e r r i n g  each a l t e r n a t i v e  f o r  gene ra t i ng  e l e c t r i c i t y  [303] .  



energy, and solar energy. For availability of supplies, oil, coal, and solar energy were 
mentioned most frequently. For low cost, solar energy was mentioned most frequently. 

In comparing nuclear energy, oil, and coal, nuclear energy was mentioned most fre- 
quently a s  nonpolluting for air  and for water. Among the same three sources, nuclear 
energy was also more frequently perceived as posing fewer health hazards than oil or 
coal. 

Concern about Risk - 

Environmental impacts of energy production were addressed often in the surveys. Solar 
energy undoubtedly is considered the  ttcleanesttt energy source by the general public. 
Indeed, this was seen as a major advantage in studies of special populations which may 
even outweigh some perceived monetary disadvantages. The data suggest tha t  coal is 
considered the "dirtiesttt source. In July 1977, three out of four respondents in a national 
sample thought of coal as a "dirty" source of power, while one out of four fel t  that  way 
about nuclear energy [228]. Strip mining, seen as the extractive method of the future, 
causes concern. Air pollution due to  the combustion of coal is also recognized a s  a major 
problem. The relative positions of oil and nuclear energy are harder t o  interpret. While 
oil is seen as  causing less air pollution than coal, there is concern over refinery emissions 
and pollution from combustion. Nuclear energy is hailed as  a Weant t  source because i t  
does not pollute air and there a re  fewer extractive problems than with coal or oil. 
Several recent surveys, however, marked growing concern over waste disposal and 
radiation hazards which affect  the environment and public safety. An overall rating of 
environmental concerns was not elicited from the public. Until this is done on a national 
level it is not clear how important t he  perceived air and water pollution impacts of coal 
and oil are compared to  the perceived waste and radiation effects of nuclear energy. 

K n o w l e e  and Information Sources 

It  is interesting to  note that  researchers included questions on knowledge and information 
sources about only nuclear and solar energy. The same is true for questions about 
action. These two sources are  the most recent and controversial additions to  supply 
options. People were asked whether t he  United States must import oil, and these percep- 
tions may have affected opinions about effectiveness of the oil supply option. Studies 
attempted to determine information needs and trusted sources of information. 

Survey questions provided data on knowledge, information needs, and trusted sources, but 
there were very few items on actual or intended actions regarding nuclear power. The 
public does not appear to be more knowledgeable about any one energy source over 
another, but data on this question a re  too limited to  identify a pattern of findings. 

Evaluation and Policy Preferences 

In a 1976 national study, 35 percent of respondents thought nuclear power would provide 
the  largest share of energy in 10 years [MI]. Fifteen percent thought coal would provide 
the most energy. When the projection was extended to  25 years, nuclear energy was 
chosen by 32 percent and solar energy by 25 percent. 



As a long-term energy source for t he  year 2000, nuclear energy ranked second to  solar 
energy as t h e  source "we should spend t h e  greatest  effort to  developr' in a national 
study. Fewer people chose nuclear energy in 1977 than in 1975 (35 versus 47 percent), 
although it was still mentioned more often than coal, oil, and other sources [152]. 

A 1978 Harris study in New York s t a t e  asked respondents, "Which do you prefer to  see  a s  
a means of getting our future energy needs: using more coal, more nuclear power, more 
solar power, or do you think we should conserve more energy (or not sure)?lr Sample 
pluralities of 44.7 and 42.5 percent chose energy conservation and solar energy; 14 
percent chose coal, 8.8 percent chose nuclear, and 5.2 percent were unsure. 

Favorability toward expansion of each alternative energy source was examined in 
surveys. Strip mining of coal was favored least. Offshore oil drilling and building more 
nuclear plants were favored by nearly equal numbers-between 60 and 70 percent. 
Although items have not been replicated over t ime about expanding work on solar energy, 
recent studies showed between 80 and 90 percent favoring this. 

Solar energy is favored in t he  abstract by sizable majorities, yet concerted action (e.g., 
purchase of solar heating systems) has so far involved less than one percent of the 
population. Special studies and local surveys included questions about knowledge, inform- 
ation needs, and trusted sources of information. They also contained detailed questions 
about behavioral intention and action to  adopt solar systems. 

Attitudes toward government involvement in development of energy sources were 
explored for oil, nuclear energy, and solar energy. Although the public was never asked, 
Y3hould the government be in~o lved? '~  responses to  specific types of government in- 
volvement in oil production indicate majority favorability toward regulation of produc- 
tion without ownership or investment. 

For nuclear energy, majority favorability and intense (minority) opposition has existed 
for several years. F avorability toward increased government spending on nuclear power 
declined slightly between 1974 and 1976 from 57 t o  47 percent. In 1976, 70 percent said 
they would like to see continued advances and development in nuclear power for peaceful 
uses. Regulation was favored by majorities suggesting considerable support for govern- 
ment action. The most recent findings indicate tha t  the greatest  favorability for 
government action is to  develop solar energy. In February 1977, the most popular s tep  
toward developing new sources was, "Set up a government program to  develop solar 
energy." Encouraging domestic use of solar energy through tax credits was also favored 
by a majority of national respondents. 

It  is a tricky business to compare public assessments of these supply options. Surely no 
one option would be preferred to  the exclusion of the  others, although a question along 
these lines might yield interesting results. Table 6-1 1 summarizes the rankings of each 
technology along the  common issues discussed in this section. 

It should be stressed that  these rankings a re  not additive because they do not represent 
the relative importance of each issue to  the  public or t he  margin of difference between 
technologies on any one issue. What Table 6-11 does provide is a summary of the relative 
position of each technology within the  categories used to  describe the  survey data. Each 
technology has been perceived as having positive and negative aspects. 



TABLE 6-11 

SUMMARY OF ENERGY SUPPLY COMPARISONS* 

; E f  feet iveness 
Avail- 
a b i l i t y  

Energy of 
Source Technical Supply 

O i l  1 3 

Coal 1 1 

Nuclear 
energy 2 1 

Solar 
energy 3 2 

CATEGORIES 

Relative Advantage 

Co nee rn 
About 

Dependency Cost Risk 

Knowledge, 
Xnf ormat ion 

Sources, 
Action 

4 

Pol i cy  
Favorability Preferences 

*Rank of 1 = most posft ive response. 
Rank of 4 - l e a s t  pos i t ive  response. 



CHAPTER 7 

ANALYTICAL FINDINGS 
SUMMARY OF SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSES 

Appendix B of this report contains detailed analysis of public opinion data according to 
10 major sociodemographic variables: gender, age, education, income, occupation, race, 
political orientation, religious affiliation, lifestyle characteristics (marital status, 
housing characteristics, home ownership, and transportation characteristics) and 
urban/rural residence. This chapter summarizes that sociodemographic analysis. 

The summary is organized according to the six categories employed to organize the 
sociodemographic data: (1) perception of the energy situation, (2) energy and the 
environment, (3) knowledgeability and information sources about energy, (4) attitudes 
about solar energy, (5) attitudes about nuclear energy, and (6) attitudes about energy 
conservation. 

Within each of the six content categories, summary information on survey findings are 
presented for each demographic variable (with the exception of religious affiliation, for 
which data were too scarce to permit any statements about patterns of findings). Where 
the summary refers to "patterns of findings," this generally indicates that the available 
data pointed to the likelihood of a correlation between the sociodemographic variable 
and an energy-related behavior or attitude. Where the summary states that no patterns 
of difference were discovered, this indicates that the evidence was mixed or contra- 
dictory, or that insufficient evidence was available to determine patterns. 

In most cases, the survey results on energy policy options fell into the latter category. 
The lack of replicability of specific items measuring attitudes about various policies 
made the information on this topic nearly impossible to summarize. 

The following summary is intended as a guide to the reader interested in socio- 
demographic differences in the attitudinal data reviewed in this report. Greater detail 
and explication of the sociodemographic patterns are found in Appendix B. 

PERCEPTION OF THE ENERGY SITUATION 

Gender - Patterns of Difference 

Data suggested that women tended to be somewhat more concerned than men about our 
nation's energy future, although the findings on this were mixed. Females were slightly 
more likely than males to approve of policy options involving limiting energy usage. 
Males tended to react more negatively to President Carter's handling of the energy 
situation. 

Gender - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by gender were discovered for: 

perceived seriousness of the energy situation, 



perceived reality of the energy crisis, 

r the salience of the energy situation, 

0 perceived effects of the energy shortage, 

r the desirability of a national policy of energy self-sufficiency, 

0 preferences for conserving gasoline versus paying higher prices for unlimited 
use, 

0 preferences for various national policies (with the exception noted above con- 
cerning options limiting energy use), and 

assessment of the adequacy of steps taken to deal with the energy situation, 
and of whether too many or not enough sacrifices had been requested. 

Age - Patterns of Difference 

In general, younger age groups were found to view the possibility of future energy 
shortages as more likely than were older groups. Younger groups tended to think a policy 
of national self-sufficiency in energy was less likely to occur than did older groups. In 
general, data indicated that older people reported more adverse effects of the energy 
situation than did younger people. On a number of policy options, older groups tended to 
support policies which held costs down, while younger groups were less supportive, 
particularly if rationing was proposed as a means of controlling costs. 

Age - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by age were discovered for: 

perceived seriousness of the energy situation, 

perceived reality of the energy crisis, 

0 attributionofresponsibilityfortheenergycrisis, 

attitudes toward electric utilities, 

a salience of the energy situation, 

a range of proposed policy options (with the exception that older groups 
appeared to favor rationing if this kept costs down), and 

assessment of the adequacy of steps taken to deal with the energy situation. 

Education - Patterns of Difference 

Findings indicated that, in general, higher educational levels correlated with perceived 
seriousness of the energy situation and perceived reality of the energy crisis. Higher 
educational attainment also was related to perceived salience of the energy situation. 
Although findings were mixed, there was a tendency for groups with higher education to 
be more pessimistic about future energy supplies. More educated groups appeared to be 
less supportive of gasoline price maintenance with rationing, and more supportive of 



policies of somewhat higher prices with some limitations on supply than were less 
educated groups. There was a tendency for more highly educated groups to have less 
belief in the possibility of energy self-sufficiency for the United States. 

Education - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by education were found for: 

a perceived responsibility for the energy situation, 

a perceived impacts of the energy situation, 

a approval of President Carter's handling of the energy situation, and 

a attitudes toward policies regarding production versus importation of fuels. 

Income - Patterns of Difference 

Data indicated that higher income groups generally expressed a greater belief in the 
seriousness and reality of the energy crisis than did lower income groups. Higher income 
groups also tended to attribute greater salience to the energy situation. The lowest 
income groups exhibited a tendency to find steps taken to deal with the energy crisis 
inadequate, and to reject the idea of personal sacrifice. There was a tendency for higher 
income groups to expect energy shortages in the longer term. Lower income groups 
tended to favor policies that would keep consumer prices low. 

Income - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by family income were found for: 

a perceived responsibility for the energy crisis, 

expectations of near-term energy shortages, and 

a a variety of policy options (with the exception noted above). 

Occupation - Patterns of Difference 

The data indicated a general trend for perception of and belief in the reality of an 
energy-related problem to increase as skill level increases. Pessimism about future 
shortages also tended to increase with skill level. , 

Occupation - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by occupation were found for: 

perceived responsibility for the energy situation, and 

0 approval of Carter's handling of the energy situation. 



Race - Patterns of Difference 

Data indicated that nonwhites experienced more negative financial impacts due to t h e  
energy shortage than did whites. Nonwhites tended t o  show more concern for such issues 
as unemployment and inflation than for the energy crisis, a s  compared t o  whites. 

Race - No Patterns of Difference 

No patterns of difference by race were found for: 

0 perceived seriousness of the energy situation, 

0 belief in the possibility of future energy shortages, 

0 perceived responsibility for the energy situation, and 

0 sufficiency of steps taken to  deal with the energy situation. 

Political Orientation - Patterns of Difference 

Democrats were somewhat more inclined than Republicans to  view the energy situation 
as serious. Democrats were more likely than Republicans t o  approve Carter's handling of 
the energy situation. 

Political Orientation - No Pattems of Doiferenee 

No patterns of difference by political orientation were found for perceived responsibility 
for the energy situation. Political philosophy was not found to  be related t o  any items 
dealing with perceptions of the energy situation. 

Lifestyle Characteristics (Marital Status, Housing Characteristics, Home Ownership, and 
Transportation Patterns) 

Few items relating to perception of the energy situation were analyzed by these 
variables; no patterns of difference were found. 

Urban/Ru.al Residence 

No patterns of difference by place of residence were discovered for items relating to  
perception of the energy situation. 

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Gender 

Women were found t o  consistently favor the environment in energy-environment trade- 
offs; the opposite pattern held for men, who favored adequate energy supply. Men also 



tended to  be less likely than women t o  associate negative environmental impacts with 
energy production. 

On nearly all items in which support for environmental quality was gauged or in which 
energy-environment tradeoffs were posed, younger people, particularly the youngest 
group, showed consis tent support for the environment, especially when compared t o  the 
oldest group. 

Education 

There were strong positive relationships between educational 
regulating strip mining, as well as for willingness to  pay for 
There were no other clear differences by educational level regarding tradeoff s between 
adequate energy supplies and environmental protection. 

level and preference for 
lowered pollution levels. 

Income 

The pattern of findings regarding energy-environment tradeoffs revealed that lower 
income groups consistently showed greater environmental support than higher income 
groups, except where environmental quality is posed as entailing higher consumer costs. 

No pattern of findings was found in the few items relating occupational status to  energy- 
environment tradeoffs. 

Race 

Nonwhites appeared to  be slightly more concerned than whites about environmental 
quality, as revealed by a number of items measuring energy-environment tradeoffs. 

Political Orientation 

Data suggested that  liberals tend t o  be more favorable t o  the environment than are 
conservatives. 

Lifestvle Characteristics 

Insufficient data were available t o  discover patterns by lifestyle characteristics regard- 
ing energy-environment tradeoffs. 



Urban/Rural residence 

Data indicated that, in general, rural residents were more likely than urban residents to 
favor adequate energy supply over environmental protection when tradeoffs were posed 
between these concerns. 

KNOWLEDGEABILITY AND INFORMATION SOURCES ABOUT ENERGY 

Gender 

Data indicated that men are exposed to more information about energy-related topics 
than are women. Men were somewhat more knowledgeable than women about these 
topics. No patterns of difference by gender were discovered for sources of information 
used. Assessment of credibility of various sources of information about energy matters 
did not differ by gender. 

No patterns of difference by age were discovered for knowledge of energy-related issues, 
or for perceptions of the credibility of various information sources. 

In general, surveys found that educational level is positively related to knowledge about 
the energy situation and awareness of sources of energy information. There were no 
clear patterns of difference by educational level on credibility of information sources. 

Income 

Survey findings showed a strong pattern of increasing knowledgeability about the energy 
situation with increasing income. No clear relationship between income and credibility 
of various sources of information was evident in the findings. 

Occupation 

A strong positive relationship between occupational level and knowledgeability about the 
energy situation and about alternative energy sources was revealed in the survey data. 
WD pattern of difference by occupation was discovered for credibility of information 
sources. 

Race 

Data indicated a clear pattern of greater reported objective knowledge by whites than by 
nonwhites concerning energy issues. No pattern of difference by race concerning 
credibility of information sources was discovered. 



Political Orientation 

No strong differences by political orientation were revealed for objective knowledge 
about the energy situation or for credibility of information sources. 

Lifestyle Characteristics 

No strong patterns of difference by lifestyle characteristics were discovered regarding 
knowledgeability about energy issues or credibility of information sources. 

Urban/Rural Residence 

No patterns of difference by place of residence were evident for knowledgeability about 
energy issues or credibility of information sources. 

ATI'ITUDES ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY 

Gender 

No strong patterns of difference by gender were discovered for attitudes about solar 
energy. 

Several items intended to gauge attitudes toward solar energy indicated a pattern of 
greater support for solar energy among younger age groups. 

Education 

No patterns of difference by educational level were discovered regarding .attitudes 
toward solar energy. 

Income 

A strong pattern of difference by income was found regarding attitudes toward solar 
energy, with greater support found among higher income groups. 

A general pattern of greater support for solar energy among professional and managerial 
groups than for lower skill level groups was discovered. 



A pattern of greater support for solar energy among whites than nonwhites was discover- 
ed. 

Political Orientatian 

No patterns of difference by political orientation were discovered regarding attitudes 
toward solar energy. 

Lif estvle Characteristics 

No patterns of difference by lifestyle characteristics were discovered regarding attitudes 
toward solar energy. 

Urban/ICural Residence 

No patterns of difference by place of residence were discovered regarding attitudes 
toward solar energy. 

ATTITUDES TOWARD NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Gender 

Data indicated greater general support among men than women for nuclear energy, while 
women showed greater general opposition than men. Men were also more favorable to 
the idea of having a nuclear power plant in the vicinity of their homes. Females were 
found to be more concerned than males about the safety of nuclear power plants. 

A general pattern of more opposition and less support for nuclear power among younger 
than older age groups was discovered. Younger groups were also found to be less 
supportive of having nuclear power plants in their vicinity than were older groups. The 
younger age groups showed consistently higher concern over nuclear safety than did most 
older groups, except that the oldest group also showed higher concern than those in the 
middle age ranges. 

Education 

Data indicated a slight pattern of greater favorability toward nuclear energy develop- 
ment and of positive attitudes toward nuclear power among more highly educated groups 
than among those with less education, although the results were mixed. No relationship 
was found between educational level and the desirability of having nuclear power plants 
in one's vicinity or perceived safety of nuclear power plants. 



Income 

Income was found to be positively related to general favorability toward nuclear energy, 
and to the desirability of having more nuclear power plants in one's vicinity. Higher 
levels of income were also associated with higher levels of perceived safety of nuclear 
power plants, 

In general, survey data indicated that professional and managerial groups were more 
favorable toward nuclear energy and more likely to perceive nuclear power plants a s  safe 
than were those at lower occupational skill levels. 

Whites were found to be generally more supportive than nonwhites of nuclear energy 
development. Whites were also generally more supportive than nonwhites of having more 
nuclear power plants in one's general vicinity. On many of these items, nonwhites tended 
to be unsure or have no opinion than to be in opposition to nuclear power. 

No clear pattern of difference by political orientation was discovered regarding attitudes 
toward nuclear ener gym 

Lifestyle Characteristics 

No clear pattern of difference by lifestyle characteristics was discovered regarding 
attitudes toward nuclear energy. 

The data indicated a slight pattern of greater support for nuclear power among rural 
residents than among those in large cities. 

ATT'lTUDES ABOUT ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Gender 

Survey data indicated that women may be slightly more favorable to  energy conservation 
than men. Men and women who engaged in conservation behaviors tended to do so in 
activities consonant with their sex roles. 



Data indicated a pattern of doubt among younger age groups regarding the efforts of 
government and industry to conserve energy. Older groups showed generally greater 
support for gasoline rationing, particularly when this option was posed against policies 
that entailed higher prices. No obvious patterns of age-related differences in energy 
conservation behavior were discovered. 

Education 

More highly educated people were found to practice more conservation with regard to 
lowered thermostat settings. No other differences by education were discovered for 
other conservation behaviors or for conservation attitudes. More highly educated people 
were found to be generally more in favor of transportation related conservation policies- 
they were generally more favorable toward mass transit (although they were not more 
inclined to use it). This group also tended to favor policies that would raise gasoline 
prices but not restrict their driving. 

Income 

Lower income groups tended to report engaging in less conservation-related behavior 
than higher income groups. No patterns of difference were apparent by income regarding 
perceived efficacy of personal efforts to conserve or with regard to ratings of conser- 
vation efforts in such sectors as government or business. No patterns of difference by 
income were discovered for driving behavior or attitudes. Lower income groups tended 
to favor rationing of gasoline accompanied by lower prices, while higher income groups 
consistently opposed limits on the availability of gasoline. No clear differences by 
income were discovered regarding attitudes toward or use of public transportation. 

Lifestyle Characteristics 

Data suggested that unmarried people are somewhat more likely to find infringement on 
personal mobility a hardship than are married people. No patterns of difference in 
energy-conser ving behavior by marital stat us were discovered, however. No patterns of 
difference by housing characteristics and living situations were discovered regarding 
energy conservation. There was some evidence that homeowners are more concerned 
than renters with reducing energy consumption. 

Urban/Rurail Residence 

No strong patterns of difference by place of residence were discovered regarding 
attitudes toward energy conservation. Specific conservation behaviors engaged in varied 
by place of residence. Urban residents appeared to be more favorable than others to 
mass transit. 



No patterns of difference by occupation were discovered with regard to conservation 
attitudes and the extent to which conservation was practiced. There were differences by 
occupation in the specific conservation behaviors which individuals practiced. 

Race 

No clear patterns of difference by race were discovered with regard to energy con- 
servation attitudes or behavior. 

Political Orientation 

Various survey items indicated a possible pattern of greater favorability toward energy 
conservation among Democrats than among Republicans, and among liberals than among 
conservatives. 





CHAPTER 8 

ANALYTICAL FINDINGS 
SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES 

This chapter addresses the relati onships among social-psychological variables analyzed in 
the surveys. As previously noted, survey data collection has not generally been guided by 
explicit theoretical constructions. Nevertheless, some theoretical ideas are implicit in 
the survey data; the purpose of this chapter is to analyze these data and to make the 
theoretical notions underlying the m clear. The presentation in this chapter is organized 
around major independent variables. Thus, the discussion below is organized around the 
following headings: (1) accounting for belief in the energy crisis, (2) belief in the energy 
crisis as  an explanatory variable, (3) perceived impacts of the energy crisis, (4) know- 
ledge, (5) belief in the effectiveness of energy conservation, (6) concern about risk, (7) 
evaluation of nuclear energy, and (8) environmentalism. 

These variables are termed social-psychological to distinguish them from demographic 
descriptions of individuals (age, gender, etc.) and to highlight the fac t  that  they pertain 
to individual knowledge, attitudes, and practices. Most often, no tests of statistical 
significance were run; therefore, data were examined to locate marked (possibly 
significant) differences in response by independent variable categories. These differ- 
ences would be around 10 percent or greater for national samples and 15 to 20 percent or 
greater for local samples. Differences noted are not statistically significant (unless 
specified) and only suggest an association between two variables. When "no differencesv 
are reported, the variation in response was less than the  values mentioned above. Few of 
the studies controlled for third variables, and very few employed analytical techniques 
beyond cross-tabulations. 

Table 8-1 summarizes the analyses of the explanatory (independent) variables and the 
variables (dependent) these might explain. While many surveys in this review analyzed no 
social-psychological variables, of those that did present such analyses, by far the most 
frequently used explanatory variable was belief in the energy crisis. Belief was usually 
measured as repondent assessment of the reality or seriousness of the energy problem. 
Belief was cross-tabulated with a wide array of dependent variables usually pe r t a in i~g  to  
acceptability of alternative solutions (such as favorability toward energy conservation). 
As Table 8-1 shows, belief in the energy crisis was also used frequently a s  a variable to  
be explained. 

The first section of this chapter discusses the findings that attempted to explain why 
people believed there was an energy crisis. 

ACCOUNTING FOR BELIEF IN THE ENERGY CRISIS 

Implicit in many of t h e  survey analyses performed was the idea that  if persons believed 
there to be a serious national energy problem, they would be more willing to practice 
energy conservation, adopt solar energy, and accept various other alternatives, such as  
nuclear power. It was clear, however, that not everyone believed the energy problem 
was serious (see Chapter 3). A few investigators attempted to determine what distin- 
guished those who believed in an energy crisis from those who did not. Results of these 
analyses are described below, organized by four independent variables used in survey 
analyses. These are: perceived causes of the energy crisis, perceived impacts of the 
energy crisis, knowledge, and environmentalism. 
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TABLE 8-1 

SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIABLES ANALYZED 

independent Var i ab l e  by Dependent Var iab le  

Be l i e f  i n  t h e  energy 
c r i s i s  

Perceived causes  of 
energy c r i s i s  

Perceived impact of 
energy c r i s i s  

Knowledge and informa- 
t i o n  sou rce s  

Be l i e f  i n  t h e  e f f e c t i v e -  
ne s s  of conse rva t i on  

Concern about  r i s k  

F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward 
n u c l e a r  energy 

Environmentalism 

Conservat ion norms 
Energy s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y  
Conservat ion p o l i c i e s  
Knowledge ( conse rva t i on )  
Conservat ion behavior  
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward nuc l ea r  energy 
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward use  of f o s s i l  f u e l s  
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward s o l a r  energy 

Bel ie f  i n  t h e  energy c r i s i s  

Be l i e f  i n  t h e  energy c r i s i s  
Conservat ion behavior  
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward s o l a r  energy 
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward po l i cy  op t i ons  

Be l i e f  i n  t h e  energy c r i s i s  
Conservat ion a t t i t u d e s  and behavior  
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward nuc l ea r  energy 
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward s o l a r  energy 

Conservat ion behavior  

F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward nuc l ea r  power 
Perce ived  s a l i e n c e  of nuc l ea r  power 

Concern about  r i s k  
Acceptable cond i t i ons  f o r  nuc l ea r  power 
Perce ived  impacts of nuc l ea r  power 
C r e d i b i l i t y  of in format ion  sou rce s  
F a v o r a b i l i t y  toward c o a l  

F a v o r a b i l i t y  t o  p o l i c i e s  
Be l i e f  i n  t h e  energy c r i s i s  
A t t r i b u t i o n  of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  
C r e d i b i l i t y  of in format ion  sources  
Knowledge 



Perceived Causes of the Energy Crisis 

The hypotheses examined by these analyses were: (1) those who defined energy shortages 
and rising prices as a consequence of industrial and political action (e.g., I1contrivedtl) 
would be less likely to believe there is an energy crisis, and (2) those who defined the 
symptoms as due to causes beyond institutional control (e.g., decreasing availability of 
fossil fuels) would be more likely to believe there is an energy crisis. 

A Texas study conducted in 1974 examined the relationship of "perceived causes of the 
energy crisist1 by Iflevel of belief in the energy crisis,'I finding statistically significant 
differences by each perceived cause (p < -001) [1161. Respondents who believed the world 
was running out of fuel supplies were2ignificantly more likely than those who did not 
believe so to feel that the nation had an energy crisis. Those who thought oil companies 
were trying to make a profit through the energy situation were three times more likely 
to indicate there was not a crisis than those who did not think so. This pattern of 
findings held for the rest of the variables, with those who thought that companies were 
holding fuel to raise prices, that the shortage was part of a political scheme, and that the 
"energy crisisn was actually a political move by government being significantly less likely 
to believe in the crisis than those who did not perceive these causes. 

Another study reported that 32 percent of believers in the crisis and 86 percent of 
nonbelievers agreed that "the 'energy crisisT was a put onf in order to raise prices of 
fuelsu [lO6]. In 1974, reasons related to whether the "energy shortagen was assessed as 
"very seriousv or "not at all seriousI1 were as follows: Ifpublic increasingly wastefulI1 
(believers, 70 percent; nonbelievers, 49 percent), "too many inefficient consumer goodsIt 
(believers, 62 percent; nonbelievers, 44 percent), "oil companies didn't preparev 
(believers, 54 percent; nonbelievers, 36 per cent), and "no national energy policy by 
governmenttT (believers, 51 percent; nonbelievers, 42 percent) [13% For other reasons, 
little difference between the two groups was found; these were "expansion of industry,IT 
Itvarious pollution  control^,^ and tlpopulation growth.It Those defining as causal wasteful- 
ness, inefficient and excessive consumer goods and lack of national energy policies, all of 
which are sociopolitical and economic reasons, were more likely to view the situation as 
"very serious." 

Thus, two analyses had results supportive of the hypotheses, and one had results un- 
supportive of them. The latter analysis suggests a hypothesis that those attributing the 
energy crisis to institutional problems are more likely to view the problem as very 
serious. 

Perceived Impacts of the Energy Crisis 

Several investigators attempted to assess the hypothesis: those whose lives were most 
affected by energy-related problems are most likely to believe in the seriousness of the 
energy crisis. 

ORC replicated an item in national surveys in September and December 1974 to measure 
perception of2ppice increases by belief in the energy crisis [139, 3081. The item was: 
"Aside from gadfine and heating oil, are there any other things you buy whose price has 
gone up because of :the energy shortage?" Response categories included: electricity, 
food, plastics, other, everything, nothing, and don't know. In September, those who 



perceived price increases in tfeverythingv were slightly more likely t o  view the energy 
shortage a s  Verytt  or %omewhatn serious than a s  ?'not a t  alln serious. No other differ- 
ences by perceived price increases were found in September. The findings for December 
resulted in no differences in belief by perceived price increases [308]. 

Unseld (197 8), using a purposive sample of the elderly in New York state,  found a signifi- 
cant correlation (p < -05) between a high percentage of experienced increases in energy 
costs over t he  previ%us year and strong beliefs in seriousness of the energy crisis. Unseld 
reported that  perceived increases in energy costs were associated with greater number of 
lifestyle changes experienced (p - c -05). 

ORC queried respondents late  in 1974: "Compared to  the prices of most other things you 
buy, do you think gasoline prices today are  reasonable or unreasonable?" [3081 The 
sample was about evenly divided on this question, but those who thought prices were 
unreasonable were slightly more likely to  perceive the energy situation a s  "not serious a t  
all.lf In the same survey, respondents were asked, ttHow much impact do you think 
increases in the price of oil and gasoline have had on the ra te  of inflation-a great deal 
of impact, a fair amount, or only a li t t le impact?" No difference was found for this item 
by belief in the energy crisis. When respondents were asked whether they thought the 
price of gasoline had gone up 'la great deal," "a fair amount,tt or "a littlett during the 
previous year, no difference by belief was found except for a slight tendency for 
believers to  think i t  had increased a "fair amountt1 and nonbelievers a ulittle?l [308]. 

Results from the 1976 Lansing, Michigan, survey indicated that, even though energy costs 
had increased, almost half the sample did not believe in an energy problem, and more 
than half perceived no reduction in their own energy consumption [106]. 

A 1975 survey in Texas and Arizona resulted in differences in belief by electric and 
natural gas bill increases [lBl]. Response categories on impact of increasing bills were 
"it really had no effect on us," llwe had to  make a few adjustments, but our style of life 
was not affectedYt1 and "our life was less comfortable and convenient, but i t  was not 
serious.ll Those who reported that  they were less comfortable were slightly more likely 
not to  believe in the energy crisis than the others. The authors explained this outcome 
by indicating that  higher income respondents would be less likely t o  experience inconve- 
nience or discomfort, and higher income was found to  be associated with belief 11811. 

In summary, the hypothesis found limited support in three analyses and no support in 
two. The suggestion was made that other variables might intervene to  confound the  
posited relationship (such as  income). 

Knowledge 

The basic hypotheses involving knowledge and information sources explored in these 
analyses were: (1) the more informed an individual is about energy issues, the more 
likely s/he is to  believe in an energy crisis, and (2) belief will vary by sources of infor- 
mation used. Policymakers might be concerned that the public is unaware of basic facts  
about energy, such as  how much of the nation's oil is imported, with difficult implications 
for finding politically acceptable solutions t o  energy problems. 

A 1977 Gallup survey cross-tabulated knowledge (treated as  an independent variable) 
about whether the nation must import oil by belief in the energy crisis. Those aware that  
the United States must import oil from other countries were more likely t o  view t h e  



energy situation as  "very seriousu (61 percent) than those who thought the nation 
produces enough oil to  meet Ifour present energy needstt (25 percent) [2 181. Similarly, 52 
percent of the uninformed thought the situation was "not a t  all seriousv1 compared t o  36 
percent of the informed. However, no difference was found by knowledge of the pro- 
portion of domestic needs that was filled by imported oil and belief in the crisis [2 181 . 
Results a re  summarized in Table 8-2. Those who did not know what proportion was 
imported were slightly more likely to  view the energy problem as not serious. 

Part of the reason for public misinformation about energy facts might lie in the inconsis- 
tency of information available t o  them. (See also the discussion in Chapter 3 on this 
point). Table 8-3 documents information from three credible sources concerning the 
proportion of oil consumed in the United States that is actually imported. Although an 
expert might be able to  reconcile the  differences in reported figures (perhaps some 
figures refer t o  crude oil and others t o  refined oil), the public likely has no such expertise 
to evaluate disparate information. What appears to  be public ignorance may in fac t  be 
partially a function of the array of contradictory information publicly available. In part, 
the public may also not have paid enough attention to  energy information t o  know 
accurately the nation's energy picture. 

ORC reported findings from 1976 resulting in slight differences in belief by those who 
had children exposed t o  energy conservation information in school [130]. Parents of 
these children were slightly more likely to  perceive the "need t o  save energy1' a s  %eryV 
or %om e what seriousel' 

A 1976 survey conducted in Lansing, ~ i ' ch igan,  queried respondents about their sources of 
information on energy. Those using newspapers were slightly more likely t o  be believers 
(37 percent) than those using books and magazines (25 percent), but they were also 
slightly more likely to be nonbelievers (27 percent compared t o  15 percent of those using 
books and magazines) [106]. 

These findings seem to be contradicted by others from a 1976 Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
survey which reported higher levels of belief in oil and natural gas shortages among those 
relying for information on national magazines (from 38 t o  48 percent) than among those 
relying on newspapers (from 18 t o  28 percent) or television news (from 13 t o  23 
percent). Of all groups, those relying on the federal government and national magazines 
for information were most likely t o  think oil and natural gas supplies will run out even- 
tually [119]. No data, however, exist as  to whether these relationships might be 
confounded by other variables, such as respondent educational level and preference for 
information sources. 

In summary, the hypothesis concerning the relationship of knowledge and belief was 
supported in two analyses. This relationship warrants further research before any 
conclusions may be drawn. Little empirical evidence exists in support of the hypothesis 
on variability in belief by information sources. Results from two analyses suggest that 
such variability may exist, but these were inconsistent in which information sources were 
associated with higher belief levels. 

Environmentalism 

The basic hypothesis explored in one study was that those concerned about the environ- 
ment would be more likely than others t o  believe in an energy crisis. This hypothesis was 
found to  be supported. 



TABLE 8-2 

KNOWLEDGE OF O I L  IMPORTS BY BELIEF I N  ENERGY CRISIS 

From what you have heard  o r  read,  do you t h i n k  we produce enough o i l  i n  
t h i s  country t o  meet our  p r e sen t  energy needs o r  do we have t o  import 
some o i l  from o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s ?  (Asked of t hose  who s a i d  we need t o  
import o i l  t o  meet our  energy needs: About how much--that is ,  what 
percent--of t h e  o i l  used i n  t h i s  country do w e  p r e s e n t l y  import from 
o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s ? " )  [218]* 

Propor t ion  I n d i c a t i n g  
Es t imate  of Vkry F a i r l y  Not a t  
Percentage of Oil Ser ious  Se r ious  a l l  
Imported S i t u a t i o n  S i t u a t i o n  Se r ious  

Up t o  9  percen t  
10-29 percen t  
30-39 percen t  
40-49 percen t  
50-59 percen t  
60-69 percen t  
70 percen t  and over  
Don't know 

*This i t em was asked i n  AprilrMay of 1977. The a c t u a l  p ropor t ion  of o i l  
imported dur ing  1976 was 39.2 percen, t ,  and dur ing  1977 i t  w a s  44.5 per- 
cent (Lange, 1 9  78) , 



TABLE 8-3 

OBJECTIVE DATA ON OIL IMPORTS 

P r o p o r t i o n s  of o i l  consumed i n  t h e  Uni ted  S t a t e s  a c t u a l l y  imported.  

Sources of Data 

Year 
Lange (1978) 
(Crude oil)" 

S t a t i s t i c a l  A b s t r a c t s  
o f  t h e  Uni ted  S t a t e s  

(1977) ( O i l l b  
New York 

~ i r n e s '  

131. 
bpp. 594, 597. 
'percent  of " t o t a l  demand" was r e p o r t e d .  D o l l a r  figures a r e  amount 

s p e n t  on imported o i l .  
d ~ p r i l  17,  1973. 
e ~ p r i l  19, 1977, p. 24. 
'0c tober  14 ,  1977, p. 16. 
gpro j ec ted .  



"Environmental activists1I* were found to be somewhat more likely than the total public 
to view the energy shortage as ttvery serious," "of long duration," and to expect it to 
become ttmore severe in the next few monthstT [l3T]. These results were from an ORC 
national survey in 1974. Activists were also more likely than the total sample to feel 
that one important reason for the energy shortage was "too many inefficient consumer 
goods," and they were less likely than the total sample to identify ttvarious pollution 
controlsn as a cause of the energy shortage 113% 

Summary 

The hypotheses for further exploration emerging from these findings are: 

0 

0 

0 

None of 
findings. 

Those attributing energy shortages to political and economic contrivance are 
less likely than those attributing it to declining availability of fossil fuels to 
believe in an energy crisis. 

Those experiencing negative lifestyle consequences from energy-related 
problems are more likely than those who do not to believe in an energy crisis. 
Those more informed about energy facts and issues are more likely than the 
uninformed to believe in an energy crisis. 

Belief in the crisis varies by energy information sources used. 

Those with greater environmental concern will be more likely than those with 
less concern to believe in the energy crisis. 

these posited relationships is supported by a strong pattern of empirical 
They are identified as possible questions for future research. 

BELIEF IN THE ENERGY CRESIS AS AN EXPLANATORY VARIABLE 

Belief was measured in two different ways (as described in Chapter 3) involving asking 
about perceived seriousness of the "energy crisisw or the "energy situation." As discussed 
in this section, "believersv are those indicating a perception that the energy shortage, 
crisis, or situation was "very seri~us,~' and tfnonbelievers7t are those indicating that the 
situation was not serious. Findings are presented as dichotomized between these two 
groups, essentially eliminating consideration of those in the middle ground who indicated 
that the situation was "somewhat serious," and ordinarily fell between the other two. 
Where some notable finding involves the middle group, this is discussed. 

Belief in the energy crisis was posited as a predictor of conservation norms, attitudes 
toward energy self-sufficiency, preferences on conservation policies, conservation 
behavior, favorabili ty toward nuclear power, and favorability toward solar energy. The 
following discussion is organized by these dependent variables. 

*Activists were defined as ttpeople who either belong to an environmental accented 
organization or have written a letter on an environmental subject to a newspaper, 
legislator, or other government body, or have done both. About one respondent in six is 
classified as an Environmental Activistfr [1371. 



Conservation Worms 

Using the item, "The Arabs have more than doubled the price of gasoline sold to  the 
United States. Do you think Americans should conserve gas so they don't have to  pay so 
much to  the Arabs, or should Americans go ahead and pay the higher prices and use all 
the  gas they want?" ORC found tha t  nonbelievers were slightly less likely than believers 
t o  indicate that  Americans should conserve gasoline, although 70 percent or more of each 
category agreed with conservation 1133, 3081. Similarly, in 1974 believers (77 percent) 
were more likely than nonbelievers (66 percent) t o  agree with the statement,  %ome 
people have suggested tha t  Americans a re  using up too much of our country's natural 
resources and that now is the t ime to  cut  back on buying things and conserve our 
resources for future generationsff [308]. These i terns a re  confounded by double ideas 
(Arabs-conser vation; buying things-conserving resources); they also have the drawback of 
being "apple pie" statements with which most persons would agree. They are, thus, of 
limited usefulness in assessing whether belief in an energy crisis is associated with 
conservation norms. 

Gallup addressed a similar issue in 1977 by comparing assessment of seriousness (belief) 
by the  perceived importance of conserving gasoline through reduced driving [3101. About 
two-thirds of nonbelievers said i t  was "not at all importantff tha t  they reduce their 
driving by one-fourth, compared to  17 percent of believers (those assessing the  energy 
situation as 'Very seriousv). Among believers, 40 percent indicated it was "very 
importantf1 to  cut  back driving. 

These findings provide very limited supporting evidence on the hypothesized relationship 
between belief in an energy crisis (or in the  seriousness of the situation) and belief t ha t  
energy should be conserved. This relationship is hypothesized, but remains a question for 
future research. 

Energy Self-suTficiency 

Belief in the crisis was cross-tabulated with belief in energy self-sufficiency using 1974 
data [3081. The item was: "President Ford has urged tha t  the  United States  be  
completely self-sufficient in energy supplies so that  we will not have to  import oil from 
other countries. Do you think t h e  United States can be completely self-sufficient in 
energy supplies?" Of those indicating the energy shortage was very serious, about two- 
thirds thought the nation could be self-sufficient and 27 percent thought not. Of those 
who thought the shortage was "not serious at all,ff about 75 percent thought self- 
sufficiency could be attained, and 18 percent thought i t  could not. Very similar results 
were obtained when the item was repeated about a month la ter  [1311. This suggests tha t  
believers are slightly less optimistic in assessing the nation's chances for energy self- 
sufficiency, but one item from one survey constitutes very l i t t le  empirical support for 
the relationship. 

Conservation Policies 

Data from a national sample in 1977 were used to  cross-tabulate belief with favorability 
t o  "a gasoline rationing law that  would require people to  drive one-fourth lessrr 13101. 
Believers were polarized between favorability and opposition (45 to  46 percent); 



nonbelievers tended to be opposed (69 percent compared to 22 percent favorable). In a 
1976 Michigan survey, believers were more likely (46 percent) than nonbelievers (14 
percent) to indicate that gasoline rationing was "acceptable" or "very acceptable" to 
them 11 061. These findings show that nonbelievers will not accept gasoline rationing and 
that a majority of believers are not favorable to it either. Thus, if an increase in belief 
occurs in the population, more absolute numbers of people might favor gasoline rationing, 
but the majority would likely still oppose it (unless it were contrasted to higher prices). 

ORC queried respondents on how concerned they were about gas mileage [133, 3081. 
Belief was associated with such concern, although 40 to 52 percent of nonbelievers were 
also concerned about mileage (compared to 60 to 62 percent of believers). 

Believers (56 percent) were found more likely than nonbelievers (31 percent) to want 
their congressman to vote for an increase in gas taxes and a tax rebate [2191. ORC 
reported that neither believers nor nonbelievers favored a gasoline tax. On the other 
hand, believers (73 percent) were more favorable than nonbelievers (59 percent) toward 
an extra tax on purchase of large cars [131]. However, no difference was found using the 
same item at almost the same time, according to a different ORC report [3081. Gladhart 
found that the proportion of believers finding tax deductions for small cars acceptable 
rose from 36 to 6 1 percent over the course of a two-year study [2081. Nonbelievers had 
not changed their opinions. A proposal to increase taxes on gasoline while cutting 
income taxes was supported by about a third of believers and a fifth of nonbelievers 
[1391. These findings taken together suggest a very slight tendency for believers to favor 
various taxing schemes designed to decrease gasoline consumption, but the data are weak 
and inconclusive. 

Much the same situation emerges from findings on proposals to decrease gasoline con- 
sumption by increasing prices. ORC found no differences between believers and non- 
believers during 1974 on these items: (1) Should people who drive cars that get less than 
15 miles per gallon pay higher prices for gas than people who have cars that get better 
mileage per gallon? and (2) Should people who drive more than 200 miles per week pay 
higher prices for gas than people who drive less? [3081 In 1974, ORC found a very slight 
tendency for nonbelievers to prefer higher prices with unlimited availability of gasoline 
over other alternative responses to severe energy shortages (29 percent compared to 13 
per cent for believers) 13081. No difference between believers and nonbelievers on this 
item was reported a few months later by ORC [129]. In a choice between gas rationing 
or price increases, nonbelievers were more likely to choose %eitherf1 (30 percent) than 
believers, and they were less likely to choose rationing [220]. 

Several items cross-tabulated by belief in the energy crisis pertained to opinion about 
mass transit. ORC found no difference by belief in the following items: (1) Which means 
of traveling to and from work would you say costs you more-using public transportation 
or driving your own car? (2) If public transportation got you to work 15 minutes faster, 
would you use it? (3) If the fare were half as much money, would you use public 
transportation? [I291 

ORC found differences by belief in willingness to use "park and rideu systems of mass 
transit. Those believing in the crisis were more likely to indicate they would use such a 
system (46 percent) than nonbelievers (24 percent) [3081. Believers were found to be 
slightly more likely than nonbelievers to think that increased use of mass transit would 
"help save gasolinen [1291. They were also much more likely than nonbelievers to prefer 
spending tax money on more mass transit than on more highways (67 to 36 percent) 
[1291. A marked difference was found between believers (72 percent) and nonbelievers 



(nine percent) in whether they would be willing to use public transportation if it ran 
twice as often [129]. Similarly, believers were more likely than nonbelievers to indicate 
that the nation as a whole would benefit from more and better mass transit rather than 
only those who used it (6 1 percent compared to 41 percent) [1291. Another study done in 
Michigan reported that two-thirds of believers and 42 percent of nonbelievers found 
tax-supported mass transportation acceptable [1061. Taken together, these findings 
suggest a slight tendency for those who believe in the energy crisis to express more 
favorability toward public transportation than those who do not and to express slightly 
more willingness to use it. 

A small amount of evidence suggests that believers (more than nonbelievers) may 
perceive both environmental and economic advantages from energy conservation. ORC 
asked a national sample in 1974 whether "if people drove their cars 20 percent less," 
would it "help lower air pollution or not?" Believers were almost totally inclined to say 
that it would (91 percent) while nonbelievers were somewhat less likely to agree (74 
percent). 13081. In the same study, believers were more likely than nonbelievers to feel 
that the general rate of inflation would be decreased if people drove their cars 20 
percent less (69 percent compared to 48 percent) [3081. To speculate, believers might 
feel that the secondary advantages of conservation for the environment and the economy 
are more important than the primary effect of direct savings of energy supplies. 

Belief in the energy crisis was cross-tabulated by acceptance of a number of other 
policies designed to conserve energy in a 1976 study in Lansing, Michigan [106]. Results 
are summarized in Table 8-4. In every case for the Lansing sample, believers were more 
likely than nonbelievers to find the energy conservation policy measures acceptable, 
although some (such as tax deductions for single car families and for insulating older 
homes) were more popular in both groups than others (such as added federal tax on 
gasoline). The largest differences between believers and nonbelievers occurred on tax 
deductions, the inverted rate structure and peak-load pricing for utilities, and gasoline 
rationing. The findings from this study exhibit more frequent systematic differences 
between believers and nonbelievers than studies using national samples. 

Belief in the energy crisis was cross-tabulated with conservation knowledge items in two 
surveys. ORC reported that nonbelievers were slightly more likely than believers in late 
1974 to have "seen or read articles about gas mileage for new carsv (72 percent compared 
to 6 1 percent) [308]. From the same survey, nonbelievers were reported as slightly more 
likely than believers to find government agencies more credible sources of information 
on gas mileage than automobile companies. These differences were so slight that no 
conclusion can be reached about the relationship between belief in energy crisis and 
knowledge or credibility of information sources concerning gas mileage. The data 
suggest that believers might expose themselves to more energy information. 

The Lansing, Michigan, study in 197 6 included a cross-tabulation of knowledgeabili ty on 
10 "energy awarenessf1 items by belief in the energy crisis [1061. Believers were some- 
what more knowledgeable than nonbelievers on four of the 10 items; otherwise, there was 
no difference between the two groups. Believers were more likely than nonbelievers to 
know that beef is the protein requiring the most energy to produce, an apartment is the 
type 06 housing that uses the least energy, more oil was imported at the time of the 
interview than during 1973-74, and natural gas was the fuel in shortest supply. No 
difference by belief was found in knowing that transportation requires the most energy 



TABLE 8-4 

BELIEF I N  ENERGY CRISIS BY ACCEPTANCE OF ENERGY CONSERVATION POLICIES* 

P ropo r t i on  of Respondents I n d i c a t i n g  
"Very Acceptable" o r  "Acceptable" 

Conservat ion P o l i c i e s  Be l i eve r s  Nonbel ievers  D i f f e r ences  

Tax deduc t ions  f o r  i n s u l a t i n g  
o l d e r  homes 90% 75 15 

Requir ing l a b e l i n g  of amount of 
energy used by an app l i ance  90  74  16 

Dayl ight  sav ings  a l l  yea r  7 6  59 17 

Tax deduc t ions  f o r  having only one 
f ami ly  c a r  7  2 49 23 

Tax-supported mass t . r a n s p o r t a t i o n  67 42 25 

Tax deduc t ions  f o r  d r i v i n g  
sma l l  c a r s  

Tax deduc t ions  f o r  f a m i l i e s  w i t h  
only two c h i l d r e n  54 43 

The more e l e c t r i c i t y  you use ,  t h e  
more you pay pe r  k i l o w a t t  ( i n v e r t e d  
r a t e  s t r u c t u r e )  49 24 25 

Gasol ine r a t i o n i n g  4 6  14 32 

Increased  t a x e s  f o r  d r i v i n g  
l a r g e  c a r s  

Higher r a t e s  f o r  e l e c t r i c i t y  
du r ing  hours  of heavy use  
(peak-load p r i c i n g )  40 19  

Tax deduc t ions  f o r  apartment 
l i v i n g  36  19 17 

Added f e d e r a l  t a x  on gaso l i ne  18 5 13 

*Study 106; N = 499 ;  Lansing, Michigan sample. 



for families, the hot water heater uses the most household energy, throwaway aluminum 
is the beverage container wasting most energy, ceilings lose the most heat, microwave 
cooking is the cooking method using the least energy, and buses are the cross-country 
travel mode using the least energy. 

Gallup found in 1977 that believers (51 percent) were much more likely than nonbelievers 
(eight percent) to know that  the nation must import oil [2181. A third of believers and 45 
percent of nonbelievers thought that the nation produces enough oil for its own needs. 

No other knowledgeability items were cross-tabulated with belief a s  the independent 
variable. These three analyses are  insufficient for conclusions to be drawn. A suggested 
hypothesis is that those believing in an energy crisis seek out more information and a re  
more knowledgeable than those not believing in an energy crisis. 

Conservation Behavior 

In a few surveys, conservation behavior was cross-tabulated with belief. The implicit 
hypothesis was that  belief in the energy crisis would motivate such behavior. 

Morrison [I061 found no statistically significant difference in Btu consumed in households 
by whether the heads of households and/or their spouses believed in the energy crisis. 
Texas researchers in 1974, using self-report on energy conserving behavior, found slight 
differences by belief in the energy crisis [1161. Believers were slightly more likely than 
nonbelievers to indicate that they had reduced use of air conditioners, curtailed use of 
electric lights, and reduced thermostat settings. No differences between the two groups 
were found in such other conservation practices a s  reducing work or pleasure driving, use 
of hot water, or amount of television watching. 

The Michigan study 11061 reported cross-tabulating 24 conservation behaviors by belief in 
the energy crisis. Respondents were asked whether they practiced these behaviors in 
1976, and whether they had increased their practice of these behaviors since the previous 
interview in 1974. Of the 24 variables, differences by belief in the energy crisis were 
found in the current practice of three variables and in the increase of practice of five. 
Walking or bicycling for short trips instead of driving was more often mentioned by 
believers (24 percent) than nonbelievers (11 percent). Choosing recreation that requires 
physical activity rather than motor vehicles was mentioned by half of believers and a 
third of nonbelievers. Maintaining daytime temperatures of 68' F or less during winter 
was mentioned by 71 percent of believers and 60 percent of nonbelievers. No difference 
by belief in the energy crisis was found for practicing the  other 2 1 energy conservation 
measures listed. The haphazard nature of these differences suggests that no meaningful 
differences in conservation behavior existed by belief. 

With respect to reported increases in conservation behavior, differences by belief were 
found for five of the 24 variables. Believers (38 percent) were more likely than non- 
believers (28 percent) to mention that they had increased walking and biking. They were 
less likely than nonbelievers to mention increased limitations on domestic hot water use 
(48 to  64 percent). Believers were more likely to mention an increase in recycling 
activity for bottles and cans (44 percent compared to 33 percent for nonbelievers). 
Increases in turning down the thermostat (73 percent of believers and 56 percent of 
nonbelievers) and turning off lights not in use (78 percent of believers and 64 percent of 
nonbelievers) were also reported as differences between the two groups. No  other 
differences in self-report of increases in conservation behavior were found. As Morrison 



reported, "Belief in the energy problem did not have the  impact on actual reduction of 
energy consumption expectedt1 (1978, p. 10). In fact,  actual energy consumption con- 
firmed for  study households was reduced more in households where respondents did not 
believe in the energy crisis, although the difference in reduction between those who 
believed and did not believe was not statistically significant. 

No notable difference was found by the Michigan researchers in belief in the energy 
crisis by proportions reporting difficulty or no difficulty in practicing five conservation 
behaviors. These included lowering home temperature during the day and a t  night, 
reducing electricity use and driving, and buying fewer goods [106]. 

Researchers surveying in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 1976 compared perceived energy 
shortages (belief in t he  crisis) t o  number of conservation measures taken from a list of 
nine. These listed measures were as follows: lower house temperature, less electricity 
use, less car use, less hot water use, carpooling, buying a smaller car, driving at lower 
speed, walking more, and building a fireplace. Those reporting adoption of one or more 
conservation measures were more likely to  believe in a current energy shortage, more 
likely to expect a future energy problem, and slightly more likely to  think tha t  United 
States oil supplies will run out. Those who had adopted four or more conservation 
measures were somewhat more likely to  believe that  the United States  would run out of 
natural gas and that  t he  world supplies of oil and natural gas would run out [119]. 

Murray reported an analysis of self-reported conservation behavior by expectation of 
trouble getting energy supplies [142]. The analysis revealed slight differences in re- 
duction of driving in three out of five sampled time periods between November 1973 and 
May 1974, with those expecting trouble obtaining gasoline slightly more likely to  report 
conservation behavior. Very l i t t le  difference by expectation of shortage was found in 
reduction of daytime temperature and in major appliance use. The same analysis was 
performed for those who reported trouble getting gasoline, fuel oil, and electricity, but 
too few respondents reported trouble getting fuel oil and electricity t o  permit meaning- 
ful conclusions. No apparent difference in conservation behavior existed for those who 
had experienced trouble getting gasoline [142]. 

The perceived salience* of the energy shortage was analyzed with respect to  reported 
conservation activity [142l. Data on this cross-tabulation a re  presented in Table 8-5. 
The rather marked contrast in reported decreases in driving and reduced daytime tem- 
peratures between those perceiving very high salience for the energy problem and those 
perceiving low salience suggests that salience may be a more important predictor of 
conservation behavior than belief in the crisis. However, difficulties in measuring 
salience should be kept in mind in evaluating the current findings as well a s  the feasi- 
bility of this approach in future research. 

Researchers who surveyed a Detroit, Michigan, sample in the spring of 1974 concluded 
that  the extent  to  which people believed the energy crisis was real  had l i t t le e f fec t  on 
how much they conserved energy [260]. In comparing perception of reality of the crisis 
to reported number of energy conservation actions taken, no association was found. 
Those who thought the crisis was tfmostly realn t o  "totally realn reported a mean of 4 t o  
4.6 measures taken; those who thought the crisis was "phonytT reported a mean of 3.95 t o  
4.59 actions taken. Beliefs in the energy problem and in future energy problems were not 
found to  be related to  buying plans for size of car  [119]. 

*See discussion of salience, or perceived importance of the energy issue as compared to  
other issues of national importance, in Chapter 3. 
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TABLE 8-5 

PERCEIVED SALIENCE BY REPORTED CONSERVATION BEHAVIOR 

Reduced 
Conservat ion Behavior: Dr iv ing  

Reduced Daytime 
Temperature 

Not a Most Important  Not a Most Important  
Energy Shor tage  Is:* Problem Problem Problem Problem 

Nov.-Dec,, 1973 36% 62 
Jan.  , 1974 67 87 
Feb., 1974 48 74 
Mar., 1974 39 79 
May, 1975 38 8 1 

*Data f o r  response  c a t e g o r i e s  " f a i r l y  impor tan t  problem" and "very 
impor tan t  problem" omi t ted  f o r  s i m p l i f i c a t i o n ;  Study 142. 



Bartell, surveying in Los Angeles County in 1974, found no statistically significant 
relationship between belief in the crisis (perceptions of seriousness and duration) and 
energy-reducing measures taken 1201 . 
These analyses provide mixed evidence on the relationship between perception of an 
energy problem and adoption of conservation behavior. The variability in findings might 
be due to various item wording, item context, and sample noncomparabilities. The most 
persuasive study (Morrison et al.) found no relationship between belief and actual conser- 
vation in use of Btu in the home. On the basis of the evidence, it is not possible to 
conclude either that belief has no impact on energy conservation behavior or that it has 
such an impact. If a relationship between the two variables exists, it is more than likely 
affected by one or more intervening variables. There is little evidence of a direct 
relationship between belief in an energy crisis and adoption of energy conservation 
measures. The evidence suggests that perceived salience of the energy problem may be a 
more important predictor of conservation behavior than belief in the energy crisis. 

Nuclear Energy 

Three items employed in two surveys (one national, one Michigan) on nuclear energy were 
cross-tabulated by belief in the energy crisis. No differences between believers and 
nonbelievers were found [lO6, 3081. The items were: "Taking into account all you have 
heard or read, how do you feel toward nuclear power plants in general-are you very 
favorable, fairly favorable, fairly unfavorable, or very unfavorable?"; "How would you 
feel about having a nuclear power plant within 20 miles of where you live--would you be 
very favorable, fairly favorable, fairly unfavorable, or very unfav~rable?~~; and agree- 
ment or disagreement on "1 would accept possible risksT to health and safety from 
nuclear power plants, rather than severely restrict my energy use." Belief was found not 
to be significantly related to support for nuclear energy in Los Angeles County [20% No 
evidence exists of a relationship bet ween belief and favorabili ty toward or tolerance of 
nuclear power; however, the question has apparently been insufficiently explored to 
warrant ruling out such a relationship. 

Use of Fossil Fuels 

Belief in the crisis, measured as perceived seriousness of the energy shortage, was cross- 
tabulated with support of burning high-sulfur oil in factories and electric power plants, 
with statistically significant results for a Los Angeles sample (believers supported it 
more than nonbelievers) [2071. In the same study, no difference was found by belief in 
support for drilling off-shore oil wells within sight of Los Angeles County. Belief was not 
related to support of government takeover of oil companies, but those who felt that the 
energy crisis had made life more difficult were significantly more likely than those who 
did not to support government takeover [201 .  ORC reported no difference by belief for 
the item: llOverall, do you think oil refineries and power plants should be built in areas 
that already have air pollution, or should they be built in areas that do not have pollution 
now?" [3081. In the same national study, very slight differences were found by belief on 
assessment of how much environmental damage would be caused "if the United States is 
to produce more energy for its use.lf Believers were very slightly more likely than 



nonbelievers t o  perceive a "fair amountm of environmental damage and less likely t o  
perceive only "a little1' damage. 

In a 1977 national survey, believers were far  more likely than nonbelievers t o  feel that 
there should be stricter air pollution standards (62 percent compared t o  seven percent) 
[2181. Believers (82 percent) were more likely than nonbelievers (49 percent) t o  agree in 
a Michigan survey that: "Stopping pollution is more important than lower prices for 
productsI1 [1061. Believers were found to be slightly more likely than nonbelievers to  
view water pollution as a national problem rather than one affecting only a few states 
13081. The same result  occurred with respect to  air pollution [3081. No difference 
occurred by belief in the energy crisis in response t o  the following item in a 1977 
national survey: "It has been recommended that wherever possible industry convert t o  
the use of coal from oil and natural gas. Do you think environmental standards concern- 
ing air pollution should be relaxed to permit the greater use of coal ovdo you think they 
should be kept as they are now?" [2181 Believers were reported m p e  likely than non- 
believers to think that "power plants and oil refineries cause air pollutionTT [131, 3081. No 
differences by belief were found in assessments of which of t he  following environmental 
problems would be most serious if the United States tried to  be self-sufficient: strip 
mining, oil spills, nuclear wastes, radioactivity, air pollution, or water pollution [308]. 
Both groups may have foreseen widespread use of coal, thus contributing to their 
definition of air pollution and strip mining a s  serious problems. 

These are the only findings relating belief in the energy crisis t o  attitudes toward use of 
fossil fuels for energy. No conclusions about public opinion on t h e  perceived con- 
sequences or desirability of these uses by belief can be drawn with so few findings. The 
data suggest that believers may be more environmentally concerned than nonbelievers. 

Solar Energy 

Belief in the energy crisis was cross-tabulated by several items on solar energy using 
survey data collected in 1974 in Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis [302]. According 
to  the study authors, respondents who believed in the reality of the crisis exhibited more 
"blanket supportn for solar energy use than those who did not. Believers in the reality of 
the crisis were more likely than nonbelievers to  think that solar energy would be in 
widespread use in 10 t o  20 years (about 40 percent compared t o  25 percent), but no 
difference existed in the proportion between the two groups who thought solar energy 
would be in widespread use sooner (about a third of each group). Favoring a tax incentive 
for solar adoption significantly more frequently were believers (p < -05). Believers were 
more likely than nonbelievers t o  indicate they would tlseriously c&siderl' buying a solar 
water heater, even if i t  cost more than their conventional source, but the difference was 
not statistically significant. The Lansing, Michigan, study reported similar findings, with 
believers (6 1 percent) more likely than nonbelievers (35 percent) t o  agree with the item: 
"1 would pay for more costly solar energy t o  decrease t h e  demand for new sources of 
petroleumu [lO6]. The Phoenix-Kansas City-Minneapolis study reported a statistically 
significant difference (p < .00 1) between believers in a crisis and nonbelievers in how 
seriously they would consTder buying a solar water heater if the cost were the same as 
conventional sources [3 021 . Believers indicated that  solar energy's most attractive points 
were savings of fossil fuels and "availabilityn and its least attractive aspect was cost; 
nonbelievers tended not t o  have an opinion on solar energy's advantages or disadvantages. 



This review of the existing survey analyses demonstrates that no clear pattern of findings 
establishes a direct relationship between belief in an energy crisis, or perception of i ts  
seriousness and reality, and any other variable. Most analyses using belief a s  the in- 
dependent variable addressed various aspects of energy conservation, but they employed 
so many different dependent variables with differences in findings among investigators 
that general conclusions a re  not possible. The most persuasive study [lo61 used as the 
dependent variable Btu actually consumed in households rather than self-report of 
conservation measures taken. 

Belief in the energy crisis was not found t o  be related t o  energy-conserving behavior. 
Perceived salience of the energy problem was, however, found t o  be related t o  conser- 
vation behavior in one study. In the very few studies that  related belief t o  preferences 
concerning nuclear energy, fossil fuel energy sources, and solar energy, no convincing 
differences by belief were found. 

To maintain consistency in their  reports t o  interviewers, respondents may have fel t  
compelled, once having taken a stand on belief in the energy problem (assuming this item 
came early in the interview), t o  indicate favorability toward a number of conservation 
practices and policies about which they may not have fel t  strongly. 

While belief that a problem exists would be  a motivating precondition t o  problem-solving 
behavior, individuals may have difficulty perceiving how their opinions and actions can 
af fec t  a problem as  vast a s  the nation's energy supply and demand. The problem was 
most frequently phrased as  a national rather than an individual one. Collective decisions 
a re  required to solve problems of the collectivity. Thus, the juxtaposition of belief in a 
national problem with individual solutions seems not t o  tlfit." Moreover, action beneficial 
t o  individuals may not necessarily benefit society as a whole. 

A useful approach t o  providing meaningful public atti tude data  for policymakers is t o  ask 
whether people even perceive a problem and t o  assess their definition of the situation. 
The fit  between what policymakers define and what the public defines as  the situation ' 

can then be examined for congruence. Further, the social desirability of alternative 
solutions can be assessed. 

The findings in this section and in Chapters 3 and 4 show that  the public itself has not 
decided t o  conserve energy in a big way. The data  in Chapter 3 demonstrate clearly tha t  
the public is skeptical about the existence of a problem and its nature. llTurning off 
lights when not in usen ,is unlikely t o  be seen as a very effective solution t o  a problem 
perceived as largely sociopolitical and economic in origin. People a re  constrained by the  
structure of their everyday lives from conserving large quantities of energy. Most 
individuals cannot single-handedly perform rather heroic feats "out of synchv with the 
structure of their society. Based on available evidence, belief in the  energy crisis does 
not lead t o  conservation behavior. 

KNOWLEDGE 

A few studies analyzed respondent knowledgeability of various kinds, exposure t o  infor- 
mation sources, and credibility of sources, with dependent variables. These findings a r e  
organized by favorability toward type of alternative solution (conservation, nuclear 
energy, and solar energy), the  dependent variables to  be explained. 



Energy Conservation 

The perceived effectiveness of specific domestic energy conservation behaviors was 
found by ORC to be affected by technical knowledge [1391. Those aware that light bulbs 
of lower wattage meant decreased electricity usage were more likely than those unaware 
to feel it "worth the effort to use fewer lights" (72 percent compared to 59 percent). 

Perceived credibility of Environmental Protection Agency/Federal Energy 
Administration (EPAREA) gas mileage figures was found associated with subjective 
assessment of importance of these figures in car-buying plans [144l. Those who thought 
the figures were %cry believableft (70 percent) also tended to think they were "very 
importantff in buying plans (37 percent thought the figures were !'not too believablef% 

Abt Associates, evaluating the effectiveness of the !'Fuel Economy Information 
Prog~am,~~ reported an analysis of survey data on awareness of gas mileage labels on new 
cars and mileage guides cross-tabulated with car-buying plans [1091. A slight difference 
was found between aware and unaware groups on the importance of ffgood fuel economyff 
in new car purchase, with 19 percent of aware buyers rating it as the most important 
factor compared to 12 percent of the unaware buyers. As part of this study, aware 
buyers reportedly obtained a 20.4 percent increase in their gas mileage, at 17.1 miles per 
gallon, compared to a 0.7 percent increase for unaware buyers who averaged 14.5 miles 
per gallon. The authors estimated the actual savings in fuel as a result of the EPAFEA 
information program to be 893 million gallons of gasoline. 

In New Hampshire, it was found that those who regularly read pamphlets sent out with 
utility bills were somewhat more likely to score correctly on the following four "aware- 
ness itemsff: (1) able to read electric meter, (2) able to read kilowatt-hour usage from 
utility bills, (3) aware of special electric water heater rates, and (4) aware of how block 
rate structure affected cost per kilowatt hour [2531. Potentially confounding variables 
(such as educational level) were not included in this analysis; the findings must be viewed 
with caution in terms of policy implications. 

From a 1977 survey in South Carolina, which included in its sample a subset of energy 
conservation workshop attendees, no significant differences were found by workshop 
attendance and plans for energy conservation retrofit activities [l 1 fl . The mentioned 
activities were: insulate, weatherstrip, caulk, and install attic fans, roof turbines, storm 
windows, and storm doors. Significant differences were found between workshop 
attendance and ffperformance of retrofit activitiesn up to a year after attendance, with 
attendees more likely to have engaged in conservation retrofit activity than non- 
attendees. The effectiveness of the workshop on performance of conservation retrofit 
was not considered demonstrated. Those attending the workshop were self-selected and 
may well have retrofitted without exposure to the workshop. 

The findings suggest that technical information about energy conservation may be helpful 
to those interested in conserving energy, but there is no evidence that such information 
alone would motivate anyone to conserve energy. Knowledge concerning how to go about 
conserving energy from a technical standpoint would be a necessary but not a sufficient 
condition to do so. Moreover, such information might well fall on deaf ears unless its 
recipients have already been motivated to absorb it. 



Nuclear Energy 

The relationship of source of information about a proposed nuclear power plant and 
support or opposition to the plant was examined for a Tennessee sample in 1975 [143]. 
For 10 information sources, the only statistically significant relationship found was that 
supporters were more likely than opponents to  mention the  Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA) office as an information source (p < - .01).* 

A 1975 ORC study examined the  relationship of knowledge ('knowing of nuclear plants in 
their statesrr) and favorability ("Taking into account all you have heard or read, how do 
you fee l  toward nuclear power plants in general-are you very favorable, fairly favorable, 
fairly unfavorable, or very unfavorable? 11) [25 53 . Results for knowledgeable respondents 
were compared to total public results; no tests of significance were run. Forty percent 
of knowledgeable respondents were "very favorablerr compared to  about a quarter of the 
overall sample; about a third of knowledgeable respondents and of the total sample were 
rrfairly f a~orable . '~  

In the same study, knowledgeable respondents were somewhat more likely than the total  
sample to identify %erious problems associated with nuclear power plants." They were 
slightly more likely to  mention "radiation discharge" and lfdisposal of radioactive wast esrl 
than nonknowledgeable respondents, 

A 1974 study using a national sample cross-tabulated knowledge of whether a nuclear 
power plant was operating within 100 miles of the respondent's home and favorability 
("general opinion of nuclear powerv) [3 1 11 . No difference on favorability emerged 
between those defined as  llcorrectll and those as vincorrect.v Those who thovght there 
was not a nuclear plant in their area (regardless of correctness) were slightly more likely 
to favor nuclear power than those who thought there was a nearby nuclear facility 
[311]. In their review analysis of survey data, Melber et al. (1977) did not find knowl- 
edgeability (as ordinarily measured in surveys) to  be a significant predictor of general 
att i tudes toward nuclear power. 

In summary, the evidence linking knowledge to favorability toward nuclear power is 
sufficiently sketchy that  drawing overall conclusions from them seems unwarranted. 

Solar Energg 

Before telephone data collection was begun on a survey in New York, Minnesota, 
California, and Washington, D.C. in 1977, one quarter of the sample were sent printed 
information on solar heating. The remaining 75 percent of the sample did not receive 
information. The investigators analyzed results for the groups sent and not sent the 
information, without controlling for whether respondents had read the information, and 
they found no difference between the two groups in favorability toward solar heating;. 
The authors then reported that respondents who had read the information had more 
positive atti tudes toward solar heating than those who had not read i t  [209]. Of course, 
not having read the information was tantamount to not having received it, and the 
analysis should have compared those who read the information with all other respondents. 

*Other information sources included in the list were local newspapers, other newspapers, 
magazines and other printed media, television, local radio, friends/acquaintances/ 
coworkers, libraries, meetings of organizations. The TVA was purportedly distributing 
pro-nuclear brochures at the time. 



A survey conducted in Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis in 1974 examined the 
relationship between "level of knowledge about or exposure to solar energyf1 and belief 
that the energy crisis was real, willingness to buy a solar water heater if i t  cost more 
than and if it cost the same as conventional ones, most and least attractive features of 
solar heating and cooling systems, favorability toward tax incentives, and favorability 
toward solar energy [302]. Knowledgeability was significantly associated with identi- 
fication of most attractive features (p .01), but the direction and substance of the 
relationship was not specified. ~nowledgeabili ty was also significantly associated with 
identifying least attractive features of solar systems (p - .05), with knowledgeable 
respondents more frequently mentioning cost and llarchitectural featuresff a s  the most 
negative features of solar systems than nonknowledgeable respondents. 

Overall, knowledgeability did not emerge in the analyses examined as an important 
predictor of favorability toward various energy alternatives. Technical knowledge would 
be necessary before adoption would occur of energy conservation or of decentralized 
solar energy systems, but no pattern of empirical evidence exists linking knowledge t o  
adoption behavior. 

PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF THE ENERGY CRISIS 

Belief in the  "energy crisisll in the  abstract might be more meaningful to t h e  individual 
respondent if he or she personally experienced impacts of the crisis. Such impacts would 
include direct inconvenience, increased costs for utilities and transportation, having 
schools closed, and even losing one's job through shortage-related layoffs. Indirect 
impacts of the energy crisis perceived by respondents might include inflationary trends, 
especially in prices of consumer goods. A few studies investigated the relationship 
between perceived impacts of the energy crisis as an independent variable and favor- 
ability toward alternative solutions, including willingness to adopt solar energy, adoption 
of energy conservation behavior, and willingness to support various actions to alleviate 
the energy problem. 

The basic hypothesis implicit in these analyses is similar to the "belief in the energy 
crisis1' hypothesis: to the degree that  an individual has personally experienced or 
anticipated negative energy-related impacts, then that individual will be more favorable 
to energy conservation, solar energy, nuclear power, etc. 

A survey in Los Angeles County during 1974 found statistically significant differences by 
perceived future impact of the energy situation on employment and energy conservation 
behavim [2O7]. Anticipated future impact was the "only significant predictorf1 of 
personal energy conservation in the multiple regression analysis used in this study. As 
noted above, no difference by perception of energy cost increases and reduction in 
energy consumption was found in the Lansing study [1061. 

Researchers conducting a survey in Detroit in 1974 reported that, "The extent to which 
people indicated they were bothered by the problem of energy shortages had an effect  on 
how much people conserved energy. Those who were h o t  a t  all1 bothered saved least; 
those bothered 'some1 and 'a great dealf saved mostv [2601. Conservation behavior was 



measured by self-report using a checklist of eight conservation measures (e.g., "sharing a 
ride to  work" and "turning out lights and things like thatvt). 

Solar Energy 

The Phoenix-Kansas City-Minneapolis survey in 1974 resulted in a significant difference 
between impact and willingness to  buy solar systems (p< -05). "Those who had 
experienced some inconvenience from the energy shortage were more likely to  consider 
buying solar equipm ent  even if i t  cost m ore than conventional equipment than were those 
who had no direct contact with the energy crisisft [3021. 

Unseld (1978) reported tha t  a significant (and counterintuitive) finding for the  New York 
sample of the elderly was that  people with lower utility bills rated solar energy higher 
than people with higher utility bills. (Ratings on solar energy ranged from Ttexcellent" t o  
"poor .") 

Other Solutions to the  Energy Problem 

A 1973 Ft. Collins, Colo., study yielded findings relating perceived impacts t o  other 
variables [210]. Researchers employed correlational and regression analyses using a s e t  
of scales on blame, environmental behavior, energy behavior, and perceived personal 
effects  of present and future energy shortages.* Results from these analyses employing 
perceived immediate and future personal effects of the energy crisis were: (1) present 
personal effects  were positively related to  more support for voluntary actions tha t  would 
ameliorate both energy and environmental problems; (2) personal effects  were not 
related to support for  "remedial energy actionst1 tha t  damaged the environment or t o  
support for mandatory solutions; (3) perception of future personal effects  correlated 
positively with support for mandatory actions intended to  solve the  energy problem while 
not damaging the environment; and (4) anticipation of future personal effects  was a 
significant predictor of increased support for voluntary actions to alleviate the  problem 
[2101. 

In summary, the findings on perceived and anticipated impacts of the energy crisis 
suggest, on the basis of a very small amount of empirical evidence, a possible 
relationship between personally experienced impacts of energy shortages and f avorabili ty  
toward alternative solutions (e.g., conservation and solar energy), but virtually no 
evidence exists that these impacts are related to  behavioral intention or actual 
behavior. The possible relationship between personal impacts of the present energy 
situation and atti tudes and behavior regarding alternative solutions warrants further 
investigation. 

'There may be some problems in these analyses with scale construction; also, significance 
was attributed at p 5 . lo  for t he  multiple regression analysis, rather than at the more 
widely accepted p 5 .O5. 



BELIEF IN THE EFFICACY OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

One analysis was located on the relationship between belief in the effectiveness of 
voluntary energy conservation and self-reported conservation behavior from a 1974 
Detroit study [260]. No relationship was found between attitudes toward voluntary 
versus governmentally controlled action and mean number of energy comer vation actions 
taken by the respondent. Those who thought voluntary conservation was TTworking fineTT 
were engaging in about the same number of energy-saving techniques as those who 
thought the "government should do it, more laws needed." 

Very little data exist on whether people see energy conservation as an effective solution 
to either the nation's energy problems or their own (see Chapter 4). The relationship 
between belief in the effectiveness of energy conservation and favorability, behavioral 
intention, and actual behavior should be investigated further. 

CONCERN ABOUT RISK 

Three analyses, all of them from studies on public attitudes toward nuclear energy, 
examined the relationship between concern about risk and (1) favorability toward nuclear 
power plants in the nation and near their homes, and (2) the importance of having nuclear 
plants. One study, conducted in Tennessee in 1975, employed a multiple regression 
analysis using impact factors generated through factor analysis [143]. The factors 
were: (1) disruptive effects of population growth (e.g., traffic congestion, increased 
taxes); (2) hazards to safety and the environment (e.g., radiation, water pollution); (3) 
increased business and new facilities (e.g., more stores, more recreation areas); (4) 
attention from outside the area (e.g., industrial development, tourist attraction); (5) 
economic benefits of growth (e.g., increased land value, more jobs); (6) other effects 
(cheap electricity). These factors were used as the predictor variables for the criterion, 
which was a composite index of favorability to the nuclear power plant proposed for the 
area. The factor llhazards to safety and the environmentn was the most important single 
predictor variable, accounting for 39 percent of the variance in the criterion (p < .01). 
0 t her significant predictors were lveconomic benefits of growth," accounting f oreigh t 
percent of the variance, and "disruptive effects of population growth," accounting for 
another three percent of the variance (p < - .01). 

A 1976 Harris survey yielded findings on the relationship between an item asking, "How 
safe are nuclear power plants?" and favorability toward more nuclear plants in the 
United States [Ml] .- Those who viewed nuclear plants as "not so safe" and "dangerous11 
were much more likely to oppose more such plants in the nation; those regarding them as 
%ornewhat safevT were two to one in favor of more plants; and those who said nuclear 
plants were Very safeTT tended to favor them [141]. 

Gallup 1976 reported that those respondents uneasy about safety standards for nuclear 
plants opposed nearby construction of such plants. The results are summarized in Table 
8-6. Cross-tabulation of concern about risk by salience of nuclear power reveals a 
marked pattern of difference, with those concerned about safety more likely to view the 
role of nuclear energy in meeting the nation's energy needs as less important. 

Melber et al. (1977) reported in their review of citizen attitudes toward nuclear energy 
that although the past safety record of nuclear plants is perceived as "very goodvT: 



TABLE 8-6 

CONCERN ABOUT RISK BY FAVORABILITY TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS* 

Do you feel that nuclear power plants operating today are safe enough 
with the present safety regulations, or do you feel that their 
operations should be cut back until more strict regulations can be put 
into practice? 

As of today, how do you feel about the construction of nuclear power 
plant in this area--that is, within five miles of here? Would you be 
against the construction of such a plant in this area or not? 

Proportion Indicating 
Nuclear Power Plants . . . 

Favorability 
Are Safe Should Be No 
Enough Cut Back Opinion 

Against plant near home 20% 
Not against plant near home 57 

In order to meet the future power needs of the nation, how important do 
you feel it is to have more nuclear power plants--extremely important, 
somewhat important, not too important, or not at all important? 

Salience 

Proportion Indicating 
Are Safe Should Be No 
Enough Cut Back Opinion 

Extremely important 61% 
Somewhat important 30 
Not too important 11 
Not at all important 7 

*215, Gallup 1976. 



Nuclear power plant safety is the major nuclear power concern of many 
Americans and is a major reason for opposing nuclear power. This concern 
over safety decreases public willingness to live near nuclear plants . . . 
[and to allow the building of more nuclear plants, and increases public 
willingness to cut back the present operating capacity of nuclear plants 
(p. 168). 

They also found that disposal of nuclear wastes had emerged since 1973 as a major reason 
for opposing nuclear power (pa 177). 

No analyses were located on concern about risk by other energy sources (conservation, 
solar energy, use of fossil fuels), yet there is no logical reason to exclude investigation of 
perceived risks for solutions to the energy problem other than nuclear energy. The 
relationship between concern about risk and opposition to nuclear energy constitutes a 
clear pattern of findings from the survey data.* The potential importance of concern 
about risk for favorability toward other energy alternatives requires further research. 

EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Favorability and opposition toward nuclear energy in general and toward nearby nuclear 
power plants were employed as independent variables in several analyses, with dependent 
variables as follows: identification of serious problems associated with nuclear power, 
conditions under which nuclear plants might be acceptable, perceived impacts, credibility 
of information sources, behavioral intention on voting, position toward tax-free bonds to 
finance nuclear power, position toward coal-burning power plants, and other dependent 
variables. Most of these analyses were performed on survey data from national samples 
in 1974 f3211 and 1976 [141]. 

Harris queried national samples in 1975 and 1976 as to whether each of the following 
problems were Ttmajorv or not:** 

0 the disposal of radioactive waste materials which remain radioactive for many 
centuries to come; 

the escape of radioactivity into the atmosphere; 
the chance that the escape of radioactive materials can affect human life, 
causing deformed babies and other physical abnormalities; 

the chance of an explosion in the case of an accident; 
the discharge of warm water into lakes and rivers that could endanger fish and 
other water life; 

0 the threat of attempts to sabotage nuclear power plants; 

*This relationship has been noted for other technologies; e.g., weather modification 
(~arhar  and Mewes, 1976; Krane, 1976). 

**No attempt is made here to investigate the state of scientific knowledge on these 
problems; the public perception is the point. It should be noted that Harris did not ask 
whether respondents defined these as problems of nuclear energy; however, other studies 
have ascertained that several on the list are perceived as problems of nuclear energy. 



the chance that a nuclear power plant could melt down and release radioactive 
clouds that could contaminate hundreds of square miles; 
giving off fumes that can pollute the air; and 

a the possibility that  plutonium, which is made in a nuclear power plant, could be 
stolen by radical revolutionaries. 

Such a shopping list of horrors is not designed t o  elicit dispassionate responses; even a 
third or more (up t o  61 percent) of those favoring nuclear power were forced to  agree 
that  these indeed were major problems. Those opposed were even more inclined t o  view 
these as major problems (ranging from 58 t o  86 percent) [1411. 

ORC cross-tabulated opposition t o  nuclear power Ifin general" and "near homen with 
"serious problems associated with nuclear power plantst1 11341. The only difference found 
was a very slight tendency for those opposed t o  nuclear power Ifin generalw t o  mention 
"radiation discharge" mare frequently.* Favorability toward nuclear plants in the 
respondent's own community was cross-tabulated with conditions under which nuclear 
plants would be tolerated [141]. About a third of those who were opposed t o  nuclear 
power in their own communities indicated they would favor a nuclear power plant if: 

a i t  were located offshore or in a place where not many people live; 
a special report of scientists said it was safe to be built and t o  be operated; 

i t  meant that electric power rates would not be going up for many years; and 
i t  meant new indust~y would be attracted here, which would provide more jobs. 

Virtually all favorable respondents favored nuclear power under these conditions. Most 
opponents would still oppose a nuclear power plant if: 

a Ralph Nader opposed it; 

a your local government opposed it; and 

your s tate  government opposed it. 

However, a majority of favorable respondents would still favor a nuclear power plant 
under these conditions. 

Both those favorable and those opposed indicated they would oppose a nuclear power 
plant if: 

i t  were declared by environmentalists to have a bad polluting effect on the 
environment; and 

i t  were reported as unsafe by federal government regulatory agencies. 

Thus, lloffshore location" was the most persuasive positive condition, and "federal 
government regulatory agenciest1 was the most persuasive negative factor for nearly 
everyone. 

*The other response 
"thermal pollution.f1 

possibilities were: ttdisposal of wastes,I1 llnuclear accident," and 
No difference was found for these. 



Opponents t o  construction of power plants were reported as  slightly more likely t o  
tolerate them if they were 20 t o  99 miles away, and even more if they were 100 or more 
miles away 11431. Those opposed to  nuclear plants were found much less likely than those 
favorable to them to  perceive positive impacts from a local nuclear plant [1411. 

Those opposed to more nuclear plants in the nation were much less likely than those 
favorable to view the following as credible information sources on "matters concerning 
nuclear energy developmentn: (1) scientists, (2) Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC, 
formerly Atomic Energy Commission), (3) Energy Research and Development 
Administration (ERDA), and (4) the President of the  United States [1411. Opponents were 
more likely than those favorable to believe leading environmentalists and "Ralph Nader 
and his consumerist organization." The only information source on the list in which 
majority of the total sample had lla great deal of confidencef1 was T1scientistsu (58 
percent). The majority of those opposed did not indicate credibility for any information 
source; the majority of those favorable indicated only scientists and NRC as  credible 
sources. Percentages decreased from 44 t o  three percent for both groups on the other 
sources. 

In the Harris survey, those favoring more nuclear plants in the nation were more likely 
(50 percent) than those opposed (25 percent) t o  indicate that they would have voted 
against the California referendum on nuclear regulation 11411. Harris reported that 
favorability toward more nuclear plants was associated with favorability toward "giving 
private power companies the right to  sell tax-free bonds, with the interest paid t o  
bondholders tax-free as with municipal bonds, to  finance the high costs i t  takes t o  
finance new nuclear power plantsn [ l4 11 .* 
Opponents to a proposed nuclear power plant in Tennessee were somewhat more likely 
than those favorable to oppose a coal-burning power plant as well [143]. 

Favorability and opposition t o  nuclear power ("What is your general opinion of nuclear 
power?") was cross-tabulated with several other variables [3 111. Opponents were some- 
what less knowledgeable about nuclear power, were more likely to  oppose a local plant, 
and were less likely t o  express %onfidencevf in the Atomic Energy Commission than those 
favorable. 

Generally, evaluation of specific nuclear power plants (Lee, favorability or opposition 
toward them) is treated as the dependent variable that other factors are  thought t o  
explain. The general direction of the analyses reported here is that evaluation was 
hypothesized as the independent variable explaining other attitudes and perceptions. 
What the findings taken together appear to show is that supporters and opponents of 
nuclear power believe different sources of information and that they vary on conditions 
under which they would find nuclear plants acceptable. Evaluation of nuclear power does 
not appear to be a sensible predictor of concern about risk; no theoretical reason for 
positing a causal relationship in this direction has been presented. The most that  can be 
said is that thase opposed are more likely t o  define problems associated with nuclear 
energy as  major. Employing evaluation as an independent variable wovld be useful in 
future research on how public opinion affects collective and organizational adoption 
decisions, on differences in perceived credibility of information sources, and on 
conditions of social acceptability. 

*It is possible that many respondents did not understand this item. 
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ENVIRONMENTALISM 

One of the questions addressed in the survey li terature was, assuming a person believed 
in an energy problem, would s/he be more or less likely to  favor approaches to  solve the  
problems tha t  were damaging to  the environment? The 1973 Ft. Collins study addressed 
this issue by constructing a scale on "present environment behavior1' to  use a s  a predictor 
variable in a multiple regression analysis [2101. One of the criterion variables was a 
"single trade-off involving cleaner air but more gasoline consumption from auto emission 
controls." No significant difference, however, was found; rather, the authors wrote that  
''the key to  sustaining and promoting pro-environment actions may lie with perceived 
blame for the energy crisis . . . the more the person blamed environmentalists, the more 
the  person supported actions tha t  helped energy problems but damaged the environmentt' 
[2101. The researchers also found that  blaming individual consumers was related to 
support for m andatory controls on energy use. 

The 1976 Lansing, Mich., study employed an Tteco-consciousness'' scale [2081. Scale 
scores were cross-tabulated with 15 specific energy-saving policies; those with high 
scores were significantly more Likely than those with low scores to  find these policy 
options "acceptablen in 14 of the  15 cases. 

Activists were more likely than the total  public to  select consumer groups a s  the '!most 
reliable source of information" on electricity used by appliances, how t o  save energy in 
the home, the need to  suspend auto emission controls, and the importance of strip mining 
11371. Activists were somewhat more likely than the  total  public t o  be aware of the  
EPA/FEA mileage figures for cars [144. They were reported as more likely than the 
total  public to  favor requiring appliance labeling and to  favor federal government 
involvement in developing new energy sources, but no difference was found by activism 
on other policy options [I311 .* Activists were more likely to  favor federal government 
regulation of energy production and involvement in exploration for oil, taxes for gas- 
guzzling cars, and decreased oil imports, and more likely t o  oppose removal of 
restrictions on strip mining [131]. No differences by activism were found on belief- 
related items [131]. 

Research on environmental activism and its relationship to  opinion about energy issues 
has only suggested that  this might be a fruitful avenue for future investigation. Where 
people stand on the environmental/economic issue may well be related to  how they view 
various energy alternatives. 

OTHER ANALYSE 

A scattering of other analyses using a variety of other independent and dependent 
variables was located in the  literature. Used a s  independent variables were (1) whether a 
respondent was a low or high energy user 1132, 3081, (2) what energy sources respondents 
were using [1151, (3) evaluation of solar energy [252], (4) favorability t o  t ax  incentives for 

*These included mandatory recycling, mandatory conservation information programs by oil 
companies, federal government development of mass transit, federal government 
information programs on energy conservation, and maintenance of the 55-mph speed 
limit. 



use of solar energy 12521 , (5) behavioral intention to buy solar systems 12521 , and (6) price 
(Scott, 1976). Since analysis involving these variables was conducted in one study 
apiece,* no pattern of findings could emerge from them. 

SUMMARY 

The most, frequently employed variable, both as an independent and a dependent variable, 
in survey analyses was respondent belief in an energy crisis. Implicit in analyses employ- 
ing the belief variable was the hypothesis that if persons believed there to be a serious 
national energy problem, they would be motivated to conserve energy, adopt solar 
energy, and accept various other alternatives, such as nuclear power or gasoline 
rationing. 

However, not everyone was convinced of an energy crisis (see Chapter 3), and some 
investigators sought to account for why some people defined the situation as critical and 
others did not. No systematic conclusions are possible from the survey data available, 
but several hypotheses for future research were suggested by the data. These are that 
belief in the energy crisis was caused by (1) attribution of the energy problem to the 
declining availability of fossil fuels rather than to sociopolitical and economic causes; (2) 
negative energy-related impacts experienced or anticipated; (3) awareness of energy 
facts and issues; (4) information source; and (5) environmental concern. 

Belief in the energy crisis was not found to be related to energy-conserving behavior. A 
hypothesis for future research is that the perceived importance of energy as an issue 
compared to other issues may be predictive of conservation behavior. Survey findings 
show that the public is skeptical about the existence of an energy problem and its nature 
and etiology. They have not made a major commitment to energy conservation. 

No clear pattern of findings establishes a direct relationship between belief in an energy 
crisis, or perception of its seriousness and reality, with favorability to solar energy, 
nuclear energy, or the use of fossil fuels. A hypothesis for further research is that 
believers in the energy crisis may be more environmentally concerned than 
nonbelievers. The findings on perceived and anticipated impacts of the energy crisis 
suggest a relationship between experienced impacts and favorability to conservation and 
solar energy. However, no data exist linking these impacts to behavioral intention or 
actual behavior. These possible relationships warrant further investigation. 

Energy knowledge of individuals (e.g., how to conserve energy, costs of solar energy, 
location of nuclear power plants) was not found to be an important predictor of favor- 
ability toward various energy alternatives. 

Virtually no analyses exist on perceived effectiveness and feasibility of energy 
conservation and solar energy as solutions to national and individual problems and favor- 
ability, behavioral intention, and actual behavior regarding these alternatives. 

Concern about risk was found to be clearly associated to opposition to nuclear energy. 
No research has focused on concern about risk concerning solar energy, energy 
conservation, and use of fossil fuels; these relationships warrant future investigation. 

"Studies 132 and 308 are both ORC studies. 



Findings appear to  show that  supporters and opponents of nuclear energy believe 
different sources of information and have different definitions of conditions under which 
they would find nuclear power plants acceptable. Employing favorability toward nuclear 
power as an independent variable would be useful in future research on how public 
opinion affects such policy decisions as power plant siting and government subsidization 
of nuclear energy. 

Preferences on the energy-environm ent trade-off issue were explored very l i t t le  in the 
survey data. The data suggest that  those who blamed environmentalists for the energy 
problem tended to favor actions that  helped energy problems but damaged the environ- 
ment. Another hypothesis suggested by the data is tha t  the environmentally concerned 
tend to favor energy-conserving policies and practices and to oppose environmentally 
damaging solutions, such a s  removing restrictions on strip mining, and auto emissions. 

About five years have elapsed since the 1973 oil embargo. It is increasingly clear over 
t ime that  energy prices are  not declining and oil imports continue t o  be necessary. 
Energy-related problems have not been solved in such a way that  the nation can return to 
the era of inexpensive and readily available sources of power for i ts  needs. The success 
of what the public and policymakers do about this situation will depend in part on the 
congruence of their respective analyses of it and of the  desirability of various alternative 
solutions. Despite the plurality of views, some common ground needs to be found for 
assessment of the situation and ways to deal with it. Inevitably, trade-offs will be 
involved, and information is needed on the desired balance to  be achieved in the complex 
question of what is possible, what is acceptable, and what is optimal. 



CHAPTER 9 

GENERAL FINDINGS 

Many kinds of conclusions can be drawn from a study of this scope and complexity. Gaps 
in existing knowledge can be identified. Policy questions can be raised and policy impli- 
cations can be drawn from the findings. For this report, the conclusions presented are an 
attempt a t  a cogent statement about what was found in this analysis of existing survey 
data. They fall short, however, of a full synthetic interpretation. Following the general 
o u t h e  of the report, this chapter summarizes findings from the literature review. 

RELEVANCE OF ATTITUDE SURVEYS TO POLICY 

The existing literature on the relationship between attitudes and behavior was reviewed, 
and the conclusion was drawn that attitudes are causally related to actual behavior, but 
that the correlation is less than perfect. Survey data are or should be relevant to  energy 
policy analysts and decision makers. The relevance of survey data to  policy varies by the 
energy supply source in question and the type of behavior a policy is designed to elicit. 
Citizen attitudes are more directly relevant for solar energy and energy conservation 
than for other energy supply sources. The suggestion was made that citizen attitudes are 
more a parameter for than a target of policy decisions. 

PUBLIC DEFINITIONS OF THE SITUATION 

The evidence indicates that, in the public mind, there is not an energy ttcrisis.lt Instead, 
the public perceives a serious energy problem. With the Arab oil embargo in 1973 more 
people tended to view the situation as very serious; this proportion decreased during 
1974, then rose slightly to the present 40 percent level where i t  has remained. 

Many thought the energy crisis had been contrived. Over time, a majority came to 
perceive energy shortages a s  real, but a sizable minority presently believe the situation 
has been contrived by various institutions in American society for their benefit. Oil 
companies and the federal government were thought to be most responsible for the 
nation's energy problems from 1973 through 1977. Among national problems, energy has 
been viewed as neither the least nor the most important problem. Inflation, unemploy- 
ment, and crime have been perceived as matters of more importance than energy. 
Majorities of survey respondents felt  that  the nation faces energy shortages and rising 
energy costs for the foreseeable future, whether for political or natural reasons. The 
public seem to place most faith in nuclear energy, solar energy, and coal as long-term 
future energy sources. 

There is evidence in surveys of negative impacts experienced by individuals and by the 
nation due to energy shortages, but not enough information is provided to  assess the 
magnitude of the impacts. Although administrations from Nixon through Carter have 
been attempting to deal with the energy crisis, they have not been successful in gaining 
public satisfaction with their efforts. The public is more satisfied with its own efforts 
and less satisfied with the  actions of oil companies. 



The public recognizes a responsibility to conserve energy. Evidence such as majority 
support for government action on supply and the expectation of a technical breakthrough 
that will solve the problem suggests that the public is slightly more favorable toward 
alternatives that increase supply rather than reduce demand. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 

The majority identified personal conservation as having an impact on total consumption 
and as a "good" alternative to meeting energy problems. Saving money and conserving 
natural resources are perceived benefits and reasons given for actions to conserve. 

Residential conservation measures have been consistently listed ahead of reduced driving 
as actions preferred and performed most often. The majority of the public reported 
engaging in both types of action. 

Opposition is widespread to increasing prices to decrease energy consumption. Govern- 
ment controls such as gasoline rationing or mandatory home conservation were opposed 
by large majorities, but they were preferred to price increases. Less restrictive controls 
like the 55 mph speed limit and daylight saving time are favored by majorities. 

SOLAR ENERGY 

Although less than one percent of the public have purchased solar systems, attitudes 
toward the idea of solar energy are very favorable. The majority of the public appears to 
support federal efforts to develop solar energy and incentive programs to encourage its 
use. 

The ability of the current solar technologies to meet electric power needs and to provide 
space heating in all climate areas was questioned by nearly half the respondents in these 
studies. Cost, performance, reliability, and maintenance problems are other often- 
mentioned disadvantages of solar heating. Not surprisingly, getting information about 
solar systems was identified as important in solar purchase decisions. Some evidence 
suggests that solar energy may be perceived as economically and technically risky, as too 
experimental to use now. 

In addition, most respondents in special studies underestimated the initial dollar cost of 
installing solar heating systems. In assessing the relative advantage of adopting solar 
energy, citizens may have inadequate access to information, even though inf or mation 
may exist. Expression of concern over initial cost might be even greater if real costs 
were known, thus changing the perceived relative advantage of adopting a solar system in 
a negative direction. About 40 percent of respondents said they would consider buying 
solar devices even if the cost were greater per month in the long run than alternatives. 
Included among perceived characteristics of solar energy valued by respondents were 
conservation of natural resources and decreased environmental pollution. 

CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SUPPLY 

Findings are sum marized for oil and natural gas, coal, and nuclear energy. 



Oil and Natural Gas 

The public expects a declining contribution of oil as a fuel for generating electricity. 
Several studies reported that large minorities are unaware that the United States must 
import oil. None of the surveys asked respondents why imports should be reduced, and 
the evidence suggests the public was divided over whether the nation can achieve energy 
self-sufficiency. About half of respondents favored reducing oil imports, but a large 
minority thought more should be imported. Price increases or incentives to oil compa- 
nies were opposed; majorities felt that oil companies make too much profit. Options 
such as a profit tax or controls on profits were favored, while government ownership was 
opposed by majorities. In one item concerning deregulation of natural gas, when con- 
comitant price increases were mentioned, a majority was opposed; when deregulation was 
mentioned as an incentive to increase supply, at least half of samples were favorable. 

Although many have viewed coal, especially strip-mined coal, as a way to expand energy 
supplies, local surveys indicate that it may not be defined as desirable. The most 
frequently mentioned advantage of coal was its domestic availability. There has been 
increased acceptance of coal and strip mining to produce it as a realistic substitute for 
foreign oil. 

Coal was perceived as a lower cost alternative than oil. Even though half of national 
respondents were worried about effects of strip mining and threequarters concerned 
about air pollution from coal, majorities favored its increased use. Large majorities 
supported using coal if no environmental damage would result. National pluralities 
accepted environmental damage as necessary to achieve that increase, while local 
majorities did not. 

Nuclear Enerm 

Most people perceive atomic energy as technically feasible and expect it to assume a 
major role in electric power generation. A sizable minority (up to one-third of samples), 
however, were unsure of how to answer questions on nuclear energy. A larger proportion 
of national than local samples expected nuclear power to be cheaper than other sources 
of energy. People expect both benefits and costs (associated with general economic 
growth) to result from nuclear power developm ent in their com munities. Reduced 
dependency on foreign oil and conservation of nonrenewable resources, as well as reduced 
air pollution, were advantages perceived by majorities. 

The major problems perceived in nuclear power development were safety and environ- 
mental concerns over waste disposal and radioactivity. These problems were considered 
serious by large majorities and the number of people indicating concern increased over 
time. Overall, findings were mixed when people were asked to judge how %afe" nuclear 
power is. 

In spite of concerns, the majority have favored continued construction of nuclear plants, 
with about one-fourth opposing increased development. Evidence suggests increasing 
polarization in public opinion about nuclear energy. When construction in one's own 
community is specified, the findings have been mixed, with small majorities to large 
minorities favoring construction. Judgments about the attitudes of local 



populations toward nuclear plants in their areas are very risky without surveying each 
locality. The generally increased favorability of nuclear plant neighbors toward nuclear 
power is not necessarily an indicator of response to new proposals in communities. 

ANALYSIS OF TRENDS 

This analysis examined how changes in public opinion were related to events over time. 
The analysis showed that some attitudes probably were affected by discrete, dramatic 
events while others were affected, if at all, by a combination of events. 

The first energy shortage (beginning in April 1973) increased both perceptions of the 
seriousness of the problem and skepticism about the reality of the crisis. By the second 
shortage, more people were defining the problem as "real.t1 Conservation behavior 
remained unaffected, and the shortages, perhaps with the Project Independence Report, 
seemed to increase willingness to sacrifice the environment. This willingness may figure 
in an increased favorability toward nuclear power during and after the second crisis. 

Presidential speeches were so proximate that their effect on public opinion is difficult to 
discern. Nixon's energy plan was followed by a decline in the perceived seriousness of 
the situation. Speeches by Ford and Carter seemed to have the opposite effect. Carterrs 
introduction of the National Energy Plan produced a small, temporary rise in belief in an 
energy crisis. Public opinion did not vary radically as the result of any one occurrence. 

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES 

Belief in the energy crisis and other definitions of the energy problem did not vary by 
region; however, impacts were experienced differentially in geographic regions of the 
nation. 

Westerners were more concerned about the environmental effects of energy supply than 
people in other parts of the country, although the East was very close in level of 
concern. The use and extraction of fossil fuels was a greater source of concern in the 
West. Strip mining of coal was opposed by Westerners while the rest of the nation 
favored it. 

Those in the East showed a higher level of concern over nuclear power when risk factors 
were mentioned. The data suggest that Southerners are somewhat less concerned about 
enviromental problems associated with energy development. They were also less likely 
to view solar energy as a viable alternative. 

DIFFERENCES BY SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTER.ISTICS 

Results of analytical findings by 14 sociodemographic characteristics are summarized 
below by each independent variable. 

Gender 

No differences by gender were found on belief in the seriousness or reality of the energy 
crisis, or in other definitions of the energy problem. Some evidence suggested that 



women tend to be more concerned than men about the nation's energy future. Women 
were found to be more in favor of environmental protection than men. Men were 
exposed to more information sources about energy than women and were somewhat more 
knowledgeable. Women were somewhat more favorable to domestic energy conservation 
than were men. Men and women who engaged in conservation behaviors tended to do so 
in activities consonant with their sex roles. 

Younger age groups were more likely than older ones to report belief in the seriousness 
of the energy crisis; younger age groups were also more likely to report a greater belief 
in the likelihood of future energy shortages. Data on perceived impacts of the energy 
situation revealed a pattern of greater reported impacts among older people. Older 
groups tended to oppose policy options that would increase consumer costs. A clear and 
consistent pattern of greater support among the young for protecting the environment 
was revealed in a number of surveys. 

A pattern of greater support for solar energy among younger groups was revealed. The 
opposite pattern held for nuclear energy: younger groups tended to be less supportive 
than older groups of this energy option, although there was some evidence of a 
curvilinear relationship with greatest support among middle age groups. Older groups 
also tended to be more supportive of development of fossil fuel energy sources than 
younger groups. Several of the findings indicated that income is an important .confound- 
ing variable influencing age-related differences in energy attitudes and behavior. 

Education 

In general, the higher the education level, the more likely that a serious and real energy 
problem was perceived as well as belief that it would continue. The performance of the 
business community in handling responsibility during the energy crisis was judged more 
harshly by the more educated groups. 

Educational level was positively related to favoring the speed-up of solar energy 
development and energy conservation, but it was found in one study to be negatively 
related to the development of other energy sources or technologies. Those with more 
education were more likely to favor nuclear energy and to consider nuclear plants as safe 
in another study. Highly-educated individuals resisted proposals that would interfere 
with their personal mobility. 

The higher the educational level, the less likely the individual was to think that energy 
self-sufficiency was possible for the United States. Higher educational levels were found 
to be positively associated with higher levels of knowledgeability on a variety of energy 
items. Education was found in most cases to be positively related to environmental 
protection attitudes, even in cases where it would cost the person more. 

Income 

Higher income groups generally expressed greater belief in the reality of the energy 
crisis. No clear patterns by income were discovered concerning perceived responsibility 
for the energy situation. Lower income groups tended to favor policies that would keep 



consumer prices low. Lower income groups also tended to be more supportive of 
environmental quality, except where this was posed as entailing higher consumer costs; in 
such a case, lower income groups generally favored lower costs over environmental 
quality. 

A clear pattern of difference by income . was revealed with regard to knowledgeability 
about energy issues, a difference probably confounded by educational level. 

Higher income groups expressed a consistently greater preference for solar energy as a 
power source than did lower income groups. The same consistent pattern was found 
regarding nuclear energy. Lower income groups reported more general efforts to 
conserve (indicative most likely of a concern for energy costs) but generally reported 
fewer energy conservation efforts or changes in behavior than others (most likely due to 
a pattern of minimal energy use). There is some indication of a curvilinear relationship 
between income and conservation efforts, however, with most conservation occurring 
among middle-income groups. High-income groups appeared to be most insensitive to 
price-induced conservation. The lowest income groups tended to express confusion or to 
be of mixed opinion on matters of energy conservation. Lower income groups tended to 
favor any policies that resulted in lower prices even if these entailed gasoline rationing, 
while higher income groups clearly favored policies that did not limit availability. 

Occupation 

Occupations are important in knowledgeabili ty about the energy situation and attitudes 
toward nuclear power. Perception of an energy-related problem and its seriousness 
increased as skill and occupational levels increased. Higher occupational levels were 
found to be somewhat more favorable toward solar energy as a long-term source of 
energy, although solar energy was the first choice for most groups. All occupational 
groups preferred that U.S. production of energy be maximized, usage limited, and 
imported oil reduced. Professional and white-collar workers were more likely to say that 
nuclear plants are safe and that they would not oppose construction of one in their area. 
Conservation attitudes and extent of reported conservation behavior did not differ 
appreciably across occupational groups. White-collar workers were more favorable than 
other occupational groups to development of local public transportation. 

Race 

There was a pattern of greater reported energy-related impacts among nonwhites than 
whites, probably as a function of the generally lower incomes of the former racial 
group. The salience of the energy situation appeared to be greater among whites, 
particularly when this was measured in comparison with economic problems (which were 
perceived as more serious by nonwhites). Nonwhites tended to show stronger support 
than whites for environmental concerns, except where environmental quality issues were 
posed as competitive with low consumer costs. There was a strong, consistent pattern in 
the data of greater reported objective knowledge among whites than nonwhites on 
energy-related issues. Solar energy received greater support among whites than non- 
whites, while the latter tended to support development of conventional energy sources. 
Support for nuclear energy appeared to be consistently greater among whites than among 
nonwhites; the latter group revealed a consistent pattern of doubt or indecision on this 
issue. There were no apparent racial differences in attitudes or behavior in regard to 
energy conservation. 



Political Orientation 

Variance in opinion by partisan political affiliation tended to be elicited by items 
mentioning famous political personalities (Nixon, Ford, Carter). In general, the survey 
findings show Democrats to be slightly less knowledgeable ahout energy issues, somewhat 
more likely to view the energy crisis as quite serious, less favorable to nuclear energy 
and coal development, and more favorable toward energy conservation than 
Republicans. Republicans were slightly more concerned about maintaining centralized 
energy sources and not having their own Eves affected, which may translate into a desire 
to maintain what has become the traditional American lifestyle and its energy use 
patterns. Their slightly greater knowledge of issues has not resulted in a willingness on 
their part to act. 

Variance in opinion by political philosophy (conservative, moderate, liberal) tended to 
extend and complement the findings by party affiliation. Though these findings cannot 
be viewed as conclusive proof of important differences on energy attitudes by political 
philosophy, an interesting pattern emerged. Liberals tended to be somewhat more 
favorable to the environment and to solutions to the energy problem involving energy 
conservation and solar energy (although this last difference was not marked). 
Conservatives tended to find major corporations credible sources of information, to 
blame environmentalists for the energy crisis more frequently than liberals, and to favor 
nuclear energy more than liberals. The suggestion of these findings, taken together, is 
that traditional, centralized energy systems are somewhat preferred by Republicans and 
conservatives and innovative, decentralized systems and energy conservation by Demo- 
crats and liberals. Nevertheless, political orientation does not appear to be as germane 
to energy attitudes and behavior as other demographic characteristics, such as income. 

Religious Affiliation 

Not surprisingly, in general religious affiliation (Protestant and Catholic) is most likely 
not an important predictive variable in accounting for public response to energy issues or 
public preferences among energy policy options. What differences are found by religion 
are probably attributable to other correlates of the variable, such as socioeconomic 
status. The interesting exception is a possible correlation between religious affiliation 
and perceived risk of neighboring nuclear power plant facilities (Catholics were more 
likely than Protestants to be concerned about risk). This potential correlation warrants 
further study. The possibility of religious affiliation emerging as a relevant variable 
would be enhanced if organized religion in the United States adopted energy as an issue. 

Marital Status 

There would be little reason to expect differences in opinion on energy issues by marital 
status, and, for the most part, such differences were not reported in the data. What 
differences in opinion did occur by marital status clustered around items having to do 
with conservation. Taken together, the findings suggest that unmarried persons are 
somewhat more likely to find infringement of their personal mobility a hardship than 
married persons. Singles are more likely than those married to be able to function 
domestically with less energy use by living in smaller residences, but not through adopt- 
ing domestic energy conserving practices. 



Housing Characteristics 

Concern about the amount of electricity being used increased with the size of the house, 
as measured by the number of rooms. Willingness to buy a solar-heated house did not 
vary for multifamily versus single family dwellers. Although home value had a 
significant positive relationship to support for tax incentives for solar energy, it was not 
related to willingness to buy. Concern about conservation was more likely among 
families with five or more members than among smaller households; singles and couples 
were much less interested in conservation retrofit than others. Housing characteristics 
are a variable relevant primarily to energy conservation and solar energy alternatives. 

Home owners hi^ 

Home ownership, confounded as it is by income and marital status, is probably not an 
important predictive variable in explaining energy attitudes. It may be germane in 
considering adoption of solar energy. Homeowners were more likely than renters to have 
heard about solar energy, to express concern about the amount of electricity they used, 
and to express willingness to accept additional cost to install solar systems. Owners also 
were found to prefer individually oriented solutions to energy generation. 

Transportation Characteristics 

This variable pertains prirnar ily to gasoline conservation. Noncar households expressed 
more environmental concern than households with cars. Car owners felt the effects of 
the energy crisis more than nonowners and made more attempts to keep themselves 
informed on mileage standards for cars. Car owners were more optimistic about the 
future of energy supplies than were noncar owners. Car ownership is confounded by 
income levels, which is probably the more significant variable. 

Urban/Rural Residence 

Rural persons were somewhat more likely than urbanites to regard the energy crisis as 
'kontrived.lT Rural residents were more likely than other groups to feel that the voting 
public should make the decisions on various energy-related issues. Daylight saving time 
had a larger impact on driving in urban areas but was most disliked on farms and in small 
towns. Knowledgeabili ty was about equal across residential groups, but rural and urban 
people had more accurate information on different specific issues. Rural residents 
expressed more concern than city residents about the availability of energy than about 
environmental problems. Urban residents were more likely than other groups to consider 
paying for solar energy. Those in cities were more concerned about the risk of nuclear 
power plants. They were also more favorable to energy conservation and mass transit. 

SOCIALPSY CHOLOGICAL VARIABLES 

The variable most frequently employed in analyses as an independent predictor of other 
attitudes and actions was belief in the energy crisis. The survey analyses using belief 
with a wide range of dependent variables were examined to determine if a significant 
pattern of findings emerged. 



The review demonstrates that  no clear pattern of findings establishes a direct relation- 
ship between belief in an energy crisis, or perception of its seriousness and reality, and 
any other variable. Most analyses using belief a s  the independent variable addressed 
various aspects of energy con.servation, but they employed so many different dependent 
variables with differences in findings among investigators that  general conclusions are  
not possible. The most persuasive study used as  the dependent variable Btu actually 
consumed in households rather than self-report of conservation measures taken. This 
study found an inverse, but not statistically significant, relationship between belief and 
energy actually conserved. 

Belief in the energy crisis was not found to be related to energy conserving behavior. In 
the few studies relating belief to preferences concerning nuclear energy, fossil fuel 
energy sources, and solar energy no convincing differences were found. . 

It is possible that  bias from funding sources of surveys on energy atti tudes might have 
affected the frequency with which the belief variable was employed in comparison with 
other theoretically possible variables (such as  belief in efficacy or relative advantage). 
Conviction on the part of governmental agencies and energy companies and utilities that 
the public should engage in energy conservation seems t o  be behind the pattern of 
questions asked and analyses per formed on the variables. 

Several hypotheses for future research were suggested by the data and outlined in 
Chapter 8. In general, many of the factors affecting favorability toward various energy 
a1 ternatives and actual behavior with respect to  adoption of energy conservation and 
solar energy are not well understood. Although existing data suggest what some of the 
important factors might be (e.g., experienced impacts of energy shortages, perceived 
salience of the energy problem), the exploration of their importance and relevance to  
energy policymaking awaits further investigation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most of the analytical work using survey data involved cross-tabulations between major 
sociodemographic variables and a vast array of energy-related items. These analyses 
explored zero-order relationships between the independent and dependent variables; very 
rarely were the variables used in multivariate analysis or in analyses controlling for third 
variables. This body of analytical findings is of direct interest to the social researcher 
seeking to enhance the predictive or explanatory capability of his/her models, to the 
marketing specialist interested in knowing what segments of the population comprise 
likely markets, and to policymakers for a variety of reasons. Diffusion theory would lead 
us to expect that any idea or innovation will diffuse through various subelements of the 
population. Understanding whet her significant differences exist by major population 
categories per mi ts tailoring of policy options to enhance their effectiveness and social 
acceptability in the components of the population they are designed to reach. For 
example, if it can be shown that men and women have different interests in information 
concerning solar energy systems, information programs relevant to both kinds of 
interests can be fashioned. 

The sociodemographic variables used as independent variables in the surveys were: 

0 Gender; 

Age; 

Education; 

Incom e; 

Occupation; 

a Race; 

a Political orientation; 

Religious affiliation; 

Lifestyle characteristics; 

- Marital status; 
- Housing charac terist ics/st ages in family life cycle; 

- Homeownership; 

- Transportation characteristics; and 

Urban/rural residence. 

The amount of material available on each variable varied widely, Used most often in 
survey analyses were gender, age,  education, income, and occupation Used fairly 
frequently were urban/rural residence, race, religious affiliation, and political 
orientation. Used least were the lifestyle characteristics: marital status, housing 
characteristics, home ownership, and transportation characteristics. 

These variables differ in their applicability to different energy alternatives. Housing 
characteristics, for example, might be germme to solar energy or energy conservation 



issues, but probably not to nuclear energy. These differences become more explicit in 
the discussion of findings for each variable. 

Frequently cross-tabulations were run with no tests of statistical significance, which left 
us to answer the question: When does a difference make a difference? A rule of thumb 
was devised to use in reporting findings.* For national surveys with samples greater than 
or equal to 1500, differences of seven to 10 percentage points between groups were 
considered "slight.11 Those from 10 to 20 percentage points were termed "somewhatI1 
different, and those greater were termed "different" or "very different." Where 
I1differencen is reported, the variation in response was less than these values. For local 
samples of smaller size, the differences found between groups had to be greater than or 
equal to 10 to 12 percent before they were discussed. Differences noted are not 
statistically significant (unless specified) and should be taken to suggest an association 
between two variables. Where tests of significance were reported, the convention of 
assigning statistical significance at a - L -05 was used. 

In examination of the survey analyses, patterns of difference or relationships between 
variables found across many studies were sought. Item replication rarely occurred, 
except in longitudinal data; thus, concern was for the substantive meaning of items. 
Several explanations are possible to account for lack of patterns of difference and mixed 
results. The most likely are differences in item wording, item context (its placement in 
the data collection instrument relative to other items), samples (local or national), and 
data collection period. Where patterns of findings occur in spite of all these problems, 
there can be somewhat more confidence that an actual relationship is being measured by 
the different surveys than if a finding is supported by only one item or if the findings are 
mixed. 

The following sections present the findings organized by sociodemographic variables. 
The findings for each sociodemographic variable are organized into seven categories, the 
latter dictated by the variables analyzed in surveys rather than by the organization of 
this report. The seven categories are as follows: (1) perception of the energy situation, 
(2) energy and the environment, (3) knowledge and information sources about energy and 

- their credibility, (4) attitudes about solar energy, (5) attitudes about nuclear energy, (6) 
attitudes about energy conservation, and (7) summary of findings for the 
sociodem ographic variable. 

A great deal of analytical attention has been paid to differences between men and 
women on a wide variety of energy-related issues. This tendency is intriguing, for 
although everyday observation provides evidence about the differences between the 
sexes, systematic empirical information bout these differences is more difficult to I obtain. Moreover, no middle-range theory exists to predict how men might differ from 

*SERI1s statistician, Bill Belew, agreed that this rule of thumb was reasonable. 

**Gender is used here interchangeably with the more frequently used %ex." 

'~iddle range theory, a notion developed by Merton (1957), is a theoretical construction to 
bring together diverse empirical findings and discrete hypotheses into a rn ore general 
statement concerning a substantive area; e.g., the family, reference groups, and energy- 
related behaviors. Middle range theory falls between grand theories of society (e.g., that 
of Parsons) and specific discrete hypotheses. 



women on matters related to energy. In the present universe of surveys, 52 (or 45 
percent) used respondent gender in various analytical treatments of 167 different 
variables. Where differences by sex have been found, little effort has been devoted t o  
examining what those differences might mean and what their implications, both for 
theory and for policy, are. 

P e r c e ~ t i o n  of the E n e m  Situation 

In four recent surveys, no difference by gender was found in belief in the seriousness of 
the energy crisis [108, 122, 175, 2181. In an earlier study, however, females were 
somewhat more likely to believe there was an energy problem [181]. This difference may 
be accounted for by change over time rather than by a long-standing and consistent 
difference between the sexes. The pattern found in the data is agreement by gender on 
the seriousness of the energy situation. 

A 1974 study in Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis reported no difference between 
men and women on whether or not the energy crisis was perceived as  real [3Oa. This 
finding contradicts that of Zuiches (1975) who reported that females were more likely to 
believe the energy crisis was real. 

Surveys report somewhat inconsistent findings on differences by gender in perception of 
who or what is to blame for the energy crisis. Three surveys conducted between 1973 
and 1977, one national, one in Ohio, and one in Illinois found no difference on this 
variable [108, 122, 21 31. A 1974 survey in Los Angeles County found males less likely 
than females to attribute responsibility to the President and more likely to  blame oil 
companies for the crisis 12073. A 1977 nationwide survey found no differences among 
response categories except that males were somewhat more likely to place "major 
blamef1 on Congress than females (31 t o  24 percent) and males (42 percent) were more 
likely than females (29 percent) to  attribute "no blame at allv t o  Israel 11511. Taken 
together, these findings suggest a pattern of little difference by gender on assessing 
responsibility for the energy situation, with a suggestion that males might be slightly 
more frustrated with oil companies and Congress than females. 

A few survey items attempted to measure the salience of the energy issue--its 
importance relative to other major national issues. In one study men ranked the energy 
issue higher than women [1201, and this finding was borne out by another study 
demonstrating interesting differences in salience by the sexes. Respondents were asked 
t o  which things people wanted their congressman or senator to give major attention 
[168]. Findings were a s  follows: 

Proportion Responding 
Male Female - 

Development of national energy policy 78% 70 
Program to  hire unemployed in government jobs 44 36 
Stricter labeling regulations for food products 43 57 

Both men and women were more likely to want Congressional attention focused on 
developing an energy policy than on unemployment or food labeling problems, with men 
slightly more concerned than women about developing an energy policy. Two other 
surveys [151, 158 found no difference by the sexes on ranking energy an important 



issue.* The evidence for differences by sex on the salience of the energy issue is not 
compelling enough to conclude that this is a consistent pattern. 

Three surveys asked whether prices had gone up as  a result of the energy shortage, and 
females were more likely to  mention that food prices had increased (28 to 16 percent), 
while males said the prices of l1everythingw had gone up (43 t o  32 percent) [137, 139, 
3091. One study found no difference by sex in respondent assessment of how much 
impact increases in the price of oil and gas would have on the rate of inflation [3081. 
Thus, no major difference existed in perspectives between the sexes on the effects of the 
energy shortage. 

Expectations about the future energy supply in the nation were examined in several 
surveys. Five studies found men more sanguine about the future prospects of energy 
supplies than were women [122, 129, 137, 139, 17% Men tended to say the nation is not 
likely to run out of coal in the next 50 years (63 compared to 44 percent for women), nor 
out of oil in the same time span (45 percent compared to 34 percent for women) [139]. 
Findings for a similar item on natural gas are presented in Table B-1. 

In 1975 women were more likely than men to think that OPEC countries ltwill again cut  
off oil to the  United States sometime in the next year" (62 percent said l1fairlyVT or "very 
likelyn compared to  51 percent of men) 11291. Men were less likely than women to think 
there will be a shortage of electricity in the future (45 t o  35 percent). In guessing 
whether there would be a gas shortage during the summer of 1974, 37 percent of men 
thought not, compared to  2 9 percent of women. 

However, this pattern of female concern about the security of the future energy supply 
was not consistently supported by all surveys. A 1974 survey in Michigan reported that 
males were more pessimistic about our future supplies [1191. Findings are reported in 
Table B-2. 

Three other studies reported no differences by gender on estimating chances for another 
severe energy shortage [l5O], on whether our energy situation will be better or worse 
[108], and about whether oil shortages will worsen in the future [17% Since the findings 
are mixed, i t  is impossible to conclude that  major differences exist by gender in 
perceptions about the national energy future. The data do suggest that women tend to be 
somewhat more concerned than men about our nation's energy future. 

No difference by gender was found on the desirability of a policy of energy self- 
sufficiency for the nation [214, 3081. Further, men and women did not differ in 
preferences for various national strategies, except in one case. Females were slightly 
more likely (p < -01) to  approve of policy options mentioning limiting energy usage in the  
United States t h a n  were males [303]. Males were favorable toward maximizing U.S. 
production of energy. Another study reported that  for an item asking whether we should 
conserve gasoline or pay higher prices and use all we want, no difference in preference 
was found by sex [308]. 

*One of these studies 1158 reported no difference by sex in concern about inflation, with 
28 percent of the sample concerned about having enough money to pay their monthly 
bills (both men and women). About a third defined energy as a major issue. 



TABLE B-1 

EXPECTATIONS ABOUT SUPPLY OF NATURAL GAS BY GENDEK 

How l i k e l y  is  i t  that w e ' l l  r un  o u t  of n a t u r a l  gas  . . . [ 1 3 7 ]  

Propo r t i on  Responding 
i n  t h e  next 10 y e a r s ?  i n  the nex t  50 y e a r s ?  

Very Not Very Ve ry 
L ike ly  L ike ly  L ike ly  

Male 15% 22 3 1 
Female 32  15 46 

Not Very 
L ike ly  



TABLE B-2 

PERCEPTION OF FUTUKE SUPPLIES OF OIL AND NATURAL GAS BY GENDER 

Are we going to run out of...?[ll9] 

Proportion Responding 
U.S. 

U.S. Natural World 
Oil - Gas Oil 

Male 36%* 42 
Female 25 21 

World 
Natural 

Gas 

*The proportion indicating "yes." 



Two 1977 studies reported no difference by sex in respondent assessment of the adequacy 
of steps taken to deal with the energy situation, and on whether too many or not enough 
sacrifices had been called for 1174, 2181. But three national surveys found males more 
likely than females to disapprove President Carter's handling of the situation [147, 217, 
3091. Table B-3 shows the findings on this variable. Taken together these findings 
suggest somewhat more negativism on the part of males to President Carter. As will be 
seen in the section on political orientation, response is influenced by the naming of 
famous politicians in survey items. The inclusion of Carterrs name likely had a 
confounding effect on response to  these latter three items. Thus, findings are mixed on 
differences in respondent assessment of national policy by gender. 

Some methods of dealing with an energy shortage have fewer environmental implications 
than others. As previously noted, the two major options available are (1)  decreasing 
energy demand through conservation, and (2) increasing energy supply using one or more 
of several alternatives. The first approach has few, if any, known environmental 
disadvantages associated with it; the second may bring in its wake a variety of 
undesirable effects, depending on the energy source considered. Thus, researchers have 
sought to  measure the relative value the public attaches to energy supply on the one hand 
and environmental effects on the other. What tradeoffs would the public prefer? A 
consistent pattern of'difference by gender is found on this question. 

When respondents were asked, Wave environmental regulations gone too far or not?", 
males were more likely than females to say that they had (25 percent compared to  16 
percent) [1481. The same survey reported that in response to an item forcing a choice 
between energy and environment, 48 percent of males chose "adequate energy" compared 
to 38 percent of females. About 40 percent of females chose t o  "protect the  
environmentw compared to about a third of males. Women were more likely than men to 
perceive that environm ental problems exist involving air pollution, soil quality, and 
"natural resourcesv [1251. They were also more likely to  connect energy production with 
environmental harm (see Table B-4). Using a similar item, another survey reported the 
same general pattern of findings [308]. 

When asked which would be the  most likely environmental problem if the United States 
tried to be energy self-sufficient (air pollution, oil spills, etc.), respondents displayed no 
difference in response by gender. Nor was there male/female difference on the question 
of whether the country should use more "pollution-f reef' sources of electricity (about 75 
percent agreed that  i t  should). 

When examining environmental tradeoffs associated with specific energy sources, 
however, a clear pattern of difference emerges from the data. Males were more likely 
to favor burning high-sulfur oil in factories and power plants than were females [207]. 
Men more of ten thought environmental standards should be relaxed to permit industry 
conversion from oil and natural gas to coal [2 181. Women tended to  favor banning strip 
mining more than men [2211, although men tended to favor strict laws regulating strip 



TABLE B-3 

DISAPPROVAL OF PRESIDENT CARTER'S HANDLING OF THE ENERGY SITUATIOIS 
BY GENDER 

Year and Study 
Proportion Disapproving 

Male Female 



TABLE B-4 

PERCEIVED ENVIKONMENTAL HARM THROUGH ENERGY PRODUCTION BY GENDER 

If the United States is to produce more energy for its use, how much 
damage will this cause to the environment? [ I311  

Degree of Damage 

A great deal 
A fair amount 
A little 

Proportion Responding 
Male Female 



mining more than women, given the alternative of "getting coal a t  the cheapest possible 
cost" [1311.* 

Melber e t  al. (1977) reported that women were less in favor than men of all the  possible 
alternatives to  increase energy supply (e.g., offshore oil drilling, developing nuclear 
energy, more strip mining, and relaxing pollution standards). They reported that males 
were more in favor of increasing energy supply than women, and that men were much 
more in favor of building more power plants when the  choice is cutting back on electrical 
u s e  Women, in the Melber study, were found to  be more strongly in favor of 
environmental protection and conservation than were men. The findings reported here 
support the conclusions of the Melber review of the  literature. 

Knowle&eabilitv and Information Sources 

A significant pattern of differences by gender emerges from the empirical data 
concerning awareness of energy-related matters and exposure t o  information sources. In 
one study testing objective knowledgeability that analyzed data by gender, males were 
more likely than females to say the nation imports oil (60 percent compared to 45 
percent). In 1975 men were more aware than women of an energy agency established by 
the federal government (55 t o  38 percent) [256]. Men were also more able than women t o  
respond accurately on 10 "energy awarenessw items [lo61 .** 
Scott (1976) reported that males tended t o  indicate they had read more about solar 
energy than females. Similarly, another study reported that males were more likely to 
have "heard something about solar energy and wind energyu (p < .01) [303]. Men were 
more likely than women to  report that they had been following media discussions on 
nuclear energy development (Gallup, 1976). Males were much more likely to state they 
had seen or read advertisem ents and articles concerning gasoline mileage (79 percent 
compared t o  48 percent for females) [308]. Men were somewhat more likely than women 
to be aware of a nuclear power plant within 100 miles of where they live [311]. Males 
were f a r  more likely than females to  claim awareness of EPA/FEA mileage figures for 
cars (73 percent compared to 40 percent) [144]. No difference by gender was found in 
proportions of a sample reporting regular reading of utility company pamphlets 12531. 

T h e  breakdown in 

Strict laws 
Cheapest price 
Don? know 

response for this item was: 
Ma1 e 
48 % 
38 
14 

Female 
32% 
38 
30 

Males were more likely to say that power plants and oil refineries do not cause air 
pollution [308]. 

**Two superbly constructed charts present data on variables in this study that control by 
gender, and presenting findings for income, education, age, ruralvrban residence, and 
belief in the  energy crisis. Since Melber et al. (1977) noted that  these types of data were 
largely absent from survey analyses they reviewed, researchers may be interested t o  
know of their existence. 



These findings support an overall conclusion that men are exposed (or expose themselves) 
to more information about energy-related topics, and that they are somewhat more 
knowledgeable than women about these topics. The sex role expectations for males in 
our society would lead to a prediction that they, as an aggregate compared to females, 
would be somewhat more knowledgeable about energy technologies and issues. 

Men and women did not use different sources of information, according to self-report 
11 08, 121. Moreover, there has been very little difference by gender in the assessment 
of credibility of various sources of information about energy matters [120, 122, 170, 3081. 

Solar Energy 

A few studies included demographic analysis on items relating to solar energy. A 
statistically significant but not substantive difference (p < -05) was found on preference 
for solar energy as a source for production of electricity (56 percent of men compared to 
93 percent of women) [3031. The same study, however, reported the data presented in 
Table 5 5  showing no difference between the sexes in relative preference for solar 
energy. Similar findings were reported in a survey which asked, "Looking ahead to the 
year 2000, which offer the best long-term sources of energy?" Solar energy was chosen 
by 68 percent of the males and 65 percent of the females 115% Nuclear energy was 
mentioned by 40 percent of males and 30 percent of females. 

Melber et ale (1 977) reported that men were stronger supporters of solar energy than 
women. The findings reported here, however, do not support such a conclusion. When 
the definition of solar power was extended to include hydropower and wind, then, as the 
data in Table B-5 show, 76 percent of women favored solar sources compared to 67 
percent of men. If men were more supportive of solar power than women, it could have 
been a function of their somewhat greater preference for increasing energy supply rather 
than reducing energy demand. 

No difference by gender was found in willingness to buy a solar water heater if it cost 
the same as other units or if it cost more than other units 13021. Females reportedly 
guessed the cost of a solar system as lower than males (p < .05), and males were more 
likely to think solar system installation was not "simple a d  fastn [25% Women were 
slightly more likely to think solar systems would "last a long time," and that such systems 
"can only be installed in new homes1r [Z5d. Roper (1979) found that one percent of 
employed females owned solar heating systems in January 1979. About five percent of 
females and seven percent of males said they might invest in a solar system in the next 
two to three years. 

Scott (1 97 6) reported statistically significant differences between the sexes on four 
variables concerning the purchase decision for solar systems. Females were more 
concerned than males about (1) increase in first cost and mortgage payment, (2) increase 
in down payment, (3) increase in fuel savings, and (4) warranty coverage. This set of 
findings shows a greater overall female concern about the impacts of solar systems on 
the household budget. 

Since widespread adoption of solar energy is urged in part on the grounds that anyone can 
understand solar systems, men decidedly have the advantage over women in this regard 
by virtue of socialization and experience. Women may be more concerned about how 
adoption of solar energy affects their households than in understanding how it works. 



TABLE B-5 

PREFERENCES FOR VARIOUS ENERGY SOURCES BY GENDER* 

Male 
Female 

Proportion Preferring** 
Oil/ 

Hydro- Wind Nuclear Natural 
Solar power Power Power Coal Gas 

*Multistate survey conducted in 1976. 
**Source that "should be used the most." 



Adoption is also promoted with the argument tha t  solar energy is more environmentally 
benign than other energy sources. If women were persuaded that  solar energy is more 
benign than other sources, judging from survey data, their support of solar energy would 
be even more enthusiastic. 

Nuclear Energy 

Although both men and women preferred solar energy to  nuclear energy, a clear pattern 
of difference between the sexes arose over the issue of nuclear energy itself. Men were 
consistently more favorable toward nuclear development than were women. Data are 
summarized in Table B-6. The same pattern of male support for nuclear energy has been 
borne out by other surveys [Gallup, 1976; 2211. The "need for powerTT as a reason for 
supporting nuclear energy was mentioned by 29 percent of women and 20 percent of men 
in one survey [1421. 

Consistent with their favorable position toward nuclear energy, males were also more 
favorable than females about the  idea of having a nuclear power plant in the vicinity of 
their homes. Various surveys reported spreads of 12 t o  27 percentage points in greater 
male favorability to  this idea [141; 143; 207; 308; 31 1; Gallup, 19761. 

Related to this lack of female willingness to  live near nuclear power plants is their 
significantly greater  concern tha t  nuclear plants may be unsafe. About a third of malet 
characterized nuclear plants as lTvery safev compared to 16 percent of females in on€ 
study. Females were more likely than males [141] to  wish nuclear power plants were ltcui 
back," and to think that  they were not safe  enough with the safety regulations current a1 
the time of the  survey (Gallup, 1976). One study reported that  a majority of women (54 
percent) thought a nearby atomic energy plant "would present dangersT1 (compared to  31 
percent of men) 11481. Almost half of women (and about a third of men) agreed thal 
TTnuclear power is unsafe with great danger of accidentsn (Melber e t  al., 1977). Seriow 
problems associated with nuclear power, as perceived by the  public, are  reported in Table 
B-7. 

Several other studies cited by Melber et al. (1977) bear out this striking pattern of 
difference between the sexes. Melber et al. reported, I1Sex differences in response t o  
nuclear power questions were more clear-cut and consistent than those associated with 
any of the other demographic ~ lass i f ica t ions .~~ Although both male and female 
respondents favored nuclear power, males were much more supportive, somewhat more 
opposed, and much less uncertain than were femalesn (pa 74). We ,  however, find females 
consistently more opposed than males t o  nuclear energy. This apparent discrepancy may 
be due to our reliance on more national samples, as compared to the reliance of the  
Melber et al. review on regional and local samples. 

Virtually no items in the surveys included in this review queried respondents directly on 
how favorable they were to energy conservation, nor on how effective they fe l t  
conservation would be in aiding the nation's energy supply situation. Motivation to  
engage in conservation behavior is not limited to economics. As one respondent put it: 

W e  conserved so well that  our electrical bill went up because we were not 
using enough electricity. (Bee Angell and Associates, 1975, p. 33) 



TABLE B-6 

POSITION TOWARD NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT BY GENDER 

National Samples 
Proportion of Respondents 

Favorable Unfavorable Don' t Know 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 



TABLE B-7 

PEKCEPTION OF SERIOUS PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH NUCLEAR ENERGY 
BY GENDER 

Which are serious problems associated with nuclear power plants? [308] 

Problem 
Proportion Mentioning 

Male Female 

Disposal of wastes 5 7% 47 
Nuclear accidents 18 19 
Radiation discharge 15 25 
Thermal pollution 10 9 
Don't know 8 18 



Economic incentives for energy conservation a re  not present when people believe their 
utility bills will g o  up whether they conserve or not. There are few data  on citizen belief 
tha t  engaging in conservation will actually assist the  nation's energy supply (see 
Chapter 6). One study reported l i t t le  difference by sex in estimates of median 
percentage of present utility costs tha t  could be  saved through conservation (males, 13.5 
percent; females, 12.3 percent) [120]. 

Thus, findings from a survey in New York state during January 1978 (Harris, 1978)&e of 
particular interest. Respondents were asked their preferred energy source. The results 
are presented in Table B-8. 

These findings are  significant in illuminating how energy conservation stands relative to  
various modes of enhancing energy supply. As the  data  illustrate, females tended t o  
favor conservation somewhat more than males, and the sexes were about equally 
favorable to  solar energy. Coal and nuclear energy fall far behind as preferred choices 
for both sexes. The data  in our review provide some evidence that  women have been 
slightly more favorable' t o  conservation all along. 

A national study in 1975 found differences by sex in how important saving energy was 
viewed at tha t  t ime [258]. About two-thirds of males (and one-third of females) said i t  
mattered "very littletr; a majority of females said it mattered "a great dealn (56 
percent). Another study reported that ,  given the choice of paying higher prices or 
conserving gasoline, 87 percent of females thought Americans should conserve, compared 
to  69 percent of the  males [133]. Women were slightly more inclined to  define the need 
t o  conserve as %ornewhat seriousfr [13O1. Females were also more likely to  agree that  if 
we continue "our high levels of energy use, future generations will not be  able t o  have a 
level of living like oursn (74 percent compared to  61 percent of males) [106]. 

One survey found no difference by sex on whether most people think they waste energy, 
on willingness t o  limit energy use, on how people waste most energy, and on ways to get  
people to  conserve energy I1081. Another study found no difference by gender on 
whether controls on energy should be made more s t r ic t  [21% Perceptions about whether 
"most people a re  doing anything t o  save electricityv were not fouhd to  vary by gender 
[122]. 

An Ohio survey conducted in 1975 found that  females were less likely than males t o  think 
"big companies are  doing things to  save electricityn (27 percent compared to  41 percent) 
11 221. A national survey completed during 1974, however, resulted in a higher proportion 
of males (52 percent) than females (37 percent) assessing a s  Trpoorv the  job the business 
community was doing in meeting i ts  responsibilities toward conservation [137]. No 
difference by sex was found in respondent assessment of how important domestic energy 
conservation was compared to  the amount government and industry could save. 

Further, no difference by sex was found concerning a number of a t t i tude items relevant 
t o  conservation. These were as follows [lo61 : 

a Maintaining a satisfying way of living even with fewer material  goods. 

0 The natural environment must be preserved even if I must change my way of 
living. 

a Ifwecontinuethesehighlevelsoflivingwelldeprivepeopleinpoorerpartsof 
t he  world. 



TABLE B-8 

PMFEKRED FUTURE ENERGY SOURCES IN NEW YORK STATE BY GENDER 

Which do you prefer to see as a means of getting our future energy 
needs-using more coal, more nuclear power, more solar power, or do you 
think we should conserve more energy (or not sure)? (~arris, 1978) 

Preferred Source 

Need to conserve 
Solar power 
Coal 
Nuclear power 
Not sure 

Proportion Mentioning 
Male Female Total 



a Our family is entitled to as many material goods as we can afford 
regardless of the energy required to produce them. 

a The citizens of the United States are entitled to as many material goods 
as we can afford regardless of the energy required to produce them. 

Government officials are not providing any clear directions to help 
families make decisions about energy. 

a The only way to get families to conserve energy is by improving 
government controls. 

a I would accept possible risks to health and safety from nuclear power 
rather than severely restrict my energy use. 

No difference by sex was found in interest in membership in energy-conservation- 
oriented organizations [1201. 

Additionally, no difference by gender was found for the following variables: 

what conservation actions respondents would be likely to take in the next 
two years if a tax credit were given [164; 

feelings about a more austere life caused by energy shortages [1501; 

size of car owned and car-buying plans [1501; 

reported energy use reduotion 1101, 106, 2073; 

reported willingness to engage in gasoline conservation [2211; 

preferences for rationing versus price increases to reduce gasoline 
consumption [220, 3081; 

f avorability or opposition to gasoline rationing that would reduce driving 
by 25 percent, and opinions on how important such a measure is and how 
difficult it would be to implement [NO]; 

favorability or opposition concerning the 55 mph speed limit [21q or on 
proposals to reduce the speed limit [211] ; 

preference for tax on gas-guzzlers versus tax on gasoline [3081; 

concern about gasoline mileage performance of cars [3081; and 

preference for tax on gas-guzzler cars versus heavy gasoline users [3081. 

In sex-role related activities, men and women reported somewhat different patterns of 
conservation behavior. Females were more likely than- males to indicate they were using 
washing machines, dryers, and dishwashers less [122]. Females were also more likely to 
report cooking several dishes in the oven at one time, buying fresh fruit and vegetables 
only in season, and limiting hot water use [l96]. Women were more likely to state they 
planned shopping so that they made one trip to the store rather than several [144]. They 
were somewhat more likely to report in 1977 that they were reducing their use of 
appliances [220]. Males were more likely to indicate maintenance of a daytime 
temperature at 6 8 ' ~  (70 percent compared to 60 percent of the females) [106]. Males 
were more likely than females to report they had their cars tuned every six months or 
more often 11441, and to say they would use public transportation if it got them to work 
15 minutes faster than other means [129]. 



Males perceived less difficulty in reducing the number of miles they drove then did 
females [1061. Men tended to report they usually drove a t  a faster speed than females (a 
third drove over 56 mph compared to  15 percent of women) [2581, but men reported more 
often than women that the 55 mph speed limit had reduced the speed with which they 
drove (67 percent compared to 60 percent) [21% 

A significant positive correlation was found among women more frequently than among 
men in willingness to adopt solar energy and conservation, even if it meant changes in 
lifestyle and family income [2081. Environmental consciousness was positively correlated 
to family income for women, but not for men (p< .05) [208]. Such findings might be 
explained by the sex role expectations that the woman should create a comfortable 
domestic environment for her family in terms of food, clothing, temperature, furnishings, 
and so on. If adopting energy-conserving practices interfered seriously with this role 
performance, which is less likely with high income a t  her disposal, she stands to  suffer 
loss of self- and family esteem. She might thus be less favorable. Males are assumed to  
be less responsible for direct family comfort and more responsible for the family income 
level itself by virtue of sex role expectations. This may account for the lack of 
association between male gender and willingness to adopt solar energy and practice 
domestic conservation. 

Another interesting finding was that women were more willing to turn down the 
thermostat on their hot water heaters than were men 12581. Melber et al. (1977) reported 
a study finding sex differences by the relative rank given, among other values, to "a 
comfortable life." The authors implied that males value comfort more highly. These 
sex-linked differences in value may be related to  differences in willingness to conserve 
energy, as  well as to differential perceptions by sex on whether we should reduce demand 
or increase supply. 

In one study, women were somewhat more compassionate than men as a group in their 
response to whether poor people and the elderly should have special electrical rates. 
About 85 percent of women and 70 percent of men thought this was a good idea [12a. 

Morrison et al. (1 976) reported some differences by gender in their study of attitudes 
toward energy conservation. Inquiry as to approval of t h e  following policies was made: 
(1) tax deductions for apartment dwellers and small-car owners, (2) gasoline rationing, (3) 
single-car deductions, and (4) free mass transit. Respondents in order of decreasing 
favorability to  these policies were a s  follows: (1) urban women, (2) urban men, (3) rural 
women, and (4) rural men. While the urban/rurel dichotomy is more important in 
accounting for the difference, females in both cases were more favorable than males t o  
conservation policies. 

In summary, the data exhibit support for a tendency for women to  favor conservation 
more than men. Men and women who engage in conservation behaviors tend to do so in 
activities consonant with their sex roles. The differences between the sexes on 
conservation were not major, but they were substantial. Virtually no data exist on 
technical knowledge levels about conservation that has been analyzed by gender. 

Summary 

The analysis of survey findings by gender resulted in the following findings. No 
difference by gender was found on these variables: 



0 belief in the seriousness or reality of the energy crisis; 

salience of the energy situation; 

attributionofresponsibilityfortheenergysituation; 

e perception of effects and impacts of the energy crisis; 

desirability of a policy of energy self-sufficiency; and 
favorability toward solar energy, although men may be more concerned about 
how solar systems work and women about how solar systems would affect .their 
households. 

There is some evidence in the survey data suggesting that women tend to be somewhat 
more concerned than men about the nation's energy future. Women were found to be 
more in favor of environmental protection than were men. Evidence exists that men are 
somewhat more exposed to information sources about energy and are somewhat more 
knowledgeable about energy matters than are women. However, no difference by gender 
was found on perceived credibility of various information sources. Men were found to be 
consistently more favorable to nuclear energy than were women. Women were somewhat 
more favorable to domestic energy conservation than were men. Men and women who 
engaged in conservation behaviors tended to do so in activities consonant with their sex 
roles. 

AGE 

The age of respondents is quite often used to provide sociodemographic analysis of survey 
results. While analysis of results by age categories can lead to insights valuable for 
interpretation of survey research, this sociodemographic category is troublesome for 
several reasons. One major structural problem is the differing age categories employed 
by various surveys. Seldom did two surveys employ the same categories; for example, 
one might have as its oldest category "50 or over"; another, "60 or overt1; another, "65 or 
over.1' Aside from the problem of differing categories among different surveys, a few of 
the major national surveys have changed their age categories over time. This lack of 
internal consistency makes trend analysis difficult. 

In many cases, categories include groups with quite different sociodemographic status 
(emgo, income, employment, marital status). For example, those over 65 would more 
likely be retired, have lower and fixed income, and be widowed than those in their low 
50's. Thus, age is quite often confounded by other sociodemographic variables, making 
straightforward interpretation of results by age difficult. 

A final problem relates to the number of age categories employed. While most surveys 
employed four categories, some employed three or even two. In many cases, where four 
age categories have been employed, curvilinear age relationships have been revealed on 
certain variables. Yet when age is dichotomized in other surveys (e.g., "40 or younger,'l 
"over 409, it is impossible to discern such trends. 

Despite these problems, analysis of data by age can be valuable to policyrnakers. If one 
is concerned with equity, for example, data on variables such as the financial impacts of 



energy pricing policies on the elderly can be invaluable. Similarly, responses of younger 
groups might be interpreted as indicating changing social attitudes that might become 
more prevalent over time.* 

Perception of the Energy Situation 

Two recent national surveys [ITS, 2181 found little difference by age in belief in the 
seriousness of the energy crisis. In the earlier survey, there was a slight tendency for 
more of those in the 25-29 age group to rate the problem "very serious,lr compared with 
those over 50 years of age. The former age group (25-29) was the only group to show a 
divergence from the views of the total sample, and this slight difference (in rating the 
problem Very seriousn) disappeared by the time of the second survey. In general, over 80 
percent of those sampled rated the problem "fairly seriousv or "very serious." 

A 1974 study in Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis also found no difference by age in 
belief in the reality of the energy crisis 13021, nor did a 1974 survey in Lansing, Michigan 
[106]. However, a 1976 followup to the Lansing survey revealed that somewhat more of 
those under 40 believed in the crisis than did those over 40 [1061. Similarly, a 1975 
survey in Texas and Arizona revealed a pattern of slightly greater belief in an energy 
crisis among those under 30 than among those in the 30-60 age group. An even more 
pronounced difference was found when those under 30 were compared to those over 60 
[1811. Contradicting this pattern is the finding of a 1975 survey in Texas that those 
reporting no belief in the crisis tended to be younger than those reporting belief (Gottlieb 
and Matre, 1976). Two surveys inquired about belief in shortages of specific energy 
sources. A 1977 survey of the Chicago metropolitan area, which asked if "the gasoline 
energy crisis is a phony issue," revealed that those in the 45-64 age group were notably 
more skeptical about the gasoline shortage than those under 24, while those over 65 were 
somewhat more skeptical [1273. A 1975 survey in Ohio revealed no age difference in 
belief in an electricity shortage, with close to 80 percent of all age groups believing 
there was no shortage [12% From these studies, it is not possible to determine t h e  
relationship between age and belief in the reality of the energy crisis. 

Belief in the energy crisis may be related to personal experience with shortages or 
increased costs. Such a relationship was revealed in a 1977 study of elderly poor 
residents in New York State, in which high increases in energy costs (as a percentage of 
income) correlated significantly with belief in the seriousness of the crisis (Unseld et al., 
1978). One would thus expect older people on fixed incomes to report greater belief in 
the crisis, yet there is survey evidence both to support and to contradict this 
conclusion. This suggests that the influence of age as e predictive variable is confounded 
by other variables such as income. 

Two national surveys, conducted in 1973 and 1974 [213; Talarzyk and Omura, 19751, and 
one conducted in Los Angeles in 1974 [20n found no differences by age in attribution of 
responsibility for the energy crisis. A 1977 national survey found several differences by 
age groups when respondents were queried about eight possibly responsible groups [15 11. 
No differences by age were found in blaming either the Administration or Israel. Those 

*Again, it is necessary to point out that such interpretations must be made with care, due 
to confounding variables. For example, younger groups may differ from older groups in 
income, marital status, family size, or education, to name a few. As these statuses 
change with age, attitudes would also be expected to change. 



over 30 were slightly more likely to attribute blame to Congress than were those 18-29. 
Those over 60 exhibited a slightly lesser tendency to attribute trmajorTf blame to electric 
power companies than those under 44. Similarly, those over 60 exhibited a somewhat 
lesser tendency to blame oil companies for vmajorv responsibility than did all other age 
groups, with those 18-2 9 placing the most blame. Thme over 60 were slightly less likely 
than those under. 30 to attribute vfsomefr blame. to environmentalists and also somewhat 
less likely to attribute "no blame at allrr with no differences in attribution of rlmajorv 
blame. Those over 60 were more likely to respond ttdonrt knowff to nearly all of these 
items. Those 18-29 were somewhat more likely to attribute nmajorv blame to American 
consumers and Arab countries than were those over 60. 

The general pattern of results of this survey is that the youngest age group had a greater 
tendency to attribute blame to each group than did those over 60, with the middle age 
groups generally falling between these positions. There is no clear pattern of differences 
by age in attribution of responsibility for the energy crisis. A 1977 survey in four cities 
in Illinois, however, revealed that thme between 18-35 years of age were slightly more 
likely to attribute the energy shortage to overuse of limited natural resources than were 
those over 35 [lO8]. 

A 1976 survey in Grand Rapids, Michigan, [1191 inquired about reasons for energy price 
increases, with the following results: 

Production costs: those under 25 were notably less likely than those 25-44, and 
somewhat less likely than those 45-64, to cite this reason. 

0 Greed: those under 25 were notably less likely to cite this reason than all 
other groups. 

Increased demand: those 25-44 were notably more likely than all groups to 
cite this reason, while those under 25 were somewhat more likely than those 
45-64 and 65 and over, 

Shortages: those 25-44 were notably more likely than those under 25 or over 
65 to cite this reason, and somewhat more likely than thme 45-64. 

A 1974 national survey asked respondents "how good a job the federal government is 
doing in meeting its responsibility to conserve our supplies of natural resourcestr [13a. 
Fewer than seven percent of all age groups rated government performance "goodv; those 
18-29 were slightly more likely than those 50 or over to rate it  rvaveragerf; those 30-39 
were more apt to rate it Tfpoortt (48 percent) than either those 18-29 (33 percent) or those 
50 or over (31 percent). A survey a month later that asked the same question with regard 
to the business community showed no age differences in "goodrf ratings (less than 13 
percent); thme 50 or over were slightly more likely to rate it T1averagelf than other 
groups; those 18-29 were somewhat more likely to rate it Trpooru (48 percent) than were 
those 50 or over (30 percent) [1391. 

A 1977 survey in Ohio revealed a consistent pattern of differences between the oldest 
and youngest age groups in attitudes toward electric companies [1221. The youngest 
group rated the companies somewhat lower than did the oldest on the following 
characteristics: rfactive in community affairsf1 and "friendly.tt The youngest group also 
rated the companies somewhat higher on the following: "pollutes the atmo~phere,~~ 
trcares more about profits than keeping its rates down," and "makes too much profit." 
Those in their 30% and 40's generally fell between the youngest and oldest groups. The 
oldest group again exhibited a tendency to respond Ttdonft knowrv to many of the questions 
[122l. 



BtDectations About the Future Rnem Situation 

Seven surveys measured expectations about future energy supplies. A 1974 national 
survey, which inquired about the possibility of a future oil shortage, revealed that those 
over 60 were slightly more likely than those 18-29 and somewhat more likely than those 
30-44 t o  express the opinion that there never was a shortage, that  i t  had been 
contrived. This oldest group, however, was slightly less likely than those 30-44 and 45-59 
to report the belief that there would not be a gasoline shortage that summer I1721. A 
1975 national survey revealed that  both those 18-29 and 30-49 were somewhat more 
likely than those over 50 to  rate the possibility of an oil embargo very likely or fairly 
likely [129]. There were no age differences in those rating it not very likely or not likely 
a t  all (combined categories), while those 50 or over were more likely than both other 
groups not to know. Those over 30 were somewhat more skeptical than those younger 
than 30 about the possible re-emergence of long gasoline lines. Again, those over 50 
were slightly more likely than those 18-29 to  report they did not know. Results from the 
same survey indicate that the youngest group was slightly less likely to  rate a natural gas 
shortage very or fairly likely. A 1975 Ohio survey revealed slightly greater skepticism 
regarding a future shortage of electricity among those in their 20's than among those 
over 50, while the  lat ter  group was somewhat more likely than bth those in their 20's and 
those in their 30% and 40's not to  know [122]. 

A 1976 survey in Grand Rapids, Michigan, revealed an inverse relationship between age 
and belief in future shortages of oil and natural gas for both the  United States and the 
world [119]. A 1977 national survey, however, found those over 60 to  be slightly more 
likely than other groups to believe that  another severe energy shortage in the next year 
was very likely [1501. Finally, Stearns (1975) reported that older people were more likely 
to view the energy problem as  one of short duration. 

While together these findings contain contradictory evidence, the evidence seems to  
indicate that  younger groups generally view the possibility of future energy shortages as 
more likely than do older groups. 

Three national surveys, conducted in November-December 1974, December 1974-January 
1975, and January 1975 [131, 133, 3081, inquired whether respondents believed the  United 
States could be self-sufficient in energy supplies. In the first survey those 18-29 were 
slightly less likely than those 50 or over and somewhat less likely than those 30-49 t o  
express such a belief. In the second, the youngest group again expressed slightly less 
belief in this possibility, but so did those 50 or over, who were somewhat more likely than 
the younger groups to report that they did not know. In the third survey, again the 
youngest group reported somewhat more disbelief than the  middle group, and notably 
greater disbelief than the oldest group, while the oldest group again exhibited a 
somewhat greater tendency not to know. This lack of belief in t h e  possibility of self- 
sufficiency supports the pattern, noted earlier, that younger groups tend to attribute 
greater reality to the energy crisis and the  possibility of future shortages. 

A 1977 survey in four Illinois cities revealed that those 18-35 were slightly less likely 
than thme  over 35 to believe that  "most people have a realistic view of our energy 
situation," suggesting that younger people not only perceived the situation as more 
serious than others, but also were aware that  older groups did not share this perception 
[108]. This survey revealed no age differences, however, in answer to  the question, "Do 
most people think they waste energy?", and in agreement with the statement: llOver the  
next five years, most people think the energy situation will be progressively better or 
progressively w om e." 



Two national surveys conducted in 1975 attempted to  gauge the  salience of t he  energy 
issue by comparing i t s  perceived importance with that  of unemploymeqt and inflation 
[134, 1281. In both surveys, the  energy shortage ranked last for all age groups, being 
considered most important of the three by no more than 13 percent of any age group. In 
t he  first survey, there was no age difference in ranking of t he  energy shortage, but in t he  
second slightly more of those 18-29 rated the energy shortage as most important than did 
those 65 or older. In a 1976 national survey tha t  asked t o  which of three issues people 
wanted their congressman or senator t o  give attention, there were no age differences in 
opinion on the  importance of developing a national energy policy. Those 18-29 favored 
hiring the unemployed in government jobs more than did other age groups, while those 
over 60 favored stricter labeling of food products, indicating a greater  expressed concern 
with problems of greater immediate impact 11681. 

A 1977 national survey, which inquired about the  two or three things about which people 
were most concerned, revealed that  those in the 45-59 age groups were slightly more 
likely to  name the  energy crisis than were those 30-44 or those over 60 [1531. 
Interestingly, the energy crisis in this survey outranked recession/unemploym ent for all 
age groups. On this variable, those 18-29 showed somewhat more concern than did those 
over 60. 

Finally, a 1977 survey in Denver, which asked respondents to  rank the energy issue among 
12  issues, revealed tha t  those 55 and over gave i t  a higher rank than did those 35-54, who 
in turn ranked i t  higher than those under 35 [1201. These findings suggest no consistent 
pattern for  salience of the energy situation by age. 

Perceived Impacts of t h e  Energy Situation 

Several surveys attempted to  assess the perceived impacts of the energy situation by 
inquiring about price increases and more direct impacts such as job losses. Grier (1976) 
and Unseld et al. (1978) have documented the f ac t  that  rising energy costs a re  a serious 
and growing burden on the elderly, particularly those who are  also low-income. These 
findings are  contradicted by a 1975 survey in Houston which found that  cost as a 
worrisome consequence of the  energy situation is inversely related t o  age, while 
shortages a re  directly related (Gottlieb and Matre, 1976). This result is inconsistent with 
a body of l i terature revealing tha t  financial impacts a re  greater  for the elderly than for 
other age groups, and i t  may be attributable to  the sample employed in the study. 

A 1976 survey in Lansing, Michigan, found there  was no difference between those under 
and over 40 in citing increased heating fuel or electricity prices as an effect  of the 
energy crisis on one's family; although those under 40 were slightly more likely to  c i te  
the increased price of gasoline [1061. Again, the method of analysis employed here, in 
which all those over 40 are grouped together, masks the  severity of impacts on those 
elderly who are out  of the work force and living on fixed incomes. 

A 1974 national survey conducted in August and September revealed tha t  those 30 or 
over were somewhat more likely than younger individuals t o  report that  the price of 
fleverythingv had gone up because of t he  energy shortage 113% When the  same question 
was asked in September-October and in November-December, again those in the middle 
age group were somewhat more likely, and those in the  oldest group were notably more 
likely t o  report that  the  price of I1everythingf1 had risen due to  the energy shortage 1139, 
3081. In t he  November-December survey, however, t he  youngest group was slightly more 
likely than the middle, and somewhat more likely than the oldest, t o  report that  the price 



of food had risen. A 1974 national survey found no difference by age in perception of 
how much the price of gasoline had risen [308]. Another national survey in 1974 revealed 
that slightly fewer of those 50 or over felt that increases in the price.of oil or gasoline 
had had a great deal or a fair amount of impact on the rate of inflation than did those in 
younger age groups, while the former were slightly more likely to report that they did 
not know [3081. A 1974 survey in Washington, D.C., revealed that those under 30 were 
more likely than those over 30 to report that a family member had been laid off, that 
overtime had been cut down, or that their regular work week had been cut [121]. 

A survey conducted in 1975 in Ohio inquired in some detail about electric rate increases 
[1221. Those in their 20's were somewhat more likely than those in their 30's and 40% to 
report they did not know how much electric rates had increased over the past two 
years. This younger group was also somewhat more likely than those over 50 to report 
that they did not know if excessive costs were responsible for increases in rates and they 
were somewhat more likely to attribute increases to wages and labor costs than were 
those in their 308, 401s, or 508. None of the other possible reasons revealed any age 
differences in attribution. 

There were no age differences in responses to whether one "got one's money's worthfr in 
buying natural gas or electricity, but as respondents increased in age, they were less 
likely to report getting their money's worth. It is difficult to discern a clear pattern of 
differences by age in perceptions of the severity of the crisis (as measured in these 
items), but in general these results suggest support for the hypothesis that the oldest, and 
possibly the youngest, adult age groups experience more personal impacts due to the 
energy situation. 

Policy Preferences 

A 1974 national survey found that those over 60 were slightly more likely than those 45- 
59 to rate as sufficient the steps taken to deal with the energy situation [170. No 
consistent pattern of opinion on President Carter's handling of the energy situation was 
revealed by age in several national surveys that inquired about this. In August 1975 
slightly fewer of those 50 and older than those 18-24 or 30-49 approved of Carter's 
actions, while the oldest group was slightly more likely than those under 24 to have no 
opinion. There was no age difference in disapproval [3W]. In February 1977, slightly 
more of those 25-29 than t h a e  18-24 approved. Those 50 and older were slightly less 
likely than those 25-49 and somewhat less likely than those 18-24 to disapprove. Those 
50 and older were somewhat more likely than all others to have no opinion [21fl. In 
April-May 1977 there were no differences of opinion by age in approval or disapproval; 
however, as to whether too many or not enough sacrifices were called for, those 50 and 
older and those 25-29 were somewhat more likely than those 18-24 to see things as 
"about right." Those 18-24 were somewhat more likely than those 50 or over to say there 
were not enough sacrifices; there were no differences by age among those seeing too 
many [2181. 

A later survey revealed no differences in opinion on the steps called for in Carter's plan, 
with the exception that those 60 and over were more likely to have no opinion [14fl. 
Again, no clear or consistent pattern of differences by age on these items is apparent. 

A number of surveys attempted to assess preferences for various energy policy options. 
Differences by age were found on the following policy options: 



Substantially higher gasoline prices with unlimited availability (slightly greater 
support among those 18-29 than 50 and over) [131]. 

a Somewhat higher gasoline prices with somewhat limited availability (those 
under 50 more supportive) [Hl] .  

Maintaining current prices and rationing (those 50 and over more supportive) 
11311. 

Exporting food to  pay for imported oil, even though this increases the domestic 
price of food (younger groups more likely to  support) [128, 1391. 

Rationingenergyusetopreventimportingenergysupplies(those60andover 
much more supportive) [3031. 

Maximizing domestic production and importing whatever else is needed (those 
45 and older significantly more likely to support, p <  - .05) [303]. 

N o  differences by age were found for: 

0 Producing as much energy as possible but limiting usage in order to reduce 
imports [3031. 

The amount of effort that should be directed toward developing new energy 
sources and promoting conservation [15l]. 

and the Environment 

In contrast to opinions regarding belief in the energy crisis and related issues, a distinct 
pattern of greater concern among younger people for protecting the environment is 
evident in the results of a number of surveys. When respondents were asked, "Have 
environmental regulations gone far enough?", younger age groups were more likely to  say 
they had not, while older groups were more likely to  say they had gone too far, or were 
about right 11481 (See Table B-9). 

The same survey revealed that, in response to  an item forcing a choice between energy 
and environment, those 18-29 were somewhat less likely than all other age groups t o  
choose "adequate energyT1 and somewhat more likely to  choose "protect the 
environment." A 1973 Colorado survey also found age to  be positively correlated with a 
"help energy-hurt environmentTT indicator [2 101. Further evidence to support the pro- 
environment stance of the young is the finding of a 1975 national survey that  those 18-29 
were somewhat more likely than those 30-49 and notably more likely than those 50 and 
over to favor a law requiring all soft drinks and beer to be sold in returnable containers 
[1331. Contradicting this trend are results from a Michigan study which found no age 
difference in agreement with the  statement: T h e  natural environment should be 
preserved even if I must change my way of livingt1 11 061. 

With regard to awareness of environmental problems, a 1977 Nebraska survey found that  
the youngest group (18-34) were slightly more likely than the middle (35-54) and 
somewhat more likely than the oldest (55 and over) to  believe that problems existed in 
the areas of air pollution, water pollution, water shortages, soil quality, and natural 
resources [ 1 2 51 . 
A national survey in November-December 1974 found no age difference in associating 
power plants and oil refineries with pollution [308]. When this question was repeated 



TABLE B-9 

P E R C E I V E D  ADEQUACY OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS BY AGE 

Have environmental regulations gone too far or not? [ I 4 8 1  

Proportion Indicating 
Age Category 

18-29 30-44 45-59 60 and Over --- 
Too far 
Not far enough 
About right 
Don' t know 



shortly thereafter,  however, t he  youngest group (1 8-29) were somewhat more likely than 
the  middle (30-49) and markedly more likely than the oldest (50 and over) t o  draw this 
association [13 11. Moreover, these same surveys found tha t  the  youngest group expected 
tha t  increased energy production would cause greater environmental damage than did the 
older groups (see Table B-10). 

The youngest group was also somewhat more likely t o  support a policy of building oil 
refineries and power plants in already polluted areas (as opposed to  unpolluted areas) 
than were either of the older groups [308]. When asked which would be the most serious 
environmental problems if t he  United States tried to  be energy self-sufficient, t he  
youngest and middle groups were slightly more likely than the oldest to  ci te  s t r ip  mining, 
while t he  youngest was somewhat more likely than either group to  c i te  air  pollution 
[308]. 

This trend-of the youngest group to  exhibit a notable and consistent favorability toward 
environm ental protection-was borne out in several surveys which examined tradeoffs 
associated with specific energy sources. Older people were more likely than younger 
people to  favor burning high-sulfur coal in power plants and factories and to  support 
drilling offshore oil wells [207l. Those over 50 were notably more likely (49 percent) than 
those 18-24 (29 percent) to  favor relaxing environmental standards to  permit industries 
t o  convert from oil and natural gas t o  coal, with those 25-29 and 30-49 falling between 
these positions [2181. Again, when asked t o  compare s t r ic t  laws governing strip mining t o  
"getting coal a t  the cheapest possible cost," those 18-29 were more likely to  favor s t r ic t  
laws.* 

In response to  an inquiry as to  whether i t  is "more important to  have strip mining 
regulations to  protect the environment, or to  keep the  price of electricity lower," the  
youngest group favored regulations (53 percent), while those 30-49 were nearly as 
supportive (47 percent). The two older groups were much less supportive, and the  oldest 
group (65 and over) favored lower prices (51 percent) 11281. In a similar question, which 
asked if pollution-free sources should be  used even if i t  meant the  cost of electricity 
would rise by 10 percent, the same pattern of greater support among younger groups for 
environmental quality was revealed [3031. 

In summary, on nearly every item in which support for environmental quality was gauged 
or in which energy-environment tradeoffs were posed, younger people, particularly t he  
youngest group, showed consistent support for the environment, par titularly when 
compared to  the  oldest group. One might speculate tha t  this support derives from 
greater environmental awareness, from a larger s take in the quality of the environment 
(due to  their longer expected tenure on the  earth), or perhaps from the  f ac t  tha t  younger 
people with fewer financial burdens find it easier t o  support policies that  might result in 
some financial sacrifice. The lack of support by older groups may reflect t he  precarious 
financial condition of many of these respondents, particularly those in the oldest group. 

*There was l i t t le  age difference in support for getting coal at the cheapest possible cost, 
due to  t he  substantial proportions (25 and 27 percent) of the  older groups who claimed 
they did not know [131]. 



TABLE B-10 

PERCEIVED ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THROUGH ENERGY PRODUCTION 
BY AGE 

I f  t h e  United S t a t e s  i s  t o  produce more energy f o r  i t s  use,  how much 
damage w i l l  t h i s  cause t o  t h e  environment? [131,  3083 

Degree of Damage 

A great d e a l  
A f a i r  amount 
A l i t t l e  
N o n e  a t  a l l  
Don't know 

*Resul t s  from Study 308. 
* * R e s u l t s  from Study 131. 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
18-29 30-49 50 and Over 



Knowlaeabili ty  and Information Sources 

No clear pattern of differences by age is evident from the empirical evidence on 
awareness of energy-related issues. Awareness that  the nation must import oil was 
slightly greater among those 30-49 than those 25-29, as  revealed by a 1977 national 
survey 12181. In 10 "energy awarenessu items employed by a Michigan survey, seven 
items revealed no age differences (those over 40 were able to respond more accurately 
on two items; those under 40, on one) [106]. 

A 1974 survey in three cities revealed that the under-25 age group was the least 
knowledgeable about solar energy systems, while age groups over 26 were roughly 
comparable in knowledge [3021. A 1976 survey in five states, however, revealed that 
knowledge of solar energy as a source of electricity was inversely and significantly 
related to  age, with those 60 or over displaying slightly to  somewhat less knowledge than 
younger groups. With regard to wind as an electricity source, the results were the 
opposite: those 60 and over displayed somewhat greater knowledge than those under 30, 
with the middle groups falling between these extremes [3031. 

Those 18 to  24 were somewhat less likely than older age groups to report themselves as 
following discussions on nuclear energy development in the media (Gallup, 1976). Those 
18-29 and 30-49, however, were more likely than those 50 and over to  report that they 
had seen or read articles or advertisements about gasoline mileage [3081. Similarly, 
those 18-29 were slightly more likely than those 30-49, and notably more likely than 
those 50 and over, to have seen or heard of EPA/FEA gas mileage figures 1140. There 
were no differences by age group in correct knowledge of a nuclear power plant within 
100 miles of where respondents lived [3 111. 

These findings reveal a lack of any clear relationship between age and knowledge of 
energy-related issues, which is surprising given the consistent pattern of support for 
environmental issues by the young revealed in the earlier section of this chapter. One 
might hypothesize that environmental support derives in part from knowledge about the  
energy-environment situation, but these limited findings do not provide support for that 
hypothesis. 

An Ohio survey that inquired about exposure to sources of energy information revealed 
no differences by age 1128. With regard to  credibility of information sources several age 
differences were evident. When a 1974 national survey asked about reliability of 
information on gas mileage, there were no age differences in citing auto companies (with 
no more than 27 percent of any age group citing this source); those 18-29 were somewhat 
more likely to believe government agencies than those 30-49 and markedly more likely 
than those 50 or over. This last group tended not to know who provided more reliable 
information (28 percent) [308]. The same pattern was revealed when the question was 
asked again in 1975, with even stronger differences [133]. A 1977 survey in Illinois and a 
1975 Ohio survey revealed no differences by age in credibility attributed to a variety of 
information sources; in the lat ter  survey those 50 and over were more likely than younger 
groups to report they did not know 11 08, 1221. The Ohio survey revealed that  those in 
their 20% to 40% were somewhat more likely than those 50 or over to  report that  they 
believed that  electric companies "mislead the public." A 1977 Denver study revealed 
that younger groups were more inclined to believe ERDA, a group of university - 
economists, or radio stations than were older groups; for seven other sources there were 
no age differences [120]. Finally, a 1975 national survey revealed that of eight groups or 
organizations, the only age differences revealed were that those 18-29 were slightly 
more likely to believe Ralph Nader than those over 60, and, further, those over 60 were 



slightly to somewhat less inclined than younger groups to disbelieve major oil companies 
[170]. The above findings do not suggest any clear patterns of differences by w e  on 
credibility of inform ation sources. 

Solar Energy 

Several surveys analyzed age as a factor in attitudes toward or knowledge of solar 
energy. A 1976 survey in five states revealed a significant and inverse relationship 
between age and preference for solar energy as a source of electricity: those 60 and 
over were the least likely to favor this source although 89 percent still favored solar 
energy 13031. This survey found no age differences in preference for wind as an 
electricity source (84 to 88 percent of all age groups favored it). A more specific item in 
this same survey which inquired about the idea of using windmills to generate electric 
power revealed strongest support among those 30 to 44, followed by those 60 and over, 
with least support among the 45 to 59 age group. When this survey asked respondents to 
name one of a variety of sources that %hould be used the most,11 there was an inverse 
relationship by age for preference for solar energy, with the youngest group notably more 
in favor of this source than the oldest, while the latter were somewhat more in favor of 
hydroelectricity and slightly more in favor of coal than the former. There were no 
differences by age in preference for wind, nuclear energy, or oil and natural gas. 

When a 1977 national survey inquired about the "best long term source of energyu for the 
year 2000, a similar pattern was found: support for solar energy declined with age, with 
the youngest (18 to 29) notably more supportive of solar energy than the oldest (60 and 
over). A similar pattern was found with regard to nuclear energy, with the oldest group 
slightly less in favor of this source. The opposite pattern held for coal: the oldest group 
was somewhat more supportive of this source than the youngest. Overall, support for 
solar energy was stronger than for al l  other sources (ranging from 53 to 74 percent); 
nuclear support ranged from 29 to 38 percent; coal, 1 2  to 24 percent [152l. Similarly, a 
1977 Illinois survey found greater support for solar energy among those 18-35 than those 
over 35. There was little difference in support for nuclear energy, and this source was 
less preferred than solar energy. In this survey the older group revealed a preference for 
increased development of natural resources, as compared to the younger group 
(consistent with the findings reported in the earlier discussion on energy end the 
environment) [108]. 

Roper (1979) found that one percent of their January 1979 sample age 18-29 and another 
one percent of those aged 30-44 owned solar heating systems. Indicating possible solar 
purchase plans were about a fifth of those in the 18-44 age categories, 16 percent of 
those 45-59, and five percent of those over 60. 

In one study, no difference by age was found in willingness to buy a solar water heater if 
it cost the same as other units, or if it cost more than other units. Nor were there age 
differences in favoring the use of tax incentives to support use of solar energy, nor in 
factors related to what people found most attractive or least attractive about solar 
heating and cooling. There were also no differences by age in factors related to the 
public's expectations of when solar energy would be in general use in their area [302]. 
This last survey did reveal, however, that those 26 to 41 tended to be most 
knowledgeable about solar energy systems, and those 25 or under tended to be least 
knowledgeable. 



A 1976 California survey revealed that  those 55 and over tended to give higher estimates 
of the costs of solar systems than did younger groups; they were also more apt to  
consider solar energy to be available 10 or more years from now and less apt  to  think i t  
available now than were younger people; and they were more likely to believe solar 
systems could only be installed in new houses. Thus, i t  is not surprising that  intent t o  
purchase retrofit systems or systems for new homes declined with age: those 44 or below 
were significantly more likely to purchase new or retrofit solar systems than were older 
groups. This study also found greatest support among those under 45 for the idea that 
solar energy would lower utility bills. Least supportive of this idea were those 45-54 
12521. The pattern here, though it is not conclusive, is that solar energy finds greater 
support among younger age groups. One hypothesis that  might explain this pattern is 
that it relates t o  the greater support for environmental quality among this age group, as  
reported in an earlier discussion in this section. This hypothesis is based on the  
assumption that solar energy is perceived as environmentally benign, though there is no 
strong empirical evidence to support this assumption. 

The previous section revealed that all age groups preferred solar to nuclear energy, but 
that  there were important age differences in attitudes toward nuclear energy. Whereas, 
in general, younger groups tended to be more supportive of solar energy, they were 
generally less supportive of nuclear energy than were older groups. A 1974 national 
survey revealed that those 18-29 were slightly less likely than older groups to be Very  
favorablen to nuclear power plants, while those 18-29 and 30-49 were somewhat more 
likely than those 50 and over to be "fairly favorableOt1 There were no age differences in 
those rating themselves "fairly unf avorable,ll but the  youngest group was somew hat more 
likely than others to be livery unfavorabler1; the oldest group had a somewhat greater 
tendency to have no opinion [3081. 

A 1975 national survey revealed no age difference in support for building more nuclear 
power plants in t h e  United States, although the youngest group (18-29) was slightly more 
likely than those 50 or over to oppose this option, and the lat ter  group was slightly more 
likely to  be unsure [141]. When this question was repeated in 1976 there was again no 
difference in support, but the youngest group was slightly more likely than those 30-49 
and somewhat more likely than the oldest group to be in opposition. A 1976 (Gallup, 
197 6) national survey revealed similar findings: those 18-24 were least likely to  consider 
nuclear power plants "extremely important to meeting the future power needs of the  
nationv (25 percent); all other groups were somewhat more supportive, with greatest 
support (38 percent) among those 30-49. Those 50 and older and 30-49 were slightly less 
likely than younger groups to find this "somewhat importantoft There were no age 
differences in those finding this either Ifnot too importantl1 or '!not a t  all important,lt 
although when these categories were combined those 18-24 were slightly more likely than 
all other groups to report a lack of support. Also, those 50 and older tended to have no 
opinion slightly more often than did the two youngest groups (Gallup, 1976). 

This general pattern of more opposition and less support for nuclear power among the  
younger respondents is supported by results of surveys that inquired about having nuclear 
power plants in the vicinity, as opposed to general attitudes toward nuclear power. 
Although a 1974 national survey found slightly greater support among those 30-44 than 65 
or older for building a nuclear plant "in this general areau and no difference by age in 
opposition, this finding contradicts the findings of most similar questions 131 11. Another 
1974 national survey found those 18-29 somewhat less likely than older groups to be "very 
favorabletr to a plant "within 20 miles of where you liveu and slightly more likely than the 



oldest group to be Very  unfavorable." Those 30-49 had a slight tendency to  rate 
themselves either "fairly f avorablen or "fairly unfavorableT1 more often than those 50 or 
over, while the lat ter  group again tended to  be slightly more undecided than the  youngest 
[3O8]. 

The findings of a 1974 Los Angeles study were that age was positively correlated with 
support for building nuclear plants in the county 120% A national survey asked in 1975 
and 1976 about support for "having nuclear power as the main source of energy for 
electric power in your communityn [ M I .  In 1975 there were no age differences in those 
favoring or opposing this, although those 50 or over had a slightly greater tendency t o  be 
unsure than those 30-49. By 1976, however, those 18-29 were slightly less likely to favor 
and slightly more likely to  oppose such a plan than were those 50 and over. Another 1976 
national survey showed declining support by age for a plant "within five miles of here," 
with 58 percent of those 18 t o  24 against construction (as opposed to  40 percent of those 
30-49), and only 30 percent in favor of construction (as opposed t o  49 percent of those 
30-49) (Gallup, 1976). 

In most surveys, younger groups were less supportive of nuclear power in general and less 
supportive of having nuclear plants in the vicinity than were older groups. One 
explanation for this trend may be related to concern about the risk of nuclear power. A 
1976 (Gallup, 1976) national survey, which asked if nuclear power plants were safe 
enough or whether their operations should be cut  back until more strict regulations were 
put into effect, revealed that  those 18-24 were least likely t o  regard them as safe enough 
(22 percent), while those 30-49 were most likely (38 percent). Similarly, the youngest 
group favored cutbacks (51 percent) somewhat more than did those 30-49 or 50 and over 
(36 and 35 percent) (Gallup, 1976). A 1977 national survey also revealed that the 18-29 
age group judged atomic energy plants a s  slightly less safe than did other groups 11481. 

Two surveys attempted a more detailed delineation of perceptions of nuclear safety. A 
1974 national survey found that  thase 30-49 were slightly more concerned about radiation 
discharges than were those 18-29, yet both these groups expressed somewhat more 
concern with nuclear waste disposal than did the  50 and over group. The oldest group 
tended to  offer no opinion slightly more often than the youngest [3O8]. A 1976 national 
survey revealed that  of nine possible flproblems associated with nuclear power plants,' 
waste disposal, radioactive discharge into the atmosphere, mutations and physical 
abnormalities from radiation, thermal pollution of waters, and '!fumes that can pollute 
the airn were regarded somewhat more often as "majorn problems by those 18-29 than by 
older groups. Threat of attempts to  sabotage plants, and the possibility of plutonium 
theft by radical revolutionaries were regarded as major problems by slightly more of 
those 50 and over than by younger groups 11411. To speculate, this last finding may 
relate to the greater incidence and fear of crime among older people. 

In a 1977 national survey that asked respondents whether the voting public or other 
groups should make decisions on specific issues associated with nuclear energy, slightly 
more of those 18-29 than 60 or over preferred to have the voting public decide where 
plants are built; there were no age differences regarding decisions about how atomic 
wastes should be disposed of [15fl. 

In general these results are consistent with those reported by Melber e t  ale (1977) that  
there is a: 

curvilinear relationship between age and support for nuclear power, with 
the strongest support appearing among middle age respondents. . . . 



Respondents in the 18 to 25 year age group exceeded the over 65 group in 
opposition to nuclear power . . . . Support for nuclear power appears strong 
across all age groups. (p. 80) 

The subject of energy conservation has received a great deal of attention in survey 
research, and much of this data has been categorized by age. This section is organized as  
follows: attitudes toward conservation, domestic conservation behavior, gasoline 
policies, driving and related behavior, and public transportation. 

The surveys employed in this study contained no questions which provided information on 
attitudes toward conservation in general. A few questions, however, give some insight 
into age differences on this subject. A 1976 New Hampshire survey, which inquired about 
"concern about the amount of electricity used in the home," revealed that  those under 
25 years of age showed great divergence from other age groups, from the total sample, 
and, in fact, from any other socioeconomic group in their lack of concern. About 36 
percent of this group were "very concerned,lT compared with 69 percent of those 25-44, 
and 65 percent of the total sample 12531. It would be inappropriate to generalize from 
this one finding from a small survey in one state. To speculate, however, i t  is possible 
that a lack of concern among the young could relate to a relatively smaller energy use 
pattern (if they are single or have small families), and may not reflect attitudes toward 
conservation in general. 

A 1977 national survey indicated somewhat greater interest among those under 35 than 
those 55 or older in membership in energy conservation-oriented organizations, with the 
middle group falling between these positions [120]. Another study indicated that 
preteenagers and teenagers viewed adults, and not themselves, a s  responsible for energy 
conservation; moreover, they viewed adults as wasteful, lazy, unconcerned, and unwilling 
to  be inconvenienced (Gallup, 1976). 

A 1977 Chicago study, which attempted to measure assessment of other people's 
attitudes toward conservation (by inquiring if the respondent believed that  l'a lot of 
Bivers would pay $1.00 a gallon for gas if they had to"), revealed that agreement was 
inversely related to age, ranging from 92 percent agreement among those 24 or under t o  
64 percent among those 65 or older [12% This finding, again, is difficult to interpret in 
isolation. A 1977 Denver study revealed .no age differences in estimates of utility costs 
which could be saved through conservation [1201. A 1977 Illinois study revealed that 
more of those over 35 tended to believe that  "people waste the  most energyv by 
unnecessary driving, while more of those 35 or under cited unnecessary heating/air- 
conditioning [1081. These perceptual differences may be a function of age-related 
lifestyle differences but, again, there is too li t i le  information available to conclude 
anything. 

A 1973 national survey revealed no age differences in opinion on whether fvcontrols on the 
use of energy should be made more strict, less strict, or kept the same." Thirty-nine 
percent of the total sample favored %ore strictT1; 49 percent, "about the same.IT The 50- 
or-older group, however, showed the greatest within-group divergence, with 37 percent 
favoring "more strict," and 51 percent lvabout the samen [2121. A 1977 Illinois survey also 
showed no difference by age in preferred measures for "getting people to  conserve 
energyvv (tax incentives, government regulation, higher prices, publicizing energy saving 
tips) 11 081. A Michigan survey revealed no age differences in belief tha t  Itthe only way to  
get  families to conserve is by imposing government controlsf1 [106]. 



It  is possible that individual attitudes toward conservation are shaped in part by one's 
perception of the efficacy of onets individual efforts in the context of the national 
effort. Several surveys provided insight into this question. These reveal a pattern of 
greater skepticism among the young regarding the conservation efforts of both 
government and business. A Michigan study revealed that  64 percent of those 40 and 
under and 54 percent of those over 40 agreed that vfgovernment officials are not 
providing any clear directions to  help families make decisions about energy use.11 By an 
even stronger margin (55 percent to 37 percent), those 40 and under believed that "the 
amounts of energy all American families could save is unimportant compared to  the  
amount of energy that government and industry could savevt [106]. 

A 1975 Ohio survey used a series of questions to measure. respondentsr belief in the 
e f f i cac ,~  of government and industry in their conservation efforts, as well a s  respondent's 
attitudes toward motivation of government and industry. When asked if "the electric 
company is doing as much as i t  should to help people save on e l e c t r i ~ i t y , ~ ~  those in their 
20s, 30s, and 40s were slightly more likely to say no than were those 50 and over. Fewer 
than half of all groups said yes, while about one-third of the oldest group did not know. 
When asked if "most big companies and institutions are doing anything t o  save 
e l e c t r i ~ i t y , ~ ~  about one-third of each group said yes; those in their 20s were somewhat 
more likely to say no (47 percent) than those 50 and over (35 percent). Over one-third of 
the oldest group did not know. Of those who believed these groups were making efforts, 
those in their 20s were slightly more likely to see their motivation as one of "saving 
money," a s  compared to  those 50 and over. 

This series of questions was repeated to elicit attitudes about whether and why vvmost 
peopletv made efforts to conserve. Over half of all groups believed most people did make 
efforts; somewhat more of those in their 20s than did those 50 and over fel t  they did not, 
and slightly more of the  lat ter  than the  former did not know. About one-third of each 
group saw people's motivations as "saving moneyn and "easing the shortage.r1 Slightly 
more of those 50 and over saw motivation as primarily that  of easing the shortage (12 
percent) than did those in their 20s (five percent). Those in their 20s (61 percent) were 
somewhat more likely, and those in their 30s and 40s (52 percent) were slightly more 
likely, than those over 50 (43 percent) t o  attribute motivation to  saving money. 

When asked if they believed electricity was being wasted or used unnecessarily, those 50 
and over were slightly more likely to say no than were either of the other groups (38 
percent). Twenty percent or fewer of any group saw electricity being wasted either in 
residential use or in both residential and nonresidential use. Those in their 20s (44 
percent), 30s and 40s (40 percent) were slightly more likely t o  see  waste in nonresidential 
use than were those 50 and over (32 percent). Nonresidential electric was the sector 
seen by all age groups as  most wasteful. Of those who believed energy was wasted in this 
sector, the predominant use cited was vfbuildings, stadiums lighted when not in use. Too 
many lights." Here, about one-third of the  younger groups cited this waste, slightly more 
than the oldest group [122l. 

These findings suggest a pattern of doubt (perhaps cynicism) about the effort of 
government or industry to conserve, which is more prevalent among the -young. These 
attitudes might be expected to influence individual attitudes and behavior with regard to  
conservation. 

A few studies measured attitudes toward energy conservation with regard t o  
consequences of not conserving. A Michigan study found no age differences in belief tha t  
"if we continue our high levels of energy use, future generations will not be able to  have 



a level of living like oursvv [106]. A 1977 national survey found that  there were no age 
differences in attitudes toward a "more austere life caused by shortagesf1; 59 percent of 
all respondents responded that  this would be a good development [I501 .* Finally, there 
were no age differences in levels of agreement with the position that lvI would accept 
Possible riskst to health and safety from nuclear power plants, rather than severly 
restrict my energy usem [106]. 

Talarzyk and Omura (1975) reported that older people exhibited the least attitudinal 
resistance to  conservation pleas, but that  the oldest and youngest age groups made the 
least change in their activities. 

The results of attitudinal surveys on conservation reveal primarily a lack of sufficient 
data to  determine age differences. 

There were important differences by age in attitudes toward special electricity rates for 
certain groups, as revealed in a 1975 Ohio survey [12a. Those in their 30s and 40s were 
somewhat less supportive of low rates for vvpeople who can't afford itw than were those in 
their 20s or over 50. The middle groups were also slightly less supportive than the  
youngest group of these rates for "people like the elderly." Overall, over 70 percent of 
all groups supported low rates for the elderly and 32 t o  44 percent supported such rates 
for those who could not afford it. When asked who should pay for the lower rates, the 
youngest group tended to ci te  the government or utilities slightly more often than did 
those in their 30s and 40s. 

Data on actual conservation behavior, or attitudes toward the potential for engaging in 
such behavior, yield interesting age-related differences. As noted earlier, one would 
expect some relationship between actual behavior and attitudes, but such behavior is 
mediated as well by age-related factors such as income or health. 

A 1974 survey reported no age-related differences in behavior a s  measured by a nine- 
item Vhanged Practice Inventory" (~ i lkea ry ,  1975). A 1974 Los Angeles study also 
reported no age differences in energy use reduction [20% Several other studies have 
revealed age-related differences, however. A 1975 national survey inquired about "effort 
made by you or your family to save energyn [138. In this study those 50 and over were 
far  more likely (46 percent) to report "a great dealv1 of effort than were those 30-39 (39 
percent) or 18-29 (27 percent). Fewer than 17 percent of any group reported "little1' or 
"no effort at all.lv A specific question on use of lights in a 1974 national survey revealed 
that  six percent of those 50 and over kept their house l1lit up," compared to 24 percent of 
those 30-49 and 10 percent of those 18-29. A 1977 national survey revealed that those 50 
and older were somewhat more likely than any other group t o  report "general 
conserving." In this survey those 25-29 and 30-49 were slightly more likely than those 
18-24 to report turning down thermostats. The latter group were slightly more likely 
than the oldest to report having bought a gas-saving car or to  participate in a carpool. 

*The large percentage responding favorably to this item most likely is due to some extent 
to the social desirability built into the  phrasing of the question. This item read: ltOn 
another subject, therels been talk about various kinds of shortages which may mean we 
will have t o  live a more austere life than we have grown accustomed to. Some people 
say this is bad because life will be more difficult without some of the important 
conveniences of life. Others say there are some good things about it, and that  a 
simpler life would be better. What do you think-that on the whole, doing without some 
things and living a more austere life would be a bad thing or a good thing?" 



Those 25-29 were slightly more likely than the oldest group t o  walk or bicycle t o  work. 
Those 50 and older, a s  well as those 30-49, were slightly less likely than those 25-29 t o  
report turning off lights t o  reduce energy use [2521. 

Carpooling and walking or bicycling to  work are  most likely related t o  health and/or 
employment status, and thus the  lower reports for the oldest group probably reflect l i t t le  
about their att i tudes toward conservation. A second observation relates t o  the 
juxtaposition of several of these results: older people reported having their houses "lit 
up1' much less frequently, reported more general efforts at conservation, but reported 
less turning off of lights. This seeming inconsistency most likely can be explained by 
taking into account baseline energy use. A review of the literature, confirmed by an 
empirical study, showed that  the elderly, particularly those who are  poor, in general use 
minimal amounts of energy yet  pay higher proportions of their incomes for energy- 
related costs (Unseld et al., 1978). Thus, one would expect that  this group would report 
greater efforts t o  conserve (out of necessity) but would also report fewer changes in 
behavior, such a s  turning out lights, since in many cases there is simply no room for 
additional conserving. This interpretation should help t o  place some of the following 
findings on conservation behavior in perspective. A 1975 national survey, for example, 
found slightly greater willingness to  reduce the temperature of hot water among those 
over 50; this probably indicates a desire t o  save money [258]. A 1975 Ohio study 
revealed that slightly fewer of this older group than of the younger age groups reported 
doing things t o  save electricity, specifically in cutting down use of lights, most likely a 
function of the oldest group's minimal use. Similarly, somewhat fewer of those over 50 
reported cutting back on heat or air conditioning than did those in their 30s and 40s [122]. 

A 1976 Lansing, Michigan, study is more difficult t o  interpret in this context since age 
was dichotomized at 40. However, when asked how difficult i t  would be t o  reduce 
electricity use, those over 40 reported substantially more difficulty (26 percent) than did 
the younger group (1 1 percent) [106]. This study examined energy-conserving behavior 
and reported changes in that behavior in some detail. More of those over 40 than those 
under 40 (52 percent t o  42 percent) reported turning thermostats down t o  60 or below 
when sleeping, and more (56 t o  38 percent) reported not heating some rooms in winter 
(this last finding may be a function of the household-size t o  house-size ratio). The older 
group was also more likely to  have heating equipment cleaned or serviced regularly (77 t o  
60 percent for the younger group). The younger group reported more sharing of 
equipment such as lawn mowers and power tools (32 t o  20 percent for the older group). 
No age-related differences were found in the practice of the following behaviors: sealing 
windows or doors, maintaining daytime temperatures at 68'~ or less, drving clothes on a 
line, keeping cars in good running order, carpooling, planning errand trips, using buses or 
trains rather than cars, walking or bicycling, vacationing close t o  home, or limiting hot 
water use. There were no age differences in a series of seven food-related conservation 
behaviors. 

Consistent with what has been said previously, this study found that  substantially fewer 
of the  older group reported reducing use of electricity (1 1 t o  28 percent), and fewer (36 
t o  47 percent) reported sealing windows or doors. In two categories in which physical 
ability seems a determining factor, the  younger group reported more changes of 
behavior: walking or bicycling for short trips (25 t o  39 percent) and choosing recreation 
requiring physical activity rather than motor vehicles (27 t o  38 percent). In no other 
categories were there differences in changes in behavior. 

This same study reported an overall decrease in energy use in the  period 1974-76, but 
found no age-related differences. Those households headed by people 30-45 had the  



greatest energy consumption, followed by those over 45, and then by those under 30. 
Finally, this survey inquired about acceptance of 15 conservation-related policies; of 
these, only one (year round daylight savings time) showed an age-related difference in 
acceptability. Those under 40 preferred this policy by 73 percent, compared to 59 
percent for those over 40. 

A 1977 national survey revealed that those over 60 were more likely to  say they would 
install none of the  following if given a tax credit: weather stripping, insulation, storm 
doors/windows, or solar heating equipment. Those 30-34 were slightly more likely than 
those 18-29 to say they would install storm doors or windows [164. 

One important area of energy conservation is transportation. This subject area, including 
gasolinepricing policy and public transportation, has received rather extensive 
treatment in the surveys reviewed. Two national surveys in 1974 and 1975 measured 
concern with gas mileage of one's car [133, 3081. In both surveys, concern declined with 
age. The reported incidence of having one's car tuned at least every six months also 
declined with age [l44. In 1975 those 30-49 were somewhat more likely than those 18-29 
to  drive a full-size car; those 18-29 were somewhat more likely than those 50 or over to 
drive a mid-size car; and those 1 8-2 9 were som ew hat more likely than either other group 
t o  drive an economy-size car 12581. A 1977 national survey revealed a similar pattern: 
those 45-59 were most likely to own (and to plan to  buy) a full-size car, followed by those 
30-44, 60 or over, and 18-29 [150]. (It should be noted that  car size most likely relates in 
part to family size, a function of age). 

A 1974 national survey revealed somewhat greater support among those 18-29 and 30-49 
than among the oldest group for a policy of having people who drive cars that get  less 
than 15 miles per gallon pay more for gasoline (but 70 percent or more of all groups 
supported this). This same survey asked respondents if they favored a tax on gasoline for 
large cars or an extra purchase tax on these cars. Those 30-49 were slightly more 
supportive of the  gasoline tax than thme 18-29. The lat ter  were somewhat more likely 
than either other group to support the tax on cars, and this policy in general had much 
greater support than the gasoline tax 13081. 

A number of surveys inquired about gasoline rationing, often in comparison to alternative 
policies. A somewhat consistent pattern of age differences was found. One 1974 
national survey found widespread support (over 75 percent) for the general idea that 
Americans should conserve gasoline rather than use all they want and pay higher prices. 
Another 1974 survey posed the policy of increasing gasoline taxes and cutting income 
taxes, so that  those who drive more pay more total taxes. Notably more of those 18-29 
and somewhat more of those 30-49 approved this policy, than did the oldest group [1391. 
A third 1974 survey found somewhat greater opposition among those 30-49 than among 
other groups to a policy of having those who drive over 200 miles per week pay higher 
gasoline taxes [3081. This same survey revealed that  those 30-49 were slightly more 
likely to favor a policy of maintaining current prices and rationing; those 18-29 were 
somewhat more likely to favor %ornewhat higher prices and somewhat limited 
availability." T3ubstantially higher prices and unlimited availabilitytT was the least 
favored by all age groups. 

In a 1975 national survey this last policy was again least favored. Those over 50 were 
somewhat more likely than those 18-29 and slightly more likely than those 30-49 to favor 
maintaining current prices with rationing (over 40 percent of all groups favored this 
policy). The oldest group was least likely to favor somewhat higher prices and somewhat 
limited availability [129]. 



Probably because of their driving habits and their general concern with prices mentioned . 

earlier, the oldest group consistently favored rationing or other policies over price 
increases. In a 1977 national survey, those over 50 were more opposed to  price increase 
than any other group, while those 30-49 most favored this and were somewhat more 
likely to oppose rationing [2201. Another 1977 survey revealed somewhat higher support 
for rationing among those 50 and over than all other groups [310]. When this same survey 
offered a choice of eight methods of reducing gasoline consumption, those over 50 were 
somewhat more likely than the younger groups to oppose raising prices or taxes; those 
30-49 and over 50 were slightly to somewhat more favorable than other groups t o  
eliminating nunnecessary hiving." There were no differences by age in support for 
carpooling, building gassaving cars, improving public transportation, promoting walking 
or cycling, or ntechnological  improvement^.^ 

A number of studies surveyed real or hypothetical driving habits. A 1975 national survey 
revealed that  those 50 and over were somewhat less likely to report driving their own car 
t o  work than were younger groups 11 491. A 1977 national survey revealed that the over 
50 group were slightly less likely than those 18-24 or 25-29 to report that they considered 
it very important to reduce their driving by one-fourth (perhaps reflecting their already 
limited driving habits). Those 25-29 were slightly more likely to consider i t  "not at all 
importantu than were other groups [310]. When this survey asked how difficult it would 
be to make a onefourth reduction in miles driven, those 30-49 had a slightly greater 
tendency to  report that it would be very difficult than did those 18-24; those over 50 had 
a slightly greater tendency to report that i t  would be  "not a t  all difficultn than did those 
30-49. 

A 1974 Washington, D.C., study asked if the energy crisis had caused people t o  "postpone 
or cancel or shorten trips." Those 25-29 (53 percent) reported the  most travel 
restrictions, followed by those 18-24 (49 percent), 40-49 (47 percent), 30-39 (46 percent), 
50-59 (41 percent), 60-64 (32 percent), and 65 or over (22 percent). A 1975 national 
survey revealed that willingness to "cut out a trip to save money on gasm declined with 
age [26% This survey also revealed that, in response to  the question, "If gas were 
rationed so you were allowed only 10 gallons per week, would you still have made that 
trip?", those 50 and over were slightly more likely than those 30-49 and notably more 
likely than those 18-29 to  report yes, perhaps indicating that this oldest group does the 
least Wnnecessaryl' driving. 

A 1973 national survey revealed that those over 50 and 18-24 were most likely to  believe 
that reducing the speed limit by 10 mph to  save gasoline was a good idea. The oldest 
group was least likely t o  consider i t  a poor idea [2111. A 1977 survey showed increasing 
support by age group for retaining the  55-mph speed limit, with somewhat more of those 
50 and over (81 percent) favoring i t  than those 18-24 or 25-29 (70 and 72 percent). In this 
survey there were no differences by age in reports of whether the  new speed limit had 
changed driving habits (over 60 percent of a l l  groups reported reducing their driving 
speed). Those 25-29 were more likely than other groups to  favor higher speed limits for 
trucks [21fl. 

When a 1975 national survey inquired if people would use public transportation if it ran 
twice as  often, thase 18 to  29 were somewhat more likely than older groups to report 
that  they would not 11291; however, when this survey asked if public transportation would 
be used "if it got you to work 15 minutes faster," this same group was somewhat more 
likely to  report that they would use it. When a 1974 survey inquired about use of a "park 
and ride system," those 30-49 were somewhat less likely than those over 50 and slightly 
less likely than those 18-29 t o  report that they would use it [308]. A 1974 national survey 



asked if people would be forced to carpool if their company reduced its parking by 25 
percent; those 50 and over were notably more likely than the younger groups to report 
that they would not carpool [1373. 

A 1977 Chicago survey inquired about several attitudes toward public transportation 
11213. Those 45-64 were most likely to agree that "public transportation can be most 
effective only if it is coordinated over a broad area"; those 24 or under were least 
likely. Those 65 or over were most likely to believe that people will switch to public 
transportation if the gasoline problem continues; those 25-44 were least likely. 

The idea of using a gasoline tax to subsidize public transportation was supported more by 
those 25-44 and 45-64, followed by those 65 and over, than by those 24 and under. Those 
65 end over were most likely to believe that public transportation users should pay the 
full cost of service, followed by those 25-44, 45-64, and 24 and under. This finding may 
be somewhat surprising, especially given the prevalence in many places of reduced fares 
for the elderly. To speculate, the elderly may have a strongly ingrained negative 
attitude against policies with the appearance of "welfaren (as revealed in Unseld et al., 
1978). It will be recalled that the oldest group also tended to be least supportive 
special electric rates for the elderly. 

Summary 

There are a wealth of data available by age categories, but the number and variety 
age categories employed by the present universe of surveys examined made it difficult 
discover clear and consistent patterns of age-related differences. 

Although there is some contradictory evidence, it appears that younger age groups were 
more likely than older ones to report belief in the seriousness of the energy crisis. It also 
appears that younger age groups were more likely to report a greater belief in the 
likelihood of future energy shortages. 

No clear pattern of age-related differences in attribution of responsibility for the energy 
crisis was evident in the data surveyed, nor was there a clear pattern regarding the 
salience of the energy situation by age. 

Data on perceived impacts of the energy situation reveal a pattern of greater reported 
impacts among older, and possibly younger, people. 

No consistent age-related patterns were revealed with regard to attribution of 
responsibility for the energy situation. 

A clear pattern and consistent pattern of greater support among the young for protecting 
the environment was revealed in a number of surveys. This pattern held for items in 
which energy-environment tradeoffs were posed as well. 

No patterns of age-related differences were found for knowledgeability about the energy 
situation or perceived creditability of information sources. 

A pattern of greater support among younger groups for solar energy was revealed in the 
data analyzed. The opposite pattern held for nuclear energy: younger groups tended to 
be less supportive than older groups of this energy option although there is some evidence 
of a curvilinear relationship with greatest support among middle age groups. Older 



groups also tended to  be more supportive of development of fossil fuel energy sources 
than were younger groups. 

Attitudinal data  on energy conservation a re  numerous, but do not lend themselves t o  ease 
of interpretation; a pattern is not often obvious in the data. 

There were no obvious patterns of age-related differences in energy conservation 
behavior, probably owing t o  the failure of many surveys to  take into account baseline 
energy use. 

There appeared t o  be no age-related differences on a variety of policy options, with the 
expression that  older groups tended to  oppose options that  would increase consumer 
costs. 

A clear pattern of greater support for gasoline rationing among older groups emerged, 
particularly when this option was posed against policies that  entailed higher prices. 

Several of these findings indicate tha t  variables such as income, family size, and 
occupational status confounded age-related differences in energy atti tudes and behavior. 

EDUCATION 

Education is one of the primary sociodemographic variables analyzed in the surveys. 
Aggregating or comparing findings f rorn different surveys is difficult, however, since the 
educational levels are defined in various ways. The most general and most frequently 
used categories a re  those used by Gallup and by Roper-"c~llege,~' "high school," and 
"grade scho01.~ The categories used by ORC are  somewhat more precise--%erne 
college," "high school complete," and "less than high school complete." 

Other one-time surveys used very general categoreis (e.g., high vs. low education) [lo61 
or very detailed categories. One five-region survey [3031 used the  following: "12 years or 
less,1t 2 years and noncollege," "college, no degree," "college, B. A. degree," and 
%allege, advanced degreeor' A study by Becker Research Corporation [311] used "grade 
scho01,~ "high school incomplete," "high school graduate," "some college," and "college 
graduate or more.rr 

Because of these different ways of categorizing educational level, overall conclusions 
from the surveys must be couched in general terms. 

Perce~tion of the Enerw Situation 

In general, individuals with college education or higher a re  more likely than others t o  
believe in the energy crisis and t o  feel i t  is more serious than those with less education. 
As shown in Table B-11, a November 1977 Gallup survey [I753 found college-educated 
individuals more likely than other groups t o  believe the  U.S. energy situation is serious. 

A two-wave study in Michigan [lo61 found that  the difference by educational level 
became more marked from 1974 t o  1976. Those with education beyond high school 
stayed a t  the 60-percent belief level. Belief by persons with a high school education or 
less dropped from 46 percent in 1974 t o  34 percent in 1976. A 1975 survey in Texas and 
Arizona found 67 percent of those with graduate or professional degrees, 64 percent with 



TABLE B-11 

PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS OF THE ENERGY SITUATION 
BY EDUCATION 

How s e r i o u s  would you say  t h e  energy s i t u a t i o n  i s  i n  the United States--  
ve ry  s e r i o u s ,  f a i r l y  s e r i o u s ,  o r  n o t  a t  a l l  s e r i o u s ?  [ 1 7 5 ]  

Propor t i on  Responding 
Very F a i r l y  Not a t  A 1 1  No 

Educat ion . Ser ious  Ser ious  Se r ious  Opinion 

Col lege  50% 
High echoof 35 
Grade school  4 1 



college, 45 percent with high school diplomas and 49 percent with less education 
expressing belief in the energy problem [181]. 

Two other regional surveys (in South Carolina and Michigan) also found a relationship 
between level of education and belief in an energy problem. The 1977 South Carolina 
survey [ I l l  introduced a possible bias into the results by assuming there were shortages 
in fuel oil, natural gas, electricity, and gasoline and asking how serious they were. For 
all four shortage questions, the higher t he  education level, t he  more likely tha t  a serious 
or very serious problem was perceived. In response to  the question Ts there an energy 
problem now?", the  Michigan respondents showed the  same pattern [llg]. The scores 
ranged from 52 percent of persons with an elementary education responding yes to  83 
percent for those with a graduate degree. 

A Roper survey in January 1977 [ I54  found college-educated individuals t o  be slightly 
more concerned about the  energy and fuel crisis (34 percent versus 29  percent for high 
school and 27 percent for grade school). An Opinion Research Corporation (ORC) survey 
in 1976 [I301 asked about the  energy situation in a somewhat different way: "How serious 
would you say the need is to  save energy?" Again, those with higher education levels 
perceived the  energy situation as more serious. 

Two surveys sought t o  get  an idea of the salience of the energy situation relative to  
other national problems. An ORC survey in February and March 1975 [ I 3 4  asked 
individuals about the perceived importance of the energy shortage, unemployment, and 
inflation. For all three groups, unemployment was most important, inflation next, and 
the energy shortage ranked in third place (with less than 20 percent). The higher 
education levels were slightly more concerned about t he  energy shortage (some college, 
17 percent; high school complete, 13 percent; less than high school complete, six 
percent). 

A survey in 1977 in Denver [I201 asked individuals to rankorder  12 issues according to  
priority and found that  t he  higher the  education level, t he  higher t he  ranking for t he  
energy problem (11 th grade or less, 6.2; high school graduate and some college, 5.0; 
college grads and post-grad, 4.5). (The highest possible ranking was LO.)* 

A number of studies asked specifically about the possibility of future shortages. A 
survey in Ohio in 1975 [I221 asked individuals for responses to  the  following items: (1) 
whether there was an electricity shortage a t  tha t  time, (2) whether there would be a 
future electricity shortage, and (3) whether they fe l t  t he  electric companies were saying 
there was a shortage so people would not oppose higher rates. While people at higher 
education levels were somewhat more likely to  agree tha t  there was an existing energy 
shortage than were lower education groups (1 8 versus eight percent), approximately 
three-quarters of all groups said there was not a shortage. Those with higher levels of 
education were more likely to  agree on a future electricity shortage, while the less 
educated groups were more uncertain. Since the higher education groups tended t o  
believe more in the energy crisis and in its seriousness, it is not surprising tha t  in one 
item they were also less likely to  feel  tha t  the  shortage is only a ruse t o  cover higher 
utility ra tes  (see Table B-12). 

*This relationship between education and belief in or concern about an energy crisis is 
supported by three studies described and abstracted in Lopreato and Meriweather 
(1976). The studies are those by Cunningham and Lopreato in 1975-76, Stearns in 1975, 
and Zuiches in 1975. 



TABLE B- 12  

SHORTAGE PERCEIVED AS EXCUSE FOR HIGHER UTILITY RATES 
BY EDUCATION* 

Educat ion 
L e s s  than H.S. g r a d u a t e  
H.S. g r a d u a t e  
More t h a n  H.S. g r a d u a t e  

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Yes, F e e l  Don't  now/ 
That Way Depends 

20 



A Michigan survey in 1976 [lo61 found that  those with lower educational levels were 
more likely to agree with the statement: "The 'energy crisis1 was a 'put onT in order to 
raise prices of fuelsn (70 percent of the low education group versus 50 percent of the 
high education group). 

A 10-wave national survey in 1973 to  1974 [14a showed a relationship between level of 
education and expected trouble getting gasoline, with the better educated being more 
pessimistic. An ORC survey in 1975 [I291 found that  this pessimism did not carry over to 
expectations that  oil exporting countries would again cut off oil to the United States 
within the following 1 2  months. High school graduates were the most-likely t o  feel such 
a cutoff was very or fairly likely (61 percent), followed by those with some college (55 
percent), and those with less than high school completed (52 percent). 

In an ORC study in August through September 1974 [13fl, more educated individuals were 
somewhat less likely to think that the United States would run out of natural gas in the 
next 50 years (71 percent of those with some college felt  i t  was not very likely versus 62 
percent of the high school graduates and 57 of those with less than high school). 

Roper surveys in May 1974 [1721, July 1977 [1501, and April through May 1978 (Roper, 
1 9 7 8 ~ )  asked about expected fuel shortages. In 1974 more than half of all education 
groups expected the gasoline shortage to continue through the summer, with a slight 
tendency for those with more education to be more pessimistic (college, 66 percent; high 
school, 58 percent; grade school, 51 percent). Thirty-four percent of those with a college 
education felt  that there was a real oil shortage and it would get worse (versus 16 
percent of the high school group and 14 percent of the grade school group). A large 
percentage of all groups, however, tended to think the shortage was not real, but only 
contrived (college, 43 percent; high school, 58 percent; grade school, 54 percent). The 
1977 survey found no differences between educational levels on the chances in the  next 
year of another severe energy shortage. About two-thirds or more of each group fel t  
such a shortage was likely. 

By 1978 the  number of people believing that there was a real shortage had increased 13 
percent for the college and high school groups and seven percent for the grade school 
group, with a continued positive relationship between education and belief (college, 47 
percent; high school, 29 percent; grade school, 21 percent). The percent of the college 
and high school groups still believing i t  was a contrived shortage decreased nine and 11 
percent respectively (college, 34 percent; high school, 47 percent). The grade school 
group stayed constant (54 to 55 percent). 

Perceived responsibility for the energy crisis was analyzed by education level in only two 
studies. A Gallup survey in December 1973 [213] asked individuals, llWho or what do you 
think is responsible for the energy crisis?" No significant differences were found by level 
of education. A Roper survey in June 1977 [I511 found more highly educated persons 
somewhat more likely than others to place blame on the Administration, the Congress, 
electric power companies, oil companies, environmentalists, American consumers, and 
the Arab countries. They were less likely than others to  blame Israel. 

Two ORC surveys in 1974 asked how well the federal government and the business 
community were carrying out their responsibility of protecting the U.S. supplies of 
natural resources. The August to September wave [13a found no difference between 
educational levels on evaluation of the federal government's performance (more than 85 
percent of all groups felt  the  performance was average or poor). The business 
community% performance was also seen as average or poor by 80 percent or more of all 



the groups, with the higher education levels being slightly more negative about business 
performance (less than high school complete, 83 percent average or poor; high school 
complete, 92 percent; some college, 94 percent). 

The September through October wave [I391 found that the evaluation of the business 
community had improved slightly for those with up to  a high school diploma. The other 
two groups stayed about the same (less than high school complete, 80 percent average or 
poor; high school complete, 83 percent; some college, 90 percent). 

In summary, the findings indicate that higher levels of educational attainment correlate 
positively with belief in the reality and seriousness of the energy situation, and with 
pessimism about future shortages. The findings on educational differences concerning 
blame or responsibility for the energy situation were mixed, with little or no difference 
in most cases. 

Perceived Impacts of the  Energy Situation 

The impacts of energy shortages may not necessarily be seen as negative. In a July 1977 
survey [150] one half or more of all education groups felt  that  the more austere life 
caused by an energy shortage would be a good thing. The response was positively related 
to educational level (college, 66 percent; high school, 56 percent; grade school, 50 
percent). 

For many people, the energy situation may be most apparent in price rises for energy and 
for other items requiring energy to produce. The August-September 1974 ORC survey 
[I 371 asked individuals the following question: "Aside from gasoline and heating oil, are 
there any other things you buy whose price has gone up because of the energy 
shortage?" The connection between prices and an energy shortage is not apparent in the 
results (12 percent or less said llelectricityff). The question was repeated in a November 
through December 1974 wave [308] with no differences by educational level, (10 percent 
or less said tlelectricityTT). The survey also asked individuals what impact they felt the  
price increases for oil and gasoline have had on the rate of inflation. Level of education 
was slightly and positively related t o  the perception that  the price increases had had a 
great deal or a fair amount of impact (less than high school, 82 percent; high school 
complete, 91 percent; some college, 93 percent). The same relationship held for 
perceptions that  the price of gasoline relative to  other things had gone up a great deal or 
a fair amount (less than high school, 85 percent; high school complete, 88 percent; some 
college, 93 percent). 

Another survey in Michigan in May 1976 [lo61 also checked perceptions of energy price 
increases. Persons with a high school education or less were more likely to  see gasoline, 
heating fuel, end electricity price increases as a great problem (gasoline, 49 percent of 
the  high education group versus 66 percent of the  low education group; heating fuel, 56 
percent versus 68 percent; electricity, 53 percent versus 65 percent). These findings 
indicate no clear difference by education on perceived impacts of the energy situation. 

A Roper survey in June 1977 found more than 80 percent of all groups felt  that a major 
effort should be placed on developing new energy sources and energy conservation 
measures [1511. The groups did differ, however, on whether they wanted their 



Congressman or Senator to  give major attention t o  developing a national energy policy 
(college, 81 percent; high school, 7 3  percent; grade school, 61 percent). By March 1978, 
the desire for Congress to  give major attention t o  the  development of a national energy 
policy had increased for all groups (college, 85 percent; high school, 74 percent; grade 
school, 71 percent) [180]. 

Four ORC surveys in 1974 and 1975 asked the following question on price and supply 
tradeoffs: "A number of ways have been suggested for dealing with energy shortages. 
Assuming that  energy shortages became very severe, which of the following would you 
prefer: (1) substantially higher prices for gasoline, but unlimited availability; (2) 
maintaining prices at the current level and rationing; (3) or somewhat higher prices for 
gasoline and somewhat limited availability? (see Table B-13). The October and December 
1974 surveys [132, 3081 found that  all groups were most likely t o  choose the maintained 
prices with rationing with the high school graduates slightly more favorable than the  
other groups in the December survey. For the third choice, both surveys found about one- 
third of those with some college indicated a preference versus about one-quarter or less 
of the other groups. In the December through January wave, the educational levels 
showed a marked difference in preferences [1311. The educational level was negatively 
related t o  a preference for the alternative of maintenance of prices and rationing and 
positively related t o  the  alternative of somewhat higher prices and limited supply. in t he  
later  1975 survey [I291 these same two relationships held, although the first was not as 
strong. 

Two surveys in 1976 explored acceptance of a variety of energy policy options. A 
national survey by Harris found educational level positively related t o  favoring the  
speedup of solar energy development [1411. There were negative relationships between 
educational level and a number of other policies, however. These included: speeded-up 
construction of the Alaska pipeline, increased oil shale production in the western states; 
offshore oil drilling in the  Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts; a speedup of nuclear power 
plant construction; increased strip mining of coal; and a slowdown in air and water 
cleanup efforts. A regional survey in Michigan found a moderate t o  strong relationship 
between education level and acceptance of all but two of the energy conservation 
policies presented (see Table B-14) [1061. 

A Gallup survey in November and December 1973 asked individuals whether they fel t  
controls on the use of gasoline, oil, and electricity should be more strict, less strict, or 
about the same [2121. Those with a college education tended t o  feel that the controls 
should be stricter, while those with a high school or grade school education preferred 
that  the controls remain about the same as they were. 

Three ORC surveys in 1974 and 1975 explored atti tudes about the use of tax  policies t o  
encourage a reduction in driving. In September and October 1974 educational level was 
found t o  be positively related t o  a preference for keeping gasoline taxes the  same or 
increasing them, and negatively related t o  a preference for lower taxes (some college, 62 
percent for same or increased versus 34 percent lowered; high school complete, 48 
percent versus 49 percent; less than high school complete, 34 percent versus 64 
percent) [l39]. 

The two other ORC surveys explored atti tudes about a suggested policy t o  reduce income 
taxes and increase gasoline taxes in order t o  reduce driving. In the December/January 
wave, all groups opposed the suggested tax change [1311. Surprisingly, given the 
preference for conservation-minded policies expressed in other surveys, the more highly 
educated individuals were more opposed than were those with less than a high school 
education. Only a month later, however, an ORC survey did not find this 



TABLE B- 13 

GASOLINE PRICE AND SUPPLY PREFERENCES 
BY EDUCATION 

Proportion Responding 
Somewhat 

Higher Prices Present Prices Higher Prices, 
Education Unlimited Supply and Rationing Limited Supply 

Less than high 
school 
complete 

High school 
complete 

Some college 

Oct. 1974 [ 1 3 2 ]  

Less than high 
school 
complete 16% 

High school 
complete 16  

Some college 13 

Less than high 
school 
complete 

High school 
complete 

Some college 

Less than high 
school 
complete 17% 

High school 
complete 15  

Some college 14 



TABLE B-14 

ACCEPTANCE OF ENERGY-RELATED POLICIES 
BY EDUCATION* 

Policy 

Gasoline rationing 
Year-round daylight savings time 
T a x  deductions for only one car 
Tax deductions for insulating older homes 
Tax deductions for families with only 
two children 

Tax deductions for driving small cars 
Increased taxes for more than two children 
Tax deductions for apartment living 
Increased taxes for driving large cars 
Required energy labeling of appliances 
Added federal tax on gasoline 
Peak load pricing of electricity 
Inverted rate structure for electricity 
Government help for utility bills of 
poor and elderly 

Tax-supported mass transportation 

Proportion Responding 
Education 

High Low - 

*Study 106 
**Difference is in the right direction but too small .to be meaningful. 



relationship [133]. Those who had not completed high school had stayed about the same, 
but the more educated groups had shifted to a more favorable view of the tax change 
(see Table B-15). 

A survey in Ohio in 1975 asked about special electric rates for the poor and elderly 
[122]. The higher the education level, the less likely was this considered to  be a good 
idea. For the poor, about half of the less-than-high-school-graduates liked the idea 
versus about one-third of the other groups. For the elderly, 83 percent of the  less 
educated liked the idea versus about three-quarters of the other groups. There were no 
differences between educational groups as t o  who should make up the difference if lower 
rates were charged the poor and elderly. 

Over the years covered by the surveys in this review, questions were asked about the 
performance of Presidents Ford and Carter and about their proposals or programs. An 
ORC survey in December 1974 through January 1975 found educational level negatively 
related t o  satisfaction with the steps President Ford had taken t o  help relieve the energy 
shortage [131]. Forty-seven percent of those with less than a high school degree were 
not very satisfied, as compared t o  53 percent of the high school graduates and 63 percent 
of those with some college. 

A Roper survey in January 1974 found slight differences between educational groups on 
the sufficiency of steps taken t o  deal with the energy crisis [174. Slightly more than 
half of each group fel t  that more drastic steps were needed. However, 35 percent of the 
college group and 37 percent of the high school group felt  the measures were sufficient, 
as compared to  28 percent of the grade school group. 

An ORC survey in February through March 1975 found educational level positively 
related to favoring President Ford's proposal t o  increase the oil import tax as a way of 
reducing U.S. dependence on foreign oil and decreasing consumption (28 percent of those 
with less than a high school education, 41 percent of the high school graduates, and 47 
percent of those with some college) 11341. The difference between the  groups is made up 
not by increased opposition on the part of the less educated, but by a larger number of 
people with no opinion in the lowest education group (76 percent) than in the other groups 
(seven to nine percent). 

Three ORC surveys between November 1974 and February 1975 reminded the respondent 
of President Ford's urging that the United States be completely self-sufficient in energy 
supplies and asked whether this was possible. In the first survey there was no difference 
between groups, with slightly less than twethi rds  of each group responding "yesT1 [304.  
There was, however, a tendency for there to be more %olsu as  the educational level 
increased (23, 30, and 32 percent, respectively). The second survey 11311 found that the 
higher the educational level, the less likely was the individual t o  believe that self- 
sufficiency was possible. The third survey found a similar, though less strong relationship 
(see Table E 1 6) [I331 . 
A Gallup survey in January 1975 found that educational level was strongly related t o  
feelings that the United States should try to  reduce the amount of oil bought from 
foreign. nations (79 percent of those with a college education, 76 percent of those with a 
high school education, and 62 percent with a grade school education) [2 141. 

A Roper survey in March 1978 found those with more education somewhat more likely t o  
think that the  United States would need foreign oil during the next five years [180]. 
Fifty-four percent of the college group said the United States could not get  along 
without foreign oil during the next five years versus 49 percent of the high school group 
and 38 percent of the grade school group. 



TABLE B-15 

RESPONSE TO A SUGGESTED POLICY TO REDUCE INCOME TAX 
AND INCEiEASE GASOLINE TAXES 

BY EDUCATION 

Some people  have sugges ted  
i n  such a way t h a t  t h e  
remain t h e  same. I f  t h i s  
more i n  t o t a l  taxes, and 
t o t a l  t axe s .  Do you f avo r  

Educa t ion  

i n c r e a s i n g  ga s  t a x e s  and c u t t i n g  income t a x e s  
t o t a l  t a x e s  the whole popula t ion  pa id  would 
were done, people  who drove a l o t  would pay 

people  who d i d n ' t  d r i v e  a l o t  would pay less 
o r  oppose t h i s  idea? 

P r o ~ o r t i o n  I n d i c a t i n g  
5. 

December-January 11311 February [133] 
No No 

Favor Oppose Opinion Favor Oppose Opinion 

Less  t h a n  h i g h  
s choo l  complete 34% 52 14 34 49 

High s choo l  
complete 29  62 9 38 55 

Some c o l l e g e  31 64 5 43 49 



TABLE B- 16 

BELIEF THAT U.S .  ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY IS POSSIBLE 
BY EDUCATION 

Education 

Proportion Responding 
Dec. 1974 - Jan. 1975 [131] Jan. 1975 [133] 

Yes No Yes No - - 
Less than high 

school complete 64% 
High school 

complete 60 
Some college 53 



In February and in August of 1977, Gallup surveys asked individuals whether they 
approved or disapproved of President Carter's handling of the energy situation [2 17, 
3091. In February all groups were about equally likely t o  approve (60 to  64 percent). 
Differences between college, high school, and grade school education groups showed in 
level of disapproval: the more educated were more likely t o  disapprove (23, 17, and eight 
percent, respectively) and those with lower education ' levels were more likely not t o  
express an opinion (17, 22, and 28 percent respectively). The level of approval dropped 
markedly by August, so tha t  the approval and disapproval categories were fairly balanced 
for the groups. Those with a college education were somewhat more likely t o  express 
approval than the high school and grade school groups (49, 43, and 39 percent) and those 
with a grade school education were still more likely than others not t o  express an opinion 
(13, 17, and 25 percent for the groups). By March 1978, a Roper survey found the  more 
educated groups more likely t o  disapprove of Carter's handling of the energy crisis [18O]. 

A Gallup survey in April through May 1977 found those with more education more 
favorable in their overall reaction t o  Carter's energy plan (college, 63 percent; high 
school, 54 percent; grade school, 48 percent) [2l8]. Those with more education were also 
less likely t o  say tha t  the energy program called for too many sacrifices (26 percent 
versus 37-39 percent for other groups) and more likely t o  say there were not enough 
sacrifices asked (37 percent versus 23 and 11 percent). A Roper survey in November 
1977 obtained similar results 11 471. 

A survey of five regions in the spring and summer of 1975 asked individuals which energy 
source %hould be used the  mostn [303]. Solar energy and hydroelectric were the  first two 
choices for a l l  education groups. Those with less than a high school degree favored 
hydroelectric over solar energy (32 t o  21 percent) while the  high school graduates and 
those with some college favored solar energy over hydroelectric (38 t o  26 percent, and 46 
t o  22 percent). Three policies were presented which included various mixes of production 
and importation of fuels: (1) maximizing U.S. production while importing the remainder, 
(2) maximizing U.S. production while limiting use, and (3) rationing U.S. energy use and 
importing none. N o  differences were found for the  first alternative (three-quarters or 
more of all groups approved). For the second alternative, those with lower educational 
levels were more approving with 82 percent of those with some high school or less. The 
third policy met  with 33 percent approval from those with some high school or less, and 
22 percent approval from the other groups. When all three policies were compared, no 
differences by educational level were found, with over half of all groups preferring the 
maximum production with limited usage alternative. 

A Roper survey in March 1977 asked individuals which energy sources offered the  best 
potential for the year 2000 [152]. Solar energy was the first choice for all groups 
(college, 77 percent; high school, 67 percent; grade school, 40 percent); nuclear energy 
was the second choice for the college and high school groups (40 and 36 percent); coal 
was the second choice for the  grade school group (23 percent). 

The surveys differed too much in their questions t o  determine clear policy preferences in 
many cases. Those with more education were more likely t o  be concerned about 
developing a national energy policy, less likely to believe that  the United States  could be 
self-sufficient in energy, and more favorable toward the development of solar energy. 
Those with some college were consistently more likely than other groups t o  prefer the 
policy alternative of higher prices and limited supply for gasoline; t he  less educated were 
more likely t o  favor holding the price of gasoline at current levels and rationing. 



Energy and Environment 

ORC surveys in November through December 1974 and in December 1974 through 
January 1975 explored the perception that increased U.S. energy production would 
damage the environment 11-31, 3081. In the earlier study, those completing high school 
felt  there would be more chance of a great deal or a fair amount of environmental 
damage than did either the less-t han-high-school-degree or som e-college groups (6 3, 5 3, 
and 52 per cent, respectively). In the second survey, the less-than-high-school-degree 
group perceived less possible damage than did either of the other two groups, which were 
equal (47 percent versus 62 percent for high school graduates and some college). 

The November-December survey then asked which of a number of environmental 
problems would be most serious if the  United States tried t o  be self-sufficient. The first 
three choices (in order) were air pollution, strip mining, and water pollution. There was 
little difference between high school graduates and those with some college in 
designating the seriousness of these problems. Slightly fewer of those a t  lower 
educational levels defined them as problems (see Table B-17). 

When asked whether power plants and oil refineries cause air pollution, 74 percent of 
those with less than a high school education said yes as compared t o  82 percent of the  
high school graduates and 87 percent of those with some college. Individuals who said 
yes were then asked whether plants and refineries should be built where there is already 
air pollution or in areas without air pollution. High school graduates were strongest in 
their feelings that they should be built in polluted areas (37 percent versus 21 percent for 
the less-than-high-school-diploma group, and 30 percent for those with some college). 

A Roper survey in September 1977 found the college group evenly split between favoring 
development of adequate energy sources and protection of the environment. In contrast, 
the high school and grade school groups were much stronger in their support for adequate 
energy than for protection of the environment 11481. All groups were likely t o  feel that 
environmental regulations had struck about the right balance, with that  feeling stronger 
as educational level increased. 

Quest ions about relaxing pollution standards to conserve fuels in short supply were asked 
in two surveys. An ORC study in February through March 1975 found high school 
graduates slightly more favorable than other groups toward President Ford's proposal to  
grant the  auto industry a five-year delay on stricter pollution regulations in order t o  
improve gas mileage [134J. However, 59 to  66 percent of all groups favored the 
proposal. A Gallup survey in April through May 1977 found no differences by educational 
level in feelings that industry should convert from oil and natural gas to  coal whenever 
possible [2 1 81. 

The issue of strip mining is one of the clearest cases of energy versus environment for 
many people. Two ORC surveys in 1974 and 1975 asked about tradeoffs between strip 
mining regulations and lower coal (and thereby electricity) prices. Both surveys found a 
strong positive relationship between level of education and preference for regulating 
strip mining (see Table E18) [131, 126. 

Two surveys brought the tradeoff to the personal level of willingness to pay for less 
pollution. A Michigan survey in 1976 found 76 percent of the high education group and 56 
percent of the low education group agreeing with the statement: "Stopping pollution is 
more important than lower prices for productst1 [ 1 061. The same positive relationship 
between level of education and willingness to pay for lowered pollution levels was found 



TABLE B-17 

PERCEIVED ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IF THE UNITED STATES 
ATTEMPTS ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

BY EDUCATION 

Which one of these environmental problems do you think would be most 
serious if the United States tries to be self-sufficient--strip mining, 
oil spills, nuclear wastes, radio-activity , air pollution, or water 
pollution? (Asked only of those who say there will be at least a little 
environmental damage if the United States produces more energy.) [308] 

Educat ion 

Proportion Indicating 
Air Strip Water 

Pollution Mining Pollution 

Less than high school complete 13% 14 9 
High school complete 26 22 19 
Some college 22 17 19 



TABLE B-18 

PREFERENCES FOR STRIP-MINING REGULATIONS VERSUS CHEAP COAL 
BY EDUCATION 

Proportion Indicating 
Dec. 1974 - Jan. 1975 [I311 June 1975 [128] 

Strip Cheapest Strip Lower Coal and 
Mining Coal Mining Electricity 

Education Regulations Price Regulations Prices 

Less than 
high school 
complete 26% 5 1 

High school 
complete 44 33 

Some college 52 28 



levels was found by a five-region survey in 1976 13031. When asked if t he  country should 
use pollution-free sources of energy even if i t  meant a 10 percent increase in the cost of 
electricity, 56 percent of those with some high school or less, 72 percent of the high 
school graduates and 82 percent of those with some college or more agreed. 

Knowledgeability and Credibility of Information Sources 

In general, the surveys found that  more highly educated individuals were more 
knowledgeable about the energy situation. According to  ORC surveys in 1974 and 1975 
[139, 2561, those with more education were much more likely to  be aware tha t  a federal 
government agency or department responsible for energy policy and practices had been 
established (see Table El 9). 

Awareness of the amount of oil imported by the United States was explored by a Gallup 
survey in April through May 1971 [218]. A positive relationship was found between level 
of education and the response that  the United States  must import oil from other 
countries to  meet  i t s  needs (college, 62 percent; high school, 51 percent; grade school, 39 
percent). I t  is surprising, however, that  27 percent of those with a college education did 
not seem to  be aware tha t  the  United States imports oil. When asked what percent of 
the oil used in the United States  is imported, all groups responded with similar patterns 
of estimates. However, 55 percent of those with grade school education did not respond, 
compared to  one-fifth of those with a college education not responding. 

Awareness of alternative energy sources (i.e., wind and solar energy) was measured by a 
survey in five regions in spring and summer, 1976 [303]. Knowledge of wind and solar 
energy as sources of electricity was found to  be significantly and positively related to  
the level of education (p < - .0 1) (see Table 8-20). 

A Michigan study in 1976 [lo61 checked the accuracy and awareness of energy-related 
information. Those with higher education answered the following i tems correctly more 
of ten than did those with less education: 

Most heat lost? Ceiling. (79 percent versus 66 percent) 

a Protein requiring most energy to  produce? Beef. (81 percent versus 65 
percent) 

a Housing type using least energy? Apartment. (74 percent versus 50 percent) 

a Amount imported oil? More than 1973-74. (51 percent versus 36 percent) 

a Fuel in shortest supply? Natural gas. (51 percent versus 39 percent) 

No differences were found for t he  other items: 

0 Uses most household energy? Hot water heater. (56 percent versus 57 
per cent) 

Beverage containers that  waste most energy? Throwaway aluminum. (25 
percent versus 23 percent) 

r Cooking method using least energy? Microwave. (62 percent versus 63 
per cent) 



TABLE B- 19 

AWARENESS OF AN ENERGY AGENCY 
BY EDUCATION 

Has the federal government established some type of agency or department 
to be responsible for energy policy practices? 

Education 

Proportion Indicating 
Sept. - Oct. March - April 
1974 [139] 1975 [256] 

Less than high school complete 33% yes 6 
High school complete 27 24 
Some college 65 46 



TABLE B-20 

PERCENTAGES HAVING HEARD ANYTHING ABOUT SOLAR AND 
WIND ENERGY AS SOURCES OF ELECTRICITY 

BY EDUCATION 

One source  of e l e c t r i c i t y  i s  energy from t h e  sun--solar energy. Have 
you heard anyth ing  about  s o l a r  energy? Another source  of e l e c t r i c i t y  i s  
wind energy,  genera ted  by windmil ls .  Have you heard anyth ing  about  
t h i s ?  [303] 

Educat ion 

Some h igh  school  o r  less 
High school  g r adua t e  
Some c o l l e g e  o r  more 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
S o l a r  Energy Wind Energy 



a Cross country travel method using least energy? Bus. (28 percent of both 
groups) 

A 1977 survey in Denver asked individuals t o  rank 10 household items on the amount of 
energy used (1 = high, 10 = low) [120]. The only items on which there were differences 
were central air  conditioning, water heater, and color television. Those with high 
education ranked the  first two i tems as using less energy than did those with low 
education, but ranked the color television as using more energy. 

The study also checked knowledge of various energy terms. As indicated in Table B-21, 
those with high education were more often correct on all i tems but lTenergy efficiency 
rating (EER)lT and "degree dayTT (the difference on those i tems was too small t o  be 
significant). 

A 1975 survey in Ohio checked perceptions of the amount of and reason for an increase in 
the electric r a t e  [122]. There were no differences between groups in estimating the  
amount of increase, except that  the less educated tended more often to  say they did not 
know. Those with more than a high school education tended more often t o  give wages 
and labor costs, price of fuels, and cost of new plants and equipment as reasons for the 
r a t e  increase. 

Awareness of the EPA mileage figures was found t o  be positively related t o  education 
level in a survey by Abt Associates in 1976 and an  ORC survey in November and 
December 1975 [log, 1441. In the Abt survey, 60 percent of those with more than a high 
school education and 39 percent of those with a high school education or less were aware 
of the EPA figures. The ORC survey found tha t  74 percent of those with some college, 
58 percent of the high school graduates, and 40 percent of those not completing high 
school had seen or heard of the EPA/FEA mileage figures. 

The general pattern revealed in t he  above findings is for knowledge of energy issues t o  
increase with education. 

The credibility of information sources was explored in a number of surveys. A survey in 
Michigan in 1976 found trust in energy information sources low a t  all educational levels 
(less than 15 percent for any source) [119]. Television was considered a more trustworthy 
source than national magazines and independent research by persons with less than a 
college degree. Those with a graduate school education preferred national magazines 
and independent research. 

The 1975 Denver survey found no differences in perceived reliability of information 
sources except for newspapers, where those with less than a high school diploma were 
less likely to  think this source was reliable [122]. 

A Michigan survey in 1976 found no difference by educational level regarding the  
s tatement  tha t  government officials were not providing any clear directions t o  help 
families make decisions about energy use [1O6]. 

An ORC survey in January 1975 asked who provided the  more reliable information on gas 
mileage, including as choices t he  auto companies, government agencies such a s  the  
Federal Energy Administration or the Environmental Protection Agency, and other 
sources [133]. All three groups were most trusting of t he  federal agencies, the percent 
increasing with educational level (less than high school complete, 33 percent; high school 
graduate, 54 percent; some college, 60 percent). Auto companies were seen more 
positively by less educated groups (27, 29, and 15 percent). 



TABLE B-21 

KNOWLEDGE OF ENERGY TERMS 
BY EDUCATION* 

P ropo r t i on  I n d i c a t i n g  
High Low 

Energy Term 

S o l a r  energy : 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Blackout : 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Geothermal power: 
Never heard  of 
Cor r ec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Coal g a s i f i c a t i o n :  
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Van pooling: 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Sunshine r i g h t  of ways: 
Never heard of 
Cor r ec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

~ i f e / c y c l e  cos t i ng :  
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Energy c o s t  of ownership: 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

R va lue :  
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

EER: 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

R e t r o f i t t i n g :  
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Degree day: 
Never heard of 
Cor rec t  o r  p a r t i a l l y  c o r r e c t  d e f i n i t i o n  

Educat ion Educat ion 



A Roper survey in January 1975 explored which groups or organizations would be believed 
if different statements were issued to explain a price rise of gas and oil [NO]. All were 
more likely to believe Ralph Nader's office than any other organizations, including 
government agencies and industry (college, 44 percent; high school, 30 percent; grade 
school, 16 percent). Education was positively related to trust in Nader's office, but this 
difference occurred in part because many more (36 percent) of the grade school group 
responded donlt know/no answer. All groups were least likely to believe the major oil 
companies. However, 41 percent of the grade school group responded don't know/no 
answer. 

The trust placed in decision-making groups is related to the credibility of an information 
source. A Roper survey in March 1977 found that those with higher education were most 
favorable toward expert groups deciding on the disposal of nuclear waste, the speed limit 
on the highways, and the siting of atomic power plants [152]. However, all education 
groups preferred the expert groups over the voting public for handling these issues. In 
general, the surveys found educational level to be positively related to knowledge about 
the energy situation and awareness of sources of energy information. There were no 
clear patterns of difference by educational level regarding credibility of information 
sources. 

In most cases, there were no clear differences by educational level regarding the 
tradeoff between adequate energy and protection of the environment. However, there 
were strong positive relationships bet ween educational level and preference for 
regulating strip mining, and between level of education and willingness to pay for 
lowered pollution levels. 

Attitudes Toward Solar Energy 

A five-region survey in 1976 found educational level slightly but positively related to 
preference for generating electricity by using solar energy, although all groups were very 
positive (some high school or less, 89 percent; high school graduate, 95 percent; some 
college or more, 97 percent) [303]. A survey by the San Diego Gas and Electric Company 
in August 1976 explored the perception of the availability and attributes of solar energy 
12521. Those with some college or a bachelor's degree were more likely than those with 
more or less education to think that solar energy is available now. They were also 
slightly more likely than other groups to agree that "solar is a safe form of energy." 
Those with a bachelorTs degree were more likely to agree that it 9 s  reliable-rarely 
breaks down" and less likely to agree that it "can now be installed in both new and 
already-built houses." Those with some college were least likely to think that 
tfinstallation is simple and fast1' (see Table B-22). 

A national survey in January 1979 reported that one percent of those with at least some 
college education were solar owners compared to less than 0.5 percent for other 
educational groups (Roper, 1979). Indicating possible solar buying plans in the next two 
to three years were about a fifth of those with at least a high school education compared 
to eight percent of others. 

A Michigan survey in 1976 found those in the high education group more willing to say 
they "would pay for more costly solar energy to reduce the demand for new sources of 
petroleumv (63 percent versus 35 percent for the low education group) [1061. Not enough 
surveys analyzed attitudes toward solar by educational level to determine any patterns. 



TABLE B-22 

PERCEIVED ATTRIBUTES OF SOLAR ENERGY 
BY EDUCATION 

I ' d  like to read you a list of statements which you might or might not 
agree apply to solar energy systems as could be used for a home today. 
Please use this card and as I read each statement to you, would you 
please tell me whether you agree or disagree and whether you feel 
strongly or slightly about your answer. [ 2 5 2 ]  

Proportion Indicating Agreement 
12 Years College College 

12 Years + Non- College B.A. Adv . 
Attribute or Less College No Degree Degree Degree 

Solar is a safe 
form of energy 87% 91 96 97 95 

Is reliable, 
rarely breaks 
down 65 7 1 64 79 72 

Can now be in- 
stalled in both 
new and already 
built homes 83 81 82 70 84 

Installation is 
simple and fast 49 49 29 42 4 1 



Attitudes Toward Nuclear Energy 

Awareness of nuclear energy issues raised in media discussions and the political qrena is 
positively related t o  level of education. A Gallup survey in June 1976 found 89 percent 
of the college educated persons, 74 percent of high school graduates, and 66 percent of 
those with a grade school education had been following the media discussions on nuclear 
energy development (Gallup, 1976). A Harris survey in 1976 found that  a much larger 
proportion of college graduates (56 percent) had heard about the California referendum 
on regulation of nuclear plants than had persons in the less educated groups (29 percent 
of the high school graduates and those with some college, and 16 percent of those with 
some high school or less) [ 1 4 11. 

Only a slight difference by educational level was found in overall opinion of nuclear 
power by an ORC survey in November-December 1974 [3O8]. High school graduates were 
less favorable than those with either less or more education (65 percent felt  very or 
fairly favorable versus 70 percent for grade school and 73 percent for college). A direct 
positive relationship between educational level and favorable opinion of nuclear power 
was found in a 1974 national survey by Becker Research Corporation [311] (see Table B- 
2 3). 

A Gallup survey in June 1976 also found education level positively related t o  a perceived 
importance of having more nuclear power plants (Gallup, 1 97 6). Seventy-eight percent of 
the college group fe l t  that  more nuclear power plants were extremely or somewhat 
important versus 70 percent of the high school group and 59 percent of the grade school 
group. 

A two-wave Harris survey in 1975 and 1976 found conflicting results on the relationship 
between education and favoring of nuclear power plant construction in the United States 
[1411. In the 1975 wave, there was no difference between high school and college 
graduates, both being slightly more favorable than those with some high school or less. 
In the 1976 wave, however, the high school graduates were slightly more favorable than 
either of the  other two groups and the college graduates were most opposed (see Table 
B-24.) 

A study in Kentucky in 1975 also found more support for the development of nuclear 
power among those with more education [2211. 

The safety of nuclear power plants was an issue for extensive questioning in two 
surveys. As shown in Table B-25 a Gallup survey in June 1976 found each education 
group split between whether the plants a re  safe enough with present regulations or need 
stricter regulations (Gallup, 1976). Persons with more education were more likely t o  
s t a t e  an opinion, with the result that  the data  show them t o  be most in favor of both 
positions. 

The Harris survey in 1976 found education positively related t o  perceived safety of 
nuclear power plants [141]. Percentages of respondents perceiving the  plants t o  be very 
or somewhat safe were 68 percent for college graduates, 66 percent for high school 
graduates or some college, and 55 percent for some high school or less. Individuals were 
asked which problems connected with nuclear power plants they considered major. The 
college graduates were less concerned than other groups about all but two of the  
problems: disposal of radioactive waste (70-71 percent of the college graduates and the 
high school graduates perceived i t  as major versus 60 percent of the less educated group) 
and discharge of warm water into lakes and rivers (50 t o  51 percent of all groups 



TABLE B-23 

GENERAL OPINION OF NUCLEAR POWER 
BY EDUCATION 

What is your general opinion of nuclear power? Would you say that it is 
strongly favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or 
strongly unfavorable? [311] 

Proportion Indicating 
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly No 

Education Favorable Favorable Unfavorable - Unfavorable Opinion 

Grade 
school 15% 

High school 
incomplete 23 

High school 
graduate 26 

Some college 31 
College 

graduate 
or more 43 



TABLE B-24 

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BUILDING OF MORE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

BY EDUCATION* 

Educat ion 

Some h igh  
s choo l  o r  less 

High school 
graduate/some 
c o l l e g e  

Col lege  graduate  

Favor 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
1976 1975 

Oppose Sure  Favor Oppose 
Not 
Sure  



TABLE B-25 

PERCEIVED SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
BY EDUCATION 

Do you feel that nuclear power plants operating today are safe enough 
with the present safety regulations, or do you feel that their 
operations should be cut back until more strict regulations can be put 
into practice? (Gallup, 1976) 

Proportion Indicating 
Should be 

Education Are Safe Enough Cut Back No Opinion 

College 
High school 
Grade school 



perceived the problem). The items on which the college graduates expressed less concern 
than the other groups were atmospheric escape of radioactivity, mutagenic effects of 
radiation, explosions and core melt downs, polluting fumes, sabotage, and theft  of 
plutonium. 

A third survey found no differences by educational level in accepting nuclear risks rather 
than severely restricting energy use (1 061. 

A national survey in 1974 found highly educated individuals were more aware of the  
presence of nuclear plants within a 100-mile radius of their homes; however, they were 
also slightly more likely t o  be incorrect about or unable t o  tell its name or location 
[3111. The survey also found that  more educated individuals were more likely t o  think 
construction of a nuclear plant in their general area was alright. Approval ranged from 
43 percent for those with a grade school education t o  69 percent for those with a college 
degree or more. A Roper survey in September 1977 also found the college-educated 
group more likely t o  feel that  a nearby nuclear plant would be safe (47 percent versus 36 
percent of the high school group and 30 percent of the grade school group) [148]. 

A Gallup survey in June 1976 found the  opposite result (Gallup, 1976). The more 
educated the person, the more likely that  he or she would be against the construction of 
a nuclear plant within a five-mile radius (college, 50 percent; high school, 44 percent; 
grade school, 40 percent). This shift may have been a result of the smaller area being 
discussed (100-mile compared t o  five-mile radius), but the  data do not permit a check on 
that  possibility. 

Two waves of a Harris survey in 1975 and 1976 asked whether the person favored or 
opposed having nuclear power as the main source of energy for electric power in his or 
her community [l4l]. In the 1975 wave, those with a high school diploma or more were 
57 t o  59 percent in favor, while the  less educated were 46 percent in favor. The 1976 
wave, however, showed minor differences in approval (47 t o  52 percent), but strong 
opposition (40 percent) from the college graduates (versus 27 t o  29 percent from the  
others). 

Only one study asked about the sale of nuclear power plants to  other countries [180]. All 
groups were negative, with the  less educated groups more negative. 

Level of education was found t o  be positively related t o  awareness of the nuclear energy 
issues raised in the media. There were conflicting results concerning the desirability of 
nuclear energy development. However, the studies more often tended to show a positive 
relationship between level of education and positive atti tudes toward nuclear energy and 
the development of nuclear power plants. The data  are  mixed, however, regarding 
desirability of nuclear plants in one's immediate neighborhood. There were no clear 
differences by educational level on perceived safety of nuclear power plants. 

The positive relationship between educational level and favorable nuclear energy 
atti tudes was also found in a review and secondary analysis of survey data  by Melber e t  
al. (1977). In general, they found that  more highly educated individuals were more 
supportive of nuclear power and more likely t o  consider i t  safe. 

Attitudes Toward Conservation 

A two-wave survey in Michigan in 1974 and 1976 found a reduction in household energy 
consllmption, which did not vary significantly by educational level [1O6]. The survey also 



found that less educated persons were more likely t o  feel that  home conservation was 
unimportant compared t o  possible energy savings by government and industry (57 percent 
versus 32 percent for the  more educated group). A Denver survey in 1977 found only 
minor differences between educational levels in the perception of utility costs that  could 
be saved through conservation [120]. However, persons with a college degree or above 
were more likely to express interest in joining an energy conservation-oriented 
organization (34 percent versus 18 t o  19 percent for the less educated groups). 

An Ohio survey in 1975 asked people whether they saw electricity being wasted or used 
unnecessarily [1221. Those with education beyond high school were more likely t o  see  
waste and to  see i t  in nonresidential use (45 percent versus 27 t o  37 percent for the other 
groups). 

An ORC survey in December 1975 through January 1975 asked individuals what impact 
they fel t  personal conservation efforts had on the  national consumption of energy 113 11. 
Those with a t  least a high school diploma were more likely t o  say "a great  dealv (less 
than high school complete, 30 percent; high school complete, 42 percent; some college, 
38 percent). Comparing their conservation efforts to  those of other people they knew, 
the  less education they had the greater the personal effort  they perceived (less than high 
school complete, 43 percent; high school graduate, 32 percent; some college, 25 
percent). The same comparisons produced similar results in another ORC survey in 
February-March (less than high school complete, 46 percent; high school graduate, 35 
percent; some college, 33 percent) [I 34 .  

Several surveys asked what energy conservation behaviors the family had adopted or 
changed. An ORC survey in 1976 found that  those with less than a high school education 
were more likely t o  say that  their children had made an effort t o  save energy as  a result 
of things they had learned in school 11301. A national survey in 1973 through 1974 found 
that  the better educated tended t o  turn down the thermostat more [142]. An Ohio survey 
in 1975 found only minor differences on all conservation behaviors but cutting back on 
heat and air conditioning, with more-than-high-school graduates, 34 percent; high school 
graduates, 28 percent; less-than-high-school graduates, 22 percent [122]. The most 
frequent conservation behavior for all groups was to  reduce usage of lights. A Michigan 
survey in 1976 found no differences by educational level for use of storm windows and 
doors, turning down thermostats, having heating equipment cleaned and serviced, turning 
off lights, use of motor vechicles, recycling bottles and cans, use of oven, reduction in 
use of beef, using fresh fruits and vegetables only in season, not heating some rooms in 
winter, limiting use of hot water, and sharing equipment with friends and relatives 
[106]. Differences were found for maintaining daytime temperatures of 68OF or less (72 
percent for above high school, 59 percent for high school and below), drying clothes on 
clotheslines (21 percent for above high school, 41 percent for high school or below), 
choice of physical activity rather than use of motor vehicles for recreation (55 percent 
for above high school, 30 percent for high school or below), use of thrifty grade of beef 
(54 percent versus 39 percent), and use of powdered milk (nine percent versus 20 
percent). No differences were found for reported difficulty in pursuing energy 
conservation, including reducing the number of miles driven, t he  temperature in the 
house, and the number of material goods purchased. There was a marked difference in 
reducing the amount of electricity -used (12 percent of the  high education groups said 
they would have great  difficulty versus 23 percent of the low education group). A Gallup 
survey in 1977 found differences only in turning down the thermostat and minimum use of 
the air conditioner, where the educational level was positively related t o  the behavior 
[2201. 



A Roper survey in March 1976 asked homeowners what they would do in the next two 
years if a tax credit was given [164. The more educated groups were more likely to do 
all of the things suggested, but the only sizable difference was on installing wall and roof 
insulation (college, 23 percent; high school, 20 percent; and grade school, nine percent). 

The less educated groups may be more in need of increased insulation, however. An ORC 
survey in March through April 1975 found that people with less than a high school 
education were less likely to have insulated homes (56 percent versus 72 percent for the 
high-school-complete group and 70 percent for the some-college group) 12561. 

An ORC survey in August and September 1974 found that persons with higher education 
were less likely to say they would switch from driving their own cars to carpooling if 
their company reduced the available parking space [1373. 

The time and money tradeoffs for use of mass transit were explored by an ORC survey in 
1975 for families with public transportation available, but in which the head of the 
household drove a car to work or carpooled [129]. Those with more education were less 
likely to say they would change to public transportation if it ran twice as often or if the 
fare were half as much. They were somewhat more willling than other groups to use it, 
however, if it got them to work 15 minutes sooner. The survey also found that more 
educated individuals were more likely to feel that the United States as a whole would 
benefit from more and better mass transit (some college, 76 percent; high school 
complete, 52 percent; less than high school complete, 49 percent). There were no clear 
differences by educational level on attitudes toward conservation or on most 
conservation behaviors which individuals reported. There were differences, however, in 
turning down the thermostat with the more educated individuals practicing more 
conservation. 

Most of the conservation policies explored in the surveys dealt with transportation. An 
ORC survey in January 1975, however, asked about returnable bottle and can laws [1331. 
Preference for such a law was positively related to educational level, with 81 percent of 
those with some college, 73 percent of high school graduates, and 68 percent of those 
with less than high school indicating favor. 

Attitudes toward alternative policies to encourage conservation of gasoline were 
explored in a number of studies. A Gallup survey in November 1977 found persons with 
higher education more likely to favor carpools, building gassaving cars, improving public 
transportation, and mising the price of or taxes on gasoline [310]. They were less likely 
to favor reducing unnecessary driving. An earlier Gallup survey in April through August 
1977 also found persons with a college, or high school education more likely to favor a 
price increase than persons with a grade school education (48, 47, and 33 percent, 
respectively) [2201. 

An ORC survey in October 1974 found no difference by education on preference for 
gasoline tax or tax on large cars, or on alternative means of encouraging carpools [1321. 
In August and September 1974 [137], persons with some college were more likely than 
other groups to feel that gasoline taxes should be kept the same or increased and less 
likely to feel they should be reduced. The November-December 1974 ORC survey asked 
whether, given the doubling by the Arabs of the price of gasoline sold to the United 
States, Americans should conserve gas, or pay the higher prices and use dl they want 
[3081. Threequarters or more of all groups said that Americans should conserve gas 
rather than pay the higher prices, with those having less than a high school degree 
slightly less in favor (74 percent versus 82 percent for high school complete and 81 
percent for some college). 



A Gallup survey in November 1977 found more highly educated individuals were more 
likely to  oppose a gasoline rationing law tha t  would require people t o  drive one-fourth 
less (college, 62 percent opposed; high school, 55 percent opposed; and grade school, 41 
per cent opposed) [3 1 01 . 
When asked how important they thought i t  was to  reduce their driving by one-fourth, 
college-educated individuals were slightly more likely than those with high school 
educations to  feel that  it was very or fairly important (70 percent versus 62 percent for 
those with a high school diploma and 64 percent for those with a grade school 
education). Those with a high school or college education were also more likely than 
those with grade school education to  say tha t  it would be very or fairly difficult t o  
reduce the miles they drove by one-fourth (college, 69 percent; high school, 65 percent; 
grade school, 54 percent). 

An ORC survey in November and December 1975 found tha t  more educated individuals 
were slightly more concerned than high school graduates, but not than those at lower 
educational levels, with the gas mileage their cars got (78 percent of those with some 
college were very or fairly concerned versus 70 percent of t he  high school graduates and 
75 percent of those with less than high school) [144. 

Gallup surveys in June 1973 and in February 1977 provided beforeand-after att i tudes 
toward a 55 mph speed limit [211,21fi. In 1973 college-educated individuals were more 
likely than less educated groups to  think tha t  t he  reduced speed limit was a good idea (58 
percent versus 49 percent for the high school group and 48 percent for the grade school 
group). However, 35 percent of t he  grade school group did not respond t o  the  proposal 
and indicated tha t  they had not heard or read about the "energy crisis.1t In 1977 
education was positively related to  a perceived reduction in one's own driving speed 
(college, 72 percent; high school, 61 percent; and grade school, 54 percent) and slightly 
related to  a preference for t he  same speed limit for trucks. There were no differences 
between groups on whether t o  keep the 55 mph speed limit, with three-quarters or more 
of each group saying yes. 

An ORC survey in 1975 found those with more education more likely to  feel that  it was 
more important tha t  money be  spent on mass transit than on highways (see Table B-26) 
11291. Persons with more education were more favorable toward mass transit in general 
and toward policies which would raise t he  price of gasoline but not otherwise restrict  
their driving. Their positive att i tudes toward mass transit were not supported, however, 
by their responses as to  whether they would use it. 

Summary 

In general, the educational level of the individual seems t o  be an important correlate of 
energy atti tudes and behaviors. Persons with more education were shown in a number of 
studies to  be more likely to  believe in an energy problem and its seriousness 1106, 117, 
119, 120, 130, 134, 154, 175, 1811. The more educated individuals were also more likely 
t o  expect future shortages [142; 172; Roper, l978d.  The higher the educational level, 
t he  less likely the  individual was to  think tha t  energy self-sufficiency was possible for  
the United States  113 1, 133, 3081. 

Educational level was positively related t o  favoring the speed-up of solar energy 
development, and negatively related to  the  development of other energy sources or 
technologies [141]. Solar energy was, in fact,  among the first two long-range energy 



TABLE B-26 

PEFEFUlNCES FOK SPENDING TRANSPORTATION FUNDS 
BY EDUCATION 

At this time, do you t h i n k  it is more important to spend money o n  mass 
transit or more important to spend money on highways? [129]  

Education 

Proportion Indicating 
More More Spend Money Spend 

Mass Transit Highways On Both No Money 

Less than high 
school complete 53% 22 9 2 

High school complete 6 1 27 4 2 
Some college 74 13 7 2 



supply choices for all education groups [152, 3031. Educational level was also positively 
related t o  favoring energy conservation policies. 

Those with more education were somewhat more likely to  express approval for Carter's 
handling of the energy crisis and for his energy plan. The performance of the business 
community in handling responsibility during the energy crisis was judged more harshly by 
the more educated groups 1137, 1391. 

Level of education was positively related to knowledge about the  energy system, such as 
the presence of a federal energy agency, awareness that  the United States must import 
oil, knowledge about wind and solar energy, and awareness of energy-related information 
[106, 109, 120, 139, 144, 218, 256, 3031. 

Education was found in most cases to be positively related to environmental protection 
attitudes, even in cases where i t  would cost the  person more [lO6, 128, 131, 134, 3031 . 
Awareness of nuclear energy issues raised in the media and the political arena was 
positively related to  the level of education [ l4 l ,  2 15, 308, 3 111. 

Those with more education were more likely to  favor the development of nuclear power 
[14 1, 22 11. They were also more likely to consider nuclear plants as  safe [14l, 3 111. 

Education was found to be positively related to  a preference for generating electricity by 
using solar energy and to a more favorable appraisal of the attributes of solar energy 
[lO6, 252, 3031. 

Persons with more education were more likely to think that  home conservation efforts 
can make a difference [106, 1311. Those with less education, however, felt  that  they 
were conserving more than other people and were more likely to say that reducing the 
electricity they used would be difficult [106, 130, 1311. 

Persons with higher education were more likely to  favor carpools, building gas-saving 
cars, improving public transportation, and raising the price of or taxes on gasoline [310]. 
The highly educated individuals tended, however, to resist measures that would limit 
their ability to drive, such as  rationing of gasoline or voluntary reduction of their driving 
by one-fourt h [3 1 01 . 
More educated individuals were more likely to feel that money should be spent on mass 
transit rather than highways and that  improved mass transit would benefit the  United 
States a s  a whole [129]. 

INCOME 

Family income was frequently used as a sociodemographic variable in the present 
universe of surveys. However, t h e  surveys varied widely both in the number and type of 
income categories employed, making the task of discerning patterns of findings 
difficult. In addition, family income is not a clear measure of the relative economic 
status of a respondent. In particular, family size would be expected to  exert a 
confounding influence on the relationship between income and economic well being. 

Recently, more attention has been directed to the issue of equity in energy policy, 
indicating that analyses of energy attitudes and behavior by income will become an 
increasingly important analytical task. 



Perception of the Enem Situation 

A national survey in  the  spring of 1977 revealed t ha t  there  was l i t t l e  difference of 
opinion by income level among those rating t h e  energy situation "not at all ~ e r i o u s , ' ~  with 
slightly more of those in the  $5,000 t o  $6,999 range of this opinion than those making 
$20,000 or over. Those making under $3,000 were  most likely t o  r a t e  i t  very serious (58 
percent), followed by the  highest income group ($20,000 or over, 49 percent); 45 percent 
or fewer  of all other groups saw i t  as very serious. 

However, when one combines those ra t ing it very or fairly serious, the  highest group was 
slightly more likely than those in e i ther  t h e  $5,000 t o  $6,999 range or under $3,000 t o  
r a t e  the  problem as serious [1281. In November of tha t  year, those under $3,000 were 
slightly less likely t o  see t h e  problem as very or fairly serious than were those in t h e  
$10,000 t o  $14,999 or the  $20,000 or over ranges. Those in the  $15,000 t o  $19,999 range 
were  slightly more likely than those in  t h e  $3,000 t o  $4,999 range t o  repor t  i t  "not a t  all 
seriousTt [175]. I t  appears from these  two surveys t ha t  belief in the  crisis bears no 
monotonic relationship with income. 

However, a number of other surveys, employing fewer income categories, revealed 
grea te r  belief among those with higher incomes [Perlman and Warren, 1975; Gottl ieb and 
Matre, 1976; 106; 181; Stearns, 19751. One study reported no difference by income in  
rating t h e  seriousness of t h e  crisis (Opinion Research Corporation, 1974). Although t h e  
evidence is somewhat mixed, i t  suggests t ha t  belief in the  crisis is somewhat related t o  
income, with higher income groups generally expressing grea te r  belief. 

Two 1975 national surveys asked respondents t o  decide which of unemployment, inflation, 
and t h e  energy shortage was t h e  most important problem [128, 134 .  In both surveys, 
unemployment ranked first, followed by inflation and the  energy shortage for all income 
groups. In t h e  first, those over $15,000 were  slightly less likely to c i t e  unemployment 
than the  two lower groups, those under $10,000 were slightly less likely than the  others 
t o  cite inflation, and those over $15,000 were slightly more likely t o  cite t he  energy 
shortage. In the  second, those over $15,000 were slightly less likely t o  c i t e  
unemployment, those under $7,000 were sorn ewhat less likely t o  cite inflation, and t he r e  
were  no differences in those citing the  energy shortage. When a 1976 national survey 
asked t o  which issues respondents wished Congressional representatives t o  pay attention,  
those under $6,000 were somewhat less likely than others t o  cite development of a 
national energy policy, while those over $18,000 were less likely t o  c i t e  hiring t h e  
unemployed in government jobs or s t r i c te r  labeling of f w d  [168]. 

A 1977 national survey inquired about t h e  two or th ree  issues of most concern t o  
respondents. There were no differences by income in cit ing recession/unemployment; 
money t o  pay bills declined as a concern with rising income; t h e  fuel  and energy crisis 
increased with income as an issue of importance, with greates t  support among groups 
making over $12,000; pollution of a i r  and water  was somewhat more important t o  t h e  
group making under $6,000 than t o  more affluent groups [154. A 1977 Denver survey 
found t ha t  average ranking of t h e  energy issue declined with rising income [1201. These 
findings on the  relative salience of the  energy issue provide slight support for the  notion 
t h a t  i t s  perceived importance is positively re la ted to income. 

Talarzyk and Omura (1 975) reported no relationship between income and at t r ibuted 
responsibility fo r  t h e  energy crisis, nor did a 1973 national survey [213]. Bultena (1976) 
found tha t  upper class respondents (defined by educational at tainment,  occupation, house 
value, and average rent), saw energy shortages as due t o  dwindling energy supplies, 



wasteful energy use, and population growth, while middle and lower classes blamed large 
oil companies and government favoritism t o  these companies. A 1976 Colorado Springs 
study found that ,  of those believing t he  crisis t o  be  serious, the re  was an  inverse 
relationship between income and mention of f inite resources as a cause [104]. 

A 1977 national survey found t he  following differences in attr ibution of blame: those 
under $7,000 were somewhat less likely t o  blame t he  Administration and Congress, 
e lect r ic  power companies, environmentalists, American consurn ers, and Arab countries 
than were higher income groups; on all of these, the  percentage attr ibuting blame 
increased with income. Those over $25,000 were somewhat less likely than other  groups 
t o  blame oil companies. Those over $25,000 were somewhat more likely than those in t he  
$15,000 t o  $25,000 range t o  blame Israel [151]. 

These findings permit  no conclusion t o  be  drawn about t he  relationship between income 
and attr ibution of responsibilities for t h e  energy crisis. The evidence suggests, however, 
t ha t  higher income persons may be somewhat more likely than those with lower incomes 
t o  blame impersonal factors  such as population growth and finiteness of supply, and less 
likely t o  blame institutions and persons in society. A 1974 national survey found those 
under $1 2,000 were  slightly less likely than those over $12,000 t o  consider sufficient t h e  
s teps  taken t o  deal with the  energy crisis; those in t he  $6,000 t o  $12,000 range were 
slightly more likely than all others t o  believe more dras t ic  s teps  were  needed; those 
under $6,000 were slightly more likely t o  report  they did not know [ l 7 4 .  In 1975, those 
under $3,000 were  most likely t o  approve of "the way Car te r  is dealing with t he  energy 
situationu (57 percent), followed by those over $20,000 (48 percent). Least support (34 
percent) was found among those in t h e  $7,000 t o  $9,999 range [3091. When this s ame  
question was repeated in 1977, least support (57 -percent)  was found among those over 
$20,000, and t he  most support was found among those $5,000 t o  $6,999 (68 percent)  [217]. 

Later  in 1977, most favorable reaction t o  Carter's energy plan was found among those 
over $20,000 (63 percent), least among those under $3,000 (47 percent)  [218]. The s ame  
survey found those $3,000 t o  $4,999 (43 percent)  most likely t o  fee l  the re  were  too  many 
sacrifices in t he  plan; those over $20,000 were least likely t o  be  of this opinion (27 
percent). Those $7,000 t o  $9,999 were most likely t o  consider t h e  plan !'about right" (42 
percent), those under $3,000 least likely (22 percent). The highest income group were  
most likely t o  report  not enough sacrifices (36 percent), t h e  $3,000 t o  $4,999 group least 
likely (13 percent). The lowest income group was most likely t o  have no opinion. 
Another 1977 survey found the  largest  disparities between t he  lowest and highest income 
groups: those over $25,000 were slightly more likely than those under $7,000 t o  consider 
t h e  plan !'about in line," and somewhat more likely t o  fee l  i t  did not go  f a r  enough. The 
lowest group was somewhat more likely t o  have no opinion [1471. It is difficult t o  discern 
a pat tern  of opinion by income on President Carter's plan due t o  t he  number and diversity 
of income categories, as well as t he  absence of monotonic relationships. 

A 1974 survey revealed no differences of opinion by income on t h e  possibility t ha t  t he  
United S ta tes  could be self-sufficient in energy supplies [308]. A 1974 survey revealed no  
difference by income in opinion on whether t h e  United S ta tes  would run out of natural  
gas or oil in t he  next t en  years [137]. Another study found no difference in opinion in 
expectations about whether t h e  energy shortage would become more severe  over t he  next 
few months (Opinion Research Corporation, 1974). A 1977 survey found no difference in 
expectations for a severe shortage next year [1501. A 1975 Ohio study found no 
difference by income in expectations about a future  e lect r ic i ty  shortage [122]. 



Several studies did report income differences on expectations regarding the shortage, 
however. The 1974 study cited above found those under $10,000 and those $10,000 t o  
$15,000 somewhat less likely t o  expect a natural gas shortage in the  next 50 years, and 
the lowest group w8s found t o  be slightly less likely than the middle and somewhat more 
likely than the highest t o  expect an oil shortage in that  t ime period [13fl. Another study 
found the same pattern for coal as that  found above for oil [139l. A 1974 survey found 
those $12,000 t o  $18,000 t o  be slightly more likely and those over $18,000 somewhat 
more likely than lower income groups to  feel that  the oil shortage was real and would get  
worse 11721. A 1975 Texas study, however, reported that  lower and middle income groups 
were more likely to  agree that  the energy problem would persist over the  next five to  20 
years [I  8 11. Those over $1 5,000 were slightly less inclined t o  expect another oil embargo 
to  be "very likelyTt when compared to  lower income groups, as  revealed in a 1975 national 
survey, and they were somewhat less inclined t o  expect re-emergence of long gasoline 
lines [l29]. Another 1973-74 national survey revealed that  more affluent groups were 
more pessimistic about the possibility of getting gasoline [l42]. A 1974 survey revealed 
tha t  those in the $6,000 to $12,000 range were slightly more likely t o  be of the opinion 
that  there would not be a gasoline shortage the  next summer [172]. These findings reveal 
no consistent pattern of difference of opinion by income of the possibility of future 
energy shortages. There is a tendency in the data toward higher income groups expecting 
longer-term shortages, which would be consistent with their greater reported belief in 
the crisis, but the evidence is not entirely consistent with this conclusion. 

A 1976 survey in five s tates  revealed no difference by income regarding opinions on the 
following policy options: producing as much as possible, importing the rest; producing as 
much as possible, but limiting use [303]. This survey found that  support for a policy of 
rationing energy so  that  none need be imported declined significantly with income. A 
1977 national survey found that  somewhat fewer of those under $7,000 fel t  that a major 
effort  should be put into developing new energy sources and conservation [151]. Two 
national surveys, one in 1974 and one in 1975, revealed that  higher income groups tended 
t o  be more supportive of a policy of exporting food t o  pay for oil, even if this meant 
higher food costs [128, 1371. 

This greater concern among lower income groups for lower food prices most likely 
reflects the fact  of their greater inability t o  absorb energy-related price increases. 
Several studies have documented that  lower income groups experience more financial 
strain due t o  energy price increases 1181; Newman and Day, 1975; Unseld et al., 1978; 
Grier, 19761. A Michigan study revealed that  more low income people perceived gasoline 
price increases as a great problem, but that  there were no differences for heating oil or 
electricity t1061. A 1973-74 national survey found that  feelings of relative deprivation 
decreased at higher income levels [1421. Unseld et al. (1978) reported that  among the 
elderly poor a variety of negative impacts (lifestyle, safety, health) were more likely t o  
be found among those of lower income. 

Three national surveys, one in 1974 and two in 1975, inquired if prices had increased 
because of the  energy shortage [137, 139, 3081. In the  first, there were no income- 
related differences. In the second two, those under $10,000 were more likely t o  report 
food price increases. In the second of these, those in the  $10,000 t o  $15,000 range were 
slightly more likely than the other groups t o  report that  the price of lteverythingn had 
gone up. A 1974 Washington, D.C. study found that  lower income groups were more 
likely to  report that  a family member had been laid off or had overtime or working hours 
cut due to  the energy crisis [121]. A 1974 national survey found that those under $1 0,000 
were slightly less likely t o  believe that  oil and gasoline price increases had a great deal 
or a fair amount to  do with the ra te  of inflation, and it found no income differences in 



rating the  relative price increase of gasoline, a s  compared with other commodities 
[3081. A 1975 Ohio study revealed no income differences in reports of "getting one's 
money's worth" in buying natural gas or electricity, but found those under $10,000 
somewhat more likely to  report not "getting one's money's worthft on gasoline [122]. 

These findings indicate that  a disproportionate share of impacts from the nation's energy 
problems have been borne by the lowest income groups. 

Etmergy and the Environment 

A 1977 national survey revealed no differences by income in response to  the question of 
whether or not environmental regulations had gone far  enough, nor was there a 
difference by income revealed for preference for environmental quality versus increased 
energy production [1481. A 1974 national survey showed no differences by income in 
association of power plants and oil refineries with pollution, nor with judgments of how 
much increased energy production would damage the environment [3081. This same 
survey showed that  those over $15,000 were slightly more likely to  name water pollution 
and oil spills, and somewhat more likely to name strip mining, as the most serious 
problems if the United States tried to  be self-sufficient, There were no differences 
regarding air pollution, nuclear wastes, or radioactivity. This survey found greatest 
support for building power plants and refineries in already polluted areas among those 
making $10,000 to  $15,000, somewhat more support than found among the higher and 
lower income groups. A 1977 national survey revealed that support for relaxed air 
standards to permit industrial conversion to coal increased with income [2181. 

Bultena (1976) reported that upper classes tended to  support environmental quality while 
lower classes favored low energy. In a similar tradeoff of environmental quality versus 
personal impacts, Barnaby and Reizenstein (1975) reported higher income groups tended 
to prefer less home heating if i t  meant less pollution. 

When asked if they would favor use of pollution-free energy if this entailed cost 
increases, lower income groups were significantly more likely to  oppose such a policy, as  
revealed in a 1976 survey conducted in five s tates  [3031. Similarly, a 1975 national 
survey showed that  lower income groups fel t  i t  was more important to  keep electricity 
prices lower than to have strip-mining regulations [128], and a 1974-75 survey showed 
lower income groups to be  more supportive of "getting coal a t  the cheapest possible costn 
than of strict laws for strip mining [1311. A 1975 Kentucky study showed slightly more 
low income people in favor of banning strip mining [221] and a 1975 study in the 
Yellowstone River Basin showed that the poorest group (under $3,000) was least 
supportive of developing new coal mines [208. These findings suggest a pattern of 
greater environmental support among low income groups except where environmental 
quality is posed a s  entailing higher consum er costs. 

Knowle9geability and Information Sources 

A clear pattern of differences by income on knowledgeability about energy issues was 
revealed in a number of surveys: thme  of higher income generally reported greater 
knowledge about energy issues. A 1977 national survey revealed that objective 
knowledge about the fac t  tha t  this country imports oil increased steadily with income, 
ranging from 41 percent for those under $3,000 to  65 percent for those $20,000 or over. 
Of those who knew we imported oil, the lowest group was somewhat less likely to  give 



correct estimates of what percentage was imported [2181. In two surveys that  inquired if 
respondents were aware that  the government had established an agency t o  be responsible 
for energy policy, the lowest group was somewhat or notably less knowledgeable than the 
higher groups, and knowledge increased directly with income [139, 2561. A 1975 national 
survey showed the  lowest income group to  be slightly less aware than the middle, and 
notably less aware than the highest income group, of EPA/FEA mileage figures for cars 
[1441. The same pattern was found in a 1974 national survey that  inquired if respondents 
had seen or read articles or advertisements about gas mileage for new cars 13081. 

A 1975 Ohio study revealed that lower income groups were more likely t o  report they did 
not know how much electric rates  had increased over the past two years [122L A 1976 
Michigan study, however, revealed l i t t le  differences by income groups (dichotomized a t  
$15,000) on ten energy awareness items 11061. A 1976 survey in five s tates  reveqled no 
differences in knowledge of wind as a source of electricity, but found that  income was 
significantly and directly related to  knowledge of solar energy as such a source [3031. A 
1976 Colorado Springs study indicated that  higher income groups reported knowing or 
having read more about solar energy [104], while a national survey showed that  the 
percentage of those following media discussions on nuclear energy development increased 
directly with income (Gallup, 1976). A 1976 New Hampshire study found that the 
percentage of those who read information from the electric company increased directly 
with income [253]. Two other studies reported that income exerts a positive influence 
on energy knowledge (Kilkeary, 1975; Gottlieb and Matre, 1975). These findings show a 
strong pattern of greater knowledgeability with increasing income. 

A 1975 Ohio study showed no income differences in sources of information used or in 
ratings of the credibility of seven sources of information [122]. A 1975 national survey 
found that  those $12,000 t o  $18,000 and above $18,000 were slightly more likely than 
those below $18,000 t o  believe the FTC on reasons for price increases. Belief in Ralph 
Nader increased with income. Citing major oil companies as a source one is least 
inclined to  believe was markedly higher for all groups above $6,000 than for those below 
[170]. A 1974 national survey showed that those under $10,000 were somewhat more 
likely than higher income groups to believe that auto companies provide more reliable 
information on gasoline mileage, and were somewhat less likely t o  ci te  government 
agencies [3081. A 1975 survey also showed this group t o  be somewhat less inclined t o  cite 
government agencies as a reliable source, while they were somewhat more likely than 
other groups to  say they did not know who was more reliable [133]. A 1977 Denver study 
showed declining credibility ratings for local television stations with increasing income, 
and increased credibility by income for ERDA and a group of scientists and engineers 
[1201. No clear relationship between income and credibility of various sources is evident 
in these findings. 

Solar Energy 

The present universe of studies included a large amount of information on atti tudes 
toward solar energy tha t  was broken down by income categories. A 1976 survey 
conducted in five s tates  indicated a significant (p L -01) positive relationship between 
income and preference for solar energy as a source orproduction of electricity [303]. No 
such relationship was found in preference for wind as an electricity source in that 
survey. However, when respondents were asked, "In general, what do you think about the 
idea of using windmills to  generate electric power?", a significant (p L .01) difference by 
income group was found. Those in the  $12,000 t o  $19,999 category showed the  most 
preference, followed by $7,000 t o  $11,999, then $20,000 or over, and finally under 



$7,000. When this survey asked "Which one source should be used the - most?", 
preferences were again significantly different by income level (p L .01). Preference for 
solar energy and nuclear energy was positively correlated with inczme; hydroelectricity, 
wind energy, and oil and natural gas showed an inverse relationship with income; while 
coal was most preferred by the five mid-income groups. A 1977 national survey also 
showed that preference for solar and nuclear energy increased with income, while 
preference for oil from offshore wells decreased with income [152]. A 1976 Colorado 
Springs study also showed an increase with income of preference for solar energy and 
nuclear energy, while preference for coal decreased. Preference for geothermal energy 
and wind showed no income relationships. Preference for wood showed generally 
declining support with income, with the exception that those in the $20,000 to $24,999 
bracket showed a somewhat greater preference than all other groups [104]. These 
surveys showed a clear and consistent trend for greater support for nuclear and solar 
energy among higher income groups, with the opposite holding for fossil fuel sources. 
One might hypothesize that lower income groups, who experience the most difficulty 
paying for energy costs, tend to see solar and nuclear energy as incapable of providing 
significant amounts of energy in a time frame that could ease their energy cost burdens. 

The Colorado Springs study (1976) asked respondents if they would choose their present 
heating system or a solar system if costs were equal and why [104]. Over half chose the 
solar system, while 35 percent chose their present system. No discernible patterns by 
income for reason for the choice of a solar system were apparent. Two other questions 
revealed that, while there was no relationship between income and additional costs 
respondents were willing to accept for a solar system in their present or a new home, in 
both cases higher income groups would be willing to accept a longer recovery time for 
initial costs. When asked the same question regarding a supplemental heating system for 
the present home, higher income people were willing to accept both higher costs and 
longer recovery periods. This survey found no relationship between income and belief 
that the law should protect a solar house owner from shading resulting from a house, 
trees, etc. on a neighbor% property. There was a weak relationship between income and 
belief in individual versus utility ownership: higher income groups tended to favor 
private ownership, while lower groups tended to prefer utility ownership. A similar 
pattern held for preference for individual systems versus central collectors, with higher 
income groups tending to favor individual systems. 

A 1975 study in Texas and Arizona revealed that for those above $3,000, there is little 
difference in maximum acceptable time to recover investments in solar energy [1811. 

A 1976 study in San Diego County indicated no clear relationship between income and 
estimated cost of solar systems, or agreement with the statements that a solar system 
llwould look good when installed on your roof,I1 that "installation is simple and fast,ll or 
that one "will last a long timew 12021. Belief that %olar will increase the value of your 
homen appeared to decline with income. While over 50 percent of all income groups in 
that survey believed that solar energy is ltavailable now," there was a tendency for belief 
that solar would be available in 10 or more years to be held more frequently by lower 
income groups. 

A national survey in January 1979 asked respondents about current ownership of solar 
systems (Roper, 1979). Of all income categories, none showed more than 0.5 percent 
solar ownership except those earning $7,000 to $15,000, one percent of whom reported 
solar ownership. Considering solar system purchase in the next two to three years were 



25 percent of the highest income group (~$25,000), 20 percent of those earning $15,000- 
25,000, 13 percent of those earning $7,000-15,000, and five percent of those with 
incomes less than $7,000. 

Nuclear Energy 

Nuclear energy was also a topic frequently analyzed by level of income. A 1974 national 
survey revealed that  those feeling very or fairly favorable toward nuclear energy 
increased with income: the highest group (over $15,000) were somewhat more likely (80 
percent) t o  take such a position than the  lowest (under $10,000, 63 percent). Those 
considering themselves fairly or very unfavorable declined with income, while the lowest 
group was slightly more likely to  report no opinion [308]. Two national surveys in 1975 
and 1976 also reported increasing support for the idea of building more nuclear power 
plants in the  United States; opposition showed no clear relationship t o  income in these 
surveys, while lack of an opinion increased with declining income [141]. Another survey, 
which asked how important respondents felt  i t  was t o  build more nuclear power plants "in 
order to  meet the future power needs of the nation," tended t o  support this pattern 
(Gallup, 1 9 7 6). 

A 1974 national survey inquired into feelings "about having a nuclear power plant within 
20 miles of where you livef1 [3081. Favorability increased with income, with notably more 
of those over $15,000 (69 percent) very or fairly favorable than those under $10,000 (45 
percent). Feelings of unfavorability declined with rising income, as did lack of opinion. 
Two national surveys in 197 5 and 1976 showed increasing favorability with increasing 
income toward "having nuclear power as the main source of energy for electric power in 
your communityn 11411. Opposition was not as clearly related t o  income, but uncertainty 
declined with increasing income. Another survey also showed increasing support with 
income of feelings about a nuclear power plant "within five miles of here," no pattern by 
income for opposition, but increasing lack of opinion with declining income (Gallup, 
1976). A 1974 study in Los Angeles County showed family income to  be positively 
related to  support for building more nuclear power plants in the county [2071. 

These findings, together with those reported in the previous section where nuclear energy 
was compared with other power sources, show a pattern of increasing favorability toward 
nuclear power with increasing income, and also greater reported uncertainty among 
lower income groups. This is consistent with the conclusions of the review by Melber et 
ale (1977) who hypothesized that this pattern is due to  differences among income groups 
in concern about economic growth and energy needs t o  support growth. This hypothesis 
is difficult to  understand, however, since one would expect lower income groups t o  be at 
least as concerned with economic growth as higher income groups. 

With regard to  perception of safety of nearby atomic energy plants, a 1977 national 
survey showed those over $25,000 t o  be notably more likely t o  consider one safe than 
those under $7,000, while low income groups were again more likely not t o  know [148]. 
No strong patterns by income were evident in a 1974 national survey that  asked about 
"serious problems associated with nuclear power plantsu [308]. But another survey 
showed tha t  belief that  nuclear plants "are safe enoughtf declined with declining income: 
notably more of those $20,000 or over (44 percent) believed they were safe than those 
under $3,000 (20 percent) (Gallup, 1976). These findings suggest tha t  differing 
perceptions of nuclear safety account at least in part for incomelevel difference in 
attitudes toward nuclear power as a source of energy. 



A 1977 national survey showed that for both the issue of making decisions on atomic 
plant siting and that of atomic waste disposal, higher income groups were notably less in 
favor of having the voting public make these decisions than were lower income groups 
[15% 

Energy Conservation 

To interpret survey results in the appropriate context, i t  is important to consider the 
energy use patterns of various income groups prior to  examining attitudes and behavior 
with regard to energy conservation. Newman and Day (1975), in their extensive survey of 
energy consumption patterns, discovered that the poor used less energy and paid more for 
i t  (as a percentage of income) than did other income groups. Warkov (1976) similarly 
found that  in the  Houston metropolitan area, the higher was the income, the higher the  
consumption of energy and the  lower the relative proportion of household budget spent on 
energy. Unseld e t  ale (1978) confirmed this pattern of minimal energy use and high 
proportion of income devoted to  energy costs among a sample of elderly poor residents of 
New York State. This pattern of usage can be expected to influence conservation 
behavior and attitudes. 

A 197 3 national survey asked respondents if they thought tlcontrols on the use of energy- 
that  is, gasoline, oil, and electricity--should be made more strict, less strict, or kept 
about the same as they are now?" [214. Support for more strict controls increased with 
income: those over $20,000 were notably more likely to support such a position (49 
percent) than were those under $3,000 (29 percent); the latter group were notably more 
likely (61 percent) to favor "about the samet1 controls than the former (41 percent). Few 
(no more than seven percent of any group) favored less strict controls. 

A 1976 New Hampshire survey indicated that support for time-of-day pricing for 
electricity increased with income [253]. This suggests less perceived flexibility in energy 
use patterns among lower income groups, most likely reflecting minimal usage. This 
survey found little difference by income in concern expressed about the amount of 
electricity being used in the home. A 1973-74 national survey found the lowest 
preference for daylight savings time in the lower income classes, again perhaps 
reflecting less flexibility in time patterns of energy use among this group [14a. 

A Michigan survey found no difference by income in eight of 10 items measuring 
attitudes toward conservation [106]. More low income people (50 percent) than high (40 
percent) agreed that "If most Americans continue their present high level of living they 
will deprive people in poorer parts of the world of basic necessities." A 1977 Denver 
study showed no income differences in interest in membership in conservation-oriented 
organizations [120]. 

A 1977 national survey found slightly more of those making over $15,000 than those 
making under $7,000 agreed that  a more austere life due to energy shortages would be a 
good thing (see description of this item in section on age) [150]. 

One survey found those making under $7,000 to  be more inclined to report making a 
"great deal of effort to save energy, compared with other people you knowu (Opinion 
Research Corporation, 1974). A 1975 national survey that asked this same question 
revealed the same pattern [134. A 1977 Denver study revealed that  higher income 
groups gave higher estimates of utility costs that  could be saved through conservation. 
One survey revealed no difference by income in opinion on Ifhow much impact personal 



conservation efforts have on total consumption of energyT1 (Opinion Research 
Corporation, 1974d). A Michigan study showed that  low income groups were more likely 
t o  believe tha t  !Ithe amount of energy all American families could save is unimportant 
compared to the amount of energy that  government and industry could savetr [1061. 
These findings suggest that lower income groups, most likely because they have l i t t le  
room to curtail energy use, see l i t t le  potential for significant savings through 
conservation by consumers, yet they reported more effort t o  conserve, probably out of 
economic necessity. 

A 1974 national survey revealed that the lowest income group (under $10,000) was 
slightly more likely than the middle ($1 0,000 t o  $1 5,000) t o  see Ifthe publicn as having the  
most responsibility to  see t o  i t  Ifthat we do not use up our supplies of natural resources" 
[137]. Similarly, somewhat fewer of the  lowest than the  highest group rated the  federal 
government's job in this effort l1poorV; the same pattern held for ratings of "the business 
communityv and Itthe publicl1 [1391. Another survey conducted in Ohio in 1975 again 
revealed that  more high income than low income people believed that  "the electric 
company is doing as much as it should t o  help people save on electricityr1 [1221. The 
lowest income group was least likely t o  say that I1most big companies and institutionsT1 
were not doing anything t o  save electricity; however, this group was also least likely t o  
believe they were, while 30 percent did not know. This survey also found the lowest 
group slightly less inclined t o  believe tha t  "most people" a re  doing anything t o  save 
electricity. The lowest group was least inclined to  believe that electricity was "being 
wasted or used unnecessarily." Belief that electricity was being wasted in nonresidential 
use tended to increase with income. It is difficult to  discern a clear pattern of income 
difference regarding perceived efficacy of personal efforts t o  conserve, or with regard t o  
ratings of efforts in various sectors. Low income groups appeared t o  be confused or of 
mixed opinion on these issues. 

Survey results on energy conservation behavior are numerous and difficult t o  interpret. 
A Michigan study indicated that  on all five items in which respondents were asked how 
difficult it would be t o  reduce energy consumption, low income groups reported more 
difficulty, particularly in reducing the temperature of homes in winter when sleeping, 
probably indicating already reduced use [106]. Similarly, a 1974 national survey showed a 
somewhat greater tendency for low income groups t o  report keeping specific rooms 
lighted, while a preference for keeping the whole house "lit upv increased with income 
[139]. These findings tend t o  confirm a pattern of already minimal use among lower 
income groups who would therefore be less likely t o  report new energy conservation 
behaviors. 

A 1974 Los Angeles County study revealed no variance by income in energy use reduction 
A 1975 study in New York revealed a significant positive correlation between 

income and conservation behavior, as revealed in a five item "Changed Practice IndexT1 
(p1.05) (Kilkeary, 1975). A 1974 national survey also showed increasing energy 
conservation actions with increasing income, in particular, for turning off household 
lights and adjusting thermostats downward [26O]. Talarzyk and Omura (1 975) reported 
tha t  highest income groups are most likely to report changes in activities t o  conserve 
energy. Warren and Clifford (1 975) similarly reported more conservation efforts with 
increasing income, with a sharp break at $10,000. Grier (1976) reported that energy 
conservation measures were directly and positively related t o  income, with some 
exceptions in the middle income categories. A 1975 Ohio study showed that higher 
income groups reported increased cutting back on heat or air conditioning 11221. In this 
study, the middle group reported more cutting back on use of washing 
machine/dryer/dishwasher (probably reflecting differential ownership of these 



appliances). A Michigan study similarly showed higher income groups reporting m ore 
limiting of hot water for bathing, dishwashing and washing clothes, and for sharing 
equipment such as lawn mowers and power tools. Lower income groups reported more 
cleaning and servicing of heating equipment [lO6]. 

Taken together, t he  above findings can be  interpreted as indicating tha t  lower income 
groups reported less conservation behavior than higher groups because they are  already 
using minimal energy. A 1975 Texas study, however, revealed tha t  lower income groups 
claimed greater conservation efforts. A 1976 national survey showed that  the lowest 
income category was somewhat more likely than other groups to  report tha t  their 
children had made special efforts to  save electricity or heat "as a result of things they 
learned in s ~ h o o l . ~  A 1975 Texas study showed that  upper income groups will continue t o  
consume energy despite price increases, while low groups a re  already at a minimum. The 
middle groups have the  most flexibility and show the  greatest  decrease in use in response 
to  price increases (Walker and Draper, 1975). 

A 1977 national survey showed that  driving less to  reduce energy use increased with 
income [220]. On 11 other items, differences showed no clear pattern of income 
relationship; it did appear that  middle income groups had a tendency t o  report more 
conserving behavior than other groups in general. 

The pattern revealed in these results is the following: higher income groups tend to  
report more conservation than lower income groups in general; this most likely is a 
function of their higher absolute levels of consumption and consequent ability to  cu t  
back. There appears to  be a level of income above which conservation decreases, most 
likely due t o  insensitivity t o  energy costs. 

Energy Conservation in Tramportation 

A large number of surveys inquired about conservation in the transportation sector by 
income categories. A 1977 national survey revealed tha t  the only difference in size of 
car  ownership by income was that  those over $25,000 were slightly more likely than those 
under $7,000 to  own a full-size car. The former group was also somewhat more likely 
than the la t te r  t o  plan to  buy one [1501. However, a 1978 national survey revealed no 
income differences in concern with gasoline mileage [3081. A Michigan study also 
reported no differences in  keeping cars "in good running ordern [1O6]. But a 1975 national 
survey showed tha t  those under $10,000 were somewhat less likely to  ge t  cars tuned 
every six months than were higher groups 1148. 

A 1973 national survey showed somewhat more of higher than lower income groups 
believing a 55 rnph speed limit was a good idea, and they were also somewhat more 
inclined to consider it a poor idea, while lower income groups were notably more inclined 
not to  have heard of the energy crisis [2111. A 1977 national survey found opposition to  
t he  55 mph speed limit increasing with income, though most (69 peraent or more of all 
groups) favored it [21% Lower income groups tended t o  report less compliance with this 
law; however, a Michigan study found no difference in compliance [1061. The 1977 survey 
also found increasing support by income for a 55 mph or higher limit for trucks [Zlfl. 
Reports tha t  it would be very difficult to  reduce driving by one-fourth increased with 
income, with the highest group notably more likely than the lowest to report this, as 
revealed in a 1977 national survey [3101. This survey found no clear pattern of difference 
by income on opinion regarding the importance of reducing driving by one-fourth, but 
higher income groups tended to consider i t  less important than did lower groups [3 1 01. A 



1974 Washington, D .C., study reported increasing travel restrictions among higher 
income groups [1211. But a 1975 Kentucky study found that poverty groups were more 
likely than high income groups to say they would voluntarily use a car less often [2211. A 
1973-74 national survey showed that of four methods to cut down on use of gasoline 
( tuneup car, drive slower, buy car with better mileage, cut amount of driving), all were 
positively related to income [1421. A Michigan study found that of eight possible 
transportation-related behaviors, on only one (taking vacations close to home) was there 
an income difference: lower income groups were more likely to  report this [1O61. A 1976 
national survey showed those over $15,000 to  be  slightly to somewhat less likely than 
lower income groups to  report that they did not drive their children around less "because 
of things they learned in schooP [130]. These findings on driving behavior or attitudes 
suggest no compelling differences by income. 

Eight surveys looked a t  various policies for saving gasoline. A 1974 national survey 
showed declining support by income for a policy of higher gasoline prices for those 
driving over 200 miles per week [3081. Higher income groups were also least supportive 
of higher gasoline prices for those with cars getting less than 15 mpg, but this survey 
showed no difference in preference for higher taxes on gasoline as  opposed to higher 
taxes on cars with low mileage. A 1974 national survey found the same lack of 
difference on the lat ter  item 11 3 a .  

A 1974 national survey showed those in the $10,000 to  $15,000 range to be somewhat 
more supportive than the lower group and slightly more supportive than the higher group 
of conserving gasoline as opposed to paying higher prices and using as much as one wants 
[3081. Three national surveys, one in 1974, one in 1974-75, and one in 1975, showed the  
highest income group to be least favorable to rationing with maintenance of current 
prices, while support for higher prices and somewhat limited availability increased with 
income. Few of any group favored substantially higher prices with unlimited availability 
[129, 131, 3081. Another 1974 survey showed a similar pattern, but in this the middle 
income group most favored rationing [13a. A 1975 Kentucky study also showed that 
lower income groups favored rationing 12211. A 1975 national survey also showed 
increasing support by income for paying higher prices with no rationing. It showed also 
that  higher income groups fel t  that raising prices was the most effective method of 
solving the energy problem [134. A 1977 national survey also showed increasing 
opposition to rationing with income [310], while another survey in that year showed 
increasing support with income for price increases as  opposed to  rationing 12201. Another 
1977 national survey showed no clear differences by income on nine alternatives proposed 
as ways to reduce gasoline consumption; there were differences between various income 
groups on various proposed m easures, but no direct relationships with income were 
apparent [3101. The obvious and compelling pattern in these revealed attitudes toward 
gasoline policy is one of self-interest: lower income groups favor rationing with lower 
prices, while those who are better able to afford higher prices consistently oppose limits 
on availability of gasoline. 

A 1975 national survey revealed that higher paid individuals were more likely to  drive 
themselves to  work, as did a 1973-74 national survey 1142, 141. The lat ter  survey 
showed no clear pattern of use of public transportation by income. A 1975 national 
survey showed the highest income group to  be notably more likely than the  lowest t o  
consider driving onets own car more expensive than using public transportation; the lat ter  
were slightly more likely than the former to consider public transportation more 
expensive [129]. This survey showed no difference by income among those reporting they 
would not use public transportation if i t  ran twice as of ten; the highest income group was 
notably more likely than the lowest to say they would, while the lowest group was more 



likely not to know. The highest income group was somewhat more likely and the middle 
slightly more likely than the lowest to believe that "more and better mass transitu would 
benefit the United States as a whole as opposed to only those who use it. Again, the 
lowest group was more likely not to know. With regard to use of a "park and riden 
system, a 1974 national survey showed that those of higher income were more inclined to 
say they were "not too likelyv to use it [3081. No difference by income was found in 
preference for carpooling, as revealed in a 1974 national survey [ 1 3 a .  

Summary 

Because of the varying number and types of income categories employed in the present 
universe of surveys, firm patterns of attitudinal or behavioral differences by income 
group are few. Nevertheless, it was possible to discern several income-dependent 
patterns of findings. 

It appears that belief in the energy crisis was somewhat related to income level, with 
higher income groups generally expressing greater belief in the reality of the crisis. 
Data on perceived salience of the energy issue in relation to other issues, as 
differentiated by income, also tend to support the above conclusion. 

No clear patterns were discovered concerning perceived responsibility for the energy 
situation, as differentiated by income level. 

There appeared to be a weak, but inconclusive, pattern of differences by income 
regarding future long-term energy s hortclges, with higher income groups tending to 
express greater belief in such a possibility. 

Lower income groups tended to favor policies that would keep consumer prices low; for 
other policy options, no consistent income-dependent patterns were evident. 

Lower income groups tended to be more supportive of environmental quality, except 
where this was posed as entailing higher consumer costs; in such a case, lower income 
groups generally favored lower costs over environmental quality. 

A clear pattern of difference by income was revealed with regard to knowledgeability 
about the energy situation: those of higher income generally reported greater knowledge 
about energy issues. 

Higher income groups expressed a consistently greater preference for solar energy as a 
power source than did lower income groups. The same consistent pattern was found 
regarding nuclear energy. 

Lower income groups reported more general efforts to conserve (indicative most likely of 
a concern for energy costs), but generally reported fewer new energy conservation 
efforts or changes in behavior (most likely due to a pattern of already minimal energy 
use). There is some indication of a curvilinear relationship between income and 
conservation efforts, however, with most conservation among middle income groups. 
High income groups appeared to be most insensitive to price-induced conservation. The 
lowest income groups tended to express confusion or to be of mixed opinion on matters of 
energy conservation. 



There were no clear patterns of differences by income regarding driving behavior. A 
clear pattern was evident, however, with regard to gasoline pricing policy: lower income 
groups tended to  favor any policies that resulted in lower prices even if this entailed 
rationing, w h l e  higher income groups clearly favored polici as that did not limit 
availability. 

OCCUPATION 

The occupation of the respondent was used in many of the  surveys to analyze attitudes 
toward energy policies and practices. The occupational categories used by the various 
major survey firms are different, however, and not comparable in aJl cases. Gallup 
surveys use llprofessional and business,lT %lerical and sales," manual workers," and 
llnonlabor f ORC surveys use the most general categori =-"blue collar," "white 
collar,tf and Ifnot e mp10yed.~~ 

The R o p r  occupational categories are similar to  those of ORC-TTexecutive- 
profes~ional ,~  l'w hite collar,T1 and "blue collar." 

Other surveys included particular occupational groups such as W a f  tsm en-operativev 
[3O 31, tTlaborerlt [303], "f armer/f arm laborerf1 [143], manager/ propri etorT1 11 431 and 
llmilitarytT 125 21 . 
One of the most difficult comparisons is between the general categorier: of blue and 
white collar workers and the more specific job categories, particularly when the la t te r  
may include both white- and blue-collar individuals. Additional problems occur with 
trying to  order occupational categories by income or other characteristics likely t o  
influence energy attitudes and behaviors. 

Perception of t h e  Energy Situation 

A 1976 study in Grand Rapids, Michigan, found sizable differences in perception of and 
belief in an energy-related problem between the  large business professionals and other 
occupations sampled (77 and 5 3 percent, respectively) I1 1 91. Small business white collar 
workers and manual workers were not appreciably different in their responses, although 
the data showed the perception of an energy-related problem to increase as skill levels 
increased. 

Gallup polls in the  spring and la te  fall of 1977 asked respondents whether they felt the  
energy situation in the  United States was serious, fairly serious, or not a t  all serious [175, 
2181. There were minor differences between occupational groups in the earlier poll, with 
52 percent of the professional and business persons saying the situation was very serious 
and 38 percent saying it was fairly serious. The data showed an increased perception of 
seriousness as skill levels increased. The discussion of the  spring poll reported the  
percentage changes following President Carter's appearance on television. The 
professional and business group had not changed, but there was a 10 percent increase in 
the clerical and sales workers saying that the situation was very serious and a four 
percent increase in the manual workers. The fall poll reflects a drop in the professional 
and business category (52 to 43 percent), but no change for t h e  other groups. The 
perception of a fairly or very serious situation was high for all groups in both polls (78 
percent or greater). 



A Roper poll in  January 1977 found 31 percent of the  people concerned about the  fuel 
and energy crisis, with a slight tendency for higher occupation and skill levels t o  be more 
concerned [15% These results are consistent with the  findings of Thompson and 
Mactavish (1976) tha t  the two percent who believe in a real and persistent shortage and 
have adopted a variety of conservation measures tend to be  at the skilled and 
professional occupational levels. 

In December of 1973, with the oil embargo and the energy crisis fresh in mind, a national 
Gallup poll found nonsignificant differences between occupational categories when asked, 
"Who or what do you think is responsible for the energy crisis?" [2131 In 1975 an ORC 
study asked a related question concerning the  likelihood tha t  t he  oil exporting countries 
would again cu t  off oil to  the United States  during t h e  following 1 2  months [129]. White 
collar workers were somewhat more likely than blue collar workers t o  feel  tha t  such a 
cutoff was very or fairly likely (62 percent and 52 percent, respectively). A Roper poll in 
June 1977 explored in more detail where groups lay the  blame for t he  energy crisis[l51]. 
Patterns for all occupational groups were very similar, with major or some blame on the 
Administration, Congress, electric power companies, oil companies, American 
consumers, and the Arab countries, and some or no blame on the environmentalists and 
Israel. The only sizable difference between groups was tha t  blue collar workers were less 
likely to  blame the American consumer than were other groups. 

Only one study asked whether there had been actual job losses due to  t he  energy crisis. 
This study, limited to  the Washington, D.C., area, found tha t  somewhat more blue collar 
workers than professional or white collar workers (23 and 16 percent) had experienced 
layoffs or job hour cuts in their families [1211. This may not reflect the national pattern, 
since the Washington, D.C., area is heavily professional and white collar, with limited 
industry. 

Expectations for future shortages of oil and national gas were addressed by surveys in 
1974, 1975, 1977, and 1978. A Roper poll in May 1974 asked individuals whether they fel t  
there would be a gas shortage during the summer 117% More than half of all groups 
agreed with the  need to  continue to use less gas with a slight tendency for the  executive- 
professional group and the white collar workers t o  agree more often than the blue collar 
workers (65, 62, and 55 percent, respectively). A Michigan survey in 1975 found tha t  
professionals and managers in large businesses were more likely than any other 
occupational group to  say tha t  t he  U.S. and world supplies of oil and natural gas would 
run out in the near future; the skilled labor group was almost as likely to  say that  U.S. 
natural gas would run out [119]. Roper polls asked the  same question about t he  future oil 
shortage in 1974 and 1978 [172; Roper, 19783. In both cases, blue collar workers were 
more likely than other groups to  say t ha t  t he  shortage was never real, only contrived, and 
less likely to  say that  the oil shortage was real and would get worse (see Table B-27). 

In July of 1977, however, a Roper survey did not find any differences between 
occupational groups in perceiving a severe energy shortage during the following year 
[15Ol. Over two-thirds of all groups fe l t  tha t  a severe shortage was somewhat or very 
likely. 

A number of studies explored perceptions of and preferences for long-term energy 
sources. A 1975 Roper survey found tha t  the executive-professional group was most 
favorable toward solar energy (67 percent) and the white collar was most favorable 
toward nuclear energy (60 percent) [212]. In March 1977, Roper found tha t  higher 
occupational levels were more favorable toward solar energy as the best long-term 
source of energy, (executive-prof essional, 79 percent; white cd lar ,  7 3 percent; and blue 
collar, 67 percent) [154. 
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TABLE B-27 

OPINION ABOUT FUTURE OIL SHORTAGE BY OCCUPATION* 

Here is another list of statements about the gasoline and oil shortage 
which one of those statements comes closest to expressing your opinion? - 

Response 

There is a very real 

Proportion Responding 
~xecutive/ 
Professional White Collar Blue Collar 

1974  1978 -- 1974 1978 -- 1974 1978 -- 

oil shortage and 
the problem will 
get worse during 
the next 5-10 yrs. 33% 43 

There is a real oil 
shortage but it will 
be solved in the 
next year or two. 9 1 3  

There was a short-term 
problem but it has 
been largely solved 
and there is no 
problem any longer. 4 9 

There never was a real 
oil shortage, it was 
contrived for eco- 
nomic and political 
reasons. 4 8  32 46 39 62  5 1 

None 4 1 3 2 2 1 
Don' t know/ no 
answer 3 2 3 3 3 4 

* I974  study: 172;  1978 study: Roper, 1978c 



A 1976 survey in five regions (3031 asked individuals which sources of electrical energy 
they fel t  should be used the most. AlI occupational groups selected solar and 
hydroelectric sources as their first two choices. For solar energy, professional and white 
collar workers were more favorable than craftsmen and laborers (44, 45, 31, and 28 
percent, respectively). There was no difference between groups on hydroelectric 
preferences. 

Skill and occupational levels were found to  be positively related t o  perception of an 
energy problem and i ts  seriousness, and pessimism about future shortages. There was no 
clear pattern of relationship regarding perceived blame for the energy situation, 
however. Higher occupational levels were more likely than other groups t o  perceive 
solar as the best long-term source of energy. 

Policy Preferences 

The 1976 survey in five regions also explored approval of and preferences among energy 
policy options. No difference was found among occupational groups on approval of two 
policies: (1) maximizing U.S. production of energy and importing whatever else was 
needed, and (2) maximizing U.S. production while limiting usage. The third policy, 
rationing energy usage and importing none, produced a difference between the 
professional/managerial group and the  craftsman and laborers (19 percent versus 28 and 
29 percent, with white collar at 24 percent) [3O3]. 

When asked which of these three policies they fel t  was the best, there was no difference 
between occupational groups. About half of each group voted for producing the 
maximum and limiting usage, and about one-third voted for producing the maximum and 
importing the rest. 

A 1975 Gallup survey of attitudes toward oil import policies found no differences among 
occupational groups [2141. About threequar te rs  of all labor force groups said that  the  
United States should t ry to  reduce the amount of oil imported from other nations. A 
1978 Roper survey, however, did find differences among occupational groups on 
perceived ability to  get along without foreign oil during the next five years, with blue 
collar workers most positive (percentage saying we cannot get  along without foreign oil 
during the next five years: executive/professional, 56 percent; white collar, 53 percent; 
blue collar, 44 percent) [l8O]. Another Roper survey (1 9 7 8 ~ )  found blue collar workers 
more likely than other groups t o  feel that more controls, especially price controls, were 
needed on gasoline. 

The perception of the government's handling of the energy situation was a frequent topic 
in the surveys. Gallup polls in February and August of 1977 explored public approval for 
President Carter's handling of the energy situation 1217, 3091. In February the 
professional and business group and the manual workers were somewhat more likely than 
clerical and sales workers t o  be approving of Carter's energy management (62, 64, and 53 
percent, respectively). By August these differences had faded, and approval by all three 
groups was between 42 and 49 percent. The drop in approval showed in disapproval of the 
President's management rather than in the no opinion response. For clerical and sales 
workers, and for manual workers the percent approving and disapproving were about 
equal (41 to  44 percent), while the professional and business group was still somewhat 
more positive (49 percent approved and 38 percent disapproved). 



Reactions t o  Carter's energy plan were solicited by Gallup in late spring of 1977 [2181. 
The professional and business group was slightly more likely than manual workers t o  view 
the plan favorably (59 and 53 percent), while the clerical and sales workers were 
somewhat less favorable (49 percent). There were only minor differences between the 
three groups concerning whether the energy plan required too many sacrifices: 31 t o  38 
percent said too many; 29 t o  33 percent, about right; and 24 to  32 percent, not enough. 

A Roper survey in November 1977 found the executive-professional group more likely 
than the other groups to  feel that  the steps called for in Carter's national energy plan did 
not go far  enough (32 percent versus 21 percent of the  white collar group and 23 percent 
of the blue collar group) [147]. A later Roper survey in March 1978 [180] found the 
execut ive-prof essional group st ill more disapproving than other groups of Carter's 
positions on and handling of the energy crisis. 

Roper found in 1977 that the  executive-prof essional and white collar groups were slightly 
more likely than blue collar workers to  say that  a major effort should be devoted t o  
developing new energy sources and conservation methods (92, 91, and 86 percent, 
respectively) [1511. In another survey during the same year 11681 and in 1978 [180], Roper 
found a similar tendency for higher occupational levels t o  want Congressmen and 
Senators t o  give major attention t o  developing a national energy policy. 

The surveys as a whole did not find differences by occupational group on policy 
preferences. There are also no clear differences on approval of Carter's handling of the 
energy situation. 

In March 1977 Roper pursued the question of whether major energy issues should be 
decided by the  voting public or by other groups (such as expert groups) [1521. Blue collar 
workers were less likely to trust groups other than the voting public t o  decide how 
atomic wastes should be handled and what the speed limit on highways should be. No 
difference was found between groups a s  to  who should decide on nuclear power plant 
sites. 

Energy and the Environment 

A survey by ORC in 1975 found white collar workers more favorable than blue collar 
workers toward strip-mining regulations (52 t o  40 percent) [l281. The percent responding 
that  i t  was more important to  have lower electricity prices was 37 percent for white 
collar and 44 percent for blue collar workers. 

A survey of five regions in spring and summer of 1976 [303] found professional and white 
collar workers more likely than craftsmen and laborers t o  approve a 10 percent increase 
in the cost of electricity t o  pay for pollution-free energy (79 percent and 76 percent 
versus 68 percent and 69 percent). 

However, no occupational differences were found by Gallup in l a t e  spring of 1977 when a 
national sample was asked whether the  air pollution standards should be relaxed t o  
permit greater use of coal or should be kept as they are [2 181. 

A Roper study in September 1977 also found no occupational differences when individuals 
were asked whether they favored adequate energy or protection of the environment in a 
crunch [1481. (The preferences were somewhat polarized with a total of 43 percent for 
adequate energy and 35 percent for environmental protection.) No difference between 
occupational groups was found on whether environmental regulations had gone too far. 



Table B-28 summarizes an analysis of a Roper study in October 1976 reported in Melber 
et al. (1977) which compared attitudes on the energy-environment tradeoff in 1975 and 
1976. For all occupational groups there was a shift toward the environment. 

Six studies analyzed attitudes towards the energy-environment tradeoff by occupational 
level. The only repeated finding was that white collar workers were more favorable 
toward environmental protection than blue collar workers in cases where energy costs 
would increase. 

Knonledereabiitv and Information Sources 

A survey in three major urban areas (Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis) found a 
nonsignificant relationship between occupation and level of knowledge about solar energy 
systems [302l. 

A Gallup poll in late spring of 1977 found that professional and business workers were 
less likely than other groups of workers to think that domestic oil production was 
sufficient to meet current needs and more likely to state that we  need to import oil from 
other countries (see Table B-2 9) [2 181. 

A related question asked what percent of oil used in the U.S. was currently imported 
from other countries. The patterns of estimate for the professional and business group 
and the clerical and sales group were similar, with the largest number of responses for 
both groups in the 40 to 49 percent and 50 to 59 percent categories. The pattern of 
responses for manual workers was somewhat different with the peaks in the 20-29 
percent and 40-49 percent categories. 

The percentage of workers following the discussions in the media on nuclear energy 
development was 75 percent or above for all categories (Gallup, 1976). Professional and 
business workers were very high (94 percent). 

Survey samples from five regions were asked whether they had heard anything about 
solar energy and wind energy as sources of energy 13031. Professional-managerial and 
sales-clerical workers were more likely to have heard about solar energy (85 percent and 
87 percent versus 75 percent for craftsman-operative and 66 percent for laborer). The 
prof essi onal-m anagerial and craf tsm an-operative were also more likely than the other 
groups to have heard about wind energy (62 and 58 percent versus 52 for sales-clerical 
and 5 1 percent for laborer). 

A Roper survey in January 1975 explored what would happen if different statements were 
issued by different sources on the reason for a price rise of gas and oil. All groups were 
most inclined to believe ~ a l p h  Nader's office and least inclined to believe the major oil 
companies [1701. Blue collar workers were not as favorable toward Nader as other 
groups, even though he was their first choice; they were also less negative toward major 
oil companies. 

The surveys show a positive relationship between occupati'onal level and knowledge about 
the energy situation and about alternative energy sources. Not enough studies addressed 
credibility of information sources for a pattern to emerge. 



TABLE B-28 

ATTITUDES ON THE ENVIRONMENT-ENERGY TRADE-OFF BY OCCUPATION* 

P ropo r t i on  Responding 

O c c u p a t i o n  
E n e r g y  Environment 

1975 1976 D i f f e r ence  -- 1975 1976 D i f f e r ence  -- 

Blue 
c o l l a r  

White 
c o l l a r  

Executive/ 
prof  es- 
s i o n a l  50 39 -1 1 

*Reported i n  Melber et al .  (1977) ,  p a  205, 



TABLE B-29 

PERCEPTION OF DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED OIL NEEDS BY OCCUPATION 

From what you have heard o r  read ,  do you t h i n k  we produce enough 
o i l  i n  t h i s  country t o  meet our  p r e s e n t  energy needs o r  do w e  have 
t o  import  some o i l  from o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s ?  12181 

Occupation 

P r o f e s s i o n a l  and 
bus ines s  

C l e r i c a l  and 
s a l e s  

Manual workers 
Nonlabor f o r c e  

P ropo r t i on  Responding 
Produce Enough Must Import  Don't Know 



Attitudes Toward Solar Enem 

In the spring and summer of 1976, five regional samples were asked about their 
preference for solar and wind energy as sources for production of electricity [3031. Using 
the pooled data, there were no marked differences between occllpational groups for 
either solar or wind energy preferences. For all occupational group, however, 90 
percent or more responded favorably to solar energy as a source and 82 percent or more 
responded favorably to wind energy. In both cases, the professional-m anagerial group 
was slightly more likely than the others to respond favorably. Roper surveys in 1975 and 
1977 2 1 1  also found the executive-professional group most favorable toward solar 
energy (67 and 79 percent, respectively). 

Workers in three major urban areas were asked for their estimates of when solar energy 
would be in general use 13021. Professional workers were more likely to say 10 to 20 
years than 10 years or less (43.4 versus 28.3 percent); white collar workers were more 
likely to say 10 years or less (46.7 versus 29.3 percent for 10 to 20 years); and blue collar 
workers were fairly evenly split between the choices (28.9 percent for 10 years or less 
and 33.9 percent for 10 to 20 years). For all three categories between five and 10 
percent of the workers felt that solar energy would never be in general use. 

A 1974 survey of Phoenix, Kansas City, and Minneapolis explored attitudes about the 
attractiveness of solar energy and the willingness to buy solar devices [30a . Occupation 
was found to be significantly related to what people found attractive or unattractive 
about solar heating and cooling. The blue collar workers mentioned no attractive 
features, and mentioned cost as the least attractive feature. Professionals were more 
likely than other groups to mention cost as the least attractive feature, but mentioned 
three attractive features: availability, savings in fossil fuels, and no pollution (in 
descending order of importance). A nonsignificant relationship was found between 
occupation and willingness to buy a solar water heater if it cost the same as other units. 
The relationship was significant, however, if the cost of a solar heater was higher than 
other mi ts, with professional workers more likely to consider purchase. A nonsignificant 
relationship was also found between occupation and favoring the use of tax incentives to 
support use of solar energy. 

When asked to estimate the cost of installing solar heating and cooling systems in their 
homes, each group was most likely to guess $1,001 to $5,000 [254. The managerial- 
administrative group and the military group were somewhat more likely than the others 
to guess over $5,000. Actual figures are shown in Table B-30. 

A January, 1979 national survey showed that one percent of executive/professional 
workers reported solar ownership, as did one percent of blue collar workers. Less than 
0.5 percent of white collar workers reported ownership (Roper, 1979). The same survey 
showed that about a fifth of executive/professional and white collar workers might buy a 
solar system in the next two to three years compared to 16 percent of blue collar 
workers. 

In general, the professional and managerial groups were more favorable toward solar 
energy. 

Attitudes Toward Nuclear Energy 

In June 1976 a Gallup poll on the importance and safety of nuclear power plants found 
small differences between occupational groups on the importance of having more nuclear 



TABLE B-30 

ESTIMATED COST OF SOLAR SYSTEM BY OCCUPATION 

Understanding that it would probably be a rough guess, what would you 
estimate it would cost to have a solar energy system installed in your 
home which would take care of room heating and supplying water? [ 2 5 2 ]  

Proportion Responding 
Professional, Managerial, Sales, Operative, 

Cost Technical Administrative Clerical Craft, Labor Military 

less 

Over 
$5,000 



plants (Gallup, 1976). The professional and business group was somewhat more likely 
than other groups to s tate  that plants operating under current regulations were safe 
enough (44 versus 32 percent for clerical and sales workers and 35 percent for manual 
workers). The professional and business people and manual workers were also somewhat 
less likely than clerical and sales workers to oppose the construction of a nuclear plant 
within a five-mile radius (43, 42 and 59 percent, respectively). 

A similar finding resulted when a sample of Tennessee residents were asked about 
construction of a nuclear power plant near Hartsville [143]. The results are shown in 
Table B-31. 

A September 1977 Roper survey found the executive-professional group somewhat more 
likely than other groups to say that  atomic power plants were safe [1481. Blue collar 
workers fel t  they were the most dangerous. A Roper study in March 1978 found blue 
collar workers less likely than other groups to favor the selling of nuclear power plants 
by the United States to  other countries [1801. 

In general, the studies consistently show the professional and managerial groups to be 
more favorable about the construction of nuclear plants. They also were more likely 
than blue collar workers to feel that  nuclear plants were safe. 

The survey of the literature by Melber e t  al. (1977) found that, in general, the more 
prestigious the  occupation, the  m ore support for nuclear power and the less uncertainty 
about it. Variations in opposition across occupational levels were minimal. 

Attitudes Toward Conservation 

A two-year study in Lansing, Michigan found a reduction in household energy 
consumption from 1974 to 1976 [106]. The overall decrease was not, however, found t o  
vary significantly by occupational status. 

A Gallup poll in the summer of 1977 asked what people were doing to  conserve energy 
[2201. Professional and business people favored driving less and turning down the  
thermostat. Clerical and sales persons favored turning off lights in the home and general 
conserving behaviors, and manual workers favored driving less and turning off lights. In 
all groups, 10 percent or fewer of the people were insulating their homes, limiting their 
use of hot water, or participating in carpools. 

Policies to force controls on energy consumption or to provide incentives for 
conservation were explored in a variety of surveys. A national Gallup poll in 1973 found 
about half of the persons in the professional and business group and the clerical and sales 
group favored stricter controls on the  use of energy, with about one-third of the manual 
workers favoring stricter controls [21a. No more than seven percent in any of the 
groups favored less strict controls, however. 

All labor force groups strongly favored reducing the consumption of gasoline through 
price increases rather than through rationing [2201. They also overwhelmingly favored 
keeping the 55 mph speed limit (about three-quarters of each group was in favor). This is 
consistent with a 1973 survey in which about half of professional, business, and white 
collar groups (and 65 percent of the farmers) favored a lowered speed limit[211]. 

When asking people whether energy conservation would be more effectively pursued by 
raising prices slightly across the board or raising only the price of gasoline a lot, an ORC 



TABLE B-31 

ATTITUDES TOWAKD CONSTRUCTION O F  HARTSVILLE PLANT BY OCCUPATION 

If it were up to you, would you permit construction of the TVA power 
plant near Hartsville? [I433 

Occupation 

Professional/technical 
~armer/farm laborer 
~anager/proprietor 
Clerical/sales/blue collar 

Percentage 
of Persons Who Would Number 
Permit Construction in Category 



study in 1975 found white collar and unemployed persons favoring the  gasoline price rise 
over the general price increase (white collar, 44 t o  30 percent, and unemployed, 40 t o  29 
percent) [1281. Blue collar workers were about evenly split, with about a third preferring 
each policy. Fifteen to  20 percent of the workers in all three categories thought neither 
policy would be effective. 

A Gallup poll in fall 1977 explored possible ways of reducing gasoline use [310]. 
Professional and business persons slightly preferred carpools, building gassaving cars, 
and improving public transportation. Clerical and sales workers preferred carpools and 
reducing unnecessary driving. Manual workers slightly preferred the same two 
alternatives. 

When asked how difficult it would be to  reduce their driving by one-fourth, the nonlabor 
force group was much more likely than other occupational groups t o  say  i t  would not be  
difficult. The responses are given in Table B-32. 

The respondents were then asked how important a personal reduction in driving by one- 
fourth was. All three groups were more likely to  say that  i t  was fairly important rather 
than very or not a t  all important. (Twenty-three t o  29 percent of all groups said tha t  i t  
was very important.) 

A Gallup poll in February 1977 found that  the 55-mph speed limit had reduced people's 
driving speed and tha t  there were differences between occupational groups [2173. The 
percentages of drivers whose speed had been reduced were as follows: professional and 
business, 73 percent; clerical and sales, 58 percent; and manual workers, 62 percent. 
More than half of each group was in favor of applying the same speed limit to  trucks 
(professional and business, 62 percent; clerical and sales, 66 percent; and manual 
workers, 54 percent). A Gallup survey in  November 1977 found no difference between 
occupational groups in whether they favored or opposed a gasoline rationing law tha t  
would require people to  drive one-fourth less [3lO]. 

An ORC survey in 1975 explored atti tudes toward and perceptions about mass transit and 
highway tradeoffs [l29]. Both blue and white collar workers were overwhelmingly in 
favor of spending money on mass transit rather than highways (white collar, 67 percent 
for mass transit versus 18 percent for highways; blue collar, 56 percent versus 28 
percent). White collar workers were more likely than blue collar to  perceive a great  
need for mass transit within a 50-mile area of where they lived and worked (41 to  26 
percent). They were also more likely to  say tha t  mass transit would benefit t he  United 
S ta tes  as a whole rather than just those who used i t  (66 percent for white collar versus 46 
percent for blue collar), and tha t  driving their own car cost more than using public 
transportation (66 percent versus 45 percent for blue collar). 

An August 1976 survey in San Diego County explored atti tudes toward retrofitting 
12521. The professional/technical and operative craft/labor groups were somewhat more 
likely than other groups (m anagem ent/administration and sales/clerical) to  indicate an 
intention to  retrofit  their homes (25 and 23 percent versus nine and 14 percent). 

A study in Kentucky in the  la t te r  half of 1975 asked people about transportation changes 
they would be  willing t o  make [22 11. Only farmers stood out as a separate occupational 
group in the  analysis. They tended not to  want t o  use a smaller car  or t o  walk or ride a 
bike, and they said that  the nature of their work and living location kept them from using 
a carpool. They were also more likely to  say they would not use home air conditioning 
(64 percent of the farmers versus 56 percent of the total  population and 40 percent of 
t he  metropolitan residents). 



TABLE 3-32 

P E R C E I V E D  DIFFICULTY OF M D U C I N G  
DRIVING BY ONE-FOURTH BY OCCUPATION 

Suppose you had to reduce the number of miles you drive by one-fourth. 
How difficult would it be for you to meet this requirement--very 
difficult, f a i r l y  difficult, or not at a l l  difficult? [310] 

Occupation 

Professional 
and business 

Clerical and sales 
Manual workers 
Nonlabor force 

c o n e  percent. 

Proportion Responding 
Very Fairly Not a t  A l l  Don't 

Difficult D i f f i c u l t  Difficult Know 



A Roper survey in March 1976 asked what homeowners would do in the next two years if 
a tax credit were given [164. The only differences by occupation were that blue collar 
workers said they were less likely t o  install insulation in walls and under roofs, while 
white collar workers said they were somewhat more likely t o  install new storm windows 
and doors. 

Attitudes toward conservation did not differ appreciably by occupational level, but 
specific conservation behaviors did. Only one survey addressed specific atti tudes toward 
mass transit, so no patterns can be discerned. 

Summary 

The general finding of the analysis is that  occupational level is an important variable in 
studying attitudes toward nuclear power and awareness of and knowledge about the  
energy situation. Studies are  consistent in finding that  the perception of an energy- 
related problem and i t s  seriousness increased as skill and occupational levels increased 
1119, 154, 175, 2181. White collar workers were also somewhat more likely than blue 
collar workers to  feel  tha t  shortages of gas or oil could recur [119; 150; 172; Roper, 
19783. Blame for the energy situation, however, was explored in only a small number of 
studies and no clear pattern of relationships was found [129, 151, 2131. 

Those a t  higher occupational levels were found to be somewhat more favorable toward 
solar energy as a long-term source of energy, although i t  was in many cases the  first 
choice for all groups [152, 212, 3031 . 
There were no differences among occupational groups on preference for broad energy 
policies, with all groups preferring tha t  U.S. production be  maximized, usage limited, and 
imported oil reduced [214, 3031. 

The professional and business groups were somewhat more likely than others to  approve 
of President Carter's handling of the energy situation and of his energy plan. They felt, 
however, that the handling should be stronger [147, 180, 217, 218, 3091. Those at higher 
occupational levels were more likely t o  feel tha t  a major effort  should be devoted to  
developing energy sources and conservation methods and that  Congress should give major 
attention to  developing a national energy policy [15 1, 1 68, 1 801. 

Those a t  higher occupational levels were more likely to  follow the media discussions of 
nuclear energy development and to have heard of solar and wind energy [Gallup, 1976; 
3031. Only one study explored credibility of energy information sources. No difference 
was found by occupation. 

In some surveys, professional and white collar workers were more likely than other 
occupational groups to favor the environment in an environment-energy crunch 1128, 
3031. In other studies, no occupational difference was found [148, 205, 21 81. 

All groups were very favorable toward solar energy, with the  higher occupational levels 
slightly more so [303]. Professional workers, however, had a somewhat longer t ime 
horizon for solar energy to  be  in general use than did other white collar workers L302I. 
Professional groups were the most likely t o  consider solar energy if the costs were higher 
than other units 1301. 



Professional and white collar workers were more likely than other groups t o  say tha t  
nuclear plants a re  safe  and th~at  they would not oppose construction of one in their area 
[143; 148; Gallup, 1 9761. 

Conservation atti tudes and the extent t o  which conservation was practiced did not differ 
appreciably across groups, but the  specific conservation behaviors did differ [211, 220, 
3 1  . All workers were overwhelmingly in  favor of spending money for mass transit; 
however, white collar workers were more likely to  perceive a greater need for mass 
transit in their area and were more likely to  say i t  would benefit the United States  as a 
whole [129]. 

RACE 

Demographic data  on race fou~?d in the present universe of surveys is generally organized 
by the categories "whiteu and ffblack,v or ftwhitev and thonwhite.lf The latter, more 
generic category will be  employed here, except in instances where more specific 
categorization is employed (e.g., trMexican-Americans"). I t  should be  noted tha t  because 
nonwhites tend to  be poorer, findings regarding low-income groups can provide some 
insight regarding atti tudes of nonwhite racial groups. 

Perception of the Energy Situation - 
A 1975 survey in Texas and Arizona found that  whites were slightly more likely to  
believe tha t  "the United States currently has an energy problemf1 (61 percent) than were 
blacks (52 percent) or Mexicam-Americans (54 percent) [ l8 l Ia  A 1976 national survey 
found nonwhites somewhat more likely to  describe the  need to  save energy as ffvery 
seriousfT (55 percent t o  43 percent) but over 80 percent of both groups termed i t  
flsomewhattf or Ifvery seriousv [13O]. A national survey in the spring of 1977 found no 
difference by race in ratings of the seriousness of the situation [2181, but when the same 
question was repreated in the  fall, somewhat more whites rated the  situation as ttveryll or 
Tffairly seriousft [1751. These few and somewhat inconsistent findings lead to  no 
conclusive pattern of findings on this question. 

A 1974 national survey reported no racial differences in opinion about the possibility of a 
future oil shortage 117% Another 1974 survey, however, found whites markedly more 
inclined than nonwhites to  say tha t  i t  was "not very likelyv that  the United States  would 
run out of oil in the next 50 years (61 t o  38 percent); nearly one-third of nonwhites 
reported they did not know [l B f i  . The same pattern of response was found a few months 
la ter  with regard to  coal [l391. Whites, in a 1975 national survey, were somewhat more 
likely to  expect another oil ernbargo within the next year, while one-fourth of nonwhite 
respondents did not know; however, nonwhites were somewhat more likely t o  expect long 
gasoline lines t o  re-emerge [11291. In this same survey, nonwhites were somewhat more 
likely than whites t o  expect a natural gas shortage in t he  next winter. A 1976 Michigan 
survey found that  whites were markedly more likely than nonwhites to  expect that  the 
United States would have future energy problems (69 t o  44 percent) [119]. A 1977 survey 
found whites somewhat more likely to  believe that  Americans should continue to  use less 
gasoline because of t he  possibility of a shortage [150, but nonwhites, in a la te r  survey, 
were slightly more inclined to  rate  a severe shortage in the next year %cry likelyff 
[150]. These findings lend theinselves t o  no clear pattern of racial differences perceived 
regarding future near- and long-term energy shortages. 



A 1973 national survey found no racial differences in ascribing responsibility for the  
energy crisis [2131, but a 1974 Los Angeles study found that  blacks were less likely to  
blame oil companies and tha t  blaming the President was related to  black ethnicity 
12071. A 1977 national survey found the following differences in attributing major blame 
for the energy crisis: blacks were more likely to  blame the  Administration, Congress, 
electric power companies, Arabs, and Israel; whites were more likely to  blame the 
American consumer; there was no difference regarding oil company blame [15 11. Again, 
no clear pattern is evident in the data. 

Although, in the abstract, there were no apparent differences by race in belief in the 
energy crisis or i t s  seriousness, nonwhites appeared to  be more personally affected by the  
crisis or t o  report greater financial impacts. Three national surveys in 1974 [137, 139, 
30W found tha t  somewhat more nonwhites reported tha t  food prices had risen as  a result 
of the energy crisis. The last survey also found that  more nonwhites reported that  
"everything" had gone up in price. Nonwhites were also slightly more likely than whites 
t o  report that  the price of gasoline had risen "a great  dealtr and that  gasoline prices had 
had "a great  deal of impact on inflationn [308]. A 1974 Washington, D.C., survey found 
more nonwhites reporting that  someone in the family had been laid off or had their 
overtime or regular workweek cut because of the energy crisis [121]. These findings 
suggest that  nonwhites, most likely because they tend to  have lower incomes, are more 
severely impacted by energy shortages in a personal financial sense than are whites. 

This is supported by the relative weighting given to  various national problems by racial 
groups. A 1975 national survey found nonwhites to  be slightly more concerned with 
unemployment, whites with inflation, and no difference in concern with the energy crisis 
(which ranked last for both groups) [130. A 1976 national survey found substantially 
more whites expressing a desire for their Congressman or Senator to  pay attention to  
developing a national energy policy, while nonwhites were somewhat more in favor of 
hiring the unemployed in government jobs or stricter food labeling [168]. This suggests 
that  nonwhites, who in general a re  of lower income, tend to  be more concerned with 
issues that  affect  them immediately than with abstract goals like developing an energy 
policy, even though they tend to  be  more severely affected by present policies. 

A 1974 survey found no racial differences in belief in the possibility of the United States  
being completely self-sufficient in energy [308] ; when this question was repeated in 1975, 
however, somewhat more whites believed this was possible, while nearly one-fifth of 
nonwhites reported they did not know [133]. A 1976 survey in five s tates  revealed tha t  
somewhat more nonwhites preferred a policy of lrproducing the maximum, limiting 
usage," while "producing maximum, importing rest," or ?ationing, importing nonett 
showed no racial difference in support [303]. A 1977 national survey revealed that  
somewhat more whites believed tha t  major government effor t  should be placed on 
developing new energy sources and on conservation [151]. A 1975 national survey 
revealed tha t  somewhat more whites believed the  United States should try to  reduce oil 
imports [2 1 4 .  

A 1974 national survey showed whites somewhat more inclined to  believe that  sufficient 
steps had been taken to deal with the  energy crisis [170. A 1975 national survey showed 
no racial difference in approval of !'the way Carter  is dealing with the energy situationt1; 
slightly more whites disapproved 13091. The same question in February of 1977 revealed 
no racial differences [Zlfl. In the spring of that year, slightly more nonwhites reported 
an unfavorable reaction to  the  President's energy plan, although there were no 
differences of opinion on whether or not the program called for too many sacrifices 
[2181. Another 1977 survey, however, found tha t  nonwhites tended to  term the plan 



"more drastic then necessary," while whites showed a slightly greater  tendency to  say i t  
tTdidnlt go far enough," and about 40 percent of each group fe l t  i t  was "in linev [14fl. For 
these findings, once again, i t  is difficult to  discover a consistent pattern of racial 
differences. 

Energy and t h e  Environment 

When a 1977 survey asked respondents if "environmental regulations have gone too far or 
not," somewhat more whites fe l t  they had gone too fa r  (22 t o  10 percent for nonwhites), 
while somewhat more nonwhites were unsure. About 40 percent of both groups found 
them "about rightft [14fl. Another 1977 survey found no difference by race in those 
favoring the environment as opposed to  increased energy production [148]. Nonwhites 
were found in a 1974 national survey to  be  slightly more likely to  associate a great  deal 
of environmental damage with increased energy production [3081. A 1974-75 survey also 
revealed tha t  slightly more nonwhites believed tha t  power plants and oil refineries cause 
air  pollution [1311, although the earlier survey revealed no racial difference on this 
question [308]. This last survey revealed tha t  slightly more nonwhites saw strip mining as 
the most serious problem associated with a policy of energy self-sufficiency. Although 
there is not compelling support, i t  appears tha t  nonwhites are  slightly more concerned 
about environmental quality than are  whites. Newman and Day (1975) found that  the 
negative effects  of energy production and use (e.g., pollution) a re  inordinately borne by 
those of lower socioeconomic status. 

This concern must be placed in context, however. A 1977 national survey revealed tha t  
slightly more whites cited air  and water pollution and somewhat more cited the  fuel and 
energy crisis as among their two or three major concerns; somewhat more nonwhites 
cited money to  pay bills and recession and unemployment as concerns 11 54 .  While 
nonwhites may tend to  support environmental concerns, their greatest  concern is likely 
to  be personal financial problems. This is consistent with their greater  report of 
financial impacts reported in the earlier section. 

Further support for  this conclusion came from the  finding of a 1977 national survey tha t  
somewhat more whites favored relaxing air pollution standards in order t o  convert 
industry to t he  use of coal [2181. However, when a 1975 survey posed the importance of 
strip-mining regulations versus lower electricity prices, somewhat more whites preferred 
the  regulations while somewhat more nonwhites favored lower prices [128]. Nonwhites 
were somewhat more likely, as revealed in a 1974 national survey, t o  support the building 
of power plants and refineries in unpolluted areas 13081. 

Knorole44geability and Information Sources 

A clear p,attern of greater reported objective knowledge by whites concerning energy 
issues is revealed in several surveys. Somewhat more whites reported in a 1977 national 
survey that  they believed the United States  must import oil, although there were no 
racial differences in estimates of what percentage was imported [2181. Somewhat more 
whites reported having seen or read articles or advertisements about gasoline mileage for 
new cars [308]. Substantially more whites reported following discussions on nuclear 
energy development in the media (Gallup, 1976). In a 1976 five-state survey, 
significantly more whites reported having heard of solar and wind energy [3O3]. A 1973 
national survey found nonwhites notably more- Kkely not to  have heard or read about the 
energy crisis [2 1 11. 



A 1975 survey tha t  inquired about credibility of information sources revealed tha t  t he  
only differences among a variety of sources were that  nonwhites were somewhat less 
inclined to  believe Ralph Nader, and whites were markedly more likely to  report they 
were least inclined t o  believe major oil companies [170]. A 1974 national survey showed 
tha t  nonwhites were somewhat more likely t o  believe auto companies on gasoline mileage 
[3O8]. 

Solar Energy 

A 1975 survey in Chicago revealed significantly greater support among whites for using 
solar energy and wind energy to  produce electricity [303]. When this survey asked 
respondents to  name the one of a variety of sources that  "should be  used most," more 
whites named solar energy (42 to  20 percent), hydroelectricity (22 t o  11 percent), and 
nuclear energy (14 to  four percent), while nonwhites revealed a marked preference (49 t o  
nine percent) for oil and natural gas. Similarly, a 1977 survey found slightly more whites 
preferring nuclear energy, and not ably more preferring solar energy as the "best long- 
term source," while somewhat more nonwhites preferred offshore oil, and notably more, 
coal [152]. One might hypothesize that nonwhites, who tend to  feel the adverse effects  
of energy shortages more severely than whites, were expressing their concern for  
increased energy supplies through their preference for more conventional sources. These 
groups may tend to consider solar energy and other unconventional sources as capable of 
providing l i t t l e  relief to  their immediate problems. Such a position was cited by the 
NAACP in their 1977 stance supporting deregulation of oil and gas prices and increased 
production of fossil fuels. * 

Nuclear Energy 

One survey in 1974 found nonwhites somewhat more likely t o  be  "very favorable" toward 
nuclear power plants in general, but there were no differences by race in combined 
ratings of very and fairly favorable (70 percent of whites, 64 percent of nonwhites). In 
this survey, slightly more nonwhites were either very or fairly unfavorable [3081. A 1976 
survey revealed somewhat more whites considering i t  extremely or somewhat important 
to  have more nuclear plants, while somewhat more nonwhites had no opinion (Gallup, 
1976). A 1975-76 national survey also showed more support in both years among whites 
for  building more nuclear power plants; in both cases, one-fourth or more of nonwhites 
were not sure of how they fe l t  [141]. A 1978 national survey showed no significant 
difference by race in support for t he  Hartsville reactor [145]. These findings suggest 
tha t  whites have a greater tendency t o  express general support for nuclear power. 

Further support for the  conclusion tha t  whites a re  more favorable toward nuclear power 
than nonwhites comes from several surveys that  inquired about support for nuclear power 
in t he  vicinity and about nuclear safety. A 1975 national survey found somewhat more 
whites (56 to  39 percent for nonwhites) favoring nuclear power "as a main source of 
energy for electric power in your communi ty~  [141]. In 1976 the  same pattern held, but 
fewer of both groups expressed support (50 and 41 percent). In both years, nonwhites 
tended to  be unsure (35 and 27 percent) [l4l]. A 1974 national survey also found greater  
support among whites (54 t o  39 percent who were very or fairly favorable 

*NAACP Statement of Policy on National Energy Plan, NAACP Newsletter, 
( ~ a y  1978) pp. 3-4. 

to  "having a 
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nuclear power plant within 20 miles of where you live") [308]. Black ethnicity was found 
t o  correlate negatively with support for building nuclear power plants in Los Angeles 
County [207]. A 1976 survey similarly showed that  somewhat fewer nonwhites would not 
oppose the construction of a nuclear power plant "within five miles of heref1 (Gallup, 
1976). This survey found that  somewhat more whites fel t  that  nuclear power plants a re  
"safe enoughvt (36 to  19 percent), while somewhat more nonwhites had no opinion (42 to  
25 percent). A 1977 study also revealed tha t  whites tended t o  see  atomic plants as 
somewhat safer t1481. A 1974 survey revealed no racial difference in rating of a variety 
of potential nuclear problems, with the  exception that  somewhat more whites cited 
nuclear accidents as  a cause of concern [308]. 

Perhaps because of t he  greater tendency of nonwhites t o  respond tha t  they had no 
opinion or t o  be unsure about nuclear issues, fewer of this group supported the idea of the  
voting public making decisions about atomic waste disposal and nuclear power plant 
siting [152]. 

In summary, there is a great  deal of evidence that  support for nuclear power is stronger 
among whites than nonwhites. 

Conservation 

llEnergy conservationt' can mean many things, ranging from more efficient use of energy 
to  accomplish the same end use to  reduced consumption of energy through curtailment of 
various energy-consuming behaviors. Newman and Day (1975), in their survey of energy 
consumption patterns, found tha t  blacks of all income groups consumed less energy than 
did whites. 

A 1975 study in Kentucky revealed that  living in a small house or apartment was one of 
the few energy-saving fldevicesr' that  was strongly supported by blacks; the  authors 
hypothesized tha t  this may reflect their present poor housing conditions [221]. This study 
also showed somewhat less support among blacks for turning down heat in winter. To 
speculate, this may have reflected already minimal levels of home heating by this group 
due to  financial considerations. Similarly, somewhat fewer nonwhites lfthought i t  was 
really worth the effort t o  use fewer lights to  save energy," again possibly reflecting 
already curtailed usage [139]. This survey found slightly more nonwhites saying they fel t  
more comfortable with one or two, a s  opposed to  many, lights on, while whites were 
somewhat more likely to  say i t  made no difference. A 1973-74 national survey found 
greater support among whites for year-round daylight savings time [142]. A 1977 
national survey found that  substantially fewer nonwhites reported they would feel good 
about a more austere life caused by energy shortages (33 percent versus 62 percent) 
[1501. A 1973 survey showed that  whites were markedly more likely t o  favor more s t r ic t  
controls on the use of energy [2121. Taken together, most of these findings can be 
interpreted as evidence that  nonwhites tend t o  associate conservation with further 
reductions in energy consumption. Such policies receive less support from this group, 
possibly because their energy use is already minimal. 

In a 1974 national survey, whites were somewhat more likely t o  believe tha t  t he  public 
has the most responsiblity t o  s ee  to  i t  that  we "do not use up our supplies of natural 
resources'' 11373. In this same survey, whites were notably m ore likely than nonwhites t o  
ra te  both the federal government and the  business community as doing a lrpoorv job in 
meeting their responsibilities. The next month, however, somewhat more nonwhites 
rated the public's performance as "poor," while notably more whites rated i t  "averagef1 
[ I  391 



A 1974 Los Angeles study found tha t  race was unrelated to  energy use reduction [2073. In 
contrast, a 1977 national survey found tha t  somewhat more whites reported turning down 
the  thermostat and making minimum use of air conditioners, while somewhat more 
nonwhites reported. "not doing anything" t o  reduce energy use; on 10 other i tems there 
were no differences in reported conservation behavior by race [220]. A 1975 survey 
revealed that  notably more whites reported living in  insulated houses [2561. 

A 1974 national survey revealed tha t  there were no racial differences in concern over 
gasoline mileage of oners car [3O8], while nonwhites were slightly more likely t o  have a 
full-size car. There were no differences by race in car-buying plans, according to  a 1977 
national survey 11471. A 1973 national survey showed that  whites were notably more 
supportive of a 55-mph speed limit [2 111. A 1977 national survey showed only slightly 
more whites supporting the new speed limit, and this group was somewhat more likely t o  
report reduced driving speeds. This survey showed, however, t ha t  slighty more nonwhites 
favored a lower speed limit for trucks, while whites were somewhat more in favor of 
keeping the  limit at 55-mph hour for trucks [21fl. A 1975 Kentucky study showed tha t  
more nonwhites opposed the idea of taking a vacation close to  home than did whites 
L2211. A 1977 national survey indicated tha t  slightly more whites would find i t  very 
difficult to  reduce the number of miles they drove by one-fourth; there were no racial 
differences in those who considered it very or fairly important to  do so  [310]. 

Findings by race on gasoline policy are mixed. A 1974-75 national survey revealed that  
nonwhites were slightly more in favor of a policy of increasing gasoline taxes and 
reducing income taxes, while slightly more whites opposed this plan [1311. A 1974 survey 
revealed that  somewhat more whites preferred keeping gasoline taxes the sarn e, while 
nonwhites were somewhat more in favor of lower taxes; few of either group favored 
increasing taxes to promote conservation [1373. 

A 1975 national survey showed that  nonwhites were somewhat more likely to  favor 
raising the  price of gasoline "a lotfr a s  o p p a e d  to  raising the  price of many things f'a 
littlerr 11281. A 1974 survey, which asked if Americans should conserve gasoline or pay 
higher prices and use all they want, revealed tha t  slightly more nonwhites preferred 
higher prices [3081. This survey also showed slightly more of this group favoring 
substantially higher prices but unlimited availability. When asked in a 1917 national 
survey to  choose between rationing and higher prices, however, no racial differences 
were revealed, except tha t  slightly more nonwhites had no opinion [220]. A 1974 survey 
showed no difference in opinion on whether those who drove over 200 miles per week 
should pay higher gasoline prices [3081. However, when this question was repeated a few 
months later,  nonwhites were somewhat more likely t o  favor this policy, whites t o  oppose 
i t  [1311. The former survey showed somewhat greater  preference among whites for a 
policy of higher gasoline prices for those with cars that  get  less than 15 mpg, while 
nonwhites were slightly more likely to  have no opinion [308]. When this survey asked 
respondents to choose between a tax on gasoline or on large cars, nonwhites were 
somewhat more in favor of t he  former, and whites were slightly more in favor of the  
la t te r  and also slightly more likely to  give no answer. 

A 1975 national survey asked several questions about public transportation 11 291. 
Nonwhites were notably more likely to  perceive a great  need for public transportation in 
t he  50-mile area within which they lived and worked; whites were slightly more likely t o  
report no need a t  all. Nonwhites had a somewhat greater tendency to  perceive public 
transportation as costing more than driving one's own car; the  reverse held for whites. 
Nonwhites were notably more likely to  report that  they would use public transportation if 
i t  ran twice as of ten. In a 1974 national survey whites had a slightly greater  tendency t o  



report that they were "not too likelyf1 to use a "park and ride1? system [3O8]. Nonwhites 
were slightly more likely to report that they would carpool if their company reduced its 
parking by 25 percent; whites were somewhat more likely to report they would carpool 
"not at all,l' as revealed in a 1974 national survey [137]. 

Summary 

There were no revealed patterns of race-related differences in perception of the energy 
situation, but few surveys contained data on this issue analyzed by race. There were also 
no apparent race-relat ed differences in attribution of responsibility for the energy 
situation, and there were no differences by race on option regarding future energy 
short ages. 

The perceived salience of the energy situation appeared to be greater for whites, 
particularly when this was measured in comparison with economic problems (which were 
perceived as more serious by nonwhites). 

There appeared to be a pattern of greater reported energy-related impacts among 
nonwhites than whites, probably as a function of the generally lower incomes of the 
former racial group. 

No clear pattern of preferred policy options by race was evident. 

Nonwhites tended to show stronger support than whites for environmental concerns, 
except where environmental quality issues were posed as competitive with low consumer 
costs. This pattern of nonwhite support is the same as that revealed in the data for low 
income groups. 

There was a strong, consistent pattern of greater reported objective knowledge among 
whites than nonwhites on energy-related issues. This pattern for nonwhites is the same 
as that  reported for low income groups. 

Solar energy received greater support among whites than nonwhites, while the latter 
tended to support development of conventional energy sources. 

Support for nuclear energy appeared to be consistently greater among whites than 
nonwhites; the latter group revealed a consistent pattern of doubt or indecision on this 
issue. 

There was no pattern of racial differences discernible in data on attitudes or behavior 
concerning energy conservation. 

POLITICAL ORIENTATION 

Political theorists have noted the decline in relevance of partisan affiliation to political 
issues and a concomitant increase in the importance of membership in special interest 
groups. With the diversity of value systems and stakeholder group interests in energy, an 
increased politicization of energy decision making is to be expected. Analyses of survey 
data reflect this political reality through measurement of partisan differences in opinion, 
and through use of political philosophy dichotomies, although these are by no means the 
only important political differences concerning energy in society today. The differences 



by political affiliation and liberalism/conservatism reflected by survey data touch only 
the t ip of the iceberg of sociopolitical realities of energy. 

The partisan categories used in survey data analysis were Democrats, Republicans, and 
Independents. The political philosophy categories used were conservative (very or 
moderately so), moderate (middle-of-the-road), and liberal (very or moderately so), based 
on how people regarded their own political/social outlooks. The discussion in this section 
is organized into two parts, t he  first on partisan affiliation and the  second on political 
philosophy. 

Partism Affiliation 

Twelve studies (10 percent of the surveys included in this review) specifically analyzed 
differences in attitudes, opinion, and knowledge for  37 variables, finding differences by 
partisan affiliation in all but seven of these. 

The discussion concerning the direction of these findings is organized by (1) how the 
energy crisis is viewed, (2) knowledge and information sources, and (3) att i tudes toward 
various solutions (conservation, coal, and nuclear power). 

Perceptions of the Energy Situation. In May 1977 Democrats were more likely than 
Republicans or Independents to identify the energy crisis as  "very serious" [2181, but by 
~ o v e m b e r  1977 there was li t t le difference by party in a "very seriousn assessment of t he  
situation [175]. Republicans, however, were more likely to  define i t  as "fairly serious" 
(51 percent) than Democrats (41 percent). In a study comparing the  relative salience of 
national issues, Democrats gave energy a higher average ranking than Republicans or 
Independents [1201. The data  suggest t ha t  Democrats, perhaps in support of t he  Carter  
administration, are  somewhat inclined to  view the energy situation more seriously than 
Republicans, although a majority of both parties s ee  i t  as serious. 

One survey reported that  in 1973 Republicans (27 percent) were more likely than 
Democrats (1 9 percent) t o  blame ?'the federal governm entl' for t he  energy crisis. 
Following party lines, Democrats saw "the Nixon AdministrationT1 as blameworthy more 
of ten than Republicans (27 percent t o  11 percent). There was no difference by party 
affiliation in parceling out responsibility t o  "big businessn and other response categories 
[2131. 

Three surveys reported that  Democrats were more likely to  approve President Carter's 
handling of t he  energy situation than were Republicans, suggesting partisan support for 
the President on this issue [217, 218, 3101. From 12 to  18 percent more Democrats 
supported Carter, but even Republicans tended to  approve (45 to  54 percent Republican 
approval). 

When asked whether we as a nation should t ry  t o  reduce our oil imports (a firm element 
of t he  Carter  position) all partisan affiliations were in favor, but Democrats, other than 
Southern Democrats, were most adamantly in  favor (82 percent compared to  68 percent 
of Southern Democrats). Republicans were 73 percent in favor. 

In early 1975 partisans were divided on the issue of President Ford's proposal t o  increase 
the  oil import tax to reduce the  nation's dependence on foreign oil. Following party 
lines, 51 percent of Democrats opposed the proposal, compared to  42 percent of 



Republicans, while about a third of Democrats and half of Republicans favored i t  [134. 
At that time, almost a third of the oil consumed in the United States  was imported 
(Lange, 1 978). 

Knowlqeability and Information Sources. Four variables falling into this category were 
analyzed by political affiliation. In 1976 Republicans were slightly more likely than 
~ e m o c r a t s  - t o  report that they were following the discussion in the media on nuclear 
energy development (Gallup, 1976). A majority of those in all political parties stated 
they were following the issue: Republicans, 81 percent; Independents, 80 percent; and 
Democrats, 74 percent. Reasons for this apparent difference in subjectively reported 
exposure to  information on nuclear energy are unclear. 

A 1977 study in Denver, Colorado, undertook an analysis of the credibility of information 
sources by political affiliation. Findings showed that Democrats were more likely t o  
believe President Carter  than Republicans, with Independents falling between the two. 
Republicans were more likely to  believe the utility company* than were Democrats or 
Independents. Finally, Republicans granted more credibility t o  John Love (former 
Republican Governor of Colorado) than did Democrats. These findings underscore the 
political nature of the  credibility of part  isan political figures, regardless of the  issue 
involved. They suggest that the source of information rather than its content may often 
be  the criterion for granting credence. 

One study explored objective knowledge of the f ac t  that  the United States  imports oil 
from foreign countries [2 181. In the  spring of 1977, Republicans were slightly more likely 
than Democrats (56 t o  49 percent) t o  indicate that  the nation must import oil (which is 
objectively the  case). The same study found that,  of those who knew the nation imports 
oil, there was no difference by party affiliation on knowledge of what proportion of the 
needed supplies were actually imported. The finding on objective knowledge, coupled 
with the finding on subjectively reported exposure to media sources of information, 
suggests a very slight tendency for Republicans to be more well-informed on energy 
issues than Democrats. Other correlates of political ~ff i l ia t ion,  not ably higher 
socioeconomic status-a variable related to educational attainment-probably explain 
this slight difference. 

Attitudes Toward Various Solutions to the Energy Problem. President Carter recom- 
mended heavy reliance on coal as  an energy source to decrease the nation's dependence 
on imported oil; yet, this recommendation came a t  a time when the nation was somewhat 
hopeful tha t  i ts efforts to  clean up the environment were meeting with some success 
through a variety of environmental programs. In the spring of 1977, respondents were 
asked whether air pollution standards should be relaxed t o  permit use of coal as an 
energy source. Republicans (50 percent) were somewhat more likely to  indicate approval 
of this idea than were Democrats (43 percent) or Independents (39 percent). The reasons 
for this difference are not readily apparent, especially since the finding does not support 
the  general tendency for opinion on energy issues by political affiliation t o  vary 
somewhat by party line. In this case, however, the item phraseology did not include 
reference to a well-known political incumbent by name. 

*Public Service Company of Colorado. 



The findings concerning opinion on nuclear energy by party affiliation a re  complex and 
interesting. As reported in the section on knowledgeability, more Republicans than 
Democrats tended t o  say they were following the  media discussions on nuclear energy 
development. In this context of at least subjectively reported exposure to  information, 
during the same year Republicans were more likely t o  view nuclear power plants as  safe  
enough (44 percent compared t o  30 percent of Democrats), while Democrats tended to  
think nuclear plants should be llcut backTT (Gallup, 1976). Republicans were also more 
likely than Democrats to say i t  is llextremely important1' t o  have more nuclear power 
plants (40 percent compared t o  t he  Democratst 31 percent) (Gallup, 1976). While in 1974 
Republicans were more favorable than Democrats to  living near a nuclear power plant 
12111, two years later,  Republicans were more likely than Democrats t o  oppose 
construction of a nuclear power plant within five miles of their homes (48 percent 
opposed compared t o  38 percent of Democrats opposed) (Gallup, 1976). 

This apparent inconsistency in Republican partisan opinion may have occurred for several 
reasons. There may have been an error in data  or reporting, or there may have actually 
been a change in Republican opinion between 1974 and 1976. However, the 1976 data  are  
internally inconsistent, leaving the impression that  while Republicans tended t o  feel 
there should be more nuclear power plants, they themselves would not want t o  live near 
one. Conversely, Democrats who were inclined t o  feel  nuclear plants a re  not particularly 
safe, would tend to  be somewhat tolerant of one in their vicinity. 

Several variables related to  conservation have been cross-tabulated by political 
affiliation. In a 1973 study, respondents were asked whether controls on the use of 
energy should be made more strict, less strict ,  or kept about the  same. Republicans 
tended to  prefer stricter controls (45 percent) more often than did Democrats (35 
percent), while more than half of Democrats thought they should stay about t he  same 
[212]. Four years later,  a related item queried respondents on whether President Carter's 
energy program called for "too many sacrificesTt on the part  of t h e  public, or not 
enough. This time, more Republicans than Democrats were inclined to  say the Carter  
program went too fa r  in calling for  public sacrifices (Republicans, 44 percent; 
Democrats, 32 percent) [218]. Democrats tended to  think the Carter  plan was "about 
rightfT somewhat more often than Republicans (34 t o  25 percent, respectively), while 
there was no difference by party on the proportion saying the plan did not call for enough 
public discipline. This apparent inconsistency in Republican viewpoint between 1973 and 
1977 may reflect a genuine change in opinion during the intervening four years. An 
alternative explanation is that  the  affiliation of the  plan with a Democratic president 
elicited more negative Republican response. In fact ,  a 1977 study found no difference by 
political affiliation in reported respondent reduction in energy use [2201. 

Partisans did not differ on how important they fel t  i t  was t o  reduce their amount of 
driving by one-fourth [3 101. Republicans, however, were slightly more likely than 
Democrats t o  oppose a gasoline rationinq law requiring people t o  drive one-fourth less 
(58 to  51 percent) [3lO]. They were also somewhat more likely than Democrats t o  say 
tha t  reducing their driving by one-fourth would be "very difficultn for them (40 percent 
compared t o  32 percent). 

Partisans did not differentially favor or oppose the  55-mph speed limit [22 01. 
Republicans were more likely to  say that  the speed limit had reduced the  speed a t  which 
they drove (70 percent compared to  59 percent Democrats). Republicans (62 percent) 
were more likely than Independents (55 percent) t o  favor t he  55-mph speed limit for  
trucks, with Democrats falling between them (59 percent) [2171. Two studies 1220, 31 01 
reported no difference by political affiliation in preferred methods of reducing gasoline 
consumption. 



These studies together suggest a slight tendency for Republicans t o  favor s t r ic ter  
controls in the abstract and for others. Although they tend t o  s t a t e  they are  law-abiding 
and favor t he  55-mph speed limit, they tend t o  oppose any further restriction for energy 
conservation. 

In 1975 a national sample was asked whether they favored or opposed President Ford's 
proposal t o  grant t he  automobile industry a five-year delay on stricter auto pollution 
control requirements t o  improve gas mileage [134]. The results were as follows: 

Democrats Republicans 

This finding may be more reflective of partisan support for and opposition t o  President 
Ford than a result of greater Republican commitment t o  energy conservation policy. 

A recent Colorado sample [210] was quizzed on its level of interest in membership in 
energy conservation-orient ed organizations. About 28 percent of Democrats indicated 
they would be willing t o  pay t o  belong to  such an organization, with 18 percent of 
Republicans and 19  percent of Independents responding similarly. Expressing no interest 
were 64 percent of Republicans, and 50 percent of Democrats. 

Roper (1979) reported that  one percent of Republicans reported owning solar systems in 
January, compared t o  less than 0.5 percent of Democrats and Independents. There were 
no notable differences by partisan affiliation among those with possible solar buying 
plans; 19 percent of Republicans, 17 percent of Independents, and 14 percent of 
Democrats were considering a solar purchase. 

In summary, variance in opinion by political affiliation along party lines tends t o  be 
elicited by items mentioning political personalities (Nixon, Ford, car ter) .  In general, the  
survey findings show Democrats t o  be slightly less knowledgeable about energy issues, 
somewhat more likely to  view the energy crisis as  quite serious, less favorable to  nuclear 
and coal development, and more favorable toward energy conservation than 
Republicans. Republicans are  slightly more concerned about maintaining conventional 
energy sources and not having their own lives affected, which may translate into a desire 
t o  maintain what has become the traditional American lifestyle and its energy use 
patterns. Republicans' slightly greater knowledge of iswes has apparently not resulted in 
a willingness on their part t o  act. To speculate, the  in;plication of these findings, taken 
as a whole, is tha t  traditional centralized energy systerw may be somewhat preferred by 
Republicans and innovative decentralized systems by Democrats. 

The only survey data  using political philosophy in cross-tabulations with energy items 
were produced by the  Roper Organization. Results from analyses included here were 
generated from national samples between 1975 and 1977. In general, results for 
moderates fell between those for conservatives and liberals. 

Belief in the Energy Crisis. No cross-tabulation by political philosophy was run by belief 
in the seriousness or reality of the energy crisis. Three items pertaining to  t he  salience 



of the  energy crisis were cross-tabulated by political philosophy. No difference by 
political philosophy was found in salience as measured by the Tttwo or three things people 
were most concerned abouttt (with the  "fuel and energy crisisTt one response category in a 
list of national problems) 1154; nor was difference found by political philosophy on 
salience a s  measured by things people wanted their Congressman and Senator to give 
major attention to  [168]. Difference by political philosophy was also not found for 
salience as measured by assessment of "how much government effort  should be put on 
various problems today," with energy sources and conservation as one of the response 
categories in a list [15 11. 

Conservatives (17 percent) were more likely than liberals (10 percent) t o  blame 
environmentalists for the  energy crisis; liberals (34 percent) were more likely than 
conservatives (25 percent) t o  say tha t  environmentalists bore "no blame a t  alln for the 
energy crisis [151]. No difference was found by political philosophy in attribution of 
responsibility for the energy crisis t o  other groups. 

No difference by political philosophy was found on perception of the  likelihood in t he  
next year of "another severe energy shortagert [150]. Also, no difference was found for 
feelings about the  possibility of a more austere life caused by shortages being a good or 
bad thing (the majority of both groups thought i t  would be a good thing) [150]. 

RnowLe4ge and Information Sources. One item falling into this category was cross- 
tabulated with political philosophy. This i tem pertained to  the perceived credibility of 
information sources about the  energy crisis: respondents were asked which group or 
organization they would be most likely t o  believe if different statements were issued as 
to  t he  reason for the  price increase of gas and oil. A list of information sources 
followed. No difference by political philosophy was found except that  liberals (42 
percent) indicated more frequently than conservatives (27 percent) tha t  they would be 
most likely t o  believe "Ralph NaderTs officett 11701. When asked who they would be least 
likely to  believe, liberals (62 percent) were more likely than conservatives (53 percent) t o  
indicate "major oil companiesTt [170]. Intuitively, these differences seem to  make sense, 
suggesting tha t  liberals are more likely than conservatives to  find a consumer advocate 
organization a credible source of energy information, and that  conservatives are more 
likely than liberals t o  believe major corporations, 

Attitudes Toward Various Solutions to t h e  Problem. In an energy-environment tradeoff, 
conservatives (49 percent) indicated they were more likely than liberals (36 percent) t o  
favor "adequate energyu [1481. Liberals (43 percent) favored the environment more than 
conservatives (33 percent) [148]. Similarly, conservatives (25 percent) were more likely 
than liberals (15 percent) t o  think that  environmental regulations have "gone too farw; 

- liberals (35 percent) were more likely than conservatives (24 percent) t o  think such 
regulations had not gone tlf ar enoughtr [148]. 

When asked what additional energy-conserving measures they were likely t o  take in the 
next two years if a tax  credit were given, conservatives (34 percent) were more likely 
than liberals (21 percent) t o  indicate that  they would not take additional measures 
11 6 4 .  Conservatives (50 percent) were found to  be more likely than liberals (40 percent) 
t o  own a full-sized car; liberals (20 percent) were more likely than conservatives (10 
percent) t o  own a subcompact [150]. However, no difference by political philosophy was 
found in car buying plans relative t o  the size of automobile t o  be purchased [150]. 



With respect to energy policy, liberals (15 percent) were slightly less likely than 
conservatives (22 percent) to see the steps called for in President Carter's national 
energy plan as more drastic than necessary, and the liberals were more likely to see them 
as "about in linefr with what was needed [1471. 

Regarding nuclear energy, conservatives (43 percent) were more likely to think that a 
nearby atomic energy plant would be "safeff than liberals (35 percent); conversely, 52 
percent of liberals thought such a plant t7would present dangersn compared to 45 percent 
of conservatives [144. Liberals (46 per cent) were slightly more likely than conservatives 
(37 percent) to think the voting public should make decisions on where atomic plants 
should be built; conservatives (54 percent) were more likely than liberals (44 percent) to 
indicate that an expert group should decide [152]. 

Although no notable differences occurred in preferences for "best long term sources of 
energy," a very slight difference was found by political philosophy on preferences for 
nuclear and solar energy. Conservatives (37 percent) tended to favor nuclear energy 
slightly more frequently than did liberals (31 percent); liberals (73 percent) tended to 
favor solar energy slightly more frequently than conservatives (67 percent) [152]. 

Roper reported that one percent of liberals reported solar ownership in January, 1979 
compared to less than 0.5 percent of conservatives and moderates (Roper, 1979). 
Considering solar purchase in the near future were 17 percent of liberals and 
conservatives and 1 3 percent of moderates. 

In sum, though these findings can hardly be viewed as conclusive proof of important 
differences on energy attitudes by political philosophy, an interesting pattern emerges. 
This pattern fits with everyday observation of domestic political values and action: 
liberals tend to be more favorable to the environment and to solutions to the energy 
problem involving energy conservation and solar energy (although this latter difference is 
not marked). Conservatives tend to find major corporations credible sources of 
information, to blame environmentalists for the energy crisis (more than liberals), and to 
favor nuclear energy more than liberals. These findings lend further support to the 
findings on energy attitude differences by political partisan affiliation. 

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 

Religious affiliation (Protestant and Catholic*) was examined in eight studies (or seven 
percent of the surveys included in this review). Cross-tabulations using religious 
affiliation were performed on only 16 items. This paucity of attention to religious 
affiliation is probably due to the fact that there is little theoretical or empirical support 
for predicting religious affiliation as an important explanatory variable in energy-related 
issues.** The studies using this variable did so as a part of an analytical convention the 

*Data on religious affiliation were not further broken down in any of the studies reporting 
on this variable. 

**Though the traditional Protestant ethic would suggest a waste-not/want-not motivation 
toward energy conservation (for example, see   ax Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the 
Spirit of Capitalism, London: Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1930), the trend toward 
secularization of the major religions in American society probably mitigates this 
practice. 



researchers use with all of their poll data. That is, all findings are consistently cross- 
tabulated with a given set of sociodemographic variables of which religious affiliation is 
one. 

In general, religious affiliation did not result in a pattern of statistically significant 
differences of response on energy items. No significant differences in response between 
the two groups were found on the following variables: 

seriousness of the energy crisis [175, 2181; who/what is to blame for the energy 
crisis [2131; 

0 overall favorable or unfavorable reaction to President Carter's energy plan 
[2181; 

whether Carter's plan calls for too many sacrifices on the part of the public or 
not enough [2 181 ; 

knowledge of whether we import oil and what proportion of the oil we use is 
imported [2 181 ; 

whether environmental standards concerning air pollution should be relaxed to 
permit the use of coal [218]; 

whether gasoline rationing should be required in' order to reduce driving by 25 
percent, how important it is to reduce driving, and what would be the best 
ways to conserve gasoline [3 1 01 . 

Significant differences were found between Protestants and Catholics on the following 
items. 

Concerning credibility of information sources on energy, respondents were 
asked which groups or organizations they were most inclined to believe. Of 
the set of possible responses Catholics and Protestants differed on only one. 
Catholics were more likely to believe Ralph Nader (38 percent) than 
Protestants (26 percent) [l701. To speculate, this result may be due to more 
widespread liberalism among Catholics than among Protestants, rather than to 
religious belief, although the two may be correlated. 

Protestants were slightly more likely than Catholics to see nearby nuclear 
energy plants as safe (42 to 34 percent) [148]. There is no known reason why 
this should be so, and the results of demographic analyses of other studies on 
attitudes toward nuclear energy should be further explored to determine if this 
a consistent finding. 

Responsibility for the energy crisis is slightly more likely to be laid at the oil 
companiest doorstep by Cat holics than by Protestants (59 to 52 percent) [ 15 11. 
This finding may be the result of greater political conservatism and sympathy 
for big business on the part of Protestants as opposed to Catholics.* 

One survey asked respondents to look toward the year 2000 and identify the 
best sources of energy. Results are reported in Chapter 6, and there was no 

*The correlation between religious affiliation and social class, also a correlate of political 
preference, is reported in Mercer, Blaine E. and Jules J. Wanderer, The Study of Society, 
Wadsworth, Belmont (1970), pp. 285-286. 



variation in response by religious affiliation except for one source, coal [15% 
Protestants were slightly more likely to indicate a preference for coal than 
Cat holics (2 1 percent to 13 percent). 

a Finally, Protestants were slightly more likely to oppose gasoline rationing than 
Catholics (by seven percentage points) [3101. This finding is inconsistent with 
the pattern of no differences in opinion concerning gasoline rationing by 
religious affiliation found in the same study, and is probably a statistical 
artifact. 

In general, as would be expected, religious affiliation is most likely not an important 
predictive variable . in accounting for public response to energy issues or public 
preferences among energy policy options. What differences are found by religion are 
probably attributable to other correlates of the variable, such as so -ioeconomic status. 

LIFESIYLE CHARACTERISTICS 

Some of the surveys in our universe analyzed energy attitudes and behaviors by 
characteristics of lifestyle. In particular, these include marital status, housing 
characteristics and housing ownership, and transportation patterns. 

The discussions of these variables has been grouped together because few studies 
analyzed any single variable and because the variables are closely related in describing 
lifestyle of the respondents. 

Marital Status 

There might be some reason to expect that people would vary in their willingness or 
ability to engage in conservation behavior according to marital status and their 
lifestyles, but there is little reason to predict that marital status alone would affect 
other opinions about the energy crisis and energy alternatives. Marital status is 
primarily used as a sociodemographic variable in studies where cross-tabulations are done 
in accordance with convention. This variable was used in seven surveys (six percent of 
the surveys included in this review) and was cross-tabulated with 11 variables. 

Differences in opinion by marital status clustered around items having to do with 
conservation. For example, unmarried individuals tended more than those married to see 
themselves as unable to "do a better job of saving energy by cutting back a little on many 
thingsn (68 to 58 percent) [1281. This finding is probably a function of unmarried lifestyle 
which is less likely than married living to result in prolific household energy use through 
cooking, laundry, and the like. 

Gasoline conservation appears to be more acceptable to married than unmarried 
respondents. For example, those married were more willing to take & vacation closer to 
home to save gasoline than those unmarried 12211. Married persons (10 percent) were 
slightly less likely to oppose using the car less often than singles ( 20  percent), although 
most people opposed this measure [221]. The widowed specifically were less likely than 
others to want to walk or ride a bicycle, but this is likely a function of age rather than 
marital status f2211. There was no difference by marital status on willingness to cut 
back on trips in the car if gasolin2 were rationed [264. Singles were slightly more likely 
to own a subcompact car than the total population (31 to 21 percent, respectively), and 



were less likely t o  have a full-size car  (31 t o  46 percent, respectively) [150]. However, 
this finding is probably the result of several factors: (1) the greater  economic power of 
the  married couple relative t o  young or old unmarried persons, (2) the greater need of t he  
married couple with children for larger automobiles, and (3) the  greater  conservation 
ethic among the  young (single) adults than among older adults. In general, then, married 
couples a re  slightly more likely t o  tolerate minimal infringements on their mobility than 
are  unmarried persons. To speculate, unmarrieds may depend on mobility more for their 
social life, or married couples may be more likely t o  own multiple cars, and thus be able 
to  cut down their gasoline consumption more conveniently. 

With respect t o  domestic energy conservation, married persons a re  much more likely t o  
disapprove of living in a small residence (40 percent) compared t o  unmarried (17 percent) 
12211. This, again, may well be a function of need, especially for married couples with 
children. Interestingly, t he  married between 45 and 60 years of age were most 
supportive of turning down the thermostat in winter. These couples in the postparental 
phase of t he  family life cycle have neither concern about young children nor loneliness t o  
interfere with lowering household temperatures. These findings suggest tha t  existential 
living situations a re  rather potent variables in peoplest ability and willingness t o  conserve 
in various ways. What would be trivial to  one group could be a rather difficult sacrifice 
for another. 

Not surprisingly, no significant difference was found by marital s ta tus  on whether t o  
permit construction of a nearby nuclear power plant 11431. Singles in one survey, 
however, were more likely than the sample as  a whole t o  feel that  environmental 
regulations have not gone far  enough [148]; this finding may be more a function of age 
than marital s ta tus  by itself, since singles are  more prevalent at both ends of the age 
scale. 

Single persons were more likely than a total  sample t o  feel tha t  there never was a real 
oil shortage-that the  shortage was contrived (68 percent of unmarried respondents 
compared to  53 percent of the total  sample) [172]. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that  unmarried persons are somewhat more likely 
t o  find infringement of their personal mobility a hardship than married persons. Singles 
a re  more likely than those married t o  be able t o  function domestically with less energy 
use by living in smaller residences, but not via adopting domestic energy-conserving 
practices. 

Housing Chmacteristics/Stage in Family Life Cycle 

The type, size, and value of the living unit as well a s  the s tage in the family life cycle is 
related t o  att i tudes about energy use. In a national survey, 65 percent of the sample said 
they would be willing to  live in a small house or apartment in order t o  cu t  fuel 
consumption; 86 percent believed in turning down the  heat in winter [221]. 

Concern about the amount of electricity being used increases with the  size of the house 
(as measured by number of rooms) [253]. While acceptance of ntime-of-dayTT pricing was 
low for those in all house sizes, those in larger houses were more accepting of the 
measure than were those in smaller houses [%3]. Those in larger homes also viewed 
future conservation as more difficult than did those in smaller homes (Curtin, 1974). A 
Michigan study found tha t  physical housing factors explained more of t he  variance than 
family socioeconomic factors in energy consumption in single family detached units 



[1O6]. Residents of homes valued a t  $60,000 or more were less concerned about "making 
sure that  there's enough energy t o  go aroundf1 than were those in homes valued at less 
than $35,000 [1201. 

When asked about their willingness t o  buy a solar-heated house, persons in multifamily 
housing and those in single-family homes showed no difference [209]. No significant 
relationship was found between the value of the home owned and the expectation of when 
solar energy would be in general use [3021. However, respondents1 home value was found 
to  have a significant positive relationship (p L -05) t o  support for tax incentives for solar 
energy 13 021. No significant relationship- was found between value of home and 
willingness to  buy a solar water heater if i t  cost the same as other units, feelings about 
the attractiveness of solar energy, or belief in the reality of the  energy crisis. The data  
indicate that  these lat ter  attitudes were not tied to  a person's relative monetary worth 
(as measured by value of home). 

In one national survey, one percent of families with children 13-1 8 years of age reported 
solar system ownership compared t o  less than 0.5 percent by families with younger 
children (Roper, 1979). No differences in solar buying plans occurred by family 
corn posi t i on. 

In a New York study, families with children had increased their conservation efforts (as 
measured by an index of domestic conservation habits) more than couples without 
children and singles had [loll .  In a national survey, families with children were more 
likely to  blame power companies for the  energy crisis than were singles (52 percent t o  43 
percent) [15 11. 

A New Hampshire study reported that those with families of five or more were more 
likely t o  say that  they were "very concernedu about the amount of electricity used in the 
home (71 percent) than were those with one t o  two persons in the household (62 percent) 
[253]. The same large households (71 percent) were also more likely t o  read utility 
pamphlets than were the small households (63 percent). In a national survey, those in 
large families of five or more were more likely t o  own and plan on owning a full-size car  
than were those in families of one to four [150]. A Chicago study reported that 
individuals in households of one t o  two persons were more likely than those in households 
of three or more t o  agree that  many people would switch t o  public transportation if 
gasoline availability continued t o  be a problem (75 percent compared t o  62 percent). 
Households of three or more were more likely to disagree on this issue (36 percent 
compared t o  22 percent for one-to-two-person households) [150]. The larger households 
were less likely to  agree that  they would switch to  public transportation if gasoline 
availability continued t o  be a problem (49 percent compared t o  65 percent for one-to- 
two-person households) [1501. In another study, one- and twwperson households (71 
percent negative response) were less likely t o  intend to  retrofit their homes with a solar 
system than were families of three or more (54 percent negative). 

Concern about conservation increased with house size and family size. Support for tax  
incentives for solar energy was positively related t o  home value but willingness to  buy 
solar systems was not. The lack of analytical data  on housing characteristics and living 
situations in relation to  energy use patterns and attitudes toward energy conservation 
and solar energy, in particular, reveals a gap in existing research. 



Home Ownership 

Four studies explicitly examined differences in atti tude between homeowners and 
renters. Three of the surveys were conducted a t  the regional level (New Hampshire 12531 
and Colorado Springs, Colorado [104, 1051); another used a sample drawn from six 
different "rural and small urban1' parts of t he  United States [303]. The survey findings 
can be categorized into (1) knowledge and information sources, (2) concerns related to  
energy use and associated costs and lifestyle changes, and (3) attitudes toward ownership 
of a solar energy system. 

K n o w l e e  and Information Sources. In a Colorado sample, owners (71 percent) were 
more likely than renters (52 percent) t o  read utility bill pamphlets [1041. No notable 
difference existed between owners and renters in their subjective knowledge of solar 
energy [104]. In a national sample, home ownership and having heard about solar energy 
were positively related (p L -05) [3031. In Colorado, owners and renters agreed (42 
percent owner, 41 percent renter) that  of several alternative fuel sources (solar, wood, 
coal, nuclear, wind, geothermal) solar energy offered the best possibility for home 
heating if conventional fuels were t o  become unavailable [1041. 

Concerns Related to Energy Use. Since owners are  more likely than renters t o  be 
responsible for their utility bills, they would be expected t o  have characteristics which 
reflect a desire to  reduce utility costs. Results from two studies supported this. In a 
New Hampshire sample, owners (68 percent) were slightly more likely than renters (56 
percent) to  express concern about the amount of electricity being used in the home 
12531. In a Houston study, owners also tended t o  conserve more than renters taken as a 
group, although house renters conserved more than apartment renters (Warkov, 1976). 
This la t te r  finding was probably due to  the fac t  that  house renters, unlike many 
apartment renters, were responsible for their own utility bills. 

Concern with the cost of energy was reflected in the finding that homeowners were less 
likely than renters to  prefer pollution-free energy a t  a cost increase of 25 percent 
(p .01) [3O3]. When questioned regarding "time-of-day pricing," (a system of charging 
diflerent rates  for electricity depending upon the time of its use) both owners and 
renters demonstrated a low index of acceptance [253]. The measure of acceptance was 
an index of the combined answers to  questions regarding how likely respondents would be 
t o  change the  timing of certain domestic activities (i.e., cooking meals, doing laundry, 
taking showers, etc): 

Index of Acceptance of Time of Day Pricing 
High Moderate Low - 

Owners 
Renters 

The overall low acceptance index suggests that  although owners and renters may have 
wanted to reduce costs, they did not want t o  do so if i t  entailed a change in lifestyle 
(i.e., changing the timing of their activities). A conflict existed between the desire t o  
reduce costs and the acceptable means for achieving such reductions. 

The desire t o  achieve long-term cost reductions and t o  build investment equity may 
account for the finding that  homeowners (66 percent) were more willing t o  accept the 



additional cost to install solar systems to supplement their present heating system than 
were renters (52 percent) [104]. Although this result seems to contradict the previously 
cited finding that owners were less willing to accept pollution-free energy at a cost 
increase of 25 percent, the foci of the questions differed. The latter question addressed 
solar systems specificially and had positive investment implications which offset the 
increased cost factor; the for rner question included solar systems as one alternative 
among many for producing pollution-free energy and asked only if respondents were 
willing to pay more for energy exclusive of other potential benefits. 

Attitudes toward Ownership of a Solar Ene System. One study addressed attitudes 
among owners and renters toward ownerzip of a solar energy system [104]. More 
homeowners (65 percent) than renters (47 percent) preferred individual ownership of a 
solar heating system to utility company ownership. About half of renters felt the system 
should be owned and operated by some type of private or public company while only a 
third of homeowners felt similarly. Two-thirds of owners and almost half of renters 
preferred having an individual unit on the roof or in the yard to having a central 
community collector. Owners and renters did not differ in their belief that the law 
should protect solar homeowners from shading by neighbor's trees and houses. 

In a four-city survey, 84 percent of those who were planning to buy a home within two 
years said they were willing to buy a solar home, while 62 percent of those not planning 
to buy a home at any time answered similarly [209]. Intention to buy a solar home was 
not found to be related to the type of fuel presently being used in the home. 

In sum, the data are too sparse to permit conclusions, but they suggest that homeowners 
demonstrated more of a desire to reduce energy consumption and costs than did renters. 
They also were better informed about energy alternatives than were renters. This is not 
surprising given the fact that owners more frequently than renters assume their own 
utility costs, and seek ways to reduce them. Owners also preferred individual-oriented 
solutions to energy generation; a preference which accords with their homeownership 
status. However, the desire to reduce costs was tempered by a reluctance among both 
owners and renters to accept changes in the timing of their domestic activities. 

Transportation Characteristics 

Energy usage is the backbone of the transportation system. Not surprisingly, car and 
noncar households have experienced the impacts of the energy crisis differently due to 
the relative difference in their gasoline~consumption. The data show, however, that both 
car and noncar households want gasoline to be available. 

This analysis is divided into four sections: 

a perceptions of the energy crisis and its effects 

concern with energy consumption and lifestyle change 

preferred solutions to the energy problem; and 

0 perceptions of environment a1 problems. 

Perceptions of Car and Noncar Households of the Energy Crisis and Its FXfects. During 
January and February of 1 974, increasing percentages of nationally sampled licensed 
drivers reported trouble obtaining gasoline. Over half of those with one licensed driver 



in t he  household reported such trouble. More than 50 percent of those with cars in t he  
household reported trouble. . By May these percentages had declined t o  23 percent for 
four-car households and 10 percent for one-car households [14a. 

When questioned about energy cost increases other than gas and heating oil, car-owning 
households and noncar households did not differ markedly. All respondents fe l t  t ha t  
"everythingTf had gone up in price (noncar, 44 percent; one-car, 51 percent; and two-car, 
49 percent), although more noncar households answered "don't know" than did car-owning 
households (noncar, 19 per cent; one-car, eight percent; and two-car, nine percent) [3081. 
The o n e c a r  and two-car households (around 60 percent) were in virtual agreement t ha t  
the price of gasoline had gone up "a great  dealn [3081. 

The effects  of gasoline price increases were noted by both car and noncar households. 
More than 60 percent of all groups perceived the price increases as having had "a great  
dealn of impact on the  ra te  of inflation, although more t w e c a r  households (30 percent) 
than noncar households (15 percent) fe l t  the impact was only a "fair amountv1 [308]. 

Perceptions of t he  U.S. oil and gas reserves differed among car and noncar households. 
Ten percent of those in noncar households thought it was not very likely that  natural gas 
suppLies would run out  in 50 years, as compared t o  22 percent of o n e c a r  households and 
35 percent of two-car households [13a. Fifty percent of those in noncar households fe l t  
i t  was very likely tha t  natural gas supplies would run out in 50 years while 37 percent of 
those in one-car and two-car households thought i t  would be very likely [137l. 

When questioned regarding oil supplies, 43 percent of two-car households answered tha t  
it was not very likely that  the United States  would run out in the next 50 years, while 33 
percent of noncar households and 34 percent of one-car households answered similarly 
[1391. Car-owning households also tended to  be more optimistic than noncar households 
about t h e  United States' ability to  be  self-sufficient in energy supplies. About two-thirds 
of those in both one-car and two-car households, and half of those in noncar households, 
fe l t  tha t  energy self-sufficiency was possible [308). These results taken together suggest 
that  some correlation may exist between perception of energy supply and car 
ownership. This may be due to  the  fac t  tha t  car owners depend on an adequate supply of 
energy in order t o  maintain their more energy-consumptive lifestyle. They have more at 
stake if supplies decrease. 

In a Chicago metropolitan sample, 86 percent of automobile commuters agreed that  
drivers would pay $1.00 a gallon for gasoline if necessary (compared to  77 percent of 
public-transportation commuters) [12'& About 75 percent of dl respondents in the 
survey, however, agreed tha t  many people would switch to  public transportation if there 
were to  be a continuing problem with gasoline supplies. (These apparently contradictory 
results may have been due to  the  different conceptual foci of t he  two questions: the  
"$1.00 a gallonu question assumed gasoline availability, the other questioned gasoline 
availability.) 

Generally, car and noncar households fe l t  that  the federal government and the business 
community were doing an "averagef1) job in meeting their responsibilities to  conserve 
national resource supplies 11 37, 1391. However, a discrepancy existed among those who 
reported poor ratings. About one-third of noncar households reported poor ratings for 
the business community and the federal government, compared with poor ratings by 45 
percent and 48 percent of t he  two-car households [139, 1373. The larger number of 
impacts of- the energy crisis fe l t  by car-owning households due to  higher relative energy 
consumption may account for this discrepancy. 



Concern with Energy Consumption and Lifestyle Changes. Given the  recognition of 
rising energy and living costs registered by those in car-owning households, i t  is not 
surprising to  find a moderate positive correlation (r = 0.45, p<.001) between car 
ownership and energy conservation practices (e.g., driving 55 mph, azding storm windows, 
and turning off TV and lights when not in use) [loll .  Car ownership was also found to  be 
positively correlated (r = 0.15, p <  .001) with knowledge about certain domestic energy- 
conserving behaviors (i.e., cleanTng air conditioning filters, using a pressure cooker 
instead of a frying pan, and washing clothes in cold rather than hot water) [ lol l .  

When car owners were asked about present and anticipated conservation actions, 84 
percent responded tha t  they planned their shopping trips to  make several stops on one 
trip (14 percent did not plan, two percent did not know) [14% In the same survey, the 
majority of car owners said tha t  they usually had their car tuned at least every six 
months (one-car household, 53 percent; two-car household, 63 per cent). 

Owners of two or more cars (45 percent) were less likely than owners of one or no cars  
(66 percent) t o  say they would depend on public transportation if gasoline supplies 
continued to  be a problem [12fl. This is not surprising, given the increased investment in 
and reliance upon cars implicit in ownership of more than one car. 

The availability of public transportation did not largely affect  respondent decisions "to 
make that  trip" even if gasoline were rationed to  10 gallons per week or the waiting lines 
for gasoline were an hour long [2621. 

As would be expected, those in car-owning households tended to be more informed about 
car fuel economy. Sixty-eight percent of owners of two or more cars reported having 
seen or heard information about the gas mileage of new cars, compared with 48 percent 
of noncar households [3081. Both noncar (40 percent) and two-car (54 percent) households 
agreed that  government agencies provide more reliable information on gasoline mileage 
than do the  auto companies (noncar, 33 percent; two-car, 23 percent) [308]. 

Three other variables were related to  att i tudes about energy use: car gasoline mileage, 
miles driven per week, and driving speed. When asked in 1974 how concerned they were 
with their gas mileage, over half of the respondents were "very concerned," regardless of 
the gas mileage of their car  (see Table B-33) [308]. 

When asked again in 1975, most respondents were still "very concerned," while the 
number of those who were "fairly concerned1' and drove cars with mileage ratings of 16 
t o  19 mpg and 20 or more mpg increased markedly (up to  30 percent and 28 percent, 
respectively) 114% Those who drove cars which got under 15 mpg (27 percent) were less 
likely than those who drove 20-or-more-mpg cars (41 percent) t o  say that  they were 
making a great  deal of effort  t o  save energy [3081. Drivers of 15 mpg cars (79 percent) 
and 20-or-more-mpg cars (70 percent) answered that  they would cut  down on pleasure 
driving rather than nonpleasure driving (e.g., to  work, school, shopping) [308]. 

As would be expected, a higher percentage of those who were "very concernedft about 
gasoline mileage drove 100 or more miles per week (60 percent) [3081. These same 
drivers (29 percent) were less likely than those who drove 30 miles per week or less (45 
percent) to  say tha t  they were making a great  deal of effor t  t o  save energy [3081. 

Those who drove 56 mph or more tended to  be less concerned about gas mileage than 
those who drove 55 mph or less, although all groups were predominantly "very concernedll 
(see Table B-34) [144. 



TABLE B-33 

CONCERN ABOUT GAS MILEAGE BY MILEAGE ACHIEVED 

Propor t ion  Responding 
Very F a i r l y  Not Too 

Gas Mileage 

Under 15 mpg mileage 
15 t o  1 9  mpg 
20 o r  more mpg 

Concerned Concerned Concerned --- 
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TABLE B-34 

D R I V I N G  SPEED BY CONCERN WITH CAR GAS MILEAGE 

Driv ing  Speed 

5 4  mph o r  less 
5 5  mph 
56 rnph o r  more 

Pe rcen t  Responding 
Very F a i r l y  Not Too 

Concerned Concerned Concerned 



Those who drove faster and who owned more gas-consumptive cars may have done s o  
either because they had more pressing concerns (e.g., getting t o  work on time) or because 
they were less concerned with or aware of t he  energy problem. 

High-speed drivers (56 rnph or more) were as likely as  low-speed drivers (54 rnph or 
slower) to  think tha t  their personal conservation habits had an effect  upon total  energy 
consumption (74 per cent and 7 2 percent, respectively) [258]. The same high-speed 
drivers were also as likely as the  low-speed drivers t o  express their willingness t o  drive a 
small car  t o  save gasoline (provided everyone in their neighborhood drove small cars). In 
t h e  same study, those who drove a t  high speeds (over 60 mph) attached less importance 
to  energy conservation than did those who drove at 50 rnph or less (35 percent as 
compared to  65 percent). The over-60-mph dr iven  (53 percent) were also less likely than 
the under-50-mph drivers (79 percent) t o  be willing t o  save energy by turning down their 
hot water heater control from lthottl t o  "warm.1t The majority of respondents in both 
high- and low-speed driving groups (67 and 54 percent, respectively) fe l t  that  i t  ,was not 
too likely tha t  other people would drive at 50 rnph or less in order t o  save gasoline. 
About one-third (34 percent) of those who normally drove 55 rnph expressed some 
willingness to  reduce their average driving speed while two-fifths (42 percent) of those 
who normally drove 60 rnph or more said they would be unwilling t o  drive more slowly. 

Preferred Solutions to the Energy Problem. Several questions addressed possible 
solutions to  the energy problem. Some required personal appraisals of the merits of 

- - 

particular and alternative solutions, others asked for  rejection or support of specific 
solutions. 

The majority of those in both car-owning and noncar households agreed that  they could 
do a be t te r  job personally and would prefer saving energy by cutting back a li t t le on 
many things rather than cutting back a lot  on gasoline [l28]. This general reluctance to  
decrease car use is also reflected in the finding tha t  nearly one-half of both one- and 
two-car households were not likely t o  use a park-and-ride system (in which people drive 
to  a central location and take the  bus) if such a system were instituted [308]. 

Most car owners preferred present prices and rationing to  higher prices and limited 
supply, or t o  very high prices and unlimited supply [308]. Two-thirds preferred a tax on 
gas guzzlers at t ime of purchase rather than a higher tax on gasoline [3081, but did not 
fee l  tha t  those who drive over 200 miles a week or who own cars tha t  ge t  less than 15 
mpg should pay higher prices for gasoline 1131, 3081. In 1974 over half of two-car 
households opposed institution of a tax structure under which car drivers would pay 
higher taxes than nondrivers. Those in noncar households were nearly evenly split 
between favoring (38 percent) and opposing (36 percent) the issue (13 1, 1391. When asked 
the same question again a year later, the number opposed in noncar households had 
increased t o  50 percent and those favoring had declined t o  29 percent [133]. 

Forty-seven percent of those in one-car households and 45 percent of those in two-car 
households fe l t  tha t  t he  United States  should not export food in order to  pay for oil 
imports, as  compared with only 28 percent of noncar households [1373. 

There were no differences between those in car  and noncar households in feeling tha t  
public transportation should be subsidized by taxes [I273 ; and tha t  fares  paid by users of 
public transportation should reflect t he  full cost of service [12% This contradiction 
between wanting t o  subsidize mass transit (an action which would reduce fares) and 
wanting to  have fares which reflect full costs may be  an indicator of conflicting values 



of wanting to  practice conservation by promoting mass transit, but of not wanting t o  pay 
higher taxes. 

Environmental Problems. Those in noncar households were more likely t o  say that  
increased energy production in the  United States would cause lta great  dealv of 
environmental harm, although more than a third of both noncar and car  households 
agreed tha t  "a fair amountv of damage would be done [131, 3081; There were no 
differences between noncar and car households on the  most serious environmental 
consequence of U .S. energy self-sufficiency efforts 13 081 ; whether t o  have strip-mining 
regulations and consequently higher electricity prices or the reverse [128]; knowledge 
that  power plants and oil refineries cause air pollution [131, 3081. and desire that  new 
power plants and refineries be built in already polluted places [3081. 

When asked about nuclear power plants, the owners of two or more cars responded more 
favorably and fe l t  more comfortable about having a plant within 20 miles of home than 
did one-car and noncar households [3081. Car and noncar households agreed that  disposal 
of wastes, rather than thermal pollution, radiation discharge, or nuclear accident, was 
the most serious problem associated with nuclear power [3081. 

Overall, a s  would be expected given their higher energy consumption, the effects of the 
energy crisis have been felt  more by those who drive and own cars than by those who do 
not. This effect  increased proportionally with the number of cars owned. Consequently, 
more car owners have made an at tempt t o  conserve on gasoline and t o  keep themselves 
informed on mileage standards for cars. Respondents in both car and noncar households 
were concerned about keeping prices down via conservation practices, but did not want 
t o  pay higher taxes in order t o  promote mass transit. In all cases, proposals for taxes on 
gasoline were rejected in favor of taxes on specific users of large amounts of gasoline. 
Car owners were more optimistic about the future of energy supplies than were noncar 
owners, a finding which suggests that  optimism about future supplies may be partially 
influenced by relative need for those supplies. Overall, Americans want gasoline and 
appear t o  be ready to  pay for it no matter  how reluctantly. 

URBAN/RURAL RESIDENCE 

Summarizing the overall picture presented by studies analyzing data  by place of 
residence is made difficult by the different ways in which the urban/rural dimension is 
measured. Three different sets of categories are  used by Roper, Gallup, and the Opinion 
Research Corporation (ORC). Roper surveys use the  four categories of market size 
developed by A. C. Nielson for marketing purposes: llArf-counties comprising the  25 
largest metropolitan areas; llB"--all other counties that  have a population of 1 50,OOO or 
form part of a metropolitan area with an aggregate population of 150,000 or more; Wf- 
counties which have a population of 35,000 or form part of a metropolitan area with an 
aggregate population of 35,OO 0 or more; and "Df+ill remaining counties in the country. 
While this gives an indication of the general level of urbanization for the area, i t  does 
not tell us whether the individual lives in the city, the suburbs, a small town, or on a 
farm. Respondents t o  Gallup surveys a re  categorized by their place of residence rather 
than by county characteristics. Categories are community populations of: 1,000,000 and 
over; 500,000 t o  999,999; 50,000 t o  499,999; 2,500 t o  49,999; and under 2,500 t o  rural. 
ORC uses word categories of city, suburb, small town, and rural area. 



Perceotion of the E n e m  Situation 

Studies by Blakely in three California areas [202] and by Gottlieb in Texas 11161 found 
little or no difference by place of residence on belief in the  energy crisis. Blakely also 
found l i t t le  difference on opinion about the cause and duration of the energy crisis, the 
capacity of public officials and institutions t o  respond to  t he  crisis, and preferred 
alternatives to  resolve the crisis. 

Surveys by Morrison in Lansing, Michigan, in 1974 and 1976 found a change in rural 
respondents in t he  level of belief in t he  energy crisis (38 percent in 1974 t o  47 percent in 
1976) 11 061. There was no change for urban residents, with about half in both years 
believing in the  energy crisis. An additional statement was added to  the 'survey in 1976: 
"The 'energy crisis' was a Iput on' in order t o  raise the price of fuels." Fifty-five percent 
of urban respondents and 72 percent of rural respondents agreed or strongly agreed wi th  
the statement.  

A Gallup survey in April to  May 1977, found no urban-rural difference on whether the 
U.S. energy situation was seen as very or fairly serious [218]. People in cities of 500,000 
t o  999,999 were slightly more likely t o  see the  situation as very serious. Other groups 
were fairly evenly divided in their responses as very or fairly serious. The results of this 
survey are  presented in Table 5 3 5 .  

Only three sizable changes were reflected in another Gallup poll in November 1977 
[1751. The residents of cities from 500,000 t o  999,999 dropped from 50 t o  41 percent in 
the "very seriousTT responses and increased from seven t o  16 in the "not at dl seriousTT 
responses. Residents of the largest cities also increased in t he  "not a t  all serious" 
responses from 13 t o  20 percent. 

A Roper survey in January 1977 found one-fourth t o  one-third of the respondents in each 
group concerned about the fuel and energy crisis [154]. The individuals in counties with 
populations of less than 35,000 were the least concerned (25 percent). 

Exploring anticipated natural fuel shortages for the  winter of 1975-76, ORC found tha t  
persons from small towns and rural areas were more likely t o  say that  such a shortage 
was V e r y  likelytT [I291 (see Table B-36). 

A Roper survey in May 1974 found that  the rural area respondents were the most likely 
group t o  feel tha t  t he  gasoline shortage would continue over the  summer 11721. When 
asked their opinion about future oil shortages, one-half or more of all the groups said 
there was never a real shortage. The rural residents were most negative (63 percent). A 
Roper survey in July 1977 found no difference by place of residence (urban or rural) in 
estimating chances in the next year of another severe energy shortage (over two-thirds 
of each group fe l t  a shortage was somewhat or very likely) [1501. A Roper survey in 
April t o  May 1978 found tha t  41 t o  51 percent of all groups thought that  the gas and oil 
shortage was contrived (Roper, 1978~) .  

The 1976 wave of the Morrison survey in Lansing, Michigan 11061 tested att i tudes or 
perceptions on particular issues tha t  are part  of the  overall energy situation. 
Differences between the urban and rural respondents were found on the following four 
items: 



TABLE B-35 

PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS OF U,S, ENERGY SITUATION 
BY S I Z E  OF COMMUNITY (MAY 1977) 

How s e r i o u s  would you say i s  t h e  energy s i t u a t i o n  i n  t h e  United 
States--very s e r i o u s ,  f a i r l y  s e r i o u s ,  o r  no t  a t  a l l  s e r i o u s ?  
[2181 

C i t y  Size 

Propor t i on  Responding 
Not a t  All 

Very Se r ious  F a i r l y  Ser ious  Se r ious  

1,000,000 and over  42% 
500,000 t o  999,999 50 
50,000 t o  499,999 46 
2,500 t o  49,999 44 
Under 2,500 t o  r u r a l  4 1 



TABLE B-36 

LIKELIHOOD OF A NATURAL GAS SHORTAGE 
BY URBAN/RUKAL RESIDENCE 

How l i k e l y  do you think it  is t h a t  t h e r e  w i l l  be a s h o r t a g e  of 
natural gas i n  your  a r e a  t h i s  win ter  (1975-76)-would you say very 
l i k e l y ,  f a i r l y  l i k e l y ,  not v e r y  l i k e l y ,  o r  not  a t  all l i k e l y ?  11291 

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding -- - - --- 

P l a c e  of 
Residence - 

Very F a i r l y  Not Very Not L i k e l y  
L i k e l y  L i k e l y  L i k e l y  a t  A l l  Don't Know 

u 

C i t y  20% 29 3 1 11 9 
Suburb 17 30 34 13 6 
Smal l  town 3 1 24 26 16 3 
R u r a l  a r e a  34 22 1 2  16 16 



0 The price of energy is too low, considering 
that most energy sources cannot be replaced. 

a If we continue our high levels of energy use, 
future generations will not have a level of 
living like ours. 

Urban Rural 

32%" 22 

a Our family is entitled to as many material 
goods as we can afford, regardless of the 
energy required to produce them. 20 30 

a The only way to get families to conserve 
energy is by imposing government controls. 29 

No difference between rural and urban residents was found on the following items: 

Government officials are not providing any clear directions to help families 
make decisions on energy use. 

a The citizens of the United States are entitled to use as much energy as they 
can afford. 

My family can maintain a satisfying way of living even though we buy fewer 
material goods. 

a The natural environment should be preserved even if I must change my way of 
living. 

a If most Americans continue their present high levels of living, they will 
deprive people in poorer parts of the world of basic necessities. 

In addition, Morrison asked the respondents whether they perceived energy price 
increases as a great problem. The rural residents were more likely to perceive gasoline 
and electricity price rises as serious (67 percent versus 54 percent urban, and 68 percent 
versus 55 percent urban), but heating fuel was equally perceived as a great problem by 
both groups (62 to 63 percent). 

Three studies explored citizen perceptions of price changes due to the energy shortage. 
An ORC survey in November and December 1974 found no differences between urban and 
rural respondents on perceived price changes due to the energy shortage for electricity, 
food, and plastics [3081. There were only small differences as to the perceived increase in 
the price of gasoline, with 56 to 63 percent indicating that the price had gone up a great 
deal (city, 56 percent; suburbs, 62 percent; small towns, 63 percent). Small town 
respondents were less likely to feel that price increases for oil and gasoline had had a 
great deal of impact on the rate of inflation (54 percent versus 64 to 68 percent for other 
groups). When asked whether Americans should conserve gasoline or pay the higher price 

*Percentage agreeing or strongly agreeing. 

B-129 



and use all they want, three-quarters or more of each group said %onserve." The 
suburban respondents were the most conservation-minded (86 percent). 

ORC surveys in November and December 1974 [308] and in January 1975 [I331 reminded 
respondents that President Ford had urged that the United States be self-sufficient so i t  
would not have to import oil from other countries, and asked respondents whether they 
fe l t  the United States could be completely self-sufficient in energy supplies. Only small 
differences were found in the  earlier wave, with the proportion of respondents in each 
group saying yes ranging from 61 to 67 percent. Larger differences were found in the 
second wave, with the cities and small towns (51 and 56 percent) being less likely than 
suburbs and rural areas (69 and 75 percent) t o  say yes. 

A Gallup survey in December 1973 found no difference by city size on perceived 
responsibility for the energy crisis [2131. A Roper survey in June 1977 found no 
difference by city size in tendency to blame the oil companies for the crisis (the most 
likely actors to be blamed by all groups) 115 11 . Those living in rural areas placed less 
blame on the environmentalists and Israel than did the urban groups. Those in smaller 
towns and rural areas tended somewhat more than did other groups to  blame the 
American consumer; and residents of the largest urban areas were slightly more likely to  
blame the Arabs. 

A survey in three California areas in September 1975 found that all groups fel t  the 
overall effect of the  energy crisis on the nation's morale was negative [20% Urban 
respondents were more likely than suburban or rural residents to  feel this way (46, 40, 
and 36 percent, respectively). All groups, however, were less negative on the long-run 
effects if the energy crisis were to continue for years (urban, 31 percent; suburban, 31 
percent; and rural, 28 percent). 

Surveys have explored not only perceptions of responsibility for the crisis, but also 
perceived or &sired responsibility for handling the  energy situation. An ORC survey in 
August to September 1974 asked individuals who they fe l t  had responsibility for seeing 
that  the  United States does not use up i ts  supplies of natural resources [13fl. Persons in 
cities, small towns, and rural areas gave the American public much more responsibility 
than either the federal government or the business community. Suburban residents were 
split fairly evenly between the public and the federal government. Table B-37 
summarizes t be results. 

When asked who should make decisions on various energy-related i s s u e s t h e  voting 
public or expert groups-respondents to a March 1977 Roper survey differed according t o  
place of residence (see Table B-38) [152]. The rural residents preferred the voting public 
in all cases more than did the  urban residents. Residents of counties with populations of 
35,000 to  150,000 were the most favorable toward expert groups. 

As Table B-39 shows, an ORC survey in August t o  September 1974 found that  in general 
the business community was seen as average or poor in meeting its responsibilities with 
regard to  energy [ l 3 a .  The rural people were most favorable, while the suburban 
residents were most negative. A second ORC survey only a few weeks later found an 
increase for all groups in favorable appraisals of the business community [l391. 

As presented in Table B-40, the Blakely survey in California in September 1975 [20a 
asked respondents to rate the capacity of public officials and institutions to  respond to  
the energy crisis. Public utilities were rated the highest of the choices, with about a 
quarter of the  urban and suburban residents rating their performance as good or 
excellent, and 38 percent of the rural residents doing so. 



TABLE B-37 

PERCEIVED RESPONSIBILITY FOR U.S. RESOURCES 
BY URBAN/RURAL RESIDENCE 

Who has  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  for s ee ing  t h a t  t h e  United S t a t e s  does no t  use up 
i t s  s u p p l i e s  of n a t u r a l  r e sou rce s?  El371 

Propo r t i on  Responding 
Place of Fede ra l  
Residence Government Business  Community Public All Three 

C i t y  27% 
Suburb 37 
Small town 23  
Rura l  area 36 



---- 

TABLE B-38 

DECISION-MAKING RESPONSIBILITY BY URBAN/RURAL RESIDENCE 

Who should make decisions on various energy-related issues: the voting 
public or expert groups? [I523 

Proportion Responding 

Market Size* 
Decisions Total 

Where atomic plants s h o u l d b e  built: 
Voting public 
Some other group 
Don' t know/no answer 

How atomic wastes should be disposed of: 
Voting public 
Some other group 
Don't know/no answer 

Speed limits on highways: 
Voting public 
Some other group 
Don' t know/ no answer 

*See the beginning of this section for a 
size categories. 

description the market 



TABLE B-39 

EXTENT TO WHICH BUSINESS COMMUNITY IS MEETING ENERGY 
RESPONSIBILITIES BY URBAN/KURAL RESIDENCE 

How good is the business community doing in meeting its 
responsibilities--good, average, or poor? [137] 

Place of 
Residence 

City 
Suburb 
Town 
Rura l  area 

Proportion Responding 
Study 137 Study 139 

Good Average Poor Good Average Poor 



TABLE B-40 

HIGH PERFORWCE RATING OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS 
AND INSTITUTIONS BY URBAN/RURAL RESIDENCE* 

Proportion Responding 
Public Off icial/~nstitution Urban Suburban Rural 

Federal administration 13% 
Congress 9 
Oil companies 8 
Public utilities 25 



The Blakely study also explored attitudes toward government intervention as a means t o  
ease or resolve energy shortages (see Table B-41). Urban residents were more likely than 
suburban or rural groups to favor nationalizing the energy industry. Rural residents were 
more likely than the other groups to  favor rationing. 

A number of studies have identified a desire to  have a stronger handling of the energy 
situation. A Roper survey in May 1977 found that  70 to  77 percent of the individuals in 
each group wanted their Congressman or Senator to  give major attention to the  
development of a national energy policy [l681. In May 1974, a Roper survey found that  
all groups were slightly more in favor of more drastic steps t o  deal with the  energy crisis 
[174. The 25 la rges t .  metropolitan areas were more likely than other residence 
categories to  feel that  more drastic measures were nr ?ded and that  present measures 
were not sufficient. A Roper survey in June 1977 found only slight differences by 
residence in the  feeling that  major effort  should be devoted to developing new energy 
sources and conservation methods [1511. The groups ranged from 83 t o  92 percent. 

The April-May 1978 Roper survey found the respondents split between a perceived need 
for more controls, especially price controls, and a feeling that  controls were adequate 
(Roper, 1978~).  Residents of counties with populations of 150,000 or more fel t  t he  least 
need for price controls and were most likely to  feel controls were adequate. The Gallup 
survey in November t o  December 1973 asked whether controls on the use of energy 
should be stricter, about the same, or less s t r ic t  [21a. Less than 10 percent of any group 
fel t  tha t  the controls ought to  be  relaxed. Residents of cities of 1,000,000 and over were 
most likely t o  say the controls ought t o  be stricter. 

The Roper survey in March 1978 found the larger urban areas more likely t o  believe the  
United States  could not get  along without foreign oil during the next five years [180]. 

A January 1975 Gallup survey found that  the majority of individuals in each group 
favored the reduction of oil purchased from foreign nations, with a tendency for the 
urban areas to be  more concerned (1,000,000 and over, 77 percent; 500,000 t o  999,999, 82 
percent; 50,000 t o  499,999, 78 percent; 2,500 to  49,999, 73 percent; and under 2,500 to  
rural, 65 percent) [2 1 0 .  

Gallup polls in February and August 1977 found only slight differences between residence 
groups in the  approval of the  way Carter  was dealing with the energy situation [217, 
3091. In the February survey, residents of cities of 1,000,000 and over approved less (56 
percent); 50,000 t o  499,999 approved most (64 percent); and the other two groups 
approved by over 62 percent. By August the level of approval had dropped below 50 
percent for all groups (41 to  48 percent), and those approving were almost balanced by 
those disapproving. 

In November 1977, a Roper survey found that a l l  groups tended to think tha t  the steps 
called for in Carter's national energy plan were about in line [14% The rural areas were 
more likely to feel that way, and they were less likely than urban areas to  think that  the 
steps were too drastic. A Roper survey in March 1978 again found the rural areas more 
likely than more populated areas to approve of Carter's handling of the energy crisis 
[l8Ol. 

The Gallup survey in April to  May I977 asked individuals for their overall reaction t o  
President Carter's energy plan [2 181. For all groups, onehalf  or m ore of the  people were 
favorable and one-fourth t o  one-third were unfavorable. The survey also asked whether 
the President's energy program called for too many sacrifices on the part of the public. 



TABLE B-41 

ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT INTEKVENTION 
BY URBAN/RUKAL RESIDENCE* 

Response 

Nationalization: 
Oppose 
Favor 

Nationwide rationing of gasoline and 
other energy sources: 

Oppose 
Favor 

Government role required by energy crisis: 
Greater 
Smaller 

Proportion Responding 
Urban Suburban Rural 



In general, residents of smaller communities were more likely to  think that  t he  sacrifices 
were too many. 

A national survey by Murray in 1973-74 found the influence of daylight saving t ime (DST) 
t o  be greater in urban areas, since the  urban respondents reported greater change in 
driving patterns [142]. However, a l l  groups tended to  drive more with DST. The liking 
for DST was greatest  in rural nonfarm areas and suburbs. It was least liked on farms and 
in small towns. Support for year-round DST was less on farms than elsewhere. ORC 
fielded surveys in August t o  September and September t o  October 1974 asking a question 
on whether gasoline taxes should be increased to  cut  usage f137, 1391. Less than 12 
percent in any group in both surveys said taxes should be increased. Of the  balance, 
about half said they should stay the  same and half said they should be lowered. 

An ORC survey later  that  same fall (November t o  December 1974) found rural areas  
favoring an energy policy of higher prices for gasoline and unlimited availability [3O8]. 
About half of the individuals in the  urban g r o u p  preferred maintaining price levels and 
rationing. Suburban residents preferred taxes on large cars, while city and rural areas 
slightly preferred increased gasoline taxes. 

Lopreato and Meriweather (1976) cited a study by Morrison and Gladhart in 1976 which 
found a difference between urban and rural residents in acceptance of various possible 
energy policies.* Urban women were most favorable toward all policies suggested, 
followed by urban men, rural women, and rural men. The rural residents were less 
accepting of tax deductions for apartment dwellers and small-car owners, gas rationing, 
deductions for owning only one car, and f ree  mass transit. 

In general, the surveys showed no differences between urban and rural groups in 
perception of the  energy situation and responsibility for t he  situation, 

Enerm and Environment 

A Roper survey in September 1977 found rural residents more in favor of adequate 
e n e r g  as opposed to  protection of the environment than urban residents [148]. Rural 
residents were also more likely t o  feel that  environmental regulations had gone too far, 
although a larger proportion in all groups thought that  the right balance had been struck, 

A Gallup survey in April to May 1977 asked individuals if they thought air  standards 
should be relaxed to  permit greater use of coal 12181. Rural residents were somewhat 
more likely t o  permit relaxation of the rules. 

ORC found in December 1974 t o  January 1975 that  perception of air  pollution caused by 
power plants and oil refineries was lowest for rural workers and highest for small towns 
[1311. In a Kentucky study in August to  October 1975, Burdge found tha t  t o  a small 
extent more urban dwellers favored banning of strip mining [2 2 11. 

*The study by Bonnie Mass Morrison and Peter M. Gladhart is abstracted in the Lopreato 
and Meriweather volume. The original article is "Energy and Families: The Crisis and 
the Response,*l Journal of Home Economics, (January 1 W6), pp. 15-1 8. 



An ORC survey in November t o  December 1974 found that  one-half or more of all  groups 
said that U.S. production of more energy will cause a fair amount or a great deal of 
environmental damage [308]. Those from rural areas were somewhat less strong in their 
estimates, but thkee-fourths of all groups felt  there would be some environmental 
damage. Those who felt  damage would occur were asked which environmental problems 
were most serious. No differences were found among gmups, with the most votes for 
strip mining and air pollution. About 10 percent in each group were concerned about 
nuclear wastes, 

In general, rural groups were more likely than urban groups to  favor adequate energy 
over environmental protection. 

KmwleQp~bi l i ty  and Credibility of Information Sources 

A survey by Morrison in the Lansing, Michigan, area in 1976 found that rural people were 
more aware of and responded more accurately to the following items: transportation 
requires the most energy for families; the hot water heater uses the most household 
energy; microwave ovens use the least energy for cooking [106]. Urban residents were 
more accurate in their answers concerning these following items: aluminum containers 
waste the most energy of beverage containers; beef is the protein that  requires the most 
energy to produce; apartments use less energy than other types of housing; the amount of 
imported oil has risen since 1973-74; natural gas is the fuel in shortest supply. No 
differences were found on awareness that most heat loss is through the ceiling and that 
buses are  the cross-country transportation mode using the least energy. 

A Roper survey in January 1975 [17Q asked who people would believe if different 
statements were given for a price rise in gasoline. The only clear differences were that  
the more rural areas were more likely to  believe the Department of Commerce, and 
urban areas were more likely to believe Ralph Nader. All groups were least likely t o  
believe the major oil companies. In contrast, Gottlieb found no differences between 
rural and urban groups with respect to confidence placed in information sources [116]. 

The Gallup survey in April t o  May 1977 found that cities of 500,000 t o  999,999 and areas 
of under 2,500 or rural were most Likely to answer that we must import oil t o  meet our 
present energy needs [2181. About one-third of all groups did not know or would not 
guess what percentage of the oil used in this country is imported. No differences were 
found in the patterns of estimates for the groups. 

Only five studies analyzed energy-related knowledge by urban-rural residence, and no 
patterns emerged. 

Attitudes Towad Solar Energy 

Only three of the surveys covered allowed analysis of solar energy attitudes by place of 
residence (urban versus rural). A survey in five regions in the spring and summer of 1976 
found no relationship between size of community and having heard of solar energy. A 
Michigan study found urban residents more likely than rural to  agree t o  pay for more 
costly solar energy in order to decrease the demand for new sources of petroleum (52 t o  
37 percent) 11 061. 



A Roper study in March 1977 found that  all residence groups fel t  solar energy offered the  
best long-term source of energy in looking to the year 2000 (58 percent to  71 percent) 
[15a. The second choice for all groups was nuclear energy (29 to 37 percent). 

Attitudes Toward Nuclear lbeaw 

A Gallup survey in June 1976 (Gallup, 19761, found no difference by area of residence in 
following the media discussions on nuclear energy development. The urban areas were in 
the 78 to 82 percent range. Rural residents were slightly lower with 72 percent. 
Respondents were asked how important they fel t  it was t o  have more nuclear plants. 
About a third of respondents in mediumsize cities (50,000 to  500,000) were slightly more 
likely to think that  more nuclear plants were extremely important and another third 
somewhat important. 

When asked whether or not they fel t  present plants were operating safely enough with 
existing safety regulations, the larger the community of residence, the more likely the  
respondent was to  say that operations should be cut  back until stricter regulations can be 
put into practice. A Harris poll in 1975 and 1976 asked what problems with nuclear 
power plants people perceived as major [1411. The problems identified in 1976 ranged 
f rorn disposal of radioactive wastes t o  chances of explosion and sabotage. For all but 
atmospheric radioactivity (rural, 53 percent; towns, 57 percent) and chance of an 
explosion in case of an accident (49 percent for both rural and towns), rural residents 
were less concerned about the problems with nuclear plants than were urban residents. 
When asked whether they favored or opposed the building of more nuclear power plants in 
the United States, residents of larger cities were less favorable. This difference had 
increased since the 1975 survey, with urban areas becoming less favorable and rural areas 
more favorable. About half of the people in each group said they personally favored 
having nuclear power as the  main sQurce of energy for electric power in their 
community, with cities the least favorable (45 percent) and towns the mu& favorable (54 
percent). Fifty-one percent of those in suburbs and rural areas were favorable. This 
represents a drop in favorability for cities and suburbs from the 1975 study, where the 
percentages were 5 3 and 60 percent, respectively. 

* 

In 1974 Becker Research Corporation asked whether individuals would oppose the building 
of a nuclear plant by the electric company in their general area [31 U .  Those in central 
c i ty  areas of metropolitan areas larger than 1,000,000 were mast likely to  oppose the 
plant and least likely to  think i t  would be alright. Metropolitan areas under 1,000,000 
were most likely to  say that construction of the plant would be alright. 

Persons were asked if there was a nuclear power plant within 100 miles of where they 
lived. Suburban residents were more likely than other groups to  correctly state that  
there was a planned or operating plant in this radius; however, they were correct only 21 
percent of the time. In January 1975, a national survey found that  residents of cities of 
500,000 t o  999,999 were most likely to  be against construction of a nuclear power plant 
within a five-mile radius (Gallup, 1976). Rural residents were less likely t o  be against 
construction than were residents of major urban areas: These differences were not 
confirmed in a study of the TVA power plant near Hartsville, however, where fewer rural 
residents than urban residents said they would permit construction of the  plant [143]. 

A November to December 1977 survey by ORC found that al l  groups favored nuclear 
plants, with residents of cities being slightly less favorable than other groups [308]. 



Those living in suburbs were more favorable than other groups toward having a plant 
within 20 miles. When asked what were the serious problems associated with nuclear 
power plants, approximately half of all groups said nuclear wastes (rural areas, 59 
percent; small towns, 45 percent). A Roper survey in September 1977 found major urban 
areas least likely t o  feel  that  nearby nuclear plants were safe  [148]. 

Only one survey asked about the sale of nuclear power plants t o  foreign countries. A 
Roper survey in March 1978 found rural areas least favorable toward sales of nuclear 
plants to  other countries [180]. They were also less likely than urban groups t o  volunteer 
that  they based their judgment on which countries purchased the  plant. 

Based on 11 national probability samples which asked general questions and questions 
about nearby plants, Melber et al. (1977) concluded tha t  differences according t o  
residence in urban, suburban, or rural areas a re  less consistent than those for other 
demographic variables and tha t  size of t he  community is not an important or primary 
determinant of nuclear power att i tudes (p. 97). 

While there are some contradictory findings, the  general pattern which emerged from t h e  
da ta  is that  urban residents a r e  less favorable than rural groups toward nuclear energy in 
general. They are also less favorable toward building more nuclear plants, both in 
general and in their immediate area. They are  more pessimistic about the safety of 
nuclear plants. 

Attitudes Toward Conservation 

Morrison found no differences in energy consumption reductions between urban and rural 
residents of t he  Lansing, Michigan area  [1O6]. A Roper survey in July 1977 found tha t  
between one-half and two-thirds of the people in each urbanlrural category fel t  that  a 
more austere life-style caused by shortages would be a good thing [1501. The percentages 
for the four market categories were: A, 52 percent; B, 65 percent; C, 59 percent; and D, 
67 percent. 

In California in September 1975 Blakely found that  the rural lifestyle was already more 
frugal than that  of urban or suburban residents [2021. In particular, rural residents kept 
the temperature of the house lower, used air  conditioning less, did less pleasure driving, 
and went t o  movies and restaurants less. 

A Gallup survey in April to  August 1977 asked people what things they were doing t o  
conserve electricity, gas, or gasoline [220]. Residents of communities under 50,000 were 
less likely to  turn off lights in their homes (17 and 18 percent as compared t o  26 t o  29 
percent for larger communities), but were more likely to  say they were conserving in 
general ways (23 and 26 percent versus 14 to  18 percent for larger communities). Rural 
residents were less likely to  conserve on air  conditioners (but were probably less likely t o  
have or use one anyway) and were more likely t o  use wood for heat (11 percent versus 
one or two percent for urban groups). In March 1976 Roper asked homeowners what they 
would do in the next two years if a tax credit were given 1164. Rural residents (D) were 
the most likely group t o  install new storm doors and windows and the  urban (8) group was 
most likely to  install insulation. However, the highest percentage of respondents doing 
anything was 20 percent. 

In April to August 1977 a Gallup survey asked people whether they preferred rationing or 
a price increase t o  reduce the  consumption of gasoline [220]. All groups preferred the  



price increase, with cities of 500,000 to 999,999 slightly more likely to favor it. 

A study in 1976 in the Lansing, Michigan, area explored attitudes toward conservation- 
related energy policies [106]. Table B-42, shows those for which there was an urban/rural 
difference. 

No difference was found for year-round daylight savings time or for direct government 
help to the poor and elderly in paying utility bills. The survey also asked about changes 
in energy-use behavior and asked what difficulties were encountered in the behavior 
change. The only differences between urban and rural groups were that rural residents 
were more likely to share equipment with friends and relatives (34 percent versus 21  
percent for urban), and were more likely to report an increase in drying clothes on a 
clothesline rather than in a dryer (42 percent versus 29 percent for urban). Rural people 
were more likely to  indicate great difficulty in reducing the number of miles driven, the 
amount of electricity used, and the material goods purchased. They were more likely 
than urban residents t o  plan local trips to include more than one errand (70 percent 
versus 60 percent) and less likely to walk or ride a bicycle for short trips (24 percent 
versus 37 percent). Rural people were also more likely not to  heat some rooms in the 
winter (55 percent versus 44 percent). No differences were found for transportation 
behaviors except that more urban residents preferred recreation requiring physical 
activity (hiking, swimming) rather than motor vehicles (47 percent urban versus 30 
percent rural). 

Fifty-four percent of the rural residents end 41 percent of the urban residents agreed 
that the amount of energy all families could save is unimportant compared to  the amount 
of energy government and industry could save. A survey in Kentucky in August to 
October 1975 found people in farm areas less likely to  say they would walk, ride a bike, 
or carpool because of where they live and work 12211. Farmers were much more likely 
than urban dwellers to say that they would not use air conditioning (64 percent versus 40 
percent). 

The conservation issue receiving the most attention in the surveys was the transportation 
use of energy. An ORC survey in November t o  December 1974 found no difference in use 
of carpools by place of residence [144. However, use of public transportation was higher 
in cities and use of one's own car was highest in small towns. In September t o  October 
1974, ORC asked individuals what they thought of a policy to  increase gasoline taxes and 
cut income taxes such that people who drove a lot would pay more in total taxes L308J. 
One-half or more in each group was opposed, with a general tendency for the more urban 
areas to  be slightly more favorable. No difference was found between groups on whether 
drivers of cars getting less than 15 mph should pay higher prices for gasoline. A Gallup 
survey in June 1 973 found about half of all groups favorable toward the proposal that  the 
highway speed limit be dropped by 10 rnph [2 111. Residents of large cities (1,000,000 and 
over) were slightly less favorable than other groups (46 percent versus 50 t o  57 percent 
for others). 

A Gallup survey in November 1977 asked people whether they would favor or oppose a 
gasoline rationing law that would require people to drive one-fourth less [310]. Residents 
of cities of 50,000 to  499,999 were most favorable a t  42 percent. Other respondents 
were 32 t o  36 percent favorable. Slightly more than half in each category were 
opposed. Individuals were then asked what would be the best way t o  get people to reduce 
their use of gasoline. No alternative scored higher than 21 percent. Respondents in 



TABLE R-42 

FAVOXABILITY TOWAX0 CONSERVATION-RELATED ENERGY POLICIES 
BY URBAN/KUKAL RESIDENCE 

Policy 
Proportion Responding - 

Rural Urban 

Gasoline rationing 
Tax deduction for f amilies with on11 7 one car 
Tax deduction for insulating older homes 
Tax deduction for families with only two children 
Tax deduction for driving small cars 
Increased taxes for families with more than, two 
children 

Tax deduction for apartment living 
Increased taxes for driving large cars 
Required energy labeling for appliances 
Added federal tax on gasoline 
Peak load pricing 
Inverted rate structure 
Tax supported mass transportation 



small towns and rural areas favored building gassaving cars and those from middle-size 
cities favored cutting down unnecessary driving and improving public transit. 

1 n ' ~ o v e m b e r  t o  December 1974 persons were asked whether people who drive more than 
200 miles per week should pay more for gasoline than those who drive less 13083. Those 
in small towns were slightly less likely than other groups to  disagree with this proposal. 
Small town residents were slightly less concerned than other groups about the mileage 
their cars got. Over half of all g r o u p  had seen or heard articles about gas mileage, with 
the urban areas more informed (city, 64 percent; suburb, 70 percent; small town, 59 
percent; and rural, 51 percent). When asked who provides the  more reliable information 
on gas mileage, less than one-third of any group indicated the auto companies (residents 
of small towns were the  most favorable with 32 percent). Respondents from suburban 
areas more frequently reviewed government agencies as credible information sources (54 
percent versus 43 t o  47 percent for other areas). IIPark and ridev systems were described 
and the people were asked whether they would use one if it were nearby. Rural residents 
were somewhat more favorable than other groups. A Gallup survey in February 1977 
asked people whether they favored the same 55-mph speed limit for trucks as for 
automobiles [2173. Thme in large cities were more in favor of lower speed limits than 
were other groups. The survey also found that over half of the people in each group fe l t  
t ha t  t he  55-mph speed limit had reduced the  speed at which they drove. Rural and small 
town residents were least likely to  have reduced their driving speed (58 percent), and 
reipondents from cities of 500,000 to  999,999 were most likely (7 1 percent). 

An ORC survey in  August 1975 asked, "If gas were rationed so you were allowed only 10 
gallons per week, would you still have made tha t  trip?" [2621. Rural residents were 
slightly more likely than other groups to  say yes (64 percent), and suburban residents 
were least likely (53 percent) (other groups, 56 t o  57 percent). Another question asked by 
this survey was: "If you had to  wait in line one hour for gas, would you still have made 
tha t  trip?" The rural residents were again somewhat more likely to  say yes (61 percent) 
than those in cities, (49 percent), suburbs, (52 percent), or small towns, (56 percent). 

A Gallup survey in November 1977 asked people how important they fe l t  i t  was to  reduce 
their driving by one-fourth [310]. About one-quarter of all groups but those from cities 
of 500,000 to  999,999 (16 percent) fe l t  it was very important. They then asked, IIHow 
difficult would it be to  do this?" Residents of cities of 2,500 t o  49,999 said it would be 
less difficult than did other groups (26 versus 33 to  39 percent for other groups for  "very 
difficult;" 45 percent versus 26 t o  34 percent for "not at all difficultv). 

An ORC survey in 1975 asked people whether it was more important to spend money on 
highways or on m a s  transit [129]. Over half of all groups preferred mass transit, with 
rural less favorable than urban respondents (53 percent versus 60 t o  66 percent). 
Residents of cities and suburbs were more likely than those of small towns and rural 
areas to  perceive a need for  mass transit within a 50-mile radius. They were also more 
likely than other groups to  think tha t  the United States  as a whole would profit from 
improved mass transit. Families whose head worked away from home and drove or 
carpooled but had public transportation available were asked whether they would use i t  if 
i t  got  them to  work 15 minutes faster. Small town residents were more likely to  say yes; 
rural residents were somewhat more likely t o  say no. They were then asked whether they 
would use public transportation if i t  ran twice as often. City residents were most likely 
to  say yes (see Table B-43). 

An ORC survey in April to  May 1975 found that, of those who did not presently have 
public transportation close to  where they lived, t he  suburban residents were more likely 



TABLE B-43 

POTENTIAL USE OF PUBLIC TKANSPORTATION 
BY URBAN/RURAL RESIDENCE 

Would you use public transportation if it got you t o  work 15 minutes 
faster? [ I291  

Place of 
Residence 

P r o p o r t i o n  Responding  ----.--- - 
Yes -- No - 

City 
Suburb 
Small town 
R u r a l  a r e a  

Would you use public t r anspo r t aL ion  if it r a n  twice as o f t e n ?  [ I291  

P l a c e  of 
Residence 

City 
Suburb 
Small town 
Rural area 

F r o p o r t i o n  Responding ------------------- - 
Yes --- No -- D o n ' t  Know "- - 



than other groups to  say tha t  they would definitely or probably use i t  for shopping if it 
were available (53 percent versus 35 t o  41 percent for other groups) [2551. When the 
same question was asked with regard t o  getting to  work, rural residents were most likely 
t o  s a y  they would use it, with suburbanites next (city, 39 percent; suburbs, 49 percent; 
small towns, 36 percent; and rural, 62 percent). 

A study in the Chicago metropolitan area in 1977 asked people t o  assess othersT atti tudes 
and behaviors [1213. About two-thirds of t he  suburban residents and threequar te rs  of 
the city residents agreed that  many people would switch to  public transportation if 
problems with the  gasoline supply continued. When asked if they themselves would 
depend more on public transit in such a situation, 71 percent of the city residents and 50 
percent of the  suburban dwellers said yes. Both city and suburban dwellers fel t  t ha t  
public transit is a public service and should be subsidized by taxes, although more city 
dwellers than others fe l t  tha t  way (city, 62 percent; suburban, 54 percent). 

An ORC survey in April t o  May 1975 asked how great  was the need for public transit 
within the  50-mile area in which the  surveyed individual lived and worked [25%. In 
general, the residents of urban areas expressed a greater need for mass transit than did 
those living in small towns and rural areas. Sixty-four percent of the  city residents and 
71 percent of the suburbanites responded that  there was a great  need or some need, 
versus 54 percent for  the  small town residents and 45 percent for t he  rural residents. 

Summary 

There appears t o  be only a minor difference by place of residence (urban versus rural) on 
perception of the  energy situation or i t s  seriousness 1106, 116, 154, 175, 202, 2181. This 
may in large part be due to  the way in which some surveys categorized individuals. Rural 
people were more likely to be pessimistic about energy shortages [129, 1 7 4 ,  but they 
were also more likely to  feel that  the energy crisis was a "put-on" and tha t  there was 
never a real shortage [106, 17a .  However, this disbelief was found for all groups [172; 
Roper, l978d. 

Litt le or no difference was found between groups on perceived responsibility for the 
crisis [15 1, 21 31. In one study, rural residents were found more likely than other groups 
to  feel that  the voting public should make the decisions on various energy-related issues 
11 521. 

All residential groups wanted more attention devoted to  the energy situation and a 
stronger handling of the  problems [151, 168, 170 .  There were minor differences in 
approval of Carter's handling of the energy crisis, with rural areas slightly more 
favorable [147, 217, 3091. 

Rural residents were more concerned than urban residents about the availability of 
energy than about environmental protection [ I N ,  148, 218, 221, 3081. 

Attitudes toward energy conservation were fairly similar across groups, but specific 
conservation behaviors differed [lO6, 150, 164, 202, 2201. 

Urban residents were more favorable toward mass transit, more likely t o  perceive a need 
for mass transit in their area, and more likely to  think the  United States as a whole 
would profit from mass transit [129, 2551. 



No difference was found by community size in knowledge about solar energy, but urban 
residents were more likely t o  consider paying more for costly solar systems [106, 3031. 

Urban residents were less likely than other groups to think nuclear plants are safe and 
were more likely t o  be against construction of new plants in general or in the local area 
[141; 148; Gallup, 1976; 3081. 
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